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This book has taken shape during a long process of my 
wrangling with places in terms of language and vice versa. 
Since the early 1990s, I have worked with various cities and 
sites that intersect with emerging language forms and, in so 
doing, seem to present a principle of their own construction. 
These sites have been more or less nameable with locations 
such as Las Vegas, Nevada; Sun City, Arizona; and Celebration, 
Florida. These elusive places have represented for me various 
“capitals” of a new kind of “westering” associated with the 
American Southwest. They stand out and reveal themselves 
in their uncertainty — especially with respect to time and 
their sense of representing a tentative future. These seeds of 
uncertainty sprouted further with the linguistic elements that 
completely overran the work by the year 2000 with the first 
portfolio, SprawlCode: Descriptions in a Constructed Language.

By then, I had developed the software and technical means 
of creating word-pictures, somewhat like computer ASCII-
art but more nuanced in tonality and shape. In a quaint, 
bone-headed way this oldest species of computer graphics 
seems to capture language creating itself out of nothing, out 
of mere statistical noise in the semblance of an image. This 
continued my fascination with computational linguistics, too, 
getting deeper into the thickets of processing signs mixed with 
environmental perceptions. The series began to capture the 
sense of chaotic urban development in a vocabulary of words, 
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image, and informatics. Each image/description would form a 
pattern, a linguistic snapshot of sprawl. I found in it the figure 
that would carry me to the extensive investigation of this book: 
sprawl as a topos, an unruly growth principle, interlinking the 
edges of city and highway, story and image, computer code and 
text.

Defining sprawl is an elusive proposition. Everyone who 
has lived in and around cities from the 20th century into the 
21st can identify sprawl when they see it, but they may not 
know how to define it precisely. Sprawl is messy land-use 
that defies clear order and ready-made labels but consists 
generally of five components: housing subdivisions, shopping 
centers, office parks, civic institutions, and roadways. Within 
this schema of types, sprawl takes paradoxical twists. Zoning 
clearly delimits kinds of land-use, yet it is often hard to tell 
where one place begins or another ends. Buildings are roads, 
and roads are buildings. The streets come together as a 
gridwork, yet this master image of flow and direction dissolves 
in a scatter of writing surfaces, signage, and billboards. The 
landscape opens a frontier of laissez-faire capitalism, yet rigid 
zoning ordinances and building codes stand as the strict, 
first regulator of any development permit. Public and private 
spheres are convoluted.

Though nothing seems consistent here, there is an 
energy that unleashes matter and generates signals. Sprawl 
is really a reproduction principle that applies to both space 
and language. Places reproduce linguistically, and signs 
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propagate in the environment. Especially with the Net, we 
are witnessing different languages emerging in parallel with 
new instrumentalities of land-use. I hope to capture them 
in this book as various forms of sprawl-speak, e.g., technical 
terms of risk analysis, Google search expressions, catalogs 
of commodities, and tumblelogs. With the texts gathered, I 
then used the “streams” to generate images which fall into 
their own order of reproductions. These image-words are 
tools in the sprawl logic, finders of something in the Web, as 
well as propagators of more texts. It’s all in motion as streams 
of reproduction in the roadway city as well as in electronic 
circuits. In the text stream, what I am looking for most of all 
is to simulate a sprawl-born stream of consciousness, a new 
literary device to inform the direction of thought embedded in 
uncertain places.

As in a literary stream of consciousness, gaps and drop-
outs punctuate the landscape. The flow is an effect of standing 
away in time and taking it in at a distance, just as the lo-res 
picture on each page of this book may only come clear by 
holding the book at arms length and squinting one’s eyes. The 
discontinuities are not just spaces between marks but also gaps 
left by signs and things that drop away and are forgotten. In 
terms of sprawl-places, such absences may be odd lots, bull-
dozed neighborhoods, or extinct features of the landscape. In 
terms of language-use on the Net, they may be obsolete words, 
anachronistic expressions, out-of-date articles, and textual 
remnants of archives. Whole languages that are becoming 
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extinct in global culture may have the Web as their only 
place of refuge. Like a television image from a distant signal 
fading-in and fading-out, potentially extinct forms of language 
may appear and disappear in the Web. This book attempts 
to fix some of them on the page while also suggesting their 
transitoriness.

The task of fixing transformation itself indicates an 
important aspect of what this book is. It is a mimetic book; not 
a vehicle of tales, as in a novel, or a carrier of information, as in 
a reference book. Rather it “apes” sprawl and the phenomena 
with which it is concerned. In this way, it owes much to Ed 
Rucha’s Every Building on the Sunset Strip (1966) and other 
titles such as: Raymond Roussell’s How I Wrote Certain of My 
Books (1935); Guy Debord and Asger Jorn’s Memoires (1957); 
Jeff Wall’s Landscape Manual (1970); On Kawara’s One Million 
Years (1971); Cyra McFadden’s The Serial: A Year in the Life of 
Marin County (1977). With these sources in mind, this book 
forms an image as an acting out of sprawl as both linguistic 
and spatial condition. Also in the textual background are the 
myriad software manuals for obsolete programs, which I have 
married in a fashion to the zoning plans and land-use codes 
for urban and exurban development. Similar to “The Book 
of the Machine” in E. M. Forster’s The Machine Stops (1909), 
the effect of these books when isolated — separated in time 
from their applications — is to gather a sense that we have 
lost any tacit knowledge of how the world works. We can 
only go back to the manuals, scratch our heads, and gather a 
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tenuous sense of insight. As in Forster’s machine world, the 
system may appear so finely adjusted that the sky resembles 
“a vast kaleidoscope whereon the same patterns periodically 
recurred.” Yet, behind these patterns, the forgotten operating 
manual testifies to the breakdown that has already occurred.

Each of the fourteen chapters bears witness to these crack-
ups and other textual operations of sprawl.

Latent Demand. The book opens with a 360° panorama as 
an establishing shot of the generic landscape of sprawl. The 
chopped-up horizon is the most distinguishing feature of 
the sequence, and it introduces a primary figure of the book. 
Irregular horizons figure as both an opening and closing of 
space that surrounds us. A similar kind of double movement 
propels the growth of sprawl with “latent demand,” which is 
a term used by urban planners for the spiral of supply and 
demand. More highways are built to accommodate existing 
demand and as the lanes open for more traffic, naturally the 
cars come and choke the highway once again. Opening ushers 
in closing as demand is always there, latent, and never satisfied. 
The language here is of the complaints of grid-locked drivers, 
and one can imagine the discordant thoughts of an asphalt 
field of frustrated drivers crying for another lane, just one 
more opening.

Mutopia. The sky is perhaps the only opening as surveyed 
by this chapter. The sky peaks through suburban trees in 
pictures made by my daughter while on a walk around our 
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neighborhood. With an innocent eye for composition, she 
photographed the tree-forms pirouetting around the open blue 
sky. The images remind me of Walter Benjamin’s fixation on 
the arcades of Paris as an architecture of enclosure open to the 
sky (with their cast iron glass roofs). The sky figures images 
of the future, and I have accordingly set the graphics of this 
section to the words of future studies and prediction. Utopia is 
not fixed but contingent in the sprawl arcades. Sprawl creates 
arcades without roofs and frames the sky with a multitude of 
futures. 

Homeowner’s Manual. The utopians here would not be great 
visionaries such as Campanella, Fourier, Howard, or Gillette 
but rather the masses of homeowners and do-it-yourselfers 
pottering in the garage. This is an information revolution 
as much as it is a material transformation, as in the infinite 
supply of hardware, tools, and building materials. Manuals and 
magazines offer the guidelines, step-by-step demonstrations, 
and practical knowledge that are always open to interpretation. 
In this chapter, the road signs stand in for the home manuals 
as the more official, public signposts of space management.

Suburban Brats. Though the official language of suburban 
American may be permeable, the minds of teenagers in these 
zones may be very difficult to get inside of. Street corners 
and traditional urban gathering spaces have vanished leaving 
only soccer Saturdays, 7-11s, and cul-de-sacs. The only traces 
left behind are the graffiti, which in this section, are mixed 
with my worded descriptions of a video game parlor and 
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the interactions of a girl attempting to gain mastery of the 
machine.

Bygone Houses. Here we are back to housing as the most 
prevalent way, along with roads, to gain ascendency over 
things. The general sign of tract housing is the zigzags etched 
by peaked roofs. They form the lines of the exterior which is 
complemented in this chapter by the advice and descriptions 
of interior decorating books from the 1920s to the present. 
This commentary forms the voice of the interior speaking the 
arrangement of rooms as an analogue to arranging one’s life.

EcoTerrorist Manifesto. The order is always precarious, and 
as we step outside again, there are discordant realities to face. 
The words are scenarios of doom matched by the twisted forms 
of car wrecks, which are the split-second distillation of road 
catastrophe. 

Distance Education. This development marks the growing 
knowledge industries that surround cities. Such Net-
based programs often go along with the brick megaplex of 
community colleges and trade schools that welcome scores of 
commuting students. They raise the question of how learners 
learn in a multimedia age following the late age of print and 
literacy: just as Plato and Aristotle institutionalized literacy in 
ancient Greece through their Academy and Lyceum, will these 
schools support the vehicle for post-literate education?

Views of the Road. In education at a distance, the myth 
of the open road continues to have a powerful hold on our 
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imaginations. To prove it are a slew of illustrated books on 
the highways and byways of America: Route 66, the Lincoln 
Highway, the Merritt Parkway. The open road is the main 
attraction supported with bygone features of road culture and 
other destinations along the way: donut shops, classic gas 
stations, motels, and roadside amusements such as miniature 
golf. In this presentation, these imaginary destinations (a 
dream of sprawl) are linked together by Mapquest directions. 
These instructions automate modern travel writing and point 
to another genre affiliated with sprawl.

Developers. If there is an emerging genre of travel writing, 
then who are its authors? This chapter puts forward the figure 
of the developer as a writer of blocks rather than paragraphs, 
zones rather than chapters. The portraits represent attendees 
of a conference of developers, but standing behind them are 
figures like J. C. Nichols of Kansas City and Victor Gruen, a 
pioneer of the modern suburban mall. The text is comprised 
of place names pointing to the enigmatic source of street 
names in new developments. Streets are no longer rationally 
numbered and grided. Along with curved streets, Scotland 
seems to be a primary generator of place names along with its 
displaced pastoralism.

Transmission Towers. These forms stand as the monumental 
defining features of the developed landscape. They march in 
lines like giants in the earth. They vary wildly in form yet bear 
family resemblances suggestive of variation and propagation 
in cellular automata. The wire strung between the towers 
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carries wired conversations, CB radio slang, and so on. It is 
reminiscent of the early years of telegraph and telephone poles 
when some believed that one could “hear” the conversations in 
the wind whistling through the wires.

Causal Dress. This points to a “philosophy of clothes” 
under conditions of sprawl. This premise goes back to Thomas 
Carlyle’s enigmatic book, Sartor Resartus, published in the 
1830s. Society is founded upon cloth, and it is through clothing 
that we both hide and exhibit ourselves. Civilization and 
nation states unfurl themselves in the uniforms and flags that 
symbolize power. The basic uniform of the “suburban nation” 
— jeans and T-shirts — are selected to cover the mass-body. 
Conversations animate the clothing as independent agents of 
sociality.

Visual Trash. The role of paper in the sprawl economy is to 
provide trash. Wrappers, bags, cups, receipts, sheets speckle 
areas like salt sprinkled on a Ponderosa steak. These garbage 
specimens are figured on the pages by the words of Google 
search expressions. Will the archaeologist of the future look 
through these heaps of now useless words for keys to what 
people were looking for? Will they figure, like paper trash, as 
the sign of an ongoing loss of substance?

Clocks/High Noon. Town clocks used to define urban 
centers and synchronize their fundamental movements. 
Even in the boonies of the old West, the sun itself would 
announce the moments of the highest drama, such as the 
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solitary law man meeting his nemesis in Gary Cooper’s High 
Noon (1952). Now clocks are embedded in everything and 
provide local coordinates on the finest order of scale. But even 
a digital “high noon” still represents in Nietzschean fashion a 
primordial splitting of an object and its shadow. The counting 
of the digital second holds nothing in-between except the 
shadow of the next instant.

Words of the Walking. This final section poses the random 
image of walkers as they compose their journeys in internal 
monologues. The experience of writing these tracts was 
difficult and reminded me how labor intensive stream of 
consciousness writing really is. The effect of total immediacy, 
as if thought itself can be somehow recorded and merely 
played back, is an illusion. The process of writing reveals 
instead that nothing is direct in thought, especially in thinking 
about itself. The process of self-reflection often stalls, and 
the so-called stream of consciousness becomes like the dead 
movement of the zombies wandering aimlessly through the 
mall in the Dawn of the Dead (the 1978 version). These mall-
goths are just like us except there is no thought at all. But, 
even in this degraded sprawl genre, there still exists a kind 
of flâneur whose sole purpose is to contemplate urban life in 
motion.

As a textual form of flânerie and image capture, this book 
finally poses sprawl as a theory of experience. Experience is 
no more and no less than a vibrant, scattered process of urban 
becoming that gives rise to associated patterns of thought and 
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language behavior. Though already obsolete, I hope this book 
will provide a suggestive manual for a landscape text that is yet 
to be.

I thank Kris Merola and Tate Shaw of Preacher’s Biscuit 
Books for their wonderful support and advice in the 
publishing of this book. Thanks, also, to Amber Hares for her 
careful editing of the editable portions. Lea, Chessie, and Red 
have all my gratitude for giving me a home in a spread-out 
world.
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It’s my dad’s. Jam creep. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for
the highway. What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed
51.918654 miles per hour? A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. It’s my dad’s. Can
I remove the cars in front of me? The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown,
you should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your
car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind
down further. Or am I misunderstanding completely? Nice. I’m getting dizzy. Or am I
misunderstanding completely? An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is,
could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. He lost his job, his
girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his
house. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely
in suburban homes, nowadays. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the
centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? There has to
be a better way. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving
very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one.
Annoyed with the clutch? What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly
the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Is this a seesaw road? Have each person stand on the middle
of a line. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn
and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is
a better choice. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite
routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about
10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next
opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. I refuse to use an automatic, and the
manual is a pain in the butt to control. What is the probability that a given car at given
instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Also zero, unless one car is towing
another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. I think 2 way is
better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. Silver. On
May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. You could use
radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system
does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. When you reach the end of the
spiral you see a tunnel. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and
go to sleep. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. You could use radar or
something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause
an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. End up in Mongolia. YAY!! At that point,
four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Getting used to
the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers
trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles,
and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. Or am I misunderstanding completely? Annoyed
with the clutch? So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. This intersections indicates
not only the image of the world but its schemes. Wouldn’t this would work better if the
vehicle(s) were in motion? Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police
cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over
telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. Because if you’re stuck in the
middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. We already have paid-in-advance
automatic toll payers. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for
the highway. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Also zero, unless one car is towing
another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. From the point of view
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of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again,
and so on. Is this a seesaw road? Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed
them here enough times). I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys
thought of... I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control.
Nice. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow
truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. Is this a seesaw road?
Also, why the engine swapping? In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer,
tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and
destruction. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. I
refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Nice. Spiral into
infinity. Silver. Annoyed with the clutch? Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward
about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the
next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. There has to be a better way. It
gives you time to get out of your car and push construction stuff over. Is this a seesaw road?
Get an automatic! Problem solved. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed
them here enough times). Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there
is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure
which one is a better choice. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an
accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. Spiral into infinity. Driveways can
be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes,
nowadays. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops,
then moves again, then stops again, and so on. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus,
bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened
the hatch with bolt cutters. There has to be a better way. At that point, four police officers
leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Wouldn’t this would work better if the
vehicle(s) were in motion? Spiral into infinity. Jam creep. A terrible traffic jam has trapped
your ambulance. Annoyed with the clutch? I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain
in the butt to control. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Why do you need a slot
again? I always liked traffic jams. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really
irritated when you miss your turning/car park. Unfortunately. From the point of view of each
individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so
on. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually
reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? The traffic jame layout is specifically
developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links.
The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. The free traffic
has a symmetry. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow
down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a
jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further.
It’s my dad’s. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never
actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? I forgot my glasses. It would
presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. At that
point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. This view
enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance.
Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in
suburban homes, nowadays. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its
schemes. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. Is this a seesaw road? M
reg. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can
recut a tire to make it even better than new. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll
payers. I always liked traffic jams. Also, why the engine swapping? Jam creep. This
intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. An aerial picture of
the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic
jam is available. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then
stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. You must get your passenger to the
hospital immediately. I always liked traffic jams. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he
broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. It’s my dad’s. I
forgot my glasses. And it’s not turbo charged. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed
to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. Nothing
wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than new. Wouldn’t this
would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? When you reach the end of the spiral you see
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a tunnel. Nice. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. It would presumably beep or something
when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad
can recut a tire to make it even better than new. From the point of view of each individual
driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. YAY!!
The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. Also, why the
engine swapping? At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with
bolt cutters. It’s my dad’s. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. Annoyed with
the clutch? It’s my dad’s. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. From the
point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not
mean that each car has permanently stopped. Nice. Wouldn’t this would work better if the
vehicle(s) were in motion? All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily
speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the
stress of you and the people around you, and keeps everything flowing. Neat round about
solution, though. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better
than new. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer,
tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and
destruction. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of
temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. It would presumably beep or something when
traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus,
bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. Silver. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in
the butt to control. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident,
and he had recently been evicted from his house. The traffic jame layout is specifically
developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links.
Annoyed with the clutch? It gives you time to get out of your car and push construction stuff
over. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. He lost his job, his girlfriend
left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. It
would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. I
refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Getting used to the
clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes.
Neat round about solution, though. It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned
out and I had to take the wheel again. It’s my dad’s. Unfortunately. Aligning theme icons near
to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. YAY!! Or am I misunderstanding completely?
The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts
with may theme lines and many links. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and
headed out for the highway. Or am I misunderstanding completely? At that point, four police
officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Neat round about solution,
though. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly
moving cars. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
specific/average distance. Or am I misunderstanding completely? Wouldn’t this would work better
if the vehicle(s) were in motion? YAY!! Annoyed with the clutch? Also, why the engine swapping?
I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. We
already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus,
bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants,
sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt
when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. There has to be a better
way. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Driving in a
traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming
to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per
hour. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. Straight
6/24v/2.0 litre. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers
trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles,
and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. I never thought a tight spiral would be the
first thing you guys thought of... So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. From the
point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like
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this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. I have witnessed this phenomenon
and I like to play with it. There has to be a better way. When you reach the end of the spiral
you see a tunnel. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. In a most
spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had
been watching his life crumble around him. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play
with it. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. All things being equal, the Unjamming
Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a
constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps everything
flowing. Also, why the engine swapping? You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately.
Get an automatic! Problem solved. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Is this a
seesaw road? I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. The
traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts
with may theme lines and many links. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes
without electricity. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the
grassy median. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a
U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which
one is a better choice. Or am I misunderstanding completely? I never thought a tight spiral
would be the first thing you guys thought of... And in traffic news there’s been another pileup
in the centre of the Earth. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another
possibility. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic,
drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. What is the probability that
a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? I forgot my
glasses. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Get an automatic! Problem solved. The general idea is that,
when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to,
accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as
late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. From the point of view of each
individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so
on. Annoyed with the clutch? Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police
cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over
telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. I have witnessed this
phenomenon and I like to play with it. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in
the butt to control. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. What is the
probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Is
this a seesaw road? We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. Soon enough we’ll
have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). All things being equal, the
Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you
maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps
everything flowing. End up in Mongolia. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of
the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way
spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. From the point of view of each individual
driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on.
Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? Have each person stand on the
middle of a line. Unfortunately. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10
feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next
opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. We had nowhere to go. Or am I
misunderstanding completely? Silver. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is
another possibility. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but
never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? What is the probability
that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? You could use
radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system
does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. I forgot my glasses. Getting
used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look
like a proficient driver. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants,
sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt
when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. I’m getting dizzy. End up
in Mongolia. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. Jam creep. Driveways can be much
larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays.
YAY!! I always liked traffic jams. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is
another possibility. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
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specific/average distance. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like
this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. And it’s not turbo charged. Spiral
into infinity. I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? An aerial
picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when
no traffic jam is available. Jam creep. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain
in the butt to control. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. I refuse to use an
automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. The free traffic has a symmetry. At
that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Can I
remove the cars in front of me? Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants,
sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt
when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. I forgot my glasses.
Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? Unfortunately. It’s my dad’s.
I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. This intersections indicates not
only the image of the world but its schemes. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter
decreasing to one block size in the center. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral
towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow?
Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per
hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3
miles per hour. It’s my dad’s. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not
mean that each car has permanently stopped. Unfortunately. I refuse to use an automatic, and the
manual is a pain in the butt to control. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. All things
being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but
it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and
keeps everything flowing. Is this a seesaw road? Can I remove the cars in front of me? In a most
spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had
been watching his life crumble around him. Spiral into infinity. There has to be a better way.
The free traffic has a symmetry. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed
them here enough times). When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. Silver. Silver.
The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. I feel myself drawn
to this idea - a traffic vortex. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. This tunnel
goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. I forgot my glasses. What is the probability
that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? It’s my dad’s.
I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? Because if you’re stuck
in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. Because if you’re stuck in the
middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. In which a unique vehicle such as a
bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. Or am I
misunderstanding completely? So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. I’m getting
dizzy. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Wouldn’t this would work better if the
vehicle(s) were in motion? Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? On
May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. On May 17,
1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. It gives you time to
get out of your car and push construction stuff over. Getting used to the clutch control is a
nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. From
the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. Jam creep. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. I
always liked traffic jams. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. So what the heck:
He stole a car and then ditched. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown,
you should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your
car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind
down further. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. Can I remove the cars in
front of me? Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never
actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? I always liked traffic jams. At
that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Have
each person stand on the middle of a line. Or am I misunderstanding completely? Why do you need
a slot again? He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he
had recently been evicted from his house. Annoyed with the clutch? In which a unique vehicle
such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was
intentionally used to cause death and destruction. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like
to play with it. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with
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bolt cutters. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a
U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which
one is a better choice. Get an automatic! Problem solved. The traffic jame layout is
specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and
many links. Silver. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. An aerial picture of the
road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam
is available. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of...
There has to be a better way. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not
mean that each car has permanently stopped. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson,
35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him.
Or am I misunderstanding completely? Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards
the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Also zero,
unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently
stopped. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center.
Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? What is the probability that a
given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? I’m getting dizzy. In
a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking
plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your
ambulance. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic,
drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. Spiral into infinity. I
never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Wouldn’t this would
work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? YAY!! Nice. Driveways can be much larger than
that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. Aligning
theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Nothing wrong with
retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than new. Aligning theme icons near to
the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Barreling through six miles of residential
roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened
vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. Get an
automatic! Problem solved. The free traffic has a symmetry. Annoyed with the clutch? Driveways
can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban
homes, nowadays. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Driveways can be much larger
than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays.
Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Neat round about solution, though. There has to be a better way. You
must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. Have each person stand on the middle of a
line. Unfortunately. It’s my dad’s. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve
discussed them here enough times). It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned
out and I had to take the wheel again. And it’s not turbo charged. There has to be a better way.
When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. M reg. At
that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Neat
round about solution, though. M reg. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!!
Something like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. Neat round about
solution, though. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in
the center. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. I
forgot my glasses. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the
grassy median. Also, why the engine swapping? On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a
lot and headed out for the highway. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines
vertically by the specific/average distance. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated
driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. On May 17, 1995, in San
Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. At that point, four police officers
leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you
will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. All things being equal, the
Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you
maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps
everything flowing. Neat round about solution, though. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed
vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s
rampage finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway
divider. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Aligning theme icons near to the
leftmost theme links is another possibility. I’m getting dizzy. You must get your passenger to
the hospital immediately. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by
the specific/average distance. End up in Mongolia. And it’s not turbo charged. At that point,
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four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Do the cars get
smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a
variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Can I remove the cars in front of me? Is this a seesaw
road? Spiral into infinity. Spiral into infinity. Another alternative is that once you get to
the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction
(2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. I’m learning how to drive at the
moment. Neat round about solution, though. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what
the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. This tunnel
goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. Barreling through six miles of residential
roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened
vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. We had
nowhere to go. Spiral into infinity. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer,
tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and
destruction. Annoyed with the clutch? Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. So
what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. I forgot my glasses. Spiral into infinity. The
free traffic has a symmetry. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but
its schemes. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers
trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles,
and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. Also zero, unless one car is towing another
Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. Neat round about solution,
though. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars
(and we’ve discussed them here enough times). You could use radar or something to monitor nearby
cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably
won’t be a terribly bad one. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city.
Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per
hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3
miles per hour. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of
temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. Barreling through six miles of residential
roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened
vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. It’s my
dad’s. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then
moves again, then stops again, and so on. Jam creep. What is the probability that a given car at
given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? When I’m stuck in a traffic jam,
I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. So what the heck: He stole a car and then
ditched. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. An aerial picture of the road and text saying
what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. End up
in Mongolia. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. I’m
learning how to drive at the moment. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the
spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral)
I’m not sure which one is a better choice. End up in Mongolia. Get an automatic! Problem solved.
I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? It’s my dad’s. In which
a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or
forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. I have witnessed this phenomenon
and I like to play with it. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is,
could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. I meant a spiral with quite
a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. From the point of view of each
individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so
on. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway.
Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in
suburban homes, nowadays. Neat round about solution, though. It’s my dad’s. Getting used to the
clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. We had nowhere to go. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing
to one block size in the center. The free traffic has a symmetry. At that point, four police
officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Jam creep. When I’m stuck in
a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. I never thought a tight spiral
would be the first thing you guys thought of... And it’s not turbo charged. Wouldn’t this would
work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? I never thought a tight spiral would be the first
thing you guys thought of... He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an
accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. We had nowhere to go. End up in
Mongolia. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. Can I
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remove the cars in front of me? When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the
autopilot and go to sleep. A theme line stands out at this point. There has to be a better way.
You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d
love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby
cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably
won’t be a terribly bad one. It gives you time to get out of your car and push construction
stuff over. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would
help make me look like a proficient driver. M reg. The traffic jame layout is specifically
developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links.
Nice. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average
distance. At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world. It would
presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. And
it’s not turbo charged. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without
electricity. It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take
the wheel again. What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed
51.918654 miles per hour? M reg. It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out
and I had to take the wheel again. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something
like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. Do the cars get smaller and
smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the
logic of Zeno’s arrow? Nice. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get
to the grassy median. What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the
speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Also, why the engine swapping? He lost his job, his girlfriend
left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house.
This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. I always liked
traffic jams. Spiral into infinity. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the
centre of the Earth. Is this a seesaw road? From the point of view of each individual driver, he
moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. I’m learning how
to drive at the moment. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Jam creep. Wouldn’t this would work better if
the vehicle(s) were in motion? Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are
offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. Another alternative is that once you get to
the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction
(2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. Aligning theme icons near to the
leftmost theme links is another possibility. It gives you time to get out of your car and push
construction stuff over. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. Can I
remove the cars in front of me? At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the
world. The free traffic has a symmetry. Get an automatic! Problem solved. Also zero, unless one
car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. We had
nowhere to go. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the
highway. Jam creep. I forgot my glasses. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to
make it even better than new. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. Imagine a
highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of
the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way
spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. This intersections indicates not only the
image of the world but its schemes. M reg. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of
the city. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times).
In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking
plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. Another alternative is that once you get
to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite
direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. Get an automatic! Problem
solved. Jam creep. Get an automatic! Problem solved. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving
forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting
for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. And it’s not turbo
charged. Annoyed with the clutch? Also, why the engine swapping? The traffic jame layout is
specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and
many links. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the
center. Why do you need a slot again? At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank,
opened the hatch with bolt cutters. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in
the butt to control. I’m getting dizzy. It’s my dad’s. YAY!! Do the cars get smaller and smaller
as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of
Zeno’s arrow? In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic,
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drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. I refuse to use an
automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. We already have paid-in-advance
automatic toll payers. It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had
to take the wheel again. YAY!! And it’s not turbo charged. He lost his job, his girlfriend left
him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. End up
in Mongolia. Can I remove the cars in front of me? There has to be a better way. I think 2 way
is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. When you
reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a
pain in the butt to control. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. He lost his
job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted
from his house. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than
new. Nice. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Or am I misunderstanding completely?
He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently
been evicted from his house. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. The power
lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. YAY!! From the point of view
of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again,
and so on. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. It would presumably beep or
something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. I always liked traffic
jams. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. Imagine a highway with lots of
rapidly moving cars. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you
to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you
and the people around you, and keeps everything flowing. I wonder if it would be easier to
automatically drive in a traffic jam? A theme line stands out at this point. Get an automatic!
Problem solved. It gives you time to get out of your car and push construction stuff over. And
in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. At that point, four
police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. A terrible traffic jam
has trapped your ambulance. M reg. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize
the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. Why do you need a slot
again? He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had
recently been evicted from his house. Silver. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what
the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Wouldn’t
this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? I think 2 way is better, otherwise you
will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. You could use radar or something
to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an
accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. When you reach the end of the spiral you see
a tunnel. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn
and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is
a better choice. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? A terrible
traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve
discussed them here enough times). This intersections indicates not only the image of the world
but its schemes. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic,
drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. When I’m stuck in a traffic
jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. It gives you time to get out of your car
and push construction stuff over. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting
hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to
a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. It gives you time to
get out of your car and push construction stuff over. A theme line stands out at this point. Get
an automatic! Problem solved. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys
thought of... I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... We
already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. YAY!! Driving in a traffic jam consists of
moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then
waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. Unfortunately. It
would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again.
Nice. It’s my dad’s. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to
control. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. Nice. This intersections indicates not only
the image of the world but its schemes. It would presumably beep or something when traffic
thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. Annoyed with the clutch? Getting used to the
clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. All things being
equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it
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lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and
keeps everything flowing. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and
go to sleep. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will
get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. From the point of view of each
individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so
on. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Get an automatic! Problem solved. It gives you time to get out of
your car and push construction stuff over. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s)
were in motion? I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the
center. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. We had
nowhere to go. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss
your turning/car park. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should
slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given
a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? I never thought
a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Can I remove the cars in front of
me? I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. When you reach the end of the
spiral you see a tunnel. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre,
but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? What is the
probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour?
And it’s not turbo charged. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an
accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. Getting used to the clutch control is
a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. Also
zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently
stopped. Silver. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to
your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and
the people around you, and keeps everything flowing. Nice. The power lines that were knocked
down left 5,000 homes without electricity. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on
the autopilot and go to sleep. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown,
you should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your
car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind
down further. We had nowhere to go. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic
slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in
front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing
everyone behind down further. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants,
sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt
when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. In a most spectacular
example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching
his life crumble around him. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re
not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly
bad one. Why do you need a slot again? Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam
does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. It gives you time to get out of your car
and push construction stuff over. Unfortunately. An aerial picture of the road and text saying
what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available.
Unfortunately. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military
tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. Imagine a
highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer,
tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and
destruction. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. The traffic jame layout is specifically
developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links.
Spiral into infinity. There has to be a better way. There has to be a better way. I always liked
traffic jams. It’s my dad’s. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of
the Earth. Is this a seesaw road? Nice. YAY!! I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get
really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. Nice. It would presumably beep or
something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. I always liked traffic
jams. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median.
It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel
again. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Do the
cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in
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a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Have each person stand on the middle of a line. The
general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you
actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the
BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. On May 17, 1995, in
San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. I feel myself drawn to this idea
- a traffic vortex. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you
miss your turning/car park. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. The traffic
jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may
theme lines and many links. And it’s not turbo charged. Silver. The free traffic has a symmetry.
We had nowhere to go. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
specific/average distance. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. Why do
you need a slot again? When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. From the point of
view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops
again, and so on. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. At that point,
four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. It’s my dad’s.
Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make
me look like a proficient driver. Nice. YAY!! Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles,
spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage
finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. Can
I remove the cars in front of me? I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really
irritated when you miss your turning/car park. Another alternative is that once you get to the
end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2
way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. Another alternative is that once you get
to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite
direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. And it’s not turbo charged.
What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles
per hour? End up in Mongolia. I’m getting dizzy. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving
forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting
for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. I meant a spiral with
quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Can I remove the cars in front
of me? It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the
wheel again. Nice. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth.
From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves
again, then stops again, and so on. It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned
out and I had to take the wheel again. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to
one block size in the center. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get
to the grassy median. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without
electricity. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down
well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed
exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. You
could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if
the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. The traffic jame
layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme
lines and many links. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not
moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad
one. What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654
miles per hour? Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. Leaving behind a trail of
destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents,
Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete
highway divider. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to
sleep. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Jam creep.
Neat round about solution, though. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the
spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral)
I’m not sure which one is a better choice. Neat round about solution, though. The traffic jame
layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme
lines and many links. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. I have witnessed
this phenomenon and I like to play with it. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter
decreasing to one block size in the center. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play
with it. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Driving
in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour,
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coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles
per hour. It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the
wheel again. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of
temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. I’m getting dizzy. Also zero, unless one
car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. Jam
creep. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center.
On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway.
Unfortunately. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to
sleep. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world
but its schemes. Neat round about solution, though. End up in Mongolia. Get an automatic!
Problem solved. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. It
would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again.
Why do you need a slot again? YAY!! I forgot my glasses. I never thought a tight spiral would be
the first thing you guys thought of... Why do you need a slot again? Jam creep. So what the
heck: He stole a car and then ditched. Unfortunately. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a
traffic vortex. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then
stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. Wouldn’t this would work better if the
vehicle(s) were in motion? Nice. End up in Mongolia. All things being equal, the Unjamming
Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a
constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps everything
flowing. What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed
51.918654 miles per hour? The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the
arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. End up in Mongolia. From the
point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. End up in Mongolia. The power lines that were knocked down left
5,000 homes without electricity. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the
centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Getting used
to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. Driving in a
traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming
to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per
hour. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well
before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit
lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. We already
have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. Unfortunately. In which a unique vehicle such as a
bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically
by the specific/average distance. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. Another
alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head
back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. The
power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. I’m learning how to
drive at the moment. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. An aerial picture of the
road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam
is available. End up in Mongolia. Also, why the engine swapping? I have witnessed this
phenomenon and I like to play with it. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. I
never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... The free traffic
has a symmetry. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links
is another possibility. I always liked traffic jams. The free traffic has a symmetry. A terrible
traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of
the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way
spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back
out of the city. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. Is this a seesaw
road? A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Or am I misunderstanding completely? I
feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. And it’s not turbo
charged. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. In which a unique vehicle such as a
bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion?
Silver. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. Also zero, unless one car is towing
another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. Is this a seesaw road?
Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in
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suburban homes, nowadays. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when
you miss your turning/car park. I forgot my glasses. Get an automatic! Problem solved. So what
the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex.
M reg. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. A terrible
traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. The free traffic has a symmetry. Getting used to the
clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. End up in Mongolia. I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in
a traffic jam? Also, why the engine swapping? Spiral into infinity. Jam creep. Driveways can be
much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes,
nowadays. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Nice. It’s my dad’s. This view enables
the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. I think 2 way
is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. We had
nowhere to go. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity.
Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly
behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a
telephone booth and a bus bench. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without
electricity. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than
new. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. This view enables the analysis
to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. He lost his job, his
girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his
house. I’m getting dizzy. Neat round about solution, though. Nice. I forgot my glasses. I think
2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. I
have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. Spiral into infinity. I feel myself
drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness
in the world. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving
very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one.
So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. A theme line stands out at this point.
Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make
me look like a proficient driver. Also, why the engine swapping? An aerial picture of the road
and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is
available. Unfortunately. Why do you need a slot again? Can I remove the cars in front of me?
This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. I forgot my glasses. I wonder if it
would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? Have each person stand on the middle of
a line. Spiral into infinity. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. What is the
probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Or
am I misunderstanding completely? We had nowhere to go. At that point, four police officers
leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Aligning theme icons near to the
leftmost theme links is another possibility. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot
and headed out for the highway. Annoyed with the clutch? Or am I misunderstanding completely?
Spiral into infinity. Get an automatic! Problem solved. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I
like to play with it. Or am I misunderstanding completely? There has to be a better way. Silver.
We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. Driving in a traffic jam consists of
moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then
waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. Soon enough we’ll
have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). You could use radar or
something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause
an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. Another alternative is that once you get
to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite
direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. This intersections indicates
not only the image of the world but its schemes. Wouldn’t this would work better if the
vehicle(s) were in motion? Why do you need a slot again? From the point of view of each
individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so
on. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. The traffic
jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may
theme lines and many links. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even
better than new. Nice. Silver. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the
arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. Because if you’re stuck in
the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. The free traffic has a symmetry.
In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck,
or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. Have each person stand on the
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middle of a line. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but
never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Soon enough we’ll have
self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). The power lines that were
knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. I’m learning how to drive at the moment.
There has to be a better way. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of
the Earth. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never
actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? I never thought a tight spiral
would be the first thing you guys thought of... Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving
forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting
for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. The general idea is that,
when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to,
accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as
late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. When you reach the end of the spiral you
see a tunnel. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. Barreling through six
miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed
20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus
bench. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic,
drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. Nice. Straight 6/24v/2.0
litre. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. The
free traffic has a symmetry. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without
electricity. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite
routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. Can I remove the cars in front of me? So what the heck:
He stole a car and then ditched. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in
an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. Nice. I refuse to use an
automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. I think 2 way is better, otherwise
you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. You must get your passenger
to the hospital immediately. I always liked traffic jams. YAY!! Barreling through six miles of
residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars,
flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. It
would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again.
Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. The
free traffic has a symmetry. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. What is
the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per
hour? Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has
permanently stopped. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered
quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched.
I’m learning how to drive at the moment. A theme line stands out at this point. This view
enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. I
wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? This tunnel goes
underneath the spiral back out of the city. And it’s not turbo charged. This tunnel goes
underneath the spiral back out of the city. Spiral into infinity. We had nowhere to go.
Unfortunately. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. I forgot my glasses.
Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than new. In which a
unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift
was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. Is this a seesaw road? Can I remove the
cars in front of me? I’m getting dizzy. It’s my dad’s. From the point of view of each individual
driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. I
forgot my glasses. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
specific/average distance. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you
should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car
given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. Jam creep. I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? This
tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. This view enables the analysis to
separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. It gives you time to get out
of your car and push construction stuff over. Nice. Is this a seesaw road? The free traffic has
a symmetry. Why do you need a slot again? A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance.
Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has
permanently stopped. I’m getting dizzy. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance.
Unfortunately. We had nowhere to go. Why do you need a slot again? This tunnel goes underneath
the spiral back out of the city. It gives you time to get out of your car and push construction
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stuff over. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt
cutters. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3
miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10
feet at 3 miles per hour. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? All
things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination
faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people
around you, and keeps everything flowing. What is the probability that a given car at given
instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? YAY!! A theme line stands out at this
point. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... When you
reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. Have each person stand on the middle of a line.
Jam creep. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt
cutters. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Driveways
can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban
homes, nowadays. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes.
Get an automatic! Problem solved. I’m getting dizzy. I forgot my glasses. You could use radar or
something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause
an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. This view enables the analysis to separate
theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. This view enables the analysis to
separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. An aerial picture of the road
and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is
available. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. You must get your passenger to the
hospital immediately. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another
possibility. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. Also zero, unless one car is
towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. This tunnel goes
underneath the spiral back out of the city. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex.
M reg. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep.
Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Unfortunately. I’m
getting dizzy. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military
tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. We had
nowhere to go. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the
center. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. Do the
cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in
a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play
with it. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. YAY!! You
must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. Nice. Barreling through six miles of
residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars,
flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench.
There has to be a better way. YAY!! It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned
out and I had to take the wheel again. Why do you need a slot again? And it’s not turbo charged.
So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. End up in Mongolia. The general idea is that,
when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to,
accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as
late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I
like to play with it. Unfortunately. Spiral into infinity. I have witnessed this phenomenon and
I like to play with it. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for
the highway. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Barreling through six miles of residential
roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened
vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. I meant a
spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Why do you need a
slot again? All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your
destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the
people around you, and keeps everything flowing. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is
a pain in the butt to control. YAY!! Why do you need a slot again? We already have
paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the
centre of the Earth. What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the
speed 51.918654 miles per hour? All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t
necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed,
lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps everything flowing. Get an
automatic! Problem solved. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you
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should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car
given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Also
zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently
stopped. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges,
and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank became
immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. I never thought a tight spiral would be the
first thing you guys thought of... It would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned
out and I had to take the wheel again. Annoyed with the clutch? When I’m stuck in a traffic jam,
I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving
forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting
for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. Also zero, unless one car
is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. It gives you
time to get out of your car and push construction stuff over. Why do you need a slot again? I
never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... In a most
spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had
been watching his life crumble around him. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby
cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably
won’t be a terribly bad one. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer,
tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and
destruction. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility.
Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. It would
presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. The
general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you
actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the
BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. Or am I
misunderstanding completely? On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out
for the highway. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. The free traffic
has a symmetry. Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Aligning theme icons near to the
leftmost theme links is another possibility. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on
the autopilot and go to sleep. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown,
you should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your
car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind
down further. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. You must get your passenger to
the hospital immediately. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like
this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. And in traffic news there’s been
another pileup in the centre of the Earth. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000
homes without electricity. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer,
military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. It
would presumably beep or something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. M
reg. I forgot my glasses. Imagine a highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. We already have
paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. Jam creep. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he
broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. Annoyed with the
clutch? Nice. A theme line stands out at this point. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus,
bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to
cause death and destruction. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not
mean that each car has permanently stopped. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral
towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow?
Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you
should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car
given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? I never thought a
tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Have each person stand on the
middle of a line. A theme line stands out at this point. All things being equal, the Unjamming
Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a
constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps everything
flowing. Can I remove the cars in front of me? Nice. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of
three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. Have each person stand on the middle of a line.
Is this a seesaw road? An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could
be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. We had nowhere to go. When I’m
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stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. I never thought a
tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... In a most spectacular example,
Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life
crumble around him. We had nowhere to go. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel.
Or am I misunderstanding completely? I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with
it. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median.
Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you
should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car
given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. I’m getting dizzy. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is,
could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Soon enough we’ll have
self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). You could use radar or something
to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an
accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. Can I remove the cars in front of me?
Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? He lost his job, his
girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his
house. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. An aerial picture of the road and text
saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available.
I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Driving in a
traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming
to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per
hour. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Unfortunately. Getting used to the clutch control is a
nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. Nice.
He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently
been evicted from his house. Annoyed with the clutch? A terrible traffic jam has trapped your
ambulance. Nice. I wonder if it would be easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? This
view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance.
It’s my dad’s. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never
actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Also zero, unless one car is
towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. End up in
Mongolia. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3
miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10
feet at 3 miles per hour. Spiral into infinity. A theme line stands out at this point. Is this a
seesaw road? Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped
bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank
became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I
like to play with it. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size
in the center. Why do you need a slot again? Jam creep. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d
love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. Also zero, unless one car is towing another
Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. In which a unique vehicle such
as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally
used to cause death and destruction. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a
divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. M reg.
I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Jam
creep. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3
miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10
feet at 3 miles per hour. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced,
alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. This view enables
the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. The traffic
jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may
theme lines and many links. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an
accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. Wouldn’t this would work better if
the vehicle(s) were in motion? At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the
world. Or am I misunderstanding completely? At that point, four police officers leaped onto the
tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. We had nowhere to go. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego,
Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back
out of the city. Get an automatic! Problem solved. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like
to play with it. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better
than new. At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world. When I’m stuck
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in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. Driving in a traffic jam
consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop,
and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. Getting
used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look
like a proficient driver. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean
that each car has permanently stopped. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam
does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. I wonder if it would be easier to
automatically drive in a traffic jam? When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the
autopilot and go to sleep. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. Another
alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head
back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. You
must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. In a most spectacular example, Shawn
Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life
crumble around him. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in
the center. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. It gives you time to get
out of your car and push construction stuff over. From the point of view of each individual
driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. Driving
in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour,
coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles
per hour. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Do the
cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in
a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? We had nowhere to go. I wonder if it would be easier
to automatically drive in a traffic jam? At what level can you discern this level of
embeddedness in the world. Neat round about solution, though. Barreling through six miles of
residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars,
flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench.
Have each person stand on the middle of a line. Is this a seesaw road? Jam creep. I always liked
traffic jams. The free traffic has a symmetry. Another alternative is that once you get to the
end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2
way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. I’m learning how to drive at the moment.
In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck,
or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. Because if you’re stuck in
the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. Jam creep. Getting used to the
clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought
of... End up in Mongolia. It’s my dad’s. The free traffic has a symmetry. Driveways can be much
larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays.
I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Spiral into
infinity. Annoyed with the clutch? Have each person stand on the middle of a line. This view
enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance.
Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in
suburban homes, nowadays. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its
schemes. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? Silver. Getting used
to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity.
M reg. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Wouldn’t
this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? Aligning theme icons near to the
leftmost theme links is another possibility. You must get your passenger to the hospital
immediately. M reg. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the
highway. Jam creep. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced,
alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. Or am I
misunderstanding completely? In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a
divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. An
aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising
space when no traffic jam is available. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the
problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Why do you need
a slot again? And it’s not turbo charged. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward
about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the
next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. From the point of view of each
individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so
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on. Jam creep. Annoyed with the clutch? It gives you time to get out of your car and push
construction stuff over. YAY!! Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral
there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not
sure which one is a better choice. Unfortunately. Unfortunately. Also, why the engine swapping?
All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination
faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people
around you, and keeps everything flowing. This intersections indicates not only the image of the
world but its schemes. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without
electricity. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops,
then moves again, then stops again, and so on. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get
really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. This intersections indicates not only the
image of the world but its schemes. Can I remove the cars in front of me? YAY!! And in traffic
news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. I forgot my glasses. You must get
your passenger to the hospital immediately. This view enables the analysis to separate theme
lines vertically by the specific/average distance. Unfortunately. This tunnel goes underneath
the spiral back out of the city. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize
the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. I forgot my glasses. The
free traffic has a symmetry. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily
speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the
stress of you and the people around you, and keeps everything flowing. And it’s not turbo
charged. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your
destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the
people around you, and keeps everything flowing. A theme line stands out at this point. Silver.
End up in Mongolia. Neat round about solution, though. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. In which a
unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military tank, tow truck, or forklift
was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. The traffic jame layout is specifically
developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links.
When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. YAY!! I always liked traffic jams. All
things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination
faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people
around you, and keeps everything flowing. This intersections indicates not only the image of the
world but its schemes. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. I refuse to use an
automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Wouldn’t this would work better if
the vehicle(s) were in motion? This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically
by the specific/average distance. M reg. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. When
you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. The free traffic has a symmetry. Soon enough
we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). Can I remove the cars
in front of me? Jam creep. Unfortunately. Silver. At that point, four police officers leaped
onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. I wonder if it would be easier to
automatically drive in a traffic jam? We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers.
What is the probability that a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles
per hour? Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. I always
liked traffic jams. End up in Mongolia. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated
driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. The traffic jame layout is
specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and
many links. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy
median. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Imagine a
highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. We had nowhere to go. Nice. Driveways can be much
larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays.
Jam creep. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
specific/average distance. The free traffic has a symmetry. And in traffic news there’s been
another pileup in the centre of the Earth. The free traffic has a symmetry. You must get your
passenger to the hospital immediately. I forgot my glasses. Annoyed with the clutch? YAY!!
Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly
behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a
telephone booth and a bus bench. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the
centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Soon enough
we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). I have witnessed this
phenomenon and I like to play with it. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is
another possibility. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? And in
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traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. Neat round about solution,
though. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a
tire to make it even better than new. It gives you time to get out of your car and push
construction stuff over. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to
control. I always liked traffic jams. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve
discussed them here enough times). Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards
the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Driveways
can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban
homes, nowadays. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to
your destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and
the people around you, and keeps everything flowing. YAY!! There has to be a better way. The
power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. Can I remove the cars
in front of me? I always liked traffic jams. At what level can you discern this level of
embeddedness in the world. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its
schemes. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and
you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a
better choice. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and
he had recently been evicted from his house. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated
driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. When you reach the end of the
spiral you see a tunnel. Is this a seesaw road? This intersections indicates not only the image
of the world but its schemes. Can I remove the cars in front of me? We had nowhere to go. This
tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. You must get your passenger to the
hospital immediately. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
specific/average distance. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the
Earth. Is this a seesaw road? Unfortunately. Unfortunately. Another alternative is that once you
get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite
direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. The traffic jame layout is
specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and
many links. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops,
then moves again, then stops again, and so on. M reg. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. The free traffic
has a symmetry. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? Silver.
Silver. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. Another alternative is that once
you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite
direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. Do the cars get smaller and
smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the
logic of Zeno’s arrow? Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered
quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what
the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Jam creep.
And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. I think 2 way is
better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. From the
point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. From the
point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. M reg. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to
one block size in the center. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants,
sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt
when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. The general idea is that,
when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to,
accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as
late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. You could use radar or something to
monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident,
it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel.
Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). All
things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination
faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people
around you, and keeps everything flowing. Annoyed with the clutch? Leaving behind a trail of
destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents,
Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete
highway divider. At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world.
Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly
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behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a
telephone booth and a bus bench. The power lines that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without
electricity. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button
would help make me look like a proficient driver. Getting used to the clutch control is a
nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. Annoyed
with the clutch? The free traffic has a symmetry. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to
put on the autopilot and go to sleep. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his
neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. I meant a spiral with
quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Because if you’re stuck in the
middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. I forgot my
glasses. Can I remove the cars in front of me? M reg. I never thought a tight spiral would be
the first thing you guys thought of... Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is
another possibility. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the
highway. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. You must get your passenger to the
hospital immediately. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a
time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to
move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel.
The free traffic has a symmetry. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in
an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. At that point, four police
officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. He lost his job, his
girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his
house. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. I meant a spiral with quite
a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Have each
person stand on the middle of a line. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about
10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next
opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. I’m getting dizzy. I’m getting dizzy.
Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? YAY!! He lost his job, his
girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his
house. He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had
recently been evicted from his house. I always liked traffic jams. The free traffic has a
symmetry. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. You
could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if
the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. End up in Mongolia.
When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. Nothing wrong
with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than new. I never thought a tight
spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... Nice. The power lines that were knocked
down left 5,000 homes without electricity. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles,
spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage
finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. We
already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. There has to be a better way. A terrible
traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the
centre of the Earth. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped
bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank
became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. A theme line stands out at this point.
Get an automatic! Problem solved. Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make
it even better than new. YAY!! Nothing wrong with retreads! My dad can recut a tire to make it
even better than new. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. You must get
your passenger to the hospital immediately. Nice. Driveways can be much larger than that, and
heated driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. A theme line stands
out at this point. This tunnel goes underneath the spiral back out of the city. Or am I
misunderstanding completely? Get an automatic! Problem solved. It would presumably beep or
something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. Leaving behind a trail of
destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents,
Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete
highway divider. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the
grassy median. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button
would help make me look like a proficient driver. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. Also, why the engine
swapping? Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never
actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. I
forgot my glasses. It gives you time to get out of your car and push construction stuff over.
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I’m learning how to drive at the moment. Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!!
Something like this button would help make me look like a proficient driver. M reg. This
intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. Can I remove the cars
in front of me? Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button
would help make me look like a proficient driver. So what the heck: He stole a car and then
ditched. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has
permanently stopped. Can I remove the cars in front of me? Also, why the engine swapping? The
general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you
actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the
BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. Straight 6/24v/2.0
litre. Why do you need a slot again? And it’s not turbo charged. This view enables the analysis
to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. At what level can you
discern this level of embeddedness in the world. I forgot my glasses. Driving in a traffic jam
consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop,
and then waiting for the next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. This
intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. Have each person stand
on the middle of a line. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. I feel myself drawn to this
idea - a traffic vortex. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean
that each car has permanently stopped. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to
one block size in the center. Silver. Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is
another possibility. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped
bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank
became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. YAY!! M reg. The free traffic has a
symmetry. Silver. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time at
about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move
another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. And it’s not turbo charged. I think 2 way is better,
otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your turning/car park. I’m getting dizzy.
Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite routinely in
suburban homes, nowadays. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced,
alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. When I’m stuck in
a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. At that point, four police
officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. And in traffic news there’s
been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is
a pain in the butt to control. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion?
Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly
behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a
telephone booth and a bus bench. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. When I’m
stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. Aligning theme icons
near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Spiral into infinity. Leaving behind a
trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance
agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a
concrete highway divider. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is,
could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. And it’s not turbo charged.
I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Wouldn’t this
would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? It would presumably beep or something when
traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. I refuse to use an automatic, and the
manual is a pain in the butt to control. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and
with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans,
knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. I meant a spiral
with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Barreling through six
miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed
20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus
bench. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center.
Nice. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing
helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and
squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes
you can’t get to the grassy median. Silver. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the
tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic
jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. Nice. Get an automatic! Problem solved.
A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. There has to be a better way. Imagine a
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highway with lots of rapidly moving cars. This intersections indicates not only the image of the
world but its schemes. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles, spouting hydrants,
sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage finally came to a halt
when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. The general idea is that,
when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to,
accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as
late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further. The free traffic has a symmetry. When
I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. He lost his job,
his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from
his house. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy
median. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your
destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the
people around you, and keeps everything flowing. What is the probability that a given car at
given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? We had nowhere to go. From the
point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again,
then stops again, and so on. It’s my dad’s. From the point of view of each individual driver, he
moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. Also zero, unless
one car is towing another Traffic jam does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. There
has to be a better way. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion?
Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to the grassy median. He lost
his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his neck in an accident, and he had recently been
evicted from his house. Is this a seesaw road? From the point of view of each individual driver,
he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again, and so on. You must get
your passenger to the hospital immediately. Is this a seesaw road? From the point of view of
each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves again, then stops again,
and so on. From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops,
then moves again, then stops again, and so on. The general idea is that, when approaching a
traffic slowdown, you should slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large
gap in front of your car given a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible,
slowing everyone behind down further. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. You
could use radar or something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if
the system does cause an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. Aligning theme icons
near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. What is the probability that a given
car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Have each person stand on
the middle of a line. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is
a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure
which one is a better choice. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20
police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over
telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. When I’m stuck in a traffic
jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I
like to play with it. And it’s not turbo charged. Get an automatic! Problem solved. I forgot my
glasses. Or am I misunderstanding completely? You could use radar or something to monitor nearby
cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably
won’t be a terribly bad one. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. At what
level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world. Also, why the engine swapping? I
always liked traffic jams. Because if you’re stuck in the middle of three lanes you can’t get to
the grassy median. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time
at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move
another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the
problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Another
alternative is that once you get to the end of the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head
back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice.
Unfortunately. Neat round about solution, though. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to
play with it. Also, why the engine swapping? Is this a seesaw road? I wonder if it would be
easier to automatically drive in a traffic jam? Unfortunately. The traffic jame layout is
specifically developed to optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and
many links. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are offered quite
routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank,
opened the hatch with bolt cutters. M reg. End up in Mongolia. When I’m stuck in a traffic jam,
I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to
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play with it. Jam creep. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when
you miss your turning/car park. Spiral into infinity. Jam creep. I never thought a tight spiral
would be the first thing you guys thought of... There has to be a better way. At that point,
four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch with bolt cutters. Have each person
stand on the middle of a line. Nice. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated
driveways are offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. What is the probability that
a given car at given instant has exactly the speed 51.918654 miles per hour? Also, why the
engine swapping? I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the
center. All things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your
destination faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the
people around you, and keeps everything flowing. Can I remove the cars in front of me? All
things being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination
faster, but it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people
around you, and keeps everything flowing. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers.
At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre.
Spiral into infinity. Also, why the engine swapping? Silver. A terrible traffic jam has trapped
your ambulance. Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s) were in motion? Getting used
to the clutch control is a nightmare!! Something like this button would help make me look like a
proficient driver. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward about 10 feet at a time
at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the next opportunity to move
another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. Soon enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve
discussed them here enough times). You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately.
Spiral into infinity. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should
slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given
a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. When you reach the end of the spiral you see a tunnel. Imagine a highway with lots of
rapidly moving cars. Nice. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. Annoyed with the clutch? An
aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising
space when no traffic jam is available. And it’s not turbo charged. The power lines that were
knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. I’m learning how to drive at the moment. It’s
my dad’s. Is this a seesaw road? I’m getting dizzy. There has to be a better way. On May 17,
1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. You could use radar or
something to monitor nearby cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause
an accident, it probably won’t be a terribly bad one. In a most spectacular example, Shawn
Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life
crumble around him. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should
slow down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given
a jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down
further. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. Annoyed
with the clutch? M reg. Why do you need a slot again? When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love
to put on the autopilot and go to sleep. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam
does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson
entered a lot and headed out for the highway. It’s my dad’s. And it’s not turbo charged. Soon
enough we’ll have self-driving cars (and we’ve discussed them here enough times). I meant a
spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the center. Annoyed with the
clutch? An aerial picture of the road and text saying what the problem is, could be used as
advertising space when no traffic jam is available. Straight 6/24v/2.0 litre. I feel myself
drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the
centre of the Earth. A theme line stands out at this point. The free traffic has a symmetry.
Annoyed with the clutch? Neat round about solution, though. I’m getting dizzy. This
intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. This tunnel goes
underneath the spiral back out of the city. I never thought a tight spiral would be the first
thing you guys thought of... A theme line stands out at this point. All things being equal, the
Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you
maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps
everything flowing. I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you
miss your turning/car park. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam does not
mean that each car has permanently stopped. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to
optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. Also, why the
engine swapping? A terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. Nothing wrong with retreads!
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My dad can recut a tire to make it even better than new. Annoyed with the clutch? Is this a
seesaw road? I think 2 way is better, otherwise you will get really irritated when you miss your
turning/car park. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the hatch
with bolt cutters. A theme line stands out at this point. We had nowhere to go. The free traffic
has a symmetry. I refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control.
Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. There has to be a
better way. Unfortunately. Driveways can be much larger than that, and heated driveways are
offered quite routinely in suburban homes, nowadays. And it’s not turbo charged. It’s my dad’s.
This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. YAY!! This view
enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the specific/average distance. We had
nowhere to go. I meant a spiral with quite a wide diameter decreasing to one block size in the
center. There has to be a better way. YAY!! Wouldn’t this would work better if the vehicle(s)
were in motion? When I’m stuck in a traffic jam, I’d love to put on the autopilot and go to
sleep. A theme line stands out at this point. Why do you need a slot again? I always liked
traffic jams. The general idea is that, when approaching a traffic slowdown, you should slow
down well before you actually need to, accumulating a large gap in front of your car given a
jammed exit lane, the BT’s will merge as late as possible, slowing everyone behind down further.
I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... There has to be a
better way. We had nowhere to go. And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre
of the Earth. Barreling through six miles of residential roads and with 20 police cruisers
trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars, flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles,
and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic
vortex. The free traffic has a symmetry. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to
optimize the arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. The power lines
that were knocked down left 5,000 homes without electricity. Barreling through six miles of
residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars,
flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench.
And in traffic news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. Silver. We already
have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll
payers. Is this a seesaw road? So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. I refuse to
use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. The free traffic has a
symmetry. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. Do the cars get smaller and smaller
as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of
Zeno’s arrow? Is this a seesaw road? Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards
the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Have each
person stand on the middle of a line. Also zero, unless one car is towing another Traffic jam
does not mean that each car has permanently stopped. Unfortunately. It would presumably beep or
something when traffic thinned out and I had to take the wheel again. At what level can you
discern this level of embeddedness in the world. I never thought a tight spiral would be the
first thing you guys thought of... Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards
the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Silver. A
terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. This intersections indicates not only the image
of the world but its schemes. Neat round about solution, though. All things being equal, the
Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it lets you
maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and keeps
everything flowing. I have witnessed this phenomenon and I like to play with it. All things
being equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but
it lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and
keeps everything flowing. Unfortunately. This intersections indicates not only the image of the
world but its schemes. I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. In a most
spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had
been watching his life crumble around him. Leaving behind a trail of destroyed vehicles,
spouting hydrants, sideswiped bridges, and nail-biting insurance agents, Nelson’s rampage
finally came to a halt when his tank became immobilized astride a concrete highway divider. I’m
getting dizzy. I always liked traffic jams. A theme line stands out at this point. There has to
be a better way. This view enables the analysis to separate theme lines vertically by the
specific/average distance. So what the heck: He stole a car and then ditched. End up in
Mongolia. At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world. Have each
person stand on the middle of a line. Another alternative is that once you get to the end of the
spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way spiral)
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I’m not sure which one is a better choice. YAY!! End up in Mongolia. I forgot my glasses. A
terrible traffic jam has trapped your ambulance. A terrible traffic jam has trapped your
ambulance. In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic,
drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble around him. Also, why the engine
swapping? End up in Mongolia. YAY!! Nice. Driving in a traffic jam consists of moving forward
about 10 feet at a time at about 3 miles per hour, coming to a stop, and then waiting for the
next opportunity to move another 10 feet at 3 miles per hour. A terrible traffic jam has trapped
your ambulance. In which a unique vehicle such as a bus, bulldozer, tractor-trailer, military
tank, tow truck, or forklift was intentionally used to cause death and destruction. Do the cars
get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a
variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? He lost his job, his girlfriend left him, he broke his
neck in an accident, and he had recently been evicted from his house. On May 17, 1995, in San
Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway. Aligning theme icons near to the
leftmost theme links is another possibility. You could use radar or something to monitor nearby
cars, and you’re not moving very fast; even if the system does cause an accident, it probably
won’t be a terribly bad one. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. Nice. I
refuse to use an automatic, and the manual is a pain in the butt to control. Jam creep. Nice.
Aligning theme icons near to the leftmost theme links is another possibility. Do the cars get
smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre, but never actually reach it, in a
variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? Another alternative is that once you get to the end of
the spiral there is a U-turn and you simply head back out in the opposite direction (2 way
spiral) I’m not sure which one is a better choice. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered
a lot and headed out for the highway. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and
headed out for the highway. The free traffic has a symmetry. Neat round about solution, though.
From the point of view of each individual driver, he moves for a while, then stops, then moves
again, then stops again, and so on. Neat round about solution, though. I always liked traffic
jams. You must get your passenger to the hospital immediately. Barreling through six miles of
residential roads and with 20 police cruisers trailing helplessly behind, Nelson mashed 20 cars,
flattened vans, knocked over telephone poles, and squashed a telephone booth and a bus bench. A
theme line stands out at this point. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards
the centre, but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? At what
level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the world. Imagine a highway with lots of
rapidly moving cars. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the
arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. Unfortunately. The free
traffic has a symmetry. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the
hatch with bolt cutters. At that point, four police officers leaped onto the tank, opened the
hatch with bolt cutters. We already have paid-in-advance automatic toll payers. All things being
equal, the Unjamming Traffic doesn’t necessarily speed you to your destination faster, but it
lets you maintain a constant speed, lowers the stress of you and the people around you, and
keeps everything flowing. Do the cars get smaller and smaller as they spiral towards the centre,
but never actually reach it, in a variation of the logic of Zeno’s arrow? I’m learning how to
drive at the moment. The traffic jame layout is specifically developed to optimize the
arrangement of temporal charts with may theme lines and many links. And it’s not turbo charged.
I never thought a tight spiral would be the first thing you guys thought of... And in traffic
news there’s been another pileup in the centre of the Earth. I have witnessed this phenomenon
and I like to play with it. At what level can you discern this level of embeddedness in the
world. This intersections indicates not only the image of the world but its schemes. M reg. It’s
my dad’s. Can I remove the cars in front of me? In a most spectacular example, Shawn Timothy
Nelson, 35, a divorced, alcoholic, drug-taking plumber, had been watching his life crumble
around him. On May 17, 1995, in San Diego, Nelson entered a lot and headed out for the highway.
I feel myself drawn to this idea - a traffic vortex. An aerial picture of the road and text
saying what the problem is, could be used as advertising space when no traffic jam is available.
Getting used to the clutch control is a nightmare!!
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We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. That won’t do. We have
tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of
post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how
feasible they are, on the other. Duration is consumed time. The exploitation of the oceans for
food will be left to the next century. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while
leading to a sense of the infinite. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. The
fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our mercy. It was the
focus of the what the world would be. Seen from space the earth is blue. The robot need not be
of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? In murky water ordinary
vision may be limited to ony a few inches. We know that human has never seen outside himself.
The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the
same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity.
Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. A deficiency to be corrected. Seen
from space the earth is blue. Seen from space the earth is blue. We are the children of our
environments. The cyborg lady is eternal. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream
of time, a break that separates the present from the future. Am I not a bundle of electrons
myself, anyhow? Why the optimism? Management is converting information into action. Here I can
combine math, biology and my dreams. Why the optimism? They imagined Niagara as a radical break
in the stream of time, a break that separates the present from the future. How nostalgic, how
studpid. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal
processes. Management is converting information into action. Obviously, more detailed data about
mobility patterns may be of value here. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the
equivalent of brain damage. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in
which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful
urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. The private citizen does in fact
conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own
social inactivity. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are
fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. The goal is to develop a
more sophisticated technosphere. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. 358 millenia
will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest
star in earth’s sky. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to
suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. A deficiency to be corrected. We know
that human has never seen outside himself. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more
efficient system, there ... The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there
is something to glean from these data about the future. Between these two alternatives of
absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Duration is consumed time. We are the children of our environments.
We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for our
“universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. We know that human has never seen
outside himself. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. We are confronted
accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is
no possibility of finding a halfway house. Forget it. Our wonderful future homes will justify
the air age ahead. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain
damage. Eternally whimpering? Seen from space the earth is blue. Time is on our side. Then wait,
wait. The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active role in our own
evolution. A deficiency to be corrected. What? That won’t do. Whatever may happen this document
defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. We are the children of our
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environments. Seen from space the earth is blue. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility
patterns may be of value here. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded
view of internal processes. Eternally whimpering? We have tried to distinguish between two
issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically
desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. Our wonderful
future homes will justify the air age ahead. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful
space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not
just in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments. We are the children of our
environments. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage.
Mankind may never make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can change. A
supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the
philosophers and thinker of the past have done. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer
the equivalent of brain damage. But wait one moment. Time exhausts itself by reaching that
condition where a change is not just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. We know that
human has never seen outside himself. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world
system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a
powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. How nostalgic, how studpid.
The cyborg lady is eternal. Amend amend ... But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a
visual representation of equations. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world
system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a
powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. We have come to constitute,
an almost solid mass of hominised substance. That won’t do. But wait one moment. It was the
focus of the what the world would be. Seen from space the earth is blue. Mankind may never make
it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can change. Why the optimism? But beautiful
as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Between these two
alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its
very nature progress is all or nothing. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic
analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. We know that human
has never seen outside himself. We will make weather. Obviously, more detailed data about
mobility patterns may be of value here. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. “Processmorphs” are
things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. For the first
time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution
has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. Attitudes come and clusters though there
are signs of a lack of crystallisation. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a
visual representation of equations. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the
next century. The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Man has needed neither
microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting
on dust. Management is converting information into action. Mankind may never make it! The future
is the only part of our lives that we can change. Then wait, wait. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are
also totally at our mercy. They remain at their place of origin in a world without distance.
Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. The robot need
not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining
machine, or an underwater cultivator. Then wait, wait. We have tried to distinguish between two
issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically
desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. The goal is to
develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Management is converting information into action. How
nostalgic, how studpid. We will make weather. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of
absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Our wonderful future homes
will justify the air age ahead. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change
is not just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. That won’t do. We have tried to
distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial
society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on
the other. The cyborg lady is eternal. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. The
goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself,
anyhow? Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the
infinite. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. The
cyborg lady is eternal. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system,
there ... We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. The cyborg
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lady is eternal. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system, there ...
The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely
reconfigures. They remain at their place of origin in a world without distance. Mankind may
never make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can change. One scenario as the
roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be
assured. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Obviously, more detailed data about
mobility patterns may be of value here. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. The private citizen
does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to
justify his own social inactivity. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or
absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or
nothing. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. The cyborg lady is eternal. The
fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our mercy. Between
these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because
by its very nature progress is all or nothing. Attitudes come and clusters though there are
signs of a lack of crystallisation. Amend amend ... The human race has matured to the point
where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. Our wonderful future homes will
justify the air age ahead. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches.
Here lies space. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light
year of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. The robot need not be of course anything
man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater
cultivator. Why the optimism? The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are
also totally at our mercy. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? Then wait,
wait. Amend amend ... We will make weather. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a
world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues
creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Pathways lead out
and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. But beautiful as she
is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. That won’t do. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. In 2010 light and
color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match
feelings). We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Between these two alternatives
of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Here lies space. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in
structure or appearance but sharing the same process. They remain at their place of origin in a
world without distance. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is
something to glean from these data about the future. We have tried to distinguish between two
issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically
desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. But beautiful
as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. The robot need not be
of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also
totally at our mercy. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain
damage. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese
nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. Amend amend ... Why the optimism? Forget
it. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. 358
millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the
brightest star in earth’s sky. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. Management is converting information into action. We know that human has never seen
outside himself. Duration is consumed time. Seen from space the earth is blue. Here I can
combine math, biology and my dreams. We are the children of our environments. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute
coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. We are going through a “final
examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot
fight against the future. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility
for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself.
The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving
politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. Conciousness is an unbelievably
urbanizing stress. Then wait, wait. We know that human has never seen outside himself. We have
tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of
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post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how
feasible they are, on the other. But wait one moment. How nostalgic, how studpid. Duration is
consumed time. Mankind may never make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can
change. It was the focus of the what the world would be. We are the children of our
environments. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of
manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. They remain at their place of
origin in a world without distance. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly
within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. Pathways lead out and lead
in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. What? Seen from space the earth
is blue. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing
the same process. What? The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active
role in our own evolution. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. The goal is to
develop a more sophisticated technosphere. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements
in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). For the first time in the
whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been
placed upon the evolutionary material itself. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled
factors. But wait one moment. Seen from space the earth is blue. Problem is that people tend to
act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Management is converting information into
action. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for
our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. We are confronted accordingly
with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no
possibility of finding a halfway house. Management is converting information into action. But
beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Time is on
our side. Seen from space the earth is blue. Time is on our side. Let’s rearrange my electronic
patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... So what are the consequences of this unguided
growth? In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing
changes to match decor or match feelings). But wait one moment. We have come to constitute, an
almost solid mass of hominised substance. Time is on our side. We have tried to distinguish
between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how
intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other.
We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. Right-Brain “New-think”
The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a
wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical
management. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. The cyborg lady is eternal.
Amend amend ... Mankind may never make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can
change. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our
mercy. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. For the first time in the whole
history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed
upon the evolutionary material itself. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? We
are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other
downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. Whatever may happen this
document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Right-Brain “New-think”
The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a
wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical
management. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the
infinite. It was the focus of the what the world would be. A supreme effort is necessary to
devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of
the past have done. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? The human race has
matured to the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. Wide entrances
insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes. We have come to
constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. We have come to constitute, an almost
solid mass of hominised substance. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of
time, a break that separates the present from the future. Forget it. So what are the
consequences of this unguided growth? 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will
fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. The future is unknowable
and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the
future. What? But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. Problem is that people tend to
act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. We have come to constitute, an almost solid
mass of hominised substance. Here lies space. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. Here lies space. In
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murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. How nostalgic, how studpid. The
private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians
in order to justify his own social inactivity. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer
the equivalent of brain damage. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. Conciousness is an unbelievably
urbanizing stress. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more
than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward
some form of centralized poltical management. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the
stream of time, a break that separates the present from the future. In murky water ordinary
vision may be limited to ony a few inches. The human race has matured to the point where we can
now take an active role in our own evolution. We will make weather. What? A supreme effort is
necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and
thinker of the past have done. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce
complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. Conciousness
is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a
change is not just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. We are propelled ahead by largely
unbridled factors. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of
manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. Here lies space. Amend amend
... In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to
match decor or match feelings). Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of
value here. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is
no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. The future path lies
between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same order and a
radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. Attitudes come and
clusters though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. Our wonderful future homes will
justify the air age ahead. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. 358 millenia
will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest
star in earth’s sky. Management is converting information into action. 358 millenia will pass
before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in
earth’s sky. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but
sharing the same process. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised
substance. The cyborg lady is eternal. The private citizen does in fact conspire with his
corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity.
Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. So what are
the consequences of this unguided growth? One scenario as the roads developing to a point of
absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Let’s rearrange my electronic
patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... The cyborg lady is eternal. For the first time
in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has
been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. Problem is that people tend to act in
accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs
of a lack of crystallisation. It was the focus of the what the world would be. One of the most
momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who
will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new
environments. Then wait, wait. Then wait, wait. It was the focus of the what the world would be.
It was the focus of the what the world would be. That won’t do. They remain at their place of
origin in a world without distance. Why the optimism? The cyborg lady is eternal. Eternally
whimpering? Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. The goal
is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Duration is consumed time. We have tried to
distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial
society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on
the other. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. Eternally
whimpering? Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies.
But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. Here I can combine math, biology and my
dreams. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. The
future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same
order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. We are
propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Whatever may happen this document defines the
boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled
factors. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to
glean from these data about the future. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the
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equivalent of brain damage. Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out
system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. Our wonderful future homes will justify
the air age ahead. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of
manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. Duration is consumed time. But
beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. We will make
weather. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese
nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. The exploitation of the oceans for food
will be left to the next century. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are
also totally at our mercy. It was the focus of the what the world would be. Improvements are
made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are
minimized. Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks
and balances, divisions are minimized. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of
absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Management is converting
information into action. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element
with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater
complexity and centricity. Seen from space the earth is blue. Attitudes come and clusters though
there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. We know that human has never seen outside himself.
One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of
human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety
of new environments. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of
internal processes. What? The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government
and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. Obviously, more
detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. Pathways lead out and lead in and
should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. Here lies space. The exploitation of
the oceans for food will be left to the next century. But wait one moment. Seen from space the
earth is blue. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the
infinite. The cyborg lady is eternal. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual
representation of equations. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. “Processmorphs”
are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. The
future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these
data about the future. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various
models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the
one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. Mankind may never make it! The future is the
only part of our lives that we can change. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. A
supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the
philosophers and thinker of the past have done. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics,
a visual representation of equations. But wait one moment. So what are the consequences of this
unguided growth? Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of
the infinite. The cyborg lady is eternal. Then wait, wait. We are going through a “final
examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot
fight against the future. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system,
there ... We will hitch up the sun. We will hitch up the sun. One scenario as the roads
developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. The
designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely
reconfigures. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year
of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. We know that human has never seen outside himself.
“Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same
process. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible
but unimaginable, contradictory. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising
for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they
may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. Between these two alternatives
of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Mankind may never make it! The future is the only part of our lives
that we can change. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism,
there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. They remain at
their place of origin in a world without distance. Amend amend ... Man has needed neither
microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting
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on dust. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. “Processmorphs” are things
that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual
representation of equations. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of
brain damage. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all
others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and
centricity. Time is on our side. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in
order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. Between these two alternatives
of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Duration is consumed time. For the first time in the whole history
of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the
evolutionary material itself. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient
system, there ... We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards
and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. “Processmorphs”
are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. The
future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same
order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. Why the
optimism? The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all
others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and
centricity. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that
separates the present from the future. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in
future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). They imagined Niagara as a
radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present from the future. The
cyborg lady is eternal. Time is on our side. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a
visual representation of equations. But wait one moment. The cyborg lady is eternal. Here I can
combine math, biology and my dreams. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or
absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or
nothing. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. That won’t do. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for
the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. One
scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation
would be assured. But wait one moment. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can
be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. Our
wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure
mathematics, a visual representation of equations. What? We are the children of our
environments. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all
others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and
centricity. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit
for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. Attitudes come and clusters
though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. The future path lies between a tangetial
energy which links the element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws
it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing
to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. A deficiency to be corrected.
Amend amend ... Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect
that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. We will hitch up the sun. For the first time in
the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been
placed upon the evolutionary material itself. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship
will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. So what are the
consequences of this unguided growth? Then wait, wait. Problem is that people tend to act in
accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic
analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. Right-Brain
“New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states
interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized
poltical management. We know that human has never seen outside himself. One of the most
momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who
will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new
environments. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of
equations. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible
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but unimaginable, contradictory. Management is converting information into action. For the first
time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution
has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. Seen from space the earth is blue. Why
the optimism? How nostalgic, how studpid. Whatever may happen this document defines the
boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Eternally whimpering? We have come to
constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. How nostalgic, how studpid. In murky
water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. The robot need not be of course
anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break
that separates the present from the future. We will hitch up the sun. Obviously, more detailed
data about mobility patterns may be of value here. Here lies space. A supreme effort is
necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and
thinker of the past have done. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or
appearance but sharing the same process. Improvements are made to every sector according to
well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. It was the focus of the
what the world would be. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Whatever may
happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. We are going
through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal
function.” You cannot fight against the future. A deficiency to be corrected. 358 millenia will
pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in
earth’s sky. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit
for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. One scenario as the roads
developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured.
Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. The robot need not be of course anything
man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater
cultivator. They remain at their place of origin in a world without distance. One scenario as
the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be
assured. Forget it. Forget it. Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought
out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. We are confronted accordingly with
two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of
finding a halfway house. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? Eternally whimpering?
The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a
mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. We know that human
has never seen outside himself. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. But beautiful
as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. That won’t do. Problem
is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Right-Brain
“New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states
interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized
poltical management. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element
with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater
complexity and centricity. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage
and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. What? That won’t do. How nostalgic, how
studpid. The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Let’s rearrange my electronic
patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... Eternally whimpering? It was the focus of the
what the world would be. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling
prophecies. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of
Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. Forget it. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Here I
can combine math, biology and my dreams. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a
lack of crystallisation. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of
internal processes. Why the optimism? But wait one moment. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Between
these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because
by its very nature progress is all or nothing. For the first time in the whole history of
evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the
evolutionary material itself. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of
brain damage. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to
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simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. So what are the consequences
of this unguided growth? How nostalgic, how studpid. 358 millenia will pass before the robot
scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. One may
speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. For the first time in
the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been
placed upon the evolutionary material itself. Why the optimism? Between these two alternatives
of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches.
Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes. But
wait one moment. The cyborg lady is eternal. The future path lies between a tangetial energy
which links the element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it
towards ever greater complexity and centricity. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow?
We will hitch up the sun. Then wait, wait. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more
efficient system, there ... We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised
substance. The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Problem is that people tend
to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Mankind may never make it! The future is
the only part of our lives that we can change. The cyborg lady is eternal. We are confronted
accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is
no possibility of finding a halfway house. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant
species are also totally at our mercy. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors.
Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie.
One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. We are the
children of our environments. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? Between these two
alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its
very nature progress is all or nothing. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make
the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. The fates of the remaining higher animal
and plant species are also totally at our mercy. How nostalgic, how studpid. Whatever may happen
this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Amend amend
... In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. One may speculate on
whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. One of the most momentous outcomes
of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will perform more
fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments. We have tried
to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial
society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on
the other. Eternally whimpering? Amend amend ... The robot need not be of course anything
man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater
cultivator. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to
simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. The future is unknowable and
unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future.
The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Pathways lead out and lead in and
should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself,
anyhow? But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations.
The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our mercy. In
murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. Let’s rearrange my electronic
patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... Forget it. We have tried to distinguish
between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how
intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other.
That won’t do. The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active role in
our own evolution. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of
the infinite. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing
changes to match decor or match feelings). Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. But
it comes down to a failure of the imagination. We are confronted accordingly with two directions
and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a
halfway house. Here lies space. That won’t do. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable
elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). Conciousness is
an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. We
will make weather. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. We
will make weather. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is
something to glean from these data about the future. But wait one moment. Then wait, wait. In
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2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match
decor or match feelings). But wait one moment. How nostalgic, how studpid. The cyborg lady is
eternal. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. We know that
human has never seen outside himself. We are going through a “final examination” to determine
whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. For
the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of
evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. Conciousness is an unbelievably
urbanizing stress. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be
the appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new
environment, but in a variety of new environments. Mankind may never make it! The future is the
only part of our lives that we can change. We are going through a “final examination” to
determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the
future. Eternally whimpering? Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is
not just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. The human race has matured to the point
where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. Whatever may happen this document
defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. They remain at their place of
origin in a world without distance. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only
two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway
house. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? We are confronted accordingly with two
directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of
finding a halfway house. We will hitch up the sun. We are the children of our environments. So
what are the consequences of this unguided growth? “Processmorphs” are things that are different
in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. Here lies space. So what are the
consequences of this unguided growth? Here lies space. One scenario as the roads developing to a
point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. In 2010 light and
color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match
feelings). We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the
other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. Duration is consumed
time. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued
unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. That won’t do.
Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. But it comes
down to a failure of the imagination. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. Obviously, more
detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. Here I can combine math, biology and
my dreams. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. The cyborg lady is eternal. 358
millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the
brightest star in earth’s sky. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised
substance. Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the
possibilities may lie. But wait one moment. We know that human has never seen outside himself.
We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. They imagined Niagara
as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present from the future.
What? The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. The robot need not be of course
anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we
are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. Amend amend ...
Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way
because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. Improvements are made to every sector
according to well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. One of the
most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants
who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new
environments. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect that
he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. The cyborg lady is eternal. Our wonderful future
homes will justify the air age ahead. Amend amend ... Our wonderful future homes will justify
the air age ahead. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics
(clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). One may speculate on whether galaxies can
suffer the equivalent of brain damage. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth?
Here lies space. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more
than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward
some form of centralized poltical management. The cyborg lady is eternal. We are confronted
accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is
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no possibility of finding a halfway house. Why the optimism? Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Why the
optimism? Here lies space. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is
something to glean from these data about the future. “Processmorphs” are things that are
different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. We will make weather. The
exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. The future path lies
between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same order and a
radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. The human race has
matured to the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. The designers
built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures.
Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives
surrounded by and resting on dust. A deficiency to be corrected. Why the optimism? The designers
built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures.
Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. Obviously, more detailed data about
mobility patterns may be of value here. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an
unimpeded view of internal processes. The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt
government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. So what
are the consequences of this unguided growth? Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams.
Seen from space the earth is blue. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in
order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. Attitudes come and clusters
though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. The private citizen does in fact conspire
with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social
inactivity. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit
for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. One may speculate on whether
galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. Amend amend ... In 2010 light and color will
be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings).
358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the
brightest star in earth’s sky. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future
fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). We have tried to distinguish
between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how
intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other.
So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? One scenario as the roads developing to a
point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Problem is that
people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. But wait one moment. Between
these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because
by its very nature progress is all or nothing. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance
with self-fulfilling prophecies. Seen from space the earth is blue. Wide entrances insure a
proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes. Pathways lead out and lead
in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. Eternally whimpering? 358
millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the
brightest star in earth’s sky. The cyborg lady is eternal. Man has needed neither microscope nor
electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. Wide
entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes.
Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. A deficiency to be
corrected. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or
notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand,
and how feasible they are, on the other. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a
few inches. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. One of the most momentous outcomes
of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will perform more
fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments. In 2010 light
and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or
match feelings). We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. “Processmorphs” are things
that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. Between these two
alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its
very nature progress is all or nothing. How nostalgic, how studpid. Here I can combine math,
biology and my dreams. Seen from space the earth is blue. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure
mathematics, a visual representation of equations. The cyborg lady is eternal. One scenario as
the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be
assured. Forget it. The cyborg lady is eternal. Forget it. One scenario as the roads developing
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to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Whatever may
happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Then wait,
wait. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. We are
confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards,
and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Am I not
a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? How nostalgic, how studpid. The future is unknowable and
unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future.
Duration is consumed time. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a
break that separates the present from the future. We know that human has never seen outside
himself. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Between these two alternatives of
absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. A deficiency to be corrected. We know that human has never seen
outside himself. A deficiency to be corrected. Attitudes come and clusters though there are
signs of a lack of crystallisation. That won’t do. How nostalgic, how studpid. Am I not a bundle
of electrons myself, anyhow? We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. In 2010 light
and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or
match feelings). That won’t do. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next
century. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. We will make weather. In 2010 light
and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or
match feelings). Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out system of
checks and balances, divisions are minimized. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and
an unimpeded view of internal processes. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make
the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. One may speculate on whether galaxies can
suffer the equivalent of brain damage. That won’t do. For the first time in the whole history of
evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the
evolutionary material itself. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? The cyborg
lady is eternal. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and
the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. Time exhausts
itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible but unimaginable,
contradictory. Time is on our side. Seen from space the earth is blue. Am I not a bundle of
electrons myself, anyhow? Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out
system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. So what are the consequences of this
unguided growth? We know that human has never seen outside himself. The human race has matured
to the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. What? The future path
lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same order and a
radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. Pathways lead out
and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. We are propelled ahead
by largely unbridled factors. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two:
one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house.
Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. The future path lies
between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same order and a
radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. The fates of the
remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our mercy. The cyborg lady is
eternal. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and
omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Time is on our side. The robot need not be of
course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system,
there ... The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our
mercy. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our mercy.
Why the optimism? In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics
(clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). Then wait, wait. But it comes down to a
failure of the imagination. The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. For the
first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of
evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. For the first time in the whole
history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed
upon the evolutionary material itself. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a
few inches. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? In murky water ordinary vision
may be limited to ony a few inches. Improvements are made to every sector according to
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well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. We know that human has
never seen outside himself. Eternally whimpering? The goal is to develop a more sophisticated
technosphere. But wait one moment. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the
sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. “Processmorphs” are things that are different
in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. Time exhausts itself by reaching that
condition where a change is not just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. Our wonderful
future homes will justify the air age ahead. For the first time in the whole history of
evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the
evolutionary material itself. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there
is something to glean from these data about the future. In murky water ordinary vision may be
limited to ony a few inches. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual
representation of equations. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the
element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever
greater complexity and centricity. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only
two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway
house. Seen from space the earth is blue. Forget it. The cyborg lady is eternal. One of the most
momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who
will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new
environments. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? Wide entrances insure a
proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes. In 2010 light and color will
be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings).
The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. The robot need not be of course
anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation
of equations. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? A
deficiency to be corrected. It was the focus of the what the world would be. Duration is
consumed time. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to
simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. In murky water ordinary
vision may be limited to ony a few inches. Then wait, wait. Between these two alternatives of
absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the
various models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be,
on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. In 2010 light and color will be
transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). The
private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians
in order to justify his own social inactivity. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer
the equivalent of brain damage. That won’t do. But it comes down to a failure of the
imagination. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. So
what are the consequences of this unguided growth? Our wonderful future homes will justify the
air age ahead. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit
for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. Seen from space the earth is
blue. How nostalgic, how studpid. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are
also totally at our mercy. Amend amend ... Then wait, wait. The cyborg lady is eternal.
Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign
states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of
centralized poltical management. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the
element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever
greater complexity and centricity. The cyborg lady is eternal. Here I can combine math, biology
and my dreams. Eternally whimpering? The human race has matured to the point where we can now
take an active role in our own evolution. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it
can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. In 2010
light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor
or match feelings). The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with
all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity
and centricity. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just
impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. Duration is consumed time. Our wonderful future
homes will justify the air age ahead. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of
time, a break that separates the present from the future. Let’s rearrange my electronic
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patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a
more efficient system, there ... In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. What? We know that human has never seen outside himself. Amend amend ... Mankind may
never make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can change. Here I can combine
math, biology and my dreams. Then wait, wait. Amend amend ... Conciousness is an unbelievably
urbanizing stress. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just
impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. Forget it. The future is unknowable and
unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future.
Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible but
unimaginable, contradictory. But wait one moment. Pathways lead out and lead in and should
delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. Here I can combine math, biology and my
dreams. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional
navigation would be assured. How nostalgic, how studpid. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. The robot
need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining
machine, or an underwater cultivator. They remain at their place of origin in a world without
distance. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. We will
hitch up the sun. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Am I not a bundle of
electrons myself, anyhow? The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government
and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. Am I not a bundle of
electrons myself, anyhow? Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not
just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. We will hitch up the sun. We are propelled
ahead by largely unbridled factors. Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries
within which the possibilities may lie. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. One
may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. The future is
unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about
the future. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing
the same process. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of
being infinitely reconfigures. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two:
one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. Why
the optimism? One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and
omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Then wait, wait. What? Obviously, more detailed
data about mobility patterns may be of value here. Why the optimism? One scenario as the roads
developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured.
Management is converting information into action. They remain at their place of origin in a
world without distance. Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which
the possibilities may lie. That won’t do. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make
the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. Between these two alternatives of absoute
optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is
all or nothing. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the
continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. What?
Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. We are going through a “final examination” to
determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the
future. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being
infinitely reconfigures. We know that human has never seen outside himself. Between these two
alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its
very nature progress is all or nothing. For the first time in the whole history of evolution,
responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary
material itself. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here.
Seen from space the earth is blue. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with
self-fulfilling prophecies. Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out
system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. That won’t do. But wait one moment.
Forget it. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to
glean from these data about the future. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a
few inches. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit
for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. Then wait, wait. One of the
most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants
who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new
environments. Then wait, wait. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. The private
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citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order
to justify his own social inactivity. How nostalgic, how studpid. Seen from space the earth is
blue. Why the optimism? That won’t do. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an
unimpeded view of internal processes. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while
leading to a sense of the infinite. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Between
these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because
by its very nature progress is all or nothing. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in
structure or appearance but sharing the same process. What? Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. So what
are the consequences of this unguided growth? Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? One
of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human
mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of
new environments. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but
sharing the same process. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of
brain damage. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? Conciousness is an unbelievably
urbanizing stress. Duration is consumed time. For the first time in the whole history of
evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the
evolutionary material itself. The cyborg lady is eternal. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure
mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility
patterns may be of value here. But wait one moment. For the first time in the whole history of
evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the
evolutionary material itself. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are
also totally at our mercy. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage
and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. We are going through a “final examination” to
determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the
future. Management is converting information into action. Problem is that people tend to act in
accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Management is converting information into action.
Then wait, wait. But wait one moment. The cyborg lady is eternal. We have come to constitute, an
almost solid mass of hominised substance. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a
few inches. Eternally whimpering? Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. The private
citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order
to justify his own social inactivity. Time is on our side. Pathways lead out and lead in and
should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. We are propelled ahead by largely
unbridled factors. We will hitch up the sun. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? We
have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of
post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how
feasible they are, on the other. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the
element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever
greater complexity and centricity. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while
leading to a sense of the infinite. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in
order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. So what are the consequences
of this unguided growth? They remain at their place of origin in a world without distance. That
won’t do. We will make weather. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual
representation of equations. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within
one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. Time is on our side. Here lies
space. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. Forget it. Time is on our side.
Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks and
balances, divisions are minimized. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an
unimpeded view of internal processes. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead.
“Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same
process. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. Time is on our side. Our wonderful
future homes will justify the air age ahead. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of
absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Between these two
alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its
very nature progress is all or nothing. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic
analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. It was the focus
of the what the world would be. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system
in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful
urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Why the optimism? The designers built
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tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures.
Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie.
But wait one moment. That won’t do. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be
a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. So what are the
consequences of this unguided growth? Time is on our side. Whatever may happen this document
defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. The cyborg lady is eternal.
Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks and
balances, divisions are minimized. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to
reduce complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. Here
lies space. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our
mercy. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal
processes. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for
our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. Why the optimism? The
exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. Attitudes come and
clusters though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. Then wait, wait. Eternally
whimpering? We are the children of our environments. We will make weather. Here lies space. We
will hitch up the sun. It was the focus of the what the world would be. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. We are going through a “final examination” to determine whether
or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the future. The future
path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same order
and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. One scenario
as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be
assured. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal
processes. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of
equations. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the
other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. The robot need not be
of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an
underwater cultivator. We are the children of our environments. One may speculate on whether
galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. We know that human has never seen outside
himself. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible
but unimaginable, contradictory. Management is converting information into action. How
nostalgic, how studpid. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of
crystallisation. But wait one moment. Seen from space the earth is blue. Here lies space. 358
millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the
brightest star in earth’s sky. Forget it. They remain at their place of origin in a world
without distance. Seen from space the earth is blue. Here lies space. Am I not a bundle of
electrons myself, anyhow? That won’t do. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an
unimpeded view of internal processes. We are the children of our environments. Mankind may never
make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can change. One of the most momentous
outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will
perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments.
Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. We have tried to distinguish between
two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how
intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other.
We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of
post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how
feasible they are, on the other. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. Management is converting information into action. What? Improvements are made to every
sector according to well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. We
will hitch up the sun. The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active
role in our own evolution. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. We
are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Here I can combine math, biology and my
dreams. The cyborg lady is eternal. Management is converting information into action. The
designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely
reconfigures. Eternally whimpering? Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an
unimpeded view of internal processes. That won’t do. But it comes down to a failure of the
imagination. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? Seen from space the earth is blue.
We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of
post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how
feasible they are, on the other. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute
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pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. How
nostalgic, how studpid. Eternally whimpering? How nostalgic, how studpid. But wait one moment. A
supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the
philosophers and thinker of the past have done. Mankind may never make it! The future is the
only part of our lives that we can change. Eternally whimpering? One of the most momentous
outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will
perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments.
The cyborg lady is eternal. But wait one moment. The human race has matured to the point where
we can now take an active role in our own evolution. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself,
anyhow? Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible
but unimaginable, contradictory. What? The private citizen does in fact conspire with his
corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity.
In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. Attitudes come and clusters
though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. A supreme effort is necessary to devise
ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past
have done. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all
others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and
centricity. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. The
cyborg lady is eternal. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation
of equations. Seen from space the earth is blue. “Processmorphs” are things that are different
in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. We have tried to distinguish between
two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how
intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other.
The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving
politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. Why the optimism? The private citizen
does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to
justify his own social inactivity. Duration is consumed time. Time is on our side. The designers
built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures.
Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. That won’t do. Obviously, more
detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. We will make weather. But it comes
down to a failure of the imagination. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a
lack of crystallisation. Eternally whimpering? Whatever may happen this document defines the
boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility
patterns may be of value here. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a
break that separates the present from the future. One scenario as the roads developing to a
point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. We know that human
has never seen outside himself. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of
crystallisation. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models
or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand,
and how feasible they are, on the other. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means
to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done.
Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Forget it. But beautiful as she is, she’s
pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. The cyborg lady is eternal. The human
race has matured to the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution.
Management is converting information into action. One may speculate on whether galaxies can
suffer the equivalent of brain damage. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? The
future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same
order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. Here
lies space. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. The designers built tie-rods into
the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. Problem is that
people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. The human race has matured to
the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. “Processmorphs” are things
that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. Our wonderful future
homes will justify the air age ahead. For the first time in the whole history of evolution,
responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary
material itself. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and
the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. The designers built
tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. Problem
is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Pathways lead out and
lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. The human race has matured
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to the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution. Obviously, more detailed
data about mobility patterns may be of value here. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility
patterns may be of value here. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent
of brain damage. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models
or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand,
and how feasible they are, on the other. The cyborg lady is eternal. We will hitch up the sun.
Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure
mathematics, a visual representation of equations. One may speculate on whether galaxies can
suffer the equivalent of brain damage. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to
the next century. Eternally whimpering? It was the focus of the what the world would be. Mankind
may never make it! The future is the only part of our lives that we can change. What? Seen from
space the earth is blue. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling
prophecies. We will make weather. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only
two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway
house. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. We will
hitch up the sun. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is
something to glean from these data about the future. The robot need not be of course anything
man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater
cultivator. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. We are propelled ahead by
largely unbridled factors. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization
will be the appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new
environment, but in a variety of new environments. What? We know that human has never seen
outside himself. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models
or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand,
and how feasible they are, on the other. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age
ahead. Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities
may lie. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or
notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand,
and how feasible they are, on the other. They remain at their place of origin in a world without
distance. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being
infinitely reconfigures. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute
pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing.
Eternally whimpering? Time is on our side. Here lies space. For the first time in the whole
history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed
upon the evolutionary material itself. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the
sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. We are the children of our environments.
“Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same
process. 358 millenia will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of
Sirius, the brightest star in earth’s sky. A deficiency to be corrected. How nostalgic, how
studpid. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. The private
citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order
to justify his own social inactivity. The future path lies between a tangetial energy which
links the element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it towards
ever greater complexity and centricity. The private citizen does in fact conspire with his
corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity.
But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Amend
amend ... The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to
glean from these data about the future. The private citizen does in fact conspire with his
corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity.
We know that human has never seen outside himself. How nostalgic, how studpid. Amend amend ...
In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. Here lies space. How
nostalgic, how studpid. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which
more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge
toward some form of centralized poltical management. Seen from space the earth is blue. Duration
is consumed time. The cyborg lady is eternal. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a
visual representation of equations. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. They
imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present
from the future. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. We
will make weather. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect
that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. It was the focus of the what the world would
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be. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle
way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. Man has needed neither microscope nor
electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. They
imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present
from the future. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance.
Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie.
Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way
because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. We are propelled ahead by largely
unbridled factors. But wait one moment. We know that human has never seen outside himself. It
was the focus of the what the world would be. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to
make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. Am I not a bundle of electrons
myself, anyhow? The goal is to develop a more sophisticated technosphere. Whatever may happen
this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. They imagined
Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present from the
future. Duration is consumed time. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or
appearance but sharing the same process. The human race has matured to the point where we can
now take an active role in our own evolution. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant
species are also totally at our mercy. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? Let’s
rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... For the first time in
the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been
placed upon the evolutionary material itself. “Processmorphs” are things that are different in
structure or appearance but sharing the same process. The cyborg lady is eternal. In murky water
ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. We are confronted accordingly with two
directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of
finding a halfway house. Duration is consumed time. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into
a more efficient system, there ... Eternally whimpering? The goal is to develop a more
sophisticated technosphere. What? We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only
two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway
house. But wait one moment. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. Why the optimism?
Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. One scenario
as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be
assured. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. Between these two alternatives of
absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Why the optimism? It was the focus of the what the world would be.
Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes. A
supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the
philosophers and thinker of the past have done. Duration is consumed time. They remain at their
place of origin in a world without distance. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a
visual representation of equations. The cyborg lady is eternal. That won’t do. In murky water
ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. The robot need not be of course anything
man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater
cultivator. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can
be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. The robot
need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining
machine, or an underwater cultivator. We will hitch up the sun. Eternally whimpering? Wide
entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes.
Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. The fates of the remaining higher animal and
plant species are also totally at our mercy. So what are the consequences of this unguided
growth? In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing
changes to match decor or match feelings). They remain at their place of origin in a world
without distance. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the
continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. The
fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our mercy. Forget it.
What? Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities
may lie. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the continued
unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. But wait one
moment. Then wait, wait. We will hitch up the sun. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled
factors. That won’t do. In 2010 light and color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics
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(clothing changes to match decor or match feelings). We have come to constitute, an almost solid
mass of hominised substance. It was the focus of the what the world would be. Eternally
whimpering? Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system, there ... Our
wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer
complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety
of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. But wait
one moment. Time is on our side. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. That won’t
do. Why the optimism? Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which
more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge
toward some form of centralized poltical management. Attitudes come and clusters though there
are signs of a lack of crystallisation. We know that human has never seen outside himself.
Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign
states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of
centralized poltical management. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space
colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just
in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments. The private citizen does in fact
conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own
social inactivity. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of
manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. We have come to constitute, an
almost solid mass of hominised substance. We are the children of our environments. The
exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. 358 millenia will pass
before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest star in
earth’s sky. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is
no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. The private citizen does in
fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his
own social inactivity. Then wait, wait. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a
visual representation of equations. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of
time, a break that separates the present from the future. Time is on our side. A deficiency to
be corrected. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? Obviously, more detailed data about
mobility patterns may be of value here. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream
of time, a break that separates the present from the future. In murky water ordinary vision may
be limited to ony a few inches. But it comes down to a failure of the imagination. We are
propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a
more efficient system, there ... Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in
order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. How nostalgic, how studpid.
What? Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150
sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form
of centralized poltical management. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the
equivalent of brain damage. Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out
system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. Improvements are made to every sector
according to well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. Eternally
whimpering? Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just
impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. How nostalgic, how studpid. Amend amend ... One of
the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human
mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of
new environments. Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within which the
possibilities may lie. Seen from space the earth is blue. The designers built tie-rods into the
curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. Am I not a bundle of
electrons myself, anyhow? One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage
and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Duration is consumed time. A deficiency to be
corrected. Eternally whimpering? The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt
government and self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. Between
these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because
by its very nature progress is all or nothing. We are going through a “final examination” to
determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot fight against the
future. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect that he
lives surrounded by and resting on dust. We know that human has never seen outside himself. But
it comes down to a failure of the imagination. Between these two alternatives of absoute
optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is
all or nothing. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. Time exhausts itself
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by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible but unimaginable,
contradictory. Duration is consumed time. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a
world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues
creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. We will make
weather. We are the children of our environments. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing
stress. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation.
Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150 sovereign
states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form of
centralized poltical management. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the
next century. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the
infinite. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at our
mercy. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations.
The future path lies between a tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the
same order and a radial energy which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity.
The future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from
these data about the future. Man has needed neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order
to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust. Mankind may never make it! The
future is the only part of our lives that we can change. We are going through a “final
examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You cannot
fight against the future. Here lies space. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or
absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or
nothing. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of
absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. But wait one moment. They
imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present
from the future. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and
omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Mankind may never make it! The future is the only
part of our lives that we can change. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. Problem is
that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. Then wait, wait.
Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. The fates of the remaining higher animal and
plant species are also totally at our mercy. The robot need not be of course anything man-like;
it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. That
won’t do. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. We will make weather. We know that human has never seen
outside himself. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of
the infinite. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies.
One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of
human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety
of new environments. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which
more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge
toward some form of centralized poltical management. Seen from space the earth is blue. Time
exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible but
unimaginable, contradictory. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a
break that separates the present from the future. A deficiency to be corrected. Improvements are
made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are
minimized. We know that human has never seen outside himself. Here lies space. Attitudes come
and clusters though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. Between these two alternatives
of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce
complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. But it comes
down to a failure of the imagination. For the first time in the whole history of evolution,
responsibility for the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary
material itself. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and
omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Then wait, wait. How nostalgic, how studpid. A
supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the
philosophers and thinker of the past have done. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a
more efficient system, there ... Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute
pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. The
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human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active role in our own evolution.
The cyborg lady is eternal. Wide entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view
of internal processes. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for
the continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. We
have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of
post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how
feasible they are, on the other. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the
next century. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage.
Management is converting information into action. We know that human has never seen outside
himself. Duration is consumed time. Forget it. Duration is consumed time. But it comes down to a
failure of the imagination. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a
sense of the infinite. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance.
Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite.
Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. We have tried
to distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial
society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on
the other. Problem is that people tend to act in accordance with self-fulfilling prophecies. The
robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a collector of manganese nodules, a
mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. It was the focus of the what the world would be.
Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks and
balances, divisions are minimized. We will make weather. Whatever may happen this document
defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Between these two alternatives of
absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Management is converting information into action. In murky water
ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. A deficiency to be corrected. How nostalgic,
how studpid. For the first time in the whole history of evolution, responsibility for the
continued unfolding of evolution has been placed upon the evolutionary material itself. The
exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next century. One scenario as the roads
developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured.
Improvements are made to every sector according to well-thought out system of checks and
balances, divisions are minimized. How nostalgic, how studpid. They remain at their place of
origin in a world without distance. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world
system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a
powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. It was the focus of the what
the world would be. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and
omnidirectional navigation would be assured. We will hitch up the sun. We are the children of
our environments. They remain at their place of origin in a world without distance. 358 millenia
will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest
star in earth’s sky. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of
crystallisation. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? But it comes down to a
failure of the imagination. We know that human has never seen outside himself. Whatever may
happen this document defines the boundaries within which the possibilities may lie. Wide
entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes. Am I not
a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? They
imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present
from the future. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. The future path lies between a
tangetial energy which links the element with all others of the same order and a radial energy
which draws it towards ever greater complexity and centricity. We have come to constitute, an
almost solid mass of hominised substance. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a
few inches. One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Why the
optimism? One of the most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the
appearance of human mutants who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment,
but in a variety of new environments. A deficiency to be corrected. The future is unknowable and
unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future.
That won’t do. The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active role in
our own evolution. The cyborg lady is eternal. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition
where a change is not just impossible but unimaginable, contradictory. Here lies space. A
deficiency to be corrected. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections
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capable of being infinitely reconfigures. Improvements are made to every sector according to
well-thought out system of checks and balances, divisions are minimized. Seen from space the
earth is blue. A deficiency to be corrected. The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant
species are also totally at our mercy. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual
representation of equations. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in
which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful
urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. They imagined Niagara as a radical
break in the stream of time, a break that separates the present from the future. Conciousness is
an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Forget it. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a
world system in which more than 150 sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues
creates a powerful urge toward some form of centralized poltical management. Man has needed
neither microscope nor electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and
resting on dust. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain
damage. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. Here lies space. One may
speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. Between these two
alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its
very nature progress is all or nothing. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or
absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or
nothing. What? The fates of the remaining higher animal and plant species are also totally at
our mercy. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. The private
citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and self-serving politicians in order
to justify his own social inactivity. They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of
time, a break that separates the present from the future. We are confronted accordingly with two
directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of
finding a halfway house. We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. Here lies space.
They imagined Niagara as a radical break in the stream of time, a break that separates the
present from the future. A deficiency to be corrected. The goal is to develop a more
sophisticated technosphere. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised
substance. Time exhausts itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible
but unimaginable, contradictory. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few
inches. How nostalgic, how studpid. We are confronted accordingly with two directions and only
two: one upwards and the other downwards, and there is no possibility of finding a halfway
house. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? A deficiency to be corrected. But wait one
moment. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional
navigation would be assured. But wait one moment. But it comes down to a failure of the
imagination. The designers built tie-rods into the curbing to make the sections capable of being
infinitely reconfigures. How nostalgic, how studpid. Man has needed neither microscope nor
electronic analysis in order to suspect that he lives surrounded by and resting on dust.
Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the infinite. They
remain at their place of origin in a world without distance. We have tried to distinguish
between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how
intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other.
The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active role in our own
evolution. Pathways lead out and lead in and should delimit while leading to a sense of the
infinite. We know that human has never seen outside himself. The designers built tie-rods into
the curbing to make the sections capable of being infinitely reconfigures. What? We are
confronted accordingly with two directions and only two: one upwards and the other downwards,
and there is no possibility of finding a halfway house. Why the optimism? We are going through a
“final examination” to determine whether or not we are fit for our “universal function.” You
cannot fight against the future. Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of
crystallisation. Why the optimism? We are the children of our environments. We will make
weather. Then wait, wait. Between these two alternatives of absoute optimism or absolute
pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature progress is all or nothing. Wide
entrances insure a proper flow of traffic and an unimpeded view of internal processes.
Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing stress. Conciousness is an unbelievably urbanizing
stress. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. Time is on our side. In 2010 light and
color will be transmutable elements in future fabrics (clothing changes to match decor or match
feelings). But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of
equations. Amend amend ... Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system,
there ... We are propelled ahead by largely unbridled factors. We will make weather. Management
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is converting information into action. Here lies space. Between these two alternatives of
absoute optimism or absolute pessimism, there is no middle way because by its very nature
progress is all or nothing. Here I can combine math, biology and my dreams. That won’t do.
Attitudes come and clusters though there are signs of a lack of crystallisation. They remain at
their place of origin in a world without distance. A deficiency to be corrected. “Processmorphs”
are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. It was
the focus of the what the world would be. The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left
to the next century. But beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of
equations. Right-Brain “New-think” The sheer complexity of a world system in which more than 150
sovereign states interact on a wide variety of issues creates a powerful urge toward some form
of centralized poltical management. They remain at their place of origin in a world without
distance. Eternally whimpering? The exploitation of the oceans for food will be left to the next
century. Seen from space the earth is blue. The future path lies between a tangetial energy
which links the element with all others of the same order and a radial energy which draws it
towards ever greater complexity and centricity. We will hitch up the sun. How nostalgic, how
studpid. One may speculate on whether galaxies can suffer the equivalent of brain damage. The
future is unknowable and unpredictable and nevertheless, there is something to glean from these
data about the future. The human race has matured to the point where we can now take an active
role in our own evolution. So what are the consequences of this unguided growth? They remain at
their place of origin in a world without distance. One of the most momentous outcomes of
successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants who will perform more
fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new environments. 358 millenia
will pass before the robot scout ship will fly within one light year of Sirius, the brightest
star in earth’s sky. Forget it. Whatever may happen this document defines the boundaries within
which the possibilities may lie. Our wonderful future homes will justify the air age ahead. But
beautiful as she is, she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Then wait,
wait. Obviously, more detailed data about mobility patterns may be of value here. One scenario
as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be
assured. In murky water ordinary vision may be limited to ony a few inches. Am I not a bundle of
electrons myself, anyhow? One scenario as the roads developing to a point of absolute coverage
and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. That won’t do. “Processmorphs” are things that
are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same process. We have tried to
distinguish between two issues arising for the various models or notions of post-industrial
society: how intrinsically desirable they may be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on
the other. We have come to constitute, an almost solid mass of hominised substance. But wait one
moment. Duration is consumed time. Am I not a bundle of electrons myself, anyhow? A supreme
effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce complexity to simple terms_as the
philosophers and thinker of the past have done. Seen from space the earth is blue. Time exhausts
itself by reaching that condition where a change is not just impossible but unimaginable,
contradictory. The private citizen does in fact conspire with his corrupt government and
self-serving politicians in order to justify his own social inactivity. But beautiful as she is,
she’s pure mathematics, a visual representation of equations. Amend amend ... Eternally
whimpering? Forget it. Forget it. The human race has matured to the point where we can now take
an active role in our own evolution. We have tried to distinguish between two issues arising for
the various models or notions of post-industrial society: how intrinsically desirable they may
be, on the one hand, and how feasible they are, on the other. The cyborg lady is eternal.
“Processmorphs” are things that are different in structure or appearance but sharing the same
process. A deficiency to be corrected. The future is unknowable and unpredictable and
nevertheless, there is something to glean from these data about the future. Conciousness is an
unbelievably urbanizing stress. A supreme effort is necessary to devise ways and means to reduce
complexity to simple terms_as the philosophers and thinker of the past have done. One of the
most momentous outcomes of successful space colonization will be the appearance of human mutants
who will perform more fittingly, not just in one new environment, but in a variety of new
environments. Let’s rearrange my electronic patrimony into a more efficient system, there ...
Duration is consumed time. The robot need not be of course anything man-like; it can be a
collector of manganese nodules, a mining machine, or an underwater cultivator. The goal is to
develop a more sophisticated technosphere. One scenario as the roads developing to a point of
absolute coverage and omnidirectional navigation would be assured. Why the optimism?
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It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as
a furnace, air conditioner, or both. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two
(a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels
-- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and
auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it
to “window”. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). Klein also
makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left
on all year. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the
floor and foundation walls. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space
conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. The fresh air was
invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. A minimum of
three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. A thermostat, in
its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. (Plus the
cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). With a well-insulated ceiling, this
source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. For making
tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how
much electrical devices cost to operate. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a
space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. Attics can reach
temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are
only 95 to 97 degrees F. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate
of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind
that only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them
occasionally. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor
air temperature. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on
all night. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on
security lights give greater security. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. I got all three for only $36. She ran
upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside
to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. And eventually, the hole that was designed to
let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150
watt flood lights they leave on all night. no fire for sure... You are not alone! With the
exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. So they
made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160
degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F.
Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. This costs me
about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and
moisture control? The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. However,
several studies previously made can help with this decision. (Plus the cost of light bulbs --
see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or
chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. This water vapor is eager to become water
again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure
tanks are both prime targets. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but
not so cold as to be uncomfortable. I got all three for only $36. At that price I’m thinking
about getting a couple more for my daughter. A number of studies sponsored by federal energy
funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. water vapor in the ground
virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. I got all
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three for only $36. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. I saved the
extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. Buy Good
Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. I got all
three for only $36. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to
“window”. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. I
saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. It is a
temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a
furnace, air conditioner, or both. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of
warm, burnt oil. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of
operation. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Thus, the first half change
per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F
additional cooling. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. 2 bulbs x 150
watts = 300 watts. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband
close behind. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. I got
all three for only $36. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick
cost tradeoffs. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips
drivers. One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. Thus, high attic ventilation
rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. There was a misty appearance to the air,
and the smell of warm, burnt oil. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not
effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. Say they’re on for an hour a day. A
thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air
temperature. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate
these devices. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air
change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to
operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter,
that is. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). That’s one-twelfth
the neighbor’s on time. However, several studies previously made can help with this decision.
water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and
foundation walls. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. [This does not
consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater
security. Providing half air change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees
F. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. So, each of mine
costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. This costs
them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. If you turn it off in the daytime it will cost you
about half that, or $50 a year. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning
“wind’s eye”. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as
pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. This article also discusses &
illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap
screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. water vapor in the ground
virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. (Plus the
cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts
600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on
all night. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the
floor and foundation walls. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the
“wind’s eye”. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get
the children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. -- $6 each individually
or about $3-$4 each in a set. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the
misery... However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. Thus, the first
half change per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5
degrees F additional cooling. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space
conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. no fire for sure...
And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out.
(Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). This water vapor is eager
to become water again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and
well pressure tanks are both prime targets. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every
day. One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. In a home with poor ceiling
insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the total
cooling cost. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. I paid an extra $10
apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time even with the
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neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is
less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation.
Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. She ran upstairs to awaken her
husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the soon to be heated
Suburban in the driveway. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels --
get some bargin table screwdrives for this. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion
activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. The cooling load for a home
air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and
reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant
reduction in cooling load. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. The
amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over
time. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. Even basements that have
never had a visible water leak share the misery... Including printers and other peripherals,
together they use about 500 watts. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat
during the summer cooling months. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted
to change the indoor air temperature. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. [This
does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give
greater security. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. So
they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Studies indicate that further increases in
ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. With a
well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total
cooling cost. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling
months. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the
floor and foundation walls. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation
rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak
attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more
for my daughter. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of
operation. I got all three for only $36. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement
through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. Try to resist
using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for
this. no fire for sure... The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s
eye”. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. And eventually, the hole that
was designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. Klein also makes good
screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the
house to open the windows and investigate further. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts
x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night.
Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are.
The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate
further. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the
children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. You are not alone! With the
exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. This
article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. Klein also
makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade
screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. At that price I’m thinking about getting a
couple more for my daughter. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation
rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak
attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. no fire for sure... Early Norse carpenters didn’t go
to great lengths to build perfect houses. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be
screwdrivers. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated
ceilings. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling
months. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in
significantly reducing attic temperatures. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though
somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the
driveway. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction details and
the rate of ventilation. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs,
husband close behind. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so
cold as to be uncomfortable. I got all three for only $36. I got all three for only $36. I think
the motion activated give more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors
said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1
per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. So,
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it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. Say they’re on for an hour a day.
Including printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. In a home with poor
ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the
total cooling cost. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on
all night. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air
change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually
adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the
North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. And eventually, the hole that was designed
to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. I think the motion activated give more
security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they
were so cheap. A number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at
ventilation rates and methods. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. --
$6 each individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. The amount of money pouring into the air
while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. The cooling load for a home
air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and
reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant
reduction in cooling load. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first
month of operation. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. This costs me
about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and
moisture control? Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in
significantly reducing attic temperatures. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as
pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Thus, the first half change
per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F
additional cooling. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold
as to be uncomfortable. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. If you turn it
off in the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. However, several studies
previously made can help with this decision. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and
wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. There was a misty appearance to the air, and
the smell of warm, burnt oil. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. -- $6 each individually
or about $3-$4 each in a set. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs,
husband close behind. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful
to be able to quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. Early Norse
carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Say they’re on for an hour a day.
I think the motion activated give more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these
neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. At that price I’m thinking about getting
a couple more for my daughter. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the
first month of operation. The basement was dark.. Studies indicate that further increases in
ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. You are not alone!
With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture
problem. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings.
For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly
estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers
as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Say one-tenth for easy
arithmetic. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air
change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use
about 500 watts. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on
all night. -- $6 each individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. So, each of mine costs about
one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. -- $6 each individually
or about $3-$4 each in a set. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels
-- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1
per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. I
saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. -- $6 each
individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. This water vapor is eager to become water again, and
any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks are
both prime targets. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost
tradeoffs. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools
there are. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost
tradeoffs. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer
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than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. Providing half air change per
minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3
dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great
lengths to build perfect houses. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt =
$600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. Providing half
air change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. Studies indicate that
further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures.
A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches
of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic
ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? water vapor in the
ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls.
Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the rate of
ventilation. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15
percent of the total cooling cost. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I
find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. It is
a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a
furnace, air conditioner, or both. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt =
$600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. [This does not
consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater
security. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the
flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. You are not alone! With the exception
of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. A thermostat, in
its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. Attics can
reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air
temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. Thus, the first half change per minute is most
effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling.
Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. For
making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly
estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source
of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. For making tradeoff
decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much
electrical devices cost to operate. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to
operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter,
that is. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the misery... -- $6 each
individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a
year to operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the
daughter, that is. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets
on creeps up on you over time. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to
change the indoor air temperature. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a
ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will
lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. The
cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the
inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F
will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. The children bundled, husband and wife
returned to the house to open the windows and investigate further. I saved the extra cost of the
motion activated feature in the first month of operation. -- $6 each individually or about $3-$4
each in a set. I got all three for only $36. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually
quite good. Say they’re on for an hour a day. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the
smell of warm, burnt oil. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation,
construction details and the rate of ventilation. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that
controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. 300
watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a
year for 2 dual floods left on all night. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell
of warm, burnt oil. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts.
Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16
hours a day, every day. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time
grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. She ran upstairs to
awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the soon
to be heated Suburban in the driveway. A number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are
under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. The wind often whistled through the eye, so
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they called it the “wind’s eye”. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a
summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. At that price I’m
thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. I estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a
year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of
the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to
operate. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. She turned to the
basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a
shelf next to the stairs. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern
homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as
pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Early Norse carpenters didn’t
go to great lengths to build perfect houses. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful
of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. Almost everyone agrees a first
purchase would be screwdrivers. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300
watts. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers.
It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. With a
well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total
cooling cost. This water vapor is eager to become water again, and any inviting cold surface
will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime targets. A
thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air
temperature. Say they’re on for an hour a day. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt
flood lights they leave on all night. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts
of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. Try to resist using your good
screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. In a home
with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more
of the total cooling cost. The basement was dark.. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great
lengths to build perfect houses. -- $6 each individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. Say
one-tenth for easy arithmetic. The basement was dark.. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers
and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. Attic temperature depends on the amount of
solar radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. When the indoor temperature
drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and
your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected
for your family’s comfort. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s
eye”. However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. When the indoor
temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on”
position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting
you selected for your family’s comfort. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all
year. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to
quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. If she does this, they’ll be
paying about $1500 a year to operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift --
expense for the daughter, that is. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two
(a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14
or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. So, each of
mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. The
fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable.
At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. Try to resist using your
good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Early
Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Several of my neighbors
have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. I think the motion activated
give more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3
because they were so cheap. I estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual
fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. And
eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. 2
bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the
“wind’s eye”. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both),
or about $30 a year. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. (Plus the cost of
light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day,
every day. no fire for sure... If you turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half
that, or $50 a year. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are
most important for poorly insulated ceilings. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. The upper line
of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an
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“eye”. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the misery... For making
tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how
much electrical devices cost to operate. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”.
The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate
further. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air
temperature. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). You are not
alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture
problem. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate them all She’ll be
giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is. My 2 computer’s are
turned on 16 hours a day, every day. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the
stairs, husband close behind. This water vapor is eager to become water again, and any inviting
cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime
targets. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change
per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to
about 101 degrees F. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave
on all night. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account
for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she
walked down the stairs, husband close behind. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the
North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. Say they’re on for an hour a day. And
eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. This
costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. I think the motion activated give more security,
others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so
cheap. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Including
printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. -- $6 each individually or
about $3-$4 each in a set. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open
the windows and investigate further. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F
during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. Illuminated
by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. Illuminated by the
twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. When the indoor temperature
drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and
your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected
for your family’s comfort. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s
eye”. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. Klein
also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. Buy
Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. A
minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. However,
several studies previously made can help with this decision. Even basements that have never had
a visible water leak share the misery... When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above
the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air
conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s
comfort. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. [This does not consider the issue of whether
motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. So, it costs $100 to
leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to
operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter,
that is. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. Providing half air change per
minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. And eventually, the hole that was
designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. [This does not consider the issue
of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. Studies
indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic
temperatures. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the
switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the
house air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. (Plus the cost of light bulbs
-- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per
watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. The
basement was dark.. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor
through the floor and foundation walls. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated
kind that only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them
occasionally. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows
and investigate further. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. A thermostat,
in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. Providing
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half air change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. If you turn it off
in the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. Thus, the first half change per
minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional
cooling. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips
drivers. I got all three for only $36. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more
for my daughter. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with
fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. When the indoor temperature
drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and
your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected
for your family’s comfort. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation,
construction details and the rate of ventilation. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my
neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. Even basements that have never had a
visible water leak share the misery... Say they’re on for an hour a day. water vapor in the
ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls.
Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per
minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about
101 degrees F. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on
creeps up on you over time. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. Pipe sweating is
just one symptom of excessive dampness. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out
So Quickly). It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. A
poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches
of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. Thus, the first half change per minute is most
effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. The
upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. A poorly insulated ceiling is one
whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or
cellulose insulation. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning
unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. You are not alone! With the
exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. A
number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates
and methods. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the misery... I paid
an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time
even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. When the indoor temperature drops
below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your
furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for
your family’s comfort. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s
eye”. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. The cooling load
for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the inside and
outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result
in a significant reduction in cooling load. Including printers and other peripherals, together
they use about 500 watts. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time
grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. Thus, the first half
change per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F
additional cooling. I got all three for only $36. Including printers and other peripherals,
together they use about 500 watts. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and
changed it to “window”. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. Several of
my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. Even basements that
have never had a visible water leak share the misery... Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she
walked down the stairs, husband close behind. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises
above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air
conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s
comfort. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the
flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. There was a misty appearance to the
air, and the smell of warm, burnt oil. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the
house to open the windows and investigate further. I saved the extra cost of the motion
activated feature in the first month of operation. There was a misty appearance to the air, and
the smell of warm, burnt oil. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or
continuously-on security lights give greater security. A number of studies sponsored by federal
energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. (Plus the cost of light
bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls
a space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. She ran
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upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside
to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. You are not alone! With the exception of a
handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. The upper line of
Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. This water vapor is eager to become water again,
and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks
are both prime targets. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only
12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt
flood lights they leave on all night. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic
ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? I use a quick and
dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. Try to resist
using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for
this. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about
$30 a year. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the misery... I use a
quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. You
are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement
moisture problem. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. A
minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers.
Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per
minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about
101 degrees F. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air
change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a
ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will
lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose
R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose
insulation. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools
there are. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. It comes
from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. Klein also makes good
screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak
share the misery... The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in
temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155
degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. Say they’re on
for an hour a day. This water vapor is eager to become water again, and any inviting cold
surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime targets.
Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during
a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. Including printers
and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb
to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. This costs me about $333 a year: How
much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? I saved
the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. The children
bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate further.
(Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). So they made a small hole
in the roof, called an “eye”. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. Say
one-tenth for easy arithmetic. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. but
remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. The cooling load
for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the inside and
outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result
in a significant reduction in cooling load. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be
screwdrivers. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in
temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155
degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. Pipe sweating
is just one symptom of excessive dampness. And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in
air was covered with glass to keep it out. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out
how much I’m paying to operate these devices. However, several studies previously made can help
with this decision. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on
all night. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. A minimum of three sizes of
flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. Try to resist using your good
screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. There was a
misty appearance to the air, and the smell of warm, burnt oil. The wind often whistled through
the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple
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more for my daughter. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick
cost tradeoffs. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air
change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be
screwdrivers. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. A minimum of three
sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. My 2 computer’s are
turned on 16 hours a day, every day. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build
perfect houses. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated
ceilings. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600
_ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she
walked down the stairs, husband close behind. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1
per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. This
costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature
and moisture control? Thus, the first half change per minute is most effective and a doubling of
this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. The wind often whistled through
the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends
on the difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. no
fire for sure... The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the
windows and investigate further. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. I estimate it costs me about
$30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). She turned to the basement stairs
and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the
stairs. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin
table screwdrives for this. I think the motion activated give more security, others believe the
opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. no fire for
sure... The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up
on you over time. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the
windows and investigate further. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very
modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to
great lengths to build perfect houses. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more
for my daughter. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate
a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. For making
tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how
much electrical devices cost to operate. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I
use to make quick cost tradeoffs. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during
the summer cooling months. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. This costs them roughly
3-4 hundred dollars a year. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning
“wind’s eye”. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day,
although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. Several of my neighbors have 2 or
3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that
controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. There
was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of warm, burnt oil. This costs them roughly 3-4
hundred dollars a year. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat
setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm
or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. So they made a
small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood
lights they leave on all night. Thus, the first half change per minute is most effective and a
doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. A number of studies
sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. This
costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature
and moisture control? I think the motion activated give more security, others believe the
opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. Including
printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. Say they’re on for an hour a
day. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. My 2 computer’s
are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of
very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. You are not alone! With the
exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem.
Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and
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stale. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. For
making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly
estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of
excessive dampness. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to
be able to quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. So they made a small
hole in the roof, called an “eye”. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year.
Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are.
If you turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. A minimum of
three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. water vapor in the
ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. She
ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children
outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. Calculations indicate that on a July
day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using
95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. I estimate it
costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). This article also
discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. water vapor in the ground
virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. The actual
word “window” has an interesting derivation. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar
radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. I
think the motion activated give more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these
neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase
would be screwdrivers. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so
cold as to be uncomfortable. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the
misery... 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600
_ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a
day, every day. The basement was dark.. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors
closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped
off the furnace emergency switch. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of
water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. This costs me about $333 a year: How much
attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? I paid an
extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time even
with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. Calculations indicate that on a July day
in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F
air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. If she does this, they’ll be
paying about $1500 a year to operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift --
expense for the daughter, that is. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. The
maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. A minimum
of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. I saved the
extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. Pipe sweating is
just one symptom of excessive dampness. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. It
is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a
furnace, air conditioner, or both. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to
make quick cost tradeoffs. Thus, the first half change per minute is most effective and a
doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. The cooling load for a
home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the inside and outside
air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a
significant reduction in cooling load. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. My 2
computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. When the indoor temperature drops below or
rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or
air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s
comfort. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on
security lights give greater security. I think the motion activated give more security, others
believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. Try
to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table
screwdrives for this. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. In a home with
poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of
the total cooling cost. One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. She ran upstairs
to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the
soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove
heat during the summer cooling months. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. Pipe sweating
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is just one symptom of excessive dampness. no fire for sure... That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s
on time. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change
per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to
about 101 degrees F. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency
switch. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got
smoky and stale. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the
windows and investigate further. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave
electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. Attic temperature depends on the amount of
solar radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. Attic temperature depends on
the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. This costs me
about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and
moisture control? The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as
to be uncomfortable. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for
both), or about $30 a year. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it
useful to be able to quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. You are not
alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture
problem. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps
up on you over time. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. I got all three
for only $36. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to
be uncomfortable. I think the motion activated give more security, others believe the opposite.]
One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. Including printers and
other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase
would be screwdrivers. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required
to provide proper temperature and moisture control? So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my
neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. You are not alone! With the exception
of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. Try to resist
using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for
this. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. The upper line
of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that
controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. Try
to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table
screwdrives for this. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time
grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. Studies indicate that
further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures.
The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. I estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a
year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). The actual word “window” has an interesting
derivation. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. 2 bulbs x 150 watts =
300 watts. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost
tradeoffs. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips
drivers. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips
drivers. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide
proper temperature and moisture control? So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s
$300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for
a year. I estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt
bulbs). For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to
quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. This costs them roughly 3-4
hundred dollars a year. Say they’re on for an hour a day. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3
dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. I think the motion activated give more
security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they
were so cheap. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close
behind. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the
flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. It comes from two Scandinavian words,
vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite
good. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors
closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. This article also discusses & illustrates
shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. The amount of money pouring into the air while you
leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the
motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat
triggering them occasionally. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600
Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. Attics can reach
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temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are
only 95 to 97 degrees F. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation,
construction details and the rate of ventilation. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most
important for poorly insulated ceilings. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important
for poorly insulated ceilings. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. Buy Good Screwdrivers!
Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. The wind often whistled
through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160
degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F.
Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and
stale. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the
rate of ventilation. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Klein also makes
good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my
neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. When the indoor temperature drops below
or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace
or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your
family’s comfort. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost
tradeoffs. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. 2
bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a
summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. Throughout the long,
cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. Almost everyone
agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. Say they’re on for an hour a day. A thermostat,
in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. I use a
quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. A
number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates
and methods. I got all three for only $36. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive
dampness. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. I got all three for only $36.
300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300
a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually
adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for
a year. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs.
but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. but
remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. Studies indicate
that further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic
temperatures. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. She turned to the basement stairs and looked
down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. A
poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches
of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R
rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose
insulation. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on
security lights give greater security. I got all three for only $36. The maximum ventilation
rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600
watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods
left on all night. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only
operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. A
number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates
and methods. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools
there are. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be
uncomfortable. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. Say
one-tenth for easy arithmetic. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not
effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. There was a misty appearance to the air,
and the smell of warm, burnt oil. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use
about 500 watts. One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. no fire for sure... She
ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children
outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. The upper line of Stanley
screwdrivers are usually quite good. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use
to make quick cost tradeoffs. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or
$600 for both), or about $30 a year. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the
stairs, husband close behind. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the
misery... A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips
drivers. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the
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floor and foundation walls. I got all three for only $36. She turned to the basement stairs and
looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the
stairs. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the
switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the
house air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. Several of my neighbors have 2
or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. Providing half air change per minute
will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. The basement was dark.. Throughout the long,
cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. She turned to
the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on
a shelf next to the stairs. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is
required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to
great lengths to build perfect houses. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic
ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? You are not alone!
With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture
problem. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. The basement was dark.. water
vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and
foundation walls. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”.
The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the
inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F
will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if
it’s left on all year. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. It is a
temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a
furnace, air conditioner, or both. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house
to open the windows and investigate further. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion
activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. The upper line of Stanley
screwdrivers are usually quite good. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. Attic
temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the rate of
ventilation. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). A thermostat,
in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. (Plus the
cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. This
article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. The maximum
ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. Buy Good
Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. Early
Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Including printers and
other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of
my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. [This does not consider the issue of
whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. A number of
studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and
methods. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on
security lights give greater security. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called
it the “wind’s eye”. Say they’re on for an hour a day. water vapor in the ground virtually
forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. Illuminated by the
twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. The actual word “window” has
an interesting derivation. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. The
actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. The wind often whistled through the eye, so
they called it the “wind’s eye”. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300
(or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”.
The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. Say they’re on for an hour a day.
no fire for sure... A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the
indoor air temperature. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. The fresh air was
invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. Try to resist
using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for
this. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. You are
not alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement
moisture problem. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts.
no fire for sure... The basement was dark.. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of excessive
dampness. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be
uncomfortable. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency
switch. Providing half air change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F.
Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and
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stale. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper
temperature and moisture control? A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than
14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. Try to
resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives
for this. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Even
basements that have never had a visible water leak share the misery... For making tradeoff
decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much
electrical devices cost to operate. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may
account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. A device costs roughly $1 per watt
if it’s left on all year. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers.
Including printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. Studies indicate
that further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic
temperatures. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide
proper temperature and moisture control? One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. 2
bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. This water vapor is eager to become water again, and any inviting
cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime
targets. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. So, it costs $100 to leave
a 100 watt bulb on for a year. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation,
construction details and the rate of ventilation. At that price I’m thinking about getting a
couple more for my daughter. One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. The wind
often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300
watts. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch
moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house
air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. Say they’re on for an hour a day.
Thus, the first half change per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only
achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for
a year. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. The children bundled, husband
and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate further. This water vapor is
eager to become water again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water
pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime targets. The amount of money pouring into the air
while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. (Plus the cost of light bulbs
-- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all
year. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about
$30 a year. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==>
$600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. One thing they omitted was allowance
for ventilation. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost
tradeoffs. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts.
I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. A device
costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. I think the motion activated give more
security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they
were so cheap. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in
significantly reducing attic temperatures. I estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a year for both
my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. So,
it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. Including printers and other peripherals,
together they use about 500 watts. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind,
but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. Say they’re on for an hour a day. So, it costs $100 to
leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may
account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. The upper line of Stanley
screwdrivers are usually quite good. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave
electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. This costs me about $333 a year: How much
attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? So, each of
mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. That’s
one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of
warm, burnt oil. However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. I saved
the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. This article
also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. Say one-tenth for
easy arithmetic. no fire for sure... The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it
the “wind’s eye”. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate
a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. Klein also
makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. I think the motion activated give more
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security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they
were so cheap. no fire for sure... If you turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half
that, or $50 a year. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in
temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155
degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. The basement
was dark.. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction details and
the rate of ventilation. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if
it’s left on all year. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband
close behind. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). I paid an
extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time even
with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled
by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. And eventually, the hole that was
designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. However, several studies
previously made can help with this decision. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on
all year. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or
system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. This water vapor is eager to become water
again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure
tanks are both prime targets. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave
electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to
figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. Later, builders from Britain borrowed
the Norse term and changed it to “window”. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers
and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are
not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts.
Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. One thing they omitted was allowance
for ventilation. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on
all night. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. Calculations indicate that on a July day
in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F
air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. When the indoor temperature
drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and
your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected
for your family’s comfort. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 &
#2) Phillips drivers. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the
misery... The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature
between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105
degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. The cooling load for a home
air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and
reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant
reduction in cooling load. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels --
get some bargin table screwdrives for this. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a
space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. She turned to
the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on
a shelf next to the stairs. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. So, each
of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year.
This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. My 2
computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who,
though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in
the driveway. no fire for sure... Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build
perfect houses. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both),
or about $30 a year. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped
to get the children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. This costs them
roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Try
to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table
screwdrives for this. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time
grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. So, it costs $100 to
leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how
much I’m paying to operate these devices. no fire for sure... The basement was dark.. I got all
three for only $36. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst
cheap tools there are. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. She turned to the
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basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a
shelf next to the stairs. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make
quick cost tradeoffs. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the
windows and investigate further. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the
stairs, husband close behind. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not
effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose
R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose
insulation. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. I
got all three for only $36. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Even basements that
have never had a visible water leak share the misery... Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she
walked down the stairs, husband close behind. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat
may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. -- $6 each individually or
about $3-$4 each in a set. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels --
get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Even basements that have never had a visible water
leak share the misery... I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first
month of operation. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). It
comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. So, it costs $100 to
leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. However, several studies previously made can help with this
decision. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air
change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may
account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. I estimate it costs me about
$30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). I saved the extra cost of the
motion activated feature in the first month of operation. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3
dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. [This does not consider the issue of whether
motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. This water vapor is
eager to become water again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water
pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime targets. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a
day, every day. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==>
$600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. but remembering basic Homeowner 101,
she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large
amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. With a well-insulated ceiling,
this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. [This does
not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give
greater security. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. The basement was dark.. In a home with poor
ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the
total cooling cost. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the
indoor air temperature. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. Throughout
the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. Pipe
sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. When the indoor temperature drops below or
rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or
air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s
comfort. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for
30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually
quite good. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. Pipe sweating is just one symptom of
excessive dampness. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who,
though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in
the driveway. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. The
basement was dark.. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get
some bargin table screwdrives for this. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at
the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. For making
tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how
much electrical devices cost to operate. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature
in the first month of operation. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is
required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? I think the motion activated give
more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because
they were so cheap. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts.
She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children
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outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. Throughout the long, cold winters,
with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. Thus, the first half change
per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F
additional cooling. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”.
She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that
always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic
ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? The maximum
ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. It comes from two
Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade
screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. The basement was dark.. but remembering basic
Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts
600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on
all night. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps
up on you over time. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor
through the floor and foundation walls. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors
closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the
North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr
and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to
change the indoor air temperature. The basement was dark.. I got all three for only $36. Pipe
sweating is just one symptom of excessive dampness. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts
x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night.
At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. And eventually, the hole
that was designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. water vapor in the ground
virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. A
thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air
temperature. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer
than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. A poorly insulated ceiling is one
whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or
cellulose insulation. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst
cheap tools there are. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. 2 bulbs x 150
watts = 300 watts. Say they’re on for an hour a day. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great
lengths to build perfect houses. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use
about 500 watts. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated
ceilings. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. Including
printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. For making tradeoff decisions
on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much electrical
devices cost to operate. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical
gadgets on creeps up on you over time. And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air
was covered with glass to keep it out. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors
closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150
watt flood lights they leave on all night. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually
adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. Including printers and other peripherals,
together they use about 500 watts. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of
water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she
flipped off the furnace emergency switch. -- $6 each individually or about $3-$4 each in a set.
2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed,
the air in a house got smoky and stale. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually
adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left
on all year. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. Klein
also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. When the indoor temperature drops below or
rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or
air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s
comfort. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although
outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband
who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside to the soon to be heated
Suburban in the driveway. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space
conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. At that price I’m
thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time.
[This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights
give greater security. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. A number of studies
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sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. Almost
everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she
flipped off the furnace emergency switch. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a
ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will
lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if
it’s left on all year. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Later, builders
from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. Almost everyone agrees a first
purchase would be screwdrivers. However, several studies previously made can help with this
decision. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate a
fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. One thing they
omitted was allowance for ventilation. I think the motion activated give more security, others
believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap.
Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. With a well-insulated ceiling, this
source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. Illuminated by
the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. If you turn it off in
the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. This water vapor is eager to become
water again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well
pressure tanks are both prime targets. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on
the difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. I estimate it costs me about
$30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). This article also discusses &
illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. Attics can reach temperatures of 150
to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97
degrees F. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps
up on you over time. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to
operate these devices. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick
cost tradeoffs. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house
got smoky and stale. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses.
2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the
“wind’s eye”. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. One thing they omitted was allowance for
ventilation. However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. The amount of
money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. A
device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. Almost everyone agrees a first
purchase would be screwdrivers. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs,
husband close behind. I got all three for only $36. Providing half air change per minute will
lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. Studies indicate that further increases in
ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. no fire for sure...
And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out.
Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the rate of
ventilation. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close
behind. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent
of the total cooling cost. Including printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500
watts. Say they’re on for an hour a day. Say they’re on for an hour a day. She turned to the
basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a
shelf next to the stairs. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly
insulated ceilings. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. This costs them
roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind
that only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them
occasionally. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate
these devices. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. -- $6 each
individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to
build perfect houses. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter.
You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a
basement moisture problem. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or
continuously-on security lights give greater security. In a home with poor ceiling insulation,
heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost.
[This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights
give greater security. This water vapor is eager to become water again, and any inviting cold
surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks are both prime targets.
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In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30
percent or more of the total cooling cost. And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in
air was covered with glass to keep it out. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually
adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. This water vapor is eager to become water again,
and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure tanks
are both prime targets. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate them
all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is. The
maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. Klein also
makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. There was a misty appearance to the air, and
the smell of warm, burnt oil. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. Including
printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. My 2 computer’s are turned on
16 hours a day, every day. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly).
It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as
a furnace, air conditioner, or both. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the
difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts
of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are
most important for poorly insulated ceilings. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. The fresh air
was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. Try to
resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives
for this. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for
30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my
neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. If she does this, they’ll be paying
about $1500 a year to operate them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift --
expense for the daughter, that is. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the
same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. At that price
I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. She turned to the basement stairs and
looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the
stairs. Say they’re on for an hour a day. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off
the furnace emergency switch. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1
& #2) Phillips drivers. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful
to be able to quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. A number of studies
sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. A
number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates
and methods. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although
outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the
motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat
triggering them occasionally. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights
they leave on all night. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s
eye”. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table
screwdrives for this. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer
cooling months. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==>
$600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see
Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation,
construction details and the rate of ventilation. A number of studies sponsored by federal
energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. Throughout the long, cold
winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. Providing half air
change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. This water vapor is eager
to become water again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and
well pressure tanks are both prime targets. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a
space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. I paid an extra
$10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate a fraction of the time even with
the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the
doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. This water vapor is eager to become water
again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure
tanks are both prime targets. The basement was dark.. Calculations indicate that on a July day
in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F
air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. -- $6 each individually or
about $3-$4 each in a set. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy,
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helped to get the children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. (Plus the
cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). So, each of mine costs about
one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. (Plus the cost of light
bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year.
Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. Say
one-tenth for easy arithmetic. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the
first month of operation. no fire for sure... This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a
year. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. The
fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable.
At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. Thus, high attic
ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. This water vapor is eager to
become water again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and
well pressure tanks are both prime targets. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the
North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all
the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. In a home with poor ceiling
insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the total
cooling cost. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. When the
indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the
“on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the
setting you selected for your family’s comfort. One thing they omitted was allowance for
ventilation. A number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at
ventilation rates and methods. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning
“wind’s eye”. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or
system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade
screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade
screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of
heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. -- $6 each individually or
about $3-$4 each in a set. I think the motion activated give more security, others believe the
opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. Calculations
indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a
typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees
F. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. Try to resist
using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for
this. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper
temperature and moisture control? Including printers and other peripherals, together they use
about 500 watts. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate
a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. Several of my
neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. 2 bulbs x 150 watts =
300 watts. And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with glass to
keep it out. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. 300 watts x 2 fixtures
= 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual
floods left on all night. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the
worst cheap tools there are. no fire for sure... A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be
manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to
160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees
F. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 =
$300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. The actual word “window” has an interesting
derivation. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. Later, builders from
Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. The basement was dark.. It comes
from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly
estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers
as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. I estimate it costs me
about $30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). no fire for sure... There was
a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of warm, burnt oil. Studies indicate that further
increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. When
the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to
the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the
setting you selected for your family’s comfort. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left
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on all year. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer
than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. The maximum ventilation rate is
required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. She turned to the basement stairs and
looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the
stairs. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to
quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. but remembering basic Homeowner
101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by
the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. She turned to the basement stairs and
looked down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the
stairs. Throughout the long, cold winters, with all the doors closed, the air in a house got
smoky and stale. And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with glass
to keep it out. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. The amount of money
pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. If you
turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. I saved the extra
cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. I think the motion
activated give more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I
bought 3 because they were so cheap. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. One thing they omitted was
allowance for ventilation. The maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the
summer cooling months. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). I
think the motion activated give more security, others believe the opposite.] One of these
neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. Throughout the long, cold winters, with
all the doors closed, the air in a house got smoky and stale. water vapor in the ground
virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. Several of
my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. (Plus the cost of
light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R
rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose
insulation. However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. My 2
computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers
as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Several of my neighbors
have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. (Plus the cost of light bulbs --
see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). The basement was dark.. With a well-insulated ceiling, this
source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. One thing they
omitted was allowance for ventilation. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the
furnace emergency switch. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. So, each of
mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. When
the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to
the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the
setting you selected for your family’s comfort. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse
term and changed it to “window”. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very
modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. The maximum ventilation rate is
required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. If you turn it off in the daytime it
will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat
may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. So, each of mine costs about
one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a
year. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. So, it costs $100 to leave
a 100 watt bulb on for a year. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year.
Providing half air change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. A
thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air
temperature. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in
significantly reducing attic temperatures. Thus, the first half change per minute is most
effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. 2
bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the
difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30
percent or more of the total cooling cost. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year.
Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. At that
price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. This article also discusses &
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illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. It is a temperature-sensitive switch
that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both.
Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air
temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a
year. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change
per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to
about 101 degrees F. Attic temperature depends on the amount of solar radiation, construction
details and the rate of ventilation. The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the
house to open the windows and investigate further. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s
left on all year. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that only operate
a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally. -- $6 each
individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. The children
bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate further. In
a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent
or more of the total cooling cost. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my
daughter. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide
proper temperature and moisture control? Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F
during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F. The amount
of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time.
One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred
dollars a year. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close
behind. no fire for sure... The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the
difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts.
I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these
devices. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. Including printers and other peripherals, together
they use about 500 watts. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels --
get some bargin table screwdrives for this. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down
the stairs, husband close behind. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my
daughter. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600
_ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. The amount of money pouring into the air
while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. Calculations indicate that on
a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using
95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. When the indoor
temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on”
position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting
you selected for your family’s comfort. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic
ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? For making tradeoff
decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much
electrical devices cost to operate. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of
warm, burnt oil. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. A poorly insulated
ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass,
rockwool or cellulose insulation. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt =
$600 Night only ==> $600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. Illuminated by
the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. -- $6 each individually
or about $3-$4 each in a set. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate
them all She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is.
However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. One thing they omitted was
allowance for ventilation. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. With a
well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total
cooling cost. However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. It comes
from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. So, each of mine costs about
one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. Studies indicate that
further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures.
If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate them all She’ll be giving her
daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is. This article also discusses &
illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. Providing half air change per minute
will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. I think the motion activated give more
security, others believe the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they
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were so cheap. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. Providing half air change
per minute will lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. Studies indicate that further
increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. With a
well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total
cooling cost. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all
night. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind.
Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. -- $6 each
individually or about $3-$4 each in a set. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. Try to resist using
your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. At
that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. This article also discusses
& illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick cost tradeoffs. A minimum of three sizes of flat
blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. -- $6 each individually or about $3-$4
each in a set. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both),
or about $30 a year. And eventually, the hole that was designed to let in air was covered with
glass to keep it out. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. Attic temperature depends on
the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. water vapor in
the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls.
Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly
reducing attic temperatures. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the
difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate them all She’ll be
giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is. Say one-tenth for
easy arithmetic. Providing half air change per minute will lower the temperature to about 106
degrees F. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. Calculations indicate that on
a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using
95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. With a
well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total
cooling cost. The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on
creeps up on you over time. Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the
misery... This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide
proper temperature and moisture control? Providing half air change per minute will lower the
temperature to about 106 degrees F. The actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. So
they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Providing half air change per minute will
lower the temperature to about 106 degrees F. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse
term and changed it to “window”. I estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual
fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they
leave on all night. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency
switch. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has
a basement moisture problem. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind that
only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them occasionally.
The amount of money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you
over time. Say they’re on for an hour a day. Studies indicate that further increases in
ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. The upper line of
Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped
off the furnace emergency switch. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very
modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3
dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all night. I got all three for only $36. Studies
indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly reducing attic
temperatures. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on all
night. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not effective in significantly
reducing attic temperatures. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time
grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300
watts. A number of studies sponsored by federal energy funds are under way to look at
ventilation rates and methods. Say they’re on for an hour a day. Calculations indicate that on a
July day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using
95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. The fresh air was
invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. I estimate it
costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). At that price I’m
thinking about getting a couple more for my daughter. I got all three for only $36. The fresh
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air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. This
costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for
a year. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”.
Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband close behind. In a home
with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more
of the total cooling cost. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for
only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. The wind often whistled through the eye, so
they called it the “wind’s eye”. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated
or continuously-on security lights give greater security. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. The
upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. One thing they omitted was allowance
for ventilation. Almost everyone agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. The amount of
money pouring into the air while you leave electrical gadgets on creeps up on you over time. Say
one-tenth for easy arithmetic. That’s one-twelfth the neighbor’s on time. If you turn it off in
the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. With a well-insulated ceiling, this
source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. Thus, high attic
ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. Almost everyone agrees a
first purchase would be screwdrivers. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are
not effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. Thus, the first half change per
minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional
cooling. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat setting, the
switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm or cool the
house air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. Thus, high attic ventilation
rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. So they made a small hole in the roof,
called an “eye”. If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate them all
She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is. Early
Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. [This does not consider the
issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. The
cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the difference in temperature between the
inside and outside air, and reduction of attic temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F
will result in a significant reduction in cooling load. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers
are usually quite good. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only
12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year.
Even basements that have never had a visible water leak share the misery... A thermostat, in its
simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. There was a misty
appearance to the air, and the smell of warm, burnt oil. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb
to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. The wind often whistled through the
eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off
the furnace emergency switch. I think the motion activated give more security, others believe
the opposite.] One of these neighbors said, “I bought 3 because they were so cheap. The actual
word “window” has an interesting derivation. This costs me about $333 a year: How much attic
ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and moisture control? no fire for sure...
Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table
screwdrives for this. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. It is a
temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a
furnace, air conditioner, or both. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for
poorly insulated ceilings. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly).
no fire for sure... If she does this, they’ll be paying about $1500 a year to operate them all
She’ll be giving her daughter an expensive gift -- expense for the daughter, that is. no fire
for sure... In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account
for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most
important for poorly insulated ceilings. This costs them roughly 3-4 hundred dollars a year. but
remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. Almost everyone
agrees a first purchase would be screwdrivers. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths
to build perfect houses. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. The fresh air
was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. I estimate
it costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). but remembering
basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. The children bundled, husband
and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate further. The basement was
dark.. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace emergency switch. The
maximum ventilation rate is required to remove heat during the summer cooling months. I use a
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quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate these devices. The
actual word “window” has an interesting derivation. The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are
usually quite good. A poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with
fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. So they made a small hole
in the roof, called an “eye”. The cooling load for a home air conditioner depends on the
difference in temperature between the inside and outside air, and reduction of attic
temperatures from 155 degrees to 105 degrees F will result in a significant reduction in cooling
load. The wind often whistled through the eye, so they called it the “wind’s eye”. water vapor
in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation
walls. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin
table screwdrives for this. Thus, the first half change per minute is most effective and a
doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. For making tradeoff
decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how much
electrical devices cost to operate. Klein also makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein.
The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate
further. Thus, high attic ventilation rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. It
comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. So, it costs $100 to
leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a
ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will
lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. The children bundled, husband and wife
returned to the house to open the windows and investigate further. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap
screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. A device costs roughly $1 per
watt if it’s left on all year. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. So they
made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises
above the thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air
conditioner runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s
comfort. I got all three for only $36. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion
activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. Attic temperature depends on
the amount of solar radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. Including
printers and other peripherals, together they use about 500 watts. [This does not consider the
issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security.
Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
The children bundled, husband and wife returned to the house to open the windows and investigate
further. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==> $600 _
2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. So, each of mine costs about one-tenth of
my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. Calculations indicate that on a July
day in Texas, a ventilation rate of one air change per minute for a typical attic using
95-degree F air will lower the peak attic temperature to about 101 degrees F. A minimum of three
sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. A device costs roughly $1
per watt if it’s left on all year. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the
thermostat setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner
runs to warm or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. If you
turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half that, or $50 a year. With a
well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total
cooling cost. 300 watts x 2 fixtures = 600 watts 600 watts x $1 per watt = $600 Night only ==>
$600 _ 2 = $300 a year for 2 dual floods left on all night. A number of studies sponsored by
federal energy funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. So, each of mine
costs about one-tenth of my neighbor’s $300 (or $600 for both), or about $30 a year. A poorly
insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of
fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and
auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. If you turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half that,
or $50 a year. With a well-insulated ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15
percent of the total cooling cost. At that price I’m thinking about getting a couple more for my
daughter. For making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to
quickly estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. [This does not consider the issue
of whether motion activated or continuously-on security lights give greater security. Klein also
makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. Attic temperature depends on the amount of
solar radiation, construction details and the rate of ventilation. Thus, the first half change
per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F
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additional cooling. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of
operation. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out how much I’m paying to operate
these devices. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the
indoor air temperature. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. You are not alone! With the exception
of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. However, several
studies previously made can help with this decision. The actual word “window” has an interesting
derivation. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be
uncomfortable. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to
be uncomfortable. Thus, the first half change per minute is most effective and a doubling of
this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F additional cooling. It is a temperature-sensitive
switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or
both. You are not alone! With the exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a
basement moisture problem. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through
ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. I got all three for only
$36. She ran upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the
children outside to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. -- $6 each individually or
about $3-$4 each in a set. but remembering basic Homeowner 101, she flipped off the furnace
emergency switch. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may
account for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. And eventually, the hole that was
designed to let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. A device costs roughly $1 per watt
if it’s left on all year. My 2 computer’s are turned on 16 hours a day, every day. The basement
was dark.. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin
table screwdrives for this. Buy Good Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the
worst cheap tools there are. If you turn it off in the daytime it will cost you about half that,
or $50 a year. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of warm, burnt oil. For
making tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly
estimate how much electrical devices cost to operate. -- $6 each individually or about $3-$4
each in a set. 2 bulbs x 150 watts = 300 watts. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an
“eye”. She turned to the basement stairs and looked down, at the same time grabbing the
flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs. A poorly insulated ceiling is one
whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches of fiberglass, rockwool or
cellulose insulation. When the indoor temperature drops below or rises above the thermostat
setting, the switch moves to the “on” position, and your furnace or air conditioner runs to warm
or cool the house air to the setting you selected for your family’s comfort. water vapor in the
ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. A
poorly insulated ceiling is one whose R rating is less than 14 or one with fewer than 4 inches
of fiberglass, rockwool or cellulose insulation. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be
manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. One thing they omitted was allowance for
ventilation. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat movement through ceilings may account
for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. She turned to the basement stairs and looked
down, at the same time grabbing the flashlight that always sat on a shelf next to the stairs.
However, several studies previously made can help with this decision. However, several studies
previously made can help with this decision. I use a quick and dirty rule of thumb to figure out
how much I’m paying to operate these devices. In a home with poor ceiling insulation, heat
movement through ceilings may account for 30 percent or more of the total cooling cost. I
estimate it costs me about $30-$50 a year for both my dual fixtures (4 150 watt bulbs). Try to
resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives
for this. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. Take you pick of both.
It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as
a furnace, air conditioner, or both. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two
(a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or chisels
-- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. It comes from two Scandinavian words, vindr and
auga, meaning “wind’s eye”. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it
to “window”. (Plus the cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). Klein also
makes good screwdrivers -- Lowes’ carries Klein. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left
on all year. water vapor in the ground virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the
floor and foundation walls. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space
conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. The fresh air was
invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but not so cold as to be uncomfortable. A minimum of
three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips drivers. A thermostat, in
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its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air temperature. (Plus the
cost of light bulbs -- see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). With a well-insulated ceiling, this
source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost. For making
tradeoff decisions on the spur of the moment I find it useful to be able to quickly estimate how
much electrical devices cost to operate. It is a temperature-sensitive switch that controls a
space conditioning unit or system, such as a furnace, air conditioner, or both. Attics can reach
temperatures of 150 to 160 degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are
only 95 to 97 degrees F. Calculations indicate that on a July day in Texas, a ventilation rate
of one air change per minute for a typical attic using 95-degree F air will lower the peak attic
temperature to about 101 degrees F. I paid an extra $10 apiece and got the motion activated kind
that only operate a fraction of the time even with the neighbor’s cat triggering them
occasionally. A thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor
air temperature. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150 watt flood lights they leave on
all night. [This does not consider the issue of whether motion activated or continuously-on
security lights give greater security. Say one-tenth for easy arithmetic. With a well-insulated
ceiling, this source of heat may account for only 12 to 15 percent of the total cooling cost.
So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. I got all three for only $36. She ran
upstairs to awaken her husband who, though somewhat groggy, helped to get the children outside
to the soon to be heated Suburban in the driveway. And eventually, the hole that was designed to
let in air was covered with glass to keep it out. Several of my neighbors have 2 or 3 dual 150
watt flood lights they leave on all night. no fire for sure... You are not alone! With the
exception of a handful of very modern homes, every home has a basement moisture problem. So they
made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Attics can reach temperatures of 150 to 160
degrees F during a summer day, although outside air temperatures are only 95 to 97 degrees F.
Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. This costs me
about $333 a year: How much attic ventilation is required to provide proper temperature and
moisture control? The upper line of Stanley screwdrivers are usually quite good. However,
several studies previously made can help with this decision. (Plus the cost of light bulbs --
see Why Bulbs Burn Out So Quickly). Try to resist using your good screwdrivers as pry-bars or
chisels -- get some bargin table screwdrives for this. This water vapor is eager to become water
again, and any inviting cold surface will do the dirty job! Cold water pipes and well pressure
tanks are both prime targets. The fresh air was invigoratingly chilled by the North wind, but
not so cold as to be uncomfortable. I got all three for only $36. At that price I’m thinking
about getting a couple more for my daughter. A number of studies sponsored by federal energy
funds are under way to look at ventilation rates and methods. water vapor in the ground
virtually forces large amounts of water vapor through the floor and foundation walls. I got all
three for only $36. A device costs roughly $1 per watt if it’s left on all year. I saved the
extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. Buy Good
Screwdrivers! Cheap screwdrivers and wrenches may be the worst cheap tools there are. I got all
three for only $36. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to
“window”. Later, builders from Britain borrowed the Norse term and changed it to “window”. I
saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of operation. It is a
temperature-sensitive switch that controls a space conditioning unit or system, such as a
furnace, air conditioner, or both. There was a misty appearance to the air, and the smell of
warm, burnt oil. I saved the extra cost of the motion activated feature in the first month of
operation. So they made a small hole in the roof, called an “eye”. Thus, the first half change
per minute is most effective and a doubling of this rate only achieves about 5 degrees F
additional cooling. So, it costs $100 to leave a 100 watt bulb on for a year. 2 bulbs x 150
watts = 300 watts. Illuminated by the twin C-cell beam, she walked down the stairs, husband
close behind. Early Norse carpenters didn’t go to great lengths to build perfect houses. I got
all three for only $36. This article also discusses & illustrates shortcuts I use to make quick
cost tradeoffs. A minimum of three sizes of flat blade screwdrivers and two (a #1 & #2) Phillips
drivers. One thing they omitted was allowance for ventilation. Thus, high attic ventilation
rates are most important for poorly insulated ceilings. There was a misty appearance to the air,
and the smell of warm, burnt oil. Studies indicate that further increases in ventilation are not
effective in significantly reducing attic temperatures. Say they’re on for an hour a day. A
thermostat, in its simplest form, must be manually adjusted to change the indoor air
temperature.
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She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen,
could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened
seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime.
Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted
out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict:
beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky
shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
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and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a
boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to
catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video
void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The
video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is
to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the
camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven
movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
   She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
   She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog
of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
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conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise.
All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters
and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out
of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video
screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a
purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen
giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before
she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling
figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up,
move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse,
she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held
a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
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zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate
your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without
motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to
remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
..She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy
who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
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and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like
stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into
hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything
that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
..She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new
game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes
the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who
held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
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She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement
and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The
trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal
length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you
must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a
fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing
and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the
hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length.
The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen,
could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened
seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime.
Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted
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out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict:
beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky
shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a
boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to
catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video
void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The
video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is
to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the
camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven
movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
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She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog
of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise.
All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters
and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out
of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video
screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a
purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen
giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
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you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before
she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling
figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up,
move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse,
she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held
a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
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chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate
your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without
motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to
remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
..She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy
who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like
stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into
hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything
that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new
game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes
the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and
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perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who
held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement
and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The
trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal
length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you
must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
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impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a
fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing
and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the
hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length.
The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen,
could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened
seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime.
Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted
out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
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electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict:
beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky
shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a
boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to
catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video
void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The
video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is
to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the
camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven
movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
...She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
...She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog
of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
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falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise.
All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters
and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out
of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video
screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a
purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen
giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before
she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling
figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up,
move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse,
she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
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happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held
a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate
your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without
motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to
remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
...She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy
who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
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the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like
stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into
hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything
that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new
game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes
the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who
held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
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zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement
and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The
trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal
length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you
must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a
fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing
and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the
hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length.
The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
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the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen,
could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened
seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime.
Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted
out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict:
beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky
shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a
boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to
catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video
void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The
video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is
to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
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brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the
camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven
movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
...She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She then drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog
of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise.
All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters
and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
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the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out
of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video
screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a
purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen
giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before
she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling
figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up,
move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse,
she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held
a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
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darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate
your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without
motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to
remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
...She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy
who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and
deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like
stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into
hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
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brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything
that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new
game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes
the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who
held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
   She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement
and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The
trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the
field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal
length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you
must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
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without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a
fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing
and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the
hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and focal length.
The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could
capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to
happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around
thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped
halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture
the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the screen,
could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened
seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime.
Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted
out of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is
to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the
illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered
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the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter
above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis
of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict:
beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky
shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a
boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to
catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your
viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur.
You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember
that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from
a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video
void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The
video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is
to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and
perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl,
impervious to the hypnosis of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of
stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the
camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven
movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the
sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above
jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the screen, could capture the figure
everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”
...She drifted out of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she
produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the
ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn
around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of
electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
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machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that
“Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the darkness, from a fog
of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and
brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last
machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space.
The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground.
To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and
see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the camera movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise.
All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to coordinate both movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in
the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the hypnosis of the fun factory and
nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two
quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an
instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters
and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant,
zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch
the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out
of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video
screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a
purse, she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen
giddily approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is
Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this
you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her
whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the
falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint,
catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have
control of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling figure before
she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to catch the falling
figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up,
move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of
the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse,
she produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she
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produced two quarters and deftly inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily
approved with an instant, zooming transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that
happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held
a zombie-like stare into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a video void. Out of a purse, she produced two quarters and deftly
inserted them into hungry slots. The video screen giddily approved with an instant, zooming
transition-effect- into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a
zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her
trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out
of the camera movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of
interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the last machine of the screen, could capture the
figure everytime. Her trick was to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen
here.”    She drifted out of the fun factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into
a new game space. The game is Vertigo and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she
strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the
figure, turn around and see her whole, without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness,
from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing,
ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to
the last machine of the camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both
movement and perspective to create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements.
The girl, impervious to the last machine of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a
red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She came over to the last machine of the
darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping,
crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and chunky shoes. She
came over to the last machine of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the
camera movement and focal length. The trick is to coordinate both movement and perspective to
create the illusion of stasis in the field of interwoven movements. The girl, impervious to the
hypnosis of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All around thundered the sounds of
conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl. She wore a red-striped halter above jeans and
chunky shoes. She came over to the hypnosis of the camera movement and focal length. The trick
is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must accelerate
your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole, without
motion-blur. You have control of the screen, could capture the figure everytime. Her trick was
to remember that “Everything that happened seemed to happen here.”    She drifted out of the fun
factory and nudged a boy who held a zombie-like stare into a new game space. The game is Vertigo
and the goal is to catch the falling figure before she strikes the ground. To do this you must
accelerate your viewpoint, catch up, move past the figure, turn around and see her whole,
without motion-blur. You have control of the darkness, from a fog of electronic noise. All
around thundered the sounds of conflict: beeping, crashing, ringing and brawl.
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The current concern about air pollution and the conservation of nature has made clouds floating
in a field of blue sky a remarkably popular theme in decorating of late. The mood is French
provincial, but this warm and inviting living room has features that can be applied to any
interior. Ancient ... it is an exploration into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old
ways of living ... these anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple,
incredible, beautiful, obsessive, and dreamy. In a modern home, the parlor has disappeared and
the living room serves for formal entertaining. The mood is French provincial, but this warm and
inviting living room has features that can be applied to any interior. In both spaces, slabs of
foam in free-form, curving shapes stand in for furniture. For Dick, as for most men, change is
at best uninviting, even when the end result is improvement. If you have very little wall space,
don’t make awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. Skylight For
Dick, as for most men, change is at best uninviting, even when the end result is improvement.
News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Antique such interiors become spaces for Super
Man. there are no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. Good description for the
sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections which put an emphasis
on sentimental mementos of times of the past. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement
of culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. Window
treatments are simple architectural... such as draw draperies, pull up shades, screens or fabric
panels that reflect architectural designs, derive from shojis or geometric forms. A
floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. ... cut through the superfluities and
superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home. Pier glass The sense of
completeness and total serenity flows through this remarkably pure “anti-object” living
environment. Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use. The mood
is French provincial, but this warm and inviting living room has features that can be applied to
any interior. Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use. Nostalgia
Environmental design comes closest to outlining the new direction that puts man, his habitation,
and social commitments into their proper perspective for the twenty-first century. Ceilings and
inset panels of mirrors rim the banquette of the dining alcove, left. All of these improvements
are yours for the doing. They simplify your housekeeping and add value to your home. The warmth
of the furry carpeting everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while
looking out at the snowy landscape through many glass-walled areas. Substituting for the mass of
white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. The
feeling of openness is retained by means of the see-through dividers. North rooms which receive
no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the
decorative scheme and cool colors are used in small amounts for contrast or accent. Staggered
tiles form a transition, shading from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of
room. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers,
and celebrities ... Mobility in living areas Below you see an add-on room that has been screened
and glassed to provide an exotic recreation area. Environmental design comes closest to
outlining the new direction that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their
proper perspective for the twenty-first century. Small children play mostly on the floor, but a
few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very convenient. Most guests prefer to sleep in
their own beds, whether they admit it or not. Slim furniture conserves space. Two very small
young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room, and the problem was where to put
their one million animals so that they could be seen but still be out of the way. In this
electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their
soft, flickering light. Below you see an add-on room that has been screened and glassed to
provide an exotic recreation area. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. Strong:
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Color is balanced, both vertically and horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length
draperies is repeated in the bulk of low sofa across the room. Considerably older than antique,
dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. Ancient Fabric that resembles Spanish
tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s used as wall coverings as well as
for pillows, draperies. This is another way to create the illusion of an entrance hall when the
front door opens into living room. The house in my head is not only real, it is practical,
comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works. The warmth of the furry carpeting
everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at the snowy
landscape through many glass-walled areas. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. The
vivid line of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to the room. Open floor plan Dark
ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. A floor-to-ceiling window
replaces the garage doors. One pattern look The sausage-shaped seating units are supported by
stainless-steel frames. Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill which
can be developed easily. For Dick, as for most men, change is at best uninviting, even when the
end result is improvement. For years I had been storing up ideas: no I would have a change to
use them. Small children play mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their
size are very convenient. The antique lighting fixture over the dining table here sets the
period theme, is supplemented with additional lights ... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of
the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the rocker for sewing or reading. Strong:
Color is balanced, both vertically and horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length
draperies is repeated in the bulk of low sofa across the room. Americana Weak: Despite a
basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in
patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. The shelf below
the window serves as a buffet. The antique lighting fixture over the dining table here sets the
period theme, is supplemented with additional lights ... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of
the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the rocker for sewing or reading. News here
is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Window cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down
from the sky above. One pattern look A small shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a
thirsty sponge. The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and basin are
encased in industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. See the two rooms, right. Flooring is
smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant
colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. If you use scatter rugs on your floor, instead
of placing them in haphazard fashion, lay them parallel to the walls. The vivid line of cornice
here adds a lovely look of length to the room. This kitchen takes on a sophisticated air with
its combination of blues and greens. The shelf below the window serves as a buffet. Strong:
Color is balanced, both vertically and horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length
draperies is repeated in the bulk of low sofa across the room. Fabric that resembles Spanish
tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s used as wall coverings as well as
for pillows, draperies. Below you see an add-on room that has been screened and glassed to
provide an exotic recreation area. The feeling of openness is retained by means of the
see-through dividers. The sausage-shaped seating units are supported by stainless-steel frames.
South rooms, as a rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light. The feeling of openness is
retained by means of the see-through dividers. Skylight South rooms, as a rule, receive a great
deal of warm, sunny light. Nostalgia We know that many of the contributing factors are beyond
our control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may
promote these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them
become a reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start
anyone off to giving it a happy setting. The house in my head is not only real, it is practical,
comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works. The ship’s figurehead dominates this
basement room built around a family’s love for the sea. Anything old, old according to the
United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Staggered tiles form a
transition, shading from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. Narrow,
elongated wall-hung mirror, almost full-length, suspended between two windows or above an
extremely low console-type table. X-base North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a
rule, most attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors
are used in small amounts for contrast or accent. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading
from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. The mood is French
provincial, but this warm and inviting living room has features that can be applied to any
interior. Treat a view window so it looks like a true entryway to the outdoors. These Eastern
floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile weaves, each tuft being knotted in by hand
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which together with the interlacing of the threads through the heavy web accounts for their
great durability. For years I had been storing up ideas: no I would have a change to use them.
Open floor plan One pattern look A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this
room glow after sundown as well. The sense of completeness and total serenity flows through this
remarkably pure “anti-object” living environment. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a
living room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane. The current concern about air
pollution and the conservation of nature has made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a
remarkably popular theme in decorating of late. There is no rule which says that a bed must be
backed up against a wall. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the lines
of the entrance hall staircase. One pattern look See the two rooms, right. Other centuries are
not totally forgotten. A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space saving. The straw is in
perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require
additional illumination. We know that many of the contributing factors are beyond our control,
but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote these
blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them become a reality.
The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone off to
giving it a happy setting. One pattern look A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space saving.
The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and basin are encased in
industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. The straw is in perfect keeping with the Chinese
interior. These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile weaves, each tuft
being knotted in by hand which together with the interlacing of the threads through the heavy
web accounts for their great durability. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering
follows the lines of the entrance hall staircase. Built-in television set disappears behind
paneled doors when not in use. Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not
in use. Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar.
This gave the color scheme for the whole room. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the
banquette of the dining alcove, left. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement of
culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. X-base
Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. Most guests prefer to
sleep in their own beds, whether they admit it or not. Matching draperies are shirred across the
walls of the room, adding up to an all-upholstered environment. Matching draperies are shirred
across the walls of the room, adding up to an all-upholstered environment. Stacking A diagonal
kitchen can do wonders in space saving. Substituting for the mass of white of living room
fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. Pieces planned to fit one
on top of another for condensed storage. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement of
culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. First,
old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian chairs and replaced with a lively, well
scaled modern upholstery. X-base machine-made objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted
accents in rooms of today. Stacking It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same
time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at home alone. Other centuries are not
totally forgotten. The current concern about air pollution and the conservation of nature has
made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a remarkably popular theme in decorating of late.
Decorating note: pictures hung at left are placed to balance chair at right. Most of us are not
great artists, but we create something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express
our taste, interests, and personalities. We know that many of the contributing factors are
beyond our control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may
promote these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them
become a reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start
anyone off to giving it a happy setting. Bookcases and slim table make a useful reading-writing
center. Narrow, elongated wall-hung mirror, almost full-length, suspended between two windows or
above an extremely low console-type table. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the
banquette of the dining alcove, left. Another type of informal house for present-day living
finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. X-base Other centuries are not totally
forgotten. The mood is French provincial, but this warm and inviting living room has features
that can be applied to any interior. The mood is French provincial, but this warm and inviting
living room has features that can be applied to any interior. Window cut into a ceiling to
permit light to filter down from the sky above. If you have a husky son, don’t do up his room
with frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread. machine-made objects and many imports
supplement hand-crafted accents in rooms of today. She has formed alcoves and arching tunnels of
stretched nylon net held in place by wire hoops. the translucent “sails” of nylon let light
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filter through the pockets and alcoves with an unearthly glow. Today’s kitchen combines the
functionality of a short-order diner with the beauty of a living room and the congeniality of a
family room. The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic,
heavenly insect. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the
dining area. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a living room useful without obstructing a
necessary traffic lane. Substituting for the mass of white of living room fireplace is the
Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. Next to the main entry door, top, a column
holds a luminous red-lipped mouth that blinks off and on at intervals. The sausage-shaped
seating units are supported by stainless-steel frames. A magic double-purpose room. South rooms,
as a rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light. Nostalgia Most of us are not great
artists, but we create something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express our
taste, interests, and personalities. Look-through chairs never crowd a room. The picture wall
was, for a time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of
taste and discrimination. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater
flexibility of arrangement. South rooms, as a rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light.
Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill which can be developed easily.
there are no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. Contemporary felt drapery
fabric unites antique furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. More than any other
room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of family
living, your bedroom is still a private place. The owners insist that the sculpture is edible
and invite their guests to nibble on it. Open floor plan Anything old, old according to the
United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Open floor plan there are no
chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. What goes with What Weak: Despite a
basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in
patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. Pieces planned to
fit one on top of another for condensed storage. Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a
decorating skill which can be developed easily. Slim furniture conserves space. The division is
further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining area. The shelf below the
window serves as a buffet. Pier glass Window cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down
from the sky above. The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet underscores the more fragile look
of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends well with wood finishes. If you have a husky
son, don’t do up his room with frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread. It radiates
friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for
an evening at home alone. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the banquette of the dining
alcove, left. Avant-Garde The point is that the family room should please everyone. A
floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is
an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view. There is a kitchen which look like
a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the one which may be colorful, but everything is out of
sight. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room, and the problem
was where to put their one million animals so that they could be seen but still be out of the
way. The point is that the family room should please everyone. machine-made objects and many
imports supplement hand-crafted accents in rooms of today. Pieces planned to fit one on top of
another for condensed storage. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of
this room, and the problem was where to put their one million animals so that they could be seen
but still be out of the way. Environmental design comes closest to outlining the new direction
that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their proper perspective for the
twenty-first century. machine-made objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted accents in
rooms of today. If you use scatter rugs on your floor, instead of placing them in haphazard
fashion, lay them parallel to the walls. More than any other room in the house, your bedroom
should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a
private place. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most attractive when
warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in small amounts
for contrast or accent. We know that many of the contributing factors are beyond our control,
but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote these
blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them become a reality.
The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone off to
giving it a happy setting. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the lines
of the entrance hall staircase. One pattern look Blue is the basic color here, massed on the
painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. Built-in
television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use. Shocking pink carpeting covers
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the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to maintain! Set back recess in a
wall made especially to receive either a small object -- a statue for example -- or a larger,
more extensive one such as a bed. These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and
pile weaves, each tuft being knotted in by hand which together with the interlacing of the
threads through the heavy web accounts for their great durability. There is no rule which says
that a bed must be backed up against a wall. She has formed alcoves and arching tunnels of
stretched nylon net held in place by wire hoops. the translucent “sails” of nylon let light
filter through the pockets and alcoves with an unearthly glow. Weak: Despite a basically
pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in patterned
fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. Stacking Below you see an
add-on room that has been screened and glassed to provide an exotic recreation area. This
kitchen takes on a sophisticated air with its combination of blues and greens. Staggered tiles
form a transition, shading from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room.
Environmental design comes closest to outlining the new direction that puts man, his habitation,
and social commitments into their proper perspective for the twenty-first century. Like a stage
curtain raised on a setting is an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view.
X-base Window cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down from the sky above. Niche The
shelf below the window serves as a buffet. Stacking Americana Window cut into a ceiling to
permit light to filter down from the sky above. Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room.
Think for a moment how easy the room must be to maintain! Storage chests under the window hold
hobby equipment or toys. Dark finish of furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic
crossbeams. Alcove Most guests prefer to sleep in their own beds, whether they admit it or not.
Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room, and the problem was
where to put their one million animals so that they could be seen but still be out of the way.
Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage. Open floor plan Supermodern
furnishings and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room,
above. She has formed alcoves and arching tunnels of stretched nylon net held in place by wire
hoops. the translucent “sails” of nylon let light filter through the pockets and alcoves with an
unearthly glow. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how far
a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. The entrance to the bed chamber,
left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a human form. Environmental design comes closest to
outlining the new direction that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their
proper perspective for the twenty-first century. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps
will make this room glow after sundown as well. In a modern home, the parlor has disappeared and
the living room serves for formal entertaining. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child
of fashion. Fashion for using a single design in all areas of a room: walls, window treatment,
furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a variation:
the same pattern appears throughout in white on blue but walls are blue on white. The sense of
completeness and total serenity flows through this remarkably pure “anti-object” living
environment. Set back recess in a wall made especially to receive either a small object -- a
statue for example -- or a larger, more extensive one such as a bed. Anything old, old according
to the United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Elimination of
conventional walls between rooms results in this kind of situation where living room, dining
room, and possibly the foyer become a single large area broken only by the furniture
arrangement. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. ... cut
through the superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home.
Treat a view window so it looks like a true entryway to the outdoors. Storage chests under the
window hold hobby equipment or toys. Below you see an add-on room that has been screened and
glassed to provide an exotic recreation area. Vinyl covering of chair seats harmonizes with
bright tone of the floor covering. Already, designers are exploring the effects of image
projections in the area of interior design. Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a
decorating skill which can be developed easily. The floors are pierced by horizontal slits of
light and rise magically to the living room. A magic double-purpose room. This kitchen takes on
a sophisticated air with its combination of blues and greens. Alcove This kitchen takes on a
sophisticated air with its combination of blues and greens. Nostalgia Stacking Flooring is
smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant
colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. Art Wall We know that many of the contributing
factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live
and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to
help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is
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needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. See the two rooms, right. Elimination
of conventional walls between rooms results in this kind of situation where living room, dining
room, and possibly the foyer become a single large area broken only by the furniture
arrangement. These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile weaves, each tuft
being knotted in by hand which together with the interlacing of the threads through the heavy
web accounts for their great durability. Another type of informal house for present-day living
finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. Cross-legged support for stools and
tables. Ancient Substituting for the mass of white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like
wall treatment employed in this room. The warmth of the furry carpeting everywhere gives
inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at the snowy landscape through
many glass-walled areas. The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet underscores the more fragile
look of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends well with wood finishes. Dark finish of
furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. Art Wall In warmer weather, push
the chairs and bench back to the fireplace wall, fill the opening with greens. Change slip
covers and candles to a cool green, reflecting a tone in picture. The folk-art of our American
forefathers is so called. Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as
paintings, prints, carved wood figures. They did it themselves -- from the actual construction
to the decorating. This combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine, roominess, and 
comfort. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the lines of the entrance
hall staircase. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after
sundown as well. Small children play mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled
to their size are very convenient. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. Flooring is
smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant
colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. The bedroom, above, is a melange of artificial
plants where even the bed seems to float like a blossom on a lily pad. We know that many of the
contributing factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant
place to live and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do
our best to help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration
that is needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. Another type of informal house
for present-day living finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. In a modern
home, the parlor has disappeared and the living room serves for formal entertaining. Knock out a
wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters. such interiors become spaces for
Super Man. These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile weaves, each tuft
being knotted in by hand which together with the interlacing of the threads through the heavy
web accounts for their great durability. ... mirror the false premises by which we have lived in
the past. Ancient This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. Like a stage curtain raised
on a setting is an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view. ... cut through
the superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home. Dark
ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. ... architects, interior
designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ... More than any
other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of
family living, your bedroom is still a private place. Built-in television set disappears behind
paneled doors when not in use. Applique Strong: Color is balanced, both vertically and
horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length draperies is repeated in the bulk of
low sofa across the room. Decorating note: pictures hung at left are placed to balance chair at
right. This gave the color scheme for the whole room. This kitchen takes on a sophisticated air
with its combination of blues and greens. A magic double-purpose room. Cross-legged support for
stools and tables. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. A small shelf painted
red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. The sausage-shaped seating units are
supported by stainless-steel frames. The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet underscores the
more fragile look of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends well with wood finishes.
Fabric that resembles Spanish tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s
used as wall coverings as well as for pillows, draperies. She has formed alcoves and arching
tunnels of stretched nylon net held in place by wire hoops. the translucent “sails” of nylon let
light filter through the pockets and alcoves with an unearthly glow. In this electrical age,
candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering
light. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Anything old, old according to the
United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Anything old, old according to
the United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. ... architects, interior
designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ... The
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underlying message for the future is also contained within this book. We discern a philosophical
basis for design and architecture that is utopian in its idealism ... foretell the death of the
cult of the object -- indeed the elimination of all extraneous objects, leaving pure, geometric
spaces where the individual alone is all-important. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the
banquette of the dining alcove, left. The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the
toilets and basin are encased in industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. machine-made
objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted accents in rooms of today. Already, designers
are exploring the effects of image projections in the area of interior design. Pier glass The
straw is in perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. The shelf below the window serves as a
buffet. In this electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the
glamour of their soft, flickering light. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of
fashion. Groupings are extremely versatile in their uses. Staggered tiles form a transition,
shading from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. Antique Set back
recess in a wall made especially to receive either a small object -- a statue for example -- or
a larger, more extensive one such as a bed. Today’s kitchen combines the functionality of a
short-order diner with the beauty of a living room and the congeniality of a family room. What
goes with What The floors are pierced by horizontal slits of light and rise magically to the
living room. Window treatments are simple architectural... such as draw draperies, pull up
shades, screens or fabric panels that reflect architectural designs, derive from shojis or
geometric forms. First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian chairs and
replaced with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. Considerably older than antique, dating
in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. South rooms, as a rule, receive a great deal of
warm, sunny light. The folk-art of our American forefathers is so called. Includes such whimsies
as weathervanes and shop signs as well as paintings, prints, carved wood figures. Ancient Vinyl
covering of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. Niche Contemporary
felt drapery fabric unites antique furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Niche
They did it themselves -- from the actual construction to the decorating. Matching draperies are
shirred across the walls of the room, adding up to an all-upholstered environment. Americana One
pattern look At the right is a triple sink installed as an island so that it can be reached from
either side. There is a difference, however, between Radical Chic and Establishment Chic. All of
these improvements are yours for the doing. They simplify your housekeeping and add value to
your home. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion
designers, and celebrities ... Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique furnishings from
Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Fashion for using a single design in all areas of a room:
walls, window treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying unmatched pieces. 
Seen above is a variation: the same pattern appears throughout in white on blue but walls are
blue on white. ... it is an exploration into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old
ways of living ... these anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple,
incredible, beautiful, obsessive, and dreamy. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet.
Small children play mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are
very convenient. Cross-legged support for stools and tables. In warmer weather, push the chairs
and bench back to the fireplace wall, fill the opening with greens. Change slip covers and
candles to a cool green, reflecting a tone in picture. What goes with What If you use scatter
rugs on your floor, instead of placing them in haphazard fashion, lay them parallel to the
walls. Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must
be to maintain! The entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a
human form. Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill which can be
developed easily. Storage chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys. Cross-legged
support for stools and tables. One pattern look The point is that the family room should please
everyone. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining
area. The bedroom, above, is a melange of artificial plants where even the bed seems to float
like a blossom on a lily pad. The sausage-shaped seating units are supported by stainless-steel
frames. Tables and chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like architectural
built-ins, soar to the ceiling. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this
room glow after sundown as well. For years I had been storing up ideas: no I would have a change
to use them. They did it themselves -- from the actual construction to the decorating. Americana
It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and
informality for an evening at home alone. Nostalgia The underlying message for the future is
also contained within this book. We discern a philosophical basis for design and architecture
that is utopian in its idealism ... foretell the death of the cult of the object -- indeed the
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elimination of all extraneous objects, leaving pure, geometric spaces where the individual alone
is all-important. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Small children play
mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very convenient.
Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. Strong: Color is
balanced, both vertically and horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length draperies
is repeated in the bulk of low sofa across the room. The point is that the family room should
please everyone. Most of us are not great artists, but we create something very satisfying when
we make the place we live in express our taste, interests, and personalities. Two very small
young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room, and the problem was where to put
their one million animals so that they could be seen but still be out of the way. Substituting
for the mass of white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in
this room. Tables and chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like architectural
built-ins, soar to the ceiling. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie
stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ... There is a kitchen which look like a hospital
clinic or a laboratory and the one which may be colorful, but everything is out of sight. ...
architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers, and
celebrities ... Applique Environmental design comes closest to outlining the new direction that
puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their proper perspective for the
twenty-first century. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen
the dining area. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most attractive
when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in small
amounts for contrast or accent. Twin tables fit together as one big table or pull apart to serve
chairs separately. The feeling of openness is retained by means of the see-through dividers.
This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. Substituting for the mass of white of living
room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. Colors are accents
used elsewhere in the house. Set back recess in a wall made especially to receive either a small
object -- a statue for example -- or a larger, more extensive one such as a bed. A wise
combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after sundown as well. Set
back recess in a wall made especially to receive either a small object -- a statue for example
-- or a larger, more extensive one such as a bed. The dramatic quality of this entrance hall is
achieved by the floor. The shelf below the window serves as a buffet. Supermodern furnishings
and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room, above. Today’s
kitchen combines the functionality of a short-order diner with the beauty of a living room and
the congeniality of a family room. At the right is a triple sink installed as an island so that
it can be reached from either side. Substituting for the mass of white of living room fireplace
is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. Environmental design comes closest to
outlining the new direction that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their
proper perspective for the twenty-first century. Supermodern furnishings and accents of red
paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room, above. Pattern or design is, to a
large degree, a child of fashion. Flooring is smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or
linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs.
News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Today’s kitchen combines the functionality of a
short-order diner with the beauty of a living room and the congeniality of a family room. Other
centuries are not totally forgotten. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of
fashion. One pattern look North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most
attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in
small amounts for contrast or accent. Bookcases and slim table make a useful reading-writing
center. Bookcases and slim table make a useful reading-writing center. Niche Supermodern
furnishings and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room,
above. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its
complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. Alcove X-base A diagonal
kitchen can do wonders in space saving. This gave the color scheme for the whole room.
Avant-Garde Twin tables fit together as one big table or pull apart to serve chairs separately.
Slim furniture conserves space. These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile
weaves, each tuft being knotted in by hand which together with the interlacing of the threads
through the heavy web accounts for their great durability. Groupings are extremely versatile in
their uses. The sausage-shaped seating units are supported by stainless-steel frames. The straw
is in perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. Art Wall What goes with What Considerably older
than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. The entrance to the bed
chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a human form. Colors are accents used
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elsewhere in the house. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen
the dining area. The antique lighting fixture over the dining table here sets the period theme,
is supplemented with additional lights ... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of the bay
glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the rocker for sewing or reading. Ancient Vinyl
covering of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. such interiors become
spaces for Super Man. Already, designers are exploring the effects of image projections in the
area of interior design. ... cut through the superfluities and superstition and abounding about
the habitation that we call home. The feeling of openness is retained by means of the
see-through dividers. The sense of completeness and total serenity flows through this remarkably
pure “anti-object” living environment. Supermodern furnishings and accents of red paint frame
the windows and ceiling line in the living room, above. Groupings are extremely versatile in
their uses. First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian chairs and replaced
with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. Art Wall Fashion for using a single design in all
areas of a room: walls, window treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying
unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a variation: the same pattern appears throughout in white on
blue but walls are blue on white. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant
to screen the dining area. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this
room, and the problem was where to put their one million animals so that they could be seen but
still be out of the way. Applique Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the
lines of the entrance hall staircase. The sense of completeness and total serenity flows through
this remarkably pure “anti-object” living environment. Blue is the basic color here, massed on
the painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. Treat a
view window so it looks like a true entryway to the outdoors. Though hospitality comes from the
heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an
overnight guest. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater flexibility
of arrangement. there are no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. Good
description for the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections
which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. It radiates friendliness and
charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at
home alone. The bedroom, above, is a melange of artificial plants where even the bed seems to
float like a blossom on a lily pad. Pier glass Storage chests under the window hold hobby
equipment or toys. ... cut through the superfluities and superstition and abounding about the
habitation that we call home. Dark finish of furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic
crossbeams. Niche there are no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. First,
old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian chairs and replaced with a lively, well
scaled modern upholstery. Open floor plan Supermodern furnishings and accents of red paint frame
the windows and ceiling line in the living room, above. In warmer weather, push the chairs and
bench back to the fireplace wall, fill the opening with greens. Change slip covers and candles
to a cool green, reflecting a tone in picture. For years I had been storing up ideas: no I would
have a change to use them. This combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine,
roominess, and  comfort. The feeling of openness is retained by means of the see-through
dividers. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after sundown
as well. Small children play mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their
size are very convenient. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to
screen the dining area. The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and basin
are encased in industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. Fashion for using a single design in
all areas of a room: walls, window treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying
unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a variation: the same pattern appears throughout in white on
blue but walls are blue on white. Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed
storage. Avant-Garde Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use.
Most guests prefer to sleep in their own beds, whether they admit it or not. Stacking More than
any other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age
of family living, your bedroom is still a private place. The feeling of openness is retained by
means of the see-through dividers. Ancient The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet
underscores the more fragile look of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends well with
wood finishes. Avant-Garde The dramatic quality of this entrance hall is achieved by the floor.
In this electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of
their soft, flickering light. Environmental design comes closest to outlining the new direction
that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their proper perspective for the
twenty-first century. Stacking In this conversion, the original basement window and wall were
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knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof and glass walls was built into the garden
area. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete
fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. This gave the color scheme for the
whole room. The straw is in perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. Decorating note: pictures
hung at left are placed to balance chair at right. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a
child of fashion. Storage chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys. Dark finish of
furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. Anything old, old according to
the United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Fabric that resembles Spanish
tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s used as wall coverings as well as
for pillows, draperies. Beauty and utility are combined in one of the new acoustical ceilings.
The straw is in perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. Flooring is smooth, frequently of
modern design in vinyl or linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant colors is popular, as
are boldly patterned rugs. The point is that the family room should please everyone. ... it is
an exploration into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old ways of living ... these
anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful,
obsessive, and dreamy. This combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine, roominess,
and  comfort. Slim furniture conserves space. machine-made objects and many imports supplement
hand-crafted accents in rooms of today. Treat a view window so it looks like a true entryway to
the outdoors. The straw is in perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. Elimination of
conventional walls between rooms results in this kind of situation where living room, dining
room, and possibly the foyer become a single large area broken only by the furniture
arrangement. The shelf below the window serves as a buffet. Pattern or design is, to a large
degree, a child of fashion. Formal furnishings denote an orderliness of habit... a “sit down and
be served” kind of living and entertainings. The mood is French provincial, but this warm and
inviting living room has features that can be applied to any interior. The bedroom, above, is a
melange of artificial plants where even the bed seems to float like a blossom on a lily pad.
Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater flexibility of arrangement.
The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic, heavenly
insect. Another type of informal house for present-day living finds its prototype in the
Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most
attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in
small amounts for contrast or accent. Where the walls came down. Formal furnishings denote an
orderliness of habit... a “sit down and be served” kind of living and entertainings. News here
is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Next to the main entry door, top, a column holds a
luminous red-lipped mouth that blinks off and on at intervals. These Eastern floor coverings
were made in both smooth and pile weaves, each tuft being knotted in by hand which together with
the interlacing of the threads through the heavy web accounts for their great durability. The
dramatic quality of this entrance hall is achieved by the floor. The owners insist that the
sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. Pattern or design is, to a large
degree, a child of fashion. There is no such thing as good taste or bad taste -- there is only
good design and bad design. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater
flexibility of arrangement. Stacking Where the walls came down. ... it is an exploration into
the revolt against old concepts of decor and old ways of living ... these anti-establishment
interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful, obsessive, and dreamy. Like
a stage curtain raised on a setting is an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking
view. Substituting for the mass of white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall
treatment employed in this room. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Twin
tables fit together as one big table or pull apart to serve chairs separately. Staggered tiles
form a transition, shading from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room.
Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete
fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. Applique Look-through chairs never
crowd a room. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of fashion. Slim furniture
conserves space. Formal furnishings denote an orderliness of habit... a “sit down and be served”
kind of living and entertainings. Already, designers are exploring the effects of image
projections in the area of interior design. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the
banquette of the dining alcove, left. Niche The floors are pierced by horizontal slits of light
and rise magically to the living room. If you have very little wall space, don’t make awkward
arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. Window cut into a ceiling to permit
light to filter down from the sky above. More than any other room in the house, your bedroom
should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a
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private place. Storage chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys. ... taste for
massing many pictures in a single composition on a wall. The impact they can have when presented
in such formation can be as dramatic as that of a single stunning masterpiece of a large size.
Set back recess in a wall made especially to receive either a small object -- a statue for
example -- or a larger, more extensive one such as a bed. Stacking Pier glass ... architects,
interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ...
Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. such
interiors become spaces for Super Man. machine-made objects and many imports supplement
hand-crafted accents in rooms of today. Nostalgia If you have very little wall space, don’t make
awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. The antique lighting fixture
over the dining table here sets the period theme, is supplemented with additional lights ... a
fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the
rocker for sewing or reading. Elimination of conventional walls between rooms results in this
kind of situation where living room, dining room, and possibly the foyer become a single large
area broken only by the furniture arrangement. Environmental design comes closest to outlining
the new direction that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their proper
perspective for the twenty-first century. Skylight The current concern about air pollution and
the conservation of nature has made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a remarkably popular
theme in decorating of late. See the two rooms, right. If you have a husky son, don’t do up his
room with frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread. Colors are accents used elsewhere in
the house. Good description for the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to
collections which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. A small shelf
painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. Like a stage curtain raised on a
setting is an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view. If you have very little
wall space, don’t make awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows.
Skylight More than any other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want
it. Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a private place. Art Wall A small
shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. X-base This combination
rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine, roominess, and  comfort. Colors are accents used
elsewhere in the house. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of fashion. This
combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine, roominess, and  comfort. The vivid line
of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to the room. Mobility in living areas The picture
wall was, for a time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in
terms of taste and discrimination. The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet underscores the
more fragile look of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends well with wood finishes.
Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to
maintain! Alcove Look-through chairs never crowd a room. The ship’s figurehead dominates this
basement room built around a family’s love for the sea. The feeling of openness is retained by
means of the see-through dividers. ... it is an exploration into the revolt against old concepts
of decor and old ways of living ... these anti-establishment interiors are whimsical,
mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful, obsessive, and dreamy. Already, designers are
exploring the effects of image projections in the area of interior design. In this conversion,
the original basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof
and glass walls was built into the garden area. Stacking The dramatic quality of this entrance
hall is achieved by the floor. The vivid line of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to
the room. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining
area. Good ideas: twin lavatories, plastic wastebasket, clock. Shocking pink carpeting covers
the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to maintain! Storage chests under
the window hold hobby equipment or toys. Treat a view window so it looks like a true entryway to
the outdoors. Where the walls came down. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique
furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Two very small young ladies indeed were to
be the occupants of this room, and the problem was where to put their one million animals so
that they could be seen but still be out of the way. Though hospitality comes from the heart,
circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an
overnight guest. All of these improvements are yours for the doing. They simplify your
housekeeping and add value to your home. Beauty and utility are combined in one of the new
acoustical ceilings. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most
attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in
small amounts for contrast or accent. Niche The owners insist that the sculpture is edible and
invite their guests to nibble on it. Antique Already, designers are exploring the effects of
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image projections in the area of interior design. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading
from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. ... taste for massing many
pictures in a single composition on a wall. The impact they can have when presented in such
formation can be as dramatic as that of a single stunning masterpiece of a large size. Pier
glass The ship’s figurehead dominates this basement room built around a family’s love for the
sea. Ancient Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill which can be
developed easily. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm,
neutral beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this
room looks drab. Look-through chairs never crowd a room. The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned
carpet underscores the more fragile look of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends
well with wood finishes. The point is that the family room should please everyone. There is a
difference, however, between Radical Chic and Establishment Chic. Anything old, old according to
the United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Bookcases and slim table make
a useful reading-writing center. If you have very little wall space, don’t make awkward
arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. Dark finish of furniture emphasizes
and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a
rule, most attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors
are used in small amounts for contrast or accent. Other centuries are not totally forgotten. The
floors are pierced by horizontal slits of light and rise magically to the living room. There is
a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the one which may be colorful,
but everything is out of sight. There is a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a
laboratory and the one which may be colorful, but everything is out of sight. This wide-open
living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. Alcove A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space saving. For
years I had been storing up ideas: no I would have a change to use them. Matching draperies are
shirred across the walls of the room, adding up to an all-upholstered environment. It radiates
friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for
an evening at home alone. Flooring is smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum.
Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. One pattern
look It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and
informality for an evening at home alone. Another type of informal house for present-day living
finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. Small children play mostly on the
floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very convenient. In both spaces,
slabs of foam in free-form, curving shapes stand in for furniture. Dark ceilings and walls will
naturally require additional illumination. For Dick, as for most men, change is at best
uninviting, even when the end result is improvement. The mood is French provincial, but this
warm and inviting living room has features that can be applied to any interior. ... architects,
interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ...
Stacking See the two rooms, right. The point is that the family room should please everyone.
They did it themselves -- from the actual construction to the decorating. The division is
further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining area. If you have very little
wall space, don’t make awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. A
diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space saving. Environmental design comes closest to outlining
the new direction that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments into their proper
perspective for the twenty-first century. Groupings are extremely versatile in their uses. ...
cut through the superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call
home. Strong: Color is balanced, both vertically and horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the
floor length draperies is repeated in the bulk of low sofa across the room. Niche Staggered
tiles form a transition, shading from off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of
room. Other centuries are not totally forgotten. A small shelf painted red to match the tub
frame supports a thirsty sponge. In this conversion, the original basement window and wall were
knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof and glass walls was built into the garden
area. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete
fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. Storage chests under the window hold
hobby equipment or toys. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room
glow after sundown as well. The antique lighting fixture over the dining table here sets the
period theme, is supplemented with additional lights ... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of
the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the rocker for sewing or reading. This gave
the color scheme for the whole room. ... mirror the false premises by which we have lived in the
past. Matching draperies are shirred across the walls of the room, adding up to an
all-upholstered environment. News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. A diagonal kitchen
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can do wonders in space saving. Flooring is smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or
linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs.
... taste for massing many pictures in a single composition on a wall. The impact they can have
when presented in such formation can be as dramatic as that of a single stunning masterpiece of
a large size. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its
complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. ... taste for massing many
pictures in a single composition on a wall. The impact they can have when presented in such
formation can be as dramatic as that of a single stunning masterpiece of a large size.
Look-through chairs never crowd a room. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique
furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Small children play mostly on the floor,
but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very convenient. Dark finish of furniture
emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. Supermodern furnishings and accents of red
paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room, above. This wide-open living room
is 15 feet by 14 feet. Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage. Good
description for the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections
which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. Americana Pier glass Knock
out a wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters. Another type of informal
house for present-day living finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. Slim
furniture conserves space. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this
room, and the problem was where to put their one million animals so that they could be seen but
still be out of the way. Anything old, old according to the United States Customs Office being
an object made before 1830. Stacking This combination rooms radiates happiness with its
sunshine, roominess, and  comfort. Vinyl covering of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of
the floor covering. Blue is the basic color here, massed on the painted wall, in chair
upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. The house in my head is not only
real, it is practical, comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works. Most of us are
not great artists, but we create something very satisfying when we make the place we live in
express our taste, interests, and personalities. Nostalgia Slim furniture conserves space.
Americana A small shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. Already,
designers are exploring the effects of image projections in the area of interior design. The
walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and basin are encased in industrial
sheet-metal frames and counters. Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is an Austrian shade
for a window that opens on a striking view. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering
follows the lines of the entrance hall staircase. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a
living room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane. A diagonal kitchen can do
wonders in space saving. Twin tables fit together as one big table or pull apart to serve chairs
separately. Good ideas: twin lavatories, plastic wastebasket, clock. Below you see an add-on
room that has been screened and glassed to provide an exotic recreation area. We know that many
of the contributing factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that providing a
pleasant place to live and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the
possibilities and do our best to help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is
all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. Small
children play mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very
convenient. The entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a
human form. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of fashion. Dark finish of
furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. Most guests prefer to sleep in
their own beds, whether they admit it or not. Most guests prefer to sleep in their own beds,
whether they admit it or not. In warmer weather, push the chairs and bench back to the fireplace
wall, fill the opening with greens. Change slip covers and candles to a cool green, reflecting a
tone in picture. Matching draperies are shirred across the walls of the room, adding up to an
all-upholstered environment. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater
flexibility of arrangement. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater
flexibility of arrangement. News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. In this conversion,
the original basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof
and glass walls was built into the garden area. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique
furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Good ideas: twin lavatories, plastic
wastebasket, clock. The vivid line of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to the room.
Substituting for the mass of white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment
employed in this room. Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like
this Islamic jar. Flooring is smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum.
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Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. Skylight
Most of us are not great artists, but we create something very satisfying when we make the place
we live in express our taste, interests, and personalities. The current concern about air
pollution and the conservation of nature has made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a
remarkably popular theme in decorating of late. Blue is the basic color here, massed on the
painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. For Dick, as
for most men, change is at best uninviting, even when the end result is improvement. The point
is that the family room should please everyone. Another type of informal house for present-day
living finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. Environmental design comes
closest to outlining the new direction that puts man, his habitation, and social commitments
into their proper perspective for the twenty-first century. The division is further emphasized
by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining area. ... mirror the false premises by which we
have lived in the past. The owners insist that the sculpture is edible and invite their guests
to nibble on it. Already, designers are exploring the effects of image projections in the area
of interior design. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to
hinder its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. More than any other
room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of family
living, your bedroom is still a private place. X-base For Dick, as for most men, change is at
best uninviting, even when the end result is improvement. This wide-open living room is 15 feet
by 14 feet. The house in my head is not only real, it is practical, comfortable, easy to
maintain, beautiful, and it works. The mood is French provincial, but this warm and inviting
living room has features that can be applied to any interior. ... architects, interior designer,
and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ... Dark ceilings and walls
will naturally require additional illumination. Art Wall Dark ceilings and walls will naturally
require additional illumination. machine-made objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted
accents in rooms of today. In this electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else
has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering light. The ship’s figurehead dominates this
basement room built around a family’s love for the sea. Anything old, old according to the
United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Avant-Garde The point is that the
family room should please everyone. such interiors become spaces for Super Man. The picture wall
was, for a time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of
taste and discrimination. The bedroom, above, is a melange of artificial plants where even the
bed seems to float like a blossom on a lily pad. This kitchen takes on a sophisticated air with
its combination of blues and greens. Window cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down
from the sky above. Flooring is smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum.
Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. Another
type of informal house for present-day living finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch
farmhouses. Pier glass These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile weaves,
each tuft being knotted in by hand which together with the interlacing of the threads through
the heavy web accounts for their great durability. Though hospitality comes from the heart,
circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an
overnight guest. The folk-art of our American forefathers is so called. Includes such whimsies
as weathervanes and shop signs as well as paintings, prints, carved wood figures. For years I
had been storing up ideas: no I would have a change to use them. In this conversion, the
original basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof and
glass walls was built into the garden area. Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is an
Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view. The feeling of openness is retained
by means of the see-through dividers. All of these improvements are yours for the doing. They
simplify your housekeeping and add value to your home. This combination rooms radiates happiness
with its sunshine, roominess, and  comfort. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading from
off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. The owners insist that the
sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. What goes with What Vinyl covering
of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. Fashion for using a single
design in all areas of a room: walls, window treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for
unifying unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a variation: the same pattern appears throughout in
white on blue but walls are blue on white. The point is that the family room should please
everyone. Blue is the basic color here, massed on the painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider
panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. X-base Slim furniture conserves space. Open floor plan
Substituting for the mass of white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment
employed in this room. The straw is in perfect keeping with the Chinese interior. A wise
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combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after sundown as well. Storage
chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys. Good ideas: twin lavatories, plastic
wastebasket, clock. In this conversion, the original basement window and wall were knocked out,
and a brick extension with glass roof and glass walls was built into the garden area. Tables and
chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like architectural built-ins, soar to the
ceiling. More than any other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want
it. Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a private place. They did it
themselves -- from the actual construction to the decorating. The dramatic quality of this
entrance hall is achieved by the floor. In both spaces, slabs of foam in free-form, curving
shapes stand in for furniture. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the
lines of the entrance hall staircase. This is another way to create the illusion of an entrance
hall when the front door opens into living room. Art Wall Below you see an add-on room that has
been screened and glassed to provide an exotic recreation area. Fabric that resembles Spanish
tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s used as wall coverings as well as
for pillows, draperies. Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment how
easy the room must be to maintain! Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give
greater flexibility of arrangement. There is no such thing as good taste or bad taste -- there
is only good design and bad design. Good ideas: twin lavatories, plastic wastebasket, clock.
Alcove Elimination of conventional walls between rooms results in this kind of situation where
living room, dining room, and possibly the foyer become a single large area broken only by the
furniture arrangement. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of fashion. Colors are
accents used elsewhere in the house. Elimination of conventional walls between rooms results in
this kind of situation where living room, dining room, and possibly the foyer become a single
large area broken only by the furniture arrangement. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites
antique furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Mobility in living areas What goes
with What The dramatic quality of this entrance hall is achieved by the floor. Art Wall
Cross-legged support for stools and tables. The luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet
underscores the more fragile look of white walls, draperies and sofa covering, blends well with
wood finishes. A small shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge.
Decorating note: pictures hung at left are placed to balance chair at right. The effect of
sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic, heavenly insect. We know
that many of the contributing factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that
providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the
possibilities and do our best to help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is
all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. All of
these improvements are yours for the doing. They simplify your housekeeping and add value to
your home. Tables and chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like architectural
built-ins, soar to the ceiling. Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to
antiquity like this Islamic jar. In a modern home, the parlor has disappeared and the living
room serves for formal entertaining. One pattern look ... cut through the superfluities and
superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home. Avant-Garde Alcove The
division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining area. Weak:
Despite a basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with
contrast in patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. Treat
a view window so it looks like a true entryway to the outdoors. Beauty and utility are combined
in one of the new acoustical ceilings. such interiors become spaces for Super Man. Window cut
into a ceiling to permit light to filter down from the sky above. Avant-Garde The point is that
the family room should please everyone. Stacking The mood is French provincial, but this warm
and inviting living room has features that can be applied to any interior. Window treatments are
simple architectural... such as draw draperies, pull up shades, screens or fabric panels that
reflect architectural designs, derive from shojis or geometric forms. Already, designers are
exploring the effects of image projections in the area of interior design. The house in my head
is not only real, it is practical, comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works.
Anything old, old according to the United States Customs Office being an object made before
1830. All of these improvements are yours for the doing. They simplify your housekeeping and add
value to your home. Avant-Garde Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill
which can be developed easily. At the right is a triple sink installed as an island so that it
can be reached from either side. Storage chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys.
Fabric that resembles Spanish tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s
used as wall coverings as well as for pillows, draperies. Window cut into a ceiling to permit
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light to filter down from the sky above. Stacking Vinyl covering of chair seats harmonizes with
bright tone of the floor covering. The shelf below the window serves as a buffet. There is no
such thing as good taste or bad taste -- there is only good design and bad design. This
wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. If you have a husky son, don’t do up his room with
frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread. See the two rooms, right. The owners insist that
the sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. Strong: Color is balanced, both
vertically and horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length draperies is repeated in
the bulk of low sofa across the room. Beauty and utility are combined in one of the new
acoustical ceilings. The warmth of the furry carpeting everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of
shelter and security while looking out at the snowy landscape through many glass-walled areas.
Mobility in living areas The current concern about air pollution and the conservation of nature
has made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a remarkably popular theme in decorating of
late. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after sundown as
well. Vinyl covering of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. Knock out
a wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters. It radiates friendliness and
charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at
home alone. Groupings are extremely versatile in their uses. In this conversion, the original
basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof and glass walls
was built into the garden area. Mobility in living areas Considerably older than antique, dating
in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is an
Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view. If you have a husky son, don’t do up
his room with frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread. The folk-art of our American
forefathers is so called. Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as
paintings, prints, carved wood figures. Groupings are extremely versatile in their uses.
Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. Window
cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down from the sky above. Supermodern furnishings
and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room, above. Vinyl
covering of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. The owners insist
that the sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. This is another way to
create the illusion of an entrance hall when the front door opens into living room. Mobility in
living areas This gave the color scheme for the whole room. Most guests prefer to sleep in their
own beds, whether they admit it or not. What goes with What In this conversion, the original
basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof and glass walls
was built into the garden area. There is a difference, however, between Radical Chic and
Establishment Chic. The house in my head is not only real, it is practical, comfortable, easy to
maintain, beautiful, and it works. Mobility in living areas The warmth of the furry carpeting
everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at the snowy
landscape through many glass-walled areas. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps,
give greater flexibility of arrangement. The folk-art of our American forefathers is so called.
Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as paintings, prints, carved wood
figures. Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use. ... it is an
exploration into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old ways of living ... these
anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful,
obsessive, and dreamy. In this electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else has
quite the glamour of their soft, flickering light. X-base Pieces planned to fit one on top of
another for condensed storage. At the right is a triple sink installed as an island so that it
can be reached from either side. We know that many of the contributing factors are beyond our
control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote
these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them become a
reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone
off to giving it a happy setting. Most guests prefer to sleep in their own beds, whether they
admit it or not. For Dick, as for most men, change is at best uninviting, even when the end
result is improvement. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading from off-white in dining area
to solid brown in living end of room. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the
occupants of this room, and the problem was where to put their one million animals so that they
could be seen but still be out of the way. Mobility in living areas Antique The point is that
the family room should please everyone. There is a difference, however, between Radical Chic and
Establishment Chic. The floors are pierced by horizontal slits of light and rise magically to
the living room. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how
far a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. Though hospitality comes from the
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heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an
overnight guest. There is a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the
one which may be colorful, but everything is out of sight. Where the walls came down. One
pattern look Fabric that resembles Spanish tiles harmonizes with a collection of bullfight
pictures. It’s used as wall coverings as well as for pillows, draperies. Shocking pink carpeting
covers the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to maintain! A magic
double-purpose room. If you use scatter rugs on your floor, instead of placing them in haphazard
fashion, lay them parallel to the walls. They did it themselves -- from the actual construction
to the decorating. Knock out a wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters.
... mirror the false premises by which we have lived in the past. She has formed alcoves and
arching tunnels of stretched nylon net held in place by wire hoops. the translucent “sails” of
nylon let light filter through the pockets and alcoves with an unearthly glow. All of these
improvements are yours for the doing. They simplify your housekeeping and add value to your
home. Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a
striking view. Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage. The luxurious
sweep of autumn-toned carpet underscores the more fragile look of white walls, draperies and
sofa covering, blends well with wood finishes. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color scheme
-- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as well as in
bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. If you have very little wall space, don’t make
awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. The antique lighting fixture
over the dining table here sets the period theme, is supplemented with additional lights ... a
fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the
rocker for sewing or reading. The sense of completeness and total serenity flows through this
remarkably pure “anti-object” living environment. The feeling of openness is retained by means
of the see-through dividers. Below you see an add-on room that has been screened and glassed to
provide an exotic recreation area. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants
of this room, and the problem was where to put their one million animals so that they could be
seen but still be out of the way. Avant-Garde The bedroom, above, is a melange of artificial
plants where even the bed seems to float like a blossom on a lily pad. Substituting for the mass
of white of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room.
These Eastern floor coverings were made in both smooth and pile weaves, each tuft being knotted
in by hand which together with the interlacing of the threads through the heavy web accounts for
their great durability. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination.
Other centuries are not totally forgotten. First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the
Victorian chairs and replaced with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. Skylight A
floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a
living room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane. Built-in television set
disappears behind paneled doors when not in use. Fabric that resembles Spanish tiles harmonizes
with a collection of bullfight pictures. It’s used as wall coverings as well as for pillows,
draperies. Decorating note: pictures hung at left are placed to balance chair at right. The
shelf below the window serves as a buffet. There is a difference, however, between Radical Chic
and Establishment Chic. there are no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. If
you have a husky son, don’t do up his room with frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread.
Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. Dark finish of furniture
emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space
saving. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral
beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks
drab. More than any other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it.
Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a private place. They did it themselves
-- from the actual construction to the decorating. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a
living room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane. Good description for the
sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections which put an emphasis
on sentimental mementos of times of the past. There is a difference, however, between Radical
Chic and Establishment Chic. This combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine,
roominess, and  comfort. They did it themselves -- from the actual construction to the
decorating. The floors are pierced by horizontal slits of light and rise magically to the living
room. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Blue is the basic color here, massed
on the painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. Good
description for the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections
which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. Today’s kitchen combines the
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functionality of a short-order diner with the beauty of a living room and the congeniality of a
family room. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder its
complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. Alcove The floors are pierced
by horizontal slits of light and rise magically to the living room. ... it is an exploration
into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old ways of living ... these
anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful,
obsessive, and dreamy. Other centuries are not totally forgotten. ... cut through the
superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home. The
entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a human form. See the
two rooms, right. They did it themselves -- from the actual construction to the decorating. What
goes with What Tables and chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like
architectural built-ins, soar to the ceiling. Elimination of conventional walls between rooms
results in this kind of situation where living room, dining room, and possibly the foyer become
a single large area broken only by the furniture arrangement. Considerably older than antique,
dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. If you have very little wall space,
don’t make awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. A diagonal
kitchen can do wonders in space saving. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require
additional illumination. The feeling of openness is retained by means of the see-through
dividers. In this electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the
glamour of their soft, flickering light. The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the
toilets and basin are encased in industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. Anything old, old
according to the United States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. ... it is an
exploration into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old ways of living ... these
anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful,
obsessive, and dreamy. Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage.
Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. Art
Wall Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill which can be developed
easily. Narrow, elongated wall-hung mirror, almost full-length, suspended between two windows or
above an extremely low console-type table. Slim furniture conserves space. Pier glass Nostalgia
Beauty and utility are combined in one of the new acoustical ceilings. In this electrical age,
candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering
light. Elimination of conventional walls between rooms results in this kind of situation where
living room, dining room, and possibly the foyer become a single large area broken only by the
furniture arrangement. News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Cross-legged support for
stools and tables. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. In a
modern home, the parlor has disappeared and the living room serves for formal entertaining. Open
floor plan Good description for the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to
collections which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. Flooring is
smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in brilliant
colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. The house in my head is not only real, it is
practical, comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works. Skylight Good description for
the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections which put an
emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. Narrow, elongated wall-hung mirror,
almost full-length, suspended between two windows or above an extremely low console-type table.
Window cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down from the sky above. Dark ceilings and
walls will naturally require additional illumination. What goes with What Matching draperies are
shirred across the walls of the room, adding up to an all-upholstered environment. Applique
Anything old, old according to the United States Customs Office being an object made before
1830. What goes with What If you use scatter rugs on your floor, instead of placing them in
haphazard fashion, lay them parallel to the walls. The folk-art of our American forefathers is
so called. Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as paintings, prints,
carved wood figures. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. Storage chests under the
window hold hobby equipment or toys. Ancient Light fixtures are often used instead of table
lamps, give greater flexibility of arrangement. The floors are pierced by horizontal slits of
light and rise magically to the living room. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ...
also movie stars, fashion designers, and celebrities ... The straw is in perfect keeping with
the Chinese interior. The point is that the family room should please everyone. The current
concern about air pollution and the conservation of nature has made clouds floating in a field
of blue sky a remarkably popular theme in decorating of late. Pieces planned to fit one on top
of another for condensed storage. For Dick, as for most men, change is at best uninviting, even
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when the end result is improvement. Small children play mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of
furniture scaled to their size are very convenient. In this conversion, the original basement
window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof and glass walls was
built into the garden area. In both spaces, slabs of foam in free-form, curving shapes stand in
for furniture. The entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a
human form. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most attractive when
warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in small amounts
for contrast or accent. First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian chairs and
replaced with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. ... mirror the false premises by which we
have lived in the past. For Dick, as for most men, change is at best uninviting, even when the
end result is improvement. Next to the main entry door, top, a column holds a luminous
red-lipped mouth that blinks off and on at intervals. The shelf below the window serves as a
buffet. Stacking Stacking Vinyl covering of chair seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor
covering. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining
area. Supermodern furnishings and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the
living room, above. In a modern home, the parlor has disappeared and the living room serves for
formal entertaining. We know that many of the contributing factors are beyond our control, but
the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote these blessings
spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them become a reality. The
laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone off to giving
it a happy setting. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of fashion. Beauty and
utility are combined in one of the new acoustical ceilings. Most of us are not great artists,
but we create something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express our taste,
interests, and personalities. The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and
basin are encased in industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. ... cut through the
superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home. The warmth
of the furry carpeting everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while
looking out at the snowy landscape through many glass-walled areas. Most of us are not great
artists, but we create something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express our
taste, interests, and personalities. The sense of completeness and total serenity flows through
this remarkably pure “anti-object” living environment. Most guests prefer to sleep in their own
beds, whether they admit it or not. In a modern home, the parlor has disappeared and the living
room serves for formal entertaining. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows
the lines of the entrance hall staircase. Small children play mostly on the floor, but a few
pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very convenient. Substituting for the mass of white
of living room fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. A small
shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. The owners insist that the
sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. This gave the color scheme for the
whole room. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion
designers, and celebrities ... Today’s kitchen combines the functionality of a short-order diner
with the beauty of a living room and the congeniality of a family room. Small children play
mostly on the floor, but a few pieces of furniture scaled to their size are very convenient.
Most guests prefer to sleep in their own beds, whether they admit it or not. See the two rooms,
right. X-base Tables and chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like
architectural built-ins, soar to the ceiling. This is another way to create the illusion of an
entrance hall when the front door opens into living room. Fashion for using a single design in
all areas of a room: walls, window treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying
unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a variation: the same pattern appears throughout in white on
blue but walls are blue on white. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a living room useful
without obstructing a necessary traffic lane. Applique Stacking First, old-fashioned tapestry
was stripped from the Victorian chairs and replaced with a lively, well scaled modern
upholstery. The sausage-shaped seating units are supported by stainless-steel frames. Ancient
More than any other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it. Even
in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a private place. There is no rule which says
that a bed must be backed up against a wall. Most of us are not great artists, but we create
something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express our taste, interests, and
personalities. machine-made objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted accents in rooms of
today. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the lines of the entrance hall
staircase. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral
beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks
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drab. Another type of informal house for present-day living finds its prototype in the
Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the
hive of an exotic, heavenly insect. Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a
moment how easy the room must be to maintain! ... mirror the false premises by which we have
lived in the past. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique furnishings from Pennsylvania
and Mexican treasures. South rooms, as a rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light. ...
cut through the superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call
home. The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic, heavenly
insect. In both spaces, slabs of foam in free-form, curving shapes stand in for furniture. The
vivid line of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to the room. there are no chairs --
people sit on the cushions or on the floor. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement
of culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. The
effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic, heavenly insect.
Tables and chests that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like architectural built-ins,
soar to the ceiling. Blue is the basic color here, massed on the painted wall, in chair
upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. Most guests prefer to sleep in their
own beds, whether they admit it or not. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. There
is a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the one which may be
colorful, but everything is out of sight. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading from
off-white in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. What goes with What This
combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine, roominess, and  comfort. Blue is the
basic color here, massed on the painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade,
decorative touches. Narrow, elongated wall-hung mirror, almost full-length, suspended between
two windows or above an extremely low console-type table. The shelf below the window serves as a
buffet. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater flexibility of
arrangement. Americana Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment how
easy the room must be to maintain! The entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the
stylized cutout of a human form. Where the walls came down. machine-made objects and many
imports supplement hand-crafted accents in rooms of today. In a modern home, the parlor has
disappeared and the living room serves for formal entertaining. News here is matched fabric in
shades and cafes. In this electrical age, candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite
the glamour of their soft, flickering light. Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is an
Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view. Look-through chairs never crowd a
room. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the lines of the entrance hall
staircase. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique furnishings from Pennsylvania and
Mexican treasures. Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use.
Visualizing that which does not yet exist is a decorating skill which can be developed easily.
Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with
contrast in patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. The
walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and basin are encased in industrial
sheet-metal frames and counters. What goes with What They did it themselves -- from the actual
construction to the decorating. A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space saving. The vivid
line of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to the room. Where the walls came down. They
did it themselves -- from the actual construction to the decorating. Already, designers are
exploring the effects of image projections in the area of interior design. The current concern
about air pollution and the conservation of nature has made clouds floating in a field of blue
sky a remarkably popular theme in decorating of late. News here is matched fabric in shades and
cafes. The warmth of the furry carpeting everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and
security while looking out at the snowy landscape through many glass-walled areas. This kitchen
takes on a sophisticated air with its combination of blues and greens. Light fixtures are often
used instead of table lamps, give greater flexibility of arrangement. This is another way to
create the illusion of an entrance hall when the front door opens into living room. Applique
This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. This gave the color scheme for the whole room.
Anything old, old according to the United States Customs Office being an object made before
1830. News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color
scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as well as
in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. Another type of informal house for
present-day living finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania Dutch farmhouses. Like a stage
curtain raised on a setting is an Austrian shade for a window that opens on a striking view.
Another type of informal house for present-day living finds its prototype in the Pennsylvania
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Dutch farmhouses. Open floor plan The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the
hive of an exotic, heavenly insect. Stacking Below you see an add-on room that has been screened
and glassed to provide an exotic recreation area. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a
child of fashion. There is a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the
one which may be colorful, but everything is out of sight. Antique It radiates friendliness and
charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at
home alone. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. Considerably
older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. Dark finish of
furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. Alcove More than any other room
in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of family
living, your bedroom is still a private place. The warmth of the furry carpeting everywhere
gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at the snowy landscape
through many glass-walled areas. Antique Like a stage curtain raised on a setting is an Austrian
shade for a window that opens on a striking view. In warmer weather, push the chairs and bench
back to the fireplace wall, fill the opening with greens. Change slip covers and candles to a
cool green, reflecting a tone in picture. Good description for the sentiments of those addicted
to authentic period rooms or to collections which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of
times of the past. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination. There
is no rule which says that a bed must be backed up against a wall. The feeling of openness is
retained by means of the see-through dividers. The folk-art of our American forefathers is so
called. Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as paintings, prints,
carved wood figures. X-base A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in space saving. The bedroom,
above, is a melange of artificial plants where even the bed seems to float like a blossom on a
lily pad. Knock out a wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters. Window
treatments are simple architectural... such as draw draperies, pull up shades, screens or fabric
panels that reflect architectural designs, derive from shojis or geometric forms. Shocking pink
carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to maintain! The
house in my head is not only real, it is practical, comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful,
and it works. Open floor plan Where the walls came down. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing
color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as
well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. Twin tables fit together as one big
table or pull apart to serve chairs separately. It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and
at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at home alone. there are
no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. The folk-art of our American
forefathers is so called. Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as
paintings, prints, carved wood figures. Decorating note: pictures hung at left are placed to
balance chair at right. Colors are accents used elsewhere in the house. All of these
improvements are yours for the doing. They simplify your housekeeping and add value to your
home. such interiors become spaces for Super Man. Matching draperies are shirred across the
walls of the room, adding up to an all-upholstered environment. There is a kitchen which look
like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the one which may be colorful, but everything is out
of sight. If you use scatter rugs on your floor, instead of placing them in haphazard fashion,
lay them parallel to the walls. machine-made objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted
accents in rooms of today. Antique First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian
chairs and replaced with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. News here is matched fabric in
shades and cafes. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion
designers, and celebrities ... Next to the main entry door, top, a column holds a luminous
red-lipped mouth that blinks off and on at intervals. Bookcases and slim table make a useful
reading-writing center. In warmer weather, push the chairs and bench back to the fireplace wall,
fill the opening with greens. Change slip covers and candles to a cool green, reflecting a tone
in picture. machine-made objects and many imports supplement hand-crafted accents in rooms of
today. Matching draperies are shirred across the walls of the room, adding up to an
all-upholstered environment. The current concern about air pollution and the conservation of
nature has made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a remarkably popular theme in decorating
of late. The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic,
heavenly insect. Graceful, leafy design of this mural wall covering follows the lines of the
entrance hall staircase. Mobility in living areas Light fixtures are often used instead of table
lamps, give greater flexibility of arrangement. For years I had been storing up ideas: no I
would have a change to use them. We know that many of the contributing factors are beyond our
control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote
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these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do our best to help them become a
reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone
off to giving it a happy setting. Open floor plan For years I had been storing up ideas: no I
would have a change to use them. ... taste for massing many pictures in a single composition on
a wall. The impact they can have when presented in such formation can be as dramatic as that of
a single stunning masterpiece of a large size. Fashion for using a single design in all areas of
a room: walls, window treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying unmatched
pieces.  Seen above is a variation: the same pattern appears throughout in white on blue but
walls are blue on white. Dark ceilings and walls will naturally require additional illumination.
Open floor plan Ancient The owners insist that the sculpture is edible and invite their guests
to nibble on it. Twin tables fit together as one big table or pull apart to serve chairs
separately. The entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a
human form. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the banquette of the dining alcove, left.
Most of us are not great artists, but we create something very satisfying when we make the place
we live in express our taste, interests, and personalities. Tables and chests that hug the
floor... some storage pieces look like architectural built-ins, soar to the ceiling. Stacking
Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to
maintain! Good description for the sentiments of those addicted to authentic period rooms or to
collections which put an emphasis on sentimental mementos of times of the past. A diagonal
kitchen can do wonders in space saving. Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors
when not in use. Formal furnishings denote an orderliness of habit... a “sit down and be served”
kind of living and entertainings. This combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine,
roominess, and  comfort. Already, designers are exploring the effects of image projections in
the area of interior design. Shocking pink carpeting covers the entire room. Think for a moment
how easy the room must be to maintain! Elimination of conventional walls between rooms results
in this kind of situation where living room, dining room, and possibly the foyer become a single
large area broken only by the furniture arrangement. The warmth of the furry carpeting
everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at the snowy
landscape through many glass-walled areas. See the two rooms, right. In this electrical age,
candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering
light. If you have a husky son, don’t do up his room with frilly and perishable draperies and
bedspread. It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect
ease and informality for an evening at home alone. Considerably older than antique, dating in
actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. Americana Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites
antique furnishings from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Open floor plan Well chosen
furniture makes this end of a living room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane.
Niche Built-in television set disappears behind paneled doors when not in use. Tables and chests
that hug the floor... some storage pieces look like architectural built-ins, soar to the
ceiling. Dark finish of furniture emphasizes and repeats color of dramatic crossbeams. A wise
combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after sundown as well.
Flooring is smooth, frequently of modern design in vinyl or linoleum. Wall-to-wall carpeting in
brilliant colors is popular, as are boldly patterned rugs. She has formed alcoves and arching
tunnels of stretched nylon net held in place by wire hoops. the translucent “sails” of nylon let
light filter through the pockets and alcoves with an unearthly glow. The warmth of the furry
carpeting everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at
the snowy landscape through many glass-walled areas. Most of us are not great artists, but we
create something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express our taste, interests,
and personalities. Pattern or design is, to a large degree, a child of fashion. She has formed
alcoves and arching tunnels of stretched nylon net held in place by wire hoops. the translucent
“sails” of nylon let light filter through the pockets and alcoves with an unearthly glow. It
radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests perfect ease and
informality for an evening at home alone. For years I had been storing up ideas: no I would have
a change to use them. there are no chairs -- people sit on the cushions or on the floor. Storage
chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the
garage doors. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. We know that many of the
contributing factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant
place to live and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do
our best to help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration
that is needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. Decorating note: pictures hung
at left are placed to balance chair at right. There is a difference, however, between Radical
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Chic and Establishment Chic. News here is matched fabric in shades and cafes. The owners insist
that the sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. The division is further
emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining area. Stacking South rooms, as a
rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light. Anything old, old according to the United
States Customs Office being an object made before 1830. Other centuries are not totally
forgotten. The underlying message for the future is also contained within this book. We discern
a philosophical basis for design and architecture that is utopian in its idealism ... foretell
the death of the cult of the object -- indeed the elimination of all extraneous objects, leaving
pure, geometric spaces where the individual alone is all-important. Vinyl covering of chair
seats harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. A small shelf painted red to match the
tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. Colors are accents used elsewhere in the house. The
underlying message for the future is also contained within this book. We discern a philosophical
basis for design and architecture that is utopian in its idealism ... foretell the death of the
cult of the object -- indeed the elimination of all extraneous objects, leaving pure, geometric
spaces where the individual alone is all-important. They did it themselves -- from the actual
construction to the decorating. In a modern home, the parlor has disappeared and the living room
serves for formal entertaining. A magic double-purpose room. Vinyl covering of chair seats
harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. Bookcases and slim table make a useful
reading-writing center. Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage. The
effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic, heavenly insect.
Antique A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. They did it themselves -- from the
actual construction to the decorating. South rooms, as a rule, receive a great deal of warm,
sunny light. such interiors become spaces for Super Man. Look-through chairs never crowd a room.
There is a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the one which may be
colorful, but everything is out of sight. First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the
Victorian chairs and replaced with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. If you have very
little wall space, don’t make awkward arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of
windows. The antique lighting fixture over the dining table here sets the period theme, is
supplemented with additional lights ... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of the bay glimpsed
at right, spotlight fixture above the rocker for sewing or reading. Good ideas: twin lavatories,
plastic wastebasket, clock. The underlying message for the future is also contained within this
book. We discern a philosophical basis for design and architecture that is utopian in its
idealism ... foretell the death of the cult of the object -- indeed the elimination of all
extraneous objects, leaving pure, geometric spaces where the individual alone is all-important.
A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after sundown as well.
Today’s kitchen combines the functionality of a short-order diner with the beauty of a living
room and the congeniality of a family room. In this electrical age, candles are primarily for
show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering light. Open floor plan The
division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to screen the dining area.
Look-through chairs never crowd a room. There is no rule which says that a bed must be backed up
against a wall. It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time suggests
perfect ease and informality for an evening at home alone. A diagonal kitchen can do wonders in
space saving. Alcove Pier glass More than any other room in the house, your bedroom should be
exactly the way you want it. Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a private
place. More than any other room in the house, your bedroom should be exactly the way you want
it. Even in the age of family living, your bedroom is still a private place. The underlying
message for the future is also contained within this book. We discern a philosophical basis for
design and architecture that is utopian in its idealism ... foretell the death of the cult of
the object -- indeed the elimination of all extraneous objects, leaving pure, geometric spaces
where the individual alone is all-important. Well chosen furniture makes this end of a living
room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane. Formal furnishings denote an
orderliness of habit... a “sit down and be served” kind of living and entertainings. We know
that many of the contributing factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that
providing a pleasant place to live and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the
possibilities and do our best to help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is
all the inspiration that is needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. Two very
small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room, and the problem was where to
put their one million animals so that they could be seen but still be out of the way. Applique
The effect of sleeping in the alcove is like curling up in the hive of an exotic, heavenly
insect. Window cut into a ceiling to permit light to filter down from the sky above. The mood is
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French provincial, but this warm and inviting living room has features that can be applied to
any interior. Below you see an add-on room that has been screened and glassed to provide an
exotic recreation area. such interiors become spaces for Super Man. The feeling of openness is
retained by means of the see-through dividers. See the two rooms, right. Other centuries are not
totally forgotten. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances may contrive to hinder
its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. A small shelf painted red
to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. The division is further emphasized by placing
a foliage plant to screen the dining area. Substituting for the mass of white of living room
fireplace is the Mondrian-like wall treatment employed in this room. The antique lighting
fixture over the dining table here sets the period theme, is supplemented with additional lights
... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above
the rocker for sewing or reading. It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same
time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at home alone. Slim furniture
conserves space. Alcove Look-through chairs never crowd a room. Slim furniture conserves space.
Ancient such interiors become spaces for Super Man. They did it themselves -- from the actual
construction to the decorating. X-base If you have very little wall space, don’t make awkward
arrangement to avoid placing furniture in front of windows. North rooms which receive no direct
sunlight are, as a rule, most attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative
scheme and cool colors are used in small amounts for contrast or accent. Open floor plan
Groupings are extremely versatile in their uses. The house in my head is not only real, it is
practical, comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works. Dark ceilings and walls will
naturally require additional illumination. Most of us are not great artists, but we create
something very satisfying when we make the place we live in express our taste, interests, and
personalities. Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage. Knock out a
wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters. Nostalgia Graceful, leafy design
of this mural wall covering follows the lines of the entrance hall staircase. Window treatments
are simple architectural... such as draw draperies, pull up shades, screens or fabric panels
that reflect architectural designs, derive from shojis or geometric forms. There is a
difference, however, between Radical Chic and Establishment Chic. For years I had been storing
up ideas: no I would have a change to use them. A magic double-purpose room. The dramatic
quality of this entrance hall is achieved by the floor. Shocking pink carpeting covers the
entire room. Think for a moment how easy the room must be to maintain! Art Wall Supermodern
furnishings and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the living room,
above. Weak: Despite a basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral
beige, with contrast in patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks
drab. ... architects, interior designer, and artists ... also movie stars, fashion designers,
and celebrities ... First, old-fashioned tapestry was stripped from the Victorian chairs and
replaced with a lively, well scaled modern upholstery. Blue is the basic color here, massed on
the painted wall, in chair upholstery, divider panel, lamp shade, decorative touches. Stacking A
small shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. In this conversion,
the original basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof
and glass walls was built into the garden area. Slim furniture conserves space. ... cut through
the superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home.
Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. A small
shelf painted red to match the tub frame supports a thirsty sponge. We know that many of the
contributing factors are beyond our control, but the least suspicion that providing a pleasant
place to live and play may promote these blessings spurs us to examine the possibilities and do
our best to help them become a reality. The laughter of little children is all the inspiration
that is needed to start anyone off to giving it a happy setting. Groupings are extremely
versatile in their uses. This combination rooms radiates happiness with its sunshine, roominess,
and  comfort. Fashion for using a single design in all areas of a room: walls, window treatment,
furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a variation:
the same pattern appears throughout in white on blue but walls are blue on white. South rooms,
as a rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light. Pier glass The picture wall was, for a
time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how far a person had arrived in terms of taste and
discrimination. Where the walls came down. For Dick, as for most men, change is at best
uninviting, even when the end result is improvement. If you have a husky son, don’t do up his
room with frilly and perishable draperies and bedspread. The warmth of the furry carpeting
everywhere gives inhabitants a feeling of shelter and security while looking out at the snowy
landscape through many glass-walled areas. Treat a view window so it looks like a true entryway
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to the outdoors. The shelf below the window serves as a buffet. Stacking A diagonal kitchen can
do wonders in space saving. Window treatments are simple architectural... such as draw
draperies, pull up shades, screens or fabric panels that reflect architectural designs, derive
from shojis or geometric forms. This is another way to create the illusion of an entrance hall
when the front door opens into living room. The feeling of openness is retained by means of the
see-through dividers. Two very small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room,
and the problem was where to put their one million animals so that they could be seen but still
be out of the way. This wide-open living room is 15 feet by 14 feet. ... taste for massing many
pictures in a single composition on a wall. The impact they can have when presented in such
formation can be as dramatic as that of a single stunning masterpiece of a large size.
Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. such
interiors become spaces for Super Man. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading from off-white
in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. Pier glass Vinyl covering of chair seats
harmonizes with bright tone of the floor covering. See the two rooms, right. Applique News here
is matched fabric in shades and cafes. Strong: Color is balanced, both vertically and
horizontally. Blue and white pattern of the floor length draperies is repeated in the bulk of
low sofa across the room. In both spaces, slabs of foam in free-form, curving shapes stand in
for furniture. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room glow after
sundown as well. This is another way to create the illusion of an entrance hall when the front
door opens into living room. Considerably older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity
like this Islamic jar. The walls of the huge room are shiny black enamel; the toilets and basin
are encased in industrial sheet-metal frames and counters. Skylight Set back recess in a wall
made especially to receive either a small object -- a statue for example -- or a larger, more
extensive one such as a bed. A wise combination of hanging fixture and lamps will make this room
glow after sundown as well. A floor-to-ceiling window replaces the garage doors. Skylight
Bookcases and slim table make a useful reading-writing center. Open floor plan The house in my
head is not only real, it is practical, comfortable, easy to maintain, beautiful, and it works.
The vivid line of cornice here adds a lovely look of length to the room. Dark ceilings and walls
will naturally require additional illumination. Decorating note: pictures hung at left are
placed to balance chair at right. Contemporary felt drapery fabric unites antique furnishings
from Pennsylvania and Mexican treasures. Alcove The antique lighting fixture over the dining
table here sets the period theme, is supplemented with additional lights ... a fluorescent
fixture in the ceiling of the bay glimpsed at right, spotlight fixture above the rocker for
sewing or reading. There is a kitchen which look like a hospital clinic or a laboratory and the
one which may be colorful, but everything is out of sight. Pattern or design is, to a large
degree, a child of fashion. Light fixtures are often used instead of table lamps, give greater
flexibility of arrangement. The division is further emphasized by placing a foliage plant to
screen the dining area. Today’s kitchen combines the functionality of a short-order diner with
the beauty of a living room and the congeniality of a family room. Graceful, leafy design of
this mural wall covering follows the lines of the entrance hall staircase. Niche Weak: Despite a
basically pleasing color scheme -- the room shell in a warm, neutral beige, with contrast in
patterned fabric as well as in bright red solid color -- this room looks drab. South rooms, as a
rule, receive a great deal of warm, sunny light. News here is matched fabric in shades and
cafes. This is another way to create the illusion of an entrance hall when the front door opens
into living room. Ceilings and inset panels of mirrors rim the banquette of the dining alcove,
left. The entrance to the bed chamber, left, is a doorway in the stylized cutout of a human
form. Storage chests under the window hold hobby equipment or toys. Next to the main entry door,
top, a column holds a luminous red-lipped mouth that blinks off and on at intervals. Two very
small young ladies indeed were to be the occupants of this room, and the problem was where to
put their one million animals so that they could be seen but still be out of the way.
Avant-Garde Slim furniture conserves space. Already, designers are exploring the effects of
image projections in the area of interior design. Mobility in living areas Antique Considerably
older than antique, dating in actuality to antiquity like this Islamic jar. In this conversion,
the original basement window and wall were knocked out, and a brick extension with glass roof
and glass walls was built into the garden area. Good description for the sentiments of those
addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections which put an emphasis on sentimental
mementos of times of the past. North rooms which receive no direct sunlight are, as a rule, most
attractive when warm, clear colors dominate in the decorative scheme and cool colors are used in
small amounts for contrast or accent. Staggered tiles form a transition, shading from off-white
in dining area to solid brown in living end of room. In this electrical age, candles are
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primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering light.
Decorating note: pictures hung at left are placed to balance chair at right. Nostalgia For years
I had been storing up ideas: no I would have a change to use them. Storage chests under the
window hold hobby equipment or toys. Skylight ... taste for massing many pictures in a single
composition on a wall. The impact they can have when presented in such formation can be as
dramatic as that of a single stunning masterpiece of a large size. The floors are pierced by
horizontal slits of light and rise magically to the living room. Where the walls came down. The
owners insist that the sculpture is edible and invite their guests to nibble on it. Well chosen
furniture makes this end of a living room useful without obstructing a necessary traffic lane.
Supermodern furnishings and accents of red paint frame the windows and ceiling line in the
living room, above. The picture wall was, for a time, an advertisement of culture -- of just how
far a person had arrived in terms of taste and discrimination. In a modern home, the parlor has
disappeared and the living room serves for formal entertaining. Alcove such interiors become
spaces for Super Man. Treat a view window so it looks like a true entryway to the outdoors.
Avant-Garde The underlying message for the future is also contained within this book. We discern
a philosophical basis for design and architecture that is utopian in its idealism ... foretell
the death of the cult of the object -- indeed the elimination of all extraneous objects, leaving
pure, geometric spaces where the individual alone is all-important. The folk-art of our American
forefathers is so called. Includes such whimsies as weathervanes and shop signs as well as
paintings, prints, carved wood figures. Though hospitality comes from the heart, circumstances
may contrive to hinder its complete fulfillment in the lack of space for an overnight guest. The
antique lighting fixture over the dining table here sets the period theme, is supplemented with
additional lights ... a fluorescent fixture in the ceiling of the bay glimpsed at right,
spotlight fixture above the rocker for sewing or reading. Avant-Garde ... cut through the
superfluities and superstition and abounding about the habitation that we call home. The
luxurious sweep of autumn-toned carpet underscores the more fragile look of white walls,
draperies and sofa covering, blends well with wood finishes. Bookcases and slim table make a
useful reading-writing center. Slim furniture conserves space. The luxurious sweep of
autumn-toned carpet underscores the more fragile look of white walls, draperies and sofa
covering, blends well with wood finishes. The vivid line of cornice here adds a lovely look of
length to the room. This gave the color scheme for the whole room. In this electrical age,
candles are primarily for show; nothing else has quite the glamour of their soft, flickering
light. Nostalgia Pieces planned to fit one on top of another for condensed storage. ... it is an
exploration into the revolt against old concepts of decor and old ways of living ... these
anti-establishment interiors are whimsical, mischievous, simple, incredible, beautiful,
obsessive, and dreamy. It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and at the same time
suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at home alone. In both spaces, slabs of
foam in free-form, curving shapes stand in for furniture. The current concern about air
pollution and the conservation of nature has made clouds floating in a field of blue sky a
remarkably popular theme in decorating of late. It radiates friendliness and charm to guests and
at the same time suggests perfect ease and informality for an evening at home alone. Knock out a
wall or raise the roof line to relive cramped living quarters. A diagonal kitchen can do wonders
in space saving. Fashion for using a single design in all areas of a room: walls, window
treatment, furniture coverings.  Perfect device for unifying unmatched pieces.  Seen above is a
variation: the same pattern appears throughout in white on blue but walls are blue on white.
Colors are accents used elsewhere in the house. Good description for the sentiments of those
addicted to authentic period rooms or to collections which put an emphasis on sentimental
mementos of times of the past. 
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First, there’s some kind of freakish UFO hovering over the planet. Then it’s pow, blast, boom.
And then? Then we’re all dead. Yeah, right, dead. What happened? A little while ago, some alien
civilization decided Earthlings are a major pain in the ass. And now, they shot the Earth to
bits with some kind of doomsday weapon out of hell. The planet incinerated, or evaporated, or
was turned into a self-annihilating chunk of anti-matter -- whatever you think of.  One little
push on a button by a green hand, and gone we were. But wait. First, you’ll need alien life
smart enough to go out in a space-ship and gun our planet to custard powder. And of course, some
kind of motive would be nice. A disagreement over something, to say the very least. So, how
about the existence of alien life? Without letting fantasy take over, most serious scientists
agree by now that there should be some kind of life somewhere out there. And they don’t say this
because they have seen to many shows of the X-Files. First, the Universe of course is, to put it
mildly, rather big. And there’s the cosmological principle: no matter what chunk of universe you
take, it will always be roughly the same stuff, with galaxies and stars and planets around those
stars. There’s plenty of evidence for this. Astronomers have spotted quite a lot of exoplanets:
planets around distant stars. And if there’s planets everywhere, surely planets that are
inhabited can’t be so unique, you may argue. And then there’s this. Life on our planet suggests
that the existence of life is no big deal. Life is way older than we always thought: some 4
billion years. This means that life popped into existence almost immediately after the Earth
stopped being plowed over by comets, volcanic eruptions and cosmic radiation. So life is
something that very easily emerges. Fossils  from Mars? The Mars comet ALH84001 has attracted
new attention,  now that new evidence seems to suggest the odd microscopic structures  on its
surface may indeed be the remnants of bacteria from outer  space. But. Yes, there’s a `but’.
When scientists say `life’, they usually mean: unicellular life, bacteria. A wide-spread
misconception about nature is that evolution is about going from single-celled bacteria to more
complex beings. It is not! The sole thing that makes evolution tick is diversity. More evolution
means more diversity among those invisible, tiny bacteria that make up more than ninety percent
of all life forms on Earth. In the first place, evolution means more species of bacteria. Ducks,
bumblebees, fig trees and humans are more likely a side-effect, an odd waste product of natural
selection. Even more humbling, intelligence is a very rare phenomenon among animals. Out of
fifty million species on Earth, only one knows what the Internet is. And to be sure, if that big
comet didn’t wipe out the dinosaurs 65 million years ago, thinking apes calling themselves men
wouldn’t even have existed! In nature, intelligence is so fucking rare. You’re not amused? Well,
here’s some more. Intelligence isn’t even really a good tool for playing Darwin’s `survival of
the fittest’. In fact, the human race almost got extinct right after learning how to walk on two
legs, when our species was diminished by hunger and drought to a slim total of some ten
thousands! ZZap It’s very obvious intelligence has a lot of evolutionary downsides. Because of
our ridiculous large brains, we are super-vulnerable to cold, heat or wounding. Because of our
huge heads, we are the species that has most trouble with being born. And there’s more.  Try
wrestling with a lion. Try catching a rabbit, using only your bare hands. Try surviving in a
forest. Just peel away all `culture’, and you’ll see what humanity really is: a rather clumsy,
weak and ill-equipped species with a ridiculously big head. Life?  If there is alien life out
there, it may very well be hidden under the  icy surface of Europa, the second moon of Jupiter.
The satellite  Europa is believed to have a liquid water ocean deep under its icy  crust. The
gravitational pull of Jupiter adds the energy to keep this  water liquid - and, who knows, to
breed some kind of alien sea life? So, to wrap things up: ET is very likely out there. But it’s
very  unlikely ET has a light sword, a space ship or an index finger that lights up in the dark.
ET is more likely a bacteria -- or at its best, a multicellular organism with no particular
intelligence at all. Hey, and besides. Just suppose there is, in spite of all the problems,
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intelligent life out there somewhere? Would we be at risk of being killed by them? Surely,
they’d have to be able to travel around. That’s not an easy one, although science-fiction freaks
carelessly say that such a civilization undoubtedly will use `worm-holes’ for inter-dimensional
travels. Or warp-drive, or teleportation. The cold fact, however, is that such things may well
appear to be just impossible by physical law. It is so very easy to say: `Well, they’re ahead of
us, so they must have come up with something.’ UFO’s? Oh boy, UFO’s. Millions actually believe
in them. Exit Mundi  doesn’t. At least not until one of those little gray characters actually 
shows up on The Late Show. For one thing, please take a good look at the  picture on the left.
The picture, taken in the sixties, is one of the  most `convincing’ UFO photo’s ever, UFO-freaks
claim. Well, if so, why  then does this particular UFO look so hopelessly outdated? It reminds
of  sixties cars and sixties sci-fi movies with its round windows and its  totally
un-aerodynamic, uncool shape -- not of some highly advanced civilization. Even then, the aliens
have to find us. That too is a tough one. The Universe is so big. And our planet is only a tiny
speck of dust in the endless nothingness. Okay, we send out signals into space, from our
satellites, radio’s and TV-sets. But our transmissions have a tiny reach in the vastness of the
cosmos. And even within reach of Earth transmissions, an alien would have to listen extremely
closely to pick up our faded-away signal. Let alone the problem of which frequency to choose. 
Or the problem that an alien might prefer a very different technique  than `radio signals’.
Okay, okay. Against all odds, our hypothetical alien has overcome all these difficulties, and
has finally found us. What’s up next? Nothing much, probably. The aliens may want to study us --
a civilization that builds spaceships and has found out how worm holes work definitely is in it
for science. They would study us in much the same way we study the microbes we’ll undoubtedly
find on Mars or Europa. Yeah, some  Independence Day-fans might grumble. But they might also be
here to colonize our planet, to steal our mineral goodies! O yeah, sure. What nonsense. Do you
really think a civilization that builds intergalactic spaceships and opens worm holes doesn’t
know how to solve problems like shortage of minerals in some technical way? They’d have to be a
race of real dumb-ass aliens, if you ask me. Boil We’re  in for a surprise. A few tens of years
more, and our climate might suddenly go totally  berserk. For starters, it would turn our planet
into a lifeless, super hot  oven, much like the planet Venus. Welcome to the ghastly phenomenon
dubbed  ‘the runaway greenhouse effect’. And the really scary part is: we seem to  be heading
straight towards it. Phew!  Aren’t we lucky? In the 1990s, they predicted we would get climate
warming.  The poles were about to melt, they said. Entire countries would get flooded.  Huge
hurricanes would sweep across the globe. Millions of people would die.  Well: they had it all
wrong. It’s the 21st century now -- and little has happened so far. But then, suddenly, it all
changes. From one month to the next, the climate of  the world goes wild. Temperatures jump. The
ice caps of the poles crumble,  pushing the sea levels up. The snow caps on the mountain tops
melt,  turning even the tiniest rivulet into a roaring body of water. Cities are flooded,
countries washed away. Tornadoes and hurricanes push across the  globe. Harvests fail. Economies
crumble. Tropical  diseases like malaria and dengue push northwards. Forests turn into deserts. 
And of course, millions of people perish during all the mayhem. Wet  Feet: When  we think of
global warming, we tend to think of floods. But that’s  only a minor inconvenience. Chances are
the greenhouse effect “unleashes catastrophic and irreversible changes to  key planetary
processes”,  as the IPCC puts it. And if you thought that was bad: you haven’t seen  nothing
yet. Within a few years, the situation goes totally out of  hand. Temperatures just keep on
rising, faster and faster. And as they do, more and more water on  Earth begins to evaporate.
The sea level starts to drop again. If you’re one  of those poor souls who had his country or
city flooded when the ice caps melted, you might be glad to find the sea retreating.  But don’t
put that flag out yet. What you’re witnessing, is the end of the world. Nothing more, nothing
less. Here’s how it goes. As the temperatures rise, more water evaporates. But as  more water
evaporates, our atmosphere gets thicker -- causing the temperatures  to rise even more. And as
the temperatures rise even more, even more water evaporates. And as even more water
evaporates... You’ve got it: there’s a chain  reaction going on. The dreaded ‘runaway greenhouse
effect’ has just kicked  in. Governments and scientists will desperately look for a  way to turn
the tide. But they won’t find one. There’s just no way  you can stop something as mighty as the
Earth’s climate. Although our politicians might still mumble some reassuring words to prevent a
general  panic, deep within they will realize how bad the situation really is. A few  years
more, and our planet will no longer be habitable. All life is about to  vanish from the planet
formerly known as Earth. There is no escape, not even a  remote possibility things will improve.
The best evidence for that is hovering in the night sky: the planet  Venus. For many years,
scientists wondered why Venus has an atmosphere so hot  that lead and tin actually melt in it.
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Only in the late 1990s they realized  that Venus too has undergone the runaway greenhouse
effect. Its atmosphere is  so dense, incoming solar heat cannot escape from it. Exactly that, my
friends, is what is happening. Earth is about to join Venus.  We’re about to literally fry to
death. Bad  Omen: The planet Venus has an atmosphere over 90 times thicker  than Earth’s. And
it’s bloody hot out there: about 750 degrees  Celsius. Still, exactly the same could happen to
our own planet if the Runaway Greenhouse Effect kicks in. By  now, temperatures on Earth start
getting really uncomfortable. Everywhere you look, there’s this dense, watery fog -- it’s water
vapor,  as you might have guessed. Where there used to be rivers, only dry gullies are  left,
carving through the barren landscape. And where the oceans used to be,  only some lakes remain
-- and they get smaller each day. It’s hard to tell how exactly humanity will die in the end.
Perhaps we won’t be able to stand the heat anymore, and literally find ourselves cooked  to
death by the ever increasing temperatures. Perhaps we’ll suffocate, as  our once fresh
atmosphere turns into a dense brew of carbon dioxide, water  vapor and methane. Perhaps we’ll
survive all that, clinging to our gas masks  and our airconditioning -- and in the end starve to
death because all plants  and animals are gone. One thing is absolutely certain, though: it will
be some  gruesome, hellish end. After a few years or decades, our planet has  become a deserted
fog planet, with an atmosphere so hot that lead and tin  actually melt in it. Life will be no
longer possible -- except perhaps for a  handful of soil bacteria that are able to withstand all
the nastiness. The Runaway  Greenhouse: The facts Of  course, we could have known what was
coming. Ever since the 1990s, there were some climatologists  warning for it. But their
calculations were laughed away,  ill understood by the general public or ignored by the
politicians in charge  of things. The climatologists were dubbed pessimists. Even though their 
computer models told otherwise. As late as 2001, the UN’s  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) formally warned that the  greenhouse effect could ‘unleash catastrophic and
irreversible changes to  key planetary processes that make the world habitable.’ In 2005, a
British  government research council repeated the warning. And added the effect could  kick in
as soon as 2015. The runaway greenhouse effect works quite simple, really. First, you should 
realize why we have an atmosphere in the first place. That’s because  there’s a lot of water
vapor and carbon dioxide in the air. There’s  nothing wrong with that. The carbon dioxide and
the water vapor serve as a ‘blanket’: they prevent some of the incoming heat from the sun from
flying  off again into space. Killer  Fog:  The atmosphere will turn the planet into a shadowy
fog world, as  the atmosphere fills itself with water vapor. At least, that’s how things went
until one day, six billion humans came  around. Mankind literally pumps trillions of tonnes of
greenhouse gases like  carbon dioxide and methane into the  atmosphere. No big deal, so far.
Calculations show that this massive amount of extra  greenhouse gas will only push up the
Earth’s temperatures a few degrees.  Besides, about one quarter of all the methane and the
carbon dioxide is  cleaned up by nature each year. But around 2015, that could suddenly change.
The  climate warming could pass a critical threshold. The ice  caps of the poles could melt.
This would set free billions of tonnes of extra  carbon dioxide: the ice caps are full of tiny
bubbles of trapped ancient air with a lot of carbon dioxide in  them. This suddenly gives an
extra push to the greenhouse  effect. Also, the warming could unleash carbon dioxide that is
trapped in sea  sediments, in the permafrost of Greenland and in the soil. And worse: the
warming could set free the  trillions of tonnes of methane that are stashed away below the
ocean’s floor.  At the same time, nature could get ‘saturated’ with carbon. Of course,  plants
and soil organisms will still breathe carbon dioxide. But there will be  too much of it. And in
the end, the water vapor kicks in. While it gets hotter, oceans and  rivers start to evaporate.
This would make the atmosphere denser and hotter,  pushing up the evaporation, making it
hotter... And so on. Then you would have it: an environmentalists nightmare.  The greenhouse
effect will go wild. And wilder still -- until we  live on a planet with an atmosphere so hot
that lead and tin actually... You  can fill in those words yourself by now, right? So: abandon
all  hope? To be honest, of all end of world scenarios outlined on this site, we at Exit  Mundi
find the one with the runaway greenhouse effect particularly scary. Of  course, there’s the
problem with meteors, and the risk of  robots taking over.  But the greenhouse effect is
happening today, as we speak. It seems to be only  a matter of time before we can begin to melt
that lead and tin. On the other hand: climate is a difficult beast. If we’ve learned one thing 
over the past few decades, it is that no one can really predict how the  climate will change on
us. For example: there’s a good chance the greenhouse  effect unleashes not a runaway chain
reaction -- but an ice age, as reported  elsewhere on this site. Also, Earth survived intense
heat before. 50 Million years ago, the North Pole  had no ice, but a subtropical climate. And
before that, in the era of the  dinosaurs, CO2-levels were about four to six times higher than
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today. Back  then, sea temperature was up to 40 degrees Celsius, and many continents were 
flooded. It was really a greenhouse world - and it didn’t went out of hand. On the other hand,
even if there’s a remote possibility  it DOES go out of hand, there’s plenty of need to worry. 
We don’t know about you, but we at Exit Mundi prefer neither the ice age,  nor the super hot
Venus-like atmosphere. We like things the way they are. So if you read this and you happen to be
one of those top dogs in charge of  things: hey, it’s only one atmosphere we have here, PLEASE
be a little  careful with it! Flash Some  call it the main cause of death for life in the
Universe. Right or wrong, we should consider ourselves lucky that so far, the most violent
natural phenomenon of  all has left our planet alone. If it one day does strike, better say
goodbye.  We don’t stand a chance against the infamous `gamma ray bursts’ (GRBs). It’s like a
lottery, really. Every  day, somewhere in the Universe, there’s a HUGE explosion. Within
seconds, an  amount of energy sets free that equals the amount of energy the Sun would emit  in
its entire lifetime. In fact, some of the blasts are bigger than the  energy of all stars
combined. No, you just DON’T want to be around when such  an explosion occurs. Strangely, the
explosions are usually invisible to the human eye. You would need gamma  ray vision to see them.
We’re talking gamma ray  bursts here: cosmic super explosions that throw an awful amount of
gamma-  and X-radiation into the Galaxy. The  afterglow of a gamma ray burst It was only
recently scientists found out what gamma ray bursts really are.  A GRB is what happens when a
huge, dying star is eaten up from within by a black hole. One moment, you’ll see a gigantic
star, and the next moment, shhhhlllp!, it is gone, sucked up by a black hole. In those final
moments, the black hole spews out a column of  energy -- almost at  light speed! That’s why
gamma ray bursts are often called ‘the birth cries of  black holes’. A less friendly, but more
accurate, term would be that GRBs are  belching black holes after they’ve eaten a star. Gladly,
until now  these super-spectacular things  only happened in distant galaxies, billions of light
years away. But then  again, that could change. Heavy, rotating stars like the ones that  cause
gamma ray bursts exist in our part of the Galaxy, too. At least one is  about to go pop: Eta
Carinae, a beautiful, but dying star system in the  southern constellation known as the Keyhole.
Gladly, the burst won’t hit us directly, since the axis of Eta Carinae is pointed away from us.
But any day,  we could stumble upon a dying star that IS aimed at us. On a list of twenty
phenomena that  threaten life on Earth published by the popular science magazine  Discover,
gamma bursters come second, right after  asteroid  impacts.  As Arthur C. Clarke once pointed
out, gamma explosions may be the reason why  we don’t notice much of extraterrestrial life
forms: long before an alien civilization would have come to the  point of going out in a UFO to
explore the galaxy, a gamma ray burst would  have wiped it away. If a gamma ray burst really
does go flash  somewhere in our cosmic neighborhood, the end of times would be really nasty.  It
will be like a Hiroshima bomb going off -- on every place on Earth at the same time! Flash!  -
You’re dead At a distance of something like one  thousand light years, the afterglow of the
burst would light up as bright as the Sun.  Moments later, our planet will be bathed in a HUGE
load of super energetic gamma and  X-rays. A fiery blast will set the atmosphere ablaze. Forests
will burn,  rivers and lakes will boil away and the side of the Earth facing the blast  will be
sterilized immediately. And you won’t be safe on the other side of the planet.  A massive
shockwave, much like the aftershock of a nuclear explosion, will  sweep across the globe. A wall
of fire will slash every living thing on Earth  -- well, except a few fish, that is. The Gamma
Ray Burst will reset evolution. Even a blast that happens farther away in the Milky Way won’t do
us much good.  OK, so the burst is too far away to fry us. But still, it will mess up our 
atmosphere. The energetic gamma rays will grind up the molecules our  atmosphere is made of into
separate molecules of nitrogen and oxygen. These  atoms in turn will mop up the ozone layer,
leaving us exposed to the deadly UV  radiation from the Sun. And if that isn’t enough to kill
you, there will be the  soot. High up in the atmosphere, the loose atoms will bind up into 
nitrogen dioxide, a brown, filthy gas that will blanket the Sun. We’ll have a massive nuclear
winter and die a horrible climate  disaster death. To make  things worse, no  one really knows
how big the risks are. Gamma ray  bursts that damage our world are likely to happen once every
10 million years  on average. That would mean our planet has survived many, many bursts in the 
prehistoric past. On the other hand, it’s hard to predict when the next GRB will hit us. Could 
be in million years time. Could be tomorrow, who knows? Shiver Picture  this: the Western world
covered with ice. Winters with temperatures up to  forty degrees lower than what you’re used to.
`Summers’ with frost all over.  Glaciers, snow, and beneath it a lifeless, deep-frozen soil.
It’s no fiction we’re talking here. In fact, it could happen much sooner than you think. O 
yeah, that good old Ice Age. Wasn’t that something prehistoric, an  aberration of nature
somewhere hidden deep in our prehistoric past? Wrong.  In fact, we’re still living in an Ice Age
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today. The ice caps that cover the  poles and the high mountain tops are the best proof of that.
Our Ice Age,  dubbed the pleistocene epoch, began some 1,6 million years ago. And  it still
lasts. So  if we’re living in Ice Age now, Ice Ages can’t be that bad, you say. Oh,  but that’s
only because currently, we live in an Ice Age phase that  geologists call an interglacial: a
period of milder temperatures  inbetween ice-cold, frost-dominated glacials. During
interglacial,  the ice recedes to the mountain tops and the polar caps. It just sits there  and
waits. But  don’t mistake: the threat is there all the same. In Ice Ages such as  the one we
live in, `glacials’ is the rule; `no glacials’ the exception. While  interglacials last only
10,000 to 15,000 years,  a typical glacial roughly lasts 100,000 years. Frost and bizarre cold
is in  fact currently the commonest, typical climate of the northern hemisphere. And  time’s
running out. Our interglacial period began 12,000-13,000  years ago, so the next glacial period
is due to  arrive any millennium now. And a bad thing about glacials is: they may start  quite
suddenly. According  to one estimate, one evening you will hear the weather report telling you
something odd has happened. The south-to-north jet of air high up in the sky that is the 
`backbone’ of climate has suddenly reversed direction. Within  months, temperatures will drop
markedly. On average, temperatures will  decline some 15 degrees Celsius (27 degrees F). But in
some places, the  decline will be up to 40 degrees Celsius. The Western world will be ravaged 
by huge storms and heavy rainfall as the climate shift rolls into action.  Cities will be
flooded, entire countries will be disrupted. And  then, there’s snow. In the higher parts of
Europe and the US, huge piles of  snow start accumulating. And the more there is, the more is
pressed into  vast plates of solid ice: glaciers. Meanwhile,  the winters become unbearable
cold. Rivers and even oceans freeze.  Farmlands turn into barren, permafrosted tundra plains.
Animals die,  plants die, and undoubtedly, you’ll buy some extra socks. Next,  after some
decades, the first glaciers start moving. Provokingly slow, they  begin creeping down from the
mountains, crushing everything they encounter,  covering ever bigger pieces of land under a
thick, lifeless layer of  coldness. The icy tongues will crumble one city after the other and
munch up  entire societies. By  now, you may want to pack your things and move elsewhere.
Because there  you have it. Ice Age at its best, for a staggering 100,000 years to come.  Only
the southern hemisphere will be a nice place to be. But  then again, there’s a small but
alarming possibility that the cold will  overrun the entire planet. For reasons not exactly
known, this is what  happened 2,3 billion year ago, and then again 700 million years ago and 600
 million years ago. In those  days, there was only life in the oceans. And all the better. On
each  occasion, the planet was completely white for many millions of years. The Earth’s 
`thermostat’ was totally taken aback by this  unimaginable burst of winter. Heat vs. Cold? Come 
on, cut the doom talk, you might say. At the moment, temperatures are  rising, with all those
humans tinkering with the climate. It isn’t very  likely an Ice Age will occur in the midst of
this era of global warming and  greenhouse effect. Finally, there’s something GOOD about
pollution:  it keeps the glaciers away. Well,  you’re dead wrong. The climate instability man
has built up over the years  could be just what it takes to kick-start Superwinter. It  goes
like this: mankind emits a hell of a lot of greenhouse gasses, such  as carbon dioxide. But
plants and algae live on carbon dioxide. They’ll grow  and grow, because there’s plenty of the
stuff around. Already, this effect  is clearly seen in oceans, where algae and plankton thrive
more than ever. But  then, after some decades, carbon dioxide is up. Be it because of humans 
switching to other, cleaner fuels, or be it because there are so many algae  and plants; the
carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere will drop. But all  those `extra’ plants and algae will
still be there, sucking up all carbon dioxide  they can get. In a short period of time, they
will suck almost all carbon  dioxide out of the Earth’s atmosphere. And  when that happens, the
stage is set for the next big freezing, since carbon  dioxide is also the `blanket’ that
prevents the warmth from flying  away from the Earth’s surface. Mini Ice Age? Ho  ho ho!:
Painting from 17th century Holland, made during a Mini Ice  Age. Today, Holland has very mild
summers. And  then there’s the “Day After Tomorrow” scenario. The good  news is that the sudden
Ice Age the blockbuster movie predicted seems  unlikely. But there’s a core of truth here, too.
Indeed, the Gulf Stream  that pushes warm water to the US and Europe is dimming. This could
unleash a so-called “Mini Ice Age” in the West. Now, a Mini Ice Age is something you should be
able to survive. Think of a  period of several hundreds of years with cooler summers and cold
winters -  the climate you’re used to, but a tad colder. In fact, from about 1300 tot  1800 we
did have a Mini Ice Age already! But don’t count your blessings yet. Even a Mini Ice Age would
severely  disrupt our world -- especially our economies. Harvests would fail. Prizes  would
sky-rocket. Businesses would go bankrupt. Economies would fall apart. Oh,  and there’s one more
risk. Another eerie hazard threatening our climate is  that the Sun one day becomes blackened by
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cosmic debris, for example  when  a comet explodes in the face of the Sun. And when that
happens, better  turn up the heat! Whumpf Although  today is a cloudless summer day, the sun
doesn’t really shine as bright as it  ought to. In fact, it’s freezing cold down here on Earth.
Uh-oh, the Kuiper Belt is at it again! The  Kuiper Belt is a huge disc of cosmic rock, that
stretches out across the  Universe somewhere between Neptune and Pluto. It is a leftover of the 
formation of the planets in our solar system. Cosmologist John Gribbin once  called its
discovery `one of the most dramatic astronomical findings of the  1990s’. For here, lurking
right behind our back door, is a real Armageddon in  the making. Okay,  so Neptune and Pluto,
that’s a long way away. The Kuiper Belt sits some forty  to fifty times further out from the Sun
than we do. But as computer  simulations show, that might change. From time to time, the gravity
of the  outer planets will disturb the Belt, and sling a huge piece of rock straight  into the
inner solar system. Doom will come rushing straight towards us. One  problem is, we will hardly
see it coming. The Kuiper Belt was discovered very late, partly because the comets it contains
move slowly, and partly because  it isn’t made of solid pieces of rock. Most of the supercomets
in the Kuiper  Belt are `dirty snowballs’ made of dust and ice, making them incredibly hard  to
detect with modern equipment. Calculations  show that there are at least 70,000 of these icy
objects out there. And  most of them are really big: the first that was detected -- an object
dubbed  `QB1’ -- is about two hundred kilometers across. By comparison: the killer  meteor that
wiped out the dinosaurs and almost all life on earth some 65  million years ago was only ten
kilometers across, twenty times as small as  QB1. Some experts argue that Pluto and its moon
Charon themselves are to be  considered as part of the Kuiper Belt. Gladly,  the chances of such
a super comet actually hitting the Earth are vanishingly  small. The Earth is only a tiny pea in
the vastness of the Universe, and is  `protected’ against incoming comets by the gravitational
fields of other  planets. But  then again,  full impact is not the biggest threat the Kuiper
Belt poses. As a  Kuiper Belt comet comes rushing in, its icy surface will heat up. Eventually, 
when it comes too close to the Sun, it will explode. Its remains will be  scattered all over the
place. The dust will be attracted by the Sun’s gravity,  and clot together into a temporary ring
of dust around the Sun. The debris  will block some of the Sun’s heat. And when that happens,
we’re in big, big  trouble. Temperatures  on Earth will drop rapidly. The dust will trigger an
Ice Age on  Earth. Oh, and then there’s the realistic danger our planet is  hit by comets  after
all, with all those chunks of comet debris flying around in our part of  the solar system.
Obviously,  what grim destiny exactly awaits us depends on a lot of things. Many of  them are
determined by pure chance. One particular nasty Kuiper Belt scenario  involves an  all-out Ice 
Age, in which so much of the Sun’s heat is blocked  that the entire Earth turns into a barren,
frozen planet. The Earth’s climate  thermostat (being the intricate interplay between oceans,
land, vegetation and  algae) would be severely deregulated. It would take the planet hundreds of
thousands, if not millions of years to recover. Of course, the chances of  survival would be
slim in a stone-cold world with frozen oceans and no soil to  grow your food on. But  here’s the
good news: with or without humans, the planet eventually will  survive. It did so before. In the
Pre-Cambrian age (more than 600 million years  ago), the Earth survived several super Ice Ages.
But then again, in those  days the most complicated life forms on the planet were tiny shrimps
and  snails, crawling around in the deepest depths of the ocean. *Flush Appalling  as the Asian
tsunami disaster was, it’s  absolutely nothing compared to the apocalyptic event that is yet to 
come. Somewhere over the next stretch of time, New Yorkers will have to deal  with a HUGE tidal
wave of biblical proportions. Meet the La Palma Megatsunami -- and shiver. Try  to surf this: a
wave almost twice as tall as the Empire State Building, and traveling  faster than an airplane,
at a breathtaking 700 kilometers per hour. Enough to give you the creeps, right? Well, it
should. For  the question is not so much if such a massive wave will one day slosh across  the
oceans -- but when. And  there’s more disturbing news. If the Doomsday Wave kicks in,  it’ll  be
end of story for the US East Coast. New York City: gone. Boston:  washed away. Florida, Miami,
the Bahamas -- all history. Oh, several hundreds of years may pass before the Super Wave rolls 
in. But on the other hand, it could happen next month as well. It  all starts with a faint
rumbling of the earth, thousands of miles away.  Near  the African shore, the volcanic island of
La Palma will rumble with seismic  activity, announcing yet another eruption of the Cumbre Vieja
volcano on  the southern half of the island. But this time, the  unstable western flank of the
volcano doesn’t  hold. A huge chunk of the island simply breaks off and drops into the Atlantic 
Ocean. Plunge! No; PLUNGE! Immediately,  up rises a tsunami. And not just a tsunami:  the sea is
pushed up something like 650 meters, as 500 billion tons of rock and  debris hit the ocean.
Witnesses to the event will  see how a massive wall of water towers up and starts sloshing
westwards across  the Atlantic, at the astonishing speed of over 700 kilometers per  hour.
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Destination: US East Coast. Now  that will bring about some stress on the other side of the
Atlantic.  New Yorkers and millions of other  inhabitants of the US coastal region will hear
about it on the radio: within eight hours,  the entire east coast will be splashed away!
Hundreds of millions of Americans  will get the hell out to escape the  wet cataclysm, turning
every city and every road in the area into total chaos. Flush! - By the time the La Palma wave 
hits the US, it is `only’ something like 50-80 meters high -- and  twenty kilometers long. Some 
people will hope the Megatsunami will just break down by itself. And indeed,  while crossing the
ocean, the wave dims down a bit, until it is perhaps ‘only’  some tens of meters high. But  the
La Palma  Megatsunami isn’t just the next dull wave. It will pass storms unscathed, and bombs 
won’t do it much harm either. You  see, the Megatsunami we’re dealing with is an endless wall of
water that stretches  out across the entire Atlantic! Not exactly the kind of wave that easily
breaks  down. Then,  after eight hours, the incredible happens. At the US shore,  all water
suddenly recedes, as it is `sucked up’ by the wave to come. You will  be able to see the bottom
of the ocean for hundreds of meters ahead. But your  attention will be caught by something else:
this huge wall of water, that’s  moving in on you a lot faster than you think might be good for
your health. As  it closes in on the steep coast, the tsunami will grow and grow some more, 
until it is perhaps several hundreds of meters high. Seconds later, it  impacts. With
unimaginable force, billions of gallons of water slam into the  coastal areas. Skyscrapers snap,
bridges are ripped to  pieces and outside the cities, forests and villages are swept away. And
obviously, if you’re still around, it’s only likely you’re killed in the whole show. The La
Palma wave will  push thirty to forty kilometers into the land: since the wave is so  long, more
and more water will be pushed land inwards, until the entire wave  has finally rolled onto the
shore. Next,  the water mass withdraws. With unimaginable force, the wave is sucked  back into
the ocean, dragging with it everything and everyone it encounters.  So one moment you’re high
and dry; only minutes later, you find yourself  floundering somewhere in the Atlantic, well away
from the shore. In effect, the  Megatsunami  will wash the coastal area clean. It will destroy
every city on the US East Coast. And although it won’t really bring about  the end of life on
our planet, millions will die -- not to mention the total  disruption of the world when the
urban heart of America is swept away. And  by the way, the Americans aren’t the only ones
affected. More southwards, the  Middle and Southern Americas will be struck. Calculations show
Europe will  suffer as well. The southern part of England will be inundated. Parts of the  low
lying Netherlands will be flooded. Some parts of the French and Spanish  coasts will be severely
hit. In Europe too, many thousands will die.  Ironically, Africa -- the continent where the
Megatsunami comes from -- will  be relatively safe, since the Super Wave is pointed away from
the continent. Like  almost every apocalyptic scenario described here on Exit Mundi, the one
with  the tidal wave is nothing really special in Earth’s history. You see, it’s  perfectly
normal for a volcanic island to collapse every once in a while. That’s  why on several occasions
 in our prehistoric past, giant killer waves rolled over the seas, bringing  about doom and
destruction everywhere they hit land (see table). Ohau  island, Hawaii Many times in history, 
big chunks of Hawaii plummeted into the sea. The biggest event occurred  2 million years ago,
when a piece of rock ten times as big as the Mount  Everest broke off the island of Ohau.
Result: a HUGE tsunami, hundreds  of meters high and tens of kilometers long. Cape  Verde island
80,000 years ago, the  west coast of Africa was rinsed clean, as another massive tsunami hit it 
at nearly full force. One hour earlier, a massive chunk of the Cape  Verde island had plunged
into the sea. R_union  island 4,000 years ago, the  island of R_union in the Indian Ocean
snapped in half. Another  megatsunami popped up. Several hours later, it slammed into the coasts
 of Australia. Water fury: Some (in)famous megatsunami events. On many occasions,  huge tsunamis
swept over the continents -- these are only a few we know  of. And  La Palma? Only recently
scientists realised that the ideal conditions for the  next landslide exist on the island.
Actually,  in 1949, an eruption of the Cumbre Vieja almost triggered the La Palma disaster.  The
volcano erupted, the weaker half of the  island dropped down four meters -- and halted. It was
only in the 1990s geologists realised what a close call it really was. On the other hand: some
scientists hope the island will snap into pieces  before hitting the Atlantic. That would almost
certainly lead to a smaller  wave: compare throwing a piece of rock into a pond with dropping a
handful of  sand into it. No-one  knows if the island is able to withstand the next volcanic
eruption.  Gladly, we’ll know several weeks in advance the Cumbre Vieja is about to go  berserk
again. But then again, will our governments take the warnings of the  geologists serious enough
if it gets that far? Will they be willing to  evacuate the entire US East Coast and large parts
of Europe, following the  advice of only a handful of scientists? Somehow, Exit Mundi doubts it.
Perhaps  the Mother of all Waves will take us by surprise after all. As one researcher (Bill
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McGuire) put it: “There’s a problem with all  major natural catastrophes. Because we’ve never
experienced these things, we  don’t think that they’re going to happen to us. We just ignore
them, but  these sorts of events have occurred throughout geological history. They’re not going
to stop happening just because we’re around.” Whammo Whether  you call it the Big One, the Great
Exterminator, Lucifer’s Hammer, or Extinction  Level Event -- there’s much to be said about big
chunks of space rock slamming  into the earth. One thing’s for sure, however. It happened so
many times before, that it’s only likely it will happen again... It  all comes about within
moments. Suddenly, there’s a big, fiery ball in the sky,  just for a few seconds. And then:
impact. The  atmosphere will be on fire. A huge column of fire and debris towers up miles into
the sky. Hundreds of thousands die instantaneously. For  thousands of miles around, everyone
outdoors is incinerated. People nearby  simply evaporate. The  impact sends out a shockwave
around the globe, just like a stone thrown into a  pool makes a circle of waves. But this wave
rolls through the Earth’s crust  itself, causing death and destruction everywhere. There are 
massive earthquakes. Huge tsunamis. Volcanoes popping open. Millions die, cities are shaken into
 oblivion. On the opposite side of our planet, the waves of destruction slam  into each other
again, causing the earth’s crust to tower up, forming a  massive mountain-ridge within seconds.
And  that’s just the beginning. As the tremor and the seas calm down and the fires  extinguish,
there’s more to deal with: the huge, black cloud of debris  that’s thrown up into the
stratosphere from the impact site. The debris  spreads through the stratosphere, covering the
Earth with a thick blanket of  burnt carbon, dust and debris. The Sun is blackened. For months
or even years to come, the world is covered in darkness, the Sun  being no more than a vague
blot of light in the pitch-black sky. Temperatures  drop about twenty to forty or even fifty
degrees everywhere. The Earth’s  surface freezes. Plants cannot produce oxygen anymore by
photosynthesis and  die. Animals relying on the plants die too. And we -- relying on both the
animals and the plants -- are in BIG trouble. Oh,  there are a few pockets of people still
hanging on. They’re hiding in bunkers,  or in caves. They hold on for years, as long as their
supply of tin cans  lasts. But when they return to the surface after the endless winter night, 
they find their planet is turned into a barren, lifeless sheet of land, with only some deserted
ruins reminding of what once was. Sure:  in the end, the Sun returns and temperatures start
rising again. So there may  be a new beginning for mankind after all? Think again. The odds run
against  such optimism. The only thing alive is bacteria and mosses and -- if we’re  lucky --
some insects, rodents and fish. With luck, civilization is `only’  thrown back into the Stone
Age. More likely however is that humanity becomes extinct. A  Brief History of Meteors Going
Whammo Oddly,  until twenty years ago, no one took meteors quite serious. It was widely 
believed that those mean clumps of rock and ice that zoom across the galaxy are not a  real
threat to our planet. A comet entering our atmosphere would instantly  burn up, and that would
be it. All  that changed in 1978, when two paleobiologists, Louis and Walter Avarez, went  to
Italy to study the so-called K/T barrier: the transition between the  Cretaceous period (the age
of the dinosaurs) and the next prehistoric era, the  Tertiary period. The K/T Barrier had always
been a big mystery. Within only  several thousands of years -- a twinkling of an eye, in
geological terms --  all the dinosaurs suddenly vanished and nature switched from one geological
 period to the next. Digging  around in the Apennine Mountains, father and son Avarez suddenly
realized  something extraordinary must have happened. Everywhere on Earth, the K/T  Barrier is
marked by a tiny layer of iridium in the ground -- `iridium’ being  a rare chemical substance
mostly found in meteorites. It began to dawn on  Louis and Walter that the dinosaurs didn’t just
die out because of some evolutionary reason. The dinosaurs were simply squashed by a huge
meteorite! The  killer meteorite must have slammed into our planet 65 million years ago. It 
must have been an event much like the one described above. There was a long,  mean period of
darkness, while it rained iridium all over the world. Life on  our planet was almost completely
wiped out. All plants and animals bigger than  a blade of grass became extinct. Just picture
that! No wonder the Avarezes coined the killer meteor `The Great Exterminator’. For  the decade
to come, the Exterminator theory was highly controversial. If a  meteor big enough to kill all
the dinosaurs really went boom on our planet,  surely you should notice an impact crater
somewhere?  Then, in 1991, Nasa sattelites indeed spotted the crater. It was a huge scar  known
as the `Cenote Ring’, underneath the Mexican peninsula of Yucatan, almost impossible to detect
by the eye because of millions of years of erosion  and tectonic movement. Judging by the size
of the impact crater, scientists  calculated the Great Exterminator must have had the size of a
mountain. It  hammered the world of those poor dinosaurs with the impact force of about 100 
million megaton of TNT. That’s the equivalent of 5,000,000,000 atomic  bombs! By now, some
people really started to get itchy about meteors. Next  came the impact of the comet
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Shoemaker-Levy 9 on Jupiter. For the first  time in history, man could see what actually happens
when a colossal comet  starts to mess around with your planet. In July 1994, the meteor slammed
into  Jupiter’s atmosphere, snapped into pieces, and bombarded the planet for days.  Huge balls
of fire and dust rose up from the planet’s surface, and the debris  darkened parts of Jupiter’s
atmosphere for weeks. The biggest impact crater,  carved out by the piece of meteor known as
Hale-Bopp, had a size no smaller  than the entire Earth! By now, everyone realized that the
danger of a meteor  suddenly ending your world is as real as can be. It could happen next year,
or  next month. And well, it could also happen tomorrow. From  those days on, attention for
meteors grew and grew. Were the dinosaurs just unfortunate? The troublesome answer is a loud and
clear `no’. As a  matter of fact, the meteor that killed the dino’s wasn’t the first big piece 
of rock hitting our planet -- and not even the biggest, scientists began to  realize. For 
instance, just over 4,5 billion years ago, when our planet was still very young, an enormous
body hit Earth  with such unimaginable force our planet literally broke up. A huge piece of
Earth was launched into space. You can still see that lump of earth when you look  out of your
window: the debris rolled up into a ball, and is what we today  call the Moon. The  next massive
space attack came a half billion years later: our planet was  bombarded so heavily with
asteroids that the entire crust actually melted.  That would explain why the oldest rocks on
Earth are only 3,9 billion years  old, while the planet itself is five billion years old. And 
then there was another apocalyptic event, some 590 million years ago. One day,  a meteorite of
incredible proportions slammed hard into what’s now South  Australia, digging a crater about
four kilometers deep and some 40 kilometers  wide (currently known as Lake Acraman). Within
seconds the whole thing  vaporized into a huge firestorm. The impact was so devastating, it must
have created  massive earthquakes and 100-meter high tsunamis even hundreds of kilometers  away.
Oh boy! Actually,  it literally rained Big One’s on our little planet. As  recently as January
2002, geologists discovered a huge impact crater out of  the Australian coast: no less than 120
kilometers wide. The meteor that carved  out the crater slammed into our planet 360 million
years ago, wiping out 85  percent of all species. And in 2001, Norwegian researchers suddenly
realized that their coast had once been  the scene of a similar event. A huge meteor went kaboom
over Norway 150  million years ago - speaking in geological terms, right before the Great 
Exterminator.  The explosion slammed a 40-kilometer wide bump in the  seabed of the Barents Sea,
the so-called `Mjoelnir Crater’. Researchers still  wonder how it was possible that anything
survived. Oh,  and even when humanity was around, the meteors kept hitting us. For example, 
according to some researchers, the legendary floods of Deucalion, the Sumerian  Gilgamesh-epos
and the biblical Deluge may very well have been caused by a big  comet plunging into sea
somewhere. More  recent, in the year 1490 A.D., the city of Ch’ing Yang in Central China was 
the scene of a weird disaster. The event was recorded in at least ten ancient  textbooks, all
claiming that the event killed many thousands of people as it  `rained stones and fire’. Likely
cause: an asteroid as big as a modest sky  scraper, going kaboom high up in the Earth’s
atmosphere. On  June 30th of 1908, a loud explosion shook the village of Tunguska in 
Middle-Siberia. Local inhabitants saw a huge blast of fire in the sky. There  was a sudden
temperature rise, and a blazing forest fire, lighting up the  horizon. No less than two thousand
square miles of forest were devastated. As  we know now, a twelve story building sized piece of
rock hit the atmosphere  over Siberia and exploded at a height of some eight kilometers. The
energy  set free at the event was equivalent to 15 megatons of TNT -- a thousand  atomic bombs!
Tunguska,  Siberia, 1908 So,  it’s no pessimistic estimate that our planet can bounce into a
freaky piece of  space rock again. Cosmologists estimate an extinction type comet hits the 
earth once every 20 million years. The odds for a smaller, Tunguska-type  impact are much
higher. On average, this kind of thing happens once in every  300 years. Of  course, the effect
of a meteor impact depends on the place where it hits the  Earth. The meteor that killed the
dinosaurs, for example, hit a soil loaded  with sulfuric rock, which enormously boosted the
comet’s devastating effect.  Had it hit the planet several hundreds of miles westwards, it would
have  plunged into the ocean -- and the dinosaurs probably would have survived. On  the other
hand, if a Tunguska-type meteor happens to hit an inhabited area, it will definitely wipe  it
off the face of the Earth entirely. Considering that some 10 percent  of our planet is
inhabited, you could assume that once in every 3,000  years a meteorite will destroy an
inhabited area. Meanwhile, the people at Nasa try to reassure us, by claiming they keep an open 
eye to the sky. The message they propagate is that a meteor that wants to hit  our planet surely
will be spotted in time and destroyed -- whether it is by a  nuclear bomb or by a team of Bruce
Willis-like he-men going out in a space  shuttle. No  offense -- but that’s pure propaganda. The
 harsh fact is that such `protection’ is far less reliable than Nasa wants us  to believe. For
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example, in March 1998, a BIG comet nearly hit us. Remarkably,  no one saw it coming. Because it
came straight at us, the thing was only  visible as a tiny speck in the sky, not as a distinct,
moving object  traversing the cosmos from left to right. Consequently, no one noticed it --
until it passed. Meteor  size Impact  force Destruction  rate Chance  (est.) 50  m. across 15 
Megaton of TNT City  sized 1:300 200  m. across 100  Mt TNT Continent  sized 1,000  m. across
100,000  Mt TNT Half  of the world 1:2,000,000 10,000  m. across 100,000,000  Mt TNT Extinction 
level event 1:30,000,000 Death  statistics. The Norwegian meteor was 2 Kilometers across; the
meteor that  carved out Lake  Acraman in Australia 4 Kilometers, and the comet that killed the
dinosaurs 10  Kilometers. The impact force also  depends on  the velocity of the object, which
ranges roughly from 50,000 to 100,000 Kilometers  per hour. Then there’s the eerie problem of
ice comets. Many comets are in fact `dirty  snowballs’ made of dust and ice. The problem is we
cannot really detect these  comets, because conventional equipment sees right through them. You
can only  spot an ice comet when it comes so close to the Sun that it begins to melt.  We’ll
recognize it by its tail by then. But according to many critical astronomers, this will be much
too late to take any action. Besides,  there are no reliable ways of getting rid of a comet
racing at us. Pleas for a  kind of `space shield’ protecting us from big pieces of rock have not
yet  raised any political backing. And it is doubtful whether Bruce Willis is  willing to go out
to kill the Big One if it’s coming. Oh,  and talking about Big One’s: in 2039, another HUGE
comet will pass us by  `only’ some millions of Kilometers. However, this estimate is not
completely  fireproof, for one thing because comets are very sensitive to variations in their 
trajectory. Here’s  what to do. Put on your best helmet -- and keep your fingers crossed. *Boom
Lucky  you. You survived a nuclear war! Well, don’t be too glad. What happens after  it is so
gruesome, you’ll wish you had died on the spot. Today, it all goes out of hand. The  East-West
conflict revived. China waged war on Japan. The Muslim nations  joined forces against the USA.
Or someone simply made a mistake -- whatever,  it doesn’t really matter. The only thing that
does matter right now is that  the inconceivable has happened. There’s nuclear war. And now, the
SBM’s,  ICBM’s and SLBM’s cross the sky, like oddly shaped, featherless birds of  destruction.
All  hell breaks loose. There’s eye-popping flashes of light everywhere and  ear-ripping bangs
as the bombs go off. Cities evaporate. Infrastructures  crumble. Everywhere, huge
mushroom-shaped clouds tower up into the sky. All  electricity goes out because of
electro-magnetic effects. And of course, many  die: according to even the mildest scenario’s,
hundreds of millions die instantaneously as the nukes go boom. But  you -- you survive all that.
Better take shelter: for the next days, it will rain  highly radioactive fall-out particles
only. For almost three days and three  nights in a row, it will rain radioactivity in a region
several hundreds of  kilometers around each impact site. And to be honest: it’s best you stayed
indoors for a whole year, patiently waiting until  radioactivity levels finally begin to drop.
But  wait, there’s more trouble. As the mushroom clouds begin to fade, the  REAL consequences of
nuclear war become apparent. From the explosion sites,  huge amounts of evaporated stuff, smoke
and soot rise up into the sky. It’s  quite different from the usual smoke columns that come from
fires. The intense  heat from the nuclear impact sites pushes the debris straight into the
highest  parts of the atmosphere, the so-called stratosphere. There, it slowly starts  to
disperse, covering ever bigger portions of the world. But what’s worse --  the soot blocks the
Sun. Within  days, a weird and unprecedented climate shift sets in. Total darkness covers 
everything. Temperatures drop rapidly. And chances are the soot blanket that  prevents the Sun
from shining spreads across the globe, transforming even the  Latin Americas, Asia and Africa
into chilly shadow worlds. There you have it:  the infamous, dreaded  Nuclear Winter. Within 
weeks, it’s minus 23 to 30 degrees Celsius everywhere. Do you live near the  shore? Consider
yourself lucky: since oceans cool so slowly, temperatures  near the sea will drop `only’ some
five to ten degrees. But there is a  downside: because of the big temperature differences
between the sea and  the inland, unimaginable storms and hurricanes will harass the coastal
areas. Big Winter: After a nuclear war, dust and soot may blanket the Earth Oh,  and that’s just
the beginning of your Winter out of Hell. Slowly, particle-by-particle, the soot will begin to
fall back to the Earth. The results are not what you call pleasant. When it rains, the rain
consists of burning sulphuric acid. And when it doesn’t rain, the wind blows huge amounts  of
tiny particles of radioactive dust into your face. There’s not enough  radioactivity there to
kill you. But it won’t do you much good either. Meanwhile,  you’re not the only one having a
hard time. Plants, living on sunlight and  warmth, will die within weeks. Animals, relying on
both plants and warmth, die  too. Other animals perish because all water is frozen. After a 
couple of months, there won’t be any birds anymore. And what’s worse, the  animals with the
biggest chance to survive are not exactly what you call good company in the  pitch-black
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darkness: insects, rats, flies and cockroaches. They have a great  time, having all those dead
bodies to feast on and no birds to hunt them down. Oh,  and talking of dead bodies: there will
be outbreaks of all kinds of diseases.  The radioactivity will speed up the mutation rate of
viruses and bacteria  tremendously. There will be outbreaks of all kinds of diseases, while it
is  more than likely all kinds of new diseases will pop up too. By the way, the radioactivity
boosts the mutation rate of your own DNA as well -- which in  effect means you’ll develop all
kinds of cancers and give birth to gruesomely  malformed babies. By  now, you may start to wish
those mean, black clouds that block the sun would  bugger off. And eventually,  they will.
Depending on how many bombs exploded during the nuclear war, it  will roughly take several
months to a year before the sky starts clearing up  again. But when it does, the end of all
endurance is still not in sight. One  particularly nasty problem is that the soot from the
impact sites has  wiped out most of the ozone layer by chemical reactions. And without the ozone
 layer, we’re exposed to the malignant ultraviolet radiation from the Sun. The  UV-radiation
kills the plants that may still be there, and causes more cancers and  even sores and burns
among humans. For years and years to come, you’ll have to  take shelter when the Sun shines. And
 for the long term? The prospects are grim. With society disrupted, the food  chain torn apart
and humanity diminished, we’ll be lucky if we’re `only’  thrown back into the Stone Age. A lot
of species will become extinct. We may  very well be one of them. But  wait a minute. Nuclear
war, is that still possible? The answer is a  plain and clear `yes’. Sure, the Russians and the
West more or less like each  other now. But the world is still armed to the bone with some
50,000 nuclear  warheads. Although there’s no finger on the trigger right now, the trigger is 
still within reach -- and the gun is fully loaded.  And of course it doesn’t really help more
and more countries got nukes. India  and Pakistan have at their disposal about a hundred nukes;
thousands of  nuclear weapons are spread over the many unstable countries that once made up  the
Soviet Union. There’s  one reassurance, however. In principle, since its discovery in the 1980s,
 everybody knows what a Nuclear Winter is. You’d expect the world leaders  to keep that in mind.
The biggest nuclear weapons threat facing us right now  is a small-scale nuclear war -- or a
nuclear bomb attack by terrorists. But  although that’s awful enough, a small-scale nuclear war
isn’t enough to  trigger a full-scale Nuclear Winter. But  then again, as history demonstrates,
things can get out of hand really fast.  One moment there’s peace, and the next moment, there’s
war. So better go find  those good old `Ban the bomb’-buttons of yours again! *Strange
Apocalypse Isn’t  that appalling? This morning, all matter on our planet suddenly changed into a
 very different kind of stuff. The changes are quite radical. For one thing,  our bodies have
just ceased to exist. This  time, the trouble didn’t come from some colossal piece of rock
slamming into  our planet, or from some divinity deciding to end our world. No, the danger  was
so small we didn’t even see it coming. We’re talking quarks here:  the tiny building blocks that
make up protons and neutrons. Quarks  come in different `flavors’. There’s `up’ quarks, and
`down’ quarks, and `strange’ quarks. The nuclei of atoms are made of just the  right mix of just
the right quarks. Matter ultimately is made of `up’ and  `down’ quarks. But  other mixtures are
possible too. In the first moments after the Big  Bang, there also was stuff made of `up’,
`down’ and `strange’ quarks. It was a  completely different kind of stuff than what we’re used
to. Appropriately,  scientists call it strange matter. But  as the universe expanded, strange
matter vanished -- although some chunks of strange matter (called `S-curves’) may still be out
there  somewhere. One thing’s for sure, though: no human has ever actually spotted a  single
speck of strange matter. Oh,  but that can change. In recent years, quantum physicists have
tried hard to  imitate the earliest moments of the Universe. That sounds more difficult than  it
is: the only thing you have to do, basically, is to slam two particles at  tremendous speed
head-on into each other. And that’s exactly what they do at  huge particle accelerators such as
those at CERN in Geneva or the  `Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider’ (RHIC) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory in  New York. You  already feel what showed up this morning. Strange matter, my
friend. LOTS of  it. In  a particle accelerator experiment, a tiny bit of strange matter
suddenly popped into existence. Against all expectation, it had a negative charge. The next
moment, it engaged into a chain reaction theoretical physicists call `Ice-9 Type Transition’.
Sure,  the lump of strange matter that showed up was incredibly small. But that  changed within
moments, as the `strangelet’ began gobbling up all positively  charged atomic nuclei it
encountered, forming more strange matter. The blob  grew and grew, eating the accelerator, the
building around it, and the town  around the building. It turned everything it encountered into
more atom-eating  strange matter. It was ice-9 at its best. Within seconds, our entire planet 
including everything on it became a strange matter planet. Does  that, er... matter? Oh man, you
just don’t wanna know. All conventional  atoms ceased to exist this morning. And in case you
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forgot, everything we know  of, including us, is made of atoms. What’s worse, strange matter
particles are equally charged, making them want to go away from each other as far as  possible,
like the equally charged sides of a magnet. Simply put, all matter  on the planet has fallen
apart this morning. The world went boom, or whatever  the sound was. Well  alright, I’ll admit
it. Of course, nothing really happened today. I wouldn’t be writing this if it had. But could it
happen tomorrow? Or next week, next year? Here’s  some reassurance: strange matter is so
unstable, it simply wouldn’t have time  to consume nearby atoms. What’s more, strange matter
probably has a positive  charge. And positively charged strangelets aren’t very dangerous. They
would  have an appetite for electrons, sure, but this wouldn’t bring about a chain  reaction.
The strangelet would simply snatch away a few electrons from  surrounding atoms, and that would
be it. Would, probably, perhaps. Actually, no one knows for sure. As I already mentioned, no
human being has ever studied a chunk of strangeness. And if  scientific history has made one
thing clear, it should be that reality often defies theory. As the Russian theorist Lev Landau
once put it: `Cosmologists  are often wrong, but never in doubt.’ Strange,  don’t you think?
*Oops There’s  a fuel supply that is costless, unlimited and that gives off no pollution at  all
when you use it. There’s just one minor problem. When you try to use it,  you may accidentally
blow up part of the Universe. It  will be over before anyone can say `sorry’. In a laboratory
somewhere, someone  tries to get hold of a weird and completely new, exotic type of energy. But 
boy, the experiment goes out of hand. Suddenly, there’s a BIG explosion. And  then there’s
nothing -- our planet, the sun, all planets in our solar system  and even some stars surrounding
our solar system have been blown to  smithereens. And  explaining what went wrong isn’t even
simple. We’re talking quantum physics here: the physics of the vanishingly small building blocks
that make up all matter in  the Universe. In  quantum physics, everything is totally different
from daily life. Quantum  particles can be in two places at the same time, and can behave both
like  waves and particles. In fact, when you hear a quantum physicist say  `particles’, don’t
think of little, round balls. Quantum `particles’ are  better compared with tones of music:
they’re definitely there, but you can’t  see them or catch them. One  of the most mind-boggling
properties of quantum particles is that they  come into existence out of nowhere. Suck every
molecule of air out of a  bottle, making it completely vacuum -- and quantum particles will
still be  there. They pop up in pairs out of nowhere. And within a tiny fraction of a second,
they merge together and -- zzzip! -- they’re gone. It  is precisely this odd `quantum vacuum’
that may one day open the door to a  very new source of energy. Suppose you’re able to snatch
some of those  out-of-nowhere particles away. Admittedly, you’ll have to be REALLY fast. But  if
you do succeed, you’ll have harvested particles out of nowhere. And since  matter and energy are
basically the same stuff (according to Einstein’s E=mc2),  you’ll have energy out of nowhere!
The  advantages would be unimaginable.  Here’s an energy source that never runs out, is
everywhere around, is  extremely cheap, and causes no pollution whatsoever. But  then again,
there is a small, but alarming risk. There may  be simply energy too much. Mining the quantum
vacuum might bring about  an unstoppable chain reaction, releasing an ever increasing amount of
energy.  In fact, no-one knows how much energy will be released: calculations done by 
physicists give answers anywhere between zero and infinity. Obviously,  too  much energy would
mean trouble. The explosion could be huge enough to blow apart our entire solar system and
everything around it. And of course,  infinite energy would bring about infinite destruction,
bombing not just a  handful of stars, but everything in the entire Universe. Gladly,  no
present-day scientist is capable of mining the quantum vacuum. On the other  hand: one day,
there will be. And that day may arrive sooner than you think:  some estimate around 2020 science
will be ready. Let’s hope physicists  finally have their calculations straightened out by then.
So  it’s `wait and see’. And talking about `seeing’: as the famous  science-fiction writer
Arthur C. Clarke once pointed out, whenever you see an  unexplained burst of energy coming from
the cosmos (and there are a lot of  them), it may be some alien civilization, blowing itself to
kingdom come while  experimenting with the quantum vacuum... *Meow What’s  furry, has claws and
triggers the end of the world? You guessed it. It’s  your trusted, feline friend: your cat. And
cats are not the only animals  causing problems. Rabbits do it. Frogs do. Yes, even the cute
Giant Panda is  helping to blow the world to kingdom come. Sit back -- and shiver! If you felt 
sorry for the dinosaurs, consider this. At this very moment, we’re in the  middle of a period of
mass extinction that’s actually WORSE than the one that wiped  out the dinosaurs. You read that
right. More species go extinct at this very  moment than during the last days of the dinosaur!
You see, it took the dinosaurs thousands of years to die out altogether.  Today, the speed of
extinction is higher -- much higher. Each day, an estimated  seventy species go bust. That’s
seventy species! Gone. Not to be seen ever  again. A few centuries more, and half of all species
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will no longer be here.  Thanks to the meteor impact called ‘mankind’. Now, that IS a problem.
In nature, everything is  linked to everything else. Everything that lives relies on other
living things. And the  really bad news is, of course, that we are also part of nature. What
would we  eat if it wasn’t for our crops and livestock? Shoes? And what would we breathe? It
would take a library to explain what exactly is happening to the animals  and the plants on our
planet. For now, some brief highlights will do, just to  show you how serious and weird matters
really are. So enter the cats, the  frogs, the snails, the insects - the whole zoo. File  # 1:
The Case of Osama Bin Leopard Remember  Afghanistan? In 2002, the US army used cluster bombs and
oxygen  sucking fuel bombs to rid the Afghan caves of Al Qaida bad guys.  Unfortunately, someone
else was hiding there too. That was the snow leopard,  one of the rarest animals on the planet.
Just picture it. Osama’s bearded boys, holding hands with the mighty  snow leopard in some cave.
Then: BOOM! BURN! CHOKE! Bye-bye boys. And  bye-bye snow leopard. But  while there are plenty of
bearded boys left on the planet, the same cannot be  said of the leopard. The animal has
probably gone extinct in  Afghanistan by now -- a by-product of war. Few people know of it. And 
even fewer seem to care. The mighty predator of the mountains happened  to be a stand in the way
in a silly human war over religion, power and  such. At this moment, there are an estimated
5,000 snow leopards left  on the planet. That could be too little for survival. File  # 2: The
Case of the Evil Cat As  I write this, Molly the cat is on my lap, having a nap. Lizzy, my other
cat, is outside, chasing birds, or picking a fight with another cat. You see, my next door
neighbor has two cats as well. The neighbors on the other side have three cats, the neighbors
after that  have five. In the street where I live, there are more cats than people! And  that is
a problem. All those cats catch lots of birds and mice and  rats and butterflies. Biologically
speaking, cats are eating a huge  hole in the food chain. No, seriously! According to several
alarming  reports, this is exactly what is happening in countries like the  United Kingdom,
Sweden and my own country, Holland. Bird species are  vanishing, mouse subspecies are going
extinct. All because of Molly,  and Lizzy, and the other many billions of domestic cats that
inhabit  the planet today. Where  would that all lead? A planet, exclusively inhabited by cats
and  people? Hmmm. Just take a guess. My cat Molly has left my lap now.  Probably off to catch
another mouse. File  # 3: The Case Of The Cute Panda Humans  are a friendly species. We like
animals. That’s why we can’t stand  it the Bonobo monkey and the Giant Panda are about to go
extinct. No  way we’ll let the beautiful lion, the cute chimpanzee or the  impressive elephant
go extinct! We build another natural reserve. But  hold it. In fact, the species we adore are
only a slight minority. Who  cares for snails, insects, snakes, lice, or spiders? These species
are in  trouble, too. But they’re not cute enough. Humans simply don’t  like them. We’ll let
them go extinct, and won’t miss a night’s  sleep over it. ‘Survival  of the cutest’, is the word
for that. Biologists use it sometimes  when they argue that we’re protecting the wrong species. 
On our lists of ‘endangered species’, there are plenty of  beautiful and furry and funny
animals. But no snails, cockroaches or  flees. Not to mention the microbes, that are by far the
most important  species on Earth. File  # 4: The Case of the Dead Frog It  is a mystery.
Everywhere in the world, frogs are dying. There seems to  be no specific reason for it.
Everywhere around, they’re just  kicking the bucket, for no apparent reason. There you have it:
the  frog problem. It could be pollution. It could be the hole in the ozone layer. It could be a
fungus. It could be acid rain. It could be all these things  combined. Whatever the reason,
biologists are very worried. Apart from the  fact that a frogless world would be a rather empty
place, the frog  problem could be some kind of warning. Frogs are known to be quite  vulnerable.
So who’s next? Us? File  # 5: Invasion Of The Killer Rabbits The  dingo did it. So did the
rabbit. They invaded a place where nature  never meant them to be. Well,  `invaded’ isn’t the
right word, really. Humans brought them over,  of course. The Dutch brought their cats to
Australia. The British took  foxes and dogs to New Zealand. The mighty Vikings introduced the
cute  rabbit in Scotland. The gypsies took the gypsy moth to the US. And  now, there’s trouble
all over the place. Down under, there aren’t suppose  to be any predators. In the US, there
aren’t suppose to be any gypsy  moths. Nature just didn’t expect it. So disaster strikes. In the
US, about a fourth of the agricultural  gross national product is lost each year to foreign
plant pests such  as the dreaded boll weevil (from Mexico) and the leafy spurge (brought  by
Europeans). In New Zealand, Australia, Scotland and many other  countries, zillions of rabbits
drive the locals insane, digging about  like crazy. Not to mention those evil, evil cats again.
In New Zealand and  Australia, the cats gobble up rare birds and mammals. Such as the  poor,
innocent kiwi bird. For crying out loud, the poor thing doesn’t even has  wings! Evolution
thought that without cats, there was no need for  wings. But evolution got it wrong. It isn’t a
nice thing to say, but the real problem is mankind.  Humans are in the habit of messing up
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everything they do everywhere  they go all of the time. They are a harmful species, these humans
-- almost as harmful as cats. *Shhhlllp Watch  it! We’re not aware of it now, but there may be a
killer on the loose. Chances  are that our planet is on the menu of a real Black Hole. We  won’t
notice it right away. You see, the trouble with Black Holes is that they  are, well, kind of
black. You don’t really see them -- until they suddenly  knock on our door. And  `knocking’ is
an understatement. Suddenly, we’ll notice a weird disturbance of  the outer parts of our solar
system. The cosmic debris that makes up the Oort  Cloud -- the outer brim of our solar system --
starts acting strange. The  orbits of the outer planets Pluto and Neptune might become
disturbed. Out of  nowhere, planets will change course. Cosmologists  will ring the alarm bell
-- if they don’t decide it’s better no-one knows  what’s coming. But after a while, even amateur
astronomers will notice there’s  something odd going on. For example, they might notice that one
day, planets  like Jupiter or Saturn are no longer there. Oh  boy, will that  bring about some
panic on Earth! A Black Hole, a real Black Hole is  speeding through our solar system!
Scientists on TV will bring the bad news:  one year, two perhaps, but then it will all be over.
Perhaps some politicians  will make a feeble attempt to nuke the Black Hole. But that’s so
stupid. You  can’t blow up something that is not really an object -- but a hole. After  some
time -- will it be years? months? -- the Black Hole finally closes in on  our planet. Suddenly,
our entire planet is lifted from its orbit around the  Sun. In a tiny fraction of a second, it
accelerates to the speed of light, and  zooms off, destination Black Hole. Once  there,
something highly unusual happens. The Earth suddenly stretches out,  forming a sort of thread,
with zero thickness (no, really!). In that shape, it  will be sucked into total nothingness, as
the Black Hole devours our planet  with everything and everyone on it. There will be no
explosions or woes of  agony -- all that is sucked up too. And  that’s not even the worst
possibility. More likely, the Black Hole will  pass our planet at some distance. It won’t
swallow the Earth. But it will  definitely take a swing at the planet’s orbit around the Sun.
Like a giant  catapult, it will kick away the Earth, off into deep space. Earth will become  a
lost planet, covered in coldness and darkness forever. No  need telling that on a planet like
that, life is absolutely impossible. We may  hold out for a while, clinging to all the
technology we can think of, but  after that we’ll definitely die a horrible deep space death. No
Sun is no heat  -- but also, no plants, no plankton, no tidal forces and as a result, no
climate, no atmosphere and no oxygen. Thank you very much, mr. Black Hole! So,  what is a Black
Hole, really? A  Black Hole is, in essence, the corpse of what once was a star. When a star 
with at least five times the mass of our Sun runs out of fuel, it implodes.  It’s own gravity
presses it together -- and presses it together some more,  until there’s nothing really left.
What you have then is a Black Hole: a tiny  speck of matter (well, matter isn’t the right word,
really), but with immense  mass. Because  of that, Black Holes have an unimaginable gravity. So
strong is their  gravity, even light can’t escape from it -- that’s why the darn thing is 
called `Black Hole’ in the first place (the term `Black Hole’ was coined in  1969 by John
Wheeler, who got tired of using the tongue twisting term `gravitationally collapsed stars’ all
the time). Black Heart: Black Holes are believed to be at the center of  each galaxy. They
cannot be spotted directly, however; astronomers  have to look around it, where they may see
matter being sucked into  the hole. Luckily,  Black Holes don’t really like to travel around
much. Usually, they just sit at  the exact spot where the star involved died, like a lizard
patiently waiting  for a prey to pass by. But occasionally, a Black Hole may decide to go out
for  a stroll. It may for instance be propelled into deep space by another Black  Hole. So far
so good -- unless the rogue Black Hole one day comes by, and has  humanity for breakfast. Now, 
if you’re a devoted science fiction fan, perhaps you don’t worry too much.  There are all kind
of great fantasy stories about what lies beneath the Black  Hole (remember the 1979 Walt
Disney-movie `The Black Hole’?) And  indeed, no-one really knows if a Black Hole isn’t in fact
some kind of gateway. It might lead to another part of the Universe, or even to an entirely
different Universe. So falling into a Black Hole may be a fun thing to do after all. Well, 
those sci-fi fans overlook one minor detail. Before `passing’ the Black  Hole, your body turns
into a tail of spaghetti. Also, the atoms you are made  of are ripped to pieces. So if it’s
Black Hole day, keep this in mind: once  you get to the other side -- if there is one -- you
won’t be sending any postcards home. *Usche It’s  odd: you can worry about meteors and cosmic
explosions all you want, but the biggest  killer of all times is already here -- and is doing
fine. In fact, life’s  oldest and most deadly enemy is preparing for yet another devastating
attack  on the human race. Diseases -- don’t ever underestimate them. Humans  and germs have
always lived side by side. But every once and a while, the  germs attack. Then, suddenly,
there’s AIDS, or SARS, or what-have-you. And SARS is still a relatively mild, merciful disease. 
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The Black Plague killed hundreds of millions of people, at its  high-day ridding Europe of a
quarter of its population. The Spanish flu that ran rampant  in 1918 killed twenty to forty
million men, quadrupling the death toll of  World War One.  In the US alone, the  epidemic
killed more people than World War  II, the Korean war and the Vietnam war combined. Sure,  our
doctors like to reassure us that everything is under control by now. No  offense -- but that’s a
lie. The grim reality is that our world is more  vulnerable to disease than ever. That’s because
our world is so densely populated. Intensive agriculture brings humans  closer to animal
pathogens. And people themselves are a sociable species,  constantly interacting with each
other, and traveling around the globe all of  the time. Nothing  new with SARS: In 1918, the
whole world carried masks as the flu suddenly went berserk. And the diseases? Haven’t we seen
them all by now? And cured them? Well: we haven’t.  The big problem  is that viruses and
microbes aren’t inert, lifeless  things. They live. And like all that lives, they evolve. That’s
 why there will always be new diseases. Evolution constantly throws  new, lethal germs at us.
Suddenly, some innocent animal virus ‘jumps’ the  species barrier and begins to slaughter
humans. AIDS started out as an  innocent monkey disease, the Spanish flu of 1918 jumped from
pigs to humans,  Ebola probably comes from bats and SARS is closely related to a virus that 
lives in ducks and cows. And don’t look now: this ‘jumping’ happens all the time. Apart from
SARS, AIDS  and Ebola, recent years saw the coming of exotic, lethal germs like the  Marburg
virus, the Sin Nombre virus (‘virus without a name’), Lassa fever,  Nipah virus and Hendra virus
- to mention only a few. And it isn’t exactly  comforting to know that some diseases kill
virtually everyone they infect -  like AIDS. Or consider the flu. Say ‘influenza’, and you tend
to think of a mild disease.  But in fact, the flu is by far the most lethal opponent of life on
Earth.  In it’s lethal, ‘Spanish Flu’ form, influenza causes you to die a horrible death. No,
you just DON’T want to know the details. In  a matter of days, you’ll see your hands and feet
turn black, as they literally  begin to rot away. You’ll cough up blood and lung tissue. You’ll
have seizures  and hallucinations, as the fever boils your brains. And in the end,  you’ll
slowly drown, as your lungs are filled with slime and discharge. “Terrible names were
whispered”, a witness to the 1918 epidemic  wrote. “This was not influenza. This was a plague.
The world was coming  to an end.” Clearly, there’s no underestimating influenza. The virus is
highly contagious,  incurable and can kill up to ninety percent of those infected. And it is the
 fastest evolving thing we know of. This makes it move frighteningly fast,  constantly jumping
from one species to the other. In 1997, 1998 and early 2003, new strains of influenza  jumped
from chickens to humans in Hong Kong, killing eight people in  total. In April 2003, another
bird flu strain contaminated eight people and  killed one in Holland. In all cases we were
lucky: the flu didn’t combine with  a human flu virus, turning it into a virus that’s contagious
for men. But it is a matter of time before it does. Then, we’ll have a monster on our  backs.
SARS, anthrax and smallpox will be just flimsy colds, compared to the  next strain of killer
flu. Virus  Busters: More Ebola-like killer outbreaks likely await us And  if that didn’t
frighten you yet, there’s the  eerie possibility that a notorious `old’ disease such as the
measles,  cholera, tuberculosis, smallpox or, yes, the Black Plague suddenly makes a comeback. 
A  lot of germs are about to become resistant to drugs such as antibiotics. This is one of the
BIG concerns of medicine  today. In  fact, in Japan and in Africa, the first strains of
`invulnerable’ superbacteria have already made some victims. One of them is MRSA, a notorious,
flesh-eating bacterium that is resistant to most antibiotics. Luckily, it is a rather obscure
bacterium, that  usually hits the sick and the elderly. Then, in early 2003, something really 
awful happened. Suddenly, MRSA started to infect the healthy, causing terrible  sores and
abscesses. With  diseases, it’s like beetling about in a minefield. You can take a few  steps --
but the next  step, you  could suddenly kick the bucket. And the bad thing is:  no-one knows
when, where and how it will go wrong. However,  there’s one small comfort. It is very unlikely a
disease will wipe out the  human race altogether. No matter how massive the attack of the germs
is, there  will always be individuals around that are somehow fit enough to fight the disease 
-- and survive. Well, at least that’s how things went until now. Never  trust a cold:
Occasionally, evolution turns the influenza virus  into a mass killer On  the other hand, it
doesn’t really help that humans themselves sometimes create  a new disease in the laboratory.
Early 2002, an Australian research  team turned a quite harmless virus into a fearsome killer by
sheer mistake. It  literally killed everything it infected. Gladly, the Frankenstein Virus
didn’t make it out of the lab and into the land  of the living. But the incident gives a taste
of what can go wrong when you do  genetic engineering on viruses. And  no, you DON’T want to
think of what might happen if some mad dictator or terrorist decides to find out what happens
when you upgrade  anthrax a little bit, or pieces together an airborne version of the 
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Ebola-virus. One  way or the other,  it is almost certain there will another outbreak of some
kind of killing disease  somewhere. The twentieth century saw the Spanish Flu, AIDS, Ebola and
many,  many other, less heard-of epidemics. What will the 21st century bring? Let’s  hope we can
at least blame nature for the damage, and don’t have to learn that  some careless scientist made
a horrible mistake. *Broom And  you think the comet that wiped out the dinosaurs was quite
something? Well --  it was peanuts, really. Some hundreds of millions of years earlier, a
volcano did a much more thorough killing. And the bad thing is: the next supervolcano is about
to  go boom. Think  of every species of plant and animal you can think of. Now, imagine that
nine  out of then of them are no longer there. Not much left, right? Still,  this is exactly
what happened 248 millions of years ago, when the world  was struck by the biggest natural
disaster known in history. During the Permian-Triassic  extinction, 90 to 95 percent of all
species died out. No-one  really knows what sparked off the event. But according to the leading
theory, the  killer didn’t come from outer space -- but from below, from  underneath what is now
Siberia. There, a disproportional big volcano popped  up. It spewed out enough lava and gas to
blow up the planet’s climate and  reset evolution. Now  there’s volcanoes and VOLCANOES. In
1783, the Laki volcano in Iceland  erupted, belching up almost five cubic kilometers of super
hot lava. Nine  thousand people perished on the spot, eighty percent of all livestock was 
killed, a quarter of Iceland’s population was killed in the aftermath, and  dust blocking the
Sun pushed down temperatures several degrees on the entire northern hemisphere. Now, that’s what
a geologist would call a  small volcano, a pimple  popping open, really. How  different it was
65 million years earlier, when a volcano made a mess of what  is now India. For several
centuries in a row, the volcano pumped up something  like 400,000 cubic kilometers of molten
rock -- the Iceland eruption 100,000  times over! Some scientists still blame the volcano, and
not the comet, for  the extinction of the dino’s. Obviously,  supervolcanoes can be, well, a
little problematic. Ordinary volcanoes  just pinch a tunnel in the Earth’s crust. But a
supervolcano is a completely  different thing. A supervolcano is what happens when pressure
builds up in an  underground lake of magma. A supervolcano is much like a high-pressure balloon 
full of lava exploding. When it erupts, it really ERUPTS. Wyoming,  USA: In 2005, the  BBC
broadcasted the dramatised series ‘Supervolcano’, about a  not-too-fictional supervolcano
eruption Yellowstone Park So,  we’d run away, right? Hmm. If only it was that easy. An even
bigger  problem than the lava itself is the ash. 64,000 Years ago, a supervolcano made  a mess
of what is now the US. Of the current 50 states, 21 were covered with a  layer of ash, at some
places was over twenty meters thick! Well, who cares, you might think - we’d just dust it away.
But it isn’t that  simple. Volcanic ash is not like the ash you find on the barbecue: it is made
 of tiny pieces of rock. If it falls on your roof, your house can collapse  under it’s weight.
If it gets into contact with cars or airplanes, they will  break down or crash. Even worse, if
you inhale it, the ash will mix with the  liquids in your lungs and form a cement-like
substance. You’ll literally drown  in conrete! So you’d take a boat to another continent, right?
 Wrong. Apart from lava,  volcanoes spew out a deadly brew of toxic chemicals. There are
sulphurous  gases that turn all rainfall into a blistering downpour of pure sulphuric acid  for
years to come. There are all kinds of chlorine-bearing compounds, that  break down enough of 
the ozone layer to turn the Sun into a real killer. There’s carbon dioxide,  the greenhouse gas
that not only nibbles at the ozone layer, but also causes  long-term global warming. And last
but not least, there’s soot. A super  eruption will darken the Sun, and gradually push the Earth
into nuclear  winter. For many years, or even centuries, we will have to survive in  darkness
and cold. Ok,  we may be smart enough to escape from the lava and the ash, dodge the acid rains,
survive the  nuclear winter and protect ourselves against the killer solar radiation 
afterwards. But plants and animals definitely are not. We’d find ourselves in  an increasingly
empty world, as one species after another goes extinct. In the  end, even the toughest
survivalist would starve to death. Ash attack! - A supervolcano would turn an entire continent
into a poisoned, ash covered shadow world (still taken from ‘Supervolcano’  by the BBC) In 
fact, 74,000 years ago, humanity almost did. In those days, a supervolcano  erupted in Toba,
Sumatra. Quite a lot of scientists believe this is what  pushed humanity to the brink of
extinction: it is a well-established fact that in those days, humanity suddenly was reduced to a
slim total of some ten thousands  of men. Alright  -- but that was a long time ago, you might
argue. Well, here’s some bad news.  Geologists agree that another supervolcano will definitely
show up sometime somewhere in the future. It’s a bit inconvenient no one knows where it will 
happen -- or when. But  that’s not even the worst part. If you still want to have a good 
night’s sleep tonight, better stop reading here. For actually, the next  Magmageddon is due to
arrive any day now. At  this very moment, a  well-known supervolcano broods its ugly plans right
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under beautiful Yellowstone Park. On average, the Yellowstone supervolcano erupts once every 
600,000 years - but the last time it erupted was 640,000 years ago. Oh, and by the way: in parts
of Yellowstone Park,  the ground has gone up seventy centimeters during the last century. Also,
a  lake has flooded, A  consequence of some innocent magma flowing from one place to another? No
one  really knows. It seems the stage is set for a very nasty surprise. Links  out: BBC 
Supervolcano Yellowstone  Volcano Observatory The  Lake Toba eruption Notes  and comments 22 feb
2001 subject: Permian-Triassic extinction New evidence suggests  that there may have been an
asteroid involved in the Permian-Triassic extinction. In the scientific journal Science, a  team
of US researchers led by Luan Becker report the finding of so-called  fullerene molecules in
geological layers connected to the extinction. These  molecules are usually found in deep space
-- so they must have been brought  here by an asteroid, Becker argues. However, there’s plenty
of evidence a  supervolcano did erupt in Siberia around that time, for one thing because 
there’s lava all over the place. As Becker sees it, the Siberian eruption was perhaps triggered
by this big comet slamming into the Earth. - Submitted  by Exit Mundi *Stop Could someone or
something switch us off? Could it possibly be true that our world is just a computer program, or
a hologram, or a dream? Although it’s about the weirdest thing you could think of, there are
some tantalizing clues this might indeed be the case. The stuff we call ‘reality’ simply isn’t
very real after all. Welcome to the outskirts of reality. Welcome to the place where theoretical
physics and philosophy meet, and where religion and science loose their meaning. Better fasten
your mental seatbelts. What we’re about to tell you is just too weird. Too mind-boggling. And
quite disturbing, really. Here we go: the place we call reality may not be real at all. It may
look real, and feel real, and smell real. But if you know where to look, and you look real
close, you can see the cracks. Just like a Hollywood actor that suddenly realizes he’s not
surrounded by real buildings -- but by props made of cardboard paper. If that sounds like lame
science fiction; I agree. Indeed, we’ve all seen The Matrix. But could such a thing be
conceivable? Could it be true? Are we really here? Or are we, as one reader of Exit Mundi
suggested, only a computer simulation, run by an alien race? Perhaps the simulation is getting
boring, and the guy running the program is about to switch it off. We’d see some kind of huge
‘game over’-sign, and that would be it. One moment, we’re here. And the next - we aren’t. If
you’re easily disturbed, or prone to paranoia, better stop reading now. You may not like the
answers to questions like these. What you are about to read may change the way you see things --
forever. Why is the Universe Fine-Tuned? First, there’s a very, VERY weird thing about the place
we live in - something so weird and profound it sends shivers down your spine. For in fact, the
Universe seems to be ‘fine-tuned’ to make life possible! It has to do with the stuff most people
find boring in school: the laws of physics. Ultimately, all of these laws are founded upon the
‘physical constants’. Such as the force of gravity, the ‘strong force’ that glues atomic nuclei
together and the electromagnetic force, the driving hand behind stuff like lightning and
computers. But why do these fundamental ‘presets’ have the values they have? Why aren’t they a
little bigger, or smaller? The British cosmologist Fred Hoyle was the first to realise this is
no coincidence. A very peculiar thing about the fundamental constants is that they appear to
have exactly the right values. If they were slightly smaller or bigger, atoms, stars, planets
and people simply wouldn’t exist! Take the strong force inside atomic nuclei. If the force were
just slightly stronger, it would boost up the burning of stars so much, that they would explode
only seconds after they were formed. We wouldn’t have a sun - or even a planet. If on the other
hand the force were a tad weaker, it would be too weak to hold together elements like the heavy
hydrogen isotope deuterium. Stars wouldn’t light up. And we wouldn’t be here either.
Astonishingly, the same goes for all other constants. As the famous British astronomer Martin
Rees put it: “Wherever we look, we see examples of fine-tuning. Most of the physical constants
and the initial conditions of the Universe examined so far appear to be fine-tuned to some
extent.” That leaves us with a gnawing, unsettling question: Why? Why are all physical contants
exactly the way they are? Every cosmologist agrees that this can hardly be a coincidence. So
what, or who, set the rules? Matter: Chunks Of Music? Next, you should know the stuff our
Universe is made of isn’t very real at all. Sure, you can feel the chair underneath you, and see
the monitor in front of you. But what we feel and touch and see in everyday life is actually a
manifestation of some deeper, completely different kind of underlying reality. One way to
explore what matter is, is to take it apart. First, you’ll find tiny chunks of matter that are
called molecules. Then, if you take the molecules apart, you’ll find the atoms the molecules are
made of. And then, if you take apart the atoms, you’ll see it’s made of a nucleus, surrounded by
a cloud of electrons. And what if you take apart that nucleus? You’ll be in for a big surprise.
For inside an atom’s nucleus, reality as we know it actually ceases to exist. An atom’s nucleus
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is made of tiny entities we call ‘particles’. But that’s just for lack of a better word. When
you say ‘particles’, you think of little balls. But in quantum physics, there’s no such thing as
solid `balls’ you can touch or see. In fact, ‘particles’ like quarks, electrons and photons are
so incredibly and utterly different from everything we know of, our language lacks the words to
describe them. Particles can be in two places at the same time, and behave both like a wave and
a tiny chunk of matter, depending on what you do with them. Particles can pop in and out of
existence from nowhere. And ‘grabbing’ them is impossible: it is simply not possible to both
know where a particle is and how fast it moves about. But still, a particle has to be something,
right? That’s why more and more physicists turn to `string theory’. In string theory, matter is
ultimately made of extremely small elastic circles, called strings. These strings vibrate. But
not like anything we know: the strings vibrate in at least ten dimensions! Our particles are the
vibrations of the strings. They are the music the strings make. The Universe: Bubbles Of What?
Okay, hold that thought: matter is ultimately the manifestation of something else. Gladly, there
are also things that are normal. Take the Universe. Again, it is something we think we know. The
Universe is that big black thing with all the lights in it over your head. Perhaps you’ve even
heard it’s expanding: first, there was a kind of blast (calledthe ‘Big Bang’), and from that
moment on, the Universe grew bigger and bigger. But hold it right there. Once more, the real
story is far stranger than that. For starters, the Universe has no ‘outside’. To ask what is
‘outside’ the Universe is a meaningless question - it would be like asking what continent lies
‘outside’ our planet. ‘Outside’ the Universe there are no dimensions, and there is no time. The
Universe is best seen as an expanding bubble of dimensions in a sea of nothingness - although
‘nothing’ isn’t really a word you can use to describe what is ‘outside’ the Universe. It is
extremely difficult to fully comprehend what that means. According to one theory, there are many
dimensional bubbles like the one we live in. Our Universe could be the result of two of such
bubbles - or ‘planes’ - colliding. And wait, now you’re doing it again: you’re picturing a place
with bubbles floating around. But there’s no such thing as a ‘place’. Instead, the other
Universes should be wrapped up within our own reality, remember? An even more bizarre theory has
it the place we call the Universe is actually best compared with a hologram. Our Universe could
be some kind of optical illusion, the result of several dimensions resonating. And it goes even
further. For in fact, it could actually be possible to create a Universe! Basically, the only
thing you’d have to do is squeeze a huge amount of energy together into a very dense, small
spot. This would lead to a Big Bang, the theories predict. We wouldn’t see it happening: the Big
Bang would create a new dimensional bubble, far beyond reach of our own bubble. OK, let’s pause
for a second. Just think about it. Is it possible that our reality is actually made by some
other civilisation, in some other Universe? It would explain why the fundamental constants are
fine-tuned_ And You? How Real Is Your Mind? So, to wrap things up: we live in a place that’s not
really a ‘place’, we’re made of stuff that’s not really ‘stuff’ and what we see is only a small
part of what’s really there. Matter, time, dimensions, the Universe - it’s all lucid, unreal.
And to make things even more bizarre, for some reason, our Universe is exactly preset to make
our existence possible. Pretty confusing, don’t you think? Gladly, you can cling to this one
security: that you are here. No matter how weird the stuff around you is, you are definitely for
real. No need to explain: you just know you are. But do you really? Let’s do an experiment.
Speak out your name over and over and over and over again. After a while, you’ll notice
something weird. Your name will begin to sound strange. It’s no longer something that is you -
your name is just a word, a random sequence of syllables and sounds that other people utter when
they want to catch your attention. If your parents had given you another name, you would listen
to another sequence of sounds. The same happens when you look in the mirror. Stare at your own
face long enough, and you’ll suddenly realize it’s just another face. The face in the mirror is,
of course, yours. But after a while, it won’t feel like that anymore. The face you see could be
anybody’s. Most neuroscientists agree the same applies for your consciousness. The thing you
call your ‘self’ is most likely an illusion, created by your brain. Your brain gives you vision,
sound, speech, feelings, and thoughts. When you add all these things up, you’ll have some
overall feeling of awareness you call your consciousness. But still, your brain is the thing
running it. Your feeling of ‘self’ is best compared to a software program running. It looks very
real - but it isn’t. Of course, most people believe there is something like a ‘soul’ or a
‘spirit’ living inside of you. But when it comes down to facts, there just isn’t any evidence
for that. Every thought you have, every move you make, every emotion you feel - it’s just brain,
brain, brain. There are actually experiments that prove it. When you disturb your brain in a
certain way, your feeling of ‘self’ can get detached from your brain. Suddenly, it will feel as
if ‘you’ are not inside your body anymore. You experience what is known as an ‘out of body
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experience’, or a ‘near death experience’. But you don’t have to be nearly dead to feel it. The
sensation can easily be created in a laboratory, by placing a helmet with rotating magnetic
fields on your head. The magnetic field acts like a ‘jam signal’ on your brain. Suddenly, you’ll
feel like you’re floating outside your body. But you aren’t. It’s just your brain going
confused. And you don’t really need a helmet to do the trick. Visiting a place where the
movement of the Earth’s crust generates magnetic fields can give you the experience. Being in a
situation where your brain doesn’t get enough oxygen sometimes does it. Certain brain operations
bring out the experience. Meditation and intensive prayer can generate it. In fact, exactly this
is why some people see ghosts, or Maria, or feel like they are visited by aliens. It is an
incredible weird experience to be ‘outside of your brain’. Your brain will try to make sense of
it. Immediately, the rational part of your brain will come up with an ‘explanation’ for the
experience. You will sense a ‘presence’ near you. If you’re religious, you might see Maria, or
Jesus. If you believe in UFOs, your brain might tell you you’re visited by aliens. If you
believe in ghosts, you’ll feel the presence of a ghost of a dead person. But in reality, it’s
your own feeling of self you’re experiencing. So... Are We A Game Of Sims? So there you are.
You’re just a walking piece of matter that’s pretending to be someone. But in reality, things
like matter, or self, or the Universe, or time, or dimensions are all illusions. Everything we
see and everything we feel are, in fact, the manifestations of some underlying reality. That
leaves you with an unsettling question: what exactly is that reality? The truth is: we don’t
know. Could be almost anything, really. A dream, even. Or a simulation. Or a kind of computer
game, an advanced kind of Civilization or Sims. There’s no way of knowing if there’s someone or
something pushing the buttons. There’s no way of knowing if there isn’t, either. And then,
there’s this other thing most theorists agree on: our reality could suddenly end. Our universe
could fold up. The dimensions we live in could be wrapped up. The very fabric of our physical
world could be disrupted by some unprecedented, weird physical event. From one second to the
other, our reality would no longer be there. Sounds like fun, right? But then again, why bother?
For that’s the deeper consequence of these things. If there is no such thing as a place we call
Earth, we needn’t really worry about its end. Would the characters of a Sims-game feel sad or
disappointed when you turned off the computer? Or would the people you dream of at night mind if
you wake up? You guessed it: they probably wouldn’t. What isn’t really there, doesn’t really
end. That being said, there’s only one small problem. You see: you have to be a good philosopher
to really feel it that way! *Incoming The  Sumerians saw it. The Russians photographed it. NASA
saw it, too. And now,  eons after it left our world behind as a smoking, lifeless mess, the
dreaded  Planet X is about to reenter our solar system and mess up our world all over  again. Or
is it? They say it  triggers earthquakes. That it rips open volcanoes, and unleashes massive 
tsunamis. They say it can kick the Earth’s axis over, pushing Africa to the  pole and Antarctica
to the equator. It may even stop our  planet from rotating! Or worse: peel the Earth’s crust
off, tear our planet to bits. Or  perhaps it simply sweeps our world aside, pushing it into the
Sun.  That’s the way it goes when suddenly, a HUGE planet zooms by. They say. The demon  planet
that is supposed to do the trick goes by many names. Some call it Nibiru, or Marduk. Others 
named it The Ottawa Object, or Vulcan, or  Transpluto. But most people prefer X, just X. `Planet
X’, to be precise. Planet X is  the supposedly eleventh planet of our solar system. It should be
as big as many Earths, dwarfing it perhaps even hundreds of times. Some people think X isn’t 
even a real planet, but a `brown dwarf’: a massive ball of dust and gas that  almost succeeded
in becoming a star. Planet  X has something no other planet has: a huge orbit. Its orbit around
the Sun  lasts 3,600 years. Most of the time, it is far off, invisible to the eye.  But every
3,600 years, the lost planet returns. Once here, it accelerates, and swings  close past the Sun,
disrupting everything it  encounters. And  that’s exactly what Planet X is about to do, they
say. Right now, it  should be somewhere in the outer regions of the solar system, still
invisible  to our telescopes. But in the spring of 2003, it will suddenly make its  appearance.
It will be some event. Within months, Planet X will reach the  inner regions of the solar
system, disturbing the eclipses of the planets and  bombarding us with comets. In May, it will
pass Earth, missing it only at a  few hairs’ lengths. Or, well: hitting us at full force,
perhaps. And that  will be it. X will fly off again, not to be seen for another 3,600 years. And
 our planet? Earth will be bruised and battered, and covered in lava. If there’s  anything worth
calling a planet left at all, that is. Planet  X: The Real Story Then  again, maybe nothing
happens at all in 2003. You see, Planet X is like  the perfect myth: the outcome of centuries of
ill-omened rumors, laced with  snippets of history and cosmology. But: it is still myth. Dream
stuff. It all  began with a tablet of clay, uncovered in the Near East many years ago. On the 
tablet, the Sumerians, the earliest known inhabitants of the Middle East,  jotted down something
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that looked like a solar system. Earth was there,  and Saturn, and Jupiter -- as well as all
other planets we know of today. But  hey, aren’t there supposed to be nine planets? The clay
tablet clearly displays eleven. The tenth one could be the moon, or the newly discovered
mini-planet  Sedna. But that still leaves you with one planet too many. Weird,  isn’t it? Ten: 
The famous `Berlin seal’, displaying one planet too many. Next  came the astronomers. From the
1840s until deep into the 1980s, astronomy  was haunted by a strange mystery. Something was not
right with the orbits of  the outer planets. Something really heavy seemed to be tugging at the
outer  planets Uranus and Neptune. Certain asteroids felt the mysterious pull, too. Must be an
enormous planet out  there, many astronomers assumed. Or several planets, even. This was how
Planet  X got its name: the term `X’ comes from the early-twentieth century astronomer Percival 
Lowell, best known for his study of the `canals’ on Mars. But  eventually, in the 1980s and
1990s, the riddle was solved. There appeared to be no  mystery planet involved at all. Neither
is there some mysterious force pulling  on Neptune’s  orbit. The astronomers simply had their
orbit calculations wrong. But with  better techniques, it all added up. By now, no serious
astronomer believes  in Planet X anymore. Exit Planet X. But  it was too late already. The
Planet X-story had started to lead a life  of its own. The breakthrough came in 1976, when a new
age-writer by the name  of Zecharia Sitchin linked the Planet X-problem of the astronomers up
with  Sumerian and Babylonian mythology. Enter  Sumerian religion. Like most people, the
Sumerians had a lot of pretty neat  stories about how the Earth came about. In one of them, it
all began with a  family quarrel between two gods, Tiamat and Marduk. The two picked a fight, 
and Marduk won. Pissed off as he was, Marduk cut Tiamat to bits.  From the body parts he created
our world. This leg here is the sky; that arm  there, that’ll be the land. But  Sitchin turned
the story upside-down. To his opinion, the Sumerians  were actually describing an ancient cosmic
disaster. A collision between our  own planet (Tiamat), and Marduk -- which was, of course, the
mystery planet from the clay  tablet, a.k.a. Planet X. Adds up nice, right? Well: it doesn’t.
For one thing, Sitchin’s translations of the Sumerian texts were  terrible - for example, he got
the word for `planet’ wrong. And the words  Nibiru and Marduk? Marduk was, besides a god, a
nickname for the planet Jupiter.  `Nibiru’ simply means `ferry boat’ and was sometimes used to
describe...  Jupiter! So in fact, what Sitchin holds for Planet X is simply good old Jupiter.
The astronomical side of the story is no good,  either. A planet with a highly elliptic orbit of
3,600 years would after a few rotations fly off, direction deep  space - or just become part of
the ‘normal’ solar system. It is simply  impossible there is a Planet X around. Physics forbids
it, just like it  forbids apples from falling upwards. But  how about the ten planets on the
Sumerian tablet? That’s decoration, probably. Or  it could be Venus, as seen from Earth, and
surrounded by stars. There are many, many clay tablets  exactly like this one, and they all
display funny little drawings in the  corners: crosses, moons, stars -- you name it. So there’s
no need to  think anything special of the `planets’. We can be sure of one thing, though:  it
isn’t a astronomical map. The Sumerians believed our planet was a flat  disc, they didn’t
believe the planets rotated around the Sun, and they had no  way of seeing the outer  planets
Neptune, Pluto and Quaovar. Still,  Sitchins book was a bestseller, and Planet X gained quite a
following on Earth. It  still has. Some believe Planet X is an inhabited planet, inhabited by 
Atlantians, or pyramid-builders, or little green men, or... well, you know,  that sort of thing.
Even today, there are people around who claim they are in  `telepathic contact’ with the
inhabitants of the planet. Sigh... Some people will simply believe anything! Aw...  Hold it now.
Is that all? Well, there’s this other thing. For in  fact, Planet X has been spotted by NASA! In
1983, two astronomers named  Neugebauer and Houck made headlines with their announcement that
they had  discovered a `Jupiter-sized planet’, cruising the galaxy at a distance of  two billion
kilometers from the Sun. But: the  headlines were wrong. What Neugebauer and Houck really told
the press was that  they discovered an irregularity in the infrared spectrum. It could be almost
 anything, they stated, ranging from a new planet to a distant galaxy. The  press obviously
preferred the planet. But after a while it became clear that  what the astronomers really saw
was a distant galaxy. By now, numerous pictures, news clippings and remarkable facts `proving’ 
the existence of the dreaded Planet X are circulating the Net. But don’t  stock on tin cans:
they’re all bogus (for the details, check out the fact sheet  at the bottom of this page). It 
is at this point many Planet X-believers resort to gossip and childish,  X-filish conspiracy
theory. According to one particular rumor, the astronomers  hold back all information regarding
Nibiru. The Russians  would have taken photos of Planet X, including affirmed alien space ships 
hovering over its surface (see pictures below). Another rumor has it the  coming of Planet X is
covered up by hushy governments -- isn’t that why so  many observatories are closed down for
maintenance? Oh, sure! You must have a  Sumerian clay tablet for a brain to buy stuff like that!
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So:  Planet-Ex? You guessed it. If  they ever start telling you about Planet-X, laugh your wits
off. Don’t take  any precautions - there’s no need. Planet X doesn’t exist. Never has.  Never
will. Off with you, Nibiru. Shoo. [  Credit: For the Sumerian part of the story, Exit Mundi owes
a great deal  to Wilfred van Soldt, an expert on Mesopotamian astronomy at Leiden University 
who was willing to look into the case. Also, Exit Mundi consulted Frank Israel, an astronomer at
the same university. The insight they offered is invaluable,  thanks! ] Ultimate  Evidence? - On
the  Internet, there’s a picture circulating that’s supposedly `secret evidence’ from Russia,
proving Planet X is an inhabited world. The  makers took the original photo (top left), enlarged
it, and upgraded  it with `solarize’ and `find edges’. And look... Suddenly, you see all  kinds
of spaceships orbiting the planet! (top right) I followed exactly the same procedure, using a
photo of one Robert  Bridson, math student at Stanford University (below, left). After 
enlarging and solarizing the photograph, it became clear that mr.  Bridsons left ear actually is
inhabited by intelligent beings, since  there clearly is a spaceship taking off from it (below,
right). The  `Evidence’ The  Facts - There could be such a thing as a Planet X around. No,
that’s impossible. Planet X is said to  have a highly elliptical orbit. But such orbits are
unstable. Soon, the  planet would get a circular orbit and become part of the ‘normal’ solar 
system - or it would fly off into deep space. There just is no other way. -  Sumerian mythology
tells of a collision between two planets. No,  it doesn’t. In one particular Sumerian creation
story, Earth is  created after a violent conflict between Tiamat and Nibiru. But neither  of
them is a planet: they’re gods, the two of them. It was the writer  Zecharia Sitchin who
introduced the planets, not the Sumerians. -  The Sumerians knew of a planet they called
`Nibiru’. Wrong. `Nibiru’  is just the ancient word for `ferry boat’.  In some Babylonian texts,
the word `nibiru’ is used to  describe the movement of the planet Jupiter - which was also
called `Marduk’. So neither  Nibiru nor Marduk refers to some weird planet. It just means:
Jupiter!  Nothing more, nothing less. -  The Sumerians knew very much about cosmology. That’s
why you should  take it serious when they say there is a Planet X around. Wrong.  Indeed, the
Sumerians had the same amount of brain as we have. But they  weren’t interested in astronomy at
all. That came later, with the  Babylonian civilization. And even then, the Babylonians believed
Earth  was a disk, with the Sun revolving around it! Just look at it this way: the  Greek, the
Chinese and the Maya knew lot more about cosmology than  the Babylonians and the Sumerians- and
they never mentioned a tenth planet! -  The Sumerians had a pictorial word, `shar’, that means
`planet’, `orbit’  and `3,600’. This must refer to the fact that Planet X has an orbit time of 
3,600 years. Far  from it.  ‘Shar’ means ‘3,600’ alright. But in another language, Akkadian,
there  was a pictorial ‘sharru’ which meant ‘Marduk’ or ‘supreme ruler’ -- and n_t  `planet’.
The  mixing up of two completely different languages, once again, comes from  Sitchin. -  The
Babylonians frequently used the letter `X’. This means: `planet of  the crossing’. No,  it
doesn’t.  The Babylonians used X much like we do: to mark things. In specific,  they used X’s to
mark their kettle. But the X doesn’t refer to anything  that has to do with planets. -  Planet X
must have slammed into our world: that’s why the once-joined  continents are split up and
floating away from each other. Total  nonsense. The force that pushes the continents apart
doesn’t come  from outer space - but from deep underneath the Earth’s crust. In  the Atlantic,
new seabed is constantly being formed, and this pushes the  continents apart. -  Still,
something huge did slam into our planet - modern science  agrees on that. Yes,  but that
particular event took place 4,5 billion years ago. In  those days, a huge heavenly body cleft
our planet in two, creating the  Moon. But there weren’t even single-celled bacteria around at
that time. Let alone  Sumerians with clay tablets to write about the event. -  But the Sumerians
were in contact with an alien race. They told them all about Planet X. There  is not a shred of
evidence to support such hocus-pocus. Think of  it this way: if the ancient Sumerians indeed
were such good friends with  an alien race, then why didn’t they even have the technology to 
prevent their culture from being run over again and again by invading  neighbors? The Sumerians
were pretty simple, rudimentary farmers that  lived off of the land. -  But still, there’s the
`Berlin Seal’ (also known as the `Akkadian  Seal’). On it, you clearly see more  planets than
there are in our solar system: But  what you see isn’t a map of the solar system at all.  It’s
decoration, probably. Or a picture of Venus, as seen from our  planet, and surrounded by stars.
The ancient  Babylonians made funny little drawings like this all the time. And they  all looked
different. So it’s just coincidence this one resembles a  solar system. We do know for sure that
it isn’t a map, because the Babylonians  believed the Earth was the center of the solar system.
No Babylonian  would have placed the Sun in the center. Besides, the `map’ is full of errors.
The planets are out of proportions and Saturn has no  ring. And obviously, there are too many
`planets’. -  Joshua tells of a `long day’ - while the West Coast Indians have  stories of a
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`long night’. That’s a clear indication the planet  stopped rotating for a while when Planet X
last came by. No,  that is impossible. Planets cannot just stop rotating for a while and then
start again.  Physics forbids it. And hey, if you’d read enough ancient writings, you would find
`evidence’ for almost anything! -  Still, around 3,600 years ago, something awful did happen. 
There’s a lot of evidence telling us that the world was struck by  disaster. Yes,  but a volcano
and not Planet X was the culprit. Around  1628 BC, the Greek volcano of Thera erupted, causing
darkness even in  China and a sudden, sharp climate drop all over the world. That’s bad  enough,
but eruptions like these happen all the time. What’s more, Thera was  still a relatively small
volcano, as you can read elsewhere on this site. It is worth noting that none of the ancient
texts  about the Thera disaster mentions anything about unusual events in the  sky. -  Many
astronomers believe Planet X exists. And for good reason: there’s  some mysterious object
tugging at the orbits of Neptune and the outer  asteroids. Not  anymore they do. Indeed, for
almost 150 years, astronomers  assumed there could very well be another planet out there. But by
now,  we know that the astronomers were wrong. They simply didn’t have the  orbits of the outer
planets correct, because they lacked the tools. By  now, we know there is nothing strange about
the orbits of the outer  planets. And since then, the calculations add up fine. -  There’s good
geological evidence for Planet X. Once in a while, Earth is  struck by mass extinctions. These
extinctions show a very regular  pattern, suggesting the planet is struck by disaster
periodically. Not true. Indeed,  in 1984, two renowned palaeologists claimed the discovery of an
`extinction pattern’. Every 26 to 30 million years, there’s a `wave’ of  extinctions. But they
withdrew that theory later. When you look over a  longer period of time, there’s no pattern to
be found at all. Besides, the  palaeologists weren’t thinking of Planet X -- but of a twin Sun
called Nemesis. -  NASA has photographed Planet X in 1983 No,  they haven’t. In 1983, the IRAS
satellite spotted something  unexplained that turned out to be a new type of very distant
galaxy. But  for lack of anything better, the press concluded that NASA had spotted a  tenth
planet. -  The Russians have photographed Planet X in their `Norlock’-project. That’s  a hoax.
There’s no such thing as a secret project called  Norlock. The hoax was set up by someone
claiming to be an anonymous  Russian scientist who had `finally decided to share this important 
information with the world.’ Yeah, sure. -  This is Planet X: Nope.  It’s Io, moon  of Jupiter.
The picture was taken by the Hubble Telescope in June 1997. - This is Planet X: Nope. It’s a 
hoax: the resolution of the planet differs from the resolution of  the surrounding galaxy. -
This is Planet X: Nope. It’s  exactly what it looks like: a bad space photo with a vague dot in
it,  thousands of times too faint to be a nearby planet. It’s a distant star, probably. - 
Planet X is definitely closing in. You can tell by looking at the  volcanic activity. Over the
last few years, this has been increasing. Total  rubbish. Even if there were a huge Planet X
heading our way, it  wouldn’t affect our volcanoes. The gravitational effect of Planet X  would
be only a tiny fraction of the gravity of Jupiter. And that,  in turn, is just a tiny fraction
of the gravitational pull the  Sun and the Moon exert on our planet every moment of the day.
Indeed, volcanic activity slightly increased over the years 1970-2000.  But that may be
coincidence, or, more likely, the result of more  accurate equipment. If you think  you have
other `evidence’, you’ll let me know, right? *Tilt Phew,  that was close! A colossal asteroid
just came by. It narrowly missed the  Earth -- and smashed up the moon instead. Well, no reason
to be cheerful. For  without the moon, we could be just as doomed. Just look at that moon. Isn’t
it  lovely? But beware: the moon isn’t just there to entertain us. Without the  moon, we could
be doomed. There’s always the small but alarming possibility that some dreadful  cataclysm takes
out the moon. Some billions of years ago, this almost  happened. On one terrible day, a vast
comet struck the moon, carving out  what’s now known as the biggest impact crater of the entire
solar system:  the Aitken Basin, a huge, 2,500 kilometers wide scar on the moon’s South  Pole.
Ok, but what’s the  big deal?, you ask. Well, not too many  people know this, but the moon is
what keeps our planet stable. Without it, we would find ourselves on a hostile rollercoaster
world. Our planet would  go berserk. For one thing, the  moon tugs at the oceans. This gives us
the tides. No moon, and the floods  would immediately be about 2,5 times lower -- some minor
tidal motion would  remain, because the Sun pulls at the oceans, too. The consequences would be
dramatic. Many fertile deltas would dry up.  Other areas would become permanently inundated.
There would be all kinds of  changes to nature. All over the world, people would face droughts,
famines,  diseases and wars. And to cheer you up a  little more: that’s not the worst part.
Swing  It Out: The moon and the Earth are locked into a twin system, much  like an athlete about
to hurl a hammer. Crucially, the moon  also stabilizes the axis around which the Earth rotates.
You could compare the  Earth-moon system to an athlete swinging a hammer around. Take a good
look at  the picture on the right. Now, ask yourself: what would happen if the rope  suddenly
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snapped? You get the idea: the athlete would fall over. Exactly the same  thing would happen to
the Earth if you took away the moon. Right now, our  planet rotates at an axis that is tilted
about 23 degrees. It has always  roughly been that way. But without the moon, the Earth’s
rotational axis  would slowly drift off, because of the pull of the other planets -- especially
Venus  and Jupiter. So one moment you’re in Africa; the next, you’re on the North  Pole! In  the
long run, this would  cause massive, unpredictable and abrupt climate shifts. The Earth would 
heat up, freeze up, and heat up again. One moment, your nose freezes off in a  massive Ice Age.
The next moment, you find yourself sweating your eyeballs  out, in a period of soaring heat.
Even worse, our planet could tip over and ‘lie on its back’ for some  millions of years (or
longer). One half of the globe would be in constant  sunlight, while the other half would be
plunged into everlasting darkness --  and in cold. We’d have a two-sided planet. And to be
honest, you probably don’t want to  live on either side. The southern half would become a
barren, waterless, roasted desert world. The northern half would be an equally barren,  dry,
ultra cold ice world. Ok,  so you decide to live in between the sunny and the icy side. There,
you  might find a small zone with good old days and nights, and mild temperatures.  But there’s
a downside: the region will be harassed by HUGE, everlasting  storms. With temperature
differences like that, there would be massive flows  of air between north and south. And
actually,  that’s not even the biggest concern. For chances are the  massive, abrupt climate
shifts will at some point kill our world altogether.  With the moon gone, our world could become
a lifeless, dead planet in the end.  The sweeping climate shifts could at some point disrupt the
Earth’s atmosphere for good. This  is probably what happened to Mars (once watery and friendly,
but now as dead  as a doornail). Mars indeed tilts like a drunken athlete: it tips over to 
about 60 degrees! And  that’s not everything. When the moon gets smashed up or knocked off 
course by a super big asteroid, it’ll probably rain debris on Earth for many  years. For years,
we’d have to wear hard hats  - only to find that hard hats don’t help against big, incoming
chunks  of moon rock falling down on our world. Howling  at the moon Still, there’s some  good
news, too. According to some  doom prophets, without the moon, our planet would start spinning
wildly, like a whipped top. A day and night on Earth would last only an  estimated four to eight
hours. And we would have HUGE, apocalyptic storms, tens to even hundreds  of times stronger than
anything ever seen on Earth, and each one of them  lasting many years. Cities and forests would 
be flattened, agriculture would become impossible. But  fortunately, the doom prophets saying
this have got it all wrong. The moon has slowed down the rotation of our  planet for  good. The
moon puts the brakes on our planet, because the tides serve like a sort of ‘counter weight’.
Over the billions of years, this has slowed down  the rotation speed of the Earth. But if some
rogue black hole suddenly snatched  away the moon, our planet wouldn’t suddenly start to whirl.
It would in fact  even slow down some more, because of the Sun’s pull. Another often heard,  but
wrong, horror scenario is that the moon is about to leave us  for good. Indeed, the moon IS 
leaving us. Very, very slowly, it creeps away from us, inch by inch, year by year. The moon
flies off at the speed at which fingernails grow: 3,8  centimeters per year. But that  doesn’t
mean the moon will be lost in space eventually. Calculations  show that in about 15 billion
years time, the moon’s orbit will stabilize at  a distance of about 640.000 kilometers. If you
looked up from our planet, you would notice  that the disk of the moon was much smaller than it
is now -- only about three  quarter its present size. Not that you would be  here looking at the
moon. Within 5 billion years or so, the Earth will become a dead, inhabitable world because the
Sun has swallowed us by then -- but  that’s  another story. So all in all, next  time you see
that lovely moon up there, better be grateful. For now, things  are just right the way they are.
No sweeping storms, no ice ages, no falling  over of the Earth. Let’s hope it’ll stay like that
for some time. (A big celestial  thanks to dr. Frank Israel (Leiden University) for technical
advise) *Crash Look  around. See that world out there? Well, it is about to change - forever.
Think of wars, famine, diseases and worldwide turmoil. That’s what’s  coming down, as we pass a
nasty spike in the statistics called the ‘Oil  Peak’. In fact, we may just have passed it
already. They call it ‘Economic  Hiroshima’. And frankly, that’s an understatement, suggesting
just a local catastrophe that will be gone soon. Well: not this Hiroshima. It will last  many
decades and change our world forever. An it will not only affect the city  of Hiroshima. The
impending crisis could throw the entire globe back into the  Middle Ages. And in fact, that’s
not even  the main reason why the Oil Crash is one of the scariest scenarios you’ll  find on
this site. The real  ugly thing is that the Oil Crash is going to happen. Period. Left-wing  and
right-wing; conservative and progressive; scientists and politicians: ALL  agree that the crisis
is inevitable. Yes: inevitable! In fact, the Oil Crash may have  begun already. As we write
this, the US has conquered the oil well called Iraq and the  oil price is at an all time high of
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over 40 dollars per barrel. This looks bad,  folks... So  Depressing: During the Great
Depression of the 1930s, many  middle-class families were forced to abandon their homes and live
in  slums. It isn’t hard to explain  what the trouble is all about. The ‘Oil Peak’ is the point
where the world’s  oil supplies are exactly half used up. Yes, I felt some relief when I heard 
that for the first time, too. Apparently, after all these decades of  industries and cars, we’ve
still got half of all our oil supplies left! Put precisely: we started out with an estimated
total of about 2 trillion barrels.  And in 2003, some 900 billion of it had been used. But 
there’s a downside. When an oil well is half empty, you’ll have to go  through an increasing
amount of trouble to pump the last bit up. Think of it like eating yogurt out of a carton. At
first, you’ll have no trouble to  bring out spoonfuls of yogurt at all. But after a while,
you’ll carefully  have to maneuver your spoon around along the sides and corners of the carton 
to bring the last bit out. In oil wells, it goes the same way. So when half of all oil in the 
world is up, the price per barrel will begin to rise. The prices will steadily  go up with about
1,5 to 3 percent a year. But meanwhile, world demand for oil  is on the rise, too. Currently,
the entire world consumes about 75 million  barrels a day -- or 25  billion barrels per year.
But in ten years time, demand  is expected to rise by more than two thirds, to 135 million
barrels a day. Obviously,  there’s a gap here. We’ll have an oil crisis. According to some 
estimates, the price of a barrel of oil will increase, don’t look now, five-  to six-fold in
only a few years time, to prices up to 200 dollars per  barrel! This will unleash a worldwide
economic crisis beyond imagination,  making the Great Depression of the 1930s look like a fun
time. Peak-a-boo:  The Oil Peak according to a recent prognosis of the Association for  the
Study of Peak Oil. Note that the US, Russian and European oil  supplies have ‘peaked’ already
years ago. After 2008, the global  crisis kicks in. The real problem, of course,  is that our
society is addicted to cheap, abundant oil. Our cars, airplanes  and ships run on oil. Our
electricity is generated in oil-fueled power plants.  The stuff you buy in the stores is brought
there by trucks that run on oil. In  the end, literally everything is to some degree ‘made’ of
oil! So when oil gets expensive, so  does our world. Even seemingly innocent things like socks,
drinking water and  bread will become very expensive. Factories and businesses will go bankrupt.
Unemployment will  explode, pushing up the  state deficit and deepening the crisis even more.
Banks will shut down,  thereby killing the savings of their clients. In the end, the Oil Peak
will  send massive shockwaves through the world’s economies. If  you’re an American, the
problems are even worse. The US economy is  particularly vulnerable to oil problems, not just
because the US consumes so  much oil, but also because the oil trade worldwide goes  in dollars.
Consequently, when the oil trade hampers, the US economy takes the punches. But you don’t want
to live  in one of the developing countries, either. South-America and Africa are particularly
vulnerable to an oil crisis too, because their economies are  weak as they are already. The Peak
Oil will trigger an instant and sharp  crisis in the Third World, causing even more wars,
famines and deaths. Wind  stuff Bad  Bank: A policeman guards a bank against looting. In the
1930s,  many banks went bankrupt, destroying the savings of many families. So if  it’s all that
bad, we’d just turn to some other kind of energy, right?  We’ll have wind mills, and solar
cells, and everything will be cool again,  you say. Well -- actually, that won’t work. The
problem is that at the moment, there just are no real alternatives! Take wind energy. Wind is 
obviously stuff that doesn’t contain a lot of energy -- just compare  slamming your head into a
bit of wind with slamming it into a concrete wall.  And what’s more: to build wind mills, you’ll
have to weld steel, drive all  kinds of stuff and engineers around in trucks and cars, build
factories and  make thousands of components. In the end, it costs more energy (oil) to  actually
build  a windmill, than a windmill will ever generate during its entire lifetime! The same goes
for other  so-called ‘alternatives’, like solar cells, hydrogen energy, biomass energy  and
what-have-you. They all cost more energy (oil) than they produce! The  only realistic
alternatives are gas and nuclear power. But gas runs out too, and  it doesn’t help that we are
closing down many of our nuclear power stations. Nuclear  fusion, perhaps? Indeed, that would be
a clean, good alternative to  oil. But the problem here is, the technology just isn’t ready yet.
We need  to do more research. After all, you don’t want to risk blowing up part of  the planet
in an all-too-hastily done fusion experiment. “You wanted energy? Here, have some!” And of
course, even when it comes to alternatives, we’ve still got this  world here that is hooked on
oil. Our cars run on gasoline, not on  electricity. So we need to replace all of our cars and
rebuild and rewire most  of our society first, before we can use nuclear fusion or nuclear
power. And  that takes a lot of, uhm... the black stuff. The cavalry and we But hold  it now,
you say: we’ve faced oil crises before, haven’t we? Indeed,  in 1973 and 1979, the flow of oil
hampered too, plunging the world economy  into crisis instantaneously. But back then, it was all
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easy. Venezuela just  pushed up their oil production a bit -- and presto, cheap oil was back
again.  This time, it is all different. Once we’ve passed the Oil Peak, there will  be no
cavalry to help us out. Every oil producing country faces the same  problem. We’ll have to go
cold turkey on our oil addiction. That’s just the  way it is. The Future? - The Great Depression
 was nothing compared to the crisis to come. By now, you probably see how  immensely complicated
and big the problem really is. And we have only given  you the broader picture. We haven’t
detailed the wars and turmoil the Oil Peak will  inevitably unleash. We haven’t elaborated on
the fact that all the experts  agree we won’t find any new oil fields. The  question is not if,
but rather WHEN the crisis will strike. The ever-optimistic  oil industry says it will last
until approximately 2020 -- giving us some head start,  to test those nuclear fusion stations
and replace our cars. But most  economists think we will reach the Oil Peak sometime over the
next few years  -- before 2010. The leading Association for the Study of Peak Oil (ASPO) 
calculates 2008 will be the year. But in fact, there are some  disturbing signs the crisis has
begun already. Obviously, the oil price is in  trouble -- just read the newspapers. As we write
this, the oil production of  Iraq and Russia is down because of political problems (which is of
course an  understatement). This causes the oil price to rise. Will it ever go down  again? Oh,
but  surely, there has to be SOME way out? A comforting punch-line,  or a soothing concluding
remark? Actually, even we at Exit Mundi are at a  loss. Looks like we have to brace ourselves
and face the Big One this time.  We’ll see death and destruction, and see our world change
forever. Can’t  say we’re looking forward to it, either. And even then, we’d have to  have some
luck. There’s a particularly nasty glitch in the theories even the  economists don’t know about.
For in fact, the biggest risk we’re facing is  not even the Oil Crisis itself -- but rather, the
invention of some kind of  new energy source! Say  we all stop using oil tomorrow. That would
mean that suddenly, we will stop  putting huge amounts of carbon dioxide into our atmosphere.
Now, this is  probably not a good idea. Over the years, we’ve got huge  amounts of green plants
and especially carbon dioxide-breathing plankton and  algae on our planet, courtesy to the
greenhouse effect. If we suddenly stop  producing greenhouse gases, these plants and algae will
suck up all carbon  dioxide out of the atmosphere. This  will kickstart an instant, all-out Ice
Age, as our planet is robbed from  its protective carbon dioxide ‘coat’. The Earth would freeze
over. It  would turn into a huge snowball. Now, who wants to have an Ice Age without any heating
to keep us warm? Economic  Hiroshima in Graphics We find economic figures just as boring as you
probably find them -  but if there have ever been a few graphics you should have a look at,  it
are these! Years  from Peak Oil: This graphic displays per country the estimated  years before
reaching their Peak Oil. Note that the US peaked 20 years  ago already, and that even Iraq’s
supply will peak in 30 years time. Running on empty: The expected demand for oil, gas and other 
energy resources. We’ll need ever more oil, while nuclear power loses  terrain. ‘Non-hydro
renewables’ is a difficult way of saying wind  energy, solar energy, biomass energy and other
stuff like that. *Scrunch Oops,  that’s gotta hurt! It’s almost too absurd to consider, but in
the near future  it may be a very real possibility: all life on earth is eaten up by  man made
machines, in what physicists euphemistically call `the gray goo  problem’. It  was no one less
than the Nobel prize winning physicist Richard Feynman who  gave rise to the `problem’. In a
famous 1959 lecture, Feynman predicted that  man will some day be able to make nano machines,
devices so tiny that  you can’t even see them. A nanometer is a billionth of a meter, and a nano
 machine would be a thousand times smaller than the thickness of a human  hair. Well,  mr.
Feynman wasn’t drunk when he predicted this. Machines ARE getting  smaller: just compare the
microchips of today with the huge  taperecorder-like computers from the fifties. But it can go
much smaller  still. In principle, Feynman foretold, you can make computers and other gadgets
out of single atoms. You only have to `click’ them together in the  right way, like tiny pieces
of construction lego. And  he was right. In 1986, the physicist K. Eric Drexler took up
Feynman’s ideas,  and coined the term nanotechnology: `the technology of creating and  working
with devices only a few nanometers big’, as it is defined. In 1990,  the world realised that
this was no longer science fiction, as a team of IBM  researchers managed to arrange 35 single
xenon atoms so that they spelled out the logo of IBM. Rumour has it that another research team
responded to this  crafty display of atom knitting by doing some intellectual nano graffiti:
`Bill Gates sucks’, also jotted down in single xenon atoms. Nano  Marketing: The IBM-logo
spelled out in Xenon atoms Ever  since then, nanotechnology has underwent a modest revolution.
With the  coming of the Atomic Force Microscope, which uses a tiny `needle’ to explore the
surface of materials, scientists have been able to `pick up’ single atoms and move them
elsewhere. Numerous universities and privately funded institutes engage in nanotech. Nano
engineers have at their  disposal a toolkit full of crafty gadgets, ranging from nano  trains
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that transport atoms across a nano track, to a nano pen that squirts  out atoms instead of ink.
Also, there’s a growing collection of nano  switches, nano wires, nano tubes and - more recently
- the first nano  `engines’: rotor shaped molecules that rotate under the influence of the 
right changes in temperature and light. Well,  but we’re still alive and kicking. So where’s the
gray goo? O, wait and see.  The end of the world may be nearer than you think. Nano 
philosophers foresee that one day (some estimate around 2010) it will be  possible to create a
nano assembler: a man made molecule, that is  `programmed’ to create certain things out of raw
materials. A nano assembler  would for instance pick up plain carbon atoms and rearrange them
into the  molecular structure of a diamond. Or it would make water out of the atomic  parts of
plain air. Or a cheese sandwich out of dust. Or water into wine,  you name it. This  notion is
not as weird as it sounds. Our DNA- and RNA-molecules do it all the  time! They pick up the raw
materials from our food, and turn them into complex molecules. DNA and RNA are  nano assemblers
that manufacture whole organisms, with arms and legs, and  fingers that can type the word
`nanotechnology’. Hungry  Molecule: a nano machine would have to `eat’ molecules, arranging them
 into copies of itself So,  if a nano factory can be programmed to create a cheese sandwich out
of atoms,  why wouldn’t it be able to create new nano factories? This in fact is  exactly the
way it will be, at least according to nanopioneers like K. Eric  Drexler. Let’s face it: it’s a
hell of a job to build a nano machine by hand.  It would be much easier to make nano machines
that are capable of copying  themselves, much in the way DNA-molecules replicate  themselves.
Nano scientists claim it is even essential for a nano  machine to be self-replicating. Since
they are so tiny, we would need millions  of them to be of any use. It would take a lifetime to
make them all by hand. Nano factories are thus  by definition Von Neumann machines: devices
capable of creating new copies of themselves. But  there’s a nasty downside. What will such a
self-replicating nano machine do  if you carelessly tossed it away? You guessed it: it would go
on  grabbing all atoms within reach, rearranging them into copies of itself. And  the copies
would make more copies of themselves. And those copies would make  even more copies of the
copies of the copies. And so on. No,  you just DON’T want to know what this means. Within only
72 hours after the  release of the first molecular nano machine, every single atom on earth 
would be `used’ to create new nano machines. In other words, all plants,  animals, humans, cars,
buildings and even rocks would have been `eaten up’  by a vast, exponentially growing army of
invisibly small nano devices. There  you have it: gray goo. Lots of it. Bye-bye world. *Yuk It’s
 about the weirdest apocalypse you could think of. One day, our planet may  become completely
overgrown with_ food. And the problem is: it could happen  a lot sooner than you held possible.
It will be some  end. Suddenly, there will be grain everywhere. Grain in the countryside. Grain 
on the beaches. Grain shooting up along every road. In your backyard: grain.  Popping up from
the cracks in sidewalks: more grain. Everywhere you look and  everywhere you go - grain, grain,
grain. Now if that isn’t a green  revolution, what is? Of course,  there’ll be plenty to eat.
But there’s a drawback: bread will also be the  only thing around. The grain will overrun all
other crops. Agriculture will be  disrupted. Forests and grasslands will be demolished. Slowly,
the entire food  chain breaks down, as the face of the planet turns into an endless field of 
waving grain. Governments will  speak of the `Grain Problem’ and cook up plans to push the grain
back. But  the grain won’t listen. Suddenly, mankind finds itself in trouble. Diseases  emerge,
people go blind or develop brittle bones -- all because of the  one-sidedness of their diet. And
 then there are the side-effects. Every now and then, suffocating  grain dust tempests sweep
over the planet. Incredible grain field fires occasionally burn down a country or two. Entire
continents dry up, as the grain sips up all the water. The atmosphere, having to deal with the
grain dust, the smoke from the grain fires and the lack of water, will get messed up. There may
be an Ice Age, or even a kind of Nuclear  Winter. It isn’t very hard to see what it all boils
down to. Humanity is  thrown back into the Stone Age - well, `Grain Age’ is a more accurate 
word. So next time you have a slice of bread, just remember: one day, bread  could do us all in.
Sounds far-fetched?  Sorry, but it isn’t - not at all. The grain we’re dealing with here  isn’t
just the next species of grain. We’re talking  Super Grain here;  grain that is genetically
modified. Already, there are hundreds of  genetically modified (GM) crops around. The idea is
quite simple. Genes define  the properties of everything that grows and lives. So in genetic
engineering, what you basically do, is take a crop, add a gene here, take out a gene there - and
 there you have it: a new species of grain, with some handy new properties. Genetic  engineering
is quite cool, really. You can make Super Maize that’s  resistant to certain diseases, so you
don’t have to spray all those  polluting pesticides over them.
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Instead, focus on your own strengths and weaknesses. It often helps to develop a brief outline
before responding to questions whether they are submitted in writing, via e-mail, orally or on
video/audio tape. Know where to study. Re-read the course objectives and standards often to see
how you are progressing with them. Time your tests wisely. Let’s get to know each other. Your
first assignment involves posting some information about yourself and getting to know your
classmates. These materials can help parents entertain and motivate, assist teachers in meeting
the individual learning needs of children, and provide young people with positive experiences
that promote life-long learning. You may also correspond with your instructor by mail or by FAX.
You might consider work--before or after hours and on your lunch hour--a public library, or a
separate room in your home. It often helps to develop a brief outline before responding to
questions whether they are submitted in writing, via e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. This
class is intended to be a practical approach to the skills needed by today’s information
technologies, media specialists, librarians, and educators. 9- As a reader, I would classify
myself as good - I usually understand the text without help- average - I sometimes need help to
understand the text- slower than average. Contact your instructor regularly, especially when you
have questions about course content materials. Pay careful attention to instructions and be
certain that you understand what is being asked when submitting assignments. Familiarize
yourself with the course design. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online
discussions. Avoid interruptions. Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case study,
connected readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this sense of
community and joint learning experience. Then you have come to the right place! The mission of
the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement for distant learners excellent and
innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats that combine distance education
and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized learning. Use good communication
skills. Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case study, connected readings and
assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this sense of community and joint
learning experience. Think of the study times as “reserved time.” If you miss too many study
times, revise your schedule. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Decide if you can
be a successful self-directed learner in this particular study content. The candidate’s
curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly. People will then vote on the
most convincing model/argument. If you feel the need to study with other students from the
class, ask your instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with you.
It often helps to develop a brief outline before responding to questions whether they are
submitted in writing, via e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. People will then vote on the
most convincing model/argument. You might consider work--before or after hours and on your lunch
hour--a public library, or a separate room in your home. Interested in taking a distance
learning course? Some people like to share photographs, personal websites, favorite movies or
books, family information, or other tidbits that will help the class get to know you. Your first
assignment involves posting some information about yourself and getting to know your classmates.
To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with
exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials. Prepare for assignments
and tests. 4- Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to me- sometimes helpful to me- almost
always helpful to me. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive arguments that will “shake
up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them see how electronic
materials are reshaping our library landscapes. 8- When I am asked to use VCRs, computers, voice
mail, or other technologies that may be new to me I look forward to learning new skills- I feel
apprehensive, but try anyway- I put it off or try to avoid it. Use good communication skills.
The credentials of the faculty facilitators are vetted through the faculty of the home
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department, and the facilitators are appointed through the University Personnel System. Find a
place that is free from distractions. Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case
study, connected readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this
sense of community and joint learning experience. 5- When an instructor hands out directions for
an assignment, I prefer figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on
my own, then asking for help as needed- having the instructions explained orally. These
facilitators are identified through recommendations from current or former students, current or
former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in
professional journals. Check the college website to view the distance learning course syllabus.
These materials can help parents entertain and motivate, assist teachers in meeting the
individual learning needs of children, and provide young people with positive experiences that
promote life-long learning. This includes information about the course description, objectives,
and requirements, course meetings, assignments and testing, media and technology used, a course
calendar or assignment schedule, and support contact information. Identify study times when you
are fresh and attentive and stick to those times every week. Then you have come to the right
place! The mission of the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement for distant
learners excellent and innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats that
combine distance education and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized
learning. The candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly.
Some people view this support as an essential move in addressing the mission of the libraries to
provide a broad range of informational services to the community. 10- If I have to go on campus
to take exams or complete lab work I can go to campus anytime- I may miss some lab assignments
or exam deadlines if campus labs are not open evenings and weekends- I will have difficulty
getting to the campus, even in the evenings or on the weekends. The Extended Learning Institute
offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester - many with alternate
starting dates! Getting started is easy. Spend time looking at the course syllabus even before
you register. You might consider work--before or after hours and on your lunch hour--a public
library, or a separate room in your home. Interested in completing a degree or certificate
totally by distance? Know where to study. These materials can help parents entertain and
motivate, assist teachers in meeting the individual learning needs of children, and provide
young people with positive experiences that promote life-long learning. This includes
information about the course description, objectives, and requirements, course meetings,
assignments and testing, media and technology used, a course calendar or assignment schedule,
and support contact information. Some common relaxation techniques include deep breathing,
stretching, and soothing music. Relaxation techniques can benefit learning in a number of was:
heighten concentration, heighten attention focusing and lessen anxiety. A word processor can
help you to organize your work and communicate your thoughts more clearly. During these
interviews, assessment is made of teaching skills and experience, clinical experience (requisite
in particular professional areas), time availability (in addition to the full-time employment
they may now hold), and compatibility with the “safe learning environment” philosophy we hold
for all of our programs. You will not have to keep a class attendance schedule, but you will
have to do regular academic work. Identify study times when you are fresh and attentive and
stick to those times every week. During these interviews, assessment is made of teaching skills
and experience, clinical experience (requisite in particular professional areas), time
availability (in addition to the full-time employment they may now hold), and compatibility with
the “safe learning environment” philosophy we hold for all of our programs. Also ask for help
and point out any areas that you think are difficult or unclear. Then you have come to the right
place! The mission of the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement for distant
learners excellent and innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats that
combine distance education and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized
learning. Your mission is to develop an exemplary model demonstrating the positive impact of
electronic materials on children and young adults. Others see the spending as a waste of money.
You must also develop a convincing argument that will address the concerns of skeptics and
naysayers. Whether you’re interested in the role of the school media specialist, public
librarian, or another type of information technologist, this course is designed to be flexible
enough to address the varied needs of students. Time your tests wisely. The most ideal ratio of
distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. It often helps to develop
a brief outline before responding to questions whether they are submitted in writing, via
e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. Instead, focus on your own strengths and weaknesses.
Before enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary to complete
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assignments. 3- I would classify myself as someone who often gets things done ahead of time-
needs reminding to get things done on time- puts things off to the last minute. Evaluate your
own progress regularly. To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s
essential to provide them with exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic
materials. Take notes. Others see the spending as a waste of money. 3- I would classify myself
as someone who often gets things done ahead of time- needs reminding to get things done on time-
puts things off to the last minute. Prepare for assignments and tests. Relaxation techniques can
benefit learning in a number of was: heighten concentration, heighten attention focusing and
lessen anxiety. Interested in completing a degree or certificate totally by distance? You will
be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a web-based format that can be posted
on the Internet. Re-read the course objectives and standards often to see how you are
progressing with them. The Extended Learning Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia
Community College courses every semester - many with alternate starting dates! Getting started
is easy. 4- Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to me- sometimes helpful to me- almost
always helpful to me. You are learning from the information on those various mediums. Some
people view this support as an essential move in addressing the mission of the libraries to
provide a broad range of informational services to the community. Instructors are available by
phone and/or email, or you may make an appointment for an on-campus meeting. Think of the study
times as “reserved time.” If you miss too many study times, revise your schedule. Use good
communication skills. So if there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the work
of the course, you will be frustrated. Familiarize yourself with the course design. Like
earthquakes, electronic materials are reshaping the landscape of libraries. Find some
study-buddies. Find some study-buddies. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive arguments
that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them see how
electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. Access to VCR, tape player, a fax
machine, computer with adequate hard disk space and modem for e-mail transmission are “musts”
for many classes. If you feel the need to study with other students from the class, ask your
instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with you. The most ideal
ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. A word processor
can help you to organize your work and communicate your thoughts more clearly. Whether you’re
interested in the role of the school media specialist, public librarian, or another type of
information technologist, this course is designed to be flexible enough to address the varied
needs of students. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online discussions.
Spend time looking at the course syllabus even before you register. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. You must also develop a convincing argument that will address the
concerns of skeptics and naysayers. These introductions will help you get to know all of your
classmates. 10- If I have to go on campus to take exams or complete lab work I can go to campus
anytime- I may miss some lab assignments or exam deadlines if campus labs are not open evenings
and weekends- I will have difficulty getting to the campus, even in the evenings or on the
weekends. Remember you should be spending at least two study hours each week for every credit
you are taking. These facilitators are identified through recommendations from current or former
students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through
advertisements in professional journals. Find some study-buddies. Some people view this support
as an essential move in addressing the mission of the libraries to provide a broad range of
informational services to the community. 6- I need faculty comments on my assignments within a
few weeks, since I can review what I did- within a few days, or I forget what I did- right away,
or I get very frustrated. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are viewing a video
program, listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer, or studying. It
often helps to develop a brief outline before responding to questions whether they are submitted
in writing, via e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. Avoid interruptions. People will then
vote on the most convincing model/argument. Instead, focus on your own strengths and weaknesses.
You will be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a web-based format that can be
posted on the Internet. Contact your instructor regularly, especially when you have questions
about course content materials. Decide which course to take and register online with NovaConnect
1- My need to take this course now is high - I need it immediately for degree, job or other
important reason- moderate - I could take it on campus later, or substitute another course- low
- it’s a personal interest that could be postponed. Some people like to share photographs,
personal websites, favorite movies or books, family information, or other tidbits that will help
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the class get to know you. Stay in touch with your instructor. Like earthquakes, electronic
materials are reshaping the landscape of libraries. Mark in the days when you will expect to
take tests, submit projects, contact the instructor. You might consider work--before or after
hours and on your lunch hour--a public library, or a separate room in your home. All submitted
projects will be posted on or linked to the “Shake ‘Em Up” website at eduscapes.com. 10- If I
have to go on campus to take exams or complete lab work I can go to campus anytime- I may miss
some lab assignments or exam deadlines if campus labs are not open evenings and weekends- I will
have difficulty getting to the campus, even in the evenings or on the weekends. You must also
develop a convincing argument that will address the concerns of skeptics and naysayers. Take
notes. This class is intended to be a practical approach to the skills needed by today’s
information technologies, media specialists, librarians, and educators. Avoid all interruptions
and distractions while you are viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the
textbook, working on the computer, or studying. Identify tools necessary to complete
assignments. The top five projects will receive special recognition Students new to online
learning are sometimes concerned about the location of “the course”. The top five projects will
receive special recognition Students new to online learning are sometimes concerned about the
location of “the course”. Use relaxation techniques to focus better. The most ideal ratio of
distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. Find a place that is free
from distractions. Use relaxation techniques to focus better. Whether you’re interested in the
role of the school media specialist, public librarian, or another type of information
technologist, this course is designed to be flexible enough to address the varied needs of
students. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is
approximately 12:1. They’re used to showing up in a classroom for “the course” and have a hard
time thinking about a course as a virtual learning experience rather than as a place. Interested
in taking a distance learning course? Like earthquakes, electronic materials are reshaping the
landscape of libraries. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive arguments that will
“shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them see how electronic
materials are reshaping our library landscapes. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while
you are viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the
computer, or studying. A word processor can help you to organize your work and communicate your
thoughts more clearly. Interested in completing a degree or certificate totally by distance?
Interested in taking a distance learning course? If you feel the need to study with other
students from the class, ask your instructor for help in identifying other students who may want
to work with you. 6- I need faculty comments on my assignments within a few weeks, since I can
review what I did- within a few days, or I forget what I did- right away, or I get very
frustrated. Whether you’re interested in the role of the school media specialist, public
librarian, or another type of information technologist, this course is designed to be flexible
enough to address the varied needs of students. Some people like to share photographs, personal
websites, favorite movies or books, family information, or other tidbits that will help the
class get to know you. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Identify tools necessary
to complete assignments. 10- If I have to go on campus to take exams or complete lab work I can
go to campus anytime- I may miss some lab assignments or exam deadlines if campus labs are not
open evenings and weekends- I will have difficulty getting to the campus, even in the evenings
or on the weekends. Know where to study. The most ideal ratio of distance students to
facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. 4- Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to
me- sometimes helpful to me- almost always helpful to me. Keep in mind that this class contains
students with a wide variety of educational, work, life, and technology experience. Organize
your goals in a study schedule. The credentials of the faculty facilitators are vetted through
the faculty of the home department, and the facilitators are appointed through the University
Personnel System. 7- Considering my professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I
have to work on a DL course is: more than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for
taking a class on campus- less than for taking a class on campus. Avoid interruptions. To
convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with
exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials. Like earthquakes,
electronic materials are reshaping the landscape of libraries. Know where to study. So if there
is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the work of the course, you will be
frustrated. Remember you should be spending at least two study hours each week for every credit
you are taking. Keep in mind that this class contains students with a wide variety of
educational, work, life, and technology experience. Try not to compare yourself to other
students. Try not to compare yourself to other students. Relaxation techniques can benefit
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learning in a number of was: heighten concentration, heighten attention focusing and lessen
anxiety. The top five projects will receive special recognition Students new to online learning
are sometimes concerned about the location of “the course”. Familiarize yourself with the course
design. Some people like to share photographs, personal websites, favorite movies or books,
family information, or other tidbits that will help the class get to know you. Be realistic. If
you feel the need to study with other students from the class, ask your instructor for help in
identifying other students who may want to work with you. Interested in completing a degree or
certificate totally by distance? In distance learning, course assignments could involve the use
from different mediums: print, videos, audios, and the Internet. You might consider work--before
or after hours and on your lunch hour--a public library, or a separate room in your home. Also
ask for help and point out any areas that you think are difficult or unclear. There are many
ways to structure distance learning courses to help students become a community of learners
without the need for a specific place. 2- Feeling that I am part of a class is not particularly
necessary to me- somewhat important to me- very important to me. 2- Feeling that I am part of a
class is not particularly necessary to me- somewhat important to me- very important to me. So if
there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the work of the course, you will be
frustrated. During these interviews, assessment is made of teaching skills and experience,
clinical experience (requisite in particular professional areas), time availability (in addition
to the full-time employment they may now hold), and compatibility with the “safe learning
environment” philosophy we hold for all of our programs. In addition, naysayers need to hear
persuasive arguments that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and
help them see how electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. Take notes. 7-
Considering my professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL
course is: more than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus-
less than for taking a class on campus. Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case
study, connected readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this
sense of community and joint learning experience. These introductions will help you get to know
all of your classmates. Your first assignment involves posting some information about yourself
and getting to know your classmates. Keep in mind that this class contains students with a wide
variety of educational, work, life, and technology experience. Remember you are not just
watching or listening. Some people view this support as an essential move in addressing the
mission of the libraries to provide a broad range of informational services to the community.
The credentials of the faculty facilitators are vetted through the faculty of the home
department, and the facilitators are appointed through the University Personnel System. Be
realistic. Spend time looking at the course syllabus even before you register. Remember you
should be spending at least two study hours each week for every credit you are taking. The
selection process involves interviews by at least two members of the administrative team of a
program. 7- Considering my professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work
on a DL course is: more than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on
campus- less than for taking a class on campus. Consider the development of a theme,
coursequest, case study, connected readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help students
develop this sense of community and joint learning experience. Your mission is to develop an
exemplary model demonstrating the positive impact of electronic materials on children and young
adults. Stay in touch with your instructor. From educational software to informational websites,
a wide range of electronic materials are available for children and young adults. Use good
communication skills. Also ask for help and point out any areas that you think are difficult or
unclear. These materials can help parents entertain and motivate, assist teachers in meeting the
individual learning needs of children, and provide young people with positive experiences that
promote life-long learning. People will then vote on the most convincing model/argument. 4-
Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to me- sometimes helpful to me- almost always helpful
to me. Also ask for help and point out any areas that you think are difficult or unclear.
Remember you should be spending at least two study hours each week for every credit you are
taking. Be realistic. You will be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a
web-based format that can be posted on the Internet. Discuss your progress. You will be
responsible for submitting your model and argument in a web-based format that can be posted on
the Internet. Stay in touch with your instructor. Others see the spending as a waste of money.
Mark in the days when you will expect to take tests, submit projects, contact the instructor.
Re-read the course objectives and standards often to see how you are progressing with them. The
candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly. Take notes. Let’s
get to know each other. Billions of dollars have been spent to provide access to electronic
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materials for school and public libraries. Others see the spending as a waste of money. 7-
Considering my professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL
course is: more than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus-
less than for taking a class on campus. Contact your instructor regularly, especially when you
have questions about course content materials. Think of the study times as “reserved time.” If
you miss too many study times, revise your schedule. If you feel the need to study with other
students from the class, ask your instructor for help in identifying other students who may want
to work with you. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are viewing a video
program, listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer, or studying.
Spend time looking at the course syllabus even before you register. 10- If I have to go on
campus to take exams or complete lab work I can go to campus anytime- I may miss some lab
assignments or exam deadlines if campus labs are not open evenings and weekends- I will have
difficulty getting to the campus, even in the evenings or on the weekends. Remember you should
be spending at least two study hours each week for every credit you are taking. Set interim
goals and deadlines for yourself, and stick to them. You may also correspond with your
instructor by mail or by FAX. It often helps to develop a brief outline before responding to
questions whether they are submitted in writing, via e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. So
if there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the work of the course, you will
be frustrated. 6- I need faculty comments on my assignments within a few weeks, since I can
review what I did- within a few days, or I forget what I did- right away, or I get very
frustrated. Some common relaxation techniques include deep breathing, stretching, and soothing
music. If there are 36 students in a particular city or region of the country_defined as a
distance that would require no longer than one hour drive time_three part-time facilitators
would be recruited for that city or region. Keep in mind that this class contains students with
a wide variety of educational, work, life, and technology experience. People will then vote on
the most convincing model/argument. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are
viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer,
or studying. Your first assignment involves posting some information about yourself and getting
to know your classmates. Others see the spending as a waste of money. To convince skeptics that
their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with exemplary models of the
positive impact of quality electronic materials. Instead, focus on your own strengths and
weaknesses. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are viewing a video program,
listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer, or studying. Be sure to
email Dr Lamb if you have questions or concerns about the specific projects and how they can
better fit your professional needs. You will not have to keep a class attendance schedule, but
you will have to do regular academic work. Prepare for assignments and tests. Your mission is to
develop an exemplary model demonstrating the positive impact of electronic materials on children
and young adults. 9- As a reader, I would classify myself as good - I usually understand the
text without help- average - I sometimes need help to understand the text- slower than average.
You are learning from the information on those various mediums. The selection process involves
interviews by at least two members of the administrative team of a program. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. Billions of dollars have been spent to provide access to electronic
materials for school and public libraries. Consider the development of a theme, coursequest,
case study, connected readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this
sense of community and joint learning experience. The credentials of the faculty facilitators
are vetted through the faculty of the home department, and the facilitators are appointed
through the University Personnel System. The Extended Learning Institute offers over 175
Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester - many with alternate starting dates!
Getting started is easy. Re-read the course objectives and standards often to see how you are
progressing with them. These introductions will help you get to know all of your classmates.
Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case study, connected readings and
assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this sense of community and joint
learning experience. You will be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a
web-based format that can be posted on the Internet. Let’s get to know each other. Spend time
looking at the course syllabus even before you register. Be realistic. Before enrolling in a
course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary to complete assignments. Imagine
questions that might be on a test from your study guide, from your textbook, from videos or
audiotapes, or from the Internet course assignments. The top five projects will receive special
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recognition Students new to online learning are sometimes concerned about the location of “the
course”. This is all done in oncourse so “outsiders” won’t be able to see the information. These
introductions will help you get to know all of your classmates. Check the college website to
view the distance learning course syllabus. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive
arguments that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them
see how electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. Remember you are not just
watching or listening. There are many ways to structure distance learning courses to help
students become a community of learners without the need for a specific place. Pay careful
attention to instructions and be certain that you understand what is being asked when submitting
assignments. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are viewing a video program,
listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer, or studying. Re-read the
course objectives and standards often to see how you are progressing with them. People will then
vote on the most convincing model/argument. 5- When an instructor hands out directions for an
assignment, I prefer figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on my
own, then asking for help as needed- having the instructions explained orally. Don’t fall behind
in your work! Keep reminding yourself that you will always have more to do near the end of a
course than at the beginning. Like earthquakes, electronic materials are reshaping the landscape
of libraries. 10- If I have to go on campus to take exams or complete lab work I can go to
campus anytime- I may miss some lab assignments or exam deadlines if campus labs are not open
evenings and weekends- I will have difficulty getting to the campus, even in the evenings or on
the weekends. Take the telephone off the hook if there is no one available to answer it but you.
Use good communication skills. Organize your goals in a study schedule. Prepare for assignments
and tests. The selection process involves interviews by at least two members of the
administrative team of a program. Find some study-buddies. Also ask for help and point out any
areas that you think are difficult or unclear. 5- When an instructor hands out directions for an
assignment, I prefer figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on my
own, then asking for help as needed- having the instructions explained orally. Avoid
interruptions. You will not have to keep a class attendance schedule, but you will have to do
regular academic work. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Know where to study.
There are many ways to structure distance learning courses to help students become a community
of learners without the need for a specific place. 3- I would classify myself as someone who
often gets things done ahead of time- needs reminding to get things done on time- puts things
off to the last minute. This includes information about the course description, objectives, and
requirements, course meetings, assignments and testing, media and technology used, a course
calendar or assignment schedule, and support contact information. Remember you are not just
watching or listening. Be realistic. The most ideal ratio of distance students to
facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. Identify study times when you are fresh and
attentive and stick to those times every week. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive
arguments that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them
see how electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. The most ideal ratio of
distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. These facilitators are identified through recommendations from current
or former students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale,
and through advertisements in professional journals. You must also develop a convincing argument
that will address the concerns of skeptics and naysayers. Like earthquakes, electronic materials
are reshaping the landscape of libraries. So if there is insufficient time in your personal
schedule to do the work of the course, you will be frustrated. You may also correspond with your
instructor by mail or by FAX. Organize your goals in a study schedule. Use good communication
skills. Like earthquakes, electronic materials are reshaping the landscape of libraries. These
materials can help parents entertain and motivate, assist teachers in meeting the individual
learning needs of children, and provide young people with positive experiences that promote
life-long learning. To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to
provide them with exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials.
Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case study, connected readings and
assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this sense of community and joint
learning experience. Take the telephone off the hook if there is no one available to answer it
but you. Ask your instructor at various points in the quarter how your progress is going. In
distance learning, course assignments could involve the use from different mediums: print,
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videos, audios, and the Internet. So if there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to
do the work of the course, you will be frustrated. Try not to compare yourself to other
students. Ask your instructor at various points in the quarter how your progress is going. The
credentials of the faculty facilitators are vetted through the faculty of the home department,
and the facilitators are appointed through the University Personnel System. Keep in mind that
this class contains students with a wide variety of educational, work, life, and technology
experience. The distance learning course syllabus contains all of the information the student
needs to progress through a distance learning course. Identify tools necessary to complete
assignments. Your first assignment involves posting some information about yourself and getting
to know your classmates. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive arguments that will
“shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them see how electronic
materials are reshaping our library landscapes. Keep in mind that this class contains students
with a wide variety of educational, work, life, and technology experience. Stay in touch with
your instructor. There are many ways to structure distance learning courses to help students
become a community of learners without the need for a specific place. These introductions will
help you get to know all of your classmates. Read all of the course syllabus. This includes
information about the course description, objectives, and requirements, course meetings,
assignments and testing, media and technology used, a course calendar or assignment schedule,
and support contact information. From educational software to informational websites, a wide
range of electronic materials are available for children and young adults. 9- As a reader, I
would classify myself as good - I usually understand the text without help- average - I
sometimes need help to understand the text- slower than average. Keep a calendar showing the
number of weeks in the quarter and mark it off with the amount of work you need to do each week.
Let’s get to know each other. Don’t fall behind in your work! Keep reminding yourself that you
will always have more to do near the end of a course than at the beginning. This is important
because you’ll be involved in lots of online discussions. 7- Considering my professional and
personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more than enough for a
campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for taking a class on
campus. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Stay in touch with your instructor. To
convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with
exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials. Remember you should be
spending at least two study hours each week for every credit you are taking. Time your tests
wisely. Persuading everyone from lawmakers and corporate executives to factory workers and other
tax payers will take more than just talk. The candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and
references are checked thoroughly. This is all done in oncourse so “outsiders” won’t be able to
see the information. Whether you’re interested in the role of the school media specialist,
public librarian, or another type of information technologist, this course is designed to be
flexible enough to address the varied needs of students. Know where to study. Prepare for
assignments and tests. Before enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools
necessary to complete assignments. Some people like to share photographs, personal websites,
favorite movies or books, family information, or other tidbits that will help the class get to
know you. During these interviews, assessment is made of teaching skills and experience,
clinical experience (requisite in particular professional areas), time availability (in addition
to the full-time employment they may now hold), and compatibility with the “safe learning
environment” philosophy we hold for all of our programs. Know where to study. Your mission is to
develop an exemplary model demonstrating the positive impact of electronic materials on children
and young adults. You might consider work--before or after hours and on your lunch hour--a
public library, or a separate room in your home. It often helps to develop a brief outline
before responding to questions whether they are submitted in writing, via e-mail, orally or on
video/audio tape. Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case study, connected
readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this sense of community
and joint learning experience. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online
discussions. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Consider the development of a
theme, coursequest, case study, connected readings and assignments, and/or forum areas to help
students develop this sense of community and joint learning experience. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. Evaluate your own progress regularly. The Extended Learning Institute
offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester - many with alternate
starting dates! Getting started is easy. This includes information about the course description,
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objectives, and requirements, course meetings, assignments and testing, media and technology
used, a course calendar or assignment schedule, and support contact information. Keep a calendar
showing the number of weeks in the quarter and mark it off with the amount of work you need to
do each week. Interested in taking a distance learning course? 5- When an instructor hands out
directions for an assignment, I prefer figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow
directions on my own, then asking for help as needed- having the instructions explained orally.
This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online discussions. Instead, focus on
your own strengths and weaknesses. To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent,
it’s essential to provide them with exemplary models of the positive impact of quality
electronic materials. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is
approximately 12:1. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is
approximately 12:1. You are learning from the information on those various mediums. During these
interviews, assessment is made of teaching skills and experience, clinical experience (requisite
in particular professional areas), time availability (in addition to the full-time employment
they may now hold), and compatibility with the “safe learning environment” philosophy we hold
for all of our programs. These facilitators are identified through recommendations from current
or former students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale,
and through advertisements in professional journals. There are many ways to structure distance
learning courses to help students become a community of learners without the need for a specific
place. Prepare for assignments and tests. People will then vote on the most convincing
model/argument. To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to
provide them with exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials.
Before enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary to complete
assignments. The distance learning course syllabus contains all of the information the student
needs to progress through a distance learning course. There are many ways to structure distance
learning courses to help students become a community of learners without the need for a specific
place. The Extended Learning Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College
courses every semester - many with alternate starting dates! Getting started is easy. 6- I need
faculty comments on my assignments within a few weeks, since I can review what I did- within a
few days, or I forget what I did- right away, or I get very frustrated. The distance learning
course syllabus contains all of the information the student needs to progress through a distance
learning course. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is
approximately 12:1. You are learning from the information on those various mediums. Some common
relaxation techniques include deep breathing, stretching, and soothing music. Find some
study-buddies. Identify tools necessary to complete assignments. You must also develop a
convincing argument that will address the concerns of skeptics and naysayers. Prepare for
assignments and tests. 5- When an instructor hands out directions for an assignment, I prefer
figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on my own, then asking for
help as needed- having the instructions explained orally. These facilitators are identified
through recommendations from current or former students, current or former facilitators,
university faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in professional journals.
Decide which course to take and register online with NovaConnect 1- My need to take this course
now is high - I need it immediately for degree, job or other important reason- moderate - I
could take it on campus later, or substitute another course- low - it’s a personal interest that
could be postponed. You may also correspond with your instructor by mail or by FAX. Decide which
course to take and register online with NovaConnect 1- My need to take this course now is high -
I need it immediately for degree, job or other important reason- moderate - I could take it on
campus later, or substitute another course- low - it’s a personal interest that could be
postponed. Find a place that is free from distractions. Also ask for help and point out any
areas that you think are difficult or unclear. Prepare for assignments and tests. You may also
correspond with your instructor by mail or by FAX. You will be responsible for submitting your
model and argument in a web-based format that can be posted on the Internet. If you feel the
need to study with other students from the class, ask your instructor for help in identifying
other students who may want to work with you. Your first assignment involves posting some
information about yourself and getting to know your classmates. The Extended Learning Institute
offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester - many with alternate
starting dates! Getting started is easy. Take notes. These introductions will help you get to
know all of your classmates. A word processor can help you to organize your work and communicate
your thoughts more clearly. Time your tests wisely. This includes information about the course
description, objectives, and requirements, course meetings, assignments and testing, media and
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technology used, a course calendar or assignment schedule, and support contact information.
Avoid interruptions. Ask your instructor at various points in the quarter how your progress is
going. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Instead, focus on your own strengths and
weaknesses. The Extended Learning Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College
courses every semester - many with alternate starting dates! Getting started is easy. This is
important because you’ll be involved in lots of online discussions. You will not have to keep a
class attendance schedule, but you will have to do regular academic work. You may also
correspond with your instructor by mail or by FAX. The most ideal ratio of distance students to
facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. These facilitators are identified through
recommendations from current or former students, current or former facilitators, university
faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in professional journals. Imagine
questions that might be on a test from your study guide, from your textbook, from videos or
audiotapes, or from the Internet course assignments. Persuading everyone from lawmakers and
corporate executives to factory workers and other tax payers will take more than just talk. In
distance learning, course assignments could involve the use from different mediums: print,
videos, audios, and the Internet. During these interviews, assessment is made of teaching skills
and experience, clinical experience (requisite in particular professional areas), time
availability (in addition to the full-time employment they may now hold), and compatibility with
the “safe learning environment” philosophy we hold for all of our programs. Relaxation
techniques can benefit learning in a number of was: heighten concentration, heighten attention
focusing and lessen anxiety. Re-read the course objectives and standards often to see how you
are progressing with them. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor
faculty is approximately 12:1. 9- As a reader, I would classify myself as good - I usually
understand the text without help- average - I sometimes need help to understand the text- slower
than average. Some people like to share photographs, personal websites, favorite movies or
books, family information, or other tidbits that will help the class get to know you. Avoid
interruptions. This is all done in oncourse so “outsiders” won’t be able to see the information.
To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with
exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials. The distance learning
course syllabus contains all of the information the student needs to progress through a distance
learning course. Identify tools necessary to complete assignments. Keep in mind that this class
contains students with a wide variety of educational, work, life, and technology experience.
These facilitators are identified through recommendations from current or former students,
current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through
advertisements in professional journals. Familiarize yourself with the course design. 9- As a
reader, I would classify myself as good - I usually understand the text without help- average -
I sometimes need help to understand the text- slower than average. The Extended Learning
Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester - many with
alternate starting dates! Getting started is easy. You will not have to keep a class attendance
schedule, but you will have to do regular academic work. Find a place that is free from
distractions. Be sure to email Dr Lamb if you have questions or concerns about the specific
projects and how they can better fit your professional needs. Keep a calendar showing the number
of weeks in the quarter and mark it off with the amount of work you need to do each week. Pay
careful attention to instructions and be certain that you understand what is being asked when
submitting assignments. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty
is approximately 12:1. Some people like to share photographs, personal websites, favorite movies
or books, family information, or other tidbits that will help the class get to know you. 3- I
would classify myself as someone who often gets things done ahead of time- needs reminding to
get things done on time- puts things off to the last minute. People will then vote on the most
convincing model/argument. The Extended Learning Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia
Community College courses every semester - many with alternate starting dates! Getting started
is easy. They’re used to showing up in a classroom for “the course” and have a hard time
thinking about a course as a virtual learning experience rather than as a place. Re-read the
course objectives and standards often to see how you are progressing with them. This class is
intended to be a practical approach to the skills needed by today’s information technologies,
media specialists, librarians, and educators. 10- If I have to go on campus to take exams or
complete lab work I can go to campus anytime- I may miss some lab assignments or exam deadlines
if campus labs are not open evenings and weekends- I will have difficulty getting to the campus,
even in the evenings or on the weekends. If you feel the need to study with other students from
the class, ask your instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with
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you. You will not have to keep a class attendance schedule, but you will have to do regular
academic work. Prepare for assignments and tests. 4- Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to
me- sometimes helpful to me- almost always helpful to me. From educational software to
informational websites, a wide range of electronic materials are available for children and
young adults. If there are 36 students in a particular city or region of the country_defined as
a distance that would require no longer than one hour drive time_three part-time facilitators
would be recruited for that city or region. Evaluate your own progress regularly. You will not
have to keep a class attendance schedule, but you will have to do regular academic work. 6- I
need faculty comments on my assignments within a few weeks, since I can review what I did-
within a few days, or I forget what I did- right away, or I get very frustrated. Persuading
everyone from lawmakers and corporate executives to factory workers and other tax payers will
take more than just talk. The top five projects will receive special recognition Students new to
online learning are sometimes concerned about the location of “the course”. Use good
communication skills. A word processor can help you to organize your work and communicate your
thoughts more clearly. This includes information about the course description, objectives, and
requirements, course meetings, assignments and testing, media and technology used, a course
calendar or assignment schedule, and support contact information. Others see the spending as a
waste of money. Before enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary
to complete assignments. Decide which course to take and register online with NovaConnect 1- My
need to take this course now is high - I need it immediately for degree, job or other important
reason- moderate - I could take it on campus later, or substitute another course- low - it’s a
personal interest that could be postponed. These introductions will help you get to know all of
your classmates. You may also correspond with your instructor by mail or by FAX. To convince
skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with exemplary
models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials. The credentials of the faculty
facilitators are vetted through the faculty of the home department, and the facilitators are
appointed through the University Personnel System. Familiarize yourself with the course design.
You must also develop a convincing argument that will address the concerns of skeptics and
naysayers. A word processor can help you to organize your work and communicate your thoughts
more clearly. Whether you’re interested in the role of the school media specialist, public
librarian, or another type of information technologist, this course is designed to be flexible
enough to address the varied needs of students. Find a place that is free from distractions. If
there are 36 students in a particular city or region of the country_defined as a distance that
would require no longer than one hour drive time_three part-time facilitators would be recruited
for that city or region. Ask your instructor at various points in the quarter how your progress
is going. 4- Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to me- sometimes helpful to me- almost
always helpful to me. Time your tests wisely. 4- Classroom discussions are rarely helpful to me-
sometimes helpful to me- almost always helpful to me. Let’s get to know each other. You are
learning from the information on those various mediums. Billions of dollars have been spent to
provide access to electronic materials for school and public libraries. Avoid all interruptions
and distractions while you are viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the
textbook, working on the computer, or studying. The candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and
references are checked thoroughly. These facilitators are identified through recommendations
from current or former students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a
particular locale, and through advertisements in professional journals. In addition, naysayers
need to hear persuasive arguments that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and
libraries and help them see how electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. You
will be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a web-based format that can be
posted on the Internet. Relaxation techniques can benefit learning in a number of was: heighten
concentration, heighten attention focusing and lessen anxiety. Identify study times when you are
fresh and attentive and stick to those times every week. Then you have come to the right place!
The mission of the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement for distant learners
excellent and innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats that combine
distance education and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized learning.
Organize your goals in a study schedule. There are many ways to structure distance learning
courses to help students become a community of learners without the need for a specific place.
Remember you should be spending at least two study hours each week for every credit you are
taking. Identify tools necessary to complete assignments. Then you have come to the right place!
The mission of the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement for distant learners
excellent and innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats that combine
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distance education and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized learning. Use
good communication skills. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online
discussions. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are viewing a video program,
listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer, or studying. Evaluate
your own progress regularly. Your mission is to develop an exemplary model demonstrating the
positive impact of electronic materials on children and young adults. The distance learning
course syllabus contains all of the information the student needs to progress through a distance
learning course. Some common relaxation techniques include deep breathing, stretching, and
soothing music. You will be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a web-based
format that can be posted on the Internet. 9- As a reader, I would classify myself as good - I
usually understand the text without help- average - I sometimes need help to understand the
text- slower than average. You must also develop a convincing argument that will address the
concerns of skeptics and naysayers. The top five projects will receive special recognition
Students new to online learning are sometimes concerned about the location of “the course”.
Consider the development of a theme, coursequest, case study, connected readings and
assignments, and/or forum areas to help students develop this sense of community and joint
learning experience. Like earthquakes, electronic materials are reshaping the landscape of
libraries. Be realistic. Before enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools
necessary to complete assignments. Avoid all interruptions and distractions while you are
viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on the computer,
or studying. Billions of dollars have been spent to provide access to electronic materials for
school and public libraries. Find some study-buddies. People will then vote on the most
convincing model/argument. Decide if you can be a successful self-directed learner in this
particular study content. To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s
essential to provide them with exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic
materials. Instead, focus on your own strengths and weaknesses. Take notes. Whether you’re
interested in the role of the school media specialist, public librarian, or another type of
information technologist, this course is designed to be flexible enough to address the varied
needs of students. These introductions will help you get to know all of your classmates. Set
interim goals and deadlines for yourself, and stick to them. Re-read the course objectives and
standards often to see how you are progressing with them. Set interim goals and deadlines for
yourself, and stick to them. Instructors are available by phone and/or email, or you may make an
appointment for an on-campus meeting. Time your tests wisely. Remember you are not just watching
or listening. Organize your goals in a study schedule. Avoid all interruptions and distractions
while you are viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the textbook, working on
the computer, or studying. Some common relaxation techniques include deep breathing, stretching,
and soothing music. If you feel the need to study with other students from the class, ask your
instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with you. Decide if you
can be a successful self-directed learner in this particular study content. Like earthquakes,
electronic materials are reshaping the landscape of libraries. Be realistic. It often helps to
develop a brief outline before responding to questions whether they are submitted in writing,
via e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. The selection process involves interviews by at least
two members of the administrative team of a program. Interested in taking a distance learning
course? You must also develop a convincing argument that will address the concerns of skeptics
and naysayers. Relaxation techniques can benefit learning in a number of was: heighten
concentration, heighten attention focusing and lessen anxiety. Interested in completing a degree
or certificate totally by distance? Think of the study times as “reserved time.” If you miss too
many study times, revise your schedule. A word processor can help you to organize your work and
communicate your thoughts more clearly. During these interviews, assessment is made of teaching
skills and experience, clinical experience (requisite in particular professional areas), time
availability (in addition to the full-time employment they may now hold), and compatibility with
the “safe learning environment” philosophy we hold for all of our programs. The selection
process involves interviews by at least two members of the administrative team of a program. The
candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly. Re-read the
course objectives and standards often to see how you are progressing with them. Avoid all
interruptions and distractions while you are viewing a video program, listening to a cassette,
reading the textbook, working on the computer, or studying. Ask your instructor at various
points in the quarter how your progress is going. From educational software to informational
websites, a wide range of electronic materials are available for children and young adults. Like
earthquakes, electronic materials are reshaping the landscape of libraries. Identify tools
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necessary to complete assignments. Familiarize yourself with the course design. Stay in touch
with your instructor. Avoid interruptions. Then you have come to the right place! The mission of
the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement for distant learners excellent and
innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats that combine distance education
and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized learning. Know where to study.
Identify tools necessary to complete assignments. From educational software to informational
websites, a wide range of electronic materials are available for children and young adults. The
top five projects will receive special recognition Students new to online learning are sometimes
concerned about the location of “the course”. In addition, naysayers need to hear persuasive
arguments that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and libraries and help them
see how electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. The Extended Learning
Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester - many with
alternate starting dates! Getting started is easy. You may also correspond with your instructor
by mail or by FAX. If you feel the need to study with other students from the class, ask your
instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with you. These materials
can help parents entertain and motivate, assist teachers in meeting the individual learning
needs of children, and provide young people with positive experiences that promote life-long
learning. These facilitators are identified through recommendations from current or former
students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through
advertisements in professional journals. Stay in touch with your instructor. 4- Classroom
discussions are rarely helpful to me- sometimes helpful to me- almost always helpful to me. Mark
in the days when you will expect to take tests, submit projects, contact the instructor. Decide
which course to take and register online with NovaConnect 1- My need to take this course now is
high - I need it immediately for degree, job or other important reason- moderate - I could take
it on campus later, or substitute another course- low - it’s a personal interest that could be
postponed. Before enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary to
complete assignments. These materials can help parents entertain and motivate, assist teachers
in meeting the individual learning needs of children, and provide young people with positive
experiences that promote life-long learning. Be sure to email Dr Lamb if you have questions or
concerns about the specific projects and how they can better fit your professional needs.
Remember you are not just watching or listening. You must also develop a convincing argument
that will address the concerns of skeptics and naysayers. Before you take a test, make sure you
understand the information covered in the course assignments that will be the basis for a
particular test. The most ideal ratio of distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is
approximately 12:1. 5- When an instructor hands out directions for an assignment, I prefer
figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on my own, then asking for
help as needed- having the instructions explained orally. Some people view this support as an
essential move in addressing the mission of the libraries to provide a broad range of
informational services to the community. You must also develop a convincing argument that will
address the concerns of skeptics and naysayers. These facilitators are identified through
recommendations from current or former students, current or former facilitators, university
faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in professional journals. 9- As a
reader, I would classify myself as good - I usually understand the text without help- average -
I sometimes need help to understand the text- slower than average. There are many ways to
structure distance learning courses to help students become a community of learners without the
need for a specific place. So if there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the
work of the course, you will be frustrated. Instead, focus on your own strengths and weaknesses.
To convince skeptics that their money is being well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with
exemplary models of the positive impact of quality electronic materials. Set interim goals and
deadlines for yourself, and stick to them. Organize your goals in a study schedule. The Extended
Learning Institute offers over 175 Northern Virginia Community College courses every semester -
many with alternate starting dates! Getting started is easy. These facilitators are identified
through recommendations from current or former students, current or former facilitators,
university faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in professional journals.
7- Considering my professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL
course is: more than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus-
less than for taking a class on campus. To convince skeptics that their money is being
well-spent, it’s essential to provide them with exemplary models of the positive impact of
quality electronic materials. Your mission is to develop an exemplary model demonstrating the
positive impact of electronic materials on children and young adults. This is all done in
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oncourse so “outsiders” won’t be able to see the information. Before enrolling in a course, make
sure you have access to the tools necessary to complete assignments. Decide if you can be a
successful self-directed learner in this particular study content. Relaxation techniques can
benefit learning in a number of was: heighten concentration, heighten attention focusing and
lessen anxiety. You must also develop a convincing argument that will address the concerns of
skeptics and naysayers. The candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked
thoroughly. Some common relaxation techniques include deep breathing, stretching, and soothing
music. Decide if you can be a successful self-directed learner in this particular study content.
Think of the study times as “reserved time.” If you miss too many study times, revise your
schedule. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Access to VCR, tape player, a fax
machine, computer with adequate hard disk space and modem for e-mail transmission are “musts”
for many classes. It often helps to develop a brief outline before responding to questions
whether they are submitted in writing, via e-mail, orally or on video/audio tape. Before
enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary to complete assignments.
Familiarize yourself with the course design. If there are 36 students in a particular city or
region of the country_defined as a distance that would require no longer than one hour drive
time_three part-time facilitators would be recruited for that city or region. Familiarize
yourself with the course design. Spend time looking at the course syllabus even before you
register. Remember you are not just watching or listening. There are many ways to structure
distance learning courses to help students become a community of learners without the need for a
specific place. If you feel the need to study with other students from the class, ask your
instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with you. If you feel the
need to study with other students from the class, ask your instructor for help in identifying
other students who may want to work with you. Use relaxation techniques to focus better. So if
there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the work of the course, you will be
frustrated. 8- When I am asked to use VCRs, computers, voice mail, or other technologies that
may be new to me I look forward to learning new skills- I feel apprehensive, but try anyway- I
put it off or try to avoid it. Persuading everyone from lawmakers and corporate executives to
factory workers and other tax payers will take more than just talk. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online
discussions. Set interim goals and deadlines for yourself, and stick to them. Then you have come
to the right place! The mission of the Extended Learning Institute is to design and implement
for distant learners excellent and innovative instruction and delivery systems including formats
that combine distance education and classroom instruction, independent study, or individualized
learning. This class is intended to be a practical approach to the skills needed by today’s
information technologies, media specialists, librarians, and educators. The selection process
involves interviews by at least two members of the administrative team of a program. Be
realistic. The candidate’s curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly.
Stay in touch with your instructor. If you feel the need to study with other students from the
class, ask your instructor for help in identifying other students who may want to work with you.
5- When an instructor hands out directions for an assignment, I prefer figuring out the
instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on my own, then asking for help as needed-
having the instructions explained orally. Interested in completing a degree or certificate
totally by distance? You will be responsible for submitting your model and argument in a
web-based format that can be posted on the Internet. Try not to compare yourself to other
students. These introductions will help you get to know all of your classmates. Know where to
study. Your mission is to develop an exemplary model demonstrating the positive impact of
electronic materials on children and young adults. The distance learning course syllabus
contains all of the information the student needs to progress through a distance learning
course. Be realistic. Decide which course to take and register online with NovaConnect 1- My
need to take this course now is high - I need it immediately for degree, job or other important
reason- moderate - I could take it on campus later, or substitute another course- low - it’s a
personal interest that could be postponed. The most ideal ratio of distance students to
facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. So if there is insufficient time in your
personal schedule to do the work of the course, you will be frustrated. 6- I need faculty
comments on my assignments within a few weeks, since I can review what I did- within a few days,
or I forget what I did- right away, or I get very frustrated. Others see the spending as a waste
of money. Others see the spending as a waste of money. Also ask for help and point out any areas
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that you think are difficult or unclear. Interested in completing a degree or certificate
totally by distance? Decide which course to take and register online with NovaConnect 1- My need
to take this course now is high - I need it immediately for degree, job or other important
reason- moderate - I could take it on campus later, or substitute another course- low - it’s a
personal interest that could be postponed. There are many ways to structure distance learning
courses to help students become a community of learners without the need for a specific place.
People will then vote on the most convincing model/argument. During these interviews, assessment
is made of teaching skills and experience, clinical experience (requisite in particular
professional areas), time availability (in addition to the full-time employment they may now
hold), and compatibility with the “safe learning environment” philosophy we hold for all of our
programs. Check the college website to view the distance learning course syllabus. Imagine
questions that might be on a test from your study guide, from your textbook, from videos or
audiotapes, or from the Internet course assignments. You will not have to keep a class
attendance schedule, but you will have to do regular academic work. The most ideal ratio of
distance students to facilitator/mentor faculty is approximately 12:1. These introductions will
help you get to know all of your classmates. Prepare for assignments and tests. Mark in the days
when you will expect to take tests, submit projects, contact the instructor. There are many ways
to structure distance learning courses to help students become a community of learners without
the need for a specific place. These facilitators are identified through recommendations from
current or former students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular
locale, and through advertisements in professional journals. A word processor can help you to
organize your work and communicate your thoughts more clearly. You will be responsible for
submitting your model and argument in a web-based format that can be posted on the Internet.
Check the college website to view the distance learning course syllabus. Decide if you can be a
successful self-directed learner in this particular study content. These facilitators are
identified through recommendations from current or former students, current or former
facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in
professional journals. Time your tests wisely. There are many ways to structure distance
learning courses to help students become a community of learners without the need for a specific
place. You will not have to keep a class attendance schedule, but you will have to do regular
academic work. Take notes. Ask your instructor at various points in the quarter how your
progress is going. Remember you are not just watching or listening. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. Identify tools necessary to complete assignments. Familiarize yourself
with the course design. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online
discussions. So if there is insufficient time in your personal schedule to do the work of the
course, you will be frustrated. Remember you are not just watching or listening. Whether you’re
interested in the role of the school media specialist, public librarian, or another type of
information technologist, this course is designed to be flexible enough to address the varied
needs of students. Time your tests wisely. Stay in touch with your instructor. 9- As a reader, I
would classify myself as good - I usually understand the text without help- average - I
sometimes need help to understand the text- slower than average. You will be responsible for
submitting your model and argument in a web-based format that can be posted on the Internet.
There are many ways to structure distance learning courses to help students become a community
of learners without the need for a specific place. Like earthquakes, electronic materials are
reshaping the landscape of libraries. Imagine questions that might be on a test from your study
guide, from your textbook, from videos or audiotapes, or from the Internet course assignments.
Organize your goals in a study schedule. You will be responsible for submitting your model and
argument in a web-based format that can be posted on the Internet. Access to VCR, tape player, a
fax machine, computer with adequate hard disk space and modem for e-mail transmission are
“musts” for many classes. You are learning from the information on those various mediums. The
selection process involves interviews by at least two members of the administrative team of a
program. 2- Feeling that I am part of a class is not particularly necessary to me- somewhat
important to me- very important to me. Stay in touch with your instructor. Some people like to
share photographs, personal websites, favorite movies or books, family information, or other
tidbits that will help the class get to know you. Ask your instructor at various points in the
quarter how your progress is going. Access to VCR, tape player, a fax machine, computer with
adequate hard disk space and modem for e-mail transmission are “musts” for many classes. These
facilitators are identified through recommendations from current or former students, current or
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former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through advertisements in
professional journals. Keep in mind that this class contains students with a wide variety of
educational, work, life, and technology experience. Some people view this support as an
essential move in addressing the mission of the libraries to provide a broad range of
informational services to the community. Whether you’re interested in the role of the school
media specialist, public librarian, or another type of information technologist, this course is
designed to be flexible enough to address the varied needs of students. 10- If I have to go on
campus to take exams or complete lab work I can go to campus anytime- I may miss some lab
assignments or exam deadlines if campus labs are not open evenings and weekends- I will have
difficulty getting to the campus, even in the evenings or on the weekends. The candidate’s
curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly. Interested in completing a
degree or certificate totally by distance? You are learning from the information on those
various mediums. 7- Considering my professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have
to work on a DL course is: more than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a
class on campus- less than for taking a class on campus. Some common relaxation techniques
include deep breathing, stretching, and soothing music. Before enrolling in a course, make sure
you have access to the tools necessary to complete assignments. Remember you are not just
watching or listening. The distance learning course syllabus contains all of the information the
student needs to progress through a distance learning course. In addition, naysayers need to
hear persuasive arguments that will “shake up” their stereotypical views of schools and
libraries and help them see how electronic materials are reshaping our library landscapes. This
is all done in oncourse so “outsiders” won’t be able to see the information. The candidate’s
curriculum vita is reviewed and references are checked thoroughly. Remember you are not just
watching or listening. Mark in the days when you will expect to take tests, submit projects,
contact the instructor. Identify study times when you are fresh and attentive and stick to those
times every week. You will not have to keep a class attendance schedule, but you will have to do
regular academic work. Organize your goals in a study schedule. Avoid all interruptions and
distractions while you are viewing a video program, listening to a cassette, reading the
textbook, working on the computer, or studying. Remember you are not just watching or listening.
Prepare for assignments and tests. 5- When an instructor hands out directions for an assignment,
I prefer figuring out the instructions on my own- trying to follow directions on my own, then
asking for help as needed- having the instructions explained orally. 7- Considering my
professional and personal schedule, the amount of time I have to work on a DL course is: more
than enough for a campus or DL course- the same as for taking a class on campus- less than for
taking a class on campus. Take the telephone off the hook if there is no one available to answer
it but you. These facilitators are identified through recommendations from current or former
students, current or former facilitators, university faculty in a particular locale, and through
advertisements in professional journals. Decide which course to take and register online with
NovaConnect 1- My need to take this course now is high - I need it immediately for degree, job
or other important reason- moderate - I could take it on campus later, or substitute another
course- low - it’s a personal interest that could be postponed. Keep a calendar showing the
number of weeks in the quarter and mark it off with the amount of work you need to do each week.
Instructors are available by phone and/or email, or you may make an appointment for an on-campus
meeting. In distance learning, course assignments could involve the use from different mediums:
print, videos, audios, and the Internet. Be realistic. So if there is insufficient time in your
personal schedule to do the work of the course, you will be frustrated. Re-read the course
objectives and standards often to see how you are progressing with them. Your mission is to
develop an exemplary model demonstrating the positive impact of electronic materials on children
and young adults. If there are 36 students in a particular city or region of the country_defined
as a distance that would require no longer than one hour drive time_three part-time facilitators
would be recruited for that city or region. The distance learning course syllabus contains all
of the information the student needs to progress through a distance learning course. Before
enrolling in a course, make sure you have access to the tools necessary to complete assignments.
This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online discussions. Keep a calendar
showing the number of weeks in the quarter and mark it off with the amount of work you need to
do each week. This is important because you’ll be involved in lots of online discussions.
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AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-271 N
toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into
MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto
I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM
RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS
(Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via
EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. End at
Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 /
US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go
onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto
I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY
13760, US. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Take
US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW
YORK).191.6 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH
ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S
via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2
miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles.
Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles.
Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto
I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through
PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP
RD.{0.1 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Turn LEFT onto OH-764
/ E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA /
JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W
via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287
LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159
toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 /
E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge
onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit-
EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN
ST.0.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow
US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT
159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE
ST.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C /
NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into
TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through
TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via
EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Start out
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going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via
EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles.
Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR /
LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203,
US. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge
onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR
S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE
RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT
99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via
EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST
toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. 
Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 /
N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward
ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE /
HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA
15203, US. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2
miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N
SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles.
I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18
toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Take the
US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70
EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N
GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A
toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG
TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles.
Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles.
Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT
SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS
(Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto
I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward
COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles.
Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via
EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E
/ S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD /
US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN
(Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN /
AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles.
Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT
107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE /
WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the
LEFT.10.4 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St,
Endicott, NY 13760, US. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto
I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S
toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge
onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP
RD.{0.1 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-10 W /
US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St,
Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN
RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via
EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward
NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Turn
LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT
EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward
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I-44 W.1.1 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Start out going
SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT
12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward
LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward
BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT
159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E
(Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll)
(Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward
AKRON.16.8 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto
I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON
ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward
KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll)
(Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing
into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS
(Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO
AVE.{0.1 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8
N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1
miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD
DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8
miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT
to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn LEFT
onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Take
the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9
miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles.
Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward
HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP
RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE
becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E
toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward
HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into
ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto
I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into
INDIANA).223.9 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward
PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into
TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44
W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. /
ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. I-44 W
becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN
ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT
5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via
EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S
10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles.
Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59.
Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to
follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge
onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-290 E /
EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W
toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1
miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0
miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144
toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287
LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT
DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Merge
onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W
NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
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AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1
miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST
on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY
E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT
40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT
12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT
125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA
FALLS.17.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles.
Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-279 N /
US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the
LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions
toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Start out going
NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express
Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A
toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through
PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A
toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn LEFT to stay
on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287
LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT
SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR
S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE
RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into
WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH
ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT
220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI
(Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON /
CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. I-271
N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH
RD.0.6 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE
BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via
EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing
into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND
AVE.2.8 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge
onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37
toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S
exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1
miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue
to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH
AVE.0.1 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8
miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E
/ US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit-
EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. I-271
N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN
(Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59
S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE
/ WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward
INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E
ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing
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into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge
onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Turn
SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward
COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Take the
I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-79 N
via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12
toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the
LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT
6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into
MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA
(Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C /
NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S
via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO /
I-294 S.1.9 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge
onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto
I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE /
FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON /
AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 N
via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-279
N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34
toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION
RD..0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles.
I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles.
End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W
toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22
E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT
toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward
LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward
ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto I-44 W
via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST
exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward
CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE
BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E
APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Take the US-65 S /
US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-264 W
via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward
INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70
EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT
toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St,
Endicott, NY 13760, US. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 /
E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing
into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing
into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7
miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON
ST NE.0.1 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Turn SLIGHT
LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE
(Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7
miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward
MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN
RD.{0.1 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1
miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Take the US-65 S
/ US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E
ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Start out
going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via
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the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT
SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS
(Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions
toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take the I-55 N
exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Take the US-59 S exit
toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN /
AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C-
on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into
OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON /
BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles.
Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on
the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON /
BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into
MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles.
Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. End at Mc Donald’s.
603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 /
ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22
E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT
toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles.
Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE
/ OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via
EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto
I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 /
E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2
miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Keep
LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles.
Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-30 W
toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward
ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward
N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT
LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT
15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th
St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions
toll).24.5 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1
miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT
59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles.
Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT
99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Start out
going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward
LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward
SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9
miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne,
Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Take the
RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. End at Mc
Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take
the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6
miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward
NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. End at
Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS
(Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles.
Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. End at
Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing
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through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. TURNER
TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward
HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on
the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott,
NY 13760, US. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT
toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via
EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the
LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via
EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Stay STRAIGHT
to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US.
Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via
EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT
toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS
OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles.
Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2
miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles.
Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37
toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E
toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008,
US Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Turn LEFT to stay
on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into
TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into
NEW YORK).53.0 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge
onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Take the US-59 S
exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. End
at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the
LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward
SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward
CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA
FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 W
via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via
EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward
PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203,
US. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto
I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via
EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto
I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles.
Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6
miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles.
Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE /
OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4
miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward
COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward
HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT
10B.11.6 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles.
Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions
toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward
I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles.
Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 S
toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C
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(Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via
EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll)
(Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US.
Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN
(Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles.
I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles.
Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. End at Holiday Inn
Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. End at Holiday Inn Express
Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59.
Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6
miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Turn RIGHT onto E
VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-30 W
toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT
219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-70 E
toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward
HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH
ST.0.9 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via
EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Take the US-65 S /
US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the US-59 S
ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing
into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into
OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Take
US-412 E.7.6 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles.
Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST
VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C
(Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the
LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT
290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH
AVE.1.9 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US.
Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge
onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S
LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward
NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59.
Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Merge onto
I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward
DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA
/ JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP
RD.{0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Take the
RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B-
on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Turn LEFT
onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward
HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn
SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP
RD.{0.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. End at Holiday Inn
Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St
Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9
miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward
HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto
I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles.
Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles.
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Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN
KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through
PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1
miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A
toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward
PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles.
TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-290 E
/ EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N
DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward
PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-25 N
via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT
toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via
EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219
toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES
AVE.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W
toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh,
PA 15203, US. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 /
US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward
NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1
miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward
JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN
KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN
(Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles.
Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd
Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA /
JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward
SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd
Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing
into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. End at
Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward
TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64
/ W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through
TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA
FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0
miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward
JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E
toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E
toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via
EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL
CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles.
Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. End at Hampton
Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing
into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT
onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into
MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6
miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1
miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles.
Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison
St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles.
Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A
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toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S
MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA
FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into
KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE
(Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into
OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5
miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN
FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST
toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto
I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59
S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge
onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take
US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing
into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-65
S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp
toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing
into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto
I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON /
BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH
ST.0.5 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST /
YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto
I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles.
Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. I-271 N
becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E
via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6
miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Turn
SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles.
Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Take
the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST /
YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions
toll).7.7 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto
AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Start out
going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the
LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto
I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E
(Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT
290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via
EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Take US-412
E.7.6 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into
OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into
ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Take EXIT 765B
toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA
(Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto
I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Take
the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A
toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles.
Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1
miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Take the
I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W /
US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into
MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE
(Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA /
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JOPLIN.2.0 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto I-40 W
via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Start out
going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Start out going
NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing
into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2
miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT
15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE
BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL.
Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-44
E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward
INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS /
TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX
77008, US Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto
I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY
FWY.0.2 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to
follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND
AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles.
I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N
toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI
(Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR /
N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into
OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles.
Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto
I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit-
EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8
miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 765B
toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles.
Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. TURNER
TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via
EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the
LEFT.10.4 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-40
W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT
84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles.
Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via
EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing
into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward
LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW
YORK).191.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. I-86 E
becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge
onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge
onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on
BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S
MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD
DR.0.2 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Turn RIGHT onto
E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via
EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12
toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward
TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles.
Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN
ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St,
Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-290 E /
EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL
CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to
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follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI
(Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto
I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59.
Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES /
PALESTINE.0.2 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Take the
US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto
OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Start
out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-10 W
/ US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO
(Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT
290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING
AVE.0.2 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into
OHIO).293.1 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto
US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward
ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take EXIT 231
toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6
miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0
miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles.
Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4
miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward
I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward
ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6
miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward
HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward
ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH
ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Start
out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG
TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th
St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR.
Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Start out going
SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT
1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-77 S via
the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles.
Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Take the
RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA-
then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll)
(Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA
FALLS.17.7 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. I-44 W
becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL.
Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8
miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT
1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto
US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64
W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9
miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-440
W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward
CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT
207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C
toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing
into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI
(Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT
to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E
toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN /
AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto
I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0
miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM
RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1
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miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward
JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward
INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9
miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT
onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into
OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH
ST.0.9 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR.
Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward
MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles.
Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward
I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON
PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE
ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into
WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Start out
going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go
onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1
miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge
onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto
I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN
ANTONIO.4.4 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto
I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward
NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions
toll).24.5 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via
EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on
the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1
miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT
290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE
PA.22.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144
toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Take the
I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E
via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions
toll).24.5 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE
BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N
via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Take the I-55 N
exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT
159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions
toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-271 S
via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1
miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge
onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-77 S
via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4
miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles.
I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Start out going NORTH on S
ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. End
at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E
toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR.
Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6
miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0
miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward
ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles.
Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles.
Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2
miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Turn LEFT
onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT
99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE
(Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Turn LEFT
onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A
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toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1
miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C
(Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the
LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward
CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N
toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON /
CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA /
JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN
(Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70
EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W
toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles.
Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK
(Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles.
Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via
EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6
miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Start out going NORTH on S
ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne,
Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing
into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7
miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles.
I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles.
Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. I-271 N
becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2
miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59
S.55.4 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W
via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions
toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles.
Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn LEFT
to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3
miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward
TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT
EXIT.0.2 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW
YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-71 S
via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Take the US-65
S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto
ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles.
End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1
toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles.
Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 231
toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE /
OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward
I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto
OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions
toll).106.7 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. I-271 N becomes
I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via
EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via
EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT
6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S
toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7
miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto
ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. TURNER
TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT
1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT
125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO
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AVE.{0.1 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US.
Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. End at
Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto US-59 S toward
HOUSTON.116.1 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT
toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles.
Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto
I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY
13760, US. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via
EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-290 E
/ EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E
MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT
onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto US-59
S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto
US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E
via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E
WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through
TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E
APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM
DR.0.1 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Keep LEFT
to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173
toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing
into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles.
Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto
IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7
miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles.
Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC
toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E
via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. TURNER
TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E
via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT
15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward
PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9
miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Take the I-55 N exit-
EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 /
ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 /
W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing
into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing
into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Take the GRANT
ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM
87109, US. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward
NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles.
Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0
miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40
WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles.
Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON
ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to
follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Start out
going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-55 S
toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto
NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN
ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St,
Endicott, NY 13760, US. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND
AVE.2.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S
MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions
toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Turn
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SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via
EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles.
Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward
TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Take the US-59 S exit
toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing
into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59
S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS-
then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward
KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC
toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles.
Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto
I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via
EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM
87109, US. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S
via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Take
the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST
on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward
INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. End at
Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT
toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to
follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US.
Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA
(Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on
BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward
NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA
(Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue
to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN
ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3
miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th
St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI
(Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles.
I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles.
End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT
10B.11.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A
toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N
via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN
(Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into
INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge
onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-279 N
/ US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144
toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Turn RIGHT onto
IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S
via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT
144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward
COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through
TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing
into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
GRANT ST.0.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203,
US. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Merge onto
I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES
AVE.0.2 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101
Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto
NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT
59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles.
Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Start out
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going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS /
TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1
miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles.
Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR /
US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE
ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via
EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO
AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764
/ E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Take EXIT
765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to
follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Take EXIT 765B
toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE
/ WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward
TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward
MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on
the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the
LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto
I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59
/ US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT
99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Start out going
NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE
(Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9
miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Start
out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto NY-26
N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS
DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions
toll).106.7 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into
OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N
SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles.
Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp
toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-470 E
via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge
onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to
go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON /
BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST
toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-294
S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through
PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward
TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles.
Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C
/ NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Merge
onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward
COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into
ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. End at Holiday
Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into
TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into
KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into
WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA
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(Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES /
PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S
ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE
BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles.
Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Start out going NORTH on S
ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN
/ AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Turn RIGHT
onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2
miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Turn SLIGHT
LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN
ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E
WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH
ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn RIGHT
onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into
MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT to
stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Turn RIGHT
onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008,
US Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4
miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on
the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN /
AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles.
Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4
miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Turn
LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto
US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to
go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing
into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward
MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST
/ ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Start out going NORTH on S
ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into
MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto
FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5
miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59
/ US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the
ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN
(Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to
follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA
(Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8
miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward
ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-55 S
toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward
ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22
E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward
LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles.
Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN
(Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N
DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W
via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT
15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 /
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US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO
AVE.{0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow
US-59 S.55.4 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles.
Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70
E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT
18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles.
Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S
exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR /
US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0
miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-55 S
via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO /
I-294 S.1.9 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Turn RIGHT
onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles.
Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Take the US-84 W /
US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward
SANTA FE.4.8 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Turn LEFT
onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A
toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8
miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward
HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2
miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. I-86 E
becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Take the
I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 E
toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via
EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward
BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward
I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit-
EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK
TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON /
CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto
I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via
EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US.
Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6
miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via
EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles.
Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N
Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward
COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Keep
LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Take EXIT 231
toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward
LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto
I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E
(Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Take the US-65 S /
US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Keep RIGHT to take
I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via
EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward
HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH
(Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward
LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5
miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59
S.55.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on
BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the
LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES
/ PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into
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TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN
KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1
miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward
LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Turn
SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 E
toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT
219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-294 S
via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward
TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US
I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles.
Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto
I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-376 E /
US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2
miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT
40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7
miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1
toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59
S.92.6 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT
290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2
miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159
toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S
10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-290 E /
EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S
MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA /
JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto
IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. I-44 W becomes
TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA
(Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles.
Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2
miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101
Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward
COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Take the
US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST
/ ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into
OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT
15A toward INDIANA (Portions toll).7.7 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK
(Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge
onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-77 S via the
ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to
go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Turn LEFT to stay
on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-71
S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US
Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Start
out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Start out going SOUTH on
MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144
toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Take the
RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 /
OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into
MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6
miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1
miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Turn
LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT
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DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via
EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing
into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto
I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N
via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6
miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the
ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward
TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then
crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow
US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6
miles. Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Take the I-55 N exit-
EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT
99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE
/ WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A
toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA
15203, US. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward
TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA
FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into
WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Take the I-55 N exit-
EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C-
on the LEFT.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9
miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Take the US-59
S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-86 E
via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S
BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles.
Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Merge onto I-77 S via
the ramp on the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward
CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA
15203, US. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 /
290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN
KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT
138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston,
TX 77008, US Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR.
Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles.
Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Take
the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St,
Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles.
Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44
W.1.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70
EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-290 E / EISENHOWER EXPY E
toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions
toll).106.7 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. End
at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the
LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-30 W
toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT
290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG
TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll)
(Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70
EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E
65TH ST.0.9 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into
OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the
LEFT.10.4 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Take
EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward
JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge
onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK
TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles.
Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles.
Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto
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S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT
107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll)
(Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto
I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to
follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5
miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C
/ NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto
I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT
138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA
FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto
I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Take the I-55 N
exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles.
I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via
EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on
the LEFT toward AKRON.16.8 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles.
Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT
138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward
CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59
S.14.3 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge
onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1
miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-44
W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S
toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Keep RIGHT to take
I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8
N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne,
Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4
miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward
ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward
COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll)
(Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO
(Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-290 E /
EISENHOWER EXPY E toward CHICAGO / I-294 S.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles.
Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto
I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Turn LEFT
onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE /
HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59
BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA-
then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge
onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr,
Houston, TX 77008, US Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-65
S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W /
E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Merge onto
I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE
ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6
miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH ST.0.9 miles.
Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT
99A-B toward CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD
DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll)
(Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto
IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. I-44
W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E
APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1
miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-70
W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on
AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE
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/ HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. End at Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US.
Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. End at
Hampton Inn. 5101 Ellison St Ne, Albuquerque, NM 87109, US. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 /
290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S
toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles.
Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR /
US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward
PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto
NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing
into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into
MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto
KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward
PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto
US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward
N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles.
Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge
onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge
onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S
via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY
NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34 toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7
miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144 toward
COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into
KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing
into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles. End
at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E
via EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX
77008, US Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE
BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward
HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE /
HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles.
Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto
ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59. Continue to follow US-59
S.92.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4
miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8
miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST
VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1
miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to
take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1
miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. I-86
E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. End at Burger King.
1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into
INDIANA).223.9 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Start out going NORTH on S
ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward
CINCINNATI / DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2
miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN
FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Take EXIT
765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward
NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON /
AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S
toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge onto I-10 W / US-90 W toward SAN ANTONIO.4.4 miles. Turn
SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on
US-59 S.4.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles.
Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS (Crossing into
MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via
the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7
miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn
LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT
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138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through
PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via
EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8
miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto I-271 S via EXIT 144
toward COLUMBUS.10.0 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Start out going
NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto S BISHOP RD.{0.1
miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE
ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. End at Burger King.
1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll)
(Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 /
TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE
becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 /
290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST LOUIS
(Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR
/ US-59. Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD
DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E / S MEDFORD DR S
toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-77 N.1.2 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. Turn
SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles.
Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto
I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER
TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Merge onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto
I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON
/ CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 6A toward
MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via
EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Take the US-84 W / US-59 S ramp
toward NACOGDOCHES / PALESTINE.0.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto
I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Take the RT-17C E
ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the LEFT toward CINCINNATI
(Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6
miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles.
Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST
VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE /
HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Merge onto
I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Merge onto
I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Keep LEFT to take I-71 S via EXIT 99A-B toward CINCINNATI /
DUBLIN RD.{0.1 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles. End at Burger
King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through
PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2
miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. /
ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT
12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward
HOUSTON.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into
OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B
toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-470 E via EXIT 219
toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 /
US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into
PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward COLUMBUS OH (Crossing
into OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD
DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4
miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-376 E / US-22 E / US-30 E via
EXIT 6A toward MONROEVILLE.0.5 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing
into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E
toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward
COLUMBUS.112.8 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Start out going NORTH on S
ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA
FE.4.8 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward
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SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Merge onto I-294 S via EXIT 15A toward INDIANA
(Portions toll).7.7 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W
NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on BROADWAY AVE / OH-14 / OH-43 toward E 65TH
ST.0.9 miles. Merge onto I-279 N / US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles.
I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto N PAN
AMERICAN FWY NE / FRONTAGE RD N.0.1 miles. I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA-
then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles. Turn RIGHT onto SHEPHERD DR.0.7 miles. Merge onto I-70
W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Turn LEFT onto US-59 / US-59 BR.
Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles.
Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing
into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-440 W via EXIT 159 toward TEXARKANA.9.9 miles. Turn
LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1
miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto US-59 S via
EXIT 220A toward HOUSTON.3.8 miles. Merge onto I-40 W toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO
(Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW MEXICO).529.4 miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING
AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge
onto I-271 N toward I-90 / ERIE PA.22.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions
toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles.
I-86 E becomes NY-17 E (Passing through PENNSYLVANIA- then crossing into NEW YORK).53.0 miles.
Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN
(Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward
SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD
/ US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA
(Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-79 N via EXIT 18 toward PITTSBURGH.20.6 miles.
I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Merge onto I-55 S toward ST
LOUIS (Crossing into MISSOURI).278.4 miles. Keep RIGHT to take I-70 E via EXIT 112A toward
COLUMBUS OH (Crossing into OHIO).293.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR
RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Start out going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward
WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into
OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Take the I-55
N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via
EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1 miles.
Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. End at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY
13760, US. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6
miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto FORBES AVE.0.2
miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59
S.55.4 miles. Take EXIT 231 toward SAN ANTONIO AVE. / ELLISION RD..0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT
toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express
Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA 15203, US. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2
miles. Keep LEFT to take OH-8 N via EXIT 125A toward CUYAHOGA FALLS.17.7 miles. Merge onto I-70
E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT
138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on the LEFT.0.1
miles. End at Burger King. 1040 N Shepherd Dr, Houston, TX 77008, US Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto
US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via
EXIT 84A on the LEFT toward KNOXVILLE / HUNTSVILLE.197.1 miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37
toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2
miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles.
Start out going NORTH on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Take the US-59 S exit
toward LAKE DR / LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 / W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Turn LEFT
to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge
onto I-470 E via EXIT 219 toward BELLAIRE / WASHINGTON PA (Crossing into WEST VIRGINIA).10.5
miles. Take the RT-17C E ramp toward ENDWELL.0.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles.
Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Start out
going SOUTH on MANNHEIM RD / US-12 / US-45 toward WAVELAND AVE.2.8 miles. Start out going NORTH
on S ARLINGTON ST toward PALMETTO AVE.{0.1 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles.
Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Turn LEFT
onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Turn LEFT onto ELLISON ST NE.0.1 miles. Merge
onto OK-11 E via the ramp on the LEFT toward I-244 / TULSA / JOPLIN.2.0 miles. Merge onto I-44 W
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via EXIT 207 / 290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64
/ W NORTH AVE.0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT LEFT onto AIRPORT DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward
HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT
107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles. Merge onto US-59 S toward HOUSTON.116.1 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Take the US-59 S ramp toward HOUSTON.0.2
miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via EXIT 40C toward
I-44 W.1.1 miles. Start out going NORTHWEST on AIRPORT DR / E APACHE ST.0.2 miles. Take the
US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Merge
onto I-25 N via EXIT 159BC toward SANTA FE.4.8 miles. Turn LEFT to stay on US-59 S.4.2 miles.
Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue to follow US-59 S.55.4
miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles. Turn RIGHT onto IL-64 W / E
NORTH AVE.1.9 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST / ILLINOIS (Crossing into
ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. TURNER TURNPIKE becomes JOHN KILPATRICK TURNPIKE (Portions toll).24.5
miles. Turn LEFT onto PERSHING AVE.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll)
(Crossing into MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Turn RIGHT onto S 10TH ST / ARMSTRONG TUNNEL. Continue to
follow S 10TH ST.0.5 miles. Turn SHARP LEFT onto NY-17C / NY-26 / E MAIN ST.0.6 miles. Turn
RIGHT onto E VIRGIN ST.0.1 miles. Merge onto I-70 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).26.7 miles.
Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE
(Crossing into TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Merge onto I-77 S via the ramp on the LEFT toward
AKRON.16.8 miles. Merge onto I-70 W / I-71 S via EXIT 107 toward DAYTON / CINCINNATI.1.6 miles.
Turn SLIGHT LEFT toward PARKING / RENTAL CAR RETURN / AIRPORT EXIT.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W
toward I-40 WEST / YUKON / AMRARILLO (Passing through TEXAS- then crossing into NEW
MEXICO).529.4 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. Merge onto I-264 W via EXIT 5 on the LEFT.10.4 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N
via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7 miles. Take the I-55 N exit- EXIT 290A- on the LEFT toward I-70
EAST / ILLINOIS.{0.1 miles. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto US-59 / US-84 / N GEORGE BOWERS DR. Continue
to follow US-59 S.55.4 miles. Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into
TEXAS).141.9 miles. I-271 N becomes I-90 E (Crossing into PENNSYLVANIA).91.3 miles. Turn LEFT
onto US-59 / US-59 BR. Continue to follow US-59 S.14.3 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S /
I-530 S exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take US-412 E.7.6 miles. Merge
onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto
I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. Merge onto I-30 W
toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto GRANT
ST.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 10B.11.6 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S
exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the US-59 S exit toward LAKE DR /
LEOPARD DR.0.2 miles. Merge onto I-40 W via EXIT 1E toward LITTLE ROCK (Crossing into
ARKANSAS).127.9 miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 20 S 10th St, Pittsburgh, PA
15203, US. Merge onto I-77 N.1.2 miles. Merge onto I-55 N via EXIT 290B toward I-70 EAST /
ILLINOIS (Crossing into ILLINOIS).20.6 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 173 toward
LOUISVILLE.71.6 miles. Merge onto I-44 E toward JOPLIN (Portions toll) (Crossing into
MISSOURI).378.4 miles. Merge onto I-65 S via EXIT 12 toward NASHVILLE (Crossing into
TENNESSEE).169.2 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Merge onto I-55 S via
EXIT 40C toward I-44 W.1.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 1 toward COLUMBUS.112.8 miles.
Merge onto I-30 W toward HOT SPRINGS / TEXARKANA (Crossing into TEXAS).141.9 miles. Merge onto
I-70 E toward INDIANAPOLIS (Crossing into INDIANA).223.9 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 34
toward TULSA (Portions toll).106.7 miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Stay
STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2 miles. Merge onto NY-26 N via EXIT 67N toward ENDICOTT.0.7
miles. Turn LEFT onto OH-764 / E WILBETH RD.0.6 miles. Take the US-65 S / US-167 S / I-530 S
exit- EXIT 138B- on the LEFT toward PINE BLUFF.0.2 miles. Take the GRANT ST exit- EXIT 1C- on
the LEFT.0.1 miles. I-44 W becomes TURNER TURNPIKE (Portions toll).0.1 miles. Merge onto I-279 N
/ US-22 E / US-30 E via EXIT 59A toward PITTSBURGH.6.2 miles. Merge onto I-44 W via EXIT 207 /
290C (Portions toll) (Crossing into OKLAHOMA).378.1 miles. Merge onto I-71 S via EXIT 99A on the
LEFT toward CINCINNATI (Crossing into KENTUCKY).125.4 miles. Merge onto US-59 S / TX-287 LOOP E
/ S MEDFORD DR S toward HOUSTON / BEAUMONT.5.8 miles. Stay STRAIGHT to go onto KATY FWY.0.2
miles. Merge onto I-86 E via EXIT 37 toward JAMESTOWN (Crossing into NEW YORK).191.6 miles. End
at Mc Donald’s. 603 E Main St, Endicott, NY 13760, US. Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S LAKE DR / US-59.
Continue to follow US-59 S.92.6 miles. Take EXIT 765B toward N SHEPHERD DR / N DURHAM DR.0.1
miles. End at Holiday Inn Express Pittsburgh. 
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Jamestown Colony Westbank Woodglen Monroe Place Irvington Woodglen Dow Acres Hunters Glen Dow
Acres Dow Acres Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Park Estates Southwood Glenburnie Heatherwood Park
Covington Woods Huntington Sterling Green Barclay Place Glenburnie Cole Creek Manor Sterling
Green South Deer Park South Glen Aryshire Highland Acres Homes Braeburn Glen Humble Estate
Kirkwood Sunnyside Grantwood Kingsbridge Preston Manor Grantwood Hilltop Acres Sterling Knoll
Calgary Woods Deer Park Sterling Forest Woodland Oaks Glenburnie Heatherwood Preston Manor
Braeburn Gardens Forest Hill Melrose Gardens Forest Hill Riverside Terrace Glencairn West
Glenburnie Glen Cove Woodglen Preston Manor Aryshire Mac Gregor Terrace Woodland Oaks Aryshire
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Glenburnie Humble Acres Westfield Estates Mac Gregor Terrace
Linkwood Todville Aryshire Sunnyside Heatherwood Park Preston Manor Woodland Heights Woodland
Oaks Highland Gardens McNair Glen Cove Citadel  Braeburn Gardens Woodland Trails North Humble
Acres Mac Gregor Place Braeburn Acres Aryshire Mac Gregor Park Estates Anderson Ways Sterling
Knoll South Glen Dumbarton Village Huntington Woodland Oaks Woodland Heights Grantwood Mac
Gregor Park Estates Woodglen Hilltop Acres Monroe Place Todville Jamestown Colony Covington West
Todville Mac Gregor Palms Forest Hill Anderson Ways Mac Gregor Place Cove Mac Gregor Palms Mason
Park Terrace South View Melrose Park Glenshire McNair Heatherwood Park Dumbarton Village
Dumbarton Village Southwood West Park Rosslyn Glen Cove Riverside Terrace Woodland Trails North
Linkwood Cove Humble Woodside Kennedy Heights Calgary Woods Woodland Acres Greenwood Village
Heights Woodland Acres Barrington Place Hunters Creek Village McNair Woodland Oaks West Park
Covington Woods Rosslyn Heatherwood Park Highland Acres Homes Mac Gregor Terrace Riverside
Terrace Mac Gregor Terrace Mac Gregor Terrace Westfield Estates Braewood Glen Humble Barrington
Place Citadel  Melrose Gardens Dumbarton Village South View Huntington Hunters Glen Braes Oaks
Monroe Place McNair Aryshire Calgary Woods Sterling Knoll Westbank Citadel  Greenfield Village
Woodland Heights Sheldon Preston Manor Highland Heights Southwood Westfield Estates Melrose Park
Dumbarton Village Sterling Knoll Highland Heights Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Green South
Braeburn Glen Anderson Ways Heatherwood Meadows Glencairn West Glencairn Park Dumbarton Village
Irvington Highland Heights Barrington Place Kirkwood Todville Scotcrest Westbank Braeburn Acres
Barclay Place Glenshire Glenburnie Woodland Acres Sunnyside Dow Acres Rosslyn Meadows Mason Park
Terrace Southside Place Covington Woods Melrose Gardens Humble Estate Scotcrest Covington West
Braewood Glen Cove Linkwood Forest Hill Braeburn Glen Kirkwood Hunters Creek Village Humble
Estate Greenwood Village Heights Hilltop Acres Woodland Oaks Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Sterling Green Westbank Westpark Southside Place Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Park Estates
Glenburnie Mac Gregor Palms Mason Park Terrace Rosslyn Southwood Sunnyside Deer Park Woodland
Oaks Woodland Trails North Easthaven Woodland Oaks Preston Manor Mac Gregor Park Estates
Grantwood Mac Gregor Palms Todville Northfield  Linkwood Sterling Knoll Sterling Green South
Sterling Forest Highland Acres Homes Jamestown Colony Woodland Oaks Humble Humble Estate
Woodland Heights Highland Acres Homes Jamestown Colony Riverside Terrace Meadows Jamestown
Colony Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Anderson Ways Braeburn Acres Highland Gardens Braes
Heights Greenwood Village Heights Woodland Acres Mac Gregor Place Humble Camp Hunters Creek
Village Westpark Heatherwood Huntington Cookwood Mason Park Terrace Cove Glen Forest and Glen
Lea Place Braes Oaks Westpark Westwood Braeburn Glen Mason Park Terrace Woodland Oaks Sterling
Knoll Southwood Mason Park Terrace Grantwood Jamestown Colony Mac Gregor Palms Hilltop Acres
Linkwood Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Park Estates Todville Hunters Creek Village West Park
Southside Place Kennedy Heights Humble Camp Dow Acres Greenwood Village Heights Clifton Beach
West Park Cove Cookwood South View Highland Gardens Northfield  Forest Hill Rosslyn Woodside
Woodglen Grantwood Linkwood Greenwood Village Heights Greenfield Village Sheldon Meadows Monroe
Place Kennedy Heights Woodland Heights Melrose Park Huntington Westwood Deer Park Highland
Heights South Glen Westwood Kingsbridge Woodside Woodland Trails North Woodland Acres Westbank
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Highland Gardens Sheldon Greenwood Village Heights Woodland Oaks Humble Pipers Meadow Sheldon
Clifton Beach Deer Park Sunnyside Mills Walk Westwood Southwood Linkwood Dumbarton Oaks Preston
Manor Barrington Place Sheldon Aryshire Scotcrest Southwood Dow Acres Woodside Citadel 
Glencairn Park Westbank Southwood Humble Camp Westbank Mac Gregor Place Glencairn Park Grantwood
Easthaven Jamestown Colony Barclay Place Westfield Estates Heatherwood Park Irvington Grantwood
Citadel  Mac Gregor Palms Humble Acres Barrington Place Woodland Heights Covington West Sterling
Forest Mills Walk Sterling Forest Heatherwood Park South View Westwood Mason Park Terrace
Woodland Oaks Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Glen Cove Woodland Oaks Meadows Sterling Forest
Jamestown Colony Riverside Terrace Covington West Cole Creek Manor Deer Park Highland Acres
Homes Sterling Green South Park Southwood Westwood Braeburn Glen Westbank Braeburn Acres
Northfield  Humble Scotcrest Sheldon Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Humble Acres Humble Mills
Walk Glenshire Rosslyn Glen Cove Greenwood Village Heights Westwood Covington West Sterling
Knoll Humble Camp Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place West Park Meadows Heatherwood Park Pipers
Meadow Cole Creek Manor Linkwood Humble Sterling Forest Southside Place Riverside Terrace
Sterling Green South Woodland Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates Highland Heights Heatherwood Park
Linkwood Glen Cove Anderson Ways Woodland Heights South Park Glencairn West Humble Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place Woodland Heights Highland Gardens West Park Humble Camp Melrose Gardens Mac
Gregor Park Estates Sterling Green South Woodland Trails North Glenshire Highland Heights Cove
Mills Walk Braes Oaks Highland Acres Homes Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor Park Estates Westbank
Linkwood Glen Cove Woodland Trails North Cove Glenshire Cole Creek Manor Irvington Highland
Acres Homes Woodland Oaks Monroe Place Glenshire Heatherwood Grantwood Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Jamestown Colony Scotcrest Humble Camp Woodland Oaks Cole Creek Manor Forest Hill
Anderson Ways Braes Heights Woodglen Woodland Heights Citadel  Mason Park Terrace Todville South
Park Clifton Beach Kennedy Heights Highland Heights Westbank Mac Gregor Park Estates Aryshire
Woodside West Park Glenburnie Kennedy Heights Humble Estate Braewood Glen Braeburn Gardens
Linkwood Melrose Gardens Easthaven Mac Gregor Terrace Sunnyside Hunters Creek Village Covington
Woods Glenburnie Mac Gregor Place Melrose Gardens Greenfield Village Clifton Beach Huntington
McNair Mac Gregor Palms Braes Oaks McNair Braes Oaks Northfield  Highland Heights Westwood
Pipers Meadow Mac Gregor Palms Mason Park Terrace Braewood Glen Citadel  Pipers Meadow Deer Park
Heatherwood Park Calgary Woods Aryshire Highland Heights Braeburn Glen Highland Heights Humble
Camp Meadows Humble Acres Glenburnie Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Terrace Woodland Oaks Melrose
Gardens Glen Cove Highland Heights Citadel  Barclay Place Mac Gregor Palms Kirkwood Highland
Gardens Mac Gregor Park Estates Westpark Woodglen Braes Terrace and Braeswood Mason Park Terrace
Mac Gregor Terrace Sunnyside Cole Creek Manor Scotcrest Woodside Kirkwood Humble Camp Mac Gregor
Park Estates Humble Estate Kingsbridge Woodland Acres Dow Acres Braes Heights Jamestown Colony
Riverside Terrace Humble Camp Kennedy Heights Woodland Trails North Dow Acres Melrose Park
Sterling Forest Glenshire Huntington Mills Walk Covington West Woodland Oaks Mac Gregor Palms
Kirkwood Humble Camp Woodside Braeburn Gardens Todville Todville South Glen Glen Cove Mason Park
Terrace Cole Creek Manor Easthaven Forest Hill Woodside Mills Walk Heatherwood Calgary Woods
Meadows Kingsbridge Hunters Glen Huntington Linkwood Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Palms Westbank
South Park Woodland Acres Scotcrest Preston Manor Westbank Braeburn Gardens Mac Gregor Terrace
Dow Acres Hunters Glen Pipers Meadow Highland Acres Homes Kirkwood Forest Hill Dumbarton Village
Braeburn Gardens Braewood Glen Sterling Green South Sterling Green Deer Park Cove Cookwood
Easthaven Glenshire Highland Acres Homes Covington West Humble Camp Humble Heatherwood Melrose
Gardens West Park Braeburn Gardens Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Woodland Oaks Dow Acres
Woodside Southside Place Heatherwood Park Heatherwood Park Westpark Meadows Anderson Ways Mac
Gregor Palms Braes Terrace and Braeswood Southside Place Greenwood Village Heights Braeburn
Gardens Sterling Forest Melrose Park Highland Acres Homes Preston Manor Forest Hill Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Dumbarton Village Mac Gregor Terrace Mac Gregor Palms Melrose Gardens
Sunnyside Braes Terrace and Braeswood Covington Woods Clifton Beach Preston Manor Heatherwood
Westwood Westbank South Park Highland Heights Westfield Estates Sheldon Dow Acres Barrington
Place Braes Terrace and Braeswood Mac Gregor Terrace Mac Gregor Palms Easthaven Sterling Green
Kingsbridge Deer Park Rosslyn Greenfield Village Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Forest Highland
Acres Homes Sheldon Mac Gregor Place Braes Terrace and Braeswood Hunters Glen Southwood Highland
Heights Barrington Place Northfield  Cole Creek Manor Melrose Gardens Westpark Melrose Gardens
Barclay Place Melrose Park Clifton Beach Cookwood Glenshire Aryshire Hunters Glen Braes Terrace
and Braeswood Humble Camp West Park Mac Gregor Place Hunters Glen Highland Heights Dumbarton
Oaks Cole Creek Manor Barclay Place Mac Gregor Place South View Hunters Glen Sterling Knoll
Greenwood Village Heights Heatherwood Cove Mac Gregor Park Estates Braes Heights Braeburn Glen
Melrose Gardens Braes Oaks Braes Heights Clifton Beach Covington West Humble Easthaven Anderson
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Ways Glencairn West Sterling Knoll Westpark Covington West Barclay Place Greenfield Village
Sheldon Kennedy Heights Westwood Highland Acres Homes Westwood Calgary Woods Deer Park Irvington
Meadows Southside Place Humble Acres Woodglen Pipers Meadow Kingsbridge South Park Melrose
Gardens Sterling Forest Heatherwood Park Braes Terrace and Braeswood Highland Gardens Hunters
Creek Village Kennedy Heights Westbank Humble Camp Woodland Trails North Northfield  Barclay
Place Woodland Oaks Mac Gregor Park Estates Calgary Woods West Park Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Dow Acres Forest Hill Covington Woods Sheldon Braeburn Acres Mills Walk Sheldon Glen Cove
Riverside Terrace Meadows Dumbarton Oaks Highland Heights Glencairn Park Heatherwood Deer Park
Cole Creek Manor Glenshire Sterling Green Humble Acres Sterling Knoll Meadows Braeburn Glen
Sunnyside Highland Gardens Braeburn Glen Braeburn Glen Heatherwood Kirkwood Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Braewood Glen Westbank Meadows Hunters Glen Greenfield Village Grantwood Westbank
Melrose Gardens Riverside Terrace Woodland Trails North Aryshire Glenshire Kennedy Heights South
View Anderson Ways Calgary Woods Heatherwood Irvington Cookwood Glenburnie Southside Place
McNair Riverside Terrace Dumbarton Village Irvington Glenshire Hilltop Acres Westpark Sterling
Green Monroe Place Barclay Place West Park Dow Acres Kirkwood Braeburn Gardens Braeburn Glen
Hilltop Acres Dow Acres Hunters Creek Village Highland Gardens Kingsbridge Greenwood Village
Heights Sunnyside Sterling Forest Sterling Knoll Sterling Green South Covington West Pipers
Meadow Southwood Southside Place Monroe Place Covington West Braewood Glen Anderson Ways
Grantwood Highland Heights Woodland Trails North West Park Linkwood Grantwood Grantwood Barclay
Place Glenburnie Southwood Sterling Knoll South Glen Mills Walk Humble Estate Woodland Acres
Heatherwood Park Mac Gregor Park Estates South Glen Highland Gardens Todville Jamestown Colony
Sunnyside Woodland Heights Kennedy Heights Heatherwood Park Glenshire Humble Southside Place
Dumbarton Village Cove Barclay Place Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Humble Acres Forest Hill
Sterling Knoll Southwood Braeburn Acres Hunters Glen Westwood Sheldon Humble Acres Barrington
Place Heatherwood Southwood Woodside Woodland Oaks Kingsbridge Westbank Barclay Place Woodglen
Braes Terrace and Braeswood Sterling Forest Scotcrest Dumbarton Village McNair Sterling Green
Cove Preston Manor Huntington Humble Camp Highland Acres Homes Hunters Creek Village Mac Gregor
Palms Forest Hill Cookwood Scotcrest Hilltop Acres Braeburn Gardens Rosslyn Dumbarton Village
Cookwood Barclay Place Heatherwood Braeburn Acres Riverside Terrace Glen Cove Aryshire Braewood
Glen Dumbarton Village Woodside Todville Sheldon Sheldon Humble Hunters Glen Scotcrest Humble
Acres Cove Heatherwood Park Woodside Cove Dumbarton Oaks Barrington Place Covington Woods
Glencairn West Deer Park Aryshire Mac Gregor Terrace Southside Place Highland Acres Homes
Highland Gardens Clifton Beach Braeburn Gardens Northfield  Hunters Glen Braes Oaks Linkwood
Southside Place South Glen Humble Humble Camp Northfield  Barrington Place Northfield  Sunnyside
Highland Gardens Kennedy Heights Easthaven Irvington Linkwood Kirkwood Braeburn Gardens
Northfield  Cole Creek Manor Woodland Oaks Melrose Park Heatherwood Sterling Forest Hilltop
Acres Jamestown Colony Jamestown Colony Barclay Place Clifton Beach Humble Estate Westfield
Estates Sterling Forest Hilltop Acres Pipers Meadow Melrose Gardens Highland Gardens Woodside
Preston Manor Kirkwood Hilltop Acres Braeburn Gardens Covington West Glen Forest and Glen Lea
Place Kennedy Heights Kirkwood Mac Gregor Palms Mills Walk West Park Mac Gregor Park Estates
Cookwood Humble Camp Dumbarton Oaks Mills Walk Westfield Estates Sterling Green Riverside
Terrace Todville Westpark Mac Gregor Terrace Covington Woods Barclay Place Westfield Estates
Covington Woods Woodland Heights Dumbarton Village Covington Woods Linkwood Covington West
Highland Heights South View Sterling Forest Mac Gregor Place Mason Park Terrace Grantwood Cove
Glencairn Park Highland Heights Cove Dumbarton Village Humble Acres Woodglen Woodland Heights
Highland Gardens Kirkwood Meadows Citadel  Mason Park Terrace Sterling Green South Westwood
Dumbarton Oaks Highland Acres Homes Scotcrest Mac Gregor Palms Jamestown Colony Mason Park
Terrace Westwood Highland Acres Homes Northfield  Mac Gregor Park Estates Kingsbridge Glencairn
West Braes Terrace and Braeswood Dumbarton Oaks Aryshire Easthaven Braeburn Glen Mac Gregor
Palms Westfield Estates Glenshire Meadows Linkwood McNair Highland Acres Homes Covington Woods
Westfield Estates Irvington Woodland Trails North McNair Westfield Estates Braes Oaks Braeburn
Glen Hunters Creek Village Westwood Southwood Melrose Gardens McNair Braes Terrace and Braeswood
South View Melrose Gardens Kirkwood Riverside Terrace Woodside Woodland Oaks Barrington Place
Sterling Green Mac Gregor Park Estates Humble South Glen Dumbarton Oaks Hilltop Acres Greenfield
Village Sterling Knoll Anderson Ways Barclay Place Jamestown Colony Mills Walk South Park
Highland Gardens Easthaven Todville Mac Gregor Place Easthaven Humble Camp Rosslyn Huntington
McNair Braes Oaks Dumbarton Oaks Highland Gardens Highland Heights Greenwood Village Heights Mac
Gregor Terrace Citadel  Glen Cove Westpark Grantwood Sunnyside Mills Walk Clifton Beach
Covington Woods Riverside Terrace Humble Estate Hunters Glen Citadel  Aryshire Northfield  Cole
Creek Manor Dumbarton Oaks Braes Oaks Kingsbridge Heatherwood Humble Acres Linkwood Melrose Park
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Covington West Westfield Estates Cove Humble Camp Calgary Woods Cookwood Kirkwood Hilltop Acres
Highland Gardens Monroe Place Barrington Place Westbank Highland Heights Heatherwood Pipers
Meadow Glen Cove South Park Mason Park Terrace Sheldon Woodland Acres Huntington Sterling Green
Sterling Forest Braeburn Gardens Glenburnie Southwood Preston Manor Glen Forest and Glen Lea
Place Southwood Woodland Acres Humble Kingsbridge Barrington Place Westfield Estates Braeburn
Acres Braes Heights South View Easthaven Humble Camp Forest Hill Woodglen Anderson Ways West
Park Deer Park Braes Terrace and Braeswood Kennedy Heights Hilltop Acres Irvington Sterling
Green South Southside Place Mac Gregor Park Estates Highland Acres Homes Westwood South View
Braeburn Gardens Heatherwood Park Glen Cove McNair South View Melrose Park Kingsbridge Hunters
Glen Kirkwood Meadows Southwood Dow Acres Sterling Green South Glen Glencairn West Kingsbridge
South Park Easthaven Mason Park Terrace Kingsbridge Glenshire Woodland Oaks Jamestown Colony
Braes Heights Mason Park Terrace Mac Gregor Park Estates Irvington Melrose Park Melrose Park
Kingsbridge Mac Gregor Place Woodland Heights Braewood Glen Anderson Ways Southwood Glencairn
West Greenfield Village Mills Walk Scotcrest Riverside Terrace South View Woodglen South Park
Kennedy Heights Braewood Glen Dumbarton Village Covington Woods Cove Glenburnie Anderson Ways
Kirkwood Braeburn Gardens McNair West Park Glencairn West Highland Heights Sterling Green Humble
Scotcrest Cole Creek Manor Westbank Kirkwood Covington West Westbank Woodglen Westpark Glencairn
Park Sheldon Greenwood Village Heights Meadows Heatherwood Sterling Green Glen Forest and Glen
Lea Place Sterling Forest Hunters Glen Linkwood Westbank Woodside Highland Gardens Humble Estate
South Glen Braes Heights Irvington Covington Woods Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Forest Covington
West Northfield  Mason Park Terrace Mac Gregor Palms Monroe Place Heatherwood Park Mac Gregor
Terrace Kennedy Heights Sterling Green South Highland Gardens Preston Manor Cookwood Glenburnie
Mac Gregor Park Estates Mac Gregor Palms Braeburn Glen Glencairn West Anderson Ways McNair Braes
Oaks Woodland Trails North Mason Park Terrace Glen Cove Westbank Westpark Highland Acres Homes
Highland Heights Humble Camp Woodland Oaks Jamestown Colony Sterling Green Melrose Gardens
Linkwood Woodland Oaks West Park Kirkwood Linkwood Mac Gregor Park Estates Dow Acres Kennedy
Heights Pipers Meadow Braewood Glen Pipers Meadow Sterling Green Greenfield Village Mills Walk
Irvington Easthaven Melrose Park Grantwood Glencairn Park Humble Camp Forest Hill Braeburn Glen
Humble Camp Sterling Forest Heatherwood Dow Acres South Glen Covington Woods Glencairn West
Dumbarton Oaks Westfield Estates Braes Heights Clifton Beach Anderson Ways Braeburn Gardens
Braewood Glen Deer Park Covington West Melrose Park Greenwood Village Heights Monroe Place
Westbank Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Braewood Glen Clifton Beach Aryshire Linkwood South Park
Sheldon Heatherwood Park Westbank Sunnyside Mason Park Terrace Hunters Creek Village South View
Westfield Estates Melrose Gardens Northfield  Kingsbridge Kennedy Heights Humble Acres Woodland
Acres Cole Creek Manor Aryshire Pipers Meadow Sterling Knoll Greenfield Village Woodside Mac
Gregor Palms Sterling Forest Calgary Woods Scotcrest Glen Cove Northfield  Irvington Glencairn
Park Easthaven Hilltop Acres McNair West Park Westbank Braeburn Gardens Westbank Glen Cove
Westfield Estates Braes Heights Dumbarton Oaks Humble Camp Meadows Meadows Pipers Meadow
Covington Woods Irvington Aryshire Grantwood Glencairn Park Cove Dumbarton Oaks Westbank
Northfield  Humble Woodland Acres Monroe Place Todville Sterling Green South Sheldon Cookwood
Mac Gregor Park Estates Melrose Park Humble Acres Greenwood Village Heights Braes Heights
Linkwood Kingsbridge Riverside Terrace Westpark Hilltop Acres Glenburnie Todville Covington
Woods Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Westfield Estates Dumbarton Oaks South Park Braeburn Acres
Covington Woods Cove Humble Estate Cole Creek Manor Westwood Northfield  Kirkwood Braes Oaks
South View Braeburn Gardens Westpark Mac Gregor Place Glencairn West Westbank Braes Oaks Pipers
Meadow Anderson Ways Scotcrest Glenshire Westpark Westfield Estates Citadel  Northfield  Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Westfield Estates Kennedy Heights Highland Gardens Humble Acres Rosslyn
Woodland Trails North Preston Manor Melrose Gardens Sterling Green Mac Gregor Place Sterling
Green Woodland Heights Hunters Creek Village Humble Estate Covington West Deer Park Linkwood
Braeburn Acres Westwood Kingsbridge Clifton Beach Barrington Place Hunters Creek Village
Barrington Place Preston Manor Sunnyside Dow Acres Greenfield Village Cole Creek Manor
Barrington Place Sterling Forest Westwood Braeburn Glen Humble Camp Glenburnie Braeburn Gardens
Rosslyn Sterling Knoll Covington West Greenwood Village Heights Grantwood Barclay Place McNair
Todville Glen Cove Citadel  Meadows Forest Hill Jamestown Colony Mac Gregor Park Estates Melrose
Gardens Hunters Glen Covington West Woodside Glenburnie Highland Gardens Dow Acres Highland
Gardens Woodland Oaks Greenwood Village Heights Highland Gardens Woodland Acres Citadel 
Easthaven Covington West Mac Gregor Palms Anderson Ways Sterling Green South Sunnyside South
View Mac Gregor Palms Mills Walk Melrose Gardens Woodland Heights Sterling Green Highland
Gardens Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place South View Sterling Green Glen Cove Grantwood Monroe
Place Woodland Acres Braewood Glen Mac Gregor Park Estates Heatherwood Park Jamestown Colony Mac
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Gregor Terrace Glenburnie Citadel  Glencairn West Aryshire Glenshire Monroe Place Heatherwood
Park Riverside Terrace Highland Acres Homes Dow Acres Sunnyside Westpark Southwood Humble
Meadows Woodland Oaks Braeburn Glen Braes Terrace and Braeswood Anderson Ways Pipers Meadow
Woodglen Glencairn West Huntington Woodglen Humble Camp Woodland Trails North Glen Forest and
Glen Lea Place South Park Cookwood Southwood Scotcrest Woodland Trails North Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Cookwood Glenburnie Grantwood Mac Gregor Park Estates Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Northfield  Mills Walk Hilltop Acres Woodland Oaks Hunters Creek Village Huntington Highland
Gardens Hunters Glen Braeburn Gardens Humble Acres Cookwood Sunnyside Highland Heights Southwood
Monroe Place Deer Park Meadows Hunters Creek Village Humble South Glen Clifton Beach Braes
Heights Mills Walk Highland Gardens Glen Cove Easthaven Braewood Glen Cookwood Mills Walk Braes
Oaks Aryshire West Park South Park Riverside Terrace Mac Gregor Palms Dow Acres Jamestown Colony
Jamestown Colony Forest Hill Cove Woodland Acres Forest Hill Highland Acres Homes Meadows
Kingsbridge Woodland Acres Braewood Glen Glenshire Northfield  Heatherwood Mason Park Terrace
Cole Creek Manor Sunnyside Huntington Braes Terrace and Braeswood Mills Walk Hunters Glen
Melrose Gardens Mac Gregor Park Estates South View Barclay Place Dumbarton Village Aryshire
South Glen Braewood Glen Greenwood Village Heights Cole Creek Manor Dow Acres Jamestown Colony
Sterling Knoll Braeburn Acres Scotcrest Hunters Glen Southside Place Heatherwood Linkwood Humble
Humble Acres Riverside Terrace Highland Acres Homes South Glen Woodglen Melrose Park Aryshire
Deer Park Covington Woods Braes Oaks Greenwood Village Heights Sterling Green Glen Forest and
Glen Lea Place Braewood Glen Irvington Hilltop Acres Grantwood Huntington Woodland Acres
Woodland Trails North Melrose Gardens Humble Estate West Park Grantwood Mason Park Terrace Dow
Acres Hunters Glen Riverside Terrace Covington West West Park Cove Anderson Ways Easthaven
Sterling Forest Westfield Estates West Park Woodglen Braes Oaks Westpark Braewood Glen
Huntington Citadel  Glen Cove Riverside Terrace Braes Heights Braeburn Glen Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Huntington Aryshire Mac Gregor Palms Scotcrest Mac Gregor Place Barrington Place
Highland Heights Sheldon Scotcrest Mac Gregor Place Highland Acres Homes Pipers Meadow Braes
Heights Pipers Meadow Woodland Trails North McNair Deer Park Meadows Greenwood Village Heights
Woodland Acres Deer Park Braeburn Gardens Hunters Creek Village Southwood Sheldon Melrose
Gardens Woodland Heights Westfield Estates Glencairn West Rosslyn Grantwood Kirkwood Melrose
Gardens Glen Cove South Park Sterling Knoll Woodland Trails North Humble Estate Aryshire Forest
Hill Braeburn Gardens Clifton Beach Westpark Jamestown Colony Sterling Green South Barrington
Place Woodland Oaks Heatherwood Park Linkwood Forest Hill Woodland Oaks Southside Place McNair
Kirkwood Heatherwood Clifton Beach Pipers Meadow Sterling Green South Westbank Sheldon Braewood
Glen Westfield Estates Hilltop Acres Westpark Highland Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates
Kingsbridge Monroe Place Braeburn Acres Easthaven Kingsbridge Preston Manor Braes Heights
Highland Acres Homes South Park Huntington Preston Manor Woodland Oaks West Park Dumbarton
Village Covington Woods Braes Oaks Cole Creek Manor Highland Gardens Clifton Beach Mac Gregor
Place South View Highland Gardens Braes Oaks Westpark Mac Gregor Place Kingsbridge Huntington
Anderson Ways Heatherwood Park Easthaven South Park Highland Gardens Dumbarton Village Sunnyside
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Southside Place Glencairn West Woodland Acres Sterling Green
Woodside Covington Woods Woodland Acres Greenwood Village Heights Westwood Mac Gregor Palms
Braes Oaks Braewood Glen Sunnyside South Glen Highland Heights Cookwood Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Easthaven Rosslyn Braes Oaks Covington Woods Huntington Woodland Trails North Mills
Walk Glenburnie Braeburn Glen Rosslyn Rosslyn Southwood Meadows Dumbarton Oaks Linkwood Mac
Gregor Palms Braeburn Glen Riverside Terrace Mills Walk Huntington Humble Camp Mac Gregor
Terrace Braeburn Gardens Calgary Woods Glencairn West Braewood Glen Meadows Calgary Woods
Sterling Green Clifton Beach Scotcrest Pipers Meadow Mac Gregor Terrace Humble Estate Westbank
Glencairn Park Mac Gregor Terrace Northfield  Barclay Place Sterling Green Covington Woods Braes
Oaks Woodland Trails North West Park Woodside Barrington Place Riverside Terrace Cove Irvington
Humble Estate South Park Calgary Woods Glenburnie Barclay Place Deer Park Southwood Humble
Estate Barrington Place Woodland Acres Huntington Highland Gardens Melrose Gardens Cookwood
Jamestown Colony Braeburn Glen Westpark Cole Creek Manor Sterling Green South Covington West
Braeburn Gardens Anderson Ways Braeburn Acres Braeburn Glen Forest Hill Mac Gregor Palms
Linkwood Sterling Forest Woodland Trails North Mac Gregor Palms Jamestown Colony Glencairn West
Southside Place Glen Cove Barrington Place South Park Melrose Gardens Northfield  Sunnyside
Braewood Glen Kirkwood Dow Acres Kingsbridge Scotcrest Braeburn Acres Sunnyside Glencairn Park
Glenshire Huntington Anderson Ways Woodland Acres Mac Gregor Place Mac Gregor Park Estates
Meadows Mason Park Terrace Grantwood Hunters Glen Woodland Trails North Westwood Huntington Mac
Gregor Park Estates Braes Heights Dow Acres Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Grantwood Hunters
Glen South View Highland Acres Homes Highland Acres Homes Glencairn West Hilltop Acres Glencairn
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Park Covington Woods Forest Hill Grantwood South Glen Heatherwood Westwood Deer Park Scotcrest
Melrose Park Cole Creek Manor Mac Gregor Palms Rosslyn South View Highland Acres Homes Humble
Deer Park Westfield Estates Preston Manor Dumbarton Village Dumbarton Oaks Monroe Place
Dumbarton Oaks Woodland Acres Woodland Oaks Greenwood Village Heights Cove Glen Forest and Glen
Lea Place Todville Southwood Sunnyside Glen Cove Sterling Green South Dow Acres Westfield
Estates Braes Heights Westfield Estates Deer Park Westbank Cookwood Woodland Oaks Highland
Gardens South Glen Melrose Park Highland Heights Mills Walk Braeburn Gardens Cove Citadel  West
Park Heatherwood Park Sterling Green South Kirkwood Woodglen Braeburn Acres Woodland Heights Mac
Gregor Place Sterling Green South Glencairn West Heatherwood Park Sunnyside South Park Westpark
Woodland Trails North Anderson Ways Forest Hill Jamestown Colony Citadel  Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Jamestown Colony Glencairn Park Hunters Glen Dumbarton Oaks Mac Gregor Palms
Barrington Place Mac Gregor Place Deer Park Dumbarton Oaks Anderson Ways Todville Melrose Park
Braeburn Gardens Pipers Meadow Glenburnie Sunnyside Kennedy Heights Braeburn Glen Glenshire Mac
Gregor Terrace Hunters Creek Village Dumbarton Oaks McNair Mason Park Terrace Clifton Beach
Grantwood Scotcrest Barrington Place Calgary Woods Riverside Terrace Heatherwood Park Glencairn
Park Sterling Forest Linkwood Braewood Glen Cookwood Woodland Oaks Westfield Estates Glen Cove
Woodglen Southside Place Mills Walk Cole Creek Manor Sheldon Preston Manor Covington Woods
Irvington Barrington Place Kennedy Heights Sterling Green Barrington Place West Park Pipers
Meadow Westpark Meadows South Park Clifton Beach South Park Deer Park Hunters Creek Village
Northfield  Anderson Ways Southside Place Sterling Knoll Easthaven Kirkwood West Park Westbank
Mac Gregor Place Linkwood Citadel  Barrington Place Mac Gregor Terrace Humble Estate Braes
Heights Linkwood Braeburn Acres Woodland Oaks Sterling Green South Todville Mac Gregor Park
Estates Cole Creek Manor Meadows Barclay Place Braeburn Gardens Todville Braes Heights Southwood
Kingsbridge Sterling Green South Meadows Sterling Knoll Easthaven Braes Heights Westpark
Sunnyside Westbank Glencairn West Humble Estate Hunters Glen McNair Citadel  Humble Humble
Humble Acres Southside Place Sunnyside Westpark Glencairn Park Melrose Gardens Glen Forest and
Glen Lea Place Pipers Meadow Clifton Beach Mac Gregor Park Estates Woodland Acres Irvington
Greenfield Village Humble Camp Cookwood Highland Gardens Cove Westpark Braeburn Glen Meadows
Braeburn Acres Meadows Hilltop Acres Woodland Oaks Easthaven Woodland Heights Greenfield Village
Highland Gardens Glencairn West Woodland Heights Melrose Park Preston Manor Glen Forest and Glen
Lea Place Westpark Kennedy Heights Highland Acres Homes Kennedy Heights Sunnyside Humble Camp
Glencairn West Todville Monroe Place Woodland Heights Linkwood Heatherwood Mason Park Terrace
Sunnyside Sterling Green South Woodglen Heatherwood Scotcrest Sterling Forest Woodland Acres
Braes Oaks Melrose Gardens Todville Kingsbridge Sterling Green Jamestown Colony Anderson Ways
Glencairn West Kirkwood Sterling Green Monroe Place Sterling Green South Southwood Woodland Oaks
Calgary Woods Braes Terrace and Braeswood Humble Woodglen Highland Gardens Preston Manor
Heatherwood Woodland Oaks Heatherwood Sterling Green South Highland Acres Homes Glencairn West
Scotcrest Scotcrest Hunters Creek Village Irvington Riverside Terrace Kingsbridge Cookwood Cove
Aryshire Huntington Braeburn Glen Humble McNair Mac Gregor Place Mac Gregor Park Estates
Highland Gardens Humble Estate Barrington Place Braeburn Gardens Sunnyside Mac Gregor Palms
Sunnyside McNair Melrose Park Highland Gardens Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Jamestown Colony
Barrington Place Braes Terrace and Braeswood Monroe Place Rosslyn Linkwood Braes Heights
Southside Place Sterling Forest Scotcrest Highland Acres Homes Preston Manor Woodland Trails
North Forest Hill Mac Gregor Terrace Glen Cove Melrose Park Linkwood Highland Gardens Scotcrest
Kingsbridge Braeburn Glen Westbank Hilltop Acres Sunnyside Braeburn Gardens Braeburn Gardens
Woodglen Braewood Glen Woodside Cookwood Aryshire Mason Park Terrace Mason Park Terrace Braeburn
Glen Deer Park Woodland Trails North Preston Manor Woodland Oaks Woodside Kingsbridge Riverside
Terrace Westfield Estates Mills Walk Barrington Place Easthaven Highland Gardens Braeburn Glen
Cole Creek Manor South View Woodglen Mac Gregor Place Barclay Place Anderson Ways Highland
Gardens Meadows Braes Oaks Humble Estate Linkwood Cole Creek Manor Sunnyside Forest Hill
Braewood Glen Covington West Aryshire Covington West Barrington Place Sterling Green South
Woodland Oaks Hunters Glen Woodside Covington Woods Todville Easthaven Covington Woods Riverside
Terrace Northfield  Braes Oaks Braeburn Acres Hunters Creek Village Dumbarton Oaks Cove
Kingsbridge Anderson Ways Todville Westfield Estates Sterling Green South South Park Sheldon
Melrose Gardens Irvington Cole Creek Manor Dow Acres Mills Walk Woodland Trails North Covington
West Dumbarton Village Pipers Meadow Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Calgary Woods Sterling Knoll
Cove Hunters Glen Hunters Glen Braeburn Glen Braes Heights Preston Manor Dumbarton Oaks Deer
Park Kennedy Heights Braeburn Glen Mills Walk Cove Sterling Knoll Braes Heights Dumbarton
Village Riverside Terrace West Park Preston Manor Cookwood Clifton Beach Cove Citadel  Woodland
Acres Grantwood Westpark Southside Place Cookwood Greenwood Village Heights Braewood Glen Humble
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Camp Braes Heights Northfield  Glenshire Sterling Green South Deer Park Meadows Glencairn West
Forest Hill Riverside Terrace Sterling Green South Sterling Green Easthaven Easthaven Sterling
Green Melrose Park Barclay Place Forest Hill Mac Gregor Palms West Park Humble Mac Gregor Palms
Barrington Place Westbank Jamestown Colony Glenburnie Braeburn Acres Kennedy Heights Cole Creek
Manor Easthaven Braes Heights Clifton Beach Heatherwood South Glen Todville Braeburn Glen
Anderson Ways Covington Woods Covington West Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Westbank Mason Park
Terrace Woodland Trails North South View Monroe Place Kirkwood Northfield  Anderson Ways
Kingsbridge South Park Woodland Oaks Braeburn Gardens Riverside Terrace Westpark Irvington Dow
Acres Humble Estate Mason Park Terrace Westpark Deer Park Hilltop Acres Northfield  Anderson
Ways Kingsbridge Mac Gregor Place Sterling Green South Hunters Creek Village Clifton Beach Braes
Oaks Glencairn West Melrose Park McNair Glen Cove Humble Linkwood Clifton Beach Southside Place
Sunnyside Covington West Mac Gregor Place Westfield Estates Northfield  Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Braes Heights Glen Cove Melrose Park Braes Terrace and Braeswood Glenburnie Braeburn
Glen Heatherwood West Park Greenwood Village Heights Kirkwood Braeburn Gardens Hunters Creek
Village Rosslyn Glenshire Pipers Meadow Highland Heights Covington West Dow Acres Braeburn Glen
Kingsbridge Northfield  Rosslyn Anderson Ways Riverside Terrace Humble Estate Braeburn Acres
Heatherwood Glen Cove Monroe Place Woodland Acres Humble Camp Westwood Westbank Glenburnie
Pipers Meadow McNair Southwood Woodland Oaks Westwood Mac Gregor Terrace Westwood Melrose Park
Clifton Beach Easthaven Woodland Oaks Sheldon Glencairn West South Park Meadows Kingsbridge
Pipers Meadow Highland Acres Homes Heatherwood Park Greenfield Village Dumbarton Oaks Woodland
Acres Monroe Place Melrose Park Southwood Heatherwood Calgary Woods Preston Manor Heatherwood
Park Irvington Heatherwood Park Glenshire Northfield  Jamestown Colony Anderson Ways Woodland
Acres Greenfield Village Sterling Green South Woodland Acres Kingsbridge Barclay Place Preston
Manor Irvington Sterling Forest Anderson Ways Irvington Monroe Place Woodland Oaks Braewood Glen
Covington West Woodland Oaks South View Sterling Knoll Sunnyside Riverside Terrace Deer Park
Braeburn Acres Grantwood Heatherwood Park Mac Gregor Palms Sterling Knoll Dow Acres Citadel  Dow
Acres Sheldon Greenfield Village Sunnyside Woodland Acres Braeburn Acres Greenfield Village
Westfield Estates Deer Park Glenshire Sheldon Greenfield Village Glenburnie Woodland Oaks Mac
Gregor Terrace McNair Riverside Terrace Cove Todville Glenburnie Glenshire Sheldon Dumbarton
Village Braewood Glen Sterling Knoll Huntington Pipers Meadow Braeburn Gardens Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Braewood Glen Clifton Beach Highland Gardens Cove Riverside Terrace Southwood McNair
Huntington Westwood Westpark Mason Park Terrace Humble Estate Sterling Green South Highland
Gardens Dumbarton Village Linkwood Humble Estate Barrington Place Greenwood Village Heights
Woodside Woodland Heights Southside Place Humble Camp Barclay Place Anderson Ways Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place McNair Cookwood Todville South Glen Sterling Green McNair Sterling Green
Sterling Knoll Meadows Grantwood South View South View Sterling Green South South Park Hunters
Creek Village Glencairn Park Mac Gregor Place Glen Cove Highland Acres Homes Southwood Barclay
Place Kennedy Heights McNair Braeburn Acres Glencairn West Irvington Mac Gregor Palms Braeburn
Acres Mac Gregor Terrace Westpark Grantwood Southwood Melrose Park Hilltop Acres Calgary Woods
Sheldon Scotcrest Mac Gregor Palms Deer Park Southwood Easthaven Clifton Beach Grantwood Rosslyn
Cookwood Braeburn Acres Woodland Acres Monroe Place Todville Braes Oaks Westfield Estates
Easthaven Sterling Green Humble Clifton Beach Forest Hill Mac Gregor Terrace Irvington Braeburn
Glen Dow Acres Heatherwood Braeburn Acres Braewood Glen Greenfield Village Sterling Knoll
Todville Woodglen Sunnyside Dumbarton Village Mac Gregor Terrace Scotcrest Glenburnie Mac Gregor
Palms Mac Gregor Terrace Irvington Barrington Place Dumbarton Village Sunnyside Glenburnie
Humble Camp Braeburn Gardens Mills Walk Grantwood Greenfield Village Glenshire Westbank
Northfield  Meadows Scotcrest West Park Braes Heights Barclay Place Woodglen Woodland Acres
Kennedy Heights Highland Acres Homes Easthaven Woodglen Woodland Oaks Preston Manor Humble Camp
Mac Gregor Place Glenshire Rosslyn Dow Acres Forest Hill Dumbarton Village Calgary Woods
Aryshire Covington West Cookwood Hilltop Acres Melrose Gardens Glen Cove Kirkwood Highland
Heights Monroe Place Sterling Green South Sterling Knoll Heatherwood Park Sterling Knoll
Glencairn West Scotcrest Melrose Gardens Melrose Gardens Mac Gregor Park Estates Mac Gregor
Place Scotcrest Riverside Terrace Kirkwood Scotcrest Dow Acres Cove McNair Glenburnie Greenfield
Village Woodside Greenwood Village Heights Woodglen Sterling Green South Irvington Braeburn
Gardens Aryshire Humble Estate Greenwood Village Heights Huntington Westpark Barrington Place
Mac Gregor Place Mac Gregor Terrace Humble Camp Riverside Terrace Scotcrest Meadows Todville Mac
Gregor Palms Scotcrest Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Hunters Glen Highland Acres Homes
Heatherwood Park Melrose Park Citadel  Cove Northfield  Highland Acres Homes Kirkwood Meadows
Braeburn Gardens Todville Kirkwood Melrose Gardens Glenshire Westbank Deer Park Melrose Park
Northfield  West Park Sunnyside Braeburn Gardens Sterling Green South Hunters Glen Mac Gregor
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Palms Dumbarton Village Mac Gregor Place Glenburnie Braeburn Glen Hilltop Acres Braes Heights
Heatherwood Park Cove Highland Acres Homes Humble Camp Dumbarton Village Greenwood Village
Heights Mac Gregor Palms Covington Woods Mac Gregor Place Highland Gardens Linkwood Sterling
Green Sheldon Sterling Green South Woodland Heights Woodland Acres Linkwood Cove South Park
Melrose Gardens Anderson Ways Humble Camp Braeburn Glen Dumbarton Village Woodside Glenburnie
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Clifton Beach Melrose Gardens Woodland Heights Woodglen Rosslyn
Northfield  Highland Gardens Kirkwood Greenfield Village Woodland Trails North Meadows Preston
Manor Glenshire Deer Park Mac Gregor Palms Dumbarton Oaks Sunnyside Covington Woods Braes Oaks
Woodland Trails North Kingsbridge Cookwood Glenshire Melrose Gardens Glen Cove Heatherwood Park
McNair Forest Hill Sterling Green Westbank Dow Acres Hunters Creek Village Pipers Meadow
Westfield Estates Humble Camp McNair Sterling Forest Humble Acres Meadows Glenshire McNair
Humble Estate Dumbarton Oaks West Park McNair Rosslyn Irvington Covington Woods Woodglen
Aryshire Braeburn Glen Kingsbridge Hilltop Acres Humble Estate Humble Acres Kingsbridge Cove
Glen Cove Humble Estate Hunters Glen Braeburn Acres Humble West Park Aryshire Melrose Gardens
Woodland Trails North Mason Park Terrace Grantwood Sterling Green South Sterling Forest Cove
Humble Camp McNair Aryshire Glen Cove Heatherwood Humble Hunters Creek Village Forest Hill
Highland Acres Homes Humble Estate Mac Gregor Park Estates Mason Park Terrace West Park Kirkwood
Humble Acres Sunnyside Humble Camp Cove Sterling Forest Heatherwood West Park Humble Acres
Glenburnie Heatherwood Humble Mac Gregor Place Humble Estate Grantwood Easthaven Forest Hill
Jamestown Colony Cove Citadel  McNair Braeburn Glen Rosslyn Covington Woods South Glen Glen Cove
Humble Acres Sterling Green Glenburnie Kirkwood Woodland Acres Pipers Meadow Sterling Knoll Mac
Gregor Park Estates Deer Park Westfield Estates Easthaven Hilltop Acres Grantwood Forest Hill
Greenfield Village Sterling Knoll Glenburnie Glenshire Rosslyn Pipers Meadow Cove Braes Heights
Hunters Creek Village Westfield Estates Mac Gregor Terrace Woodside Anderson Ways Huntington
Woodland Trails North Northfield  Cookwood Rosslyn Irvington Woodland Trails North Dow Acres
Pipers Meadow Braewood Glen Hunters Creek Village Pipers Meadow Westpark Riverside Terrace
Easthaven Cole Creek Manor South Park Highland Acres Homes Melrose Gardens Braeburn Glen
Kirkwood Highland Heights Covington Woods Kirkwood Westbank Pipers Meadow Glencairn Park
Heatherwood Braeburn Gardens Irvington Southwood Braes Heights Covington Woods Woodside Cole
Creek Manor Sterling Forest Melrose Park Calgary Woods Linkwood Woodland Heights Woodland
Heights Easthaven Sheldon Monroe Place Anderson Ways Sheldon Woodland Heights Forest Hill Pipers
Meadow Sterling Forest West Park Woodland Trails North Mac Gregor Park Estates Barrington Place
Southwood Westwood Aryshire Westfield Estates Mac Gregor Terrace Grantwood Westfield Estates
Dumbarton Oaks Dow Acres McNair Braeburn Glen Braeburn Glen Mason Park Terrace Southwood Forest
Hill Todville Barrington Place Dumbarton Oaks Monroe Place Humble Melrose Park Mason Park
Terrace Covington West Sterling Forest Glenburnie Rosslyn Aryshire Southwood Glencairn Park
Northfield  Melrose Park Sterling Forest Heatherwood Park Westfield Estates Kingsbridge Aryshire
Westfield Estates Sterling Knoll Clifton Beach Dumbarton Village Southside Place Woodland Oaks
West Park Mac Gregor Terrace Glenshire Riverside Terrace Mac Gregor Terrace Southside Place
Mills Walk Aryshire Aryshire Barrington Place Humble Estate Braewood Glen Woodland Heights
Braeburn Gardens Hilltop Acres Hilltop Acres Sunnyside Heatherwood South Glen West Park Highland
Heights South View Todville Calgary Woods West Park Westbank Scotcrest Preston Manor Glen Cove
Southside Place Mills Walk Easthaven Aryshire Mac Gregor Terrace Calgary Woods Woodside Forest
Hill Mac Gregor Terrace Dumbarton Oaks Sterling Knoll Westfield Estates Westwood Citadel  Deer
Park West Park Braes Terrace and Braeswood Humble Sterling Green Woodglen Kingsbridge Clifton
Beach Braes Heights Melrose Gardens Humble Camp Highland Acres Homes Cove Mason Park Terrace
Woodside Dumbarton Village Clifton Beach Kingsbridge Barclay Place Deer Park Melrose Gardens
Southwood Dumbarton Village Humble Acres Sterling Knoll Westpark Southside Place Glencairn Park
Riverside Terrace Woodglen Greenfield Village Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Woodglen Westfield
Estates Glenshire Heatherwood Park Monroe Place Cole Creek Manor Dumbarton Village Braes Heights
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Sterling Green South Hunters Creek Village Mac Gregor Place
Aryshire Mason Park Terrace Linkwood Humble Braes Oaks Mac Gregor Terrace Jamestown Colony
Hilltop Acres Cookwood Sterling Green Humble Estate Woodland Heights Braewood Glen Humble Acres
Braeburn Gardens Easthaven Woodglen Kennedy Heights Highland Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates
Pipers Meadow Cookwood Pipers Meadow Linkwood Woodside South Park Citadel  Woodland Heights
Sterling Green Southwood Westwood Riverside Terrace Greenwood Village Heights Sterling Forest
Mac Gregor Place Highland Gardens Dow Acres Cookwood Glenburnie Dumbarton Village Highland
Heights Woodside Todville Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Woodside Kirkwood Braes Heights
Covington Woods Hunters Creek Village Woodglen Sterling Forest Rosslyn Woodland Oaks West Park
South Glen Mason Park Terrace Mac Gregor Place Sterling Forest Glen Cove Dumbarton Oaks Mac
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Gregor Terrace South View South Park Braeburn Acres Braeburn Gardens Southwood Braeburn Glen
Mason Park Terrace Woodland Trails North Meadows Citadel  Glencairn Park Melrose Park Clifton
Beach Anderson Ways Kirkwood Clifton Beach Hilltop Acres Braewood Glen Dumbarton Oaks Sterling
Forest Anderson Ways Huntington Monroe Place Kingsbridge South Park Woodland Trails North
Linkwood Humble Northfield  Sunnyside Hilltop Acres Westbank Woodland Oaks Pipers Meadow
Kingsbridge Sterling Green Braeburn Glen Southside Place Cookwood Dow Acres Southwood Linkwood
Humble Mac Gregor Place Aryshire Irvington Sterling Forest Sunnyside Greenfield Village Citadel 
Westfield Estates Braes Oaks Melrose Gardens South Park Kingsbridge Southside Place Braes
Heights Irvington Highland Gardens Glenburnie Braeburn Acres Sunnyside Humble Acres Sterling
Forest Mason Park Terrace Hunters Creek Village Riverside Terrace Glencairn Park Pipers Meadow
Calgary Woods South Glen Rosslyn Humble Camp Braes Oaks Anderson Ways Forest Hill Kennedy
Heights Irvington Woodland Acres Humble Acres Forest Hill Sterling Knoll Dow Acres Humble Acres
Scotcrest South Park Aryshire Todville Jamestown Colony Glencairn West Barclay Place Woodglen
Mac Gregor Terrace Irvington Woodland Acres Barrington Place Woodland Heights Deer Park
Barrington Place Melrose Gardens Cove Cookwood Hunters Creek Village Aryshire Humble Estate
Riverside Terrace Braewood Glen Calgary Woods Mac Gregor Place Dumbarton Oaks Hunters Creek
Village Sunnyside Irvington Jamestown Colony South Glen Irvington Westwood Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Woodland Heights Anderson Ways Scotcrest South Park Braeburn Acres Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Humble Camp Braeburn Gardens Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Melrose Park Humble
Sunnyside Humble Acres Humble Melrose Park Anderson Ways Calgary Woods Covington West Sterling
Knoll Sunnyside Melrose Park South Park Melrose Park Humble Jamestown Colony Humble Acres
Westfield Estates Cookwood Melrose Gardens Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Knoll Sterling Green
South McNair Dumbarton Village Hilltop Acres Meadows Mason Park Terrace Aryshire Pipers Meadow
Greenfield Village Heatherwood Park Woodglen Mills Walk Heatherwood Glencairn Park Braeburn Glen
Rosslyn Forest Hill Covington West Rosslyn Meadows South View Glencairn West Southwood Glenshire
Glenshire South Park Humble Acres Humble Camp Humble Pipers Meadow Dumbarton Village Pipers
Meadow Monroe Place Westbank Todville Mac Gregor Palms Jamestown Colony Braeburn Acres Woodside
Clifton Beach Braes Terrace and Braeswood Preston Manor Dumbarton Village Mills Walk Braes
Heights Aryshire Mason Park Terrace Westpark Rosslyn Covington Woods Hunters Glen Hunters Creek
Village Huntington Cookwood Dumbarton Village Braewood Glen Hunters Glen Todville Rosslyn Pipers
Meadow Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Grantwood Northfield  Kennedy Heights Barclay Place
Kirkwood Kingsbridge Preston Manor Glen Cove Huntington Braeburn Acres Covington Woods Mills
Walk Cookwood Sterling Green South Dow Acres Anderson Ways Kirkwood Hilltop Acres Sterling Green
Sterling Green South Glencairn Park Hilltop Acres South Park Sterling Knoll Highland Acres Homes
Northfield  South View Humble Camp Sterling Knoll Braewood Glen Southwood South View Preston
Manor Preston Manor Woodside Braewood Glen Humble Highland Gardens Aryshire Woodland Trails
North Northfield  Kingsbridge Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Highland Heights Dumbarton Village
Pipers Meadow Sheldon Dumbarton Village South Park Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Forest
Kingsbridge Woodland Heights Dow Acres Heatherwood Jamestown Colony Monroe Place Humble Camp
Monroe Place Highland Heights Pipers Meadow Woodland Heights Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Irvington Braewood Glen Sheldon Hunters Creek Village Southwood Barclay Place South Park
Scotcrest Irvington Mac Gregor Palms Kirkwood Braeburn Acres Cove Westbank Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Dow Acres Braes Oaks Glenburnie Northfield  Anderson Ways Mac Gregor Place Sterling
Green Easthaven Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Braeburn Glen Greenwood Village Heights Greenwood
Village Heights Woodland Oaks Mac Gregor Palms Westpark Woodland Heights Pipers Meadow Mason
Park Terrace Glen Cove Pipers Meadow Glenburnie Glenshire Northfield  Preston Manor Mills Walk
Aryshire Humble Estate Northfield  Braeburn Acres Westbank Mac Gregor Terrace Highland Heights
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Westpark Greenwood Village Heights Rosslyn Sterling Green South
Calgary Woods South View South Park Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Deer Park Mac Gregor Place
Dow Acres Humble Camp Braewood Glen South View Braes Heights Braes Terrace and Braeswood Humble
Braes Terrace and Braeswood Greenfield Village Humble Estate Sterling Forest Mac Gregor Palms
Aryshire Easthaven Westbank South Park Scotcrest Hunters Creek Village Humble Camp Greenfield
Village Glenburnie Barrington Place Preston Manor Dumbarton Oaks Woodland Oaks Rosslyn Westpark
Hilltop Acres Sheldon South Glen Westwood Humble Mac Gregor Terrace Melrose Gardens Cookwood
Glencairn Park Grantwood Kingsbridge Humble Acres Westpark Dumbarton Village Cookwood South Glen
Glenburnie Braeburn Acres Cookwood West Park Covington West West Park Greenfield Village Dow
Acres Citadel  Calgary Woods Sterling Forest Mason Park Terrace Dumbarton Oaks Glencairn West
Hilltop Acres Calgary Woods Braes Heights South Glen Cole Creek Manor Sterling Green Barclay
Place Jamestown Colony Forest Hill Sterling Green Humble Camp Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor Park
Estates South View Humble Woodside Braes Terrace and Braeswood Glen Cove Mills Walk Anderson
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Ways Glencairn West Greenwood Village Heights Braeburn Acres Glenburnie Preston Manor Glen Cove
Sterling Knoll Woodland Acres Sterling Forest Meadows Mills Walk Humble Estate Westpark Hunters
Creek Village Woodland Oaks Woodland Oaks Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Braeburn Glen Woodland
Oaks Clifton Beach Kirkwood Meadows Cookwood Sterling Forest Heatherwood Park Monroe Place Mac
Gregor Terrace Aryshire Sheldon Woodland Trails North Glen Cove Rosslyn Melrose Gardens Sterling
Forest Woodland Heights Woodglen Hunters Creek Village Preston Manor Mac Gregor Place Westfield
Estates Northfield  Todville Cole Creek Manor Woodland Heights Heatherwood Westbank Covington
Woods Dumbarton Oaks Sterling Green Westpark Dow Acres Woodland Acres Todville Glenshire
Southside Place Hilltop Acres Woodside Dumbarton Oaks Woodland Oaks Calgary Woods Glen Cove
Pipers Meadow Mills Walk Glenburnie Highland Gardens Rosslyn Riverside Terrace Dow Acres
Braeburn Acres Glencairn West Humble Mills Walk Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Mac Gregor
Terrace West Park Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Rosslyn Sterling Green Cove Braes Heights
Westfield Estates Braes Heights Cove Woodland Heights Glenshire Heatherwood Park Woodland
Heights Braes Heights Greenfield Village Woodside Woodglen Kirkwood Braes Oaks Mac Gregor Place
Highland Acres Homes Woodland Trails North Westbank Covington Woods South Glen Glencairn Park
Sterling Forest Hilltop Acres Hunters Glen Anderson Ways South Glen Citadel  Covington West
Grantwood Glencairn Park Preston Manor Greenwood Village Heights Heatherwood South View
Glencairn West Sunnyside Monroe Place Aryshire Braes Heights Greenwood Village Heights Jamestown
Colony Braes Heights Braes Terrace and Braeswood Easthaven Glenburnie Braes Heights Preston
Manor Riverside Terrace Cove Woodglen Meadows Mac Gregor Terrace Glencairn West Hunters Creek
Village Braes Oaks Braes Oaks Humble Camp Greenfield Village Mac Gregor Place Mills Walk Mac
Gregor Place Sterling Knoll Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Forest Citadel  Linkwood Mason Park
Terrace Dumbarton Oaks Sterling Knoll Melrose Gardens Dow Acres South Glen Westwood Woodland
Heights Humble Acres Humble Estate Forest Hill Mac Gregor Park Estates Highland Heights Cookwood
Rosslyn Irvington Sunnyside Rosslyn Huntington South Park Huntington Highland Heights Braeburn
Glen Westbank Mac Gregor Park Estates Mac Gregor Park Estates Heatherwood Humble Camp Sterling
Green South Kirkwood Forest Hill Riverside Terrace Barrington Place Woodglen Linkwood Easthaven
Deer Park Hilltop Acres McNair Preston Manor Rosslyn Humble Acres Braeburn Glen Todville Braes
Heights Aryshire Humble Woodland Trails North Forest Hill Hunters Creek Village Kennedy Heights
Woodglen Heatherwood Park Glen Cove West Park Woodland Heights Braes Heights Kirkwood Rosslyn
Greenfield Village Humble Covington Woods Clifton Beach Braeburn Gardens Scotcrest South Park
Sunnyside Cove South View Westpark Woodland Acres Melrose Gardens Scotcrest Highland Gardens
Todville Southwood Rosslyn Southside Place Kirkwood Hunters Creek Village Woodland Acres McNair
Covington West Covington Woods Dow Acres Glenshire Kirkwood Westfield Estates Humble Estate
Riverside Terrace Barrington Place Covington Woods South Glen Braes Heights Braeburn Acres
Woodland Heights Cookwood Woodland Trails North Kingsbridge Dumbarton Oaks Irvington Northfield 
Hunters Creek Village Braeburn Glen Greenfield Village Mac Gregor Terrace Jamestown Colony Deer
Park Clifton Beach Highland Gardens Barrington Place Todville South Park Todville Mills Walk
Kirkwood Westfield Estates Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Mac Gregor Place Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Hilltop Acres Glencairn West Melrose Gardens Dow Acres Kirkwood Braeburn Glen Meadows
Cole Creek Manor Dumbarton Village Heatherwood Park Deer Park Covington Woods Woodland Trails
North Dumbarton Village South Park Meadows Mac Gregor Park Estates Braeburn Gardens Glenburnie
Westbank Southwood Deer Park Mac Gregor Place Barrington Place Sunnyside Forest Hill Highland
Acres Homes Braes Heights Calgary Woods Rosslyn Heatherwood Sterling Green Mason Park Terrace
Mac Gregor Park Estates Westfield Estates Linkwood Westpark Mills Walk Dumbarton Oaks Sterling
Knoll Sunnyside Heatherwood Park Barrington Place Covington Woods Glen Cove Calgary Woods Humble
Acres Jamestown Colony Humble Camp South Glen Cole Creek Manor Glenburnie Sheldon Woodside
Highland Gardens Kirkwood Irvington Meadows Westpark West Park Sunnyside Braeburn Acres
Scotcrest Westpark Pipers Meadow Mac Gregor Place Highland Heights Hilltop Acres Glenburnie
Braewood Glen Cookwood Dow Acres South View Sunnyside Sunnyside Heatherwood Grantwood Preston
Manor Highland Acres Homes Citadel  Hunters Creek Village Glen Cove Mac Gregor Palms Huntington
Kirkwood Southwood Melrose Park Humble Estate Braeburn Glen Cookwood Easthaven Glen Cove McNair
Calgary Woods Mason Park Terrace Sunnyside Heatherwood Highland Gardens McNair Humble Camp Braes
Heights Highland Gardens Braes Oaks South Glen Southside Place Westbank Dumbarton Village
Glencairn West Heatherwood Park Hunters Glen Glenburnie Scotcrest West Park Grantwood Meadows
Jamestown Colony Todville Northfield  Easthaven Dumbarton Village Braewood Glen Mills Walk
Sheldon Braeburn Glen Sterling Forest Sterling Forest Huntington Braeburn Glen Hilltop Acres
Woodland Trails North Highland Acres Homes McNair Todville Kingsbridge Woodglen Humble Mac
Gregor Park Estates Deer Park Highland Gardens Irvington Greenwood Village Heights Glencairn
Park Heatherwood Humble Braewood Glen Todville Woodland Acres Humble Estate Clifton Beach
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Sunnyside Todville Woodland Acres Dumbarton Village Woodland Trails North West Park Greenfield
Village Riverside Terrace Jamestown Colony Jamestown Colony Barrington Place Heatherwood Park
Highland Gardens Humble Acres Scotcrest Braeburn Gardens Glenshire Dumbarton Oaks Rosslyn
Heatherwood Woodland Oaks Glenburnie Glencairn West Sunnyside Linkwood Hunters Creek Village
Glenshire Melrose Park South Glen Humble Heatherwood Park Grantwood Cove Preston Manor Aryshire
Melrose Gardens Aryshire Cove South Glen Woodland Oaks Scotcrest Woodland Oaks Melrose Gardens
Scotcrest Jamestown Colony Todville Kingsbridge Braes Oaks South View Linkwood Sterling Green
Cole Creek Manor Humble Estate Braeburn Glen Kennedy Heights Braes Heights Braeburn Acres
Southside Place Woodland Trails North Braes Oaks Aryshire Preston Manor McNair Scotcrest South
Park Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Palms Sterling Forest Humble Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Citadel  Sterling Knoll Citadel  Northfield  Barclay Place Mason Park Terrace Barclay Place
Pipers Meadow Aryshire Huntington Hunters Glen Greenwood Village Heights Heatherwood Park
Woodglen Sterling Knoll Glen Cove Huntington Braeburn Gardens Barrington Place Woodglen Forest
Hill Sunnyside Braewood Glen Barclay Place Hunters Glen Scotcrest South Park Cole Creek Manor
Woodside Deer Park Sterling Forest Braes Terrace and Braeswood Woodland Heights Woodglen
Westfield Estates Highland Heights Woodglen Irvington Braes Terrace and Braeswood Westwood
Covington West Riverside Terrace Mills Walk Braeburn Gardens Meadows West Park Humble Camp
Humble Todville Kirkwood Easthaven Grantwood Aryshire Anderson Ways Highland Heights Glencairn
Park Braeburn Glen Greenfield Village Greenwood Village Heights Sterling Knoll Mac Gregor Park
Estates Humble Preston Manor Todville Braewood Glen Humble Camp Kingsbridge Sterling Green
Hunters Glen Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Sterling Green South Mac Gregor Park Estates South
Park Hunters Creek Village Woodland Heights Braeburn Glen Hunters Glen Humble Acres Braewood
Glen South Park Easthaven Westfield Estates Grantwood Glencairn West Mills Walk Braes Oaks Braes
Heights Northfield  Braeburn Glen Heatherwood Sterling Green South Greenwood Village Heights
Westpark Northfield  Meadows Sterling Green South Todville Meadows Westwood Todville Humble
Estate Kennedy Heights Braes Terrace and Braeswood Westfield Estates Glen Cove South View
Barrington Place Citadel  Braes Terrace and Braeswood Cole Creek Manor Sterling Knoll Barclay
Place Greenfield Village Calgary Woods Kingsbridge Dumbarton Oaks Forest Hill Clifton Beach
Highland Gardens Braes Terrace and Braeswood Grantwood Dow Acres Easthaven Woodglen Mills Walk
Westbank Humble Camp Heatherwood Park Highland Gardens Westwood Forest Hill Anderson Ways Mac
Gregor Park Estates Westbank Jamestown Colony Woodland Trails North Scotcrest Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Humble Acres South View Meadows Easthaven Kirkwood Sunnyside Braewood Glen Woodside
McNair Glencairn West Highland Acres Homes Glencairn West Mills Walk Barclay Place Glencairn
West Humble Acres Riverside Terrace Preston Manor Sterling Green South Kirkwood Westfield
Estates Forest Hill Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor Terrace Dumbarton Oaks Anderson Ways South View
Mason Park Terrace Mac Gregor Place Woodside Mills Walk Cookwood Cove Scotcrest Southwood
Woodland Heights Mac Gregor Palms Hunters Creek Village Humble Camp Braewood Glen Calgary Woods
Woodglen Mason Park Terrace Sterling Forest Dumbarton Oaks Grantwood Dow Acres Barclay Place
Sunnyside Linkwood Westfield Estates Westfield Estates Melrose Gardens Hilltop Acres Woodland
Oaks Humble Acres Highland Heights Glen Cove Kingsbridge Glenburnie Easthaven Mac Gregor Palms
Clifton Beach Woodside Deer Park Kennedy Heights Braes Heights Sterling Green South Kirkwood
Northfield  Dumbarton Village Humble Camp Covington West Kirkwood Dumbarton Village Mac Gregor
Palms Sterling Forest Westfield Estates Anderson Ways Northfield  Glenburnie Humble Sterling
Green Woodland Trails North South View Greenwood Village Heights Kingsbridge Cookwood Westfield
Estates Highland Acres Homes Irvington Southside Place Cove Irvington Braeburn Gardens Humble
Camp Braeburn Gardens Huntington Todville Pipers Meadow Braes Heights McNair Kingsbridge
Heatherwood Glenshire Clifton Beach Rosslyn Sterling Forest Westbank Covington West Sterling
Green Easthaven South Park Dow Acres Grantwood Riverside Terrace Scotcrest Cookwood Mac Gregor
Park Estates Braes Terrace and Braeswood Grantwood Riverside Terrace Highland Heights Highland
Acres Homes Monroe Place Humble Acres Humble Covington West Westbank Anderson Ways Kennedy
Heights Braes Oaks Calgary Woods Woodland Heights Forest Hill Anderson Ways Rosslyn Braeburn
Acres Humble Melrose Park Irvington Huntington Dumbarton Oaks Monroe Place Dumbarton Oaks
Braeburn Acres Highland Gardens Grantwood Mac Gregor Place Sterling Green South Braes Terrace
and Braeswood Pipers Meadow Clifton Beach Glen Cove Glencairn Park Glencairn Park Dumbarton Oaks
Mason Park Terrace Glen Cove Humble Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Grantwood Sterling Green
Southside Place Braeburn Glen Preston Manor Mills Walk Southside Place Humble Camp Woodland Oaks
Hunters Glen Northfield  Humble Camp Jamestown Colony Kingsbridge Preston Manor Aryshire South
Park Anderson Ways Braes Heights Sterling Green South Sunnyside Clifton Beach Sheldon Grantwood
Braeburn Acres Woodside Anderson Ways Irvington Woodland Heights Easthaven Woodside Cookwood
Sterling Green Hilltop Acres Kennedy Heights Greenwood Village Heights Hunters Creek Village
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Hunters Creek Village Glencairn West Highland Heights South Park McNair Meadows Kingsbridge
South View Jamestown Colony Braes Heights Braeburn Gardens Aryshire Jamestown Colony Jamestown
Colony Sunnyside Braes Oaks Sterling Green South Glenshire Covington West Grantwood Irvington
Glenburnie Sterling Knoll Braeburn Glen Cookwood Hunters Glen Mason Park Terrace Braeburn Glen
Melrose Park Sheldon Northfield  Cove Hunters Creek Village South Glen Hilltop Acres Hunters
Glen Braeburn Acres Humble Camp Dumbarton Oaks McNair Dumbarton Oaks Glencairn Park Woodside Mac
Gregor Place Heatherwood Park Mac Gregor Terrace Jamestown Colony Sterling Knoll Todville
Westpark Riverside Terrace Todville Glencairn West Braes Oaks Monroe Place Braeburn Acres Mac
Gregor Palms Pipers Meadow Humble Camp South View Westwood Humble Kingsbridge Meadows Deer Park
Jamestown Colony Woodland Trails North Northfield  Mason Park Terrace Highland Heights Woodland
Oaks McNair Humble Camp Clifton Beach Forest Hill Forest Hill Melrose Gardens Woodside Meadows
Calgary Woods Irvington Dow Acres Woodside Woodland Oaks Mason Park Terrace Forest Hill
Glencairn West Glen Cove Hilltop Acres Highland Gardens Kirkwood Woodland Heights Cole Creek
Manor Southside Place Monroe Place Preston Manor South Glen Southwood Cove Heatherwood Park
South Glen Hilltop Acres Northfield  Scotcrest Southside Place Southwood Humble Camp Melrose
Gardens Sterling Forest Glencairn Park Braeburn Glen Meadows Westwood Highland Heights Melrose
Gardens Forest Hill Mac Gregor Palms Glenburnie Braes Heights Westpark Easthaven Linkwood Braes
Oaks Covington West Braes Oaks Westpark Westwood Woodland Heights Westfield Estates Meadows
Heatherwood Park Highland Gardens Mac Gregor Park Estates Mac Gregor Park Estates Clifton Beach
Braes Oaks Braes Terrace and Braeswood Highland Acres Homes South View Woodland Oaks Easthaven
Hunters Creek Village Northfield  Glenshire Dumbarton Oaks Braes Oaks Sterling Forest Covington
West Cove Braes Oaks Mac Gregor Terrace McNair Sterling Forest Greenwood Village Heights Forest
Hill Braeburn Glen Sheldon Braeburn Gardens Braewood Glen South Park Glenburnie Calgary Woods
Dumbarton Village Westfield Estates Mac Gregor Park Estates Braes Oaks Mills Walk Highland
Gardens Melrose Park Dow Acres Grantwood Braes Oaks Woodside West Park Greenfield Village
Anderson Ways Glencairn West Sterling Green South Humble Camp Clifton Beach Dow Acres Citadel 
Scotcrest Woodland Acres Covington West Humble Acres Mac Gregor Terrace Barrington Place
Todville Sterling Green South Melrose Park Barrington Place Woodland Acres Woodland Heights
McNair Woodland Heights Glenburnie Deer Park Dumbarton Oaks McNair Mason Park Terrace Cole Creek
Manor Woodglen Braeburn Glen West Park Braeburn Acres Braes Oaks Scotcrest Southside Place Mac
Gregor Park Estates Westbank Heatherwood Park Kirkwood Kingsbridge Humble Camp Dow Acres
Todville Sterling Green Dumbarton Village Grantwood Humble Acres Mac Gregor Palms Rosslyn Pipers
Meadow Calgary Woods Sterling Forest Easthaven Sterling Green Southwood Highland Acres Homes
Woodland Acres Todville Southside Place Clifton Beach Woodland Oaks Heatherwood Park Braewood
Glen Anderson Ways Hunters Creek Village Humble Estate Cole Creek Manor Kennedy Heights Monroe
Place Highland Gardens Meadows Humble Northfield  Kirkwood Woodland Oaks Sheldon Todville
Westpark Humble Estate Sheldon Sterling Green Greenwood Village Heights Mac Gregor Place Citadel
 Covington Woods Heatherwood Mason Park Terrace Mac Gregor Place Monroe Place Glenburnie
Woodland Heights South Park Northfield  Braeburn Acres Heatherwood Deer Park Humble Estate Glen
Cove Todville Sterling Forest Southside Place Braewood Glen Mac Gregor Palms Humble Acres
Braeburn Acres South Glen Sterling Forest Humble Camp Melrose Park Woodglen Hunters Glen Mills
Walk Pipers Meadow South View Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Hunters Creek Village South Park
Dow Acres Braeburn Glen McNair Cove Cookwood Glencairn West Highland Acres Homes Calgary Woods
Highland Gardens Braes Oaks Braeburn Glen Heatherwood Westwood Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Woodland Trails North Glenburnie Braes Heights Glencairn Park Humble Camp Highland Acres Homes
Westwood Aryshire Covington West Westfield Estates Jamestown Colony Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Sterling Forest Jamestown Colony Covington West Glencairn West Kirkwood Calgary Woods Braeburn
Glen Melrose Park Melrose Park Mac Gregor Terrace Calgary Woods Humble Mac Gregor Place Aryshire
Irvington Braeburn Gardens Sheldon Woodland Acres Heatherwood Park Riverside Terrace Sunnyside
Mac Gregor Place Braes Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates Westfield Estates Jamestown Colony
Barclay Place Huntington Humble Estate Mills Walk Aryshire Clifton Beach South Park Covington
Woods Sterling Green Mac Gregor Place Sheldon Southside Place Riverside Terrace Barclay Place
Westbank Westpark Woodland Heights Cove Westbank Melrose Park Barclay Place Glen Cove Hunters
Glen Sterling Knoll Heatherwood Park Westbank Southwood Woodglen Southwood Hunters Creek Village
Braes Oaks Heatherwood Park Covington West Glencairn West Covington West Mac Gregor Place
Woodland Acres Glen Cove South Park Monroe Place Aryshire Citadel  Woodland Acres Rosslyn
Braeburn Gardens Greenwood Village Heights Southwood Todville Sterling Forest South Glen
Greenfield Village Heatherwood Monroe Place Humble Camp Braeburn Acres Irvington Mason Park
Terrace Kennedy Heights West Park Mills Walk Highland Acres Homes Citadel  Forest Hill Braeburn
Gardens Rosslyn Deer Park Aryshire Covington West Mac Gregor Palms Melrose Park Hunters Creek
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Village Braeburn Glen Sheldon Highland Acres Homes Aryshire Melrose Gardens Woodside Mac Gregor
Palms Southside Place Calgary Woods Humble Camp Glen Cove Highland Gardens Sunnyside Forest Hill
Braewood Glen Barrington Place Hunters Creek Village Preston Manor Greenwood Village Heights
Woodland Oaks Monroe Place Cove South Glen Woodland Trails North Northfield  Calgary Woods West
Park Braeburn Acres Northfield  Braewood Glen Greenfield Village Mac Gregor Place Mills Walk
Humble Estate Cole Creek Manor Braes Oaks Jamestown Colony Westwood Mason Park Terrace Sheldon
Mac Gregor Place Westbank Grantwood Glen Cove Hunters Glen Pipers Meadow Braeburn Gardens Deer
Park Glencairn Park Scotcrest Hunters Glen Humble Estate Woodland Trails North McNair Rosslyn
Humble Braewood Glen Grantwood Rosslyn Rosslyn Calgary Woods Pipers Meadow Braeburn Acres
Hunters Creek Village Aryshire Covington Woods Anderson Ways Grantwood Humble Acres Westpark
Highland Heights Barclay Place Covington West Highland Heights Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Sterling Knoll Linkwood Irvington Meadows Mac Gregor Palms Braes Heights Mills Walk Riverside
Terrace Southwood Citadel  Cole Creek Manor Braeburn Gardens Greenwood Village Heights Woodland
Oaks McNair Greenfield Village Calgary Woods Preston Manor Glencairn Park Glencairn Park
Todville West Park Hunters Creek Village Barrington Place Greenfield Village Mac Gregor Park
Estates South Park Aryshire Cole Creek Manor Southwood Huntington Anderson Ways Kirkwood Mills
Walk Cole Creek Manor Grantwood Hilltop Acres Cookwood Highland Heights Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Mills Walk Mac Gregor Place Glenshire Dumbarton Village South Glen Barrington Place
Humble Mac Gregor Terrace Mac Gregor Terrace Braewood Glen Dumbarton Village Clifton Beach
Barrington Place Woodland Oaks Kingsbridge Braeburn Gardens Humble Acres Covington West
Glenburnie Humble Acres Humble Acres Humble Sterling Green Braeburn Gardens Forest Hill Dow
Acres Mac Gregor Place Sterling Green South Highland Acres Homes Clifton Beach West Park
Woodland Trails North Kingsbridge Todville Mills Walk Linkwood Highland Gardens Sterling Forest
Glen Cove Braes Heights Todville Braeburn Acres Linkwood Glenshire Woodside Hunters Creek
Village Westbank Hilltop Acres Covington West Preston Manor Pipers Meadow Braeburn Gardens
Kennedy Heights Braeburn Acres West Park Southside Place Southwood Jamestown Colony Mason Park
Terrace Aryshire Northfield  Mac Gregor Terrace Westpark Dow Acres Westfield Estates Humble
Estate Westpark Kingsbridge Easthaven Glencairn Park Southwood Riverside Terrace Covington Woods
Braes Oaks Pipers Meadow Southside Place Sterling Knoll Kirkwood Dumbarton Village Kennedy
Heights Woodside Clifton Beach Humble Estate Kingsbridge Heatherwood Park Westbank Mason Park
Terrace Woodland Oaks Mac Gregor Terrace Braes Terrace and Braeswood Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor
Palms Humble Camp Pipers Meadow Anderson Ways Braes Heights Sheldon Greenwood Village Heights
Hunters Glen Barrington Place Deer Park Aryshire Braeburn Acres Woodland Oaks Covington Woods
Easthaven Woodland Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood Aryshire Barclay Place Northfield  Mason
Park Terrace Glenshire Hilltop Acres Clifton Beach Irvington Mac Gregor Palms Heatherwood Park
Sheldon Southside Place Sterling Knoll Forest Hill Southside Place Linkwood Braeburn Glen
Southside Place Highland Heights Jamestown Colony Hunters Glen Covington West Sterling Knoll
Humble Acres Cookwood Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Anderson Ways Westpark Anderson Ways
Braewood Glen Barclay Place Deer Park Greenwood Village Heights Kingsbridge Braes Heights
Woodside Barclay Place Braes Terrace and Braeswood Sterling Knoll Hunters Creek Village Braeburn
Glen West Park Highland Heights Barrington Place Glen Cove West Park Greenwood Village Heights
Grantwood Glencairn Park Huntington Braeburn Acres Covington West Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Woodglen Jamestown Colony Grantwood Grantwood Hunters Glen Mac Gregor Place Hunters Glen
Westwood Humble Acres Heatherwood Park Humble Acres Grantwood Covington Woods Humble Acres
Easthaven South View Heatherwood Park Westbank Preston Manor Highland Gardens Citadel  Hunters
Glen Mac Gregor Place Hunters Glen Westfield Estates Dow Acres Kingsbridge Hunters Creek Village
Todville Mills Walk Woodglen Woodside Grantwood Humble Camp Sterling Forest Braeburn Gardens
Highland Gardens Anderson Ways Riverside Terrace Heatherwood McNair Mac Gregor Terrace Meadows
Sheldon Humble Acres Heatherwood Braeburn Acres Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Humble Estate
Pipers Meadow Heatherwood Cole Creek Manor South Park Pipers Meadow Huntington Glen Cove
Anderson Ways Highland Heights Braewood Glen Mac Gregor Terrace South View Hilltop Acres Braes
Heights Monroe Place Forest Hill Hunters Glen Barrington Place Kirkwood Westbank Southside Place
Preston Manor Westpark Barclay Place Hunters Creek Village Kennedy Heights Braeburn Gardens
Braewood Glen Mac Gregor Terrace Mac Gregor Park Estates Forest Hill Covington West Mac Gregor
Terrace West Park McNair Glenburnie Anderson Ways Glencairn Park Hunters Creek Village Melrose
Gardens Sterling Green Kingsbridge Humble Estate Hunters Glen Cole Creek Manor Sheldon Woodglen
Heatherwood Woodglen Sunnyside Northfield  Glencairn Park Preston Manor Forest Hill McNair West
Park Mills Walk Barrington Place Dumbarton Oaks Woodland Oaks Woodglen Braeburn Glen Irvington
Aryshire Irvington Humble Estate Northfield  Glen Cove South View Highland Gardens Glencairn
West Scotcrest Sterling Forest Clifton Beach Sterling Green South Heatherwood South Park
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Glenshire Mac Gregor Terrace Greenwood Village Heights Easthaven Mac Gregor Terrace Cove Forest
Hill Woodside Dumbarton Oaks Covington Woods Barclay Place Cookwood Northfield  Heatherwood
Barclay Place Glencairn Park Greenfield Village Aryshire Jamestown Colony Monroe Place Hilltop
Acres Sheldon Westwood Hunters Creek Village Mason Park Terrace Covington Woods Humble Estate
Covington West Highland Gardens Huntington Mac Gregor Palms Dow Acres Aryshire Glencairn Park
Meadows Barrington Place Forest Hill Irvington Grantwood Glenburnie Calgary Woods Sheldon
Highland Acres Homes Covington Woods Sterling Forest Sunnyside Braeburn Glen Greenwood Village
Heights Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Sterling Knoll Sterling Knoll McNair Heatherwood Park
West Park Easthaven Glencairn West Westbank Scotcrest Sheldon West Park Scotcrest Northfield 
Barclay Place Deer Park Citadel  Greenfield Village Aryshire McNair Mac Gregor Terrace Deer Park
Glencairn Park Greenwood Village Heights Mac Gregor Terrace Glenshire Cole Creek Manor Highland
Heights Todville Mason Park Terrace Sterling Green Grantwood Westfield Estates Glenshire
Grantwood Braes Oaks Kirkwood South View Barclay Place South View Southwood Southwood Deer Park
Westwood Barrington Place Greenwood Village Heights Linkwood Sheldon Sterling Forest Citadel 
Braes Heights Meadows Huntington South Park Grantwood Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Mac Gregor
Place Greenfield Village Melrose Gardens Forest Hill Preston Manor Covington West Heatherwood
Braewood Glen West Park Hilltop Acres Riverside Terrace Mac Gregor Palms Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Citadel  Hunters Creek Village Westfield Estates Jamestown Colony Cole Creek Manor Dow
Acres Covington Woods Humble Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place South View Hunters Creek Village
Heatherwood Park Heatherwood Park McNair Dumbarton Village Cole Creek Manor Linkwood Hunters
Creek Village Braeburn Gardens Irvington Citadel  Mac Gregor Park Estates South View Westpark
Highland Gardens Sterling Green South Huntington Braes Oaks Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Riverside Terrace Mills Walk Riverside Terrace Kennedy Heights Jamestown Colony Greenwood
Village Heights McNair McNair Sterling Green Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Woodglen Monroe
Place West Park Highland Acres Homes Dumbarton Oaks Barclay Place Calgary Woods Heatherwood Park
Sterling Green South Kirkwood Sterling Forest Cove Mac Gregor Palms Preston Manor Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place Forest Hill Preston Manor Cole Creek Manor Citadel  Hunters Creek Village
Rosslyn West Park Linkwood Woodland Oaks Greenwood Village Heights Glenburnie Irvington Monroe
Place Sterling Green Grantwood Mac Gregor Terrace Braewood Glen Kingsbridge Woodland Oaks Mac
Gregor Terrace Greenfield Village Preston Manor Clifton Beach Citadel  South Park Sterling Knoll
Woodland Heights Sterling Forest Glen Cove Meadows Woodglen Anderson Ways Barrington Place Cole
Creek Manor Cookwood Mason Park Terrace Cole Creek Manor Forest Hill McNair Braewood Glen
Barclay Place Melrose Gardens Humble Camp Scotcrest Clifton Beach Glen Cove Mills Walk Woodland
Acres Sterling Green Anderson Ways Todville Riverside Terrace Irvington Deer Park Braeburn
Gardens Westbank Glencairn West Glenshire Braes Terrace and Braeswood Hunters Creek Village
Mason Park Terrace Covington Woods Highland Gardens Cove Braes Heights Pipers Meadow Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Kirkwood Citadel  Braewood Glen South Park Greenwood Village Heights
Sterling Green Humble Covington Woods Aryshire Sunnyside Sterling Knoll Woodglen South Park
Sheldon South Park Sterling Forest Woodland Trails North Glenshire Linkwood Covington West
Scotcrest Irvington Sterling Knoll Woodglen Citadel  Melrose Gardens Sterling Green South Mac
Gregor Terrace Grantwood Rosslyn Preston Manor Mac Gregor Park Estates Sunnyside Hunters Creek
Village Melrose Gardens Woodside Woodland Trails North Mason Park Terrace Highland Acres Homes
Hunters Glen Covington Woods Braeburn Acres Glencairn Park Braes Heights Woodland Trails North
Easthaven Woodglen Kingsbridge Mac Gregor Terrace Cole Creek Manor Woodside Sterling Green South
Westfield Estates Humble Greenwood Village Heights Linkwood Calgary Woods Humble Mills Walk
Sunnyside Glenshire Mac Gregor Palms Woodland Trails North Westpark Anderson Ways Heatherwood
Covington West Irvington Westbank Cookwood Easthaven Sterling Green South Sterling Knoll
Braeburn Acres Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Jamestown Colony Dumbarton Village Braes Heights
Grantwood Woodland Heights South Glen Easthaven Greenwood Village Heights Todville Woodland
Trails North South Park Woodland Acres Irvington Sheldon South Glen Woodglen Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Humble Camp Sterling Knoll Glenshire Mason Park Terrace Highland Acres Homes Braes
Oaks Grantwood Braes Terrace and Braeswood Westwood Braes Heights Huntington Greenfield Village
Braeburn Acres Barclay Place Mills Walk Heatherwood Glenshire Jamestown Colony Greenwood Village
Heights Covington West Glencairn West Woodside Highland Gardens Mac Gregor Palms Braes Oaks
Woodland Trails North Greenwood Village Heights Meadows Glenburnie Humble Westbank Woodside
South Park South Glen Glenshire Sterling Knoll Riverside Terrace Cove Glenburnie Monroe Place
Huntington Dow Acres South View Sterling Knoll Woodland Heights Humble Acres Mac Gregor Terrace
South Glen Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Humble Camp Jamestown Colony Jamestown Colony
Heatherwood Humble Estate Irvington Braes Terrace and Braeswood Sterling Knoll South Glen
Heatherwood Park Highland Acres Homes Preston Manor Woodland Oaks Heatherwood Park Calgary Woods
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Monroe Place Mills Walk Northfield  Woodside South View Kirkwood Meadows Westwood Anderson Ways
Westwood Braewood Glen Mason Park Terrace Woodland Heights Glenburnie Westbank Dumbarton Village
Humble Acres Glenshire West Park Woodland Acres Mason Park Terrace Southside Place Woodland Oaks
Melrose Gardens Glencairn West Southwood Monroe Place Braewood Glen Melrose Gardens Sterling
Knoll Kingsbridge Heatherwood Forest Hill Scotcrest Calgary Woods Mac Gregor Place Sterling
Forest Sterling Forest Braeburn Glen Scotcrest Braes Heights Pipers Meadow Kirkwood Sunnyside
Grantwood Scotcrest Braes Oaks Huntington Humble Estate Humble Camp Meadows Hunters Creek
Village Sterling Knoll Pipers Meadow Irvington Hunters Creek Village Sterling Green Pipers
Meadow Pipers Meadow Northfield  South Park South Glen Forest Hill Sterling Green South Meadows
Humble Barrington Place Pipers Meadow Woodland Trails North Todville Greenfield Village Sterling
Knoll Jamestown Colony Kennedy Heights South Glen Woodglen Westpark Glenshire Woodland Oaks
Rosslyn Todville Mason Park Terrace Calgary Woods Highland Heights Greenfield Village Citadel 
Northfield  Humble Camp Sunnyside Cookwood Westwood Westbank Calgary Woods Dumbarton Oaks Glen
Forest and Glen Lea Place South View Woodland Heights Braeburn Acres Greenwood Village Heights
Meadows Woodland Oaks Scotcrest Barclay Place Highland Acres Homes Hunters Creek Village
Woodland Oaks Southwood Meadows Heatherwood Northfield  Glenshire Cole Creek Manor Highland
Acres Homes South Glen Grantwood Anderson Ways Todville Calgary Woods Sterling Forest Woodland
Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood Barclay Place Mac Gregor Terrace Aryshire Highland Acres Homes
Barclay Place Grantwood Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Grantwood Huntington Heatherwood Todville
Humble Camp Sunnyside Monroe Place Irvington Woodland Heights Rosslyn Glen Cove Sterling Green
Kennedy Heights Hunters Glen Forest Hill Cookwood Dumbarton Oaks West Park Glen Cove Barrington
Place Todville Preston Manor Humble Melrose Gardens Covington Woods Sunnyside Mills Walk Calgary
Woods Melrose Gardens Hunters Glen Hunters Creek Village Woodland Oaks Forest Hill Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place Greenwood Village Heights Southside Place Glen Cove Melrose Park Glen Cove
Scotcrest Greenwood Village Heights Aryshire South Park Covington Woods Woodside McNair
Southwood Mills Walk Dow Acres Greenwood Village Heights Westpark Mac Gregor Place Kingsbridge
Westbank Woodside Easthaven Braes Heights Huntington Braewood Glen Glenshire Forest Hill
Highland Heights Glencairn Park Melrose Gardens Woodland Acres South Glen Glencairn Park Citadel
 Humble Camp Southside Place Anderson Ways Braes Heights Cookwood Sterling Green Monroe Place
Humble Camp Mac Gregor Palms Braeburn Gardens Jamestown Colony Woodland Heights Grantwood Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Kirkwood Monroe Place Kennedy Heights Sheldon Melrose Gardens Barclay
Place Mason Park Terrace Melrose Gardens Kingsbridge Melrose Gardens Mac Gregor Terrace Mac
Gregor Park Estates Southwood Pipers Meadow Calgary Woods Humble Heatherwood Park Clifton Beach
Humble Estate Easthaven Mac Gregor Place Braeburn Acres South Glen Mac Gregor Terrace Mills Walk
Pipers Meadow McNair Cookwood Hunters Glen Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor Palms Melrose Gardens McNair
Covington West Westwood Barrington Place Braeburn Gardens Braeburn Glen McNair Southside Place
Melrose Park Westwood Dow Acres Todville West Park McNair Braeburn Glen Woodland Acres Mac
Gregor Terrace Highland Acres Homes Woodglen Sterling Forest Highland Heights Sterling Green
Sheldon Braeburn Glen Hunters Creek Village Mills Walk Braeburn Gardens Greenfield Village Deer
Park Hilltop Acres Monroe Place Cole Creek Manor Braes Heights Glen Cove McNair Heatherwood Mac
Gregor Place Woodland Acres Sterling Green Glencairn West Mac Gregor Place Clifton Beach
Linkwood Glenshire Glencairn Park Westwood Humble Braes Terrace and Braeswood Scotcrest Westpark
Westbank Easthaven Mac Gregor Palms Easthaven Braes Heights Highland Acres Homes Glencairn West
Southside Place Dumbarton Oaks Northfield  Sterling Green Glencairn Park Meadows Melrose Park
Southside Place Cookwood Southwood South Park Glenburnie Mac Gregor Park Estates Braes Oaks
Woodland Trails North Deer Park Woodland Heights Humble Estate Barclay Place Irvington
Huntington Heatherwood Park Deer Park Cookwood Humble Camp Braeburn Gardens Forest Hill Woodland
Trails North Covington Woods Cole Creek Manor Barrington Place Barrington Place Grantwood
Scotcrest Humble Camp Sterling Knoll Glencairn Park Clifton Beach South View Glenshire Monroe
Place Woodland Trails North Pipers Meadow Highland Gardens Humble Acres Braeburn Gardens
Braewood Glen Melrose Park Sterling Green South Barclay Place Braes Heights Scotcrest Kennedy
Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates Southside Place Braeburn Glen Braes Heights Melrose Park
Sunnyside Mason Park Terrace Humble Camp Melrose Gardens Todville Todville Meadows West Park
Aryshire Woodglen Todville Braes Terrace and Braeswood Woodland Acres Aryshire Greenfield
Village Scotcrest Glencairn West Southwood Woodland Oaks Highland Heights Kingsbridge Woodside
Woodland Heights Woodland Acres Woodland Trails North Southside Place Sheldon Hilltop Acres
Humble Mac Gregor Park Estates Dumbarton Village McNair South View Grantwood Westpark
Heatherwood Huntington Barrington Place Woodland Acres Citadel  Humble Acres Westwood Highland
Gardens Cove Woodland Acres Linkwood Dow Acres Heatherwood Park Kennedy Heights Glencairn West
Kennedy Heights Braeburn Glen Glen Cove McNair Humble Estate Sunnyside Highland Gardens Westwood
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Heatherwood Park Monroe Place Braes Terrace and Braeswood Meadows Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling
Green Westwood Sterling Knoll Humble Camp Southwood Braes Oaks Cove Dumbarton Oaks Kennedy
Heights South View Southwood Braes Heights Woodland Acres Covington Woods Westbank Monroe Place
Calgary Woods Sterling Forest Kennedy Heights Heatherwood Sunnyside Kingsbridge Braeburn Gardens
West Park Mills Walk Woodglen Braeburn Acres Woodland Oaks Humble Acres Northfield  Greenfield
Village Melrose Park Grantwood Melrose Gardens Grantwood Highland Heights Meadows Braeburn
Gardens Grantwood Barrington Place Jamestown Colony Braeburn Gardens Woodland Acres Westpark
Woodside Barrington Place Heatherwood Scotcrest Glencairn West Rosslyn Woodside Pipers Meadow
Aryshire Sterling Green Grantwood Humble Estate Mac Gregor Terrace Woodland Trails North
Braewood Glen Rosslyn Woodland Acres Woodland Trails North Covington West Cove Irvington Humble
Sheldon Jamestown Colony Westbank Woodside Easthaven Barclay Place Northfield  Grantwood South
Glen Melrose Park Deer Park Sterling Green Greenwood Village Heights Sterling Green South
Sheldon Covington Woods Sheldon Mac Gregor Park Estates Citadel  Linkwood Hunters Creek Village
Scotcrest Glencairn West South View Glencairn Park South Park Humble Camp Mac Gregor Park
Estates Heatherwood Park Mac Gregor Palms Mac Gregor Park Estates Westpark Monroe Place Rosslyn
Jamestown Colony Cookwood Huntington Easthaven South Park Highland Heights Riverside Terrace
Humble Acres Greenfield Village Dow Acres Hilltop Acres Glenburnie Rosslyn Pipers Meadow
Dumbarton Oaks Aryshire Kingsbridge Hilltop Acres Heatherwood Mac Gregor Place Humble Irvington
Westpark Heatherwood Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Pipers Meadow Hunters Glen Cookwood Sterling
Green Grantwood Cole Creek Manor Anderson Ways Humble Camp Highland Acres Homes Woodland Oaks
Westbank Hunters Creek Village Woodglen McNair Barrington Place Irvington Braes Oaks Deer Park
Kirkwood Mac Gregor Terrace Covington Woods Melrose Gardens Woodglen South Park Sunnyside South
Glen Hunters Glen Monroe Place Westbank Todville Forest Hill Clifton Beach Braeburn Gardens
Braewood Glen Kennedy Heights Mac Gregor Terrace Braes Heights Sheldon Humble Camp Heatherwood
Park Braeburn Glen Covington West Forest Hill Barrington Place Glenshire Sterling Green South
Glencairn West Easthaven Calgary Woods Aryshire McNair Cove Hunters Glen Glenburnie Braeburn
Glen Highland Gardens Clifton Beach Woodglen Hunters Creek Village Glencairn Park Barclay Place
Sterling Forest Meadows Dumbarton Village Braes Heights Sterling Green South Mills Walk Braewood
Glen Highland Gardens Mason Park Terrace Aryshire Heatherwood Park Cove Linkwood Cookwood
Southwood Melrose Gardens Citadel  Mac Gregor Terrace Westwood Highland Gardens Dumbarton
Village Woodland Trails North Anderson Ways Braewood Glen Hilltop Acres Humble Acres Braewood
Glen Westwood Barclay Place Highland Heights Glen Cove Scotcrest Covington West Mills Walk
Scotcrest Mac Gregor Place Southwood Todville Kennedy Heights Clifton Beach South Glen Braeburn
Acres Irvington Clifton Beach Westbank Preston Manor Clifton Beach Anderson Ways Glenburnie
Huntington Hunters Creek Village South Park Westwood Rosslyn Dumbarton Oaks Highland Acres Homes
Braeburn Glen Greenwood Village Heights Braes Oaks Braeburn Acres Sterling Green South Mason
Park Terrace Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Easthaven Westfield Estates Mac Gregor Park Estates
Braes Oaks Mac Gregor Palms Sterling Green South Greenwood Village Heights Kingsbridge Linkwood
Clifton Beach Meadows Deer Park Braeburn Gardens Southwood West Park Glenshire Humble Braes
Heights Glencairn West Westpark Glen Cove Calgary Woods Cove Dumbarton Oaks Braewood Glen
Covington West Braeburn Acres West Park Monroe Place Aryshire Deer Park Sunnyside Highland Acres
Homes Anderson Ways Covington West Hunters Creek Village Westbank Huntington Hunters Glen
Woodside Braeburn Gardens Woodglen Woodland Heights Deer Park Northfield  Mac Gregor Terrace
Sunnyside Melrose Park Anderson Ways Heatherwood Pipers Meadow Westbank Grantwood Deer Park
Woodland Acres Braeburn Gardens Woodland Oaks Heatherwood Woodland Trails North Glencairn West
Mac Gregor Terrace Barrington Place McNair Anderson Ways Mac Gregor Terrace Westbank Calgary
Woods Anderson Ways Barclay Place Grantwood Glenburnie Covington Woods Easthaven Pipers Meadow
Southwood Cole Creek Manor Braeburn Acres Westwood Kirkwood Sterling Forest Forest Hill
Glencairn Park Glenshire Heatherwood Park Humble Camp Westbank Hilltop Acres Braes Terrace and
Braeswood South Park Braes Heights McNair Sunnyside Barrington Place Braeburn Acres Easthaven
Jamestown Colony Woodland Trails North Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Pipers Meadow Braeburn
Acres West Park Kennedy Heights Braeburn Acres South Glen Sheldon Woodland Heights Glencairn
West Hunters Creek Village Glenshire Humble Acres Jamestown Colony Greenwood Village Heights
South Glen Glenshire Riverside Terrace McNair Woodland Acres Mac Gregor Park Estates Mac Gregor
Terrace Southwood Meadows Dow Acres Rosslyn Braes Heights Anderson Ways Northfield  Woodland
Heights Easthaven Riverside Terrace Meadows Westbank Calgary Woods Glenburnie Sterling Knoll
South View Riverside Terrace Hilltop Acres Scotcrest Woodside Covington West Woodland Trails
North Grantwood Greenwood Village Heights Sunnyside Braes Terrace and Braeswood Hilltop Acres
Highland Gardens Aryshire Sunnyside Southside Place Hunters Glen Aryshire Hunters Glen Glencairn
Park Calgary Woods Riverside Terrace Cole Creek Manor Mac Gregor Park Estates Cookwood Mills
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Walk Clifton Beach Westfield Estates Huntington Huntington Westbank Barclay Place Southwood
Southwood Hilltop Acres Braeburn Gardens Todville Meadows Southside Place Mills Walk Greenfield
Village Braeburn Acres Covington Woods Dumbarton Village Mason Park Terrace Sheldon Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Sheldon Calgary Woods Braeburn Acres Barclay Place Glenshire Glencairn
Park Greenwood Village Heights Riverside Terrace Humble Estate Southwood Woodside Riverside
Terrace South View Deer Park Melrose Park Humble Estate Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Southwood
Melrose Park Mac Gregor Terrace Braeburn Glen Monroe Place Grantwood Pipers Meadow Sheldon
Anderson Ways Greenfield Village Braeburn Glen Greenfield Village Cole Creek Manor Westpark
Covington Woods Kingsbridge Mac Gregor Park Estates Sterling Knoll Calgary Woods Braeburn Acres
Covington West Todville Braes Heights Sterling Green South Woodland Trails North Woodland
Heights Southside Place Pipers Meadow Sterling Green Citadel  Sheldon Covington West Scotcrest
Kirkwood Humble Estate Anderson Ways Highland Gardens Mac Gregor Place Covington West Hilltop
Acres Sterling Green South Dow Acres Riverside Terrace Woodland Oaks Forest Hill Aryshire South
Park Highland Acres Homes Grantwood Easthaven Mac Gregor Park Estates Irvington Mills Walk
Sheldon Woodland Trails North Anderson Ways Westpark Hilltop Acres Deer Park Easthaven Deer Park
Humble Estate Calgary Woods Mason Park Terrace Kirkwood Westbank Braes Oaks Covington West
Dumbarton Oaks Sheldon Riverside Terrace Melrose Gardens Braeburn Glen Todville Meadows Sheldon
Cookwood Humble Estate Easthaven Westpark Glenshire Sterling Green South South Park Highland
Gardens Clifton Beach Cole Creek Manor Westpark Woodland Oaks Irvington Sunnyside Braes Terrace
and Braeswood Humble Estate Glenburnie Woodside South View Meadows Anderson Ways Glenshire
Pipers Meadow Glenburnie Aryshire Todville Sunnyside Cole Creek Manor Glen Forest and Glen Lea
Place Humble Estate Covington Woods Kennedy Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates Mac Gregor Terrace
Kirkwood Humble Acres Sunnyside Woodland Oaks Humble Woodglen Westfield Estates Sterling Green
South Easthaven Dumbarton Oaks Kingsbridge Barclay Place Glenshire Mac Gregor Park Estates
Jamestown Colony Braes Terrace and Braeswood Mac Gregor Place Westwood Southwood Heatherwood
Sterling Green Cove Highland Gardens South Glen Covington Woods Irvington Glenburnie Kingsbridge
Cole Creek Manor Rosslyn Kennedy Heights Huntington Sterling Green Dow Acres Forest Hill Humble
Acres Calgary Woods Aryshire Glencairn West Braes Oaks South Park Humble Camp Glen Forest and
Glen Lea Place Humble Camp Barrington Place Glen Cove Kirkwood Glenshire South View Woodland
Oaks Braeburn Gardens Greenwood Village Heights Humble Camp Barclay Place Humble Acres Woodglen
Glencairn Park South View Dumbarton Village Braes Heights Heatherwood Park Deer Park Dumbarton
Oaks Glen Cove Barclay Place Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Melrose Gardens Covington West
Woodland Oaks Heatherwood Park McNair Kingsbridge Kirkwood Grantwood Mills Walk Melrose Park
Woodland Trails North Westfield Estates Greenfield Village Kirkwood Grantwood Northfield 
Cookwood Mac Gregor Park Estates Glencairn Park Clifton Beach Sterling Forest Kirkwood Braeburn
Glen Pipers Meadow Braeburn Acres Huntington Greenfield Village Riverside Terrace Sunnyside
Citadel  Glenburnie Covington Woods Forest Hill Mac Gregor Park Estates Hilltop Acres Sheldon
Southwood Westpark Westpark Preston Manor Hunters Creek Village Woodglen Westfield Estates
Sunnyside Glencairn West Sterling Forest Huntington Heatherwood Park Kirkwood Sterling Knoll
Sheldon Melrose Park Dow Acres Cole Creek Manor Braes Heights Riverside Terrace Kennedy Heights
Highland Gardens Forest Hill Barrington Place Sterling Forest Scotcrest West Park Humble Estate
Sterling Green South Kennedy Heights Westpark Meadows Heatherwood Anderson Ways West Park Pipers
Meadow Hilltop Acres Braeburn Glen Humble Camp Forest Hill Anderson Ways South View Melrose
Gardens Barclay Place Northfield  Highland Gardens Hilltop Acres Anderson Ways Sheldon Dumbarton
Village Mac Gregor Terrace Westbank Clifton Beach Rosslyn Aryshire Dumbarton Village Covington
Woods Southwood Melrose Gardens Melrose Park Northfield  Dow Acres Anderson Ways Westbank
Riverside Terrace Irvington Highland Gardens Jamestown Colony Woodside Westpark Westpark Rosslyn
Woodland Heights Cookwood Pipers Meadow Todville Meadows Hunters Creek Village Mac Gregor Park
Estates Glencairn Park Southwood Anderson Ways Todville Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Grantwood
Monroe Place Woodland Heights Greenfield Village Sterling Knoll Highland Gardens South Park
Glenburnie Anderson Ways Sterling Green South West Park Meadows Covington Woods Southside Place
Monroe Place Huntington Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Todville Grantwood Easthaven Irvington
Greenfield Village Braes Oaks Hilltop Acres Glenshire McNair Heatherwood Park Covington Woods
Hilltop Acres Covington West Rosslyn Humble Rosslyn Humble Camp Braes Heights Clifton Beach
Kingsbridge McNair Barrington Place Pipers Meadow Glenshire Dow Acres Calgary Woods Glen Cove
Barrington Place Westwood Todville Huntington Southwood Braewood Glen Southside Place Rosslyn
Cookwood Woodland Acres Dow Acres Linkwood Humble Acres Mills Walk Braeburn Acres South Glen
Southwood Aryshire Clifton Beach Huntington South Glen Anderson Ways Dumbarton Village Meadows
Woodland Trails North Greenfield Village Mason Park Terrace Braeburn Glen Grantwood Anderson
Ways Mac Gregor Terrace Braeburn Glen Citadel  Barclay Place Dow Acres Northfield  Cole Creek
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Manor Jamestown Colony Todville Woodland Oaks Todville Sterling Knoll Westbank South View Braes
Heights Meadows Meadows Greenwood Village Heights Scotcrest Rosslyn Riverside Terrace Woodland
Heights Westwood Glencairn Park Greenwood Village Heights Glenburnie Woodglen Grantwood Woodglen
Westpark Jamestown Colony Braeburn Acres South View Grantwood Southside Place Sheldon Hunters
Glen Citadel  Woodglen Sterling Green Melrose Park Sterling Knoll Woodland Oaks Highland Heights
Sterling Green South Hilltop Acres Scotcrest Glenburnie Irvington Westwood Glencairn Park Humble
Citadel  Sterling Forest Braewood Glen Glencairn Park Westfield Estates Melrose Gardens Sterling
Forest Covington Woods Braes Heights Easthaven Dumbarton Oaks Todville Sterling Knoll Dumbarton
Oaks South Park Glen Cove Westfield Estates Linkwood Melrose Park Sterling Forest Westpark
Woodland Acres Scotcrest Easthaven Humble Dumbarton Village South View Cookwood McNair Aryshire
Mac Gregor Park Estates Sterling Green Todville Monroe Place Greenwood Village Heights Westbank
Humble Camp Westbank Aryshire Forest Hill Barclay Place Woodland Acres South Park Glencairn West
Hunters Creek Village Glencairn West Heatherwood Park Huntington Humble Estate Dow Acres
Southside Place Irvington Kirkwood Woodside Humble Estate Sterling Forest Monroe Place
Barrington Place Riverside Terrace Mac Gregor Place Easthaven Grantwood Cole Creek Manor
Braeburn Acres Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Pipers Meadow Irvington Dumbarton Village Braewood
Glen Humble Camp Braes Oaks Cole Creek Manor Jamestown Colony Barrington Place Clifton Beach
Northfield  Mac Gregor Terrace Woodland Heights Sunnyside Forest Hill Melrose Park Dumbarton
Oaks Mason Park Terrace Highland Heights Cove Mac Gregor Place Dow Acres Irvington Glenshire
Heatherwood Park Glenshire Northfield  Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Humble Sterling Forest
Heatherwood Park Preston Manor Sheldon Deer Park Hunters Creek Village Hunters Glen Jamestown
Colony Braewood Glen Covington Woods Mac Gregor Place Barclay Place Cole Creek Manor Braes Oaks
Deer Park Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Mac Gregor Palms Heatherwood Riverside Terrace
Glenburnie Covington Woods Meadows Humble Camp Sunnyside Heatherwood Westpark Highland Acres
Homes Kirkwood Woodland Trails North Melrose Gardens Woodland Acres Hilltop Acres Braeburn Glen
Huntington Jamestown Colony Southwood Mills Walk Braewood Glen Northfield  Rosslyn Dumbarton
Village Linkwood Anderson Ways Braeburn Gardens Melrose Gardens Hunters Glen Melrose Gardens
Hunters Glen Barclay Place Riverside Terrace Greenfield Village Woodland Oaks Cole Creek Manor
Deer Park Braes Oaks Woodland Trails North Glencairn West Dumbarton Village Melrose Gardens
Westfield Estates Hunters Creek Village Jamestown Colony Preston Manor Woodside Cole Creek Manor
Woodside Dumbarton Oaks Dumbarton Oaks Sterling Green South Woodland Oaks Calgary Woods Woodglen
Braeburn Gardens Woodland Trails North Linkwood West Park Braes Oaks Covington Woods Kennedy
Heights McNair Scotcrest Deer Park Westwood Braes Terrace and Braeswood Sterling Knoll Highland
Acres Homes Pipers Meadow Glen Cove Woodglen Braes Oaks Pipers Meadow Highland Gardens Westwood
Huntington Braes Heights Southside Place Sterling Green South South View Greenwood Village
Heights Woodglen Braeburn Gardens Anderson Ways Westpark Westpark Kennedy Heights Braeburn
Gardens Sheldon Mac Gregor Palms Westpark Kennedy Heights Hunters Creek Village Heatherwood Park
Heatherwood Park Forest Hill Cole Creek Manor Highland Gardens Sterling Green Irvington Linkwood
Melrose Park Clifton Beach Linkwood Citadel  Sterling Green Braewood Glen South Park Huntington
Todville Hunters Glen Grantwood Greenwood Village Heights Easthaven Highland Gardens Woodglen
Huntington Glen Cove Deer Park Westpark Kennedy Heights Humble Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Barclay Place Braewood Glen Humble Camp Rosslyn Mason Park Terrace Barclay Place Westbank
Highland Gardens Hunters Creek Village Cole Creek Manor Humble Acres Dow Acres Braes Heights
Westfield Estates Northfield  Woodland Heights Melrose Park Easthaven Preston Manor Sterling
Green South Highland Gardens Huntington Glenshire Sterling Green South Dumbarton Village
Braewood Glen Scotcrest Scotcrest Westbank Irvington Woodland Trails North Rosslyn Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place Westfield Estates Barclay Place Covington West Hunters Creek Village Citadel 
Rosslyn Cookwood Dumbarton Village Highland Gardens Woodland Heights Barclay Place Mason Park
Terrace Citadel  Citadel  West Park Southside Place Glenshire Glencairn Park Dumbarton Village
Westfield Estates Cove Woodland Acres Heatherwood Deer Park Humble Acres Sterling Green Woodland
Trails North Hunters Creek Village Hilltop Acres Sterling Green South Hunters Creek Village
Highland Gardens Greenwood Village Heights McNair Sterling Green Hunters Glen Northfield  Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Glenburnie Clifton Beach Glencairn Park Braes Oaks South Glen Woodland
Acres Heatherwood Woodglen Glencairn West Kingsbridge Highland Gardens Covington Woods Humble
Estate Forest Hill Sheldon Braeburn Gardens Woodglen Woodglen Dumbarton Oaks Rosslyn Calgary
Woods Kingsbridge Northfield  Braes Terrace and Braeswood Riverside Terrace Humble Camp Calgary
Woods Glencairn Park Northfield  Mac Gregor Terrace Melrose Park Woodland Trails North Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Kennedy Heights Westpark Sterling Green Grantwood Humble Estate Pipers
Meadow Barrington Place Highland Gardens Glen Cove Westfield Estates Northfield  Dumbarton
Village Braeburn Gardens Aryshire Covington West Meadows Woodland Heights Braes Oaks Woodside
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Braewood Glen Todville Woodland Trails North Highland Acres Homes Riverside Terrace Westfield
Estates Woodland Trails North Woodglen Barrington Place Mason Park Terrace South Park Citadel 
Humble Acres Dumbarton Oaks Rosslyn Easthaven Mac Gregor Palms Cole Creek Manor Kirkwood
Highland Gardens Westfield Estates Westpark West Park Melrose Gardens Covington Woods West Park
Glen Cove Hilltop Acres Kennedy Heights Todville Covington Woods Covington Woods Sunnyside
Aryshire Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Glenshire Highland Acres Homes Irvington Southwood
Meadows Woodland Heights Glenshire South View Woodland Oaks Woodland Heights Braeburn Glen
Greenfield Village Sterling Knoll Glencairn Park Grantwood Greenfield Village Easthaven Woodglen
Mac Gregor Palms Westwood Glenburnie Westpark Southwood Kirkwood Mac Gregor Terrace Dumbarton
Oaks Dumbarton Village Westbank Heatherwood Park Glenshire Cole Creek Manor Mac Gregor Place
Easthaven Barclay Place Northfield  Sterling Knoll Grantwood Woodglen Braeburn Acres Braes
Heights Hunters Creek Village Westpark Calgary Woods Braeburn Gardens Sterling Knoll Clifton
Beach Woodland Heights Irvington Huntington Hilltop Acres Deer Park Todville South Glen Sterling
Knoll Highland Gardens Kirkwood Preston Manor Riverside Terrace Irvington Cove Melrose Park
Clifton Beach Sunnyside Glen Cove Woodglen Monroe Place Highland Heights Glencairn West South
View Rosslyn Glenburnie Humble Estate West Park Scotcrest Preston Manor Dumbarton Village
Woodland Oaks Highland Heights Humble Acres Calgary Woods Heatherwood Monroe Place Scotcrest
Glenshire Braeburn Gardens Sterling Forest Sterling Green South Hunters Creek Village McNair
Woodland Acres Pipers Meadow Covington West Covington West Woodside Rosslyn Southwood Highland
Gardens Covington West Rosslyn Irvington Cole Creek Manor Braeburn Acres Humble Acres
Kingsbridge Westbank Dumbarton Oaks Highland Acres Homes Cove Dow Acres Braeburn Acres
Greenfield Village Humble Mac Gregor Palms Linkwood Westbank Covington West Hunters Glen
Woodglen Barclay Place Mason Park Terrace Woodside Cole Creek Manor Sterling Knoll Highland
Heights Humble Barrington Place Sterling Green South Easthaven Barclay Place South Park Cove
Covington Woods Highland Gardens Southside Place Aryshire Hunters Glen Braewood Glen Sheldon Mac
Gregor Palms Sterling Green Sunnyside Glencairn Park Mac Gregor Park Estates Covington Woods
Todville South Park Kirkwood Grantwood Woodglen Grantwood Southside Place Grantwood Mac Gregor
Terrace Braeburn Gardens Heatherwood Park Barclay Place Braewood Glen Sterling Green Melrose
Gardens Northfield  Irvington Clifton Beach Southside Place Irvington Kingsbridge Covington
Woods Sterling Knoll Woodland Acres Sterling Green South Deer Park Sterling Green South Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Braeburn Acres Hilltop Acres Braeburn Glen McNair Woodland Acres
Barrington Place Woodland Acres Mac Gregor Palms Barclay Place Dow Acres Scotcrest Sterling
Green Sunnyside Greenfield Village Sheldon Melrose Gardens Grantwood Clifton Beach Cove
Heatherwood Park Braeburn Gardens McNair West Park South Park McNair Kirkwood Hunters Creek
Village Woodglen Kingsbridge Westpark Melrose Gardens Pipers Meadow Mac Gregor Park Estates
Braeburn Glen Covington West Humble Camp Calgary Woods Heatherwood Park Kirkwood Sterling Knoll
Woodland Heights Grantwood Woodland Heights Woodglen Anderson Ways Melrose Park Covington West
Southside Place Easthaven Irvington Citadel  Easthaven Woodland Heights Braes Oaks Jamestown
Colony South View Huntington Westwood Grantwood Highland Heights Melrose Gardens Hilltop Acres
Glenshire Greenfield Village Braes Oaks Cookwood Dow Acres Riverside Terrace Woodland Heights
Todville Glencairn Park Aryshire Highland Heights Glen Cove Aryshire Jamestown Colony Northfield
 Citadel  Westwood Woodglen Mac Gregor Palms Jamestown Colony Monroe Place Covington Woods Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Clifton Beach Kingsbridge South View Glen Cove Covington West Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Greenfield Village Linkwood Calgary Woods Covington West Rosslyn Forest
Hill Dumbarton Village Aryshire Greenfield Village Barclay Place Easthaven South View Sterling
Knoll Sheldon Easthaven West Park South View Jamestown Colony South Park Woodland Heights Forest
Hill Southside Place Heatherwood Melrose Park Braeburn Glen Heatherwood Humble Camp Melrose Park
Mac Gregor Terrace Humble Acres South Park Woodland Trails North Melrose Gardens Braes Heights
Humble Camp Covington Woods Irvington Todville Braeburn Glen Kirkwood Southwood Humble Camp
Covington West Braes Heights Jamestown Colony Woodland Oaks Kennedy Heights Mason Park Terrace
Riverside Terrace Greenwood Village Heights Westfield Estates Dumbarton Village Forest Hill Dow
Acres Glenburnie Glenburnie Grantwood Aryshire Woodland Acres Woodland Heights Sterling Forest
Woodland Heights Deer Park Woodside Mac Gregor Park Estates Hunters Glen Woodside Westfield
Estates Northfield  Mac Gregor Terrace Covington Woods Cove Westfield Estates Dow Acres
Glenshire Braes Heights Kirkwood Melrose Park Aryshire Sterling Knoll Hilltop Acres Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place Deer Park Humble Acres Greenfield Village Highland Acres Homes Cookwood Mac
Gregor Place Sterling Green Braes Terrace and Braeswood Meadows Westpark Mills Walk Glenburnie
West Park Humble Camp Deer Park Westwood Easthaven Glenburnie Barclay Place Westpark Covington
West Covington West Highland Heights Pipers Meadow Braes Oaks Preston Manor Dow Acres Monroe
Place Heatherwood Park Heatherwood Melrose Gardens Glencairn West Dow Acres Dow Acres Irvington
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Sterling Knoll Sterling Green Sterling Green South Greenwood Village Heights Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Westbank Southside Place Deer Park Hilltop Acres Irvington Calgary Woods Hunters Creek
Village Sterling Knoll Westbank Irvington South Park Calgary Woods Pipers Meadow Woodland Trails
North Humble Camp Humble Camp Dumbarton Oaks Southwood Glencairn West Westpark Woodside Highland
Gardens Jamestown Colony Riverside Terrace Humble Estate Glenburnie Mac Gregor Place Sterling
Forest Westfield Estates Forest Hill Dumbarton Village South View Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Irvington Pipers Meadow Cove Citadel  Woodglen Braeburn Acres
Linkwood Melrose Gardens Humble Acres Southwood Barrington Place Riverside Terrace Meadows
Woodglen Westwood Cove South Park Highland Acres Homes Westbank Calgary Woods Sterling Green
South Melrose Park Mac Gregor Park Estates Linkwood McNair Clifton Beach Woodland Trails North
Sterling Knoll Northfield  Cove Southside Place Forest Hill Barrington Place Mac Gregor Palms
Braeburn Acres Sunnyside Braeburn Glen Woodside Highland Acres Homes Riverside Terrace Rosslyn
Easthaven Linkwood Mac Gregor Palms McNair Woodland Acres Barclay Place Mac Gregor Terrace
Woodland Acres Huntington Glenshire Deer Park Huntington Aryshire Cole Creek Manor Mac Gregor
Terrace Kennedy Heights South View Humble Camp Aryshire Humble Barrington Place Kingsbridge
Rosslyn Humble Hunters Creek Village Grantwood South View Hunters Creek Village Riverside
Terrace Cookwood Meadows Kingsbridge Hilltop Acres Aryshire Aryshire Sunnyside Cove Linkwood
Hunters Glen Melrose Gardens Highland Heights Southside Place Kirkwood South Glen Deer Park
Highland Heights Riverside Terrace Kingsbridge Braes Heights Humble Estate Sterling Green
Woodland Trails North Glen Cove Dumbarton Oaks South View Forest Hill Cove Humble Camp Glencairn
Park Scotcrest Sterling Knoll Braes Heights Glen Cove Braeburn Gardens Mac Gregor Palms
Greenfield Village South View Braeburn Gardens Kennedy Heights Woodland Oaks Braes Oaks
Riverside Terrace Braeburn Glen South Glen Westfield Estates Woodland Heights Dumbarton Oaks
Dumbarton Village Westfield Estates Melrose Gardens Melrose Park Westwood Glenshire Woodland
Oaks South Park Highland Gardens Mac Gregor Place Glencairn West Riverside Terrace Braeburn
Gardens Sterling Green Barrington Place Humble Highland Gardens Westbank Deer Park Highland
Acres Homes Southwood Glencairn West Todville Cole Creek Manor Pipers Meadow Northfield  Mills
Walk Cove Anderson Ways Woodland Trails North Linkwood Mac Gregor Palms Glen Cove Mac Gregor
Palms Greenwood Village Heights Citadel  Kingsbridge Mac Gregor Place Covington West Kingsbridge
Braewood Glen Braes Terrace and Braeswood Linkwood Grantwood Highland Acres Homes Braes Oaks
Woodland Heights Cove Mac Gregor Palms Sterling Green South Clifton Beach Pipers Meadow
Dumbarton Village Glenburnie Southside Place Braes Oaks Forest Hill Northfield  Sterling Green
Heatherwood Park Northfield  Mac Gregor Terrace Woodland Acres Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Mac Gregor Place Sunnyside West Park Westbank Dumbarton Oaks Hilltop Acres Clifton Beach Mac
Gregor Terrace Westwood Anderson Ways Westpark Woodland Oaks Sterling Green South Sterling Knoll
Meadows Braewood Glen Sheldon South View Scotcrest Rosslyn Westbank Humble Camp Glen Forest and
Glen Lea Place Braes Terrace and Braeswood Covington West McNair Rosslyn Easthaven Westbank
Barclay Place Braeburn Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood Glencairn West Easthaven Mac Gregor
Place Sterling Green South Riverside Terrace Kingsbridge Sheldon Glencairn Park South View
Covington Woods Pipers Meadow Dow Acres Braewood Glen South Park Humble Acres Cove Mac Gregor
Park Estates Calgary Woods Irvington Glen Cove Covington West Westfield Estates Huntington Mac
Gregor Place Westfield Estates Easthaven Glencairn Park Cove Braes Heights Braes Oaks South Glen
Sunnyside Highland Gardens Clifton Beach Scotcrest Highland Gardens South Park Braeburn Acres
Westwood Woodside Aryshire Rosslyn Southside Place Braes Oaks Westpark South View Easthaven
McNair Kennedy Heights Dumbarton Oaks Melrose Gardens Humble Camp Heatherwood Park Highland
Acres Homes Sterling Green South Braes Terrace and Braeswood Todville Hilltop Acres Greenfield
Village West Park Woodside Kingsbridge Riverside Terrace Jamestown Colony Clifton Beach Preston
Manor Pipers Meadow Highland Acres Homes Covington West Monroe Place Scotcrest Mac Gregor Place
Melrose Park Kirkwood Kingsbridge Preston Manor Mac Gregor Palms Glencairn West Riverside
Terrace Mills Walk Pipers Meadow Monroe Place Meadows Mac Gregor Palms Huntington Heatherwood
Kingsbridge Glencairn Park Westpark Kennedy Heights Mac Gregor Terrace Anderson Ways Braeburn
Glen Scotcrest Cookwood South Glen Heatherwood Park Greenfield Village Melrose Gardens Mac
Gregor Palms Greenwood Village Heights Citadel  Citadel  Pipers Meadow Pipers Meadow Humble Camp
Citadel  Deer Park Braes Terrace and Braeswood Braes Terrace and Braeswood Cove Sterling Green
Mason Park Terrace Greenwood Village Heights Riverside Terrace Braeburn Glen Humble Southwood
Dumbarton Oaks Glenburnie Mason Park Terrace Todville Mac Gregor Terrace Covington West Sterling
Green South Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Monroe Place Greenfield Village Deer Park Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Highland Acres Homes Braeburn Acres Calgary Woods Glen Forest and Glen Lea
Place Rosslyn Mac Gregor Terrace West Park Sterling Forest Calgary Woods Highland Acres Homes
Linkwood South View Meadows Mac Gregor Terrace Riverside Terrace Barrington Place Southwood
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Kirkwood Braewood Glen Braes Oaks Deer Park Todville Covington Woods Monroe Place Heatherwood
Park South View Kirkwood Mills Walk Highland Gardens Braes Terrace and Braeswood Forest Hill
Braes Heights Riverside Terrace Kingsbridge Hunters Glen Greenfield Village Southside Place
Melrose Gardens Mac Gregor Terrace Highland Acres Homes Highland Heights Easthaven Mac Gregor
Terrace Humble Camp Heatherwood Park Heatherwood Park South Park Sterling Green South Meadows
Glenshire Greenfield Village Mac Gregor Terrace Braeburn Acres Heatherwood Easthaven Braeburn
Gardens Woodland Oaks Cookwood Mac Gregor Palms Covington Woods Westfield Estates Humble Camp
Citadel  Cove Southside Place Sterling Knoll Highland Heights Sterling Forest Highland Gardens
Greenwood Village Heights Sterling Forest Covington West Jamestown Colony Mason Park Terrace
Hilltop Acres Hunters Glen Westwood South Park Woodglen Riverside Terrace Glencairn Park Dow
Acres Hilltop Acres Braewood Glen Dow Acres Highland Heights Cove Humble Camp Glencairn West Dow
Acres Dumbarton Oaks Highland Acres Homes Cove Mac Gregor Palms Highland Heights Braeburn Glen
West Park Hunters Glen West Park Barclay Place McNair Westfield Estates Humble Camp West Park
Humble Dumbarton Village Kirkwood Woodland Acres Woodland Acres Sterling Green Humble Camp
Sheldon Barrington Place Forest Hill Meadows Kennedy Heights Braeburn Gardens South Park Clifton
Beach Humble Greenfield Village Forest Hill Melrose Park Braewood Glen Sterling Knoll Pipers
Meadow Glencairn Park Woodland Acres Barclay Place Dow Acres Dumbarton Oaks Huntington Mac
Gregor Palms Woodland Heights Humble Meadows Irvington Kingsbridge Glencairn Park Huntington
Sterling Green South Cookwood Barrington Place Humble Acres Kirkwood Humble Acres Sunnyside
Northfield  Mason Park Terrace Todville Sterling Green Cookwood Kingsbridge Northfield 
Dumbarton Oaks Riverside Terrace Humble Camp Jamestown Colony Humble Estate Woodland Trails
North Woodland Oaks Humble Acres Braes Oaks Highland Heights Northfield  Northfield  South Glen
Northfield  Glenburnie Glenshire Easthaven Glencairn Park Covington West Calgary Woods
Barrington Place Westfield Estates Rosslyn Braes Oaks Woodland Acres Covington Woods Glen Cove
Highland Acres Homes Anderson Ways Monroe Place Heatherwood Woodland Acres Braeburn Gardens
Southwood South Park Grantwood Dow Acres Hunters Glen Humble Estate Easthaven Aryshire
Barrington Place Linkwood Sterling Forest Deer Park Dow Acres Southside Place Forest Hill Mason
Park Terrace Glencairn Park Highland Heights Covington West Sterling Green South Mac Gregor
Place West Park Mac Gregor Park Estates Huntington Forest Hill Calgary Woods Pipers Meadow
Pipers Meadow Melrose Park Sterling Forest Woodside Dow Acres Mac Gregor Place Greenwood Village
Heights South Park Melrose Gardens Southside Place Preston Manor Irvington Anderson Ways
Sunnyside Huntington Preston Manor Woodside Greenwood Village Heights Westbank Covington Woods
Sterling Green South Humble Estate Heatherwood Park Dumbarton Village Glenshire Westpark Deer
Park Riverside Terrace Deer Park Aryshire Grantwood Mac Gregor Place Sterling Green Deer Park
Easthaven Aryshire Rosslyn Riverside Terrace Westbank Humble Estate Glen Cove Braeburn Gardens
Braeburn Glen Woodglen Sterling Green Deer Park Deer Park Aryshire Kingsbridge Northfield 
McNair Greenfield Village Clifton Beach Greenfield Village Sheldon Clifton Beach South Glen
Braeburn Acres Sterling Forest Monroe Place Braes Heights Westpark Glencairn West Dumbarton Oaks
Dumbarton Village Anderson Ways Mac Gregor Terrace Barrington Place Humble Acres Monroe Place
Westfield Estates Braeburn Acres Sheldon Barrington Place Woodland Trails North Calgary Woods
Sheldon Kirkwood Sterling Forest Glenburnie Monroe Place Southside Place South Park Mac Gregor
Park Estates Sunnyside Jamestown Colony South Glen Rosslyn South Park Forest Hill Sterling Green
South Braeburn Glen Mac Gregor Terrace Monroe Place Northfield  Greenwood Village Heights Humble
Camp Glencairn West Preston Manor Irvington Greenfield Village Sterling Forest Woodland Heights
Highland Acres Homes Mills Walk Glenburnie Sterling Green South Braeburn Acres Westbank Highland
Heights Citadel  Meadows Anderson Ways Kirkwood Humble Camp Barrington Place Woodside Cove
Forest Hill Todville Mills Walk Mac Gregor Place Sterling Green Aryshire Woodland Oaks Calgary
Woods Todville Jamestown Colony Woodland Heights Sterling Knoll Dumbarton Village Woodland
Trails North Rosslyn Mac Gregor Palms Sheldon West Park Clifton Beach Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Woodglen Woodland Acres Jamestown Colony Westbank Kingsbridge Dumbarton Oaks Meadows
Woodland Heights Woodland Acres Cookwood Woodglen Highland Acres Homes Clifton Beach Dumbarton
Village Glenshire Grantwood Monroe Place Mac Gregor Park Estates Mills Walk Jamestown Colony
McNair Northfield  Braes Heights Braewood Glen McNair Cole Creek Manor Heatherwood Park Humble
Cole Creek Manor South Park Sunnyside Pipers Meadow Woodside Humble Glen Cove South View
Greenwood Village Heights Rosslyn Woodside Greenwood Village Heights Kirkwood Braeburn Gardens
Melrose Gardens Citadel  Barrington Place Melrose Gardens South Park West Park South View
Highland Gardens Mac Gregor Palms Westfield Estates Pipers Meadow Monroe Place Kirkwood Humble
Estate Deer Park Hilltop Acres Cookwood Dumbarton Village Sterling Green South Covington Woods
Southside Place Cove Barclay Place Forest Hill Pipers Meadow Covington Woods Humble Estate
Woodglen Braes Heights Sterling Green South Kingsbridge South Park Dumbarton Village Northfield 
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Dow Acres West Park Braeburn Glen Covington Woods Sheldon Highland Heights Glenshire South View
Glencairn Park Southside Place Kingsbridge Braeburn Gardens Melrose Gardens Sheldon Westwood
Glencairn Park Mac Gregor Place Easthaven Rosslyn Cole Creek Manor Braewood Glen Glencairn West
Braes Oaks Kennedy Heights Hilltop Acres Woodland Heights Covington West Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Clifton Beach Sterling Green Humble Mac Gregor Palms Huntington South Park Mac Gregor
Palms Sheldon Covington Woods Humble Estate Kennedy Heights Westbank Huntington Barrington Place
Preston Manor Mason Park Terrace Todville Grantwood Woodside Cove Braes Heights Humble Greenwood
Village Heights Braeburn Acres Easthaven Sterling Green South Kennedy Heights Westbank Kirkwood
Braes Oaks Braewood Glen Linkwood Anderson Ways Westbank Mac Gregor Park Estates Monroe Place
Hunters Glen Meadows Monroe Place Humble Estate Sterling Green South Sunnyside Clifton Beach
Westfield Estates Braeburn Gardens Aryshire Dumbarton Village Sterling Green Sterling Knoll
Humble Scotcrest South View Sunnyside Mac Gregor Palms Scotcrest Braes Heights Mac Gregor Park
Estates Humble Grantwood Todville Westfield Estates McNair Glenshire Melrose Gardens Melrose
Park Braeburn Acres Jamestown Colony Rosslyn Braewood Glen Mac Gregor Palms Greenwood Village
Heights Hunters Glen Aryshire Woodland Acres Sunnyside Highland Gardens Preston Manor Calgary
Woods Dumbarton Oaks Covington West Cookwood Highland Gardens Heatherwood Sterling Forest
Hunters Glen Sterling Forest Humble Estate Westbank Westpark Woodland Heights Easthaven Sterling
Forest Mac Gregor Terrace Barclay Place Covington Woods Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor Terrace
Scotcrest Humble Estate Sheldon McNair Kennedy Heights Covington Woods Melrose Gardens
Kingsbridge Anderson Ways Westbank Woodland Trails North South View Easthaven Huntington Cole
Creek Manor Aryshire Melrose Gardens Woodland Heights Southwood Heatherwood Park South Park
Sterling Knoll Humble Camp Huntington Humble Acres Woodside Cole Creek Manor South View Sterling
Green South Heatherwood Park Clifton Beach Woodland Heights Irvington Hunters Creek Village Mac
Gregor Park Estates Humble Camp Covington West Scotcrest South View Westwood Northfield 
Riverside Terrace Braeburn Glen Southwood Heatherwood Park Highland Acres Homes Mac Gregor
Terrace Hunters Creek Village Melrose Park Cove Woodland Oaks Hunters Glen Anderson Ways Dow
Acres Woodland Oaks Southside Place Woodland Trails North Citadel  Westbank Hunters Creek
Village Irvington South Glen Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Braeburn Gardens Glen Cove Woodland
Acres Todville Highland Gardens South Park Greenwood Village Heights Woodglen Hilltop Acres
Meadows Braewood Glen Grantwood Linkwood Scotcrest Calgary Woods Woodside Southside Place
Woodland Oaks Hunters Glen Meadows Greenfield Village Rosslyn Braeburn Acres Meadows Westfield
Estates Dow Acres Scotcrest Aryshire Irvington Braewood Glen Greenwood Village Heights Mac
Gregor Terrace Dumbarton Oaks Linkwood Sterling Green Westfield Estates Westbank Hunters Creek
Village Covington West Cole Creek Manor Braes Oaks Aryshire Humble Estate Woodland Trails North
Westfield Estates Humble Kirkwood Glen Cove Covington West Heatherwood Park Barclay Place
Heatherwood Linkwood Huntington Preston Manor Covington Woods Jamestown Colony Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Irvington Braeburn Glen Covington West Heatherwood Park Calgary Woods Highland Heights
Barclay Place Sunnyside Cole Creek Manor Mason Park Terrace Melrose Gardens Pipers Meadow South
View South View Mason Park Terrace Hunters Creek Village Humble Estate Braeburn Gardens Mills
Walk Humble Camp Westpark Sunnyside Deer Park Heatherwood Jamestown Colony Preston Manor
Woodside Dumbarton Village Hilltop Acres Sterling Green South Clifton Beach Melrose Park
Westpark Humble Estate Glen Cove Monroe Place Forest Hill Mac Gregor Palms Southwood Dumbarton
Village Braes Oaks Northfield  Sunnyside Kingsbridge Preston Manor Greenfield Village Dumbarton
Oaks Highland Gardens Anderson Ways Heatherwood Westwood Northfield  Woodglen Heatherwood Deer
Park Forest Hill Mills Walk Glencairn Park Mason Park Terrace Meadows Glen Forest and Glen Lea
Place Braes Heights Humble Camp Aryshire Riverside Terrace Mac Gregor Terrace Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Humble Estate Mac Gregor Terrace Woodland Heights Kennedy Heights South Glen Citadel 
Kennedy Heights Calgary Woods Jamestown Colony Pipers Meadow Covington Woods Woodside Westbank
Westfield Estates Pipers Meadow Woodglen Rosslyn Braewood Glen Cole Creek Manor Hilltop Acres
Glenburnie Heatherwood Park Scotcrest Highland Heights Scotcrest Sterling Green Southside Place
Rosslyn Woodglen Preston Manor Glenburnie Glencairn Park Scotcrest Greenwood Village Heights
Barrington Place Scotcrest Cove Dumbarton Village Sterling Knoll Woodglen Linkwood Humble Estate
Cove Woodland Oaks Braeburn Glen Highland Acres Homes Irvington Monroe Place Melrose Gardens
Highland Heights South Glen Heatherwood Park Greenfield Village Cookwood Westpark Sheldon Humble
Braeburn Gardens Easthaven Braeburn Acres Melrose Gardens Humble Acres Humble Estate Glenshire
Hunters Creek Village Humble Estate Linkwood McNair Sterling Green South Pipers Meadow Forest
Hill Deer Park Dow Acres Covington West Braeburn Acres Hunters Glen Woodland Trails North Mason
Park Terrace Southwood Cove Barrington Place Barrington Place Cole Creek Manor Pipers Meadow
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place South Glen Glen Cove Highland Acres Homes Humble Acres Hilltop
Acres Braeburn Glen Riverside Terrace Barrington Place Hunters Glen Covington Woods Calgary
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Woods Pipers Meadow Clifton Beach Southwood Mills Walk Humble Acres Irvington Braes Oaks Mills
Walk Greenfield Village Mills Walk Huntington Citadel  Greenfield Village Meadows Heatherwood
Melrose Gardens Westfield Estates Humble Acres Pipers Meadow Greenfield Village Woodland Acres
Hunters Creek Village Highland Gardens Cole Creek Manor Humble Acres Rosslyn Westbank Kennedy
Heights Meadows Monroe Place McNair Jamestown Colony South Glen Highland Acres Homes Highland
Heights Scotcrest Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Highland Gardens Highland Heights Greenfield
Village Easthaven South Glen Glencairn Park Melrose Park Easthaven Woodglen Sterling Green South
Southwood Huntington Southside Place Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Barrington Place Mac Gregor
Park Estates Dumbarton Village Woodglen Huntington Forest Hill Mills Walk Mac Gregor Place
Woodland Oaks Woodland Trails North West Park Braes Heights Barclay Place Northfield  Dumbarton
Oaks Westfield Estates Covington Woods Sunnyside Aryshire Woodside Huntington Greenwood Village
Heights Humble Acres Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Cookwood Woodland Oaks Kingsbridge Pipers
Meadow Irvington Braewood Glen Westwood Rosslyn Glen Cove Kennedy Heights Humble Acres Humble
Glen Cove Hunters Creek Village Scotcrest Humble Camp Kirkwood Northfield  Glenshire Glencairn
West Woodland Oaks Irvington Westpark Highland Acres Homes Monroe Place Kingsbridge Dumbarton
Oaks Sterling Green Braewood Glen Glenburnie Covington Woods Sterling Green Pipers Meadow
Braeburn Glen Westbank Heatherwood Kingsbridge Woodland Heights Braeburn Glen Forest Hill
Sheldon Mills Walk Cove Heatherwood Park Sterling Forest Covington Woods Melrose Gardens
Riverside Terrace Woodland Oaks Braeburn Acres Sterling Green McNair Dow Acres Rosslyn Woodside
Heatherwood Park Sterling Green Mac Gregor Terrace South Park Anderson Ways Dumbarton Village
Westbank Scotcrest Covington West Cookwood Woodland Heights Sterling Forest Humble Camp Barclay
Place Melrose Gardens Sterling Green Sunnyside Mills Walk Dow Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Dow Acres Anderson Ways Covington Woods Woodland Heights Sterling Forest Citadel  Westbank Braes
Heights Glenshire Dow Acres Glen Cove Mac Gregor Park Estates Glencairn Park Southwood Dumbarton
Village West Park Woodland Trails North Scotcrest Humble Acres Clifton Beach McNair Sterling
Green Mac Gregor Place Meadows Clifton Beach Braes Terrace and Braeswood Woodland Oaks Dow Acres
Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Woodland Heights Covington Woods Barclay Place Glen Cove
Northfield  Dow Acres Hunters Creek Village Sheldon Braes Oaks Braewood Glen Greenfield Village
Cookwood Sterling Green Cove Irvington Rosslyn Braeburn Acres Glenshire Meadows Northfield 
Southwood Kingsbridge Westpark Mills Walk Highland Acres Homes Easthaven Covington Woods
Sterling Knoll Grantwood Kirkwood Calgary Woods Sterling Green South Kirkwood Sunnyside Westwood
Glenburnie Covington West Dumbarton Village Glen Cove Calgary Woods Southside Place McNair
Sterling Knoll Melrose Gardens Woodland Oaks Mills Walk Irvington Pipers Meadow West Park
Melrose Park Meadows Hunters Glen Sunnyside Highland Acres Homes Monroe Place Westwood Glencairn
Park Barclay Place Citadel  Heatherwood Glenburnie Mills Walk Jamestown Colony South Glen Glen
Forest and Glen Lea Place South Park Covington West Mason Park Terrace Westpark Heatherwood Park
South View Covington Woods Dumbarton Oaks Kirkwood Meadows Westpark Woodland Acres Deer Park
Barclay Place Woodside Hunters Glen Covington West Westfield Estates Easthaven Glen Cove
Westpark Braeburn Gardens Humble Camp Monroe Place Glencairn West Glenburnie Riverside Terrace
Dumbarton Oaks Braes Terrace and Braeswood Humble Greenwood Village Heights Grantwood Monroe
Place Barclay Place Braes Oaks Cole Creek Manor Humble Estate Barclay Place Mac Gregor Place
Woodglen Melrose Gardens Sterling Green South Barclay Place Braeburn Acres Kingsbridge Glen
Forest and Glen Lea Place Kennedy Heights Glencairn West Cole Creek Manor Cole Creek Manor Mac
Gregor Terrace Mason Park Terrace Greenwood Village Heights Jamestown Colony Sterling Knoll
Braes Oaks Glenshire Hunters Glen Southside Place Pipers Meadow Woodland Acres Glencairn West
Woodside Monroe Place Kingsbridge Cole Creek Manor Preston Manor Hunters Glen Citadel  Glen
Forest and Glen Lea Place Highland Gardens Forest Hill Highland Acres Homes Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Rosslyn Kirkwood Woodside Preston Manor Sheldon Covington West Forest Hill Hilltop
Acres Humble Woodside Kennedy Heights Dumbarton Oaks Dumbarton Village Highland Heights Aryshire
West Park Sterling Green Kingsbridge Woodland Oaks Humble Estate Humble Camp Deer Park Hunters
Creek Village Southwood Sterling Knoll Easthaven Woodland Heights Highland Acres Homes Woodland
Trails North Humble Camp Mac Gregor Terrace Mac Gregor Park Estates Woodside Easthaven Grantwood
Preston Manor Aryshire Mac Gregor Place Mac Gregor Park Estates Westpark Calgary Woods Meadows
Easthaven Forest Hill Mac Gregor Palms Sterling Forest Heatherwood Park Southside Place Rosslyn
Highland Acres Homes Glenshire Humble Estate South Glen Glenshire Mac Gregor Park Estates South
Glen Highland Acres Homes Woodland Heights Aryshire Cove Forest Hill Humble Camp Hunters Creek
Village Southside Place Linkwood Woodside Woodland Oaks Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Meadows
Westfield Estates Grantwood Braeburn Glen Southwood Huntington Braewood Glen Hunters Creek
Village Mac Gregor Palms Rosslyn Woodland Oaks Barrington Place Hilltop Acres Greenwood Village
Heights Sterling Green Woodland Heights Braes Oaks Braeburn Glen Irvington Glen Cove Southside
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Place Humble Camp Braes Heights Woodglen Glenburnie Kirkwood Aryshire Westbank Melrose Gardens
Highland Acres Homes Glencairn West Hunters Glen Mac Gregor Palms Grantwood Monroe Place Humble
Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood Sunnyside Riverside Terrace Southside Place Humble Acres
Braeburn Gardens Woodland Acres Braes Terrace and Braeswood Linkwood Calgary Woods Citadel 
Todville Hunters Creek Village Melrose Gardens Easthaven Monroe Place Woodglen Melrose Park Glen
Cove Humble Camp Hunters Creek Village Monroe Place Dumbarton Oaks Heatherwood Glenshire
Cookwood Greenwood Village Heights Braes Heights Rosslyn Pipers Meadow Highland Gardens Aryshire
Braes Oaks Cove Woodglen Westbank Linkwood Braeburn Gardens Dumbarton Oaks McNair Mills Walk
Woodglen Melrose Park Glen Cove Southside Place Riverside Terrace Braeburn Gardens Braes Terrace
and Braeswood West Park Anderson Ways Cove Westfield Estates Mason Park Terrace Westwood
Southside Place Todville Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Cove West
Park Woodland Acres Highland Heights Todville Glencairn Park Humble Acres Preston Manor
Greenfield Village Kennedy Heights Woodland Oaks Covington Woods Riverside Terrace Greenfield
Village Cole Creek Manor Citadel  Sterling Knoll Forest Hill South Park Sterling Knoll Linkwood
Braes Terrace and Braeswood Woodland Acres Deer Park Riverside Terrace Sterling Knoll Pipers
Meadow West Park Riverside Terrace Glenburnie Aryshire Highland Heights Irvington Sunnyside
Easthaven Jamestown Colony Braewood Glen Covington Woods Greenfield Village Mills Walk Humble
Highland Heights Sterling Green South Sunnyside Woodside Cole Creek Manor Woodside Highland
Gardens Riverside Terrace Scotcrest Northfield  Northfield  Dumbarton Village Forest Hill
Greenwood Village Heights Humble Acres Mac Gregor Place Barclay Place Mac Gregor Park Estates
McNair Humble Camp Braeburn Acres Highland Heights Heatherwood South View Glen Forest and Glen
Lea Place South View Monroe Place Glenshire Hunters Glen Jamestown Colony Anderson Ways
Heatherwood Park Forest Hill Mac Gregor Place Greenwood Village Heights Heatherwood Kingsbridge
Meadows Easthaven Easthaven Woodland Trails North Highland Heights Todville Greenwood Village
Heights Huntington Glencairn West Covington Woods Pipers Meadow Dow Acres Westwood Mac Gregor
Place Greenwood Village Heights Kingsbridge Woodland Oaks Braes Heights Cove Humble Estate Dow
Acres Sterling Knoll Kennedy Heights Sterling Forest Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Sterling
Forest Sheldon Sterling Green South Covington Woods Easthaven Todville Braes Oaks Woodland Oaks
Jamestown Colony Braes Oaks Sunnyside Mac Gregor Place Glencairn Park Mills Walk Woodland
Heights Braes Heights South Park South Park Preston Manor Hunters Creek Village South Glen
Pipers Meadow Glen Cove Highland Heights Glencairn Park Northfield  Sterling Forest Calgary
Woods Braes Terrace and Braeswood Braewood Glen Sterling Green South Dumbarton Oaks Woodland
Oaks Westwood Mac Gregor Terrace Grantwood Pipers Meadow Hunters Creek Village Highland Acres
Homes Humble Aryshire Covington Woods Westpark Woodland Acres Highland Gardens Northfield 
Easthaven McNair Irvington Sterling Green Melrose Gardens Rosslyn Huntington Kingsbridge
Woodland Heights Rosslyn Sterling Forest Scotcrest Forest Hill Southwood Highland Gardens
Kingsbridge Pipers Meadow Sterling Green South Calgary Woods Mac Gregor Place Meadows Southwood
Preston Manor Hilltop Acres Todville Easthaven Braeburn Acres Anderson Ways Heatherwood Park
Hunters Creek Village Humble Estate Glenshire Woodside Sterling Forest Cove Braes Oaks Kennedy
Heights Cole Creek Manor Braes Terrace and Braeswood Hunters Glen Woodland Trails North Glen
Cove Braes Oaks Southside Place Sheldon Hunters Glen Mac Gregor Terrace Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Hunters Glen Hunters Creek Village Woodland Heights Irvington Citadel  Glenburnie
Covington West Westpark Covington West Braes Oaks Pipers Meadow McNair Heatherwood Park Mac
Gregor Palms Deer Park Jamestown Colony Braes Heights Calgary Woods Highland Gardens Hunters
Creek Village Westwood Glenshire Woodland Trails North Irvington Cole Creek Manor Heatherwood
Park Irvington Southside Place Covington Woods Dow Acres Aryshire Sterling Forest Humble Acres
Barrington Place Kirkwood West Park Woodland Oaks Sheldon Sheldon South Park Sterling Forest
Heatherwood Park Braeburn Gardens Clifton Beach Forest Hill Sheldon Aryshire Irvington Mac
Gregor Park Estates McNair Grantwood Woodland Oaks South View Heatherwood Park Southwood Forest
Hill Covington Woods Cove Heatherwood Braes Heights Mac Gregor Terrace Aryshire Heatherwood Park
Woodglen McNair Glencairn Park Mac Gregor Terrace Sterling Green South South Glen Highland
Gardens Northfield  Hunters Glen Dumbarton Oaks Sunnyside Braes Terrace and Braeswood Braes
Heights Barclay Place Highland Acres Homes Woodland Acres Woodland Heights Pipers Meadow
Glenburnie Greenfield Village Woodland Trails North Covington Woods Cole Creek Manor Irvington
Barrington Place Braeburn Acres Westbank Southwood Southside Place South Glen Heatherwood
Sterling Green South Sheldon Highland Gardens Mason Park Terrace Humble Greenfield Village
Covington Woods Irvington Grantwood Riverside Terrace Forest Hill Heatherwood Sunnyside Mac
Gregor Park Estates Westpark South View Jamestown Colony Covington West Humble Acres Preston
Manor Mac Gregor Palms Braes Oaks Woodland Heights Linkwood Barclay Place Glencairn Park Braes
Heights Braes Oaks Kennedy Heights Humble Camp McNair Sterling Green Highland Heights Mason Park
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Terrace Sterling Green Braes Oaks Barrington Place Westfield Estates Hunters Creek Village
Braewood Glen Westwood Jamestown Colony Westfield Estates Citadel  McNair Kirkwood Mac Gregor
Terrace Greenwood Village Heights Braes Heights Kingsbridge South Park South Park Hilltop Acres
Hilltop Acres Braes Oaks Hunters Creek Village Glencairn Park Braewood Glen Glenburnie Woodland
Trails North Braes Terrace and Braeswood Glencairn West Cole Creek Manor Humble Estate Jamestown
Colony Easthaven Kennedy Heights South Glen West Park Highland Heights Monroe Place Mills Walk
Braeburn Glen Braes Oaks Monroe Place Riverside Terrace Woodside Southwood Monroe Place Westbank
Barclay Place Humble Camp Northfield  Sheldon West Park Woodglen Covington Woods Rosslyn Cole
Creek Manor Sterling Green Humble Estate Barrington Place Mills Walk Linkwood Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Greenwood Village Heights Westwood Clifton Beach Mac Gregor Park Estates Westbank
Sterling Green South Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Covington Woods Dow Acres Braeburn Glen
Highland Gardens Dumbarton Oaks McNair Humble Acres Braewood Glen Irvington Sterling Knoll
Barclay Place Covington Woods South Glen Dumbarton Oaks Forest Hill McNair Heatherwood Hunters
Creek Village Cole Creek Manor Cole Creek Manor Highland Heights Woodland Heights Highland
Heights Riverside Terrace Southside Place Woodland Acres Irvington Aryshire Cookwood Preston
Manor Sterling Knoll Southside Place Glenshire Barrington Place Mac Gregor Place Monroe Place
Irvington Irvington Sterling Green South Kingsbridge West Park Mac Gregor Palms Melrose Gardens
Dumbarton Village Glencairn West Easthaven Kingsbridge Mills Walk Clifton Beach Greenfield
Village Todville Calgary Woods Cole Creek Manor Deer Park Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Braes
Oaks Highland Heights Westpark Cookwood Braeburn Acres Southwood Aryshire Humble Camp
Kingsbridge Aryshire Westfield Estates Highland Heights Humble Camp Covington Woods Kennedy
Heights Southside Place Melrose Park West Park Mac Gregor Palms Braes Terrace and Braeswood
Aryshire Woodland Heights Braewood Glen Easthaven Kingsbridge Cole Creek Manor Meadows Aryshire
Huntington Irvington Covington Woods Humble Acres Braeburn Glen Sterling Green Barrington Place
Dow Acres Mac Gregor Park Estates Kirkwood Huntington Forest Hill Greenfield Village Glen Forest
and Glen Lea Place Irvington Kirkwood Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Cole Creek Manor Barclay
Place Preston Manor Grantwood Glen Cove Melrose Park Woodland Oaks Cookwood Humble Northfield 
South Glen Westwood Braes Oaks Kirkwood Braewood Glen Braes Oaks Linkwood Barrington Place
Sunnyside Kingsbridge Linkwood Northfield  Meadows Dumbarton Oaks Cove Heatherwood Glencairn
Park Aryshire Highland Acres Homes Mason Park Terrace McNair Easthaven Braeburn Gardens
Barrington Place Deer Park Sheldon Mason Park Terrace Pipers Meadow Woodside Anderson Ways
Clifton Beach Mac Gregor Terrace Jamestown Colony Monroe Place Easthaven Glencairn Park
Westfield Estates Calgary Woods Westbank Humble Dumbarton Oaks Westwood Cookwood Covington Woods
Highland Gardens Hilltop Acres Glenshire Woodglen Aryshire Sterling Knoll Southwood Northfield 
Greenwood Village Heights Woodglen Grantwood Braes Oaks Northfield  Dow Acres Humble Estate
Woodland Oaks Southwood Dumbarton Village Greenwood Village Heights Woodland Oaks Woodside
Preston Manor Sheldon Aryshire Westfield Estates Easthaven Humble Acres Cole Creek Manor
Glenshire Barclay Place Grantwood Braes Heights Humble Camp Sunnyside Mason Park Terrace
Cookwood Mills Walk Sheldon Kennedy Heights Mac Gregor Park Estates Woodland Heights Braes
Heights Cole Creek Manor Mason Park Terrace Humble Mac Gregor Place Barclay Place Woodglen
Woodland Heights Dumbarton Oaks Sterling Green South Highland Heights Heatherwood Park Mac
Gregor Place Preston Manor Rosslyn Westpark Southside Place Cole Creek Manor McNair Kirkwood
Calgary Woods Pipers Meadow Sterling Knoll Linkwood Braeburn Glen Mason Park Terrace South View
Southside Place Aryshire Glen Cove Sheldon Woodland Trails North McNair Riverside Terrace
Glenshire Sterling Green South Irvington Easthaven Mac Gregor Place Woodland Oaks South Glen
Westwood Monroe Place Kennedy Heights Aryshire Kennedy Heights Grantwood Forest Hill Forest Hill
Grantwood Calgary Woods Barclay Place Sterling Green South Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Sterling Forest Citadel  Braewood Glen Woodglen Barclay Place Humble Camp Southwood Humble
Barclay Place Kennedy Heights Humble Estate Sheldon Humble Estate Dumbarton Oaks South Park Glen
Cove Woodland Heights Braeburn Glen Covington West Cole Creek Manor Sterling Green Braeburn
Gardens Heatherwood Braeburn Acres Monroe Place Cove Hilltop Acres Heatherwood Park Braes
Heights Glencairn Park Pipers Meadow Westbank Greenfield Village Mason Park Terrace Dumbarton
Village Humble Estate Braeburn Glen Westbank Woodland Acres Monroe Place Westpark Westwood
Sterling Knoll Woodland Oaks Easthaven Dumbarton Oaks Woodglen Woodland Heights Riverside
Terrace Mac Gregor Place Westwood Scotcrest Glenshire Greenfield Village Glencairn West
Grantwood Hunters Creek Village Glen Cove Meadows Hunters Creek Village Westpark Cole Creek
Manor Mac Gregor Park Estates Melrose Gardens Riverside Terrace West Park Glencairn West Sheldon
Northfield  Woodside Braes Oaks Cole Creek Manor Humble Woodside Braeburn Acres Forest Hill
Woodside Covington Woods Highland Gardens Greenwood Village Heights South Park Pipers Meadow
Melrose Park Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Glenshire South View Woodland Oaks Highland Gardens
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Greenfield Village Monroe Place Calgary Woods Highland Heights Dow Acres Glen Forest and Glen
Lea Place Todville Highland Acres Homes Huntington Glenburnie Highland Heights Calgary Woods
Southwood Covington Woods Dumbarton Oaks Rosslyn Southside Place Glenburnie Glen Cove Glen
Forest and Glen Lea Place Northfield  Braes Heights Jamestown Colony Mac Gregor Palms Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Deer Park Aryshire Preston Manor Todville Westbank West Park Highland
Gardens Westbank Sunnyside Mac Gregor Park Estates Aryshire Preston Manor Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Heatherwood Park Kingsbridge Dumbarton Village Woodside South Glen Braes Terrace and
Braeswood Highland Gardens Highland Gardens Hilltop Acres Mac Gregor Palms Barrington Place
Citadel  Highland Acres Homes Heatherwood Braeburn Gardens Cole Creek Manor Humble Acres Melrose
Gardens Woodside Hunters Creek Village Sunnyside Huntington Melrose Park Mason Park Terrace
Greenfield Village Braes Terrace and Braeswood Braes Heights Anderson Ways Covington West Braes
Terrace and Braeswood Sterling Forest Preston Manor Greenfield Village Glencairn West Dumbarton
Village Dumbarton Village Mac Gregor Terrace Hunters Creek Village Woodglen Mac Gregor Terrace
Dumbarton Village Citadel  Jamestown Colony Sterling Forest Greenfield Village Kennedy Heights
Sterling Knoll Westbank Glencairn Park South View Todville Braeburn Acres Melrose Park Covington
West Woodland Trails North Mac Gregor Place Southwood Westfield Estates Braes Terrace and
Braeswood McNair Glencairn West Riverside Terrace Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place Braewood Glen
Highland Heights Mac Gregor Palms Braes Heights Westpark Northfield  Braeburn Acres Northfield 
Pipers Meadow Dow Acres Glencairn West Humble Acres Braeburn Acres Cole Creek Manor Dumbarton
Oaks Glenburnie Melrose Park Mac Gregor Park Estates Dumbarton Oaks Covington Woods Dow Acres
Greenwood Village Heights Woodland Oaks Kirkwood Sheldon Glen Forest and Glen Lea Place
Glenburnie Cole Creek Manor Woodland Acres Hunters Glen Glenburnie Irvington Sterling Green
South Sunnyside Hilltop Acres Hilltop Acres Sterling Forest Barrington Place Heatherwood Mac
Gregor Terrace Forest Hill Woodland Trails North Clifton Beach Glencairn West Mason Park Terrace
Hunters Glen Mason Park Terrace Covington Woods West Park Mills Walk Woodland Heights Sterling
Knoll Meadows Monroe Place Humble Estate Covington Woods Woodland Acres Sterling Green South
Deer Park Braeburn Glen Mason Park Terrace Jamestown Colony Easthaven Highland Gardens Braeburn
Glen Covington Woods Linkwood Sunnyside West Park Highland Acres Homes Covington Woods Woodland
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A: -- there have always been three fundamental concerns. A: Absolutely seminal. And it derived
not from reading Plato, believe me. Nor did it derive from any ideological prejudices
whatsoever. It derived from saying here’s the problem, look at it factually, see what the
questions are that emerged from the thing itself so to speak -- inductive rather than deductive
-- and I suppose that’s the difference between ideological thinking and pragmatic thinking. A:
‘64 I think it was. Me: “That sounds like it would be a prescription.” Q: “How’s your cold?” A:
“Yes, sir.” Me: “May I ask who is calling the Weatherhuman?” Q: By the way, it’s probably the
longest uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- 2. A. what could we do for you?
Should I keep going? A: -- there have always been three fundamental concerns. A: “I said I
didn’t know what you was talking about.” 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d say three weeks. Q: This is
extraordinary. A: Yeah. Q: This was in the ‘80s then. 6. B. the : se Q: Did he really? 1. Pauses
A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. A: “Who are you?” Q: This is extraordinary. Q:
This is great. A: “No, sir.” A: “I said I didn’t know what you was talking about.” Q: What is
it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that would be -- A: “No.” 1. Pauses Q:
Right, I know that book. Q: Do you have any notion, in Europe and here? What are people looking
at this way? Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that would be -- A:
Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked in most places. A: That’s nonsense. A: Well, it
turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you characterize
yourself. I guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist.
[Laughter] 1. A. Mary nice to meet you A: Absolutely seminal. And it derived not from reading
Plato, believe me. Nor did it derive from any ideological prejudices whatsoever. It derived from
saying here’s the problem, look at it factually, see what the questions are that emerged from
the thing itself so to speak -- inductive rather than deductive -- and I suppose that’s the
difference between ideological thinking and pragmatic thinking. 5. B. I’ve had A: I’ve run into
it before. No, I’ve been shot at from both directions. Q: And there again you’d written a fairly
straightforward account, wasn’t it of intermediate missiles or something? Q: “You tell him ‘bye
bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him that. You know when he joined forces, and he
made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He
really did. If, you know, if he had been a good citizen and been doing something worthwhile to
help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a minute, but when he started the type stuff he did,
people die. Do it quick.” 8. B. .hh and they’ve A: Absolutely. But the way I remember it
approximately is as follows.  A: “Who are you?” Q: And then in the next few days, then there was
the statement which now looks remarkably [prescient]. What was your thinking at that point? A:
That’s typical Albert, yeah. Me: “Woodruff, on Channel 7.” A: Yes. Q: “You tell him he is
exactly right, that he is dead. 3. B. we:ll Me: “They like him because he shows emotion on TV.”
Telemarketer: “Are you Weatherby’s spouse?” “Did you know that every city around here was
looking for that car that night? That’s all right. He loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He
cost me some money, but he ain’t worrying me as bad as I’m going to worry him. But the way I
remember it approximately is as follows.  Q: Since you brought that up let me ask you something
related to that. I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of 1992 -- Q: “I was just
talking to your uncle.  I had this nice plant and it had grown to like a foot and a half and I
came downstairs a few days ago and the leaves were all limp and it looks like it’s dead.” I’m
going to have to break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. A: There’s
going to be a huge struggle for the soul of Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. Q: I
think it was ‘63, but -- Q: But you’re -- Me: “Why are you glad you have it?  You should
probably throw it out.” 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Q: He would
think it through -- A: By the way, that conversation never happened. That particular one. Me:
“Maybe.  They fired Aaron Brown.” Q: “Well, let me tell you. He knows. He knows who it is. Yeah,
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he knows it. You tell him that I said he was just low grade from the word go, anybody that will
lie like he lied, and I will tell you, don’t you _ I’m not sorry like he is. Q: “Yeah.  What is
360?” (.5 sec.) 3. B. we:ll Me: “Anderson Cooper?” A: Pretty well. It’s okay. Q: Do you have any
notion, in Europe and here? What are people looking at this way? Me: “Maybe.  They fired Aaron
Brown.” Q: Right. 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d say three weeks. The turns in this transcript
portion are examples of: Me: “360?” (1 sec.) A: And Iraq. Q: What is it? I mean some say
anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that would be -- Q: How are you doing? Q: “They do. You tell
him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay today if I had known at the time I got a
good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he done, and so I went on. Q: OK. Are you
understanding?” Q: Right. Me: “Aaron Brown?” 1. Pauses Q: You were admitted everywhere? Q: “They
do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay today if I had known at the
time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he done, and so I went on. Q:
I was just curious to see what you had to say about that. A: That’s right. Which turned out to
be, I wouldn’t say prophetic, but it was prescient. It was completely borne out by what came
subsequently, but it was again -- I don’t know whether people caricature it in order to
discredit it, or they caricature it because they don’t understand it. Or maybe some of both. A:
“No, sir.” A: It’s half of one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] Q: “That’s right. I saw him.
I just wanted to see if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has really got
suckered in. He really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I want him to
do. I think he will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t you?” A:
That’s typical Albert, yeah. Q: “Well, let me tell you. He knows. He knows who it is. Yeah, he
knows it. You tell him that I said he was just low grade from the word go, anybody that will lie
like he lied, and I will tell you, don’t you _ I’m not sorry like he is. Q: “They do. You tell
him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay today if I had known at the time I got a
good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he done, and so I went on. Me: “I’m sure
you do.” A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve been shot at from both directions. Q: “When you
said he told you. What was you thinking was talking about? Ma’m? Now, I’m not mad at you. That’s
something I want you to tell him, because I tell you he is in bad trouble. He has loaded his
wagon. He has really loaded that wagon. Folks die for things that he did, honey. Did you know
that? Did you understand that?” Me: “It’s probably not good anymore.” 1. Pauses A: Exactly. If
there was anything it was analytical philosophy. A: I can’t remember. The point was more just
that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t predict what it’s going to be. A: No, no. Way
out of town. Q: You were admitted everywhere? Q: That’s a -- I don’t want to speak in messianic
terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. Q: “I have
something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup with codeine.  I don’t remember getting this.”
Me: “Anderson Cooper?” Q: “What?” 6. B. the : se Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a
bad one. Honey, I looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a
light last night. He was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long
distance calls. I ain’t scared of him.  Q: “I have something else in here too.  It’s a cough
syrup with codeine.  I don’t remember getting this.” A: “Yes, sir.” 8. B. .hh and they’ve Me:
“It’s okay.  I took Robitussin.” A: Yeah. Q: He would think it through -- Me: “Woodruff, on
Channel 7.” Q: What do you think all the conspiritorial talk is?  Me: “360?” Q: You were
admitted everywhere? Q: “Well, now, you told me this morning he did.” Q: You applied to Harvard
as well? Q: No, I wouldn’t put them in your mouth. Q: How are you doing? Q: Did he really? Q:
What did you make of the reaction at the time? A: “I said I didn’t know what you was talking
about.” 5. B. I’ve had A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. Telemarketer: “Hello,
may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” Q: So this notion then that the strategic question was
really a part of the equation, that you were looking at Saudi Arabia -- A: It’s too complicated
a subject to -- “Ring Ring” A: Absolutely. “Ring Ring” Q: You applied to Harvard as well? A: he
believed in the life of the mind and theory and all of that, that somebody could actually be
thinking through fundamental questions simply in his head. A: So it’s a kind of a mixture. When
I read that particular paragraph I could have -- 2. In-breath 5. B. I’ve had A: “No, sir.” Q:
Thanks so much. Q: Was that when you were working -- A: There’s an uglier side that I don’t want
to get into here, but it is sort of glossed over. Q: “If you were here I could have given you
Robitussin.  I have a whole bottle.” Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house
tonight. You tell him that. You know when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he
was going was being cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he
had been a good citizen and been doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with
him in a minute, but when he started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” Q: “Would
you say he was home night before last?” (.5 sec.) Q: Right. “Click” Q: That was Teluride? 11. A.
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m’k A: There’s an uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of glossed
over. Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” Q: Since you brought that up let me ask you something related to
that. I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of 1992 -- A: “No.” I don’t want to
speak in messianic terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge
improvement. [Session Two, Saturday, May 10, 2003] A: Yeah. They just loved having
mathematicians, it was sort of funny. In example one, a single speaker takes turns
consecutively, at points when another may have spoken but did not. Lines 1 and 2 show speaker
“A” taking two turns consecutively. A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the soul of Iraqi
Shiism, there’s no question about it. A: “No.” A: Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s
acquired such a life of its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. Q: “Oh, he seems nice.
 You know who I don’t like?  That guy on CNN who’s always on, what’s his name?” Me: “Maybe.  Did
you see the news thing about the ABC anchor who got hurt in Iraq?” A: To wrap it up. A: So it’s
a kind of a mixture. When I read that particular paragraph I could have -- Q: You applied to
Harvard as well? 2. A. what could we do for you? 9. B. they’ve been up in this area too=but not
so much as down here Q: Did you look at -- A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the guidance or did
you look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? Q: Did he really? Q: Right. But that
wasn’t something that was going to happen overnight. it’s the nature of the beast that it’s
turbulent and uncertain. Q: That’s a -- Q: Right. And you were there. How did all this happen
for someone who was kind of a science guy? 3. B. we:ll (1 sec.) Q: What do you think all the
conspiritorial talk is?  A: Well, yes but let’s remember that. Q: “Yeah.  He looks like a
spoiled brat.” Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” Q: The analytical -- A: “No.” Q: Let me ask you then
about the next couple of days. There is -- Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit
protection, with our new credit protection service Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of
credit with _” Me: “It’s the number of degrees in a circle.  It’s like he’s looking all around. 
I don’t know.  I guess it’s stupid once you think about it.” First of all, the question of
ideas. That is, is there anything at all, we talked about this a little off the record, is there
anything at all to the Straussian Connection? (.5 sec.) Q: He would think it through -- But what
happened -- am I getting into too much historical detail? First of all, the question of ideas.
That is, is there anything at all, we talked about this a little off the record, is there
anything at all to the Straussian Connection? [Session Two, Saturday, May 10, 2003] “Did you
know that every city around here was looking for that car that night? That’s all right. He
loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He cost me some money, but he ain’t worrying me as bad as
I’m going to worry him. “Reckon just whipping him will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him
if somebody just bring him home where you wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would
do him any good? What would you advise for this boy? Me: “Woodruff, on Channel 7.” A: I guess
they really are the same thing. 5.Speaker change A: By the way, that conversation never
happened. That particular one. A:  He’s correct in saying that. 5.Speaker change A: Pretty well.
It’s okay. “You was easy to catch whenever I started, and I’m not calling you to harrass you,
but you tell him if he’s got any guts at all, the thing for him to do is give hisself up to the
local law and get them to bring him to me, and I might then consider talking to him, right after
I stomp him, but you tell him that his buddy, you know, that led him into this? I don’t care for
seeing them in passing. Q: These were all possibilities you weighed, right? Q: Is that true for
your own approach as well? A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. 2. In-breath Q: “That’s right. I saw
him. I just wanted to see if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has really
got suckered in. He really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I want him
to do. I think he will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t you?” A:
“No.” Q: You applied to Harvard as well? 9. B. they’ve been up in this area too=but not so much
as down here 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left breast (.5 sec.) A: There
didn’t seem to be much to do about it immediately and we went on with whatever the meeting was.
Q: This is your father who did that? A: “No, sir.” Q: Did he really? Q: Oh, my gosh. A: Yeah. #
“H. 1 “ Q: Oh, that’s right. A: Yeah. There was a long discussion. Q: “I think he talks too
fast.  And his name is all over the screen, on the top, flying back and forth.  And what’s that
number they put after his name all the time?  What does that mean?” Q: “Would you say he was
home night before last?” Q: He would think it through -- A: -- without acknowledgement. A: Yeah.
They just loved having mathematicians, it was sort of funny. A: “He ain’t _ “ (.3 sec.) A: “I
wouldn’t advise anything.” A: -- there have always been three fundamental concerns. A: “Yes,
sir.” A: ‘64 I think it was. A: There’s no question that in certain. I mean sometimes it does
help to just have a better understanding. A: Yeah. But we were out of the building anyway. A:
Who? Q: “Would you say he was home night before last?” Q: “I don’t throw anything out.” A: It’s
a product of fevered minds who seem incapable of understanding. Since they refused to confront
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that, they looked for some kind of conspiracy theory to explain it. Me: “You probably have a
different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” Q: Right. A: I think that’s
right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- 11. A. m’k 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: “I
don’t throw anything out.” 8. B. .hh and they’ve Q: Really? 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp
pain under my left breast A: “I said I didn’t know what you was talking about.” Me: “Aaron
Brown?” Q: It didn’t make sense. He was fabricating then. A: “No, sir.” 3. B. we:ll A: “Sir?” A:
Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. A: -- without acknowledgement. Q: “Well, now,
don’t worry about you and the children. I will do everything I can to keep anybody from being
calling you and bothering you. I will do that for you, and I will do that for the kids because
you can’t help what he does and how sorry he is, but you need to talk to him, and you tell him
the only thing worries me that I just hate for him if he ain’t prepared to go, tell him to get
ready to meet his Maker because I don’t want no man to meet Him too early. Tell him that’s the
first thing I would like for him to do if you get to see him again is prepare to meet his Maker.
That will be the easiest thing you can do if he doesn’t want to do that. When a man lies like he
lied and done what he done. He made the worst mistake he ever made. He made that. Just bad. If
you still don’t know it is that he did? 1. A single speaker taking turns consecutively. A: “Yes,
sir.” A: I can’t remember. The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you
can’t predict what it’s going to be. Q: “Oh, he seems nice.  You know who I don’t like?  That
guy on CNN who’s always on, what’s his name?” A: “No, sir. He was gone awhile.” Telemarketer:
“Yes, this is Citibank credit protection, with our new credit protection service Weatherby can
secure their $500 worth of credit with _” 6. B. the : se A: “Well, I didn’t know what you was
talking about?” (.5 sec.) A: You’re very welcome. Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism.
I guess in Europe that would be -- “Honey, you wouldn’t have never seen him again like he came
home had I known what he done when I had my eyes on him. I just didn’t know it. People don’t do
that and live. You hear? You tell him they don’t, and I’m not threatening him. I’m just talking
to him about what will happen. 2. Speaker change Q: Right. A: You had good timing. A: There’s an
uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of glossed over. Q: “Yeah.  What
is 360?” A: Yeah. But we were out of the building anyway. A: No, no. Way out of town. A: “I
don’t have any idea.” 1. Pauses [Session Two, Saturday, May 10, 2003] A: Who? A: -- my father, I
shouldn’t do that. (.5 sec.) A: It’s too complicated a subject to -- A: “Yes, sir.” A: Yeah. But
we were out of the building anyway. 2. A. what could we do for you? Q: You were admitted
everywhere? There was a sort of undertow in that discussion. But what happened -- am I getting
into too much historical detail? Q: This is your father who did that? A: Yeah. They just loved
having mathematicians, it was sort of funny. A: Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked
in most places. 6. B. the : se Q: I see. A: Who? A: Yeah. There was a long discussion. Me: “It’s
okay.  I took Robitussin.” A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. A: Yeah. But we were out of the
building anyway. Me: “Hello.” First of all, the question of ideas. That is, is there anything at
all, we talked about this a little off the record, is there anything at all to the Straussian
Connection? Q: “Eh, I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” But that wasn’t
something that was going to happen overnight. A: “Yes, sir.” 6. B. the: se Q: They were
collaborators, weren’t they? Me: “Anderson Cooper?” Q: I know that you protect the privacy of
your family so this has really nothing to do with that. 6. B. the : se 11. A. m’k (1 sec.) A: he
believed in the life of the mind and theory and all of that, that somebody could actually be
thinking through fundamental questions simply in his head. Q: That was Teluride? A: There’s an
uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of glossed over. A: You had good
timing. 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left breast A: He was sort of -- that was
classified because he couldn’t be trusted with a secret. Q: Since you brought that up let me ask
you something related to that. I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of 1992 --
Q: “Yeah.  I liked him.  I think they think he talked too slow.  I notice people on the news are
talking faster and faster, and it’s not just because I’m getting older.  I think they have to
talk faster to get more news in a shorter time so they can have more commercials.” A: “No.” A:
It’s half of one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” Q: I
think it was ‘63, but -- I’m going to have to break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to get
back to you soon. 3. B. we:ll 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. A: Hello.
Me: “That sounds like it would be a prescription.” Q: By the way, it’s probably the longest
uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Q: Right, I know that book. Q: That’s a
-- Q: Okay. There’s a question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- A: -- my father, I shouldn’t
do that. Q: I think it was ‘63, but -- A: Well, it turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a
mixture. People ask me how do you characterize yourself. I guess the closest I can come to
saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. 5. B. I’ve had Q: By the way, it’s probably the
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longest uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Me: “Aaron Brown?” Telemarketer:
“Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” Q: This is extraordinary. I was probably three or
four. Q: I was just curious to see what you had to say about that. A: Just to complete it. He
finally made me leave, which I was not happy about. A: I did too. and moreover, it’s the right
thing to do. 2. A. what could we do for you? (.5 sec.) A: -- my father, I shouldn’t do that. Me:
“You probably have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” Q: They
were collaborators, weren’t they? Q: This is all very helpful. Q: Right. And you were there. How
did all this happen for someone who was kind of a science guy? Q: How are you doing? A: “I
wouldn’t advise anything.” 8. B. .hh and they’ve A: -- there have always been three fundamental
concerns. Q: “Yeah.  I liked him.  I think they think he talked too slow.  I notice people on
the news are talking faster and faster, and it’s not just because I’m getting older.  I think
they have to talk faster to get more news in a shorter time so they can have more commercials.”
Q: So you knew who he was. A: There didn’t seem to be much to do about it immediately and we
went on with whatever the meeting was. Me: “Aaron Brown?” 6. B. the : se A: “Yes, sir.” (.3
sec.) Q: Really? Me: “Maybe it was terrorists.” A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve been shot
at from both directions. Q: I’m really grateful. Me: “360?” (1 sec.) Q: I’m sorry. What’s the
first one? Q: We’re supposed to brag about our fathers. A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve
been shot at from both directions. (1 sec.) Q: “Would you say he was home night before last?” Q:
That’s a -- Q: Right. Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of erudite philosophy. Q: “No, I
think I gave it too much water.” Q: Right. And you were there. How did all this happen for
someone who was kind of a science guy? Q: In fact John Louis Gaddis said that. Q: “That’s right.
I saw him. I just wanted to see if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has
really got suckered in. He really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I
want him to do. I think he will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t
you?” 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: What do you think all the conspiritorial talk is?  A: So
it’s a kind of a mixture. When I read that particular paragraph I could have -- Q: That was
seminal. 2. Speaker change Q: Okay. That had been reported. Q: No, I wouldn’t put them in your
mouth. 5.Speaker change Q: They were collaborators, weren’t they? Q: OK. Are you understanding?”
Q: “You don’t? Well, I tell you what you do. You tell him he made a bad, bad, bad mistake, the
worst he ever made in his life. Tell him he won’t make it twice. He might start it, but he won’t
make it twice. In fact, that’s not settled yet, see. He knows that. Can you look at him and tell
he realizes he made that mistake? Ma’m? 1. A. Mary nice to meet you A: It’s a product of fevered
minds who seem incapable of understanding. Since they refused to confront that, they looked for
some kind of conspiracy theory to explain it. Q: So this notion then that the strategic question
was really a part of the equation, that you were looking at Saudi Arabia -- Q: “You tell him he
is exactly right, that he is dead. A: “Yes, sir.” Q: Okay. There’s a question now as to whether
in Iraq itself -- Q: How are you doing? A: ‘64 I think it was. A: That’s nonsense. Q: Do you
have any notion, in Europe and here? What are people looking at this way? [Laughter] A: I think
that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- Q: “How’s your cold?” A: No, I think it
happens to be correct. Q: “OK. You know I called him, was real nice, and that sorry thing lied
like a dog there, really lied. I thought I just had a mistake, made a mistake about knowing for
sure that was him until after he lied to me. Did he tell you what he did?” Q: So you knew who he
was. Q: “You can? Well, you tell him he did. He surre did. Know it’s bad. He knows who I am, and
it’s bad, though, he don’t know who’s looking for him, and I guarantee you, we have just
laughed. I wish you could hear these outlaws laugh when I told them what I wanted _ I told them
what he did, and they enjoyed it so much, just knowing. Q: “I was just talking to your uncle.  I
had this nice plant and it had grown to like a foot and a half and I came downstairs a few days
ago and the leaves were all limp and it looks like it’s dead.” Me: “You probably have a
different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” Q: “... but one time. You tell
him he made a bad one. Honey, I looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband)
didn’t have on a light last night. He was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason.
I’ve made my long distance calls. I ain’t scared of him.  Q: I think it’s Western preferred
Soviet strategy, which is kind of an ingeniously [compressed] phrase. 3. The five turn
recognition criteria listed above. I was probably three or four. A: Absolutely seminal. And it
derived not from reading Plato, believe me. Nor did it derive from any ideological prejudices
whatsoever. It derived from saying here’s the problem, look at it factually, see what the
questions are that emerged from the thing itself so to speak -- inductive rather than deductive
-- and I suppose that’s the difference between ideological thinking and pragmatic thinking. A:
It seems to go with the territory. 2. A. what could we do for you? Analysis of the Transcript:
A: “Yes, sir.” A: he believed in the life of the mind and theory and all of that, that somebody
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could actually be thinking through fundamental questions simply in his head. Q: “Yeah.  He looks
like a spoiled brat.” A: It’s half of one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] Me: “It’s the
number of degrees in a circle.  It’s like he’s looking all around.  I don’t know.  I guess it’s
stupid once you think about it.” Q: This was in the ‘80s then. 3. B. we:ll I think the first
time was over the Team B exercise back in 1976. A: “Yes, sir.” A: I guess they really are the
same thing. Q: The analytical -- Q: What did you make of the reaction at the time? Q: I know
that you protect the privacy of your family so this has really nothing to do with that. A: “No,
sir.” Q: “If you were here I could have given you Robitussin.  I have a whole bottle.” Q: I
think it’s Western preferred Soviet strategy, which is kind of an ingeniously [compressed]
phrase. Q: OK. Are you understanding?” Q: Okay. That had been reported. A: There didn’t seem to
be much to do about it immediately and we went on with whatever the meeting was. A: But to come
back to sort of more concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important, quite
relevant. Q: You were admitted everywhere? “Did you know that every city around here was looking
for that car that night? That’s all right. He loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He cost me
some money, but he ain’t worrying me as bad as I’m going to worry him. Q: “Are you listening?”
Me: “It’s probably not good anymore.” A: “No.” “I wasn’t scared of what he would do to me. You
never had a fellow _ this is not a crank call. I don’t no more care if he dies than I do talking
to you on the telephone, but I always take that precaution, you know, because I want that
revenge. I like revenge when a man will lie and do what he did, and so I have already give(n)
his location. I gave his tag number. I gave your phone number where you live on Lake, Route 1. A
white Oldsmobile 88, ‘67 model, DHK 084, (phone number). 3. The five turn recognition criteria
listed above. Q: “Yeah.  I liked him.  I think they think he talked too slow.  I notice people
on the news are talking faster and faster, and it’s not just because I’m getting older.  I think
they have to talk faster to get more news in a shorter time so they can have more commercials.”
Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay today if I had known
at the time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he done, and so I went
on. Q: Which leads me to the last couple of questions -- 1. A. Mary nice to meet you “Did you
know that every city around here was looking for that car that night? That’s all right. He
loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He cost me some money, but he ain’t worrying me as bad as
I’m going to worry him. Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit protection, with our new
credit protection service Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of credit with _” The turns in
this transcript portion are examples of: “Don’t worry about it. I ain’t coming over there and
bother your house and your home, but now he has not got away with that. But, don’t worry about
that. I’m not one of those cranksters. You don’t _ you know who you’re talking to because he
told you who he bothered?” Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that
would be -- A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve been shot at from both directions. A: “Well, I
didn’t know what you was talking about?” Q: Was that when you were working -- A: “He ain’t _ “
2. Speaker change A: So it’s a kind of a mixture. When I read that particular paragraph I could
have -- “I don’t make no mistakes and get the wrong man. I don’t do that, but I’m not mistaken.
He was real smart, real cute, but he won’t ever be again. Q: Thanks so much. Q: Let me ask you
then about the next couple of days. There is -- Q: I’m really grateful. A: -- my father, I
shouldn’t do that. Me: “Maybe.  They fired Aaron Brown.” (1 sec.) A: Just to complete it. He
finally made me leave, which I was not happy about. Q: This is great. A: “Well, I didn’t know
what you was talking about?” You hear? You tell him he really made a mistake. He lied. Thing
about it, he lied to me last night on the telephone. You haven’t died, have you?” Q: “He didn’t.
What do you think it might be?” 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d say three weeks. Q: We’re supposed to
brag about our fathers. [Session Two, Saturday, May 10, 2003] A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty
much verbatim. Q: And there again you’d written a fairly straightforward account, wasn’t it of
intermediate missiles or something? A: “He ain’t _ “ Q: “I have something else in here too. 
It’s a cough syrup with codeine.  I don’t remember getting this.” Q: “Would you say he was home
night before last?” A: Whichever year it was, the “I have a dream” speech. (.5 sec.) A: Well, it
turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you characterize
yourself. I guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. Me:
“Aaron Brown?” Lines 3-10 show speaker “B” taking eight consecutive turns, in a row, serially
produced: Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” 5. B. I’ve had 1. A single
speaker taking turns consecutively. Q: In fact John Louis Gaddis said that. Me: “It’s for
dextromethorphan.  There are a bunch of ingredients and they mix them all up to make in
confusing with all the different kinds.  Cough and cold.  Cold and chest congestion.  Cough and
flu.  Flu and cough.  Cough and foot.  Arm and shoulder.  Cough, cold, and thirsty.  It’s
confusing.  I took CF.” Me: “Anderson Cooper?” A: “Yes, sir.” A: And Iraq. (1 sec.) A: “Yes,
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sir.” A: Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked in most places. A: he believed in the
life of the mind and theory and all of that, that somebody could actually be thinking through
fundamental questions simply in his head. A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or ‘86, I don’t remember which.
A: “Yes, sir.” A: Yeah. Q: “You tell him he is exactly right, that he is dead. But that wasn’t
something that was going to happen overnight. Lines 3-10 show speaker “B” taking eight
consecutive turns, in a row, serially produced: A: “Yes, sir.” A: -- my father, I shouldn’t do
that. Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” Q: “You can? Well, you tell him he did. He surre did. Know it’s
bad. He knows who I am, and it’s bad, though, he don’t know who’s looking for him, and I
guarantee you, we have just laughed. I wish you could hear these outlaws laugh when I told them
what I wanted _ I told them what he did, and they enjoyed it so much, just knowing. A: -- there
have always been three fundamental concerns. A: and this is the way I remember it. It’s a little
fuzzy. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: Okay. That had been reported. Q: John Louis Gaddis has
said that, that if you look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to
some extent. I don’t want to speak in messianic terms. It’s not going to change things
overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. 3. sentence intonation Me: “I’m sure you do.” Q: “You
tell him he is exactly right, that he is dead. A: You had good timing. A: Hello. A: “Yes, sir.”
A:  He’s correct in saying that. Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if you look at
Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. Q: No, this is
fascinating. Q: Okay. There’s a question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- Telemarketer: “Are
you Weatherby’s spouse?” 4. Question intonation Q: “Are you listening?” A: I did not -- See, I
realized there was a message there. Me: “You probably have a different kind than what I took. 
They have all different kinds.” Q: You were admitted everywhere? Q: That’s a very good point.
Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is there a big discrepancy as to what was reported and
what was in it? Q: This is great. A: “Sir?” A: “Yes, sir.” Q: And now he seems to be in the
vehicle of erudite philosophy. Q: Let me ask you then about the next couple of days. There is --
A: That’s nonsense. A: “No, sir. He was gone awhile.” Q: “Well, now, you told me this morning he
did.” (.5 sec.) A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve been shot at from both directions. Q:
Right. “If he wants to crawl the same route he rode when he rared back, and he might get away,
and he might not, but he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants, any
way he wants (it). Q: No, I wouldn’t put them in your mouth. Q: “Oh, I feel terrible for him.  I
liked him.” A: “He ain’t _ “ Q: Oh, yeah, I know the novel. It’s a tremendous important novel in
that era, late ‘50s, early ‘60s. A: “No.” A: “No, sir.” Me: “It’s the number of degrees in a
circle.  It’s like he’s looking all around.  I don’t know.  I guess it’s stupid once you think
about it.” Q: Do you have any notion, in Europe and here? What are people looking at this way?
Q: I think it was ‘63, but -- Q: Right. (.3 sec) “You know, he might start it. He should have
found out what he was getting into. A man don’t lie like that and get away with it. He let a man
sucker him in, and you know your life is too sweet and precious to throw it away on one sorry
son of a bitch like that. You hear? And that’s what he done. Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that,
that if you look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some
extent. Lines 3-10 show speaker “B” taking eight consecutive turns, in a row, serially produced:
6. B. the: se A: I did not -- See, I realized there was a message there. Q: Thanks so much.
Goodbye. Q: “Eh, I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” Q: Okay. That had been
reported. A: I guess they really are the same thing. Q: “Would you say he was home night before
last?” Q: Okay. That had been reported. Q: Do you have any notion, in Europe and here? What are
people looking at this way? A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” A: I think it’s pretty obvious and
I think it’s pretty disgraceful but all you can do is ignore it and go on and get the job done.
Me: “Hello.” 2. A. what could we do for you? Me: “They like him because he shows emotion on TV.”
Q: Did he really? Me: “It’s for dextromethorphan.  There are a bunch of ingredients and they mix
them all up to make in confusing with all the different kinds.  Cough and cold.  Cold and chest
congestion.  Cough and flu.  Flu and cough.  Cough and foot.  Arm and shoulder.  Cough, cold,
and thirsty.  It’s confusing.  I took CF.” (1 sec.) Q: “You don’t? Well, I tell you what you do.
You tell him he made a bad, bad, bad mistake, the worst he ever made in his life. Tell him he
won’t make it twice. He might start it, but he won’t make it twice. In fact, that’s not settled
yet, see. He knows that. Can you look at him and tell he realizes he made that mistake? Ma’m? A:
No, I think it happens to be correct. A: Pretty good. How are you? Q: By the way, it’s probably
the longest uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Q: “You tell him he is
exactly right, that he is dead. A: Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s acquired such a
life of its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. Q: Oh, yeah, I know the novel. It’s a
tremendous important novel in that era, late ‘50s, early ‘60s. Q: “OK. You know I called him,
was real nice, and that sorry thing lied like a dog there, really lied. I thought I just had a
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mistake, made a mistake about knowing for sure that was him until after he lied to me. Did he
tell you what he did?” Q: Okay. That had been reported. A: To wrap it up. Q: “That’s right. I
saw him. I just wanted to see if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has
really got suckered in. He really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I
want him to do. I think he will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t
you?” A: Yeah. “Did you know that every city around here was looking for that car that night?
That’s all right. He loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He cost me some money, but he ain’t
worrying me as bad as I’m going to worry him. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you A: “No, sir.” “Reckon
just whipping him will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring him home
where you wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What would you
advise for this boy? 11. A. m’k A: You’re very welcome. 5.Speaker change Q: But you’re -- A:
Yes. I know people say oh well, they just sanded off the corners because the real thing received
such an adverse reaction. But the truth of the matter is what the Times was writing about was
something that I’d never seen. What is published, while I will admit some of the corners are
rounded off on it, reflects my views. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: This is extraordinary. A:
It’s a product of fevered minds who seem incapable of understanding. Since they refused to
confront that, they looked for some kind of conspiracy theory to explain it. 11. A. m’k Me:
“They like him because he shows emotion on TV.” Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if you
look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. (Pause)
3. B. we:ll “If he wants to crawl the same route he rode when he rared back, and he might get
away, and he might not, but he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants,
any way he wants (it). I don’t want to speak in messianic terms. It’s not going to change things
overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. A: You’re very welcome. 11. A. m’k 6. B. the : se Q:
Right, I know that book. # “H. 1 “ A: Yeah. There was a long discussion. I’m going to have to
break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. Q: Right. Q: “Well, let me
tell you. He knows. He knows who it is. Yeah, he knows it. You tell him that I said he was just
low grade from the word go, anybody that will lie like he lied, and I will tell you, don’t you _
I’m not sorry like he is. (.5 sec.) A: “Who are you?” Q: Right. Me: “Maybe.  Did you see the
news thing about the ABC anchor who got hurt in Iraq?” A: There’s no question that in certain. I
mean sometimes it does help to just have a better understanding. Me: “Maybe.  They fired Aaron
Brown.” A: It’s half of one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] A: By the way, that
conversation never happened. That particular one. Q: Really? Telemarketer: “Are you Weatherby’s
spouse?” Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit protection, with our new credit protection
service Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of credit with _” A: “I said I didn’t know what
you was talking about.” A: “He ain’t _ “ A: Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s acquired
such a life of its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. A: Whichever year it was, the
“I have a dream” speech. A: Well, yes but let’s remember that. A: I think it’s pretty obvious
and I think it’s pretty disgraceful but all you can do is ignore it and go on and get the job
done. But that wasn’t something that was going to happen overnight. 3. sentence intonation Q:
“How’s your cold?” Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that would be
-- Q: This was in the ‘80s then. Q: I was just curious to see what you had to say about that. Q:
I bet. Q: “Well, now, you told me this morning he did.” Q: Right, I know that book. Q: Did he
really? Q: “I’m looking.  I have DM.  What does that mean?” (.5 sec.) 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d
say three weeks. Q: He would think it through -- A: To wrap it up. Q: Is that true for your own
approach as well? Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. 11. A. m’k I don’t want to speak in messianic
terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. (.5 sec.) 3. The
five turn recognition criteria listed above. Q: “Oh, I feel terrible for him.  I liked him.” I
was probably three or four. Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one. Honey, I
looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last night. He
was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance calls. I
ain’t scared of him.  Q: Oh, that’s right. 2. A. what could we do for you? (1 sec.) Q: Except
you have been skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental liberalism in his ideas, his approach
to foreign policy, right? A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the soul of Iraqi Shiism,
there’s no question about it. 9. B. they’ve been up in this area too=but not so much as down
here Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” Q: “How’s your cold?” Me: “Terrorists.” Q: “You tell him he is
exactly right, that he is dead. Q: “You don’t. He didn’t tell you?” A: So it’s a kind of a
mixture. When I read that particular paragraph I could have -- A: He was sort of -- that was
classified because he couldn’t be trusted with a secret. Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. Q: That’s a
-- Q: Okay. There’s a question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- First of all, the question of
ideas. That is, is there anything at all, we talked about this a little off the record, is there
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anything at all to the Straussian Connection? A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the
soul of Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. Me: “Aaron Brown?” Q: That’s a very good
point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is there a big discrepancy as to what was
reported and what was in it? Q: “What I was talking about, honey? Huh?” Me: “They like him
because he shows emotion on TV.” Me: “Maybe it was terrorists.” A: and this is the way I
remember it. It’s a little fuzzy. Analysis of the Transcript: Q: “You can? Well, you tell him he
did. He surre did. Know it’s bad. He knows who I am, and it’s bad, though, he don’t know who’s
looking for him, and I guarantee you, we have just laughed. I wish you could hear these outlaws
laugh when I told them what I wanted _ I told them what he did, and they enjoyed it so much,
just knowing. Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of erudite philosophy. Q: That was
Teluride? A: “No, sir.” “If he wants to crawl the same route he rode when he rared back, and he
might get away, and he might not, but he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything
he wants, any way he wants (it). Q: Is that true for your own approach as well? 7. B. really
sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Me: “Aaron Brown?” Q: That was Teluride? 10. B. .hhh
and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left breast “You was easy to catch whenever I started, and
I’m not calling you to harrass you, but you tell him if he’s got any guts at all, the thing for
him to do is give hisself up to the local law and get them to bring him to me, and I might then
consider talking to him, right after I stomp him, but you tell him that his buddy, you know,
that led him into this? I don’t care for seeing them in passing. Me: “Maybe.  Did you see the
news thing about the ABC anchor who got hurt in Iraq?” A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the
guidance or did you look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? You hear? You tell him he
really made a mistake. He lied. Thing about it, he lied to me last night on the telephone. You
haven’t died, have you?” Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. Q: Oh, my gosh. Q: This is extraordinary.
Q: Oh, my gosh. A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. Q: “Yeah.  It says January
2005.  So a year ago.  I didn’t even use it.  It’s a whole bottle.  I’m glad I have this.” A: he
believed in the life of the mind and theory and all of that, that somebody could actually be
thinking through fundamental questions simply in his head. A: “No, sir.” A: No, no. Way out of
town. Q: This was in the ‘80s then. A: And Iraq. Q: That’s right. He was very clear about that.
He said in fact that [inaudible] doesn’t tell him anything that you don’t want to appear.
[Laughter] A: That’s nonsense. Q: “Well, now, don’t worry about you and the children. I will do
everything I can to keep anybody from being calling you and bothering you. I will do that for
you, and I will do that for the kids because you can’t help what he does and how sorry he is,
but you need to talk to him, and you tell him the only thing worries me that I just hate for him
if he ain’t prepared to go, tell him to get ready to meet his Maker because I don’t want no man
to meet Him too early. Tell him that’s the first thing I would like for him to do if you get to
see him again is prepare to meet his Maker. That will be the easiest thing you can do if he
doesn’t want to do that. When a man lies like he lied and done what he done. He made the worst
mistake he ever made. He made that. Just bad. If you still don’t know it is that he did? 3.
sentence intonation Q: This was in the ‘80s then. A: No, I think it happens to be correct. A:
“Who are you?” Q: He would think it through -- Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him
he would not be baling hay today if I had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I
didn’t know he had done what he done, and so I went on. Q: “I don’t throw anything out.” Q:
“Well, now, you told me this morning he did.” Can you hear me okay now? A: and this is the way I
remember it. It’s a little fuzzy. Q: This is all very helpful. A: Who? The turns in this
transcript portion are examples of: A: and this is the way I remember it. It’s a little fuzzy.
Q: No, I wouldn’t put them in your mouth. A: You’re very welcome. A: Absolutely. I think the
first time was over the Team B exercise back in 1976. Q: Did he really? Me: “Aaron Brown?” Lines
3-10 show speaker “B” taking eight consecutive turns, in a row, serially produced: Q: “Yeah.  He
looks like a spoiled brat.” Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one. Honey, I
looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last night. He
was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance calls. I
ain’t scared of him.  2. A. what could we do for you? Q: “He didn’t. What do you think it might
be?” 11. A. m’k Q: This is extraordinary. Should I keep going? “Honey, you wouldn’t have never
seen him again like he came home had I known what he done when I had my eyes on him. I just
didn’t know it. People don’t do that and live. You hear? You tell him they don’t, and I’m not
threatening him. I’m just talking to him about what will happen. Telemarketer: “Are you
Weatherby’s spouse?” Q: These were all possibilities you weighed, right? 7. B. really sharp
pains down in this area of my abdomen A: It’s half of one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter]
“I ain’t going to kill him. You hear? I’m straightening him out. I’m going to make him do it to
hisself. Why, he’ll be so glad to do it to hisself, when I get through with him, you won’t even
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know it’s him. Honey, you ain’t going to have no more rest or peace until he does it to hisself.
Tell him he better undo what he did. There ain’t no way to undo it, but he sure better get in
the dirt and crawl. You’re gonna get to see a little boy get down and crawl. I’ve done been
down. I know right where you’re at now. I ain’t going to bother you. You got children, haven’t
you?” Q: Let me ask you then about the next couple of days. There is -- Q: OK. Are you
understanding?” 5.Speaker change Q: You applied to Harvard as well? “Reckon just whipping him
will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring him home where you
wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What would you advise for
this boy? A: Yeah. 2. A. what could we do for you? A: “Sir?” Q: Okay. That had been reported. 2.
A. what could we do for you? A: “Yes, sir.” Q: “Yeah.  And what did they do with the guy from
before?” Q: How are you doing? Q: By the way, it’s probably the longest uninterrupted phone
conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Q: “No, I think I gave it too much water.” Q: They were
collaborators, weren’t they? “If he wants to crawl the same route he rode when he rared back,
and he might get away, and he might not, but he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him
anything he wants, any way he wants (it). Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of erudite
philosophy. Me: “Aaron Brown?” Q: Do you have any notion, in Europe and here? What are people
looking at this way? Q: “Are you listening?” Q: We’re supposed to brag about our fathers. A:
You’re very welcome. A: But to come back to sort of more concretely, I mean here’s something
that I think is quite important, quite relevant. Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of
erudite philosophy. “I ain’t going to kill him. You hear? I’m straightening him out. I’m going
to make him do it to hisself. Why, he’ll be so glad to do it to hisself, when I get through with
him, you won’t even know it’s him. Honey, you ain’t going to have no more rest or peace until he
does it to hisself. Tell him he better undo what he did. There ain’t no way to undo it, but he
sure better get in the dirt and crawl. You’re gonna get to see a little boy get down and crawl.
I’ve done been down. I know right where you’re at now. I ain’t going to bother you. You got
children, haven’t you?” Me: “360?” A: It’s half of one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] A:
“Yes, sir.” Q: In fact John Louis Gaddis said that. 5. B. I’ve had 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a
sharp pain under my left breast Q: “You don’t. He didn’t tell you?” Me: “May I ask who is
calling the Weatherhuman?” Q: “Yeah.  It says January 2005.  So a year ago.  I didn’t even use
it.  It’s a whole bottle.  I’m glad I have this.” Me: “It’s probably not good anymore.” Q: “Oh,
he seems nice.  You know who I don’t like?  That guy on CNN who’s always on, what’s his name?”
2. A. what could we do for you? Q: Since you brought that up let me ask you something related to
that. I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of 1992 -- A: “Well, I didn’t know
what you was talking about?” A: It seems to go with the territory. A: “Sir?” A: “No, sir.” # “H.
1 “ A: By the way, that conversation never happened. That particular one. A: Yeah. “You was easy
to catch whenever I started, and I’m not calling you to harrass you, but you tell him if he’s
got any guts at all, the thing for him to do is give hisself up to the local law and get them to
bring him to me, and I might then consider talking to him, right after I stomp him, but you tell
him that his buddy, you know, that led him into this? I don’t care for seeing them in passing.
A: Just to complete it. He finally made me leave, which I was not happy about. Q: “Are you
listening?” A: -- my father, I shouldn’t do that. “I ain’t gonna coming over there and shoot in
your house. Don’t worry about that. I don’t want you to worry about it, but you know you better
keep him in good safekeeping. He’s walking on the thinnest ice that boy ever walked on. A: Yeah.
A: Exactly. It’s probably the second greatest source of intelligence error is mirror imaging. I
mean I think the greatest mistake is assuming that people will behave, well it’s a version of
mirror imaging, I guess. People will be rational according to our definition of what is
rational. (.5 sec.) A: “No, sir.” A: Well, yes but let’s remember that. Q: “You don’t? Well, I
tell you what you do. You tell him he made a bad, bad, bad mistake, the worst he ever made in
his life. Tell him he won’t make it twice. He might start it, but he won’t make it twice. In
fact, that’s not settled yet, see. He knows that. Can you look at him and tell he realizes he
made that mistake? Ma’m? Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one. Honey, I looked
at your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last night. He was
scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance calls. I ain’t
scared of him.  7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen But that wasn’t
something that was going to happen overnight. A: It’s too complicated a subject to -- A: I just
said all I’m going to say about it. Q: That’s right. He was very clear about that. He said in
fact that [inaudible] doesn’t tell him anything that you don’t want to appear. [Laughter] Me:
“It’s probably not good anymore.” “You was easy to catch whenever I started, and I’m not calling
you to harrass you, but you tell him if he’s got any guts at all, the thing for him to do is
give hisself up to the local law and get them to bring him to me, and I might then consider
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talking to him, right after I stomp him, but you tell him that his buddy, you know, that led him
into this? I don’t care for seeing them in passing. Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell
him he would not be baling hay today if I had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I
didn’t know he had done what he done, and so I went on. Q: Right. And you were there. How did
all this happen for someone who was kind of a science guy? I’m going to have to break here for a
few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. Can you hear me okay now? I know people say
oh well, they just sanded off the corners because the real thing received such an adverse
reaction. But the truth of the matter is what the Times was writing about was something that I’d
never seen. What is published, while I will admit some of the corners are rounded off on it,
reflects my views. A: You had good timing. Q: How are you doing? 9. B. they’ve been up in this
area too=but not so much as down here Q: By the way, it’s probably the longest uninterrupted
phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Me: “They like him because he shows emotion on TV.” Q:
Did you look at -- Q: “Well, now, you told me this morning he did.” Q: “Yeah.  He looks like a
spoiled brat.” Q: Okay. That had been reported. A: It’s half of one paragraph, which again --
[Laughter] (1 sec.) Q: “OK. You know I called him, was real nice, and that sorry thing lied like
a dog there, really lied. I thought I just had a mistake, made a mistake about knowing for sure
that was him until after he lied to me. Did he tell you what he did?” “I wasn’t scared of what
he would do to me. You never had a fellow _ this is not a crank call. I don’t no more care if he
dies than I do talking to you on the telephone, but I always take that precaution, you know,
because I want that revenge. I like revenge when a man will lie and do what he did, and so I
have already give(n) his location. I gave his tag number. I gave your phone number where you
live on Lake, Route 1. A white Oldsmobile 88, ‘67 model, DHK 084, (phone number). A: Pretty
well. It’s okay. Q: “No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” Q: Right. A: That’s right. Which
turned out to be, I wouldn’t say prophetic, but it was prescient. It was completely borne out by
what came subsequently, but it was again -- I don’t know whether people caricature it in order
to discredit it, or they caricature it because they don’t understand it. Or maybe some of both.
3. The five turn recognition criteria listed above. Q: I know that you protect the privacy of
your family so this has really nothing to do with that. The turns in this transcript portion are
examples of: A: To provide continuity. # “H. 1 “ A: You had good timing. A: I can’t remember.
The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t predict what it’s
going to be. Q: I see. Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him
that. You know when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being
cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he had been a good
citizen and been doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a
minute, but when he started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” I’m going to have
to break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. Q: No, this is
fascinating. A: “He ain’t _ “ 3. B. we:ll Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess
in Europe that would be -- I think the first time was over the Team B exercise back in 1976.
“Did you know that every city around here was looking for that car that night? That’s all right.
He loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He cost me some money, but he ain’t worrying me as bad
as I’m going to worry him. 5. B. I’ve had Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. Q: These were all
possibilities you weighed, right? A: “Yes, sir.” Q: “I was just talking to your uncle.  I had
this nice plant and it had grown to like a foot and a half and I came downstairs a few days ago
and the leaves were all limp and it looks like it’s dead.” Me: “May I ask who is calling the
Weatherhuman?” A: Hello. Q: That’s a -- “You know, he might start it. He should have found out
what he was getting into. A man don’t lie like that and get away with it. He let a man sucker
him in, and you know your life is too sweet and precious to throw it away on one sorry son of a
bitch like that. You hear? And that’s what he done. 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area
of my abdomen A: Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked in most places. But that wasn’t
something that was going to happen overnight. Q: So this notion then that the strategic question
was really a part of the equation, that you were looking at Saudi Arabia -- Q: “Yeah.  And what
did they do with the guy from before?” A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the guidance or did you
look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? Q: Okay. That had been reported. 6. B. the :
se I don’t want to speak in messianic terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s
a huge improvement. Q: These were all possibilities you weighed, right? A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or
‘86, I don’t remember which. A: Yes. But the way I remember it approximately is as follows.  A:
I think that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- 2. In-breath 9. B. they’ve been
up in this area too=but not so much as down here A: “No, sir.” A: I think if one dug into it
that’s not a bad characterization. Me: “Woodruff, on Channel 7.” A: Yeah. But we were out of the
building anyway. Q: That was seminal. A: “Yes, sir.” Q: This is all very helpful. A: Pretty
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well. It’s okay. A: Exactly. If there was anything it was analytical philosophy. A: It’s half of
one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] Me: “It’s okay.  I took Robitussin.” A: “Yes, sir.” Q:
How are you doing? Q: “Eh, I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” (.3 sec.) A: --
there have always been three fundamental concerns. A: That’s nonsense. Q: By the way, it’s
probably the longest uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Q: So you knew who
he was. A: Well, it turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do
you characterize yourself. I guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a
practical idealist. Q: “He didn’t give you no ideas about I might be following it up like I am
now?” A: You had good timing. Me: “You probably have a different kind than what I took.  They
have all different kinds.” Me: “Terrorists.” 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my
abdomen Me: “You probably have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different
kinds.” Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one. Honey, I looked at your house for
the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last night. He was scared to death, and
you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance calls. I ain’t scared of him.  Q:
“He didn’t. What do you think it might be?” (.3 sec) “You know, he might start it. He should
have found out what he was getting into. A man don’t lie like that and get away with it. He let
a man sucker him in, and you know your life is too sweet and precious to throw it away on one
sorry son of a bitch like that. You hear? And that’s what he done. Me: “Hello.” A: There’s an
uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of glossed over. A: To provide
continuity. You hear? You tell him he really made a mistake. He lied. Thing about it, he lied to
me last night on the telephone. You haven’t died, have you?” (1 sec.) Q: Well, it’s
irresistible. Because there he is, the great American novelist and you are a very important
figure and you’re in his novel, and if it [inaudible], it’s hard not to use -- A: That’s
nonsense. # “H. 1 “ Q: Okay. That had been reported. Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of
erudite philosophy. A: No, I think it happens to be correct. A: “No, sir.” “I ain’t going to
kill him. You hear? I’m straightening him out. I’m going to make him do it to hisself. Why,
he’ll be so glad to do it to hisself, when I get through with him, you won’t even know it’s him.
Honey, you ain’t going to have no more rest or peace until he does it to hisself. Tell him he
better undo what he did. There ain’t no way to undo it, but he sure better get in the dirt and
crawl. You’re gonna get to see a little boy get down and crawl. I’ve done been down. I know
right where you’re at now. I ain’t going to bother you. You got children, haven’t you?” 6. B.
the : se A: I can’t remember. The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that
you can’t predict what it’s going to be. Q: In fact John Louis Gaddis said that. (.3 sec) Me:
“Maybe.  They fired Aaron Brown.” A: No, I think it happens to be correct. 3. The five turn
recognition criteria listed above. A: It’s too complicated a subject to -- Q: You were admitted
everywhere? A: Absolutely seminal. And it derived not from reading Plato, believe me. Nor did it
derive from any ideological prejudices whatsoever. It derived from saying here’s the problem,
look at it factually, see what the questions are that emerged from the thing itself so to speak
-- inductive rather than deductive -- and I suppose that’s the difference between ideological
thinking and pragmatic thinking. A: “I don’t have any idea.” A: Whichever year it was, the “I
have a dream” speech. Me: “It’s the number of degrees in a circle.  It’s like he’s looking all
around.  I don’t know.  I guess it’s stupid once you think about it.” A: “He ain’t _ “ Q: That’s
a very good point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is there a big discrepancy as to
what was reported and what was in it? A: “Who are you?” A: ‘64 I think it was. A: “I said I
didn’t know what you was talking about.” it’s the nature of the beast that it’s turbulent and
uncertain. Q: Right. is that right? Me: “Hello.” I think the first time was over the Team B
exercise back in 1976. Q: Right. “I wasn’t scared of what he would do to me. You never had a
fellow _ this is not a crank call. I don’t no more care if he dies than I do talking to you on
the telephone, but I always take that precaution, you know, because I want that revenge. I like
revenge when a man will lie and do what he did, and so I have already give(n) his location. I
gave his tag number. I gave your phone number where you live on Lake, Route 1. A white
Oldsmobile 88, ‘67 model, DHK 084, (phone number). Q: “Yeah.  He looks like a spoiled brat.” A:
I think that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- 5.Speaker change “If he wants to
crawl the same route he rode when he rared back, and he might get away, and he might not, but
he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants, any way he wants (it). A:
Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s acquired such a life of its own I ought to go back and
refresh my memory. Me: “Anderson Cooper?” A: “Well, I didn’t know what you was talking about?”
Q: Except you have been skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental liberalism in his ideas, his
approach to foreign policy, right? Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by
cyclones.” Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if you look at Clinton’s policy it actually
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does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. 11. A. m’k Q: So you knew who he was. Me: “You
probably have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” “Reckon just
whipping him will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring him home
where you wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What would you
advise for this boy? Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one. Honey, I looked at
your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last night. He was
scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance calls. I ain’t
scared of him.  A: There’s no question that in certain. I mean sometimes it does help to just
have a better understanding. Q: This is all very helpful. A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. (.5
sec.) Q: You were admitted everywhere? First of all, the question of ideas. That is, is there
anything at all, we talked about this a little off the record, is there anything at all to the
Straussian Connection? Q: Right. 1. Pauses A: Who? A: I think that’s right, but I’d rather you
not put those words -- Q: “What?” Q: “Well, now, you told me this morning he did.” A: “No, sir.”
Q: What did you make of the reaction at the time? A: You know it’s completely out in the open
who holds what views in this Administration. But it’s shameful. Q: Except you have been
skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental liberalism in his ideas, his approach to foreign
policy, right? Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” Q: That
was seminal. Q: “Are you listening?” Q: “Yeah.  He looks like a spoiled brat.” A: “Yes, sir.” Q:
“When you said he told you. What was you thinking was talking about? Ma’m? Now, I’m not mad at
you. That’s something I want you to tell him, because I tell you he is in bad trouble. He has
loaded his wagon. He has really loaded that wagon. Folks die for things that he did, honey. Did
you know that? Did you understand that?” A: Who? A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. A: Yes. In
short. At some point I guess it’s acquired such a life of its own I ought to go back and refresh
my memory. “Reckon just whipping him will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody
just bring him home where you wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any
good? What would you advise for this boy? A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” Me: “You probably
have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” (.5 sec.) 2. A. what
could we do for you? Q: Okay. There’s a question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- A: I think
the two most important things next are the two most obvious.  A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty
much verbatim. Me: “Anderson Cooper?” A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the guidance or did you
look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? A: he believed in the life of the mind and
theory and all of that, that somebody could actually be thinking through fundamental questions
simply in his head. This is sort of the two very small, well, they’re big questions but I don’t
expect you to give me extended answers to the questions of the day. Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’
when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him that. You know when he joined forces, and he made
his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He really
did. If, you know, if he had been a good citizen and been doing something worthwhile to help
anybody, I’d join hands with him in a minute, but when he started the type stuff he did, people
die. Do it quick.” 2. In-breath “Did you know that every city around here was looking for that
car that night? That’s all right. He loaded his wagon. He loaded his wagon. He cost me some
money, but he ain’t worrying me as bad as I’m going to worry him. Q: It didn’t make sense. He
was fabricating then. Q: I know that you protect the privacy of your family so this has really
nothing to do with that. Me: “Terrorists.” 3. B. we:ll “You was easy to catch whenever I
started, and I’m not calling you to harrass you, but you tell him if he’s got any guts at all,
the thing for him to do is give hisself up to the local law and get them to bring him to me, and
I might then consider talking to him, right after I stomp him, but you tell him that his buddy,
you know, that led him into this? I don’t care for seeing them in passing. Q: Since you brought
that up let me ask you something related to that. I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy
Guidance of 1992 -- Q: Did he really? Q: I think it’s Western preferred Soviet strategy, which
is kind of an ingeniously [compressed] phrase. A: “Yes, sir.” Q: So you knew who he was. I think
the first time was over the Team B exercise back in 1976. Q: Right. is that right? Q: “Yeah.  He
looks like a spoiled brat.” Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be
baling hay today if I had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had
done what he done, and so I went on. Q: Well, it’s irresistible. Because there he is, the great
American novelist and you are a very important figure and you’re in his novel, and if it
[inaudible], it’s hard not to use -- Q: “I have something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup
with codeine.  I don’t remember getting this.” Me: “They like him because he shows emotion on
TV.” A: Well, yes but let’s remember that. 2. In-breath Lines 3-10 show speaker “B” taking eight
consecutive turns, in a row, serially produced: A: “No, sir.” A: I can’t remember. The point was
more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t predict what it’s going to be. Me:
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“Maybe.  Did you see the news thing about the ABC anchor who got hurt in Iraq?” (1 sec.) Q: “Oh,
I feel terrible for him.  I liked him.” A: Yeah. Q: No, this is fascinating. A: But to come back
to sort of more concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important, quite
relevant. Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” Q: Right. is
that right? (.5 sec.) A: I did too. and moreover, it’s the right thing to do. A: -- there have
always been three fundamental concerns. 5.Speaker change 4. Question intonation Q: But you’re --
A: Yeah. But we were out of the building anyway. Q: I see. A: By the way, that conversation
never happened. That particular one. A: Just to complete it. He finally made me leave, which I
was not happy about. Q: That’s a very good point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is
there a big discrepancy as to what was reported and what was in it? A: There didn’t seem to be
much to do about it immediately and we went on with whatever the meeting was. Q: And there again
you’d written a fairly straightforward account, wasn’t it of intermediate missiles or something?
“Ring Ring” 3. The five turn recognition criteria listed above. A: I did not -- See, I realized
there was a message there. 2. A. what could we do for you? A: It’s too complicated a subject to
-- Q: Right. And you were there. How did all this happen for someone who was kind of a science
guy? Me: “It’s probably not good anymore.” A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the soul
of Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. A: Yeah. But we were out of the building anyway.
A: No, I think it happens to be correct. 5. B. I’ve had A: “Yes, sir.” Q: OK. Are you
understanding?” Q: Let me ask you then about the next couple of days. There is -- Q: Do you
think there was a reluctance on their part even to use the threat. Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye.
A: Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s acquired such a life of its own I ought to go back
and refresh my memory. Q: Thanks so much. Q: “I think he talks too fast.  And his name is all
over the screen, on the top, flying back and forth.  And what’s that number they put after his
name all the time?  What does that mean?” 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left
breast A: Yeah. A: he believed in the life of the mind and theory and all of that, that somebody
could actually be thinking through fundamental questions simply in his head. Q: Well, it’s
irresistible. Because there he is, the great American novelist and you are a very important
figure and you’re in his novel, and if it [inaudible], it’s hard not to use -- Q: Thanks so
much. Q: “I have something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup with codeine.  I don’t remember
getting this.” Can you hear me okay now? “Don’t worry about it. I ain’t coming over there and
bother your house and your home, but now he has not got away with that. But, don’t worry about
that. I’m not one of those cranksters. You don’t _ you know who you’re talking to because he
told you who he bothered?” A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. A: I guess they really are the same
thing. A: “I said I didn’t know what you was talking about.” 1. A. Mary nice to meet you A:
Well, it turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you
characterize yourself. I guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a practical
idealist. Q: “I have something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup with codeine.  I don’t
remember getting this.” 2. A. what could we do for you? Q: That was Teluride? A: I think it’s
pretty obvious and I think it’s pretty disgraceful but all you can do is ignore it and go on and
get the job done. Q: That was Teluride? Q: Do you think there was a reluctance on their part
even to use the threat. Q: That’s a very good point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is
there a big discrepancy as to what was reported and what was in it? A: Pretty good. How are you?
Q: You did too. Q: “You don’t? Well, I tell you what you do. You tell him he made a bad, bad,
bad mistake, the worst he ever made in his life. Tell him he won’t make it twice. He might start
it, but he won’t make it twice. In fact, that’s not settled yet, see. He knows that. Can you
look at him and tell he realizes he made that mistake? Ma’m? “Click” A: I think that’s right,
but I’d rather you not put those words -- A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” Q: “You don’t. He
didn’t tell you?” A: I think that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- This is
sort of the two very small, well, they’re big questions but I don’t expect you to give me
extended answers to the questions of the day. A: Well, it turns out he was a mixture and I think
I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you characterize yourself. I guess the closest I can come to
saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. A: There didn’t seem to be much to do about it
immediately and we went on with whatever the meeting was. A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the
guidance or did you look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? (.3 sec.) Q: What do you
think all the conspiritorial talk is?  Q: This is your father who did that? Q: You did too. 4.
B: .hh um::the last I’d say three weeks. A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the soul of
Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. Q: Was that when you were working -- A: It’s half of
one paragraph, which again -- [Laughter] Q: That’s right. He was very clear about that. He said
in fact that [inaudible] doesn’t tell him anything that you don’t want to appear. [Laughter] Q:
Okay. There’s a question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- A: You’re very welcome. Q: “You
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don’t. He didn’t tell you?” A: Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s acquired such a life of
its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. 3. B. we:ll 5. B. I’ve had Q: That’s a -- But
the way I remember it approximately is as follows.  Me: “I’m sure you do.” Me: “Terrorists.” Q:
“Oh, I feel terrible for him.  I liked him.” Q: I know that you protect the privacy of your
family so this has really nothing to do with that. Q: “I think he talks too fast.  And his name
is all over the screen, on the top, flying back and forth.  And what’s that number they put
after his name all the time?  What does that mean?” Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. “Reckon just
whipping him will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring him home
where you wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What would you
advise for this boy? I was probably three or four. Q: So now I just want to make sure I get it
right. Q: “He didn’t. What do you think it might be?” A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much
verbatim. “Ring Ring” Q: “Yeah.  I liked him.  I think they think he talked too slow.  I notice
people on the news are talking faster and faster, and it’s not just because I’m getting older. 
I think they have to talk faster to get more news in a shorter time so they can have more
commercials.” Q: It didn’t make sense. He was fabricating then. “Click” Me: “I’m sorry. Last
week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” A: ‘64 I think it was. Q: You were admitted
everywhere? “You was easy to catch whenever I started, and I’m not calling you to harrass you,
but you tell him if he’s got any guts at all, the thing for him to do is give hisself up to the
local law and get them to bring him to me, and I might then consider talking to him, right after
I stomp him, but you tell him that his buddy, you know, that led him into this? I don’t care for
seeing them in passing. Q: The analytical -- Q: “Oh, I feel terrible for him.  I liked him.” Me:
“Woodruff, on Channel 7.” A: Just to complete it. He finally made me leave, which I was not
happy about. Q: How are you doing? Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of erudite
philosophy. 11. A. m’k A: Yeah. They just loved having mathematicians, it was sort of funny. 3.
B. we:ll Q: I see. Q: “Well, let me tell you. He knows. He knows who it is. Yeah, he knows it.
You tell him that I said he was just low grade from the word go, anybody that will lie like he
lied, and I will tell you, don’t you _ I’m not sorry like he is. Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the
Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” “You know, he might start it. He should have found out
what he was getting into. A man don’t lie like that and get away with it. He let a man sucker
him in, and you know your life is too sweet and precious to throw it away on one sorry son of a
bitch like that. You hear? And that’s what he done. “I ain’t gonna coming over there and shoot
in your house. Don’t worry about that. I don’t want you to worry about it, but you know you
better keep him in good safekeeping. He’s walking on the thinnest ice that boy ever walked on.
Telemarketer: “Are you Weatherby’s spouse?” Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if you look
at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. it’s the
nature of the beast that it’s turbulent and uncertain. Q: Oh, that’s right. A: Yes, plus the
fact which seems to go unremarked in most places. A: But to come back to sort of more
concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important, quite relevant. Q: “Eh,
I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit
protection, with our new credit protection service Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of
credit with _” Me: “360?” Q: These were all possibilities you weighed, right? Q: Did you look at
-- 6. B. the : se A: “Yes, sir.” (Pause) A: It’s too complicated a subject to -- Q: Right. A:
You had good timing. Q: Is that true for your own approach as well? A: That’s nonsense. Q: I
see. A: He was sort of -- that was classified because he couldn’t be trusted with a secret. Q:
“No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” “Ring Ring” Q: “No, I think I gave it too much water.”
Q: “Eh, I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” Q: “What I was talking about,
honey? Huh?” I don’t want to speak in messianic terms. It’s not going to change things
overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. A: Whichever year it was, the “I have a dream” speech.
Me: “It’s for dextromethorphan.  There are a bunch of ingredients and they mix them all up to
make in confusing with all the different kinds.  Cough and cold.  Cold and chest congestion. 
Cough and flu.  Flu and cough.  Cough and foot.  Arm and shoulder.  Cough, cold, and thirsty. 
It’s confusing.  I took CF.” Q: “How’s your cold?” But that wasn’t something that was going to
happen overnight. Q: And then in the next few days, then there was the statement which now looks
remarkably [prescient]. What was your thinking at that point? Q: Is that true for your own
approach as well? Q: “I have something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup with codeine.  I
don’t remember getting this.” Q: Was that when you were working -- 1. A. Mary nice to meet you
A: And Iraq. Q: Do you think there was a reluctance on their part even to use the threat.
Telemarketer: “Are you Weatherby’s spouse?” But that wasn’t something that was going to happen
overnight. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you 2. Speaker change A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much
verbatim. Q: Right. And you were there. How did all this happen for someone who was kind of a
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science guy? Q: I bet. Q: Except you have been skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental
liberalism in his ideas, his approach to foreign policy, right? Q: “Yeah.  He looks like a
spoiled brat.” A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the guidance or did you look at the draft that
was leaked before I saw it? “Don’t worry about it. I ain’t coming over there and bother your
house and your home, but now he has not got away with that. But, don’t worry about that. I’m not
one of those cranksters. You don’t _ you know who you’re talking to because he told you who he
bothered?” Me: “You probably have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different
kinds.” A: Yeah. Q: “He didn’t. What do you think it might be?” A: Just to complete it. He
finally made me leave, which I was not happy about. A: I think if one dug into it that’s not a
bad characterization. Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. In example one, a single speaker takes turns
consecutively, at points when another may have spoken but did not. Lines 1 and 2 show speaker
“A” taking two turns consecutively. A: Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked in most
places. Q: Right, I know that book. Q: You applied to Harvard as well? Q: I’m really grateful.
6. B. the : se Me: “Anderson Cooper?” Should I keep going? “You know, he might start it. He
should have found out what he was getting into. A man don’t lie like that and get away with it.
He let a man sucker him in, and you know your life is too sweet and precious to throw it away on
one sorry son of a bitch like that. You hear? And that’s what he done. A: But to come back to
sort of more concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important, quite
relevant. A: There’s an uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of
glossed over. 5. B. I’ve had (.3 sec.) Q: No, this is fascinating. A: Yes. In short. At some
point I guess it’s acquired such a life of its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. Q:
“No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” “Don’t worry about it. I ain’t coming over there and
bother your house and your home, but now he has not got away with that. But, don’t worry about
that. I’m not one of those cranksters. You don’t _ you know who you’re talking to because he
told you who he bothered?” Q: “You tell him he is exactly right, that he is dead. Q: Right. A:
-- my father, I shouldn’t do that. Q: That’s a -- Q: “You don’t? Well, I tell you what you do.
You tell him he made a bad, bad, bad mistake, the worst he ever made in his life. Tell him he
won’t make it twice. He might start it, but he won’t make it twice. In fact, that’s not settled
yet, see. He knows that. Can you look at him and tell he realizes he made that mistake? Ma’m? 3.
B. we:ll A: Absolutely. Q: “What?” A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. A: I can’t
remember. The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t predict
what it’s going to be. A: I just said all I’m going to say about it. Q: “You can? Well, you tell
him he did. He surre did. Know it’s bad. He knows who I am, and it’s bad, though, he don’t know
who’s looking for him, and I guarantee you, we have just laughed. I wish you could hear these
outlaws laugh when I told them what I wanted _ I told them what he did, and they enjoyed it so
much, just knowing. Q: “No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” A: “Yes, sir.” A: Wait a minute.
Did you look at the guidance or did you look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? Me:
“They like him because he shows emotion on TV.” Q: “No, I think I gave it too much water.” A:
Well, yes but let’s remember that. A: Well, it turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a
mixture. People ask me how do you characterize yourself. I guess the closest I can come to
saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. Q: This is great. Q: Right. is that right?
Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit protection, with our new credit protection service
Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of credit with _” A: “No, sir.” Q: By the way, it’s
probably the longest uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- But what happened --
am I getting into too much historical detail? A: That’s nonsense. 8. B. .hh and they’ve Can you
hear me okay now? Q: And there again you’d written a fairly straightforward account, wasn’t it
of intermediate missiles or something? Me: “Anderson Cooper?” Q: Right. A: Just to complete it.
He finally made me leave, which I was not happy about. 2. A. what could we do for you? But that
wasn’t something that was going to happen overnight. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: I’m really
grateful. Q: “Oh, I feel terrible for him.  I liked him.” A: Well, it turns out he was a mixture
and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you characterize yourself. I guess the closest I
can come to saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. I don’t want to speak in messianic
terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. I don’t want to
speak in messianic terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge
improvement. A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or ‘86, I don’t remember which. There was a sort of undertow
in that discussion. (.5 sec.) A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve been shot at from both
directions. A: “No.” Q: I think it’s Western preferred Soviet strategy, which is kind of an
ingeniously [compressed] phrase. Q: Oh, that’s right. Me: “Why are you glad you have it?  You
should probably throw it out.” 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Q: I
know that you protect the privacy of your family so this has really nothing to do with that. “I
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don’t make no mistakes and get the wrong man. I don’t do that, but I’m not mistaken. He was real
smart, real cute, but he won’t ever be again. A: So it’s a kind of a mixture. When I read that
particular paragraph I could have -- Me: “May I ask who is calling the Weatherhuman?” 3. The
five turn recognition criteria listed above. Q: “No, I think I gave it too much water.” A: “Yes,
sir.” Q: This is extraordinary. Q: We’re supposed to brag about our fathers. # “H. 1 “ Q: That’s
right. He was very clear about that. He said in fact that [inaudible] doesn’t tell him anything
that you don’t want to appear. [Laughter] A: “No, sir.” Q: “No, I think I gave it too much
water.” A: It seems to go with the territory. A: “Who are you?” Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. A:
That’s nonsense. A: That’s nonsense. A: There didn’t seem to be much to do about it immediately
and we went on with whatever the meeting was. A: I think that’s right, but I’d rather you not
put those words -- The turns in this transcript portion are examples of: A: “Yes, sir.” (.5
sec.) A: Whichever year it was, the “I have a dream” speech. Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that,
that if you look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some
extent. Q: “OK. You know I called him, was real nice, and that sorry thing lied like a dog
there, really lied. I thought I just had a mistake, made a mistake about knowing for sure that
was him until after he lied to me. Did he tell you what he did?” A: I did not -- See, I realized
there was a message there. A: I think if one dug into it that’s not a bad characterization. A:
Exactly. It’s probably the second greatest source of intelligence error is mirror imaging. I
mean I think the greatest mistake is assuming that people will behave, well it’s a version of
mirror imaging, I guess. People will be rational according to our definition of what is
rational. A: Well, it turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do
you characterize yourself. I guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a
practical idealist. Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay
today if I had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he
done, and so I went on. A: But to come back to sort of more concretely, I mean here’s something
that I think is quite important, quite relevant. Q: Right. is that right? Q: “Yeah.  What is
360?” I repeat, it was not a draft that I’d even reviewed yet. Q: Right. is that right? Q:
Right. And you were there. How did all this happen for someone who was kind of a science guy? Q:
Thanks so much. Q: “You don’t? Well, I tell you what you do. You tell him he made a bad, bad,
bad mistake, the worst he ever made in his life. Tell him he won’t make it twice. He might start
it, but he won’t make it twice. In fact, that’s not settled yet, see. He knows that. Can you
look at him and tell he realizes he made that mistake? Ma’m? Q: “You tell him he is exactly
right, that he is dead. Q: “Oh, he seems nice.  You know who I don’t like?  That guy on CNN
who’s always on, what’s his name?” Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. A:
“Who are you?” A: “No, sir. He was gone awhile.” A: He was sort of -- that was classified
because he couldn’t be trusted with a secret. (.5 sec.) I don’t want to speak in messianic
terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. A: ‘64 I think it
was. Q: “Well, now, don’t worry about you and the children. I will do everything I can to keep
anybody from being calling you and bothering you. I will do that for you, and I will do that for
the kids because you can’t help what he does and how sorry he is, but you need to talk to him,
and you tell him the only thing worries me that I just hate for him if he ain’t prepared to go,
tell him to get ready to meet his Maker because I don’t want no man to meet Him too early. Tell
him that’s the first thing I would like for him to do if you get to see him again is prepare to
meet his Maker. That will be the easiest thing you can do if he doesn’t want to do that. When a
man lies like he lied and done what he done. He made the worst mistake he ever made. He made
that. Just bad. If you still don’t know it is that he did? A: It’s a product of fevered minds
who seem incapable of understanding. Since they refused to confront that, they looked for some
kind of conspiracy theory to explain it. But what happened -- am I getting into too much
historical detail? Q: I think it was ‘63, but -- A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the
soul of Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. Can you hear me okay now? Q: OK. Are you
understanding?” Me: “360?” Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell
him that. You know when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was
being cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he had been a
good citizen and been doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a
minute, but when he started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” A: Not to some
extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. A: Yes. In short. At some point I guess it’s acquired such a
life of its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that,
that if you look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some
extent. This is very helpful. A: Yeah. A: “Who are you?” Q: “That’s right. I saw him. I just
wanted to see if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has really got
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suckered in. He really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I want him to
do. I think he will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t you?” “I
wasn’t scared of what he would do to me. You never had a fellow _ this is not a crank call. I
don’t no more care if he dies than I do talking to you on the telephone, but I always take that
precaution, you know, because I want that revenge. I like revenge when a man will lie and do
what he did, and so I have already give(n) his location. I gave his tag number. I gave your
phone number where you live on Lake, Route 1. A white Oldsmobile 88, ‘67 model, DHK 084, (phone
number). Can you hear me okay now? A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. “If he
wants to crawl the same route he rode when he rared back, and he might get away, and he might
not, but he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants, any way he wants
(it). Q: The analytical -- Q: That’s a -- “I wasn’t scared of what he would do to me. You never
had a fellow _ this is not a crank call. I don’t no more care if he dies than I do talking to
you on the telephone, but I always take that precaution, you know, because I want that revenge.
I like revenge when a man will lie and do what he did, and so I have already give(n) his
location. I gave his tag number. I gave your phone number where you live on Lake, Route 1. A
white Oldsmobile 88, ‘67 model, DHK 084, (phone number). A: I did too. and moreover, it’s the
right thing to do. A: “Yes, sir.” A: No, no. Way out of town. A: and this is the way I remember
it. It’s a little fuzzy. Should I keep going? Q: But you’re -- Q: Since you brought that up let
me ask you something related to that. I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of
1992 -- 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Q: They were collaborators,
weren’t they? Q: Is that true for your own approach as well? Me: “I’m sure you do.” A: “Yes,
sir.” Q: Right. A: “Sir?” Q: So now I just want to make sure I get it right. “If he wants to
crawl the same route he rode when he rared back, and he might get away, and he might not, but
he’s going to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants, any way he wants (it). A:
-- my father, I shouldn’t do that. Q: I know that you protect the privacy of your family so this
has really nothing to do with that. Me: “Maybe.  Did you see the news thing about the ABC anchor
who got hurt in Iraq?” Q: This is all very helpful. A: That’s right. Which turned out to be, I
wouldn’t say prophetic, but it was prescient. It was completely borne out by what came
subsequently, but it was again -- I don’t know whether people caricature it in order to
discredit it, or they caricature it because they don’t understand it. Or maybe some of both. A:
I can’t remember. The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t
predict what it’s going to be. Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if you look at Clinton’s
policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you
2. A. what could we do for you? A: -- without acknowledgement. Q: We’re supposed to brag about
our fathers. Q: “Yeah.  And what did they do with the guy from before?” [Session Two, Saturday,
May 10, 2003] Q: “He didn’t. What do you think it might be?” Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the
Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” Q: Oh, that’s right. Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” 5. B.
I’ve had First of all, the question of ideas. That is, is there anything at all, we talked about
this a little off the record, is there anything at all to the Straussian Connection? 7. B.
really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Me: “Hello.” “I don’t make no mistakes and
get the wrong man. I don’t do that, but I’m not mistaken. He was real smart, real cute, but he
won’t ever be again. Me: “Maybe it was terrorists.” 4. Question intonation Q: Thanks so much. A:
There’s an uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of glossed over. A:
There’s no question that in certain. I mean sometimes it does help to just have a better
understanding. Q: This is all very helpful. “Honey, you wouldn’t have never seen him again like
he came home had I known what he done when I had my eyes on him. I just didn’t know it. People
don’t do that and live. You hear? You tell him they don’t, and I’m not threatening him. I’m just
talking to him about what will happen. A: ‘64 I think it was. 1. Pauses (1 sec.) 1. A single
speaker taking turns consecutively. Q: Right. Q: Is that true for your own approach as well? 3.
B. we:ll # “H. 1 “ (.3 sec) Q: You did too. Me: “It’s for dextromethorphan.  There are a bunch
of ingredients and they mix them all up to make in confusing with all the different kinds. 
Cough and cold.  Cold and chest congestion.  Cough and flu.  Flu and cough.  Cough and foot. 
Arm and shoulder.  Cough, cold, and thirsty.  It’s confusing.  I took CF.” A: You know it’s
completely out in the open who holds what views in this Administration. But it’s shameful. 1. A.
Mary nice to meet you A: He was sort of -- that was classified because he couldn’t be trusted
with a secret. Q: But you’re -- Q: You were admitted everywhere? A: Absolutely. Q: “You can?
Well, you tell him he did. He surre did. Know it’s bad. He knows who I am, and it’s bad, though,
he don’t know who’s looking for him, and I guarantee you, we have just laughed. I wish you could
hear these outlaws laugh when I told them what I wanted _ I told them what he did, and they
enjoyed it so much, just knowing. A: Who? “If he wants to crawl the same route he rode when he
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rared back, and he might get away, and he might not, but he’s going to crawl because I’m ready
to give him anything he wants, any way he wants (it). The turns in this transcript portion are
examples of: A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or ‘86, I don’t remember which. A: But to come back to sort
of more concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important, quite relevant. A:
Absolutely. Q: I bet. Q: This is all very helpful. Q: Right. And you were there. How did all
this happen for someone who was kind of a science guy? “I ain’t gonna coming over there and
shoot in your house. Don’t worry about that. I don’t want you to worry about it, but you know
you better keep him in good safekeeping. He’s walking on the thinnest ice that boy ever walked
on. A: That’s right. Which turned out to be, I wouldn’t say prophetic, but it was prescient. It
was completely borne out by what came subsequently, but it was again -- I don’t know whether
people caricature it in order to discredit it, or they caricature it because they don’t
understand it. Or maybe some of both. A: Yeah. But we were out of the building anyway. Q: This
is your father who did that? But that wasn’t something that was going to happen overnight. 8. B.
.hh and they’ve A: I think that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- Q: “Yeah.  I
liked him.  I think they think he talked too slow.  I notice people on the news are talking
faster and faster, and it’s not just because I’m getting older.  I think they have to talk
faster to get more news in a shorter time so they can have more commercials.” Q: “Yeah.  He
looks like a spoiled brat.” I’m going to have to break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to
get back to you soon. Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him
that. You know when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being
cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he had been a good
citizen and been doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a
minute, but when he started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” Me: “I’m sorry.
Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” 3. The five turn recognition criteria
listed above. Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” A: “No.”
A: “No.” Q: It didn’t make sense. He was fabricating then. A: I can’t remember. The point was
more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t predict what it’s going to be. Q:
No, I wouldn’t put them in your mouth. Q: The analytical -- Me: “It’s probably not good
anymore.” Q: “When you said he told you. What was you thinking was talking about? Ma’m? Now, I’m
not mad at you. That’s something I want you to tell him, because I tell you he is in bad
trouble. He has loaded his wagon. He has really loaded that wagon. Folks die for things that he
did, honey. Did you know that? Did you understand that?” A: “I don’t have any idea.” “Honey, you
wouldn’t have never seen him again like he came home had I known what he done when I had my eyes
on him. I just didn’t know it. People don’t do that and live. You hear? You tell him they don’t,
and I’m not threatening him. I’m just talking to him about what will happen. 3. B. we:ll A:
“Yes, sir.” Q: So you knew who he was. “You was easy to catch whenever I started, and I’m not
calling you to harrass you, but you tell him if he’s got any guts at all, the thing for him to
do is give hisself up to the local law and get them to bring him to me, and I might then
consider talking to him, right after I stomp him, but you tell him that his buddy, you know,
that led him into this? I don’t care for seeing them in passing. Q: I’m sorry. What’s the first
one? Q: “You don’t? Well, I tell you what you do. You tell him he made a bad, bad, bad mistake,
the worst he ever made in his life. Tell him he won’t make it twice. He might start it, but he
won’t make it twice. In fact, that’s not settled yet, see. He knows that. Can you look at him
and tell he realizes he made that mistake? Ma’m? (.5 sec.) 2. A. what could we do for you? Q:
I’m really grateful. Q: And there again you’d written a fairly straightforward account, wasn’t
it of intermediate missiles or something? Me: “Aaron Brown?” Q: They were collaborators, weren’t
they? Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him that. You know
when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being cute. He really,
really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he had been a good citizen and been
doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a minute, but when he
started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” 9. B. they’ve been up in this area
too=but not so much as down here A: Just to complete it. He finally made me leave, which I was
not happy about. [Laughter] A: Yeah. There was a long discussion. A: No, no. Way out of town. Q:
That’s a -- 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left breast A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or
‘86, I don’t remember which. A: Yeah. Q: That was Teluride? Q: Did you look at -- Me: “Maybe. 
Did you see the news thing about the ABC anchor who got hurt in Iraq?” A: To wrap it up. A: I
can’t remember. The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t
predict what it’s going to be. # “H. 1 “ A: I’ve run into it before. No, I’ve been shot at from
both directions. A: There’s an uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of
glossed over. A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” Me: “Maybe.  They fired Aaron Brown.” Q: “No, I
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didn’t see it, I just got home.” Q: I bet. (.5 sec.) A: “I said I didn’t know what you was
talking about.” Q: Did you look at -- Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit protection,
with our new credit protection service Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of credit with _”
Q: “Yeah.  It says January 2005.  So a year ago.  I didn’t even use it.  It’s a whole bottle. 
I’m glad I have this.” A: No, I think it happens to be correct. A: Yeah. There was a long
discussion. “I don’t make no mistakes and get the wrong man. I don’t do that, but I’m not
mistaken. He was real smart, real cute, but he won’t ever be again. Q: This is great. (.3 sec.)
“Reckon just whipping him will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring
him home where you wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What
would you advise for this boy? Q: “OK. You know I called him, was real nice, and that sorry
thing lied like a dog there, really lied. I thought I just had a mistake, made a mistake about
knowing for sure that was him until after he lied to me. Did he tell you what he did?” Q: Which
leads me to the last couple of questions -- (Pause) Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if
you look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. A:
“Yes, sir.” A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the soul of Iraqi Shiism, there’s no
question about it. Q: “Yeah.  And what did they do with the guy from before?” Q: That was
Teluride? Q: In fact John Louis Gaddis said that. Q: Did you look at -- A: No, no. Way out of
town. This is sort of the two very small, well, they’re big questions but I don’t expect you to
give me extended answers to the questions of the day. Q: “I’m looking.  I have DM.  What does
that mean?” A: -- there have always been three fundamental concerns. Q: Which leads me to the
last couple of questions -- Q: “Yeah.  It says January 2005.  So a year ago.  I didn’t even use
it.  It’s a whole bottle.  I’m glad I have this.” A: -- my father, I shouldn’t do that. Me: “May
I ask who is calling the Weatherhuman?” A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for the soul of
Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” Lines 3-10 show speaker “B”
taking eight consecutive turns, in a row, serially produced: I’m going to have to break here for
a few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. (.3 sec.) A: Yes, plus the fact which seems
to go unremarked in most places. Should I keep going? Q: That’s right. He was very clear about
that. He said in fact that [inaudible] doesn’t tell him anything that you don’t want to appear.
[Laughter] Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” Q: No, this
is fascinating. “I ain’t gonna coming over there and shoot in your house. Don’t worry about
that. I don’t want you to worry about it, but you know you better keep him in good safekeeping.
He’s walking on the thinnest ice that boy ever walked on. Q: I was just curious to see what you
had to say about that. I repeat, it was not a draft that I’d even reviewed yet. A: Yeah. Q: That
was Teluride? Q: “Would you say he was home night before last?” 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d say
three weeks. Q: “He didn’t. What do you think it might be?” Q: I know that you protect the
privacy of your family so this has really nothing to do with that. A: Not to some extent. It’s
pretty much verbatim. 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d say three weeks. Q: Right. And you were there.
How did all this happen for someone who was kind of a science guy? A: Yes. In short. At some
point I guess it’s acquired such a life of its own I ought to go back and refresh my memory. Q:
Right, I know that book. A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” 8. B. .hh and they’ve 2. In-breath Q:
We’re supposed to brag about our fathers. “I ain’t going to kill him. You hear? I’m
straightening him out. I’m going to make him do it to hisself. Why, he’ll be so glad to do it to
hisself, when I get through with him, you won’t even know it’s him. Honey, you ain’t going to
have no more rest or peace until he does it to hisself. Tell him he better undo what he did.
There ain’t no way to undo it, but he sure better get in the dirt and crawl. You’re gonna get to
see a little boy get down and crawl. I’ve done been down. I know right where you’re at now. I
ain’t going to bother you. You got children, haven’t you?” Q: How are you doing? (.3 sec.) 5. B.
I’ve had “Don’t worry about it. I ain’t coming over there and bother your house and your home,
but now he has not got away with that. But, don’t worry about that. I’m not one of those
cranksters. You don’t _ you know who you’re talking to because he told you who he bothered?” Q:
That’s right. He was very clear about that. He said in fact that [inaudible] doesn’t tell him
anything that you don’t want to appear. [Laughter] A: There’s going to be a huge struggle for
the soul of Iraqi Shiism, there’s no question about it. (Pause) A: That’s typical Albert, yeah.
But that wasn’t something that was going to happen overnight. 3. sentence intonation A: Pretty
well. It’s okay. Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” A: Not to some
extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. 2. Speaker change Q: Did you look at -- Q: “He didn’t give
you no ideas about I might be following it up like I am now?” Q: Was that when you were working
-- Q: What did you make of the reaction at the time? A: “Yes, sir.” A: Not to some extent. It’s
pretty much verbatim. Q: Let me ask you then about the next couple of days. There is -- A: So
it’s a kind of a mixture. When I read that particular paragraph I could have -- Q: Do you think
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there was a reluctance on their part even to use the threat. Q: “That’s right. I saw him. I just
wanted to see if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has really got
suckered in. He really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I want him to
do. I think he will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t you?” Q: “I
was just talking to your uncle.  I had this nice plant and it had grown to like a foot and a
half and I came downstairs a few days ago and the leaves were all limp and it looks like it’s
dead.” 3. The five turn recognition criteria listed above. Q: This is extraordinary.
Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit protection, with our new credit protection service
Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of credit with _” “Reckon just whipping him will be
enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring him home where you wouldn’t
recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What would you advise for this boy?
Q: “Eh, I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp
pain under my left breast Q: That was Teluride? A: “No, sir.” Q: “Oh, he seems nice.  You know
who I don’t like?  That guy on CNN who’s always on, what’s his name?” There was a sort of
undertow in that discussion. (.5 sec.) Q: I’m really grateful. In example one, a single speaker
takes turns consecutively, at points when another may have spoken but did not. Lines 1 and 2
show speaker “A” taking two turns consecutively. Q: Right. A: I think the two most important
things next are the two most obvious.  Q: These were all possibilities you weighed, right?
Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” Me: “Anderson Cooper?” I’m going to
have to break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. The turns in this
transcript portion are examples of: Q: These were all possibilities you weighed, right?
Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” A: Just to complete it. He finally
made me leave, which I was not happy about. A: “I wouldn’t advise anything.” (1 sec.)
Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” A: It seems to go with the territory.
Q: “What I was talking about, honey? Huh?” Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one.
Honey, I looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last
night. He was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance
calls. I ain’t scared of him.  Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by
cyclones.” Q: It didn’t make sense. He was fabricating then. Q: Right. A: Pretty well. It’s
okay. A: To provide continuity. 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Q: And
now he seems to be in the vehicle of erudite philosophy. Q: We’re supposed to brag about our
fathers. Q: Oh, yeah, I know the novel. It’s a tremendous important novel in that era, late
‘50s, early ‘60s. 2. A. what could we do for you? Q: “Well, now, don’t worry about you and the
children. I will do everything I can to keep anybody from being calling you and bothering you. I
will do that for you, and I will do that for the kids because you can’t help what he does and
how sorry he is, but you need to talk to him, and you tell him the only thing worries me that I
just hate for him if he ain’t prepared to go, tell him to get ready to meet his Maker because I
don’t want no man to meet Him too early. Tell him that’s the first thing I would like for him to
do if you get to see him again is prepare to meet his Maker. That will be the easiest thing you
can do if he doesn’t want to do that. When a man lies like he lied and done what he done. He
made the worst mistake he ever made. He made that. Just bad. If you still don’t know it is that
he did? Me: “Maybe.  They fired Aaron Brown.” 6. B. the: se (.5 sec.) “I wasn’t scared of what
he would do to me. You never had a fellow _ this is not a crank call. I don’t no more care if he
dies than I do talking to you on the telephone, but I always take that precaution, you know,
because I want that revenge. I like revenge when a man will lie and do what he did, and so I
have already give(n) his location. I gave his tag number. I gave your phone number where you
live on Lake, Route 1. A white Oldsmobile 88, ‘67 model, DHK 084, (phone number). A: I think the
two most important things next are the two most obvious.  2. A. what could we do for you? A: 
He’s correct in saying that. A: “Yes, sir.” (.5 sec.) [Laughter] Q: The analytical -- Me: “They
like him because he shows emotion on TV.” A: “No, sir.” 7. B. really sharp pains down in this
area of my abdomen 3. B. we:ll Q: “No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” Q: This is all very
helpful. Q: Did he really? Q: Really? Q: “He didn’t give you no ideas about I might be following
it up like I am now?” Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him
that. You know when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being
cute. He really, really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he had been a good
citizen and been doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a
minute, but when he started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” Q: What do you
think all the conspiritorial talk is?  A: I think it’s pretty obvious and I think it’s pretty
disgraceful but all you can do is ignore it and go on and get the job done. A: It seems to go
with the territory. A: Pretty good. How are you? Q: “Oh, he seems nice.  You know who I don’t
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like?  That guy on CNN who’s always on, what’s his name?” Q: Did you look at -- Q: I’m really
grateful. Me: “Anderson Cooper?” A: -- there have always been three fundamental concerns. Q:
Right. is that right? A: Yeah. 4. B: .hh um::the last I’d say three weeks. Q: That’s a very good
point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is there a big discrepancy as to what was
reported and what was in it? Q: Do you think there was a reluctance on their part even to use
the threat. Q: Right. “I ain’t gonna coming over there and shoot in your house. Don’t worry
about that. I don’t want you to worry about it, but you know you better keep him in good
safekeeping. He’s walking on the thinnest ice that boy ever walked on. A: “Who are you?” Q:
Thanks so much. Goodbye. Q: This was in the ‘80s then. Me: “Anderson Cooper?” Q: And then in the
next few days, then there was the statement which now looks remarkably [prescient]. What was
your thinking at that point? A: Who? A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or ‘86, I don’t remember which. Q:
You were admitted everywhere? This is sort of the two very small, well, they’re big questions
but I don’t expect you to give me extended answers to the questions of the day. Q: “I have
something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup with codeine.  I don’t remember getting this.”
8. B. .hh and they’ve 1. A single speaker taking turns consecutively. Telemarketer: “Hello, may
I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” A: “He ain’t _ “ A: “Yes, sir.” A: I think it’s pretty obvious
and I think it’s pretty disgraceful but all you can do is ignore it and go on and get the job
done. Q: Except you have been skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental liberalism in his
ideas, his approach to foreign policy, right? Q: Right. And you were there. How did all this
happen for someone who was kind of a science guy? Me: “I’m sure you do.” Q: “Would you say he
was home night before last?” There was a sort of undertow in that discussion. A: Yeah. There was
a long discussion. Q: “Yeah.  I liked him.  I think they think he talked too slow.  I notice
people on the news are talking faster and faster, and it’s not just because I’m getting older. 
I think they have to talk faster to get more news in a shorter time so they can have more
commercials.” A: You’re very welcome. Q: You applied to Harvard as well? A: It’s too complicated
a subject to -- A: Exactly. If there was anything it was analytical philosophy. 5. B. I’ve had
Q: Well, it’s irresistible. Because there he is, the great American novelist and you are a very
important figure and you’re in his novel, and if it [inaudible], it’s hard not to use -- 2.
In-breath Me: “Woodruff, on Channel 7.” Q: Do you have any notion, in Europe and here? What are
people looking at this way? A: Absolutely. But the way I remember it approximately is as
follows.  Q: You were admitted everywhere? Q: Thanks so much. Goodbye. Q: Right. is that right?
1. Pauses Q: You did too. A: To provide continuity. Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a
Weatherby Huuman.” Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that would be
-- “Click” Q: Thanks so much. 1. A. Mary nice to meet you Q: I think it was ‘63, but -- Q: “You
tell him he is exactly right, that he is dead. Q: What did you make of the reaction at the time?
Q: “No, I think I gave it too much water.” Q: So this notion then that the strategic question
was really a part of the equation, that you were looking at Saudi Arabia -- A: Exactly. If there
was anything it was analytical philosophy. Q: I think it’s Western preferred Soviet strategy,
which is kind of an ingeniously [compressed] phrase. A: “No, sir. He was gone awhile.” A: I
think that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- Q: Okay. That had been reported.
11. A. m’k A: “No, sir.” A: To wrap it up. Me: “It’s the number of degrees in a circle.  It’s
like he’s looking all around.  I don’t know.  I guess it’s stupid once you think about it.” #
“H. 1 “ Q: “Would you say he was home night before last?” Q: I bet. A: “No, sir.” Q: These were
all possibilities you weighed, right? Analysis of the Transcript: Q: You applied to Harvard as
well? Q: What is it? I mean some say anti-Semitism. I guess in Europe that would be -- Q: I
think it was ‘63, but -- I repeat, it was not a draft that I’d even reviewed yet. A: Well, it
turns out he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you characterize
yourself. I guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. Q: By
the way, it’s probably the longest uninterrupted phone conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- A:
Wait a minute. Did you look at the guidance or did you look at the draft that was leaked before
I saw it? Q: I know that you protect the privacy of your family so this has really nothing to do
with that. Q: OK. Are you understanding?” A: Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked in
most places. Can you hear me okay now? “You know, he might start it. He should have found out
what he was getting into. A man don’t lie like that and get away with it. He let a man sucker
him in, and you know your life is too sweet and precious to throw it away on one sorry son of a
bitch like that. You hear? And that’s what he done. I know people say oh well, they just sanded
off the corners because the real thing received such an adverse reaction. But the truth of the
matter is what the Times was writing about was something that I’d never seen. What is published,
while I will admit some of the corners are rounded off on it, reflects my views. Q: “I’m
looking.  I have DM.  What does that mean?” A: I know my thinking at that point. 3. B. we:ll A:
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Well, yes but let’s remember that. Q: The analytical -- Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a
Weatherby Huuman.” A: Yeah. There was a long discussion. Q: I’m sorry. What’s the first one? Q:
I know that you protect the privacy of your family so this has really nothing to do with that.
A: Yeah. But we were out of the building anyway. A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. I’m going to
have to break here for a few minutes and we’ll try to get back to you soon. # “H. 1 “ A: I think
the two most important things next are the two most obvious.  A: “Yes, sir.” A: I think it’s
pretty obvious and I think it’s pretty disgraceful but all you can do is ignore it and go on and
get the job done. A: -- my father, I shouldn’t do that. Me: “Anderson Cooper?” Q: Oh, yeah, I
know the novel. It’s a tremendous important novel in that era, late ‘50s, early ‘60s. A:
Exactly. It’s probably the second greatest source of intelligence error is mirror imaging. I
mean I think the greatest mistake is assuming that people will behave, well it’s a version of
mirror imaging, I guess. People will be rational according to our definition of what is
rational. Telemarketer: “Are you Weatherby’s spouse?” A: Well, yes but let’s remember that. Q:
“No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” This is sort of the two very small, well, they’re big
questions but I don’t expect you to give me extended answers to the questions of the day. 7. B.
really sharp pains down in this area of my abdomen Me: “It’s okay.  I took Robitussin.” A: I
know my thinking at that point. A: Yeah. [Laughter] Q: “I think he talks too fast.  And his name
is all over the screen, on the top, flying back and forth.  And what’s that number they put
after his name all the time?  What does that mean?” A: Absolutely. it’s the nature of the beast
that it’s turbulent and uncertain. Q: But you’re -- Q: “I was just talking to your uncle.  I had
this nice plant and it had grown to like a foot and a half and I came downstairs a few days ago
and the leaves were all limp and it looks like it’s dead.” Q: “Well, now, you told me this
morning he did.” Q: OK. Are you understanding?” A: It seems to go with the territory. # “H. 1 “
A: To wrap it up. “I ain’t going to kill him. You hear? I’m straightening him out. I’m going to
make him do it to hisself. Why, he’ll be so glad to do it to hisself, when I get through with
him, you won’t even know it’s him. Honey, you ain’t going to have no more rest or peace until he
does it to hisself. Tell him he better undo what he did. There ain’t no way to undo it, but he
sure better get in the dirt and crawl. You’re gonna get to see a little boy get down and crawl.
I’ve done been down. I know right where you’re at now. I ain’t going to bother you. You got
children, haven’t you?” Q: Thanks so much. Q: He would think it through -- 4. B. .hh um::the
last I’d say three weeks. The turns in this transcript portion are examples of: Q: The
analytical -- Q: That was Teluride? Q: This was in the ‘80s then. A: “Who are you?” Q: That’s a
very good point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is there a big discrepancy as to what
was reported and what was in it? A: That’s typical Albert, yeah. Q: I’m really grateful. Q: “No,
I think I gave it too much water.” A: It’s too complicated a subject to -- Q: The analytical --
Me: “It’s for dextromethorphan.  There are a bunch of ingredients and they mix them all up to
make in confusing with all the different kinds.  Cough and cold.  Cold and chest congestion. 
Cough and flu.  Flu and cough.  Cough and foot.  Arm and shoulder.  Cough, cold, and thirsty. 
It’s confusing.  I took CF.” Q: “What I was talking about, honey? Huh?” Q: “Well, now, you told
me this morning he did.” Q: And now he seems to be in the vehicle of erudite philosophy. Q: “Are
you listening?” Me: “It’s probably not good anymore.” A: It seems to go with the territory. Me:
“360?” Q: “You tell him he is exactly right, that he is dead. “I don’t make no mistakes and get
the wrong man. I don’t do that, but I’m not mistaken. He was real smart, real cute, but he won’t
ever be again. Q: We’re supposed to brag about our fathers. Q: “When you said he told you. What
was you thinking was talking about? Ma’m? Now, I’m not mad at you. That’s something I want you
to tell him, because I tell you he is in bad trouble. He has loaded his wagon. He has really
loaded that wagon. Folks die for things that he did, honey. Did you know that? Did you
understand that?” Q: “No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” 5.Speaker change A: There’s no
question that in certain. I mean sometimes it does help to just have a better understanding. Me:
“They like him because he shows emotion on TV.” Q: No, I wouldn’t put them in your mouth. Me:
“You probably have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” A: I
can’t remember. The point was more just that it’s in the nature of surprise that you can’t
predict what it’s going to be. A: Yeah. In example one, a single speaker takes turns
consecutively, at points when another may have spoken but did not. Lines 1 and 2 show speaker
“A” taking two turns consecutively. Me: “That sounds like it would be a prescription.” A: But to
come back to sort of more concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important,
quite relevant. Q: What do you think all the conspiritorial talk is?  Me: “It’s probably not
good anymore.” Q: Except you have been skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental liberalism in
his ideas, his approach to foreign policy, right? Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if
you look at Clinton’s policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. A:
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Hello. Me: “May I ask who is calling the Weatherhuman?” (.3 sec.) “If he wants to crawl the same
route he rode when he rared back, and he might get away, and he might not, but he’s going to
crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants, any way he wants (it). Q: “Yeah.  What is
360?” Q: That’s a very good point. Actually all I saw were summaries of it. Is there a big
discrepancy as to what was reported and what was in it? Q: “Oh, I feel terrible for him.  I
liked him.” A: Whichever year it was, the “I have a dream” speech. Q: I bet. “I ain’t gonna
coming over there and shoot in your house. Don’t worry about that. I don’t want you to worry
about it, but you know you better keep him in good safekeeping. He’s walking on the thinnest ice
that boy ever walked on. In example one, a single speaker takes turns consecutively, at points
when another may have spoken but did not. Lines 1 and 2 show speaker “A” taking two turns
consecutively. Q: I bet. 3. B. we:ll Q: Okay. That had been reported. Q: “How’s your cold?” 10.
B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left breast 5.Speaker change 2. In-breath Q: “Well,
now, you told me this morning he did.” But what happened -- am I getting into too much
historical detail? Q: You applied to Harvard as well? A: Pretty well. It’s okay. Me: “I’m sorry.
Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” Q: Right. 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a
sharp pain under my left breast Q: “I’m looking.  I have DM.  What does that mean?” Q: “Well,
let me tell you. He knows. He knows who it is. Yeah, he knows it. You tell him that I said he
was just low grade from the word go, anybody that will lie like he lied, and I will tell you,
don’t you _ I’m not sorry like he is. A: and this is the way I remember it. It’s a little fuzzy.
Q: Okay. That had been reported. A: Not to some extent. It’s pretty much verbatim. 3. sentence
intonation 3. B. we:ll Q: Since you brought that up let me ask you something related to that.
I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of 1992 -- Q: “What I was talking about,
honey? Huh?” A: ‘64 I think it was. Q: I see. A: Exactly. It’s probably the second greatest
source of intelligence error is mirror imaging. I mean I think the greatest mistake is assuming
that people will behave, well it’s a version of mirror imaging, I guess. People will be rational
according to our definition of what is rational. Q: Oh, my gosh. 9. B. they’ve been up in this
area too=but not so much as down here Q: “He didn’t. What do you think it might be?” Q: Well,
it’s irresistible. Because there he is, the great American novelist and you are a very important
figure and you’re in his novel, and if it [inaudible], it’s hard not to use -- Q: Right. Q: What
do you think all the conspiritorial talk is?  A: There didn’t seem to be much to do about it
immediately and we went on with whatever the meeting was. A: “No, sir.” Me: “Hello.” A: You know
it’s completely out in the open who holds what views in this Administration. But it’s shameful.
11. A. m’k 3. B. we:ll A: I think the two most important things next are the two most obvious. 
Me: “You probably have a different kind than what I took.  They have all different kinds.” A: I
think that’s right, but I’d rather you not put those words -- Q: But you’re -- “I don’t make no
mistakes and get the wrong man. I don’t do that, but I’m not mistaken. He was real smart, real
cute, but he won’t ever be again. Q: “Would you say he was home night before last?” Q: That was
Teluride? 1. A single speaker taking turns consecutively. 2. Speaker change Q: These were all
possibilities you weighed, right? Q: “Well, now, don’t worry about you and the children. I will
do everything I can to keep anybody from being calling you and bothering you. I will do that for
you, and I will do that for the kids because you can’t help what he does and how sorry he is,
but you need to talk to him, and you tell him the only thing worries me that I just hate for him
if he ain’t prepared to go, tell him to get ready to meet his Maker because I don’t want no man
to meet Him too early. Tell him that’s the first thing I would like for him to do if you get to
see him again is prepare to meet his Maker. That will be the easiest thing you can do if he
doesn’t want to do that. When a man lies like he lied and done what he done. He made the worst
mistake he ever made. He made that. Just bad. If you still don’t know it is that he did? (.5
sec.) 2. In-breath Q: Right, I know that book. (.5 sec.) Q: The analytical -- But what happened
-- am I getting into too much historical detail? A: “Yes, sir.” A: There didn’t seem to be much
to do about it immediately and we went on with whatever the meeting was. A: “Sir?” A: That’s
nonsense. A: and this is the way I remember it. It’s a little fuzzy. Q: Oh, yeah, I know the
novel. It’s a tremendous important novel in that era, late ‘50s, early ‘60s. (1 sec.) it’s the
nature of the beast that it’s turbulent and uncertain. A: But to come back to sort of more
concretely, I mean here’s something that I think is quite important, quite relevant. Q: “I don’t
throw anything out.” 1. Pauses Me: “May I ask who is calling the Weatherhuman?” Q: So this
notion then that the strategic question was really a part of the equation, that you were looking
at Saudi Arabia -- “Click” A: I just said all I’m going to say about it. A: Well, it turns out
he was a mixture and I think I’m a mixture. People ask me how do you characterize yourself. I
guess the closest I can come to saying it is I think I’m a practical idealist. Q: “No, I think I
gave it too much water.” Q: By the way, it’s probably the longest uninterrupted phone
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conversation I’ve witnessed, so -- Q: Right. is that right? A: I did not -- See, I realized
there was a message there. A: Yes, mid ‘80s. ‘84 or ‘86, I don’t remember which. Q: Do you think
there was a reluctance on their part even to use the threat. [Laughter] Q: So now I just want to
make sure I get it right. Q: Well, it’s irresistible. Because there he is, the great American
novelist and you are a very important figure and you’re in his novel, and if it [inaudible],
it’s hard not to use -- Q: Since you brought that up let me ask you something related to that.
I’ve looked at the remarkable Defense Policy Guidance of 1992 -- 2. A. what could we do for you?
Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn apart by cyclones.” A: There’s no question
that in certain. I mean sometimes it does help to just have a better understanding. Q: Thanks so
much. Q: What do you think all the conspiritorial talk is?  11. A. m’k Q: Right. (.5 sec.) A:
“No, sir.” Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay today if I
had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he done, and
so I went on. A: There’s an uglier side that I don’t want to get into here, but it is sort of
glossed over. A: “Sir?” Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be baling
hay today if I had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done
what he done, and so I went on. A: To wrap it up. Q: You were admitted everywhere? Q: That was
seminal. “I ain’t going to kill him. You hear? I’m straightening him out. I’m going to make him
do it to hisself. Why, he’ll be so glad to do it to hisself, when I get through with him, you
won’t even know it’s him. Honey, you ain’t going to have no more rest or peace until he does it
to hisself. Tell him he better undo what he did. There ain’t no way to undo it, but he sure
better get in the dirt and crawl. You’re gonna get to see a little boy get down and crawl. I’ve
done been down. I know right where you’re at now. I ain’t going to bother you. You got children,
haven’t you?” Me: “Maybe it was terrorists.” Q: “That’s right. I saw him. I just wanted to see
if you would tell the truth about it. Well, you tell him he has really got suckered in. He
really got suckered in, and I think he will do just exactly what I want him to do. I think he
will. You know, if he leaves tonight _ you said you liked him, didn’t you?” (.5 sec.) Q: Oh, my
gosh. 10. B. .hhh and I’ve had a sharp pain under my left breast Me: “Aaron Brown?” A: To wrap
it up. Q: Thanks so much. Telemarketer: “Hello, may I speak to a Weatherby Huuman.” Q: “You tell
him he is exactly right, that he is dead. Q: I see. Q: Okay. That had been reported. A: “No,
sir. He was gone awhile.” A: “He ain’t _ “ Telemarketer: “Yes, this is Citibank credit
protection, with our new credit protection service Weatherby can secure their $500 worth of
credit with _” Q: “Eh, I’ll leave it.  I have all sorts of things in here.” Q: And then in the
next few days, then there was the statement which now looks remarkably [prescient]. What was
your thinking at that point? Q: No, I wouldn’t put them in your mouth. “Reckon just whipping him
will be enough? Would you be satisfied for him if somebody just bring him home where you
wouldn’t recognize him for a week? Reckon that would do him any good? What would you advise for
this boy? Q: This is great. A: Exactly. It’s probably the second greatest source of intelligence
error is mirror imaging. I mean I think the greatest mistake is assuming that people will
behave, well it’s a version of mirror imaging, I guess. People will be rational according to our
definition of what is rational. Q: “I have something else in here too.  It’s a cough syrup with
codeine.  I don’t remember getting this.” Me: “I’m sorry. Last week the Weatherhuman was torn
apart by cyclones.” A: “Yes, sir.” A: So it’s a kind of a mixture. When I read that particular
paragraph I could have -- Q: “Yeah.  What is 360?” “Click” A: Yeah. But we were out of the
building anyway. Q: “You tell him ‘bye bye’ when he leaves the house tonight. You tell him that.
You know when he joined forces, and he made his mistake. Oh, what he was going was being cute.
He really, really stumped his toe. He really did. If, you know, if he had been a good citizen
and been doing something worthwhile to help anybody, I’d join hands with him in a minute, but
when he started the type stuff he did, people die. Do it quick.” A: It’s too complicated a
subject to -- Q: “Are you listening?” A: “Yes, sir.” Q: What do you think all the conspiritorial
talk is?  it’s the nature of the beast that it’s turbulent and uncertain. Q: You applied to
Harvard as well? 3. B. we:ll A: By the way, that conversation never happened. That particular
one. Q: Do you have any notion, in Europe and here? What are people looking at this way? Q:
Right, I know that book. Q: John Louis Gaddis has said that, that if you look at Clinton’s
policy it actually does come out of the ‘92 guidance to some extent. Q: “What I was talking
about, honey? Huh?” Q: “No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” Q: So now I just want to make
sure I get it right. Q: In fact John Louis Gaddis said that. Analysis of the Transcript: A:
Well, yes but let’s remember that. Q: “What?” A: And Iraq. 6. B. the: se Q: Do you think there
was a reluctance on their part even to use the threat. Q: They were collaborators, weren’t they?
Q: Did he really? A: Yeah. There was a long discussion. I don’t want to speak in messianic
terms. It’s not going to change things overnight, but it’s a huge improvement. A: Yes, mid ‘80s.
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‘84 or ‘86, I don’t remember which. 4. Question intonation Q: That was seminal. Q: I’m really
grateful. Q: Except you have been skeptical about Clinton’s, the sentimental liberalism in his
ideas, his approach to foreign policy, right? 7. B. really sharp pains down in this area of my
abdomen (Pause) 11. A. m’k Q: “I think he talks too fast.  And his name is all over the screen,
on the top, flying back and forth.  And what’s that number they put after his name all the time?
 What does that mean?” Q: Right. 1. A single speaker taking turns consecutively. Q: “What?” Me:
“Hello.” I repeat, it was not a draft that I’d even reviewed yet. [Session Two, Saturday, May
10, 2003] Q: This is all very helpful. Q: That was seminal. This is very helpful. 3. sentence
intonation Q: “They do. You tell him they do, and tell him he would not be baling hay today if I
had known at the time I got a good bead on him, but I didn’t know he had done what he done, and
so I went on. 3. B. we:ll A: Pretty well. It’s okay. Q: “Yeah.  And what did they do with the
guy from before?” Me: “May I ask who is calling the Weatherhuman?” A: I think the two most
important things next are the two most obvious.  A: Wait a minute. Did you look at the guidance
or did you look at the draft that was leaked before I saw it? A: “Yes, sir.” Q: “Would you say
he was home night before last?” Q: “... but one time. You tell him he made a bad one. Honey, I
looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband) didn’t have on a light last night. He
was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason. I’ve made my long distance calls. I
ain’t scared of him.  But what happened -- am I getting into too much historical detail? Q: “You
can? Well, you tell him he did. He surre did. Know it’s bad. He knows who I am, and it’s bad,
though, he don’t know who’s looking for him, and I guarantee you, we have just laughed. I wish
you could hear these outlaws laugh when I told them what I wanted _ I told them what he did, and
they enjoyed it so much, just knowing. Q: Oh, my gosh. But what happened -- am I getting into
too much historical detail? Q: “You can? Well, you tell him he did. He surre did. Know it’s bad.
He knows who I am, and it’s bad, though, he don’t know who’s looking for him, and I guarantee
you, we have just laughed. I wish you could hear these outlaws laugh when I told them what I
wanted _ I told them what he did, and they enjoyed it so much, just knowing. Q: Okay. There’s a
question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- A: Whichever year it was, the “I have a dream”
speech. A: “Yes, sir.” A: Yes, plus the fact which seems to go unremarked in most places. Q: “I
was just talking to your uncle.  I had this nice plant and it had grown to like a foot and a
half and I came downstairs a few days ago and the leaves were all limp and it looks like it’s
dead.” Q: I think it was ‘63, but -- A: ‘64 I think it was. Q: So this notion then that the
strategic question was really a part of the equation, that you were looking at Saudi Arabia --
Q: Which leads me to the last couple of questions -- Q: These were all possibilities you
weighed, right? A: I think it’s pretty obvious and I think it’s pretty disgraceful but all you
can do is ignore it and go on and get the job done. A: he believed in the life of the mind and
theory and all of that, that somebody could actually be thinking through fundamental questions
simply in his head. Q: “No, I didn’t see it, I just got home.” A: No, no. Way out of town. A:
“Yes, sir.” Q: I think it’s Western preferred Soviet strategy, which is kind of an ingeniously
[compressed] phrase. There was a sort of undertow in that discussion. Q: “OK. You know I called
him, was real nice, and that sorry thing lied like a dog there, really lied. I thought I just
had a mistake, made a mistake about knowing for sure that was him until after he lied to me. Did
he tell you what he did?” “I ain’t going to kill him. You hear? I’m straightening him out. I’m
going to make him do it to hisself. Why, he’ll be so glad to do it to hisself, when I get
through with him, you won’t even know it’s him. Honey, you ain’t going to have no more rest or
peace until he does it to hisself. Tell him he better undo what he did. There ain’t no way to
undo it, but he sure better get in the dirt and crawl. You’re gonna get to see a little boy get
down and crawl. I’ve done been down. I know right where you’re at now. I ain’t going to bother
you. You got children, haven’t you?” A: You’re very welcome. Q: Do you think there was a
reluctance on their part even to use the threat. Q: Did he really? “If he wants to crawl the
same route he rode when he rared back, and he might get away, and he might not, but he’s going
to crawl because I’m ready to give him anything he wants, any way he wants (it). 6. B. the: se
Q: Okay. There’s a question now as to whether in Iraq itself -- Me: “Why are you glad you have
it?  You should probably throw it out.” A: Yeah. A: “Yes, sir.” Q: “... but one time. You tell
him he made a bad one. Honey, I looked at your house for the first time. He (your husband)
didn’t have on a light last night. He was scared to death, and you tell him he had good reason.
I’ve made my long distance calls. I ain’t scared of him.  A: I think if one dug into it that’s
not a bad characterization. A: I did not -- See, I realized there was a message there. Q: Right.
This is sort of the two very small, well, they’re big questions but I don’t expect you to give
me extended answers to the questions of the day.
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It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Good-bye. Yes. It’s
Stephen Jung. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell
you. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone
service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an
Internet connection and a cable service. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Thanks. I’ll try to
remember that. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. You’re welcome.
Good-bye. What’s the name of your bank? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Sure. The Sun
Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an
Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection
and a cable service. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Sure. 3 pm is fine. Well see
you then. Did you say the number 20 northbound? You get 125 channels in all. Alright Mr. Jung,
well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? I’m not
sure. Could you tell me more about them? Good. Do you have a social security number? I take the
number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. Sure, go ahead. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. That’s it! Great! I’ll
just have to get some personal information to set up the service. I guess youre right, but I
really need to get there. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot
to tell you. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Don’t mention it. It’s our
pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. What! Are you kidding?
Sure, go ahead. That’s right. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Good-bye. Yes,
it is. Installing a Telephone What’s that? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Could I have your full name
please? OK. What do you need to know? Thank you so much! Great! I’ll just have to get some
personal information to set up the service. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost
me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll
probably cost you a lot more than that. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all.
Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Did you say
the number 20 northbound? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do
you know how much it’ll cost from here? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium
Package. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or
by credit card? That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22
Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? I guess youre
right, but I really need to get there. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping
Center from here. Sure, go ahead. OK. What do you need to know? OK. What do you need to know?
Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. That’s great! Now let me see if I
have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Well, I see my bus is
coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. OK. What do you need to know? It’s located on 35 Orange
Grove Road. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit
or by credit card? Really! How’s that? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this
service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Good-bye. Yes. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive
just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Yes. It’s Stephen
Jung. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Well, we have three services
available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would
you like? Yes, it is. Got it! Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Well,
you could always take a taxi. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost
from here? Good. Do you have a social security number? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll
have to say good-bye. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month,
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direct debit or by credit card? 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Sure. What do you need to know?
What’s the name of your bank? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Did you say the number 20
northbound? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when
you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the
next bus. Sure. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Really!
How’s that? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Yes. Yes.
It’s 1234-5678-9001. What’s the name of your bank? And what’s your full address? No, I’m sorry I
dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Sure. What
do you need to know? That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at
22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Then, I take
the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the
number 30 westbound to the shopping center. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything.
It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is
that correct? I see. What kind of service would you like? Sure. What do you need to know? That
sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Excuse Me. 3 pm is fine. Well see you
then. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. OK. Well, you could always take a taxi. You get
125 channels in all. You’re welcome. Good-bye. How many channels do I get with the cable
service? Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Yeah, I
guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? And where is it located? Got
it! Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Could I have your full name please?
Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Yes. Sure. What do you need to know? It’s located
on 35 Orange Grove Road. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow.
What’s a convenient time for you? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Sure.
The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service
and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet
connection and a cable service. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Good-bye. What’s the
name of your bank? Yes, perfect! And what’s your full address? Excuse Me. And where is it
located? OK. Do you currently have an account with us? Well, we have three services available to
our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like?
Sure, go ahead. Installing a Telephone No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and
this is my first time getting a telephone. OK. What do you need to know? OK. What do you need to
know? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Good and you bank
at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001.
Is that correct? What’s that? That’s it! Good-bye. Sure. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Installing a
Telephone Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Thank you. How would you
like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Good-bye. It’s 22
Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Good-bye. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s
Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that
correct? 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. You’re welcome. Good-bye. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun
Premium Package. Do you currently have an account with us? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way,
there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Got it! 3 pm is fine. Well see you then.
Sorry, I’m not. What! Are you kidding? I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off
at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. OK. OK. What do you need to
know? Well, you could always take a taxi. And where is it located? Really! How’s that? And where
is it located? What! Are you kidding? I see. What kind of service would you like? Good-bye. Did
you say the number 20 northbound? Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Yes, it is. Yes. Be
sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the
bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Yes, it
is. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. And what’s your full address? No, I’m sorry I dont.
Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Let me see...first,
you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. OK. That sounds good. I think I’ll
take the Sun Premium Package. Did you say the number 20 northbound? 3 pm is fine. Well see you
then. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account
number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Thank you so much! Good. Do you have a social
security number? Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. Got it! Sure, go ahead. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Sure, go ahead. That’s it! I’m
not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to
your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here
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from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. That sounds easy enough, but let me
see if I got it all. Yes, it is. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost
from here? Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. How’s 3 pm sound? Good-bye. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? And where is it located? Good and you bank at the
Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is
that correct? It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Sure, go ahead. Sorry, I’m not. OK. Well, I
see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. What’s the name of your bank? Yes, it is.
No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a
telephone. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take
the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. It’s located on
35 Orange Grove Road. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Sure. The Sun Basic is just
the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet
connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable
service. Could I have your full name please? Well, we have three services available to our
customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Yes, it
is. What’s that? Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but
that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot
more than that. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Do you
currently have an account with us? Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll
cost from here? Sure, go ahead. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound
to Maple Street. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Yes, it is. Good. Do you have a social security number?
Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Sorry, I’m not. Good. Do you have a
social security number? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my
first time getting a telephone. Sure. How’s 3 pm sound? Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic
telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The
Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. It’s
located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Yes, it is. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. OK. Then, I take
the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the
number 30 westbound to the shopping center. I see. What kind of service would you like?
Good-bye. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Great! I’ll
just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Got it! I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All
Shopping Center from here. You get 125 channels in all. What’s the name of your bank? OK. What
do you need to know? It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. I’m sorry but I dont understand what
you mean. What kind of service do you have? Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Well,
if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll
have to change buses a few times. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr.
Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that
correct? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? I’d like to pay by direct debit
please. Thank you so much! I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Sure, no problem. I
just need to get a little information from you. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve
you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Darn! There must be some way to get there
from here. What! Are you kidding? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take
the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. I see. What kind of
service would you like? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see
McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. And where is it
located? Could I have your full name please? You get 125 channels in all. It’s 22 Orange Grove
Road, Orlando. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. It’s
located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Sorry, I’m not. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about
them? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. That sounds good. I
think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this
service each month, direct debit or by credit card? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun
Premium Package. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. That’s great! Now let me see if I
have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I
see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Don’t mention
it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Well, if youre not in a
rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change
buses a few times. Got it! Good. Do you have a social security number? Could I have your full
name please? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Do you currently have an account
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with us? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Be sure to ask the bus
driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t,
youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. How’s 3 pm sound? I’m sorry
but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Sure. The Sun Basic is
just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet
connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable
service. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. OK. You get 125 channels in
all. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Excuse Me. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. That’s right. Did
you say the number 20 northbound? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. I
guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Don’t mention it. Oh!
By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Sure. Yes. What! Are you kidding?
Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone
service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an
Internet connection and a cable service. Yes, it is. Sure. What do you need to know? Very good!
Could you give me your bank account number? Very good! Could you give me your bank account
number? You’re welcome. Good-bye. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Did you say the
number 20 northbound? Excuse Me. Sure. What do you need to know? Well, you could always take a
taxi. How many channels do I get with the cable service? I see. What kind of service would you
like? How’s 3 pm sound? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here.
Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. And where is it
located? I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Next,
take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30
westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Next, take the number 20
westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take
you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see
McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping
center. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Sure. The
Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an
Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection
and a cable service. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. Yes. And what’s your full address? That’s right. I’d like to pay by direct debit please.
Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? OK. Sure, no problem.
I just need to get a little information from you. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean.
What kind of service do you have? It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Could you tell me, which bus
goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? And what’s your full address? Did you say the number 20
northbound? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Yes. Yes, it is.
Could I have your full name please? OK. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Yeah, I
guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the
way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Yes, perfect! Well, we have three
services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which
one would you like? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Could you tell me,
which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Darn! There must be some way to get there from
here. Sorry, I’m not. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. I take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20
northbound. Good. Do you have a social security number? Thank you so much! What’s that? You get
125 channels in all. Sorry, I’m not. Do you currently have an account with us? I’d like to pay
by direct debit please. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here.
Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun
Premium Package. Which one would you like? Sure. What do you need to know? Well, the last time I
took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And
it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Sorry, I’m not. Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Got it! How’s 3 pm
sound? What’s the name of your bank? I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off
at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Thanks. I’ll try to remember
that. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? You get 125 channels in all. I see.
What kind of service would you like? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center
from here. Yes, it is. Yes. Sure. What do you need to know? Well, you could always take a taxi.
That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. What’s that? And where is it
located? Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. No, I’m sorry I dont.
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Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. That sounds good.
I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. That’s right. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more
about them? Sure. Installing a Telephone Yes, perfect! Sorry, I’m not. How’s 3 pm sound? Get off
at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes. You’re welcome.
Good-bye. You get 125 channels in all. I see. What kind of service would you like? Yeah, I guess
I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Good-bye. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001.
Yes. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Yes. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost
from here? What! Are you kidding? Sure. What do you need to know? Yes, perfect! I take the
number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. Good-bye. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Great! I’ll just have to
get some personal information to set up the service. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could
help. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. What’s that?
Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Yes, perfect! Get off at the corner of Maple
Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Well, you could
always take a taxi. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. And what’s
your full address? What’s that? Thank you so much! It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Yeah, I
guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Thank you. How would you like
to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Don’t mention it. It’s
our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Don’t mention it. I’m
glad that I could help. That’s it! That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. OK.
What do you need to know? Yes. How many channels do I get with the cable service? I see. What
kind of service would you like? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Good and you bank at the
Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is
that correct? Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and
the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may
I help you? That’s it! What! Are you kidding? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you.
And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Really! How’s that? Do you currently have an
account with us? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications.
How may I help you? Did you say the number 20 northbound? Sorry, I’m not. Great! I’ll just have
to get some personal information to set up the service. Well, the last time I took a taxi from
here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour
now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Well, the last time I took a taxi from
here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour
now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could
help. Yes, it is. Good. Do you have a social security number? Got it! Yeah, I guess I could do
that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed.
Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping
Center? Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was
when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than
that. What! Are you kidding? OK. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Do you currently have
an account with us? You’re welcome. Good-bye. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Get off at
the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. OK. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive
just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Be sure to ask the bus
driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t,
youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. I see. What kind of service
would you like? Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center
from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Installing a Telephone Sure, go ahead.
Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Get off at the
corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Good-bye. Sure. I’ll just need some
banking information. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at
22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Well, the
last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic
was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Sure. What do
you need to know? OK. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see
McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. And where is it
located? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you.
That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove
Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Thanks. I’ll try to remember
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that. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. What! Are you kidding? Good-bye. Could you tell me, which bus goes to
the Save-All Shopping Center? Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Thank you
so much! What’s the name of your bank? Got it! Got it! Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could
help. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from
here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Sure. I’ll just need some banking
information. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Well, if youre not in a
rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change
buses a few times. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Yes. Yes. That sounds good. I
think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. That’s right. Yes, perfect! And where is it located?
Sorry, I’m not. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Sorry, I’m not. How’s 3
pm sound? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Well, the last
time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was
good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. Thank you so much! Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Sure. The Sun Basic is just
the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet
connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable
service. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Well, you could always take a taxi. That sounds
good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. OK. What do you need to know? OK. What do you
need to know? I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Darn! There must be some way
to get there from here. What’s that? And what’s your full address? I guess youre right, but I
really need to get there. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Got it! You get 125
channels in all. And where is it located? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it
all. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Sure. What do
you need to know? You’re welcome. Good-bye. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it
all. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I
forgot to tell you. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Sorry, I’m not. Excuse Me. Yeah, I guess I
could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? That’s it! Get off at the corner of
Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. I see. What
kind of service would you like? Yes. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home
tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? How many channels do I get with the cable service?
Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun
Premium Package. Which one would you like? Good-bye. Did you say the number 20 northbound?
Really! How’s that? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. I’m sorry but I
dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. What’s
the name of your bank? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Got it! Well, I see
my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Yes, it is. Could I have your full name please?
Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun
Premium Package. Which one would you like? Yes, it is. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone
installed. Well, you could always take a taxi. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you.
And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Sure. What do you need to know? Don’t mention
it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Thank you.
How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card?
Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. And where is it located? I see. What kind of service would you like?
Good-bye. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? You’re welcome. Good-bye. Sure, and thanks again for
all your help. Thank you so much! Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Thank you. How would
you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Sure, no
problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Could I have your full name please?
It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. I guess youre right, but I
really need to get there. Got it! Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Very good! Could you
give me your bank account number? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from
you. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Darn! There
must be some way to get there from here. Sorry, I’m not. Installing a Telephone I see. What kind
of service would you like? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each
month, direct debit or by credit card? Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35
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Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Be sure to ask
the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you
don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Yes, it is. Yes, it
is. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off
and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. OK. Yes, it is. No, I’m sorry I dont.
Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. That’s it! Yes.
Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Did you say the number 20 northbound? Could you tell me, which bus
goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20
northbound. Thank you so much! Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you
for using Sun-Telecommunications. That’s right. Yes, perfect! OK. Do you currently have an
account with us? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a
little information from you. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Sure. What! Are you kidding? OK.
What do you need to know? Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? No, I’m
sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone.
Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30
westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove
Road. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? 3 pm is fine. Well see you then.
Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Thank you. How would you like to be billed
for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Yeah, I
guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Don’t mention it. I’m glad
that I could help. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you
have? Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun
Premium Package. Which one would you like? And where is it located? Thank you. How would you
like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you.
Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. OK. Well, I
see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here
from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Really! How’s that? And what’s your
full address? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time
getting a telephone. OK. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Darn! There
must be some way to get there from here. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more
thing that I forgot to tell you. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about
five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably
cost you a lot more than that. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take
the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. That’s right. And what’s your full address? Well, we
have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium
Package. Which one would you like? Yes. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind
of service do you have? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Well, I see my
bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. I guess youre right, but I really need to get
there. OK. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Yes.
It’s 123-45-6789. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of
Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to
say good-bye. Sure. What do you need to know? Installing a Telephone Yes, I’d like to have a
telephone installed. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and
not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer
to the next bus. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. Installing a Telephone Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I
help you? What! Are you kidding? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service
each month, direct debit or by credit card? What! Are you kidding? I see. What kind of service
would you like? Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your
account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know
how much it’ll cost from here? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the
bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you
transfer to the next bus. What! Are you kidding? Good-bye. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a
technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Yeah, I guess I could do
that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Get off at the corner of Maple Street and
transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes, perfect! Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando
on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Yes, I’d
like to have a telephone installed. Good-bye. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Thanks. I’ll
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try to remember that. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Thanks. I really appreciate your
help. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was
when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than
that. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Don’t mention it. It’s our
pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Thanks. I really
appreciate your help. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road.
And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? That’s right. You get 125 channels
in all. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Installing a
Telephone I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple
Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on
35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Alright Mr.
Jung, well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Yes,
it is. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending
a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? I’m sorry, but you cant
get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Sorry, I’m not. Good-bye. Good. Do you have a
social security number? Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off
there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center.
It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Really! How’s that?
Good-bye. What’s that? Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from
here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one
more thing that I forgot to tell you. Did you say the number 20 northbound? Thanks. I really
appreciate your help. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. What’s the name of your
bank? Could I have your full name please? Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information
to set up the service. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung
at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? OK. What
do you need to know? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to
tell you. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. I see. What
kind of service would you like? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I
forgot to tell you. Excuse Me. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? And what’s your full
address? I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. I guess youre right, but I really
need to get there. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Excuse Me. Next, take the
number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound.
It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Thank you. How would you like to be billed
for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? What’s that? Thanks. I’ll try to
remember that. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Sure. What
do you need to know? Good-bye. Good-bye. OK. I see. What kind of service would you like? Sure,
and thanks again for all your help. How’s 3 pm sound? Thank you. How would you like to be billed
for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? How many channels do I get with the
cable service? Yes, it is. Really! How’s that? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one
more thing that I forgot to tell you. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35
Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? 3 pm is fine.
Well see you then. Yes, it is. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the
corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Sure, no problem. I just need to
get a little information from you. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this
is my first time getting a telephone. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Sure. The
Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an
Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection
and a cable service. How’s 3 pm sound? Well, you could always take a taxi. Could you tell me,
which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Yes.
Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun
Premium Package. Which one would you like? Well, we have three services available to our
customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Yeah, I
guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Well, the last time I took a
taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s
rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Alright Mr. Jung, well be
sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? You’re welcome.
Good-bye. And where is it located? I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of
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service do you have? Did you say the number 20 northbound? Sure. That’s right. Then, I take the
number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number
30 westbound to the shopping center. Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. OK.
What do you need to know? Really! How’s that? I see. What kind of service would you like? Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Get off at the corner
of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Do you currently have an account with us?
That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove
Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Well, if youre not in a
rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change
buses a few times. What’s that? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I
forgot to tell you. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Got it! Yes, it is.
Yes, it is. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll
have to say good-bye. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Thanks. I really appreciate
your help. How’s 3 pm sound? It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Thank you. How would you like
to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Yes. It’s Stephen
Jung. Well, you could always take a taxi. And what’s your full address? What! Are you kidding?
Sorry, I’m not. Did you say the number 20 northbound? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the
Sun Premium Package. That’s it! That’s right. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Good. Do you
have a social security number? Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get
off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping
Center. Good-bye. Yes. What! Are you kidding? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. I guess youre right, but I
really need to get there. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Sure, no problem. I just need
to get a little information from you. That’s right. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve
you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. That’s right. Well, I see my bus is coming,
so I’ll have to say good-bye. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the
corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that.
Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. I see. What kind of service would you like? Get off at the corner of
Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes, it is. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road,
Orlando. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Good. Do you
have a social security number? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Sure, and thanks again for all your help.
Yes. OK. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Good and
you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is
1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center
from here. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? I take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20
northbound. Good-bye. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Got it! I guess youre right, but I really need to
get there. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. That’s it! Sorry, I’m not. It’s located on 35
Orange Grove Road. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Good-bye. Well,
I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Could I have your full name please? I
guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Sorry, I’m not. OK. What do you need to know?
OK. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone
service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an
Internet connection and a cable service. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Well, I see my
bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Yes, perfect! Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll
have to say good-bye. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the
service. Do you currently have an account with us? How’s 3 pm sound? Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Installing a Telephone What’s the name of your bank?
Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Yes. Very good! Could you give me your bank
account number? Thank you so much! Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service
each month, direct debit or by credit card? Good-bye. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. What’s the name of
your bank? And what’s your full address? Darn! There must be some way to get there from here.
What! Are you kidding? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number
10 eastbound to Maple Street. What’s that? OK. Thank you so much! Well, I see my bus is coming,
so I’ll have to say good-bye. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr.
Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that
correct? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number
10 eastbound to Maple Street. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? It’s the
Royal Bank of Orlando. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. I’d like to
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pay by direct debit please. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from
here? OK. What! Are you kidding? Good-bye. Yes, perfect! That’s great! Now let me see if I have
everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? It’s the
Royal Bank of Orlando. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road.
And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Yes.
It’s Stephen Jung. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Got it! What’s the name of your bank? Yes.
It’s 123-45-6789. Sure, go ahead. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds.
Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping
Center. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Well, if
youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll
have to change buses a few times. Well, you could always take a taxi. It’s the Royal Bank of
Orlando. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye.
You’re welcome. Good-bye. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off
there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center.
It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from
here. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? I’d like to pay
by direct debit please. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Yes, perfect! Yes. Great! I’ll
just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Well, the last time I took a
taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s
rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Good-bye. Do you currently have
an account with us? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. I’m not sure.
Could you tell me more about them? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all.
Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home
tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it
all. OK. And where is it located? Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Yes. Thanks. I’ll try
to remember that. Thank you so much! I see. What kind of service would you like? Well, you could
always take a taxi. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the
number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Really! How’s that? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a
little information from you. Good-bye. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35
Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Yeah, I guess I
could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando.
That’s it! Yes, it is. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Sorry, I’m not. I see. What kind of
service would you like? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here.
Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. It’s the Royal Bank
of Orlando. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you
know how much it’ll cost from here? Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll
cost from here? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Thanks.
I really appreciate your help. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from
you. And where is it located? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Good-bye. What’s the name of
your bank? Really! How’s that? Sorry, I’m not. How many channels do I get with the cable
service? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Good. Do you have a social security
number? And where is it located? Sorry, I’m not. Good-bye. Then, I take the number 20 westbound
until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the
shopping center. That’s right. Good. Do you have a social security number? Really! How’s that?
Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Well, if youre not in a rush, there is
another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few
times. What’s the name of your bank? Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. I guess youre
right, but I really need to get there. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And
thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. That’s it! What’s the name of your bank? Thank you.
How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card?
Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number
is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Well, you could always take a taxi. That’s great! Now let me
see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social
security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to
your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Thanks. I really appreciate your help.
Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but
you’ll have to change buses a few times. Well, we have three services available to our
customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? That’s
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great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road,
Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Great! I’ll just have to get some
personal information to set up the service. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Sure, and
thanks again for all your help. How’s 3 pm sound? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. That’s great! Now let
me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social
security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I
help you? What’s that? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here.
Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Good. Do you have a
social security number? Good-bye. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at
the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Alright Mr. Jung, well be
sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? I’m sorry but I
dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Good-bye. What’s that? I’m
sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Good-bye. Sure.
That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Could I have your full name please? I’d
like to pay by direct debit please. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing
that I forgot to tell you. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my
first time getting a telephone. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Be sure to ask the bus
driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t,
youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Darn! There must be some way
to get there from here. Excuse Me. Excuse Me. How many channels do I get with the cable service?
3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. OK. What do you need to know? Sorry, I’m
not. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the
number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. What’s the name of
your bank? Sure. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Could I have your full name please? OK.
What do you need to know? Good. Do you have a social security number? Let me see...first, you’ll
have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the
Save-All Shopping Center from here. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package.
Sure, go ahead. Yes. Got it! Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Then, I
take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the
number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Good-bye. Darn! There must be some way to get there
from here. That’s right. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. I take the number 10 eastbound to
Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. And
where is it located? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Yeah, I guess I could do
that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Yes. Thank you so much! Sure, and thanks again
for all your help. Yes. Sorry, I’m not. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Well, the last time I
took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And
it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. And what’s your full
address? What’s the name of your bank? 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. That sounds good. I
think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. You get 125 channels in all. Then, I take the number 20
westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30
westbound to the shopping center. Excuse Me. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Do you currently have an
account with us? Really! How’s that? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing
that I forgot to tell you. Did you say the number 20 northbound? I’d like to pay by direct debit
please. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Really! How’s that?
Well, you could always take a taxi. What’s the name of your bank? OK. What do you need to know?
Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Thank you. How would
you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Then, I take
the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the
number 30 westbound to the shopping center. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. That sounds
good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help.
Sure. What do you need to know? You get 125 channels in all. Really! How’s that? Next, take the
number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound.
It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Sure, go ahead. Good and you bank at the
Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is
that correct? Yes. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first
time getting a telephone. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. How’s 3 pm sound? What’s that? I’d
like to pay by direct debit please. Good-bye. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. And
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where is it located? Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. I’d like to pay by direct
debit please. Well, you could always take a taxi. Sure, and thanks again for all your help.
Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Darn! There must
be some way to get there from here. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Could you tell me, which bus
goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Sure. I’ll
just need some banking information. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Good and
you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is
1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this
is my first time getting a telephone. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the
service. Thank you so much! Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to
Maple Street. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Well, the last time I took a taxi
from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush
hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Good-bye. And where is it located?
No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a
telephone. Got it! Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. Yes, it is. Yes. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. OK. What do you need to know? Yes.
It’s Stephen Jung. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank
of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct?
Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five
dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost
you a lot more than that. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll
have to say good-bye. Good-bye. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. That’s right. It’s
located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Good-bye. That’s it! Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How
may I help you? Really! How’s that? Yes. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Don’t mention it. It’s
our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Really! How’s that?
Good. Do you have a social security number? You get 125 channels in all. Yes. Very good! Could
you give me your bank account number? Sure, go ahead. Good-bye. Sure. I’ll just need some
banking information. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from
here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. You get 125
channels in all. Well, you could always take a taxi. Really! How’s that? Sure, no problem. I
just need to get a little information from you. Sure. What do you need to know? OK. Next, take
the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound.
It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Well, the last time I took a taxi from
here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour
now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Really! How’s that? OK. What do you need
to know? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you
get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next
bus. Yes. That’s it! Could I have your full name please? How’s 3 pm sound? And where is it
located? Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. That’s it! Well, I see my bus is
coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Do you currently have an account with us? Sorry, I’m not.
And what’s your full address? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the
bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you
transfer to the next bus. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. How many channels do I
get with the cable service? Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from
here? Yes, perfect! Well, you could always take a taxi. Darn! There must be some way to get
there from here. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Good-bye. Yes, perfect! Good-bye.
That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Then, I take the number 20 westbound
until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the
shopping center. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you
know how much it’ll cost from here? Thank you so much! Good-bye. Good-bye. I’m sorry but I dont
understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? OK. What’s that? Could I have your
full name please? I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of
Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. How’s 3 pm
sound? Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Could you tell me,
which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. I’m
sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. That sounds easy enough, but
let me see if I got it all. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from
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here. OK. What do you need to know? Thank you so much! Very good! Could you give me your bank
account number? Excuse Me. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the
shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Sure. What do you need
to know? That’s right. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here
from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more
about them? Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more
about them? Well, you could always take a taxi. Sure, go ahead. Good. Do you have a social
security number? Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping
center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Well, the last time I took a taxi
from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush
hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure
to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. That sounds easy enough, but let
me see if I got it all. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Don’t mention it. I’m
glad that I could help. Really! How’s that? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the
way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. That’s great! Now let me see if I have
everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? And what’s your full address? Could you tell me, which bus goes to
the Save-All Shopping Center? I see. What kind of service would you like? Don’t mention it. I’m
glad that I could help. How many channels do I get with the cable service? I’d like to pay by
direct debit please. Do you currently have an account with us? Sure, go ahead. How’s 3 pm sound?
What’s that? Yes, it is. Excuse Me. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye.
Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Great! I’ll just have to get some
personal information to set up the service. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping
Center from here. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. That’s
right. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the
Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you.
And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and
transfer to number 20 northbound. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Really! How’s that? How
many channels do I get with the cable service? How’s 3 pm sound? I guess youre right, but I
really need to get there. Could I have your full name please? Sorry, I’m not. Could you tell me,
which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? I see. What kind of service would you like? Yes.
It’s 123-45-6789. That’s it! What! Are you kidding? Good-bye. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that.
Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? 3 pm is fine. Well see you then.
What’s that? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. That sounds good. I
think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you
get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again
when you transfer to the next bus. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home
tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Good-bye. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a
little information from you. And where is it located? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that.
Good-bye. Could I have your full name please? Good-bye. Installing a Telephone You get 125
channels in all. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Sure, go ahead. Yes. Darn! There must be some
way to get there from here. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for
using Sun-Telecommunications. Good-bye. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information
to set up the service. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Could I have
your full name please? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Sure. What do you need to know? That’s great! Now
let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social
security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them?
Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. What! Are you kidding? Good-bye. Well, the last time I took a taxi
from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush
hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Next, take the number 20 westbound
until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to
the Save-All Shopping Center. Sure. What do you need to know? Get off at the corner of Maple
Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything.
It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is
that correct? It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one
more thing that I forgot to tell you. Really! How’s that? Good-bye. Do you currently have an
account with us? And where is it located? Good-bye. Darn! There must be some way to get there
from here. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a
convenient time for you? How’s 3 pm sound? Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Good. Do
you have a social security number? That’s right. What’s the name of your bank? Sure. I’ll just
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need some banking information. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I
forgot to tell you. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. That’s right. Yes, perfect! Don’t mention it. Oh!
By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Good-bye. Alright Mr. Jung, well
be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Well, the last
time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was
good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Very good! Could
you give me your bank account number? Yes. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Got it! Yes, it
is. What! Are you kidding? And what’s your full address? I see. What kind of service would you
like? Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Yes, it is. I’d like to
pay by direct debit please. Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Don’t mention
it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Sure. What do you need to
know? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Sure. What do you need to
know? Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Next, take
the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound.
It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal
information to set up the service. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of
service do you have? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first
time getting a telephone. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you.
It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. What’s that? I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean.
What kind of service do you have? OK. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your
home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? You get 125 channels in all. Good-bye. Sure,
and thanks again for all your help. That’s right. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic
telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The
Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Well,
if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll
have to change buses a few times. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping
Center? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get
off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. I see. What kind of
service would you like? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. What’s that? Don’t mention it.
Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Did you say the number 20
northbound? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Good and you bank at the Royal Bank
of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct?
What! Are you kidding? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first
time getting a telephone. Good-bye. That’s it! It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. OK. Yes, I’d
like to have a telephone installed. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to
the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Don’t mention it.
Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Alright Mr. Jung, well be
sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Could you tell me,
which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Get off at the corner of Maple Street and
transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then.
That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Do you
currently have an account with us? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. What’s the name of your
bank? Yes, perfect! Sure. What do you need to know? Could you tell me, which bus goes to the
Save-All Shopping Center? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot
to tell you. What’s that? Yes, it is. How’s 3 pm sound? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Yes, it is. Good
and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is
1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? That’s it! No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea
and this is my first time getting a telephone. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Well, you
could always take a taxi. Installing a Telephone Thank you. How would you like to be billed for
this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a
technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Well, if youre not in a
rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change
buses a few times. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun
Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? That’s right. You’re welcome.
Good-bye. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Sure, and thanks
again for all your help. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot
to tell you. How’s 3 pm sound? That’s it! It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Sure, no problem. I
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just need to get a little information from you. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. You get
125 channels in all. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Sorry, I’m not. Did you say the number 20
northbound? Excuse Me. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there
and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Thanks.
I’ll try to remember that. Sure. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service
each month, direct debit or by credit card? Did you say the number 20 northbound? Got it! I take
the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. How many channels do I get with the cable service? You get 125 channels in
all. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. It’s
located on 35 Orange Grove Road. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. That’s it! Yeah, I guess
I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? I’m sorry but I dont understand what
you mean. What kind of service do you have? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Then, I take the number 20
westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30
westbound to the shopping center. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Yeah,
I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Installing a Telephone
Sorry, I’m not. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street.
Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. I guess youre right,
but I really need to get there. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound
to Maple Street. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Sorry, I’m not. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive
just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Well, we have three
services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which
one would you like? It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer
when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to
pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information.
Excuse Me. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Sure, and thanks again for all your help.
Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here?
I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Yes, perfect! Sure, and thanks again for
all your help. Yes, perfect! Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove
Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Sure, go ahead. I’d like to
pay by direct debit please. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. I’m sorry, but you cant get
to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see
McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping
center. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed.
Good-bye. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic
telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service,
an Internet connection and a cable service. Got it! Darn! There must be some way to get there
from here. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Yes, it is. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll
have to say good-bye. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. You’re
welcome. Good-bye. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun
Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that.
Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and
take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Be sure to ask the
bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you
don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. And what’s your full
address? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you
get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next
bus. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the
number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that
was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more
than that. OK. What do you need to know? Darn! There must be some way to get there from here.
I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Could I have your full name please? OK. That’s right.
Got it! How’s 3 pm sound? I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do
you have? Sure, and thanks again for all your help. You get 125 channels in all. Good-bye. Well,
if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll
have to change buses a few times. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at
the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Well, you could always take a
taxi. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Sure.
Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic
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telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The
Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service.
Good-bye. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I
get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. That’s great! Now let me see if
I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security
number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off
at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Well, you could always take
a taxi. How many channels do I get with the cable service? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the
Save-All Shopping Center from here. Good-bye. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Well, the last
time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was
good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time
getting a telephone. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Well, you could
always take a taxi. What’s the name of your bank? What’s that? Darn! There must be some way to
get there from here. Good. Do you have a social security number? Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you.
And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. I take the
number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. Got it! Yes, perfect! Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All
Shopping Center? Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and
take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. It’s 22
Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Well, the last time I
took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And
it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Yes. Yes. It’s
1234-5678-9001. Could I have your full name please? I see. What kind of service would you like?
Good. Do you have a social security number? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you.
And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street.
I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes, I’d like to
have a telephone installed. Good. Do you have a social security number? That sounds good. I
think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Yes. It’s
Stephen Jung. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22
Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? I’m sorry but I
dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? You’re welcome. Good-bye. Sure.
I’ll just need some banking information. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Well, I see my
bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium
Package. What’s that? Sure, go ahead. Sorry, I’m not. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How
may I help you? Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Thanks. I really appreciate your
help. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Good and you
bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is
1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Yes. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35
Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? It’s the Royal
Bank of Orlando. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Be sure to ask
the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you
don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. That’s great! Now let
me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social
security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? And where is it located? Sure. What do you need to
know? And where is it located? That’s it! Good. Do you have a social security number? What’s
that? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get
off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way,
there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. I guess youre right, but I really need to get
there. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get
off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Do you currently have an account
with us? Good-bye. Installing a Telephone You get 125 channels in all. Well, the last time I
took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And
it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Don’t mention it. Oh! By
the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. What’s the name of your bank? Thank
you so much! 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Well, you could always take a taxi. And what’s
your full address? You get 125 channels in all. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see
McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All
Shopping Center. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Good. Do you have a social security number?
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I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say
good-bye. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you.
Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus,
and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you
transfer to the next bus. That’s right. And where is it located? That’s great! Now let me see if
I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security
number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Thank you so much! Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Yes. Good. Do you
have a social security number? Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up
the service. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Then,
I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take
the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Thanks. I
really appreciate your help. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I
forgot to tell you. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Well, if youre not in a rush,
there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a
few times. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit
or by credit card? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Thank you so much! 3 pm is fine. Well
see you then. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All
Shopping Center from here. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Got it! Good and you bank at the
Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is
that correct? Good. Do you have a social security number? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a
technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Alright Mr. Jung, well be
sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? You get 125
channels in all. Yes, perfect! Sure. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to
set up the service. Did you say the number 20 northbound? I take the number 10 eastbound to
Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. I
take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and
transfer to number 20 northbound. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set
up the service. That’s right. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the
shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Well, you could always
take a taxi. That’s right. Well, you could always take a taxi. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove
Road. Thank you so much! You’re welcome. Good-bye. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know
how much it’ll cost from here? Sure. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Good. Do you have a social
security number? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. You get 125 channels in all. Sure, and
thanks again for all your help. Installing a Telephone I see. What kind of service would you
like? Yes. Sure, go ahead. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Sure. I’ll just
need some banking information. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping
Center? Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Very good!
Could you give me your bank account number? OK. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Yes. Sure, go ahead.
Installing a Telephone You’re welcome. Good-bye. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer
when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to
pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Really! How’s that? I’d like to pay by direct debit
please. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a
telephone. Really! How’s that? OK. What do you need to know? I’d like to pay by direct debit
please. Do you currently have an account with us? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one
more thing that I forgot to tell you. Good-bye. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. 3 pm
is fine. Well see you then. OK. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost
from here? Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take
the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Well, we have
three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package.
Which one would you like? Yes, perfect! Thank you so much! Installing a Telephone You get 125
channels in all. Yes. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I
help you? Do you currently have an account with us? Get off at the corner of Maple Street and
transfer to number 20 northbound. Do you currently have an account with us? That sounds easy
enough, but let me see if I got it all. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see
McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping
center. Good-bye. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Next, take the number 20
westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take
you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. Well, you could always take a taxi. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just
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moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone. Thanks. I really appreciate
your help. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Well, you could always take a
taxi. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do
you know how much it’ll cost from here? Well, we have three services available to our customers,
Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? I’m sorry, but you
cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about
them? How’s 3 pm sound? Got it! Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each
month, direct debit or by credit card? Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me
about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll
probably cost you a lot more than that. Sorry, I’m not. How many channels do I get with the
cable service? I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have?
You’re welcome. Good-bye. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Really! How’s that?
What! Are you kidding? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Got it! How’s 3 pm
sound? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Next, take the number 20
westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take
you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Good-bye. Could I have your full name please? I see.
What kind of service would you like? Thank you so much! What’s that? Very good! Could you give
me your bank account number? Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Sure.
Installing a Telephone It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a
technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Sure, and thanks again for
all your help. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound.
Good-bye. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I
get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Well, the last time I took a
taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s
rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. That’s right. Could you tell me,
which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Yes. It’s
Stephen Jung. Good-bye. Sure, go ahead. Thank you so much! Did you say the number 20 northbound?
OK. What do you need to know? Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up
the service. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Yes, it is. Do you
currently have an account with us? You’re welcome. Good-bye. Yes. Good and you bank at the Royal
Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that
correct? Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Good-bye. You’re welcome.
Good-bye. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun
Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes
basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. That’s right. It’s the
Royal Bank of Orlando. Yes. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center?
Good. Do you have a social security number? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to
your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Could you tell me, which bus goes to the
Save-All Shopping Center? That’s right. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. And where is it located? No, I’m
sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting a telephone.
Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Well, we have three services
available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would
you like? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. You’re welcome.
Good-bye. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Darn!
There must be some way to get there from here. Yes. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal
information to set up the service. You get 125 channels in all. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove
Road. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get
off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Sure, and
thanks again for all your help. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Yes. It’s
Stephen Jung. Good-bye. Sorry, I’m not. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind
of service do you have? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you.
Could I have your full name please? Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. You get 125
channels in all. Well, you could always take a taxi. Well, we have three services available to
our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like?
Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the
traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Don’t
mention it. I’m glad that I could help. And what’s your full address? Good-bye. Well, if youre
not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to
change buses a few times. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see
McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Well, I see my bus
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is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Installing a Telephone That sounds easy enough, but let
me see if I got it all. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off
there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Do
you currently have an account with us? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing
that I forgot to tell you. That’s it! Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get
to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Well, you could
always take a taxi. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Thank you so
much! And what’s your full address? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds.
When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Yes.
It’s Stephen Jung. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And
your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? You get 125 channels in all. I take the
number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. Good-bye. Installing a Telephone Well, the last time I took a taxi from
here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour
now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have
to say good-bye. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. And
what’s your full address? That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen
Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? I’m
sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? What’s that? Sure,
no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. What’s the name of your bank?
Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. 3 pm is fine. Well
see you then. That’s it! Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? I’m sorry but
I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Sure. The Sun Basic is just
the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet
connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable
service. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you.
What! Are you kidding? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Could I have your full name
please? I see. What kind of service would you like? And what’s your full address? Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic
telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service,
an Internet connection and a cable service. Sorry, I’m not. Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Sure. What
do you need to know? That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at
22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Sure. The
Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an
Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection
and a cable service. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. What’s the name of your bank?
What! Are you kidding? Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. Very good! Could you give me your bank account number? Well, the last time I took a
taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s
rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. How’s 3 pm sound? Great! I’ll
just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Yeah, I guess I could do that.
Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Thank you so much! Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do
you know how much it’ll cost from here? Do you currently have an account with us? Alright Mr.
Jung, well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you?
Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but
you’ll have to change buses a few times. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to
get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. I take the
number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. That’s great! Now let me see if I have
everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? Sure. Well, you could always take a taxi. Alright Mr. Jung, well
be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? How’s 3 pm
sound? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get
off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Darn! There must be some way to get
there from here. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping
center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea
and this is my first time getting a telephone. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how
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much it’ll cost from here? Thank you so much! Thank you. How would you like to be billed for
this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of
Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct?
Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone
service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an
Internet connection and a cable service. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this
service each month, direct debit or by credit card? I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes.
What’s that? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service.
Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes
basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Could you tell me, which
bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? I see. What kind of service would you like? That’s
right. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Good-bye.
Thank you so much! Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month,
direct debit or by credit card? That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr.
Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that
correct? You’re welcome. Good-bye. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on
the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when
you transfer to the next bus. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get
off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping
Center. Sure. What do you need to know? Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Sure. What
do you need to know? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month,
direct debit or by credit card? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home
tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost
me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll
probably cost you a lot more than that. Excuse Me. I guess youre right, but I really need to get
there. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the
Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Yes. What! Are you kidding? Well, I see my bus is
coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Yes, it is. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it
cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so
it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. Well, you could
always take a taxi. Could I have your full name please? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the
Sun Premium Package. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at
22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Don’t
mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Yes,
perfect! I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street
and transfer to number 20 northbound. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Did you say the number 20 northbound?
Good-bye. Yes. You get 125 channels in all. What’s the name of your bank? That’s it! Be sure to
ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If
you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Next, take the
number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound.
It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Sure, go ahead. Good. Do you have a social
security number? Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. That’s right. Well, if youre not
in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to
change buses a few times. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here.
Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone
service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an
Internet connection and a cable service. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping
Center from here. What’s that? Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five
dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost
you a lot more than that. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Excuse Me. Sure, no problem.
I just need to get a little information from you. OK. What do you need to know? Yes. It’s
123-45-6789. Good-bye. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Did
you say the number 20 northbound? Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Yes, perfect!
Sorry, I’m not. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Good and you bank
at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001.
Is that correct? Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but
that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot
more than that. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Don’t mention
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it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Thanks. I
really appreciate your help. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Well, we have three services
available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would
you like? What’s the name of your bank? Well, you could always take a taxi. Sure, no problem. I
just need to get a little information from you. Sure, go ahead. Good-bye. Thank you so much!
Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number
is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? How many channels do I get with the cable service? What’s
that? Sorry, I’m not. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll
have to say good-bye. What! Are you kidding? Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see
McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All
Shopping Center. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not
when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to
the next bus. Good-bye. Yes. Good. Do you have a social security number? Well, I see my bus is
coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Sure, go ahead. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the
Save-All Shopping Center from here. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Got it! Did you say
the number 20 northbound? What’s that? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say
good-bye. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you.
Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Good-bye. I’m sorry
but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Sure, and thanks again
for all your help. Sure. What do you need to know? Well, if youre not in a rush, there is
another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few
times. OK. Excuse Me. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the
service. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando.
Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. What’s the name of your bank? Darn! There must be some way to
get there from here. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here?
Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Could I have your
full name please? You get 125 channels in all. And where is it located? And what’s your full
address? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time getting
a telephone. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Thank you so much! It’s located on 35
Orange Grove Road. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. That’s right. Could I have your full name please? Yes, it is. That’s
great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road,
Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Well, I see my bus is coming, so
I’ll have to say good-bye. That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen
Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? Yes,
it is. Installing a Telephone Did you say the number 20 northbound? 3 pm is fine. Well see you
then. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. And where is it located? How many
channels do I get with the cable service? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this
service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Sure, and thanks again for all your help.
Excuse Me. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the
Save-All Shopping Center? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each
month, direct debit or by credit card? No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and
this is my first time getting a telephone. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see
McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All
Shopping Center. OK. What do you need to know? You get 125 channels in all. Alright Mr. Jung,
well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Thanks. I
really appreciate your help. How’s 3 pm sound? Sorry, I’m not. That’s it! Don’t mention it. I’m
glad that I could help. How many channels do I get with the cable service? I’d like to pay by
direct debit please. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first
time getting a telephone. Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Well, the last
time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was
good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Yes, it is. Did
you say the number 20 northbound? How’s 3 pm sound? Well, we have three services available to
our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like?
Well, you could always take a taxi. I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. How’s 3
pm sound? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the
way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take
the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I see. What kind of service would you like? Do you
currently have an account with us? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package.
That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the
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Sun Premium Package. Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Yes, it is. Installing a Telephone
That’s it! Excuse Me. Really! How’s that? Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to
number 20 northbound. Sure. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from
here? Excuse Me. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping
center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Well, the last time I took a taxi
from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush
hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. Thank you so much! I’m sorry, but you
cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic
telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The
Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Excuse
Me. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see
McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping
center. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Yes, it is. And where is it located? What! Are you kidding? I
take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and
transfer to number 20 northbound. Excuse Me. Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way
to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. It’s
located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Sure, and thanks again
for all your help. OK. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Yes, it is. Yes. Well, if youre
not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to
change buses a few times. You get 125 channels in all. You get 125 channels in all. Good-bye.
It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun
Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Very good! Could you
give me your bank account number? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Sure,
no problem. I just need to get a little information from you. That sounds easy enough, but let
me see if I got it all. Excuse Me. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at
the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Alright Mr. Jung, well be
sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Yes. It’s Stephen
Jung. That’s it! That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Good and you bank at
the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is
that correct? You’re welcome. Good-bye. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much
it’ll cost from here? How’s 3 pm sound? Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say
good-bye. You get 125 channels in all. Yes, perfect! Next, take the number 20 westbound until
you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the
Save-All Shopping Center. What’s that? I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of
Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? I’m
sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. Sorry, I’m not. Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Yes. It’s
1234-5678-9001. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Don’t mention it.
It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. That’s right.
Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Good-bye. Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. And where
is it located? Really! How’s that? 3 pm is fine. Well see you then. It’s located on 35 Orange
Grove Road. Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Sure, go ahead. Well, we have three
services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which
one would you like? Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes
basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone
service, an Internet connection and a cable service. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. I see. What
kind of service would you like? Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20
northbound. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. Yes, perfect! How many channels do I get with the cable service? Well,
if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll
have to change buses a few times. Could I have your full name please? Thanks. I’ll try to
remember that. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not
when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to
the next bus. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Did you say the
number 20 northbound? OK. What do you need to know? Could you tell me, which bus goes to the
Save-All Shopping Center? What’s that? OK. Excuse Me. Yes. That sounds easy enough, but let me
see if I got it all. Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple
Street. Did you say the number 20 northbound? What’s the name of your bank? And where is it
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located? Sure. What do you need to know? Did you say the number 20 northbound? That’s it! That
sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. And where is it located? Then, I take
the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the
number 30 westbound to the shopping center. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Sure, and
thanks again for all your help. Got it! Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Then, I take the
number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number
30 westbound to the shopping center. Got it! It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Great! I’ll just
have to get some personal information to set up the service. I’m sorry but I dont understand
what you mean. What kind of service do you have? Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I
help you? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Then, I take the number 20 westbound
until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the
shopping center. I’m not sure. Could you tell me more about them? Sure. The Sun Basic is just
the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet
connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable
service. Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. OK. That sounds easy
enough, but let me see if I got it all. Could I have your full name please? Good. Do you have a
social security number? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus,
and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you
transfer to the next bus. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Good
morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Good-bye. Could I have your full name
please? Thank you so much! Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone
installed. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. That sounds easy enough, but let me see if
I got it all. Excuse Me. I see. What kind of service would you like? Sure, and thanks again for
all your help. Yes, perfect! Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo
includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic
telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Sure. Really! How’s that? Thank
you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit
card? Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Get off at the corner of Maple Street
and transfer to number 20 northbound. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Sure, no
problem. I just need to get a little information from you. Darn! There must be some way to get
there from here. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes
basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone
service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know
how much it’ll cost from here? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from
you. Good. Do you have a social security number? Yes. Did you say the number 20 northbound?
Well, I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure
to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. It’s located on 35 Orange Grove
Road. Good. Do you have a social security number? How many channels do I get with the cable
service? And what’s your full address? Well, you could always take a taxi. Good. Do you have a
social security number? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot
to tell you. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take
the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Don’t mention it.
It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using Sun-Telecommunications. Yeah, I guess I
could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Get off at the corner of Maple Street
and transfer to number 20 northbound. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see
McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All
Shopping Center. Installing a Telephone Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. That sounds
easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All
Shopping Center from here. Good-bye. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service.
Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes
basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? That sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it
all. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account
number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little
information from you. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun
Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? What’s that? Sure, and thanks
again for all your help. OK. What do you need to know? Could you tell me, which bus goes to the
Save-All Shopping Center? Yes, perfect! Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Thanks. I’ll try
to remember that. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of
Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Good-bye. Sure, and
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thanks again for all your help. Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up
the service. Good. Do you have a social security number? Sure. What do you need to know? Do you
currently have an account with us? Sorry, I’m not. That’s great! Now let me see if I have
everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from
here. I guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Good-bye. Yes, perfect! Thanks. I
really appreciate your help. Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from you.
Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Let me see...first,
you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. How many channels do I get with the
cable service? Yes, perfect! That’s it! How many channels do I get with the cable service? Sure,
go ahead. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. That’s great! Now let me see if I have
everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? How’s 3 pm sound? How many channels do I get with the cable
service? I see. What kind of service would you like? Darn! There must be some way to get there
from here. That’s right. How many channels do I get with the cable service? Get off at the
corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. That sounds easy enough, but let me
see if I got it all. Do you currently have an account with us? Could you tell me, which bus goes
to the Save-All Shopping Center? That’s great! Now let me see if I have everything. It’s Mr.
Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number 123-45-6789. Is that
correct? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Good-bye. Good-bye. Well,
I see my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Good. Do you have a social security
number? Yes. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Thanks. I
really appreciate your help. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each
month, direct debit or by credit card? Sure, go ahead. Sure. What do you need to know? Let me
see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. Yes, it is. Very good!
Could you give me your bank account number? That’s it! Thanks. I really appreciate your help.
Sure. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your account
number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What
kind of service do you have? It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. You get 125 channels in all. I
guess youre right, but I really need to get there. Excuse Me. That’s great! Now let me see if I
have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? Alright Mr. Jung, well be sending a technician to your home
tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Yeah,
I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Darn! There must be some way
to get there from here. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for
using Sun-Telecommunications. Get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20
northbound. OK. Do you currently have an account with us? Yes. It’s 123-45-6789. Alright Mr.
Jung, well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you?
Really! How’s that? Could I have your full name please? And where is it located? Sure. The Sun
Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an
Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection
and a cable service. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and
not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer
to the next bus. Good. Do you have a social security number? Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way,
there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. How many channels do I get with the cable
service? Let me see...first, you’ll have to take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street.
Good-bye. That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. What’s that? You get 125
channels in all. What’s the name of your bank? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when
you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay
again when you transfer to the next bus. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get
off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Sure. Thanks. I’ll try
to remember that. Could you tell me, which bus goes to the Save-All Shopping Center? Good-bye.
Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Well, you could always take a taxi.
Yes. And where is it located? Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Do you currently
have an account with us? Yes, it is. I take the number 10 eastbound to Maple Street. I get off
at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Really! How’s that? Very
good! Could you give me your bank account number? That’s great! Now let me see if I have
everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social security number
123-45-6789. Is that correct? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from
you. Well, you could always take a taxi. Installing a Telephone Sure, go ahead. What’s the name
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of your bank? Yes, it is. Well, we have three services available to our customers, Sun Basic,
Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package. Which one would you like? Sure, go ahead. Excuse Me.
Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by
credit card? That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Get off at the corner
of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could
help. Sorry, I’m not. Yes, it is. That’s it! That’s it! That sounds good. I think I’ll take the
Sun Premium Package. Sure, and thanks again for all your help. Could you tell me, which bus goes
to the Save-All Shopping Center? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center
from here. Good and you bank at the Royal Bank of Orlando on 35 Orange Grove Road. And your
account number is 1234-5678-9001. Is that correct? Installing a Telephone I’m sorry, but you
cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. What! Are you kidding? What’s the name of
your bank? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. Alright Mr.
Jung, well be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? Very
good! Could you give me your bank account number? It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Good
morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All
Shopping Center from here. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo
includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic
telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. I see. What kind of service would
you like? And where is it located? Thanks. I really appreciate your help. Very good! Could you
give me your bank account number? Sure. I see. What kind of service would you like? 3 pm is
fine. Well see you then. Darn! There must be some way to get there from here. Thanks. I’ll try
to remember that. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What kind of service do you
have? Installing a Telephone Sure. What do you need to know? That sounds good. I think I’ll take
the Sun Premium Package. It’s 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Got it! Yes, perfect! Well, I see
my bus is coming, so I’ll have to say good-bye. Sure. What do you need to know? Yes. How’s 3 pm
sound? Sure. I see. What kind of service would you like? I’m not sure. Could you tell me more
about them? Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Great! I’ll just have to get some
personal information to set up the service. Good-bye. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How
may I help you? Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not
when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you transfer to
the next bus. What’s that? You get 125 channels in all. Do you currently have an account with
us? OK. Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank you for using
Sun-Telecommunications. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from
here? Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you know how much it’ll cost from here? Yes, I’d like to
have a telephone installed. Got it! I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Thank you. How would
you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? I’d like to
pay by direct debit please. Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic
telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The
Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Yes.
It’s Stephen Jung. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes
basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone
service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Well, you could always take a taxi. Got it!
Do you currently have an account with us? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see
McDonalds. When I see McDonalds, I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping
center. Good-bye. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and this is my first time
getting a telephone. Good-bye. Excuse Me. Yes. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone
service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium
includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. Sure. I’ll just
need some banking information. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when you get on the
bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay again when you
transfer to the next bus. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. Yes, it is. Sure, and thanks again
for all your help. And what’s your full address? I’d like to pay by direct debit please. That
sounds easy enough, but let me see if I got it all. What’s the name of your bank? Well, we have
three services available to our customers, Sun Basic, Sun Combo, and the Sun Premium Package.
Which one would you like? It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Good-bye. That’s great! Now let
me see if I have everything. It’s Mr. Stephen Jung at 22 Orange Grove Road, Orlando. Social
security number 123-45-6789. Is that correct? I’m sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All
Shopping Center from here. Yes, I’d like to have a telephone installed. Alright Mr. Jung, well
be sending a technician to your home tomorrow. What’s a convenient time for you? It’s the Royal
Bank of Orlando. And where is it located? Yes. Thank you so much! I take the number 10 eastbound
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to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20 northbound.
Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by
credit card? Yes. It’s Stephen Jung. I’d like to pay by direct debit please. Good morning,
Sun-Telecommunications. How may I help you? Well, if youre not in a rush, there is another way
to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll have to change buses a few times. Sure. It’s
the Royal Bank of Orlando. Sorry, I’m not. You’re welcome. Good-bye. Good-bye. What! Are you
kidding? Great! I’ll just have to get some personal information to set up the service. Sure. The
Sun Basic is just the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an
Internet connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection
and a cable service. Well, the last time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars,
but that was when the traffic was good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot
more than that. What’s the name of your bank? Sure. What’s the name of your bank? Well, the last
time I took a taxi from here it cost me about five dollars, but that was when the traffic was
good. And it’s rush hour now, so it’ll probably cost you a lot more than that. OK. I see. What
kind of service would you like? Well, you could always take a taxi. I take the number 10
eastbound to Maple Street. I get off at the corner of Maple Street and transfer to number 20
northbound. Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit
or by credit card? Thank you. How would you like to be billed for this service each month,
direct debit or by credit card? Sure, no problem. I just need to get a little information from
you. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. I’m
sorry, but you cant get to the Save-All Shopping Center from here. OK. What do you need to know?
Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. How many channels do I get with the
cable service? Yes. It’s 1234-5678-9001. How many channels do I get with the cable service?
Sure. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Good morning, Sun-Telecommunications. How
may I help you? How’s 3 pm sound? Don’t mention it. It’s our pleasure to serve you. And thank
you for using Sun-Telecommunications. No, I’m sorry I dont. Ive just moved here from Korea and
this is my first time getting a telephone. Sure. The Sun Basic is just the basic telephone
service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet connection. The Sun Premium
includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable service. What! Are you
kidding? Could I have your full name please? It’s located on 35 Orange Grove Road. Thanks. I
really appreciate your help. Don’t mention it. Oh! By the way, there’s one more thing that I
forgot to tell you. Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there
and take the number 30 westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Darn!
There must be some way to get there from here. Be sure to ask the bus driver for a transfer when
you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll probably have to pay
again when you transfer to the next bus. I’m sorry but I dont understand what you mean. What
kind of service do you have? Good. Do you have a social security number? Thank you. How would
you like to be billed for this service each month, direct debit or by credit card? Sure. Sure,
and thanks again for all your help. And what’s your full address? Get off at the corner of Maple
Street and transfer to number 20 northbound. Sure. Thanks. I’ll try to remember that. I’d like
to pay by direct debit please. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. OK. And what’s your
full address? Then, I take the number 20 westbound until I see McDonalds. When I see McDonalds,
I get off and take the number 30 westbound to the shopping center. Sure. The Sun Basic is just
the basic telephone service. Sun Combo includes basic telephone service and an Internet
connection. The Sun Premium includes basic telephone service, an Internet connection and a cable
service. Don’t mention it. I’m glad that I could help. Sure, and thanks again for all your help.
That sounds good. I think I’ll take the Sun Premium Package. Good. Do you have a social security
number? Sure. I’ll just need some banking information. Yeah, I guess I could do that. Do you
know how much it’ll cost from here? Do you currently have an account with us? That’s it! Yes.
Next, take the number 20 westbound until you see McDonalds. Get off there and take the number 30
westbound. It’ll take you right to the Save-All Shopping Center. Be sure to ask the bus driver
for a transfer when you get on the bus, and not when you get off the bus. If you don’t, youll
probably have to pay again when you transfer to the next bus. Good-bye. Don’t mention it. Oh! By
the way, there’s one more thing that I forgot to tell you. Did you say the number 20 northbound?
That’s right. It’s the Royal Bank of Orlando. I see. What kind of service would you like? Well,
if youre not in a rush, there is another way to get to the shopping center from here, but you’ll
have to change buses a few times.
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11:59:56.372 AM 11:59:56.373 AM 11:59:56.374 AM 11:59:56.375 AM 11:59:56.376 AM 11:59:56.377 AM
11:59:56.378 AM 11:59:56.379 AM 11:59:56.38 AM 11:59:56.381 AM 11:59:56.382 AM 11:59:56.383 AM
11:59:56.384 AM 11:59:56.385 AM 11:59:56.386 AM 11:59:56.387 AM 11:59:56.388 AM 11:59:56.389 AM
11:59:56.39 AM 11:59:56.391 AM 11:59:56.392 AM 11:59:56.393 AM 11:59:56.394 AM 11:59:56.395 AM
11:59:56.396 AM 11:59:56.397 AM 11:59:56.398 AM 11:59:56.399 AM 11:59:56.4 AM 11:59:56.401 AM
11:59:56.402 AM 11:59:56.403 AM 11:59:56.404 AM 11:59:56.405 AM 11:59:56.406 AM 11:59:56.407 AM
11:59:56.408 AM 11:59:56.409 AM 11:59:56.41 AM 11:59:56.411 AM 11:59:56.412 AM 11:59:56.413 AM
11:59:56.414 AM 11:59:56.415 AM 11:59:56.416 AM 11:59:56.417 AM 11:59:56.418 AM 11:59:56.419 AM
11:59:56.42 AM 11:59:56.421 AM 11:59:56.422 AM 11:59:56.423 AM 11:59:56.424 AM 11:59:56.425 AM
11:59:56.426 AM 11:59:56.427 AM 11:59:56.428 AM 11:59:56.429 AM 11:59:56.43 AM 11:59:56.431 AM
11:59:56.432 AM 11:59:56.433 AM 11:59:56.434 AM 11:59:56.435 AM 11:59:56.436 AM 11:59:56.437 AM
11:59:56.438 AM 11:59:56.439 AM 11:59:56.44 AM 11:59:56.441 AM 11:59:56.442 AM 11:59:56.443 AM
11:59:56.444 AM 11:59:56.445 AM 11:59:56.446 AM 11:59:56.447 AM 11:59:56.448 AM 11:59:56.449 AM
11:59:56.45 AM 11:59:56.451 AM 11:59:56.452 AM 11:59:56.453 AM 11:59:56.454 AM 11:59:56.455 AM
11:59:56.456 AM 11:59:56.457 AM 11:59:56.458 AM 11:59:56.459 AM 11:59:56.46 AM 11:59:56.461 AM
11:59:56.462 AM 11:59:56.463 AM 11:59:56.464 AM 11:59:56.465 AM 11:59:56.466 AM 11:59:56.467 AM
11:59:56.468 AM 11:59:56.469 AM 11:59:56.47 AM 11:59:56.471 AM 11:59:56.472 AM 11:59:56.473 AM
11:59:56.474 AM 11:59:56.475 AM 11:59:56.476 AM 11:59:56.477 AM 11:59:56.478 AM 11:59:56.479 AM
11:59:56.48 AM 11:59:56.481 AM 11:59:56.482 AM 11:59:56.483 AM 11:59:56.484 AM 11:59:56.485 AM
11:59:56.486 AM 11:59:56.487 AM 11:59:56.488 AM 11:59:56.489 AM 11:59:56.49 AM 11:59:56.491 AM
11:59:56.492 AM 11:59:56.493 AM 11:59:56.494 AM 11:59:56.495 AM 11:59:56.496 AM 11:59:56.497 AM
11:59:56.498 AM 11:59:56.499 AM 11:59:56.5 AM 11:59:56.501 AM 11:59:56.502 AM 11:59:56.503 AM
11:59:56.504 AM 11:59:56.505 AM 11:59:56.506 AM 11:59:56.507 AM 11:59:56.508 AM 11:59:56.509 AM
11:59:56.51 AM 11:59:56.511 AM 11:59:56.512 AM 11:59:56.513 AM 11:59:56.514 AM 11:59:56.515 AM
11:59:56.516 AM 11:59:56.517 AM 11:59:56.518 AM 11:59:56.519 AM 11:59:56.52 AM 11:59:56.521 AM
11:59:56.522 AM 11:59:56.523 AM 11:59:56.524 AM 11:59:56.525 AM 11:59:56.526 AM 11:59:56.527 AM
11:59:56.528 AM 11:59:56.529 AM 11:59:56.53 AM 11:59:56.531 AM 11:59:56.532 AM 11:59:56.533 AM
11:59:56.534 AM 11:59:56.535 AM 11:59:56.536 AM 11:59:56.537 AM 11:59:56.538 AM 11:59:56.539 AM
11:59:56.54 AM 11:59:56.541 AM 11:59:56.542 AM 11:59:56.543 AM 11:59:56.544 AM 11:59:56.545 AM
11:59:56.546 AM 11:59:56.547 AM 11:59:56.548 AM 11:59:56.549 AM 11:59:56.55 AM 11:59:56.551 AM
11:59:56.552 AM 11:59:56.553 AM 11:59:56.554 AM 11:59:56.555 AM 11:59:56.556 AM 11:59:56.557 AM
11:59:56.558 AM 11:59:56.559 AM 11:59:56.56 AM 11:59:56.561 AM 11:59:56.562 AM 11:59:56.563 AM
11:59:56.564 AM 11:59:56.565 AM 11:59:56.566 AM 11:59:56.567 AM 11:59:56.568 AM 11:59:56.569 AM
11:59:56.57 AM 11:59:56.571 AM 11:59:56.572 AM 11:59:56.573 AM 11:59:56.574 AM 11:59:56.575 AM
11:59:56.576 AM 11:59:56.577 AM 11:59:56.578 AM 11:59:56.579 AM 11:59:56.58 AM 11:59:56.581 AM
11:59:56.582 AM 11:59:56.583 AM 11:59:56.584 AM 11:59:56.585 AM 11:59:56.586 AM 11:59:56.587 AM
11:59:56.588 AM 11:59:56.589 AM 11:59:56.59 AM 11:59:56.591 AM 11:59:56.592 AM 11:59:56.593 AM
11:59:56.594 AM 11:59:56.595 AM 11:59:56.596 AM 11:59:56.597 AM 11:59:56.598 AM 11:59:56.599 AM
11:59:56.6 AM 11:59:56.601 AM 11:59:56.602 AM 11:59:56.603 AM 11:59:56.604 AM 11:59:56.605 AM
11:59:56.606 AM 11:59:56.607 AM 11:59:56.608 AM 11:59:56.609 AM 11:59:56.61 AM 11:59:56.611 AM
11:59:56.612 AM 11:59:56.613 AM 11:59:56.614 AM 11:59:56.615 AM 11:59:56.616 AM 11:59:56.617 AM
11:59:56.618 AM 11:59:56.619 AM 11:59:56.62 AM 11:59:56.621 AM 11:59:56.622 AM 11:59:56.623 AM
11:59:56.624 AM 11:59:56.625 AM 11:59:56.626 AM 11:59:56.627 AM 11:59:56.628 AM 11:59:56.629 AM
11:59:56.63 AM 11:59:56.631 AM 11:59:56.632 AM 11:59:56.633 AM 11:59:56.634 AM 11:59:56.635 AM
11:59:56.636 AM 11:59:56.637 AM 11:59:56.638 AM 11:59:56.639 AM 11:59:56.64 AM 11:59:56.641 AM
11:59:56.642 AM 11:59:56.643 AM 11:59:56.644 AM 11:59:56.645 AM 11:59:56.646 AM 11:59:56.647 AM
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11:59:56.648 AM 11:59:56.649 AM 11:59:56.65 AM 11:59:56.651 AM 11:59:56.652 AM 11:59:56.653 AM
11:59:56.654 AM 11:59:56.655 AM 11:59:56.656 AM 11:59:56.657 AM 11:59:56.658 AM 11:59:56.659 AM
11:59:56.66 AM 11:59:56.661 AM 11:59:56.662 AM 11:59:56.663 AM 11:59:56.664 AM 11:59:56.665 AM
11:59:56.666 AM 11:59:56.667 AM 11:59:56.668 AM 11:59:56.669 AM 11:59:56.67 AM 11:59:56.671 AM
11:59:56.672 AM 11:59:56.673 AM 11:59:56.674 AM 11:59:56.675 AM 11:59:56.676 AM 11:59:56.677 AM
11:59:56.678 AM 11:59:56.679 AM 11:59:56.68 AM 11:59:56.681 AM 11:59:56.682 AM 11:59:56.683 AM
11:59:56.684 AM 11:59:56.685 AM 11:59:56.686 AM 11:59:56.687 AM 11:59:56.688 AM 11:59:56.689 AM
11:59:56.69 AM 11:59:56.691 AM 11:59:56.692 AM 11:59:56.693 AM 11:59:56.694 AM 11:59:56.695 AM
11:59:56.696 AM 11:59:56.697 AM 11:59:56.698 AM 11:59:56.699 AM 11:59:56.7 AM 11:59:56.701 AM
11:59:56.702 AM 11:59:56.703 AM 11:59:56.704 AM 11:59:56.705 AM 11:59:56.706 AM 11:59:56.707 AM
11:59:56.708 AM 11:59:56.709 AM 11:59:56.71 AM 11:59:56.711 AM 11:59:56.712 AM 11:59:56.713 AM
11:59:56.714 AM 11:59:56.715 AM 11:59:56.716 AM 11:59:56.717 AM 11:59:56.718 AM 11:59:56.719 AM
11:59:56.72 AM 11:59:56.721 AM 11:59:56.722 AM 11:59:56.723 AM 11:59:56.724 AM 11:59:56.725 AM
11:59:56.726 AM 11:59:56.727 AM 11:59:56.728 AM 11:59:56.729 AM 11:59:56.73 AM 11:59:56.731 AM
11:59:56.732 AM 11:59:56.733 AM 11:59:56.734 AM 11:59:56.735 AM 11:59:56.736 AM 11:59:56.737 AM
11:59:56.738 AM 11:59:56.739 AM 11:59:56.74 AM 11:59:56.741 AM 11:59:56.742 AM 11:59:56.743 AM
11:59:56.744 AM 11:59:56.745 AM 11:59:56.746 AM 11:59:56.747 AM 11:59:56.748 AM 11:59:56.749 AM
11:59:56.75 AM 11:59:56.751 AM 11:59:56.752 AM 11:59:56.753 AM 11:59:56.754 AM 11:59:56.755 AM
11:59:56.756 AM 11:59:56.757 AM 11:59:56.758 AM 11:59:56.759 AM 11:59:56.76 AM 11:59:56.761 AM
11:59:56.762 AM 11:59:56.763 AM 11:59:56.764 AM 11:59:56.765 AM 11:59:56.766 AM 11:59:56.767 AM
11:59:56.768 AM 11:59:56.769 AM 11:59:56.77 AM 11:59:56.771 AM 11:59:56.772 AM 11:59:56.773 AM
11:59:56.774 AM 11:59:56.775 AM 11:59:56.776 AM 11:59:56.777 AM 11:59:56.778 AM 11:59:56.779 AM
11:59:56.78 AM 11:59:56.781 AM 11:59:56.782 AM 11:59:56.783 AM 11:59:56.784 AM 11:59:56.785 AM
11:59:56.786 AM 11:59:56.787 AM 11:59:56.788 AM 11:59:56.789 AM 11:59:56.79 AM 11:59:56.791 AM
11:59:56.792 AM 11:59:56.793 AM 11:59:56.794 AM 11:59:56.795 AM 11:59:56.796 AM 11:59:56.797 AM
11:59:56.798 AM 11:59:56.799 AM 11:59:56.8 AM 11:59:56.801 AM 11:59:56.802 AM 11:59:56.803 AM
11:59:56.804 AM 11:59:56.805 AM 11:59:56.806 AM 11:59:56.807 AM 11:59:56.808 AM 11:59:56.809 AM
11:59:56.81 AM 11:59:56.811 AM 11:59:56.812 AM 11:59:56.813 AM 11:59:56.814 AM 11:59:56.815 AM
11:59:56.816 AM 11:59:56.817 AM 11:59:56.818 AM 11:59:56.819 AM 11:59:56.82 AM 11:59:56.821 AM
11:59:56.822 AM 11:59:56.823 AM 11:59:56.824 AM 11:59:56.825 AM 11:59:56.826 AM 11:59:56.827 AM
11:59:56.828 AM 11:59:56.829 AM 11:59:56.83 AM 11:59:56.831 AM 11:59:56.832 AM 11:59:56.833 AM
11:59:56.834 AM 11:59:56.835 AM 11:59:56.836 AM 11:59:56.837 AM 11:59:56.838 AM 11:59:56.839 AM
11:59:56.84 AM 11:59:56.841 AM 11:59:56.842 AM 11:59:56.843 AM 11:59:56.844 AM 11:59:56.845 AM
11:59:56.846 AM 11:59:56.847 AM 11:59:56.848 AM 11:59:56.849 AM 11:59:56.85 AM 11:59:56.851 AM
11:59:56.852 AM 11:59:56.853 AM 11:59:56.854 AM 11:59:56.855 AM 11:59:56.856 AM 11:59:56.857 AM
11:59:56.858 AM 11:59:56.859 AM 11:59:56.86 AM 11:59:56.861 AM 11:59:56.862 AM 11:59:56.863 AM
11:59:56.864 AM 11:59:56.865 AM 11:59:56.866 AM 11:59:56.867 AM 11:59:56.868 AM 11:59:56.869 AM
11:59:56.87 AM 11:59:56.871 AM 11:59:56.872 AM 11:59:56.873 AM 11:59:56.874 AM 11:59:56.875 AM
11:59:56.876 AM 11:59:56.877 AM 11:59:56.878 AM 11:59:56.879 AM 11:59:56.88 AM 11:59:56.881 AM
11:59:56.882 AM 11:59:56.883 AM 11:59:56.884 AM 11:59:56.885 AM 11:59:56.886 AM 11:59:56.887 AM
11:59:56.888 AM 11:59:56.889 AM 11:59:56.89 AM 11:59:56.891 AM 11:59:56.892 AM 11:59:56.893 AM
11:59:56.894 AM 11:59:56.895 AM 11:59:56.896 AM 11:59:56.897 AM 11:59:56.898 AM 11:59:56.899 AM
11:59:56.9 AM 11:59:56.901 AM 11:59:56.902 AM 11:59:56.903 AM 11:59:56.904 AM 11:59:56.905 AM
11:59:56.906 AM 11:59:56.907 AM 11:59:56.908 AM 11:59:56.909 AM 11:59:56.91 AM 11:59:56.911 AM
11:59:56.912 AM 11:59:56.913 AM 11:59:56.914 AM 11:59:56.915 AM 11:59:56.916 AM 11:59:56.917 AM
11:59:56.918 AM 11:59:56.919 AM 11:59:56.92 AM 11:59:56.921 AM 11:59:56.922 AM 11:59:56.923 AM
11:59:56.924 AM 11:59:56.925 AM 11:59:56.926 AM 11:59:56.927 AM 11:59:56.928 AM 11:59:56.929 AM
11:59:56.93 AM 11:59:56.931 AM 11:59:56.932 AM 11:59:56.933 AM 11:59:56.934 AM 11:59:56.935 AM
11:59:56.936 AM 11:59:56.937 AM 11:59:56.938 AM 11:59:56.939 AM 11:59:56.94 AM 11:59:56.941 AM
11:59:56.942 AM 11:59:56.943 AM 11:59:56.944 AM 11:59:56.945 AM 11:59:56.946 AM 11:59:56.947 AM
11:59:56.948 AM 11:59:56.949 AM 11:59:56.95 AM 11:59:56.951 AM 11:59:56.952 AM 11:59:56.953 AM
11:59:56.954 AM 11:59:56.955 AM 11:59:56.956 AM 11:59:56.957 AM 11:59:56.958 AM 11:59:56.959 AM
11:59:56.96 AM 11:59:56.961 AM 11:59:56.962 AM 11:59:56.963 AM 11:59:56.964 AM 11:59:56.965 AM
11:59:56.966 AM 11:59:56.967 AM 11:59:56.968 AM 11:59:56.969 AM 11:59:56.97 AM 11:59:56.971 AM
11:59:56.972 AM 11:59:56.973 AM 11:59:56.974 AM 11:59:56.975 AM 11:59:56.976 AM 11:59:56.977 AM
11:59:56.978 AM 11:59:56.979 AM 11:59:56.98 AM 11:59:56.981 AM 11:59:56.982 AM 11:59:56.983 AM
11:59:56.984 AM 11:59:56.985 AM 11:59:56.986 AM 11:59:56.987 AM 11:59:56.988 AM 11:59:56.989 AM
11:59:56.99 AM 11:59:56.991 AM 11:59:56.992 AM 11:59:56.993 AM 11:59:56.994 AM 11:59:56.995 AM
11:59:56.996 AM 11:59:56.997 AM 11:59:56.998 AM 11:59:56.999 AM 11:59:57 AM 11:59:57.001 AM
11:59:57.002 AM 11:59:57.003 AM 11:59:57.004 AM 11:59:57.005 AM 11:59:57.006 AM 11:59:57.007 AM
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11:59:57.008 AM 11:59:57.009 AM 11:59:57.01 AM 11:59:57.011 AM 11:59:57.012 AM 11:59:57.013 AM
11:59:57.014 AM 11:59:57.015 AM 11:59:57.016 AM 11:59:57.017 AM 11:59:57.018 AM 11:59:57.019 AM
11:59:57.02 AM 11:59:57.021 AM 11:59:57.022 AM 11:59:57.023 AM 11:59:57.024 AM 11:59:57.025 AM
11:59:57.026 AM 11:59:57.027 AM 11:59:57.028 AM 11:59:57.029 AM 11:59:57.03 AM 11:59:57.031 AM
11:59:57.032 AM 11:59:57.033 AM 11:59:57.034 AM 11:59:57.035 AM 11:59:57.036 AM 11:59:57.037 AM
11:59:57.038 AM 11:59:57.039 AM 11:59:57.04 AM 11:59:57.041 AM 11:59:57.042 AM 11:59:57.043 AM
11:59:57.044 AM 11:59:57.045 AM 11:59:57.046 AM 11:59:57.047 AM 11:59:57.048 AM 11:59:57.049 AM
11:59:57.05 AM 11:59:57.051 AM 11:59:57.052 AM 11:59:57.053 AM 11:59:57.054 AM 11:59:57.055 AM
11:59:57.056 AM 11:59:57.057 AM 11:59:57.058 AM 11:59:57.059 AM 11:59:57.06 AM 11:59:57.061 AM
11:59:57.062 AM 11:59:57.063 AM 11:59:57.064 AM 11:59:57.065 AM 11:59:57.066 AM 11:59:57.067 AM
11:59:57.068 AM 11:59:57.069 AM 11:59:57.07 AM 11:59:57.071 AM 11:59:57.072 AM 11:59:57.073 AM
11:59:57.074 AM 11:59:57.075 AM 11:59:57.076 AM 11:59:57.077 AM 11:59:57.078 AM 11:59:57.079 AM
11:59:57.08 AM 11:59:57.081 AM 11:59:57.082 AM 11:59:57.083 AM 11:59:57.084 AM 11:59:57.085 AM
11:59:57.086 AM 11:59:57.087 AM 11:59:57.088 AM 11:59:57.089 AM 11:59:57.09 AM 11:59:57.091 AM
11:59:57.092 AM 11:59:57.093 AM 11:59:57.094 AM 11:59:57.095 AM 11:59:57.096 AM 11:59:57.097 AM
11:59:57.098 AM 11:59:57.099 AM 11:59:57.1 AM 11:59:57.101 AM 11:59:57.102 AM 11:59:57.103 AM
11:59:57.104 AM 11:59:57.105 AM 11:59:57.106 AM 11:59:57.107 AM 11:59:57.108 AM 11:59:57.109 AM
11:59:57.11 AM 11:59:57.111 AM 11:59:57.112 AM 11:59:57.113 AM 11:59:57.114 AM 11:59:57.115 AM
11:59:57.116 AM 11:59:57.117 AM 11:59:57.118 AM 11:59:57.119 AM 11:59:57.12 AM 11:59:57.121 AM
11:59:57.122 AM 11:59:57.123 AM 11:59:57.124 AM 11:59:57.125 AM 11:59:57.126 AM 11:59:57.127 AM
11:59:57.128 AM 11:59:57.129 AM 11:59:57.13 AM 11:59:57.131 AM 11:59:57.132 AM 11:59:57.133 AM
11:59:57.134 AM 11:59:57.135 AM 11:59:57.136 AM 11:59:57.137 AM 11:59:57.138 AM 11:59:57.139 AM
11:59:57.14 AM 11:59:57.141 AM 11:59:57.142 AM 11:59:57.143 AM 11:59:57.144 AM 11:59:57.145 AM
11:59:57.146 AM 11:59:57.147 AM 11:59:57.148 AM 11:59:57.149 AM 11:59:57.15 AM 11:59:57.151 AM
11:59:57.152 AM 11:59:57.153 AM 11:59:57.154 AM 11:59:57.155 AM 11:59:57.156 AM 11:59:57.157 AM
11:59:57.158 AM 11:59:57.159 AM 11:59:57.16 AM 11:59:57.161 AM 11:59:57.162 AM 11:59:57.163 AM
11:59:57.164 AM 11:59:57.165 AM 11:59:57.166 AM 11:59:57.167 AM 11:59:57.168 AM 11:59:57.169 AM
11:59:57.17 AM 11:59:57.171 AM 11:59:57.172 AM 11:59:57.173 AM 11:59:57.174 AM 11:59:57.175 AM
11:59:57.176 AM 11:59:57.177 AM 11:59:57.178 AM 11:59:57.179 AM 11:59:57.18 AM 11:59:57.181 AM
11:59:57.182 AM 11:59:57.183 AM 11:59:57.184 AM 11:59:57.185 AM 11:59:57.186 AM 11:59:57.187 AM
11:59:57.188 AM 11:59:57.189 AM 11:59:57.19 AM 11:59:57.191 AM 11:59:57.192 AM 11:59:57.193 AM
11:59:57.194 AM 11:59:57.195 AM 11:59:57.196 AM 11:59:57.197 AM 11:59:57.198 AM 11:59:57.199 AM
11:59:57.2 AM 11:59:57.201 AM 11:59:57.202 AM 11:59:57.203 AM 11:59:57.204 AM 11:59:57.205 AM
11:59:57.206 AM 11:59:57.207 AM 11:59:57.208 AM 11:59:57.209 AM 11:59:57.21 AM 11:59:57.211 AM
11:59:57.212 AM 11:59:57.213 AM 11:59:57.214 AM 11:59:57.215 AM 11:59:57.216 AM 11:59:57.217 AM
11:59:57.218 AM 11:59:57.219 AM 11:59:57.22 AM 11:59:57.221 AM 11:59:57.222 AM 11:59:57.223 AM
11:59:57.224 AM 11:59:57.225 AM 11:59:57.226 AM 11:59:57.227 AM 11:59:57.228 AM 11:59:57.229 AM
11:59:57.23 AM 11:59:57.231 AM 11:59:57.232 AM 11:59:57.233 AM 11:59:57.234 AM 11:59:57.235 AM
11:59:57.236 AM 11:59:57.237 AM 11:59:57.238 AM 11:59:57.239 AM 11:59:57.24 AM 11:59:57.241 AM
11:59:57.242 AM 11:59:57.243 AM 11:59:57.244 AM 11:59:57.245 AM 11:59:57.246 AM 11:59:57.247 AM
11:59:57.248 AM 11:59:57.249 AM 11:59:57.25 AM 11:59:57.251 AM 11:59:57.252 AM 11:59:57.253 AM
11:59:57.254 AM 11:59:57.255 AM 11:59:57.256 AM 11:59:57.257 AM 11:59:57.258 AM 11:59:57.259 AM
11:59:57.26 AM 11:59:57.261 AM 11:59:57.262 AM 11:59:57.263 AM 11:59:57.264 AM 11:59:57.265 AM
11:59:57.266 AM 11:59:57.267 AM 11:59:57.268 AM 11:59:57.269 AM 11:59:57.27 AM 11:59:57.271 AM
11:59:57.272 AM 11:59:57.273 AM 11:59:57.274 AM 11:59:57.275 AM 11:59:57.276 AM 11:59:57.277 AM
11:59:57.278 AM 11:59:57.279 AM 11:59:57.28 AM 11:59:57.281 AM 11:59:57.282 AM 11:59:57.283 AM
11:59:57.284 AM 11:59:57.285 AM 11:59:57.286 AM 11:59:57.287 AM 11:59:57.288 AM 11:59:57.289 AM
11:59:57.29 AM 11:59:57.291 AM 11:59:57.292 AM 11:59:57.293 AM 11:59:57.294 AM 11:59:57.295 AM
11:59:57.296 AM 11:59:57.297 AM 11:59:57.298 AM 11:59:57.299 AM 11:59:57.3 AM 11:59:57.301 AM
11:59:57.302 AM 11:59:57.303 AM 11:59:57.304 AM 11:59:57.305 AM 11:59:57.306 AM 11:59:57.307 AM
11:59:57.308 AM 11:59:57.309 AM 11:59:57.31 AM 11:59:57.311 AM 11:59:57.312 AM 11:59:57.313 AM
11:59:57.314 AM 11:59:57.315 AM 11:59:57.316 AM 11:59:57.317 AM 11:59:57.318 AM 11:59:57.319 AM
11:59:57.32 AM 11:59:57.321 AM 11:59:57.322 AM 11:59:57.323 AM 11:59:57.324 AM 11:59:57.325 AM
11:59:57.326 AM 11:59:57.327 AM 11:59:57.328 AM 11:59:57.329 AM 11:59:57.33 AM 11:59:57.331 AM
11:59:57.332 AM 11:59:57.333 AM 11:59:57.334 AM 11:59:57.335 AM 11:59:57.336 AM 11:59:57.337 AM
11:59:57.338 AM 11:59:57.339 AM 11:59:57.34 AM 11:59:57.341 AM 11:59:57.342 AM 11:59:57.343 AM
11:59:57.344 AM 11:59:57.345 AM 11:59:57.346 AM 11:59:57.347 AM 11:59:57.348 AM 11:59:57.349 AM
11:59:57.35 AM 11:59:57.351 AM 11:59:57.352 AM 11:59:57.353 AM 11:59:57.354 AM 11:59:57.355 AM
11:59:57.356 AM 11:59:57.357 AM 11:59:57.358 AM 11:59:57.359 AM 11:59:57.36 AM 11:59:57.361 AM
11:59:57.362 AM 11:59:57.363 AM 11:59:57.364 AM 11:59:57.365 AM 11:59:57.366 AM 11:59:57.367 AM



��1Clocks/High Noon

11:59:57.368 AM 11:59:57.369 AM 11:59:57.37 AM 11:59:57.371 AM 11:59:57.372 AM 11:59:57.373 AM
11:59:57.374 AM 11:59:57.375 AM 11:59:57.376 AM 11:59:57.377 AM 11:59:57.378 AM 11:59:57.379 AM
11:59:57.38 AM 11:59:57.381 AM 11:59:57.382 AM 11:59:57.383 AM 11:59:57.384 AM 11:59:57.385 AM
11:59:57.386 AM 11:59:57.387 AM 11:59:57.388 AM 11:59:57.389 AM 11:59:57.39 AM 11:59:57.391 AM
11:59:57.392 AM 11:59:57.393 AM 11:59:57.394 AM 11:59:57.395 AM 11:59:57.396 AM 11:59:57.397 AM
11:59:57.398 AM 11:59:57.399 AM 11:59:57.4 AM 11:59:57.401 AM 11:59:57.402 AM 11:59:57.403 AM
11:59:57.404 AM 11:59:57.405 AM 11:59:57.406 AM 11:59:57.407 AM 11:59:57.408 AM 11:59:57.409 AM
11:59:57.41 AM 11:59:57.411 AM 11:59:57.412 AM 11:59:57.413 AM 11:59:57.414 AM 11:59:57.415 AM
11:59:57.416 AM 11:59:57.417 AM 11:59:57.418 AM 11:59:57.419 AM 11:59:57.42 AM 11:59:57.421 AM
11:59:57.422 AM 11:59:57.423 AM 11:59:57.424 AM 11:59:57.425 AM 11:59:57.426 AM 11:59:57.427 AM
11:59:57.428 AM 11:59:57.429 AM 11:59:57.43 AM 11:59:57.431 AM 11:59:57.432 AM 11:59:57.433 AM
11:59:57.434 AM 11:59:57.435 AM 11:59:57.436 AM 11:59:57.437 AM 11:59:57.438 AM 11:59:57.439 AM
11:59:57.44 AM 11:59:57.441 AM 11:59:57.442 AM 11:59:57.443 AM 11:59:57.444 AM 11:59:57.445 AM
11:59:57.446 AM 11:59:57.447 AM 11:59:57.448 AM 11:59:57.449 AM 11:59:57.45 AM 11:59:57.451 AM
11:59:57.452 AM 11:59:57.453 AM 11:59:57.454 AM 11:59:57.455 AM 11:59:57.456 AM 11:59:57.457 AM
11:59:57.458 AM 11:59:57.459 AM 11:59:57.46 AM 11:59:57.461 AM 11:59:57.462 AM 11:59:57.463 AM
11:59:57.464 AM 11:59:57.465 AM 11:59:57.466 AM 11:59:57.467 AM 11:59:57.468 AM 11:59:57.469 AM
11:59:57.47 AM 11:59:57.471 AM 11:59:57.472 AM 11:59:57.473 AM 11:59:57.474 AM 11:59:57.475 AM
11:59:57.476 AM 11:59:57.477 AM 11:59:57.478 AM 11:59:57.479 AM 11:59:57.48 AM 11:59:57.481 AM
11:59:57.482 AM 11:59:57.483 AM 11:59:57.484 AM 11:59:57.485 AM 11:59:57.486 AM 11:59:57.487 AM
11:59:57.488 AM 11:59:57.489 AM 11:59:57.49 AM 11:59:57.491 AM 11:59:57.492 AM 11:59:57.493 AM
11:59:57.494 AM 11:59:57.495 AM 11:59:57.496 AM 11:59:57.497 AM 11:59:57.498 AM 11:59:57.499 AM
11:59:57.5 AM 11:59:57.501 AM 11:59:57.502 AM 11:59:57.503 AM 11:59:57.504 AM 11:59:57.505 AM
11:59:57.506 AM 11:59:57.507 AM 11:59:57.508 AM 11:59:57.509 AM 11:59:57.51 AM 11:59:57.511 AM
11:59:57.512 AM 11:59:57.513 AM 11:59:57.514 AM 11:59:57.515 AM 11:59:57.516 AM 11:59:57.517 AM
11:59:57.518 AM 11:59:57.519 AM 11:59:57.52 AM 11:59:57.521 AM 11:59:57.522 AM 11:59:57.523 AM
11:59:57.524 AM 11:59:57.525 AM 11:59:57.526 AM 11:59:57.527 AM 11:59:57.528 AM 11:59:57.529 AM
11:59:57.53 AM 11:59:57.531 AM 11:59:57.532 AM 11:59:57.533 AM 11:59:57.534 AM 11:59:57.535 AM
11:59:57.536 AM 11:59:57.537 AM 11:59:57.538 AM 11:59:57.539 AM 11:59:57.54 AM 11:59:57.541 AM
11:59:57.542 AM 11:59:57.543 AM 11:59:57.544 AM 11:59:57.545 AM 11:59:57.546 AM 11:59:57.547 AM
11:59:57.548 AM 11:59:57.549 AM 11:59:57.55 AM 11:59:57.551 AM 11:59:57.552 AM 11:59:57.553 AM
11:59:57.554 AM 11:59:57.555 AM 11:59:57.556 AM 11:59:57.557 AM 11:59:57.558 AM 11:59:57.559 AM
11:59:57.56 AM 11:59:57.561 AM 11:59:57.562 AM 11:59:57.563 AM 11:59:57.564 AM 11:59:57.565 AM
11:59:57.566 AM 11:59:57.567 AM 11:59:57.568 AM 11:59:57.569 AM 11:59:57.57 AM 11:59:57.571 AM
11:59:57.572 AM 11:59:57.573 AM 11:59:57.574 AM 11:59:57.575 AM 11:59:57.576 AM 11:59:57.577 AM
11:59:57.578 AM 11:59:57.579 AM 11:59:57.58 AM 11:59:57.581 AM 11:59:57.582 AM 11:59:57.583 AM
11:59:57.584 AM 11:59:57.585 AM 11:59:57.586 AM 11:59:57.587 AM 11:59:57.588 AM 11:59:57.589 AM
11:59:57.59 AM 11:59:57.591 AM 11:59:57.592 AM 11:59:57.593 AM 11:59:57.594 AM 11:59:57.595 AM
11:59:57.596 AM 11:59:57.597 AM 11:59:57.598 AM 11:59:57.599 AM 11:59:57.6 AM 11:59:57.601 AM
11:59:57.602 AM 11:59:57.603 AM 11:59:57.604 AM 11:59:57.605 AM 11:59:57.606 AM 11:59:57.607 AM
11:59:57.608 AM 11:59:57.609 AM 11:59:57.61 AM 11:59:57.611 AM 11:59:57.612 AM 11:59:57.613 AM
11:59:57.614 AM 11:59:57.615 AM 11:59:57.616 AM 11:59:57.617 AM 11:59:57.618 AM 11:59:57.619 AM
11:59:57.62 AM 11:59:57.621 AM 11:59:57.622 AM 11:59:57.623 AM 11:59:57.624 AM 11:59:57.625 AM
11:59:57.626 AM 11:59:57.627 AM 11:59:57.628 AM 11:59:57.629 AM 11:59:57.63 AM 11:59:57.631 AM
11:59:57.632 AM 11:59:57.633 AM 11:59:57.634 AM 11:59:57.635 AM 11:59:57.636 AM 11:59:57.637 AM
11:59:57.638 AM 11:59:57.639 AM 11:59:57.64 AM 11:59:57.641 AM 11:59:57.642 AM 11:59:57.643 AM
11:59:57.644 AM 11:59:57.645 AM 11:59:57.646 AM 11:59:57.647 AM 11:59:57.648 AM 11:59:57.649 AM
11:59:57.65 AM 11:59:57.651 AM 11:59:57.652 AM 11:59:57.653 AM 11:59:57.654 AM 11:59:57.655 AM
11:59:57.656 AM 11:59:57.657 AM 11:59:57.658 AM 11:59:57.659 AM 11:59:57.66 AM 11:59:57.661 AM
11:59:57.662 AM 11:59:57.663 AM 11:59:57.664 AM 11:59:57.665 AM 11:59:57.666 AM 11:59:57.667 AM
11:59:57.668 AM 11:59:57.669 AM 11:59:57.67 AM 11:59:57.671 AM 11:59:57.672 AM 11:59:57.673 AM
11:59:57.674 AM 11:59:57.675 AM 11:59:57.676 AM 11:59:57.677 AM 11:59:57.678 AM 11:59:57.679 AM
11:59:57.68 AM 11:59:57.681 AM 11:59:57.682 AM 11:59:57.683 AM 11:59:57.684 AM 11:59:57.685 AM
11:59:57.686 AM 11:59:57.687 AM 11:59:57.688 AM 11:59:57.689 AM 11:59:57.69 AM 11:59:57.691 AM
11:59:57.692 AM 11:59:57.693 AM 11:59:57.694 AM 11:59:57.695 AM 11:59:57.696 AM 11:59:57.697 AM
11:59:57.698 AM 11:59:57.699 AM 11:59:57.7 AM 11:59:57.701 AM 11:59:57.702 AM 11:59:57.703 AM
11:59:57.704 AM 11:59:57.705 AM 11:59:57.706 AM 11:59:57.707 AM 11:59:57.708 AM 11:59:57.709 AM
11:59:57.71 AM 11:59:57.711 AM 11:59:57.712 AM 11:59:57.713 AM 11:59:57.714 AM 11:59:57.715 AM
11:59:57.716 AM 11:59:57.717 AM 11:59:57.718 AM 11:59:57.719 AM 11:59:57.72 AM 11:59:57.721 AM
11:59:57.722 AM 11:59:57.723 AM 11:59:57.724 AM 11:59:57.725 AM 11:59:57.726 AM 11:59:57.727 AM



���

11:59:57.728 AM 11:59:57.729 AM 11:59:57.73 AM 11:59:57.731 AM 11:59:57.732 AM 11:59:57.733 AM
11:59:57.734 AM 11:59:57.735 AM 11:59:57.736 AM 11:59:57.737 AM 11:59:57.738 AM 11:59:57.739 AM
11:59:57.74 AM 11:59:57.741 AM 11:59:57.742 AM 11:59:57.743 AM 11:59:57.744 AM 11:59:57.745 AM
11:59:57.746 AM 11:59:57.747 AM 11:59:57.748 AM 11:59:57.749 AM 11:59:57.75 AM 11:59:57.751 AM
11:59:57.752 AM 11:59:57.753 AM 11:59:57.754 AM 11:59:57.755 AM 11:59:57.756 AM 11:59:57.757 AM
11:59:57.758 AM 11:59:57.759 AM 11:59:57.76 AM 11:59:57.761 AM 11:59:57.762 AM 11:59:57.763 AM
11:59:57.764 AM 11:59:57.765 AM 11:59:57.766 AM 11:59:57.767 AM 11:59:57.768 AM 11:59:57.769 AM
11:59:57.77 AM 11:59:57.771 AM 11:59:57.772 AM 11:59:57.773 AM 11:59:57.774 AM 11:59:57.775 AM
11:59:57.776 AM 11:59:57.777 AM 11:59:57.778 AM 11:59:57.779 AM 11:59:57.78 AM 11:59:57.781 AM
11:59:57.782 AM 11:59:57.783 AM 11:59:57.784 AM 11:59:57.785 AM 11:59:57.786 AM 11:59:57.787 AM
11:59:57.788 AM 11:59:57.789 AM 11:59:57.79 AM 11:59:57.791 AM 11:59:57.792 AM 11:59:57.793 AM
11:59:57.794 AM 11:59:57.795 AM 11:59:57.796 AM 11:59:57.797 AM 11:59:57.798 AM 11:59:57.799 AM
11:59:57.8 AM 11:59:57.801 AM 11:59:57.802 AM 11:59:57.803 AM 11:59:57.804 AM 11:59:57.805 AM
11:59:57.806 AM 11:59:57.807 AM 11:59:57.808 AM 11:59:57.809 AM 11:59:57.81 AM 11:59:57.811 AM
11:59:57.812 AM 11:59:57.813 AM 11:59:57.814 AM 11:59:57.815 AM 11:59:57.816 AM 11:59:57.817 AM
11:59:57.818 AM 11:59:57.819 AM 11:59:57.82 AM 11:59:57.821 AM 11:59:57.822 AM 11:59:57.823 AM
11:59:57.824 AM 11:59:57.825 AM 11:59:57.826 AM 11:59:57.827 AM 11:59:57.828 AM 11:59:57.829 AM
11:59:57.83 AM 11:59:57.831 AM 11:59:57.832 AM 11:59:57.833 AM 11:59:57.834 AM 11:59:57.835 AM
11:59:57.836 AM 11:59:57.837 AM 11:59:57.838 AM 11:59:57.839 AM 11:59:57.84 AM 11:59:57.841 AM
11:59:57.842 AM 11:59:57.843 AM 11:59:57.844 AM 11:59:57.845 AM 11:59:57.846 AM 11:59:57.847 AM
11:59:57.848 AM 11:59:57.849 AM 11:59:57.85 AM 11:59:57.851 AM 11:59:57.852 AM 11:59:57.853 AM
11:59:57.854 AM 11:59:57.855 AM 11:59:57.856 AM 11:59:57.857 AM 11:59:57.858 AM 11:59:57.859 AM
11:59:57.86 AM 11:59:57.861 AM 11:59:57.862 AM 11:59:57.863 AM 11:59:57.864 AM 11:59:57.865 AM
11:59:57.866 AM 11:59:57.867 AM 11:59:57.868 AM 11:59:57.869 AM 11:59:57.87 AM 11:59:57.871 AM
11:59:57.872 AM 11:59:57.873 AM 11:59:57.874 AM 11:59:57.875 AM 11:59:57.876 AM 11:59:57.877 AM
11:59:57.878 AM 11:59:57.879 AM 11:59:57.88 AM 11:59:57.881 AM 11:59:57.882 AM 11:59:57.883 AM
11:59:57.884 AM 11:59:57.885 AM 11:59:57.886 AM 11:59:57.887 AM 11:59:57.888 AM 11:59:57.889 AM
11:59:57.89 AM 11:59:57.891 AM 11:59:57.892 AM 11:59:57.893 AM 11:59:57.894 AM 11:59:57.895 AM
11:59:57.896 AM 11:59:57.897 AM 11:59:57.898 AM 11:59:57.899 AM 11:59:57.9 AM 11:59:57.901 AM
11:59:57.902 AM 11:59:57.903 AM 11:59:57.904 AM 11:59:57.905 AM 11:59:57.906 AM 11:59:57.907 AM
11:59:57.908 AM 11:59:57.909 AM 11:59:57.91 AM 11:59:57.911 AM 11:59:57.912 AM 11:59:57.913 AM
11:59:57.914 AM 11:59:57.915 AM 11:59:57.916 AM 11:59:57.917 AM 11:59:57.918 AM 11:59:57.919 AM
11:59:57.92 AM 11:59:57.921 AM 11:59:57.922 AM 11:59:57.923 AM 11:59:57.924 AM 11:59:57.925 AM
11:59:57.926 AM 11:59:57.927 AM 11:59:57.928 AM 11:59:57.929 AM 11:59:57.93 AM 11:59:57.931 AM
11:59:57.932 AM 11:59:57.933 AM 11:59:57.934 AM 11:59:57.935 AM 11:59:57.936 AM 11:59:57.937 AM
11:59:57.938 AM 11:59:57.939 AM 11:59:57.94 AM 11:59:57.941 AM 11:59:57.942 AM 11:59:57.943 AM
11:59:57.944 AM 11:59:57.945 AM 11:59:57.946 AM 11:59:57.947 AM 11:59:57.948 AM 11:59:57.949 AM
11:59:57.95 AM 11:59:57.951 AM 11:59:57.952 AM 11:59:57.953 AM 11:59:57.954 AM 11:59:57.955 AM
11:59:57.956 AM 11:59:57.957 AM 11:59:57.958 AM 11:59:57.959 AM 11:59:57.96 AM 11:59:57.961 AM
11:59:57.962 AM 11:59:57.963 AM 11:59:57.964 AM 11:59:57.965 AM 11:59:57.966 AM 11:59:57.967 AM
11:59:57.968 AM 11:59:57.969 AM 11:59:57.97 AM 11:59:57.971 AM 11:59:57.972 AM 11:59:57.973 AM
11:59:57.974 AM 11:59:57.975 AM 11:59:57.976 AM 11:59:57.977 AM 11:59:57.978 AM 11:59:57.979 AM
11:59:57.98 AM 11:59:57.981 AM 11:59:57.982 AM 11:59:57.983 AM 11:59:57.984 AM 11:59:57.985 AM
11:59:57.986 AM 11:59:57.987 AM 11:59:57.988 AM 11:59:57.989 AM 11:59:57.99 AM 11:59:57.991 AM
11:59:57.992 AM 11:59:57.993 AM 11:59:57.994 AM 11:59:57.995 AM 11:59:57.996 AM 11:59:57.997 AM
11:59:57.998 AM 11:59:57.999 AM 11:59:58 AM 11:59:58.001 AM 11:59:58.002 AM 11:59:58.003 AM
11:59:58.004 AM 11:59:58.005 AM 11:59:58.006 AM 11:59:58.007 AM 11:59:58.008 AM 11:59:58.009 AM
11:59:58.01 AM 11:59:58.011 AM 11:59:58.012 AM 11:59:58.013 AM 11:59:58.014 AM 11:59:58.015 AM
11:59:58.016 AM 11:59:58.017 AM 11:59:58.018 AM 11:59:58.019 AM 11:59:58.02 AM 11:59:58.021 AM
11:59:58.022 AM 11:59:58.023 AM 11:59:58.024 AM 11:59:58.025 AM 11:59:58.026 AM 11:59:58.027 AM
11:59:58.028 AM 11:59:58.029 AM 11:59:58.03 AM 11:59:58.031 AM 11:59:58.032 AM 11:59:58.033 AM
11:59:58.034 AM 11:59:58.035 AM 11:59:58.036 AM 11:59:58.037 AM 11:59:58.038 AM 11:59:58.039 AM
11:59:58.04 AM 11:59:58.041 AM 11:59:58.042 AM 11:59:58.043 AM 11:59:58.044 AM 11:59:58.045 AM
11:59:58.046 AM 11:59:58.047 AM 11:59:58.048 AM 11:59:58.049 AM 11:59:58.05 AM 11:59:58.051 AM
11:59:58.052 AM 11:59:58.053 AM 11:59:58.054 AM 11:59:58.055 AM 11:59:58.056 AM 11:59:58.057 AM
11:59:58.058 AM 11:59:58.059 AM 11:59:58.06 AM 11:59:58.061 AM 11:59:58.062 AM 11:59:58.063 AM
11:59:58.064 AM 11:59:58.065 AM 11:59:58.066 AM 11:59:58.067 AM 11:59:58.068 AM 11:59:58.069 AM
11:59:58.07 AM 11:59:58.071 AM 11:59:58.072 AM 11:59:58.073 AM 11:59:58.074 AM 11:59:58.075 AM
11:59:58.076 AM 11:59:58.077 AM 11:59:58.078 AM 11:59:58.079 AM 11:59:58.08 AM 11:59:58.081 AM
11:59:58.082 AM 11:59:58.083 AM 11:59:58.084 AM 11:59:58.085 AM 11:59:58.086 AM 11:59:58.087 AM
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11:59:58.088 AM 11:59:58.089 AM 11:59:58.09 AM 11:59:58.091 AM 11:59:58.092 AM 11:59:58.093 AM
11:59:58.094 AM 11:59:58.095 AM 11:59:58.096 AM 11:59:58.097 AM 11:59:58.098 AM 11:59:58.099 AM
11:59:58.1 AM 11:59:58.101 AM 11:59:58.102 AM 11:59:58.103 AM 11:59:58.104 AM 11:59:58.105 AM
11:59:58.106 AM 11:59:58.107 AM 11:59:58.108 AM 11:59:58.109 AM 11:59:58.11 AM 11:59:58.111 AM
11:59:58.112 AM 11:59:58.113 AM 11:59:58.114 AM 11:59:58.115 AM 11:59:58.116 AM 11:59:58.117 AM
11:59:58.118 AM 11:59:58.119 AM 11:59:58.12 AM 11:59:58.121 AM 11:59:58.122 AM 11:59:58.123 AM
11:59:58.124 AM 11:59:58.125 AM 11:59:58.126 AM 11:59:58.127 AM 11:59:58.128 AM 11:59:58.129 AM
11:59:58.13 AM 11:59:58.131 AM 11:59:58.132 AM 11:59:58.133 AM 11:59:58.134 AM 11:59:58.135 AM
11:59:58.136 AM 11:59:58.137 AM 11:59:58.138 AM 11:59:58.139 AM 11:59:58.14 AM 11:59:58.141 AM
11:59:58.142 AM 11:59:58.143 AM 11:59:58.144 AM 11:59:58.145 AM 11:59:58.146 AM 11:59:58.147 AM
11:59:58.148 AM 11:59:58.149 AM 11:59:58.15 AM 11:59:58.151 AM 11:59:58.152 AM 11:59:58.153 AM
11:59:58.154 AM 11:59:58.155 AM 11:59:58.156 AM 11:59:58.157 AM 11:59:58.158 AM 11:59:58.159 AM
11:59:58.16 AM 11:59:58.161 AM 11:59:58.162 AM 11:59:58.163 AM 11:59:58.164 AM 11:59:58.165 AM
11:59:58.166 AM 11:59:58.167 AM 11:59:58.168 AM 11:59:58.169 AM 11:59:58.17 AM 11:59:58.171 AM
11:59:58.172 AM 11:59:58.173 AM 11:59:58.174 AM 11:59:58.175 AM 11:59:58.176 AM 11:59:58.177 AM
11:59:58.178 AM 11:59:58.179 AM 11:59:58.18 AM 11:59:58.181 AM 11:59:58.182 AM 11:59:58.183 AM
11:59:58.184 AM 11:59:58.185 AM 11:59:58.186 AM 11:59:58.187 AM 11:59:58.188 AM 11:59:58.189 AM
11:59:58.19 AM 11:59:58.191 AM 11:59:58.192 AM 11:59:58.193 AM 11:59:58.194 AM 11:59:58.195 AM
11:59:58.196 AM 11:59:58.197 AM 11:59:58.198 AM 11:59:58.199 AM 11:59:58.2 AM 11:59:58.201 AM
11:59:58.202 AM 11:59:58.203 AM 11:59:58.204 AM 11:59:58.205 AM 11:59:58.206 AM 11:59:58.207 AM
11:59:58.208 AM 11:59:58.209 AM 11:59:58.21 AM 11:59:58.211 AM 11:59:58.212 AM 11:59:58.213 AM
11:59:58.214 AM 11:59:58.215 AM 11:59:58.216 AM 11:59:58.217 AM 11:59:58.218 AM 11:59:58.219 AM
11:59:58.22 AM 11:59:58.221 AM 11:59:58.222 AM 11:59:58.223 AM 11:59:58.224 AM 11:59:58.225 AM
11:59:58.226 AM 11:59:58.227 AM 11:59:58.228 AM 11:59:58.229 AM 11:59:58.23 AM 11:59:58.231 AM
11:59:58.232 AM 11:59:58.233 AM 11:59:58.234 AM 11:59:58.235 AM 11:59:58.236 AM 11:59:58.237 AM
11:59:58.238 AM 11:59:58.239 AM 11:59:58.24 AM 11:59:58.241 AM 11:59:58.242 AM 11:59:58.243 AM
11:59:58.244 AM 11:59:58.245 AM 11:59:58.246 AM 11:59:58.247 AM 11:59:58.248 AM 11:59:58.249 AM
11:59:58.25 AM 11:59:58.251 AM 11:59:58.252 AM 11:59:58.253 AM 11:59:58.254 AM 11:59:58.255 AM
11:59:58.256 AM 11:59:58.257 AM 11:59:58.258 AM 11:59:58.259 AM 11:59:58.26 AM 11:59:58.261 AM
11:59:58.262 AM 11:59:58.263 AM 11:59:58.264 AM 11:59:58.265 AM 11:59:58.266 AM 11:59:58.267 AM
11:59:58.268 AM 11:59:58.269 AM 11:59:58.27 AM 11:59:58.271 AM 11:59:58.272 AM 11:59:58.273 AM
11:59:58.274 AM 11:59:58.275 AM 11:59:58.276 AM 11:59:58.277 AM 11:59:58.278 AM 11:59:58.279 AM
11:59:58.28 AM 11:59:58.281 AM 11:59:58.282 AM 11:59:58.283 AM 11:59:58.284 AM 11:59:58.285 AM
11:59:58.286 AM 11:59:58.287 AM 11:59:58.288 AM 11:59:58.289 AM 11:59:58.29 AM 11:59:58.291 AM
11:59:58.292 AM 11:59:58.293 AM 11:59:58.294 AM 11:59:58.295 AM 11:59:58.296 AM 11:59:58.297 AM
11:59:58.298 AM 11:59:58.299 AM 11:59:58.3 AM 11:59:58.301 AM 11:59:58.302 AM 11:59:58.303 AM
11:59:58.304 AM 11:59:58.305 AM 11:59:58.306 AM 11:59:58.307 AM 11:59:58.308 AM 11:59:58.309 AM
11:59:58.31 AM 11:59:58.311 AM 11:59:58.312 AM 11:59:58.313 AM 11:59:58.314 AM 11:59:58.315 AM
11:59:58.316 AM 11:59:58.317 AM 11:59:58.318 AM 11:59:58.319 AM 11:59:58.32 AM 11:59:58.321 AM
11:59:58.322 AM 11:59:58.323 AM 11:59:58.324 AM 11:59:58.325 AM 11:59:58.326 AM 11:59:58.327 AM
11:59:58.328 AM 11:59:58.329 AM 11:59:58.33 AM 11:59:58.331 AM 11:59:58.332 AM 11:59:58.333 AM
11:59:58.334 AM 11:59:58.335 AM 11:59:58.336 AM 11:59:58.337 AM 11:59:58.338 AM 11:59:58.339 AM
11:59:58.34 AM 11:59:58.341 AM 11:59:58.342 AM 11:59:58.343 AM 11:59:58.344 AM 11:59:58.345 AM
11:59:58.346 AM 11:59:58.347 AM 11:59:58.348 AM 11:59:58.349 AM 11:59:58.35 AM 11:59:58.351 AM
11:59:58.352 AM 11:59:58.353 AM 11:59:58.354 AM 11:59:58.355 AM 11:59:58.356 AM 11:59:58.357 AM
11:59:58.358 AM 11:59:58.359 AM 11:59:58.36 AM 11:59:58.361 AM 11:59:58.362 AM 11:59:58.363 AM
11:59:58.364 AM 11:59:58.365 AM 11:59:58.366 AM 11:59:58.367 AM 11:59:58.368 AM 11:59:58.369 AM
11:59:58.37 AM 11:59:58.371 AM 11:59:58.372 AM 11:59:58.373 AM 11:59:58.374 AM 11:59:58.375 AM
11:59:58.376 AM 11:59:58.377 AM 11:59:58.378 AM 11:59:58.379 AM 11:59:58.38 AM 11:59:58.381 AM
11:59:58.382 AM 11:59:58.383 AM 11:59:58.384 AM 11:59:58.385 AM 11:59:58.386 AM 11:59:58.387 AM
11:59:58.388 AM 11:59:58.389 AM 11:59:58.39 AM 11:59:58.391 AM 11:59:58.392 AM 11:59:58.393 AM
11:59:58.394 AM 11:59:58.395 AM 11:59:58.396 AM 11:59:58.397 AM 11:59:58.398 AM 11:59:58.399 AM
11:59:58.4 AM 11:59:58.401 AM 11:59:58.402 AM 11:59:58.403 AM 11:59:58.404 AM 11:59:58.405 AM
11:59:58.406 AM 11:59:58.407 AM 11:59:58.408 AM 11:59:58.409 AM 11:59:58.41 AM 11:59:58.411 AM
11:59:58.412 AM 11:59:58.413 AM 11:59:58.414 AM 11:59:58.415 AM 11:59:58.416 AM 11:59:58.417 AM
11:59:58.418 AM 11:59:58.419 AM 11:59:58.42 AM 11:59:58.421 AM 11:59:58.422 AM 11:59:58.423 AM
11:59:58.424 AM 11:59:58.425 AM 11:59:58.426 AM 11:59:58.427 AM 11:59:58.428 AM 11:59:58.429 AM
11:59:58.43 AM 11:59:58.431 AM 11:59:58.432 AM 11:59:58.433 AM 11:59:58.434 AM 11:59:58.435 AM
11:59:58.436 AM 11:59:58.437 AM 11:59:58.438 AM 11:59:58.439 AM 11:59:58.44 AM 11:59:58.441 AM
11:59:58.442 AM 11:59:58.443 AM 11:59:58.444 AM 11:59:58.445 AM 11:59:58.446 AM 11:59:58.447 AM



���

11:59:58.448 AM 11:59:58.449 AM 11:59:58.45 AM 11:59:58.451 AM 11:59:58.452 AM 11:59:58.453 AM
11:59:58.454 AM 11:59:58.455 AM 11:59:58.456 AM 11:59:58.457 AM 11:59:58.458 AM 11:59:58.459 AM
11:59:58.46 AM 11:59:58.461 AM 11:59:58.462 AM 11:59:58.463 AM 11:59:58.464 AM 11:59:58.465 AM
11:59:58.466 AM 11:59:58.467 AM 11:59:58.468 AM 11:59:58.469 AM 11:59:58.47 AM 11:59:58.471 AM
11:59:58.472 AM 11:59:58.473 AM 11:59:58.474 AM 11:59:58.475 AM 11:59:58.476 AM 11:59:58.477 AM
11:59:58.478 AM 11:59:58.479 AM 11:59:58.48 AM 11:59:58.481 AM 11:59:58.482 AM 11:59:58.483 AM
11:59:58.484 AM 11:59:58.485 AM 11:59:58.486 AM 11:59:58.487 AM 11:59:58.488 AM 11:59:58.489 AM
11:59:58.49 AM 11:59:58.491 AM 11:59:58.492 AM 11:59:58.493 AM 11:59:58.494 AM 11:59:58.495 AM
11:59:58.496 AM 11:59:58.497 AM 11:59:58.498 AM 11:59:58.499 AM 11:59:58.5 AM 11:59:58.501 AM
11:59:58.502 AM 11:59:58.503 AM 11:59:58.504 AM 11:59:58.505 AM 11:59:58.506 AM 11:59:58.507 AM
11:59:58.508 AM 11:59:58.509 AM 11:59:58.51 AM 11:59:58.511 AM 11:59:58.512 AM 11:59:58.513 AM
11:59:58.514 AM 11:59:58.515 AM 11:59:58.516 AM 11:59:58.517 AM 11:59:58.518 AM 11:59:58.519 AM
11:59:58.52 AM 11:59:58.521 AM 11:59:58.522 AM 11:59:58.523 AM 11:59:58.524 AM 11:59:58.525 AM
11:59:58.526 AM 11:59:58.527 AM 11:59:58.528 AM 11:59:58.529 AM 11:59:58.53 AM 11:59:58.531 AM
11:59:58.532 AM 11:59:58.533 AM 11:59:58.534 AM 11:59:58.535 AM 11:59:58.536 AM 11:59:58.537 AM
11:59:58.538 AM 11:59:58.539 AM 11:59:58.54 AM 11:59:58.541 AM 11:59:58.542 AM 11:59:58.543 AM
11:59:58.544 AM 11:59:58.545 AM 11:59:58.546 AM 11:59:58.547 AM 11:59:58.548 AM 11:59:58.549 AM
11:59:58.55 AM 11:59:58.551 AM 11:59:58.552 AM 11:59:58.553 AM 11:59:58.554 AM 11:59:58.555 AM
11:59:58.556 AM 11:59:58.557 AM 11:59:58.558 AM 11:59:58.559 AM 11:59:58.56 AM 11:59:58.561 AM
11:59:58.562 AM 11:59:58.563 AM 11:59:58.564 AM 11:59:58.565 AM 11:59:58.566 AM 11:59:58.567 AM
11:59:58.568 AM 11:59:58.569 AM 11:59:58.57 AM 11:59:58.571 AM 11:59:58.572 AM 11:59:58.573 AM
11:59:58.574 AM 11:59:58.575 AM 11:59:58.576 AM 11:59:58.577 AM 11:59:58.578 AM 11:59:58.579 AM
11:59:58.58 AM 11:59:58.581 AM 11:59:58.582 AM 11:59:58.583 AM 11:59:58.584 AM 11:59:58.585 AM
11:59:58.586 AM 11:59:58.587 AM 11:59:58.588 AM 11:59:58.589 AM 11:59:58.59 AM 11:59:58.591 AM
11:59:58.592 AM 11:59:58.593 AM 11:59:58.594 AM 11:59:58.595 AM 11:59:58.596 AM 11:59:58.597 AM
11:59:58.598 AM 11:59:58.599 AM 11:59:58.6 AM 11:59:58.601 AM 11:59:58.602 AM 11:59:58.603 AM
11:59:58.604 AM 11:59:58.605 AM 11:59:58.606 AM 11:59:58.607 AM 11:59:58.608 AM 11:59:58.609 AM
11:59:58.61 AM 11:59:58.611 AM 11:59:58.612 AM 11:59:58.613 AM 11:59:58.614 AM 11:59:58.615 AM
11:59:58.616 AM 11:59:58.617 AM 11:59:58.618 AM 11:59:58.619 AM 11:59:58.62 AM 11:59:58.621 AM
11:59:58.622 AM 11:59:58.623 AM 11:59:58.624 AM 11:59:58.625 AM 11:59:58.626 AM 11:59:58.627 AM
11:59:58.628 AM 11:59:58.629 AM 11:59:58.63 AM 11:59:58.631 AM 11:59:58.632 AM 11:59:58.633 AM
11:59:58.634 AM 11:59:58.635 AM 11:59:58.636 AM 11:59:58.637 AM 11:59:58.638 AM 11:59:58.639 AM
11:59:58.64 AM 11:59:58.641 AM 11:59:58.642 AM 11:59:58.643 AM 11:59:58.644 AM 11:59:58.645 AM
11:59:58.646 AM 11:59:58.647 AM 11:59:58.648 AM 11:59:58.649 AM 11:59:58.65 AM 11:59:58.651 AM
11:59:58.652 AM 11:59:58.653 AM 11:59:58.654 AM 11:59:58.655 AM 11:59:58.656 AM 11:59:58.657 AM
11:59:58.658 AM 11:59:58.659 AM 11:59:58.66 AM 11:59:58.661 AM 11:59:58.662 AM 11:59:58.663 AM
11:59:58.664 AM 11:59:58.665 AM 11:59:58.666 AM 11:59:58.667 AM 11:59:58.668 AM 11:59:58.669 AM
11:59:58.67 AM 11:59:58.671 AM 11:59:58.672 AM 11:59:58.673 AM 11:59:58.674 AM 11:59:58.675 AM
11:59:58.676 AM 11:59:58.677 AM 11:59:58.678 AM 11:59:58.679 AM 11:59:58.68 AM 11:59:58.681 AM
11:59:58.682 AM 11:59:58.683 AM 11:59:58.684 AM 11:59:58.685 AM 11:59:58.686 AM 11:59:58.687 AM
11:59:58.688 AM 11:59:58.689 AM 11:59:58.69 AM 11:59:58.691 AM 11:59:58.692 AM 11:59:58.693 AM
11:59:58.694 AM 11:59:58.695 AM 11:59:58.696 AM 11:59:58.697 AM 11:59:58.698 AM 11:59:58.699 AM
11:59:58.7 AM 11:59:58.701 AM 11:59:58.702 AM 11:59:58.703 AM 11:59:58.704 AM 11:59:58.705 AM
11:59:58.706 AM 11:59:58.707 AM 11:59:58.708 AM 11:59:58.709 AM 11:59:58.71 AM 11:59:58.711 AM
11:59:58.712 AM 11:59:58.713 AM 11:59:58.714 AM 11:59:58.715 AM 11:59:58.716 AM 11:59:58.717 AM
11:59:58.718 AM 11:59:58.719 AM 11:59:58.72 AM 11:59:58.721 AM 11:59:58.722 AM 11:59:58.723 AM
11:59:58.724 AM 11:59:58.725 AM 11:59:58.726 AM 11:59:58.727 AM 11:59:58.728 AM 11:59:58.729 AM
11:59:58.73 AM 11:59:58.731 AM 11:59:58.732 AM 11:59:58.733 AM 11:59:58.734 AM 11:59:58.735 AM
11:59:58.736 AM 11:59:58.737 AM 11:59:58.738 AM 11:59:58.739 AM 11:59:58.74 AM 11:59:58.741 AM
11:59:58.742 AM 11:59:58.743 AM 11:59:58.744 AM 11:59:58.745 AM 11:59:58.746 AM 11:59:58.747 AM
11:59:58.748 AM 11:59:58.749 AM 11:59:58.75 AM 11:59:58.751 AM 11:59:58.752 AM 11:59:58.753 AM
11:59:58.754 AM 11:59:58.755 AM 11:59:58.756 AM 11:59:58.757 AM 11:59:58.758 AM 11:59:58.759 AM
11:59:58.76 AM 11:59:58.761 AM 11:59:58.762 AM 11:59:58.763 AM 11:59:58.764 AM 11:59:58.765 AM
11:59:58.766 AM 11:59:58.767 AM 11:59:58.768 AM 11:59:58.769 AM 11:59:58.77 AM 11:59:58.771 AM
11:59:58.772 AM 11:59:58.773 AM 11:59:58.774 AM 11:59:58.775 AM 11:59:58.776 AM 11:59:58.777 AM
11:59:58.778 AM 11:59:58.779 AM 11:59:58.78 AM 11:59:58.781 AM 11:59:58.782 AM 11:59:58.783 AM
11:59:58.784 AM 11:59:58.785 AM 11:59:58.786 AM 11:59:58.787 AM 11:59:58.788 AM 11:59:58.789 AM
11:59:58.79 AM 11:59:58.791 AM 11:59:58.792 AM 11:59:58.793 AM 11:59:58.794 AM 11:59:58.795 AM
11:59:58.796 AM 11:59:58.797 AM 11:59:58.798 AM 11:59:58.799 AM 11:59:58.8 AM 11:59:58.801 AM
11:59:58.802 AM 11:59:58.803 AM 11:59:58.804 AM 11:59:58.805 AM 11:59:58.806 AM 11:59:58.807 AM
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11:59:58.808 AM 11:59:58.809 AM 11:59:58.81 AM 11:59:58.811 AM 11:59:58.812 AM 11:59:58.813 AM
11:59:58.814 AM 11:59:58.815 AM 11:59:58.816 AM 11:59:58.817 AM 11:59:58.818 AM 11:59:58.819 AM
11:59:58.82 AM 11:59:58.821 AM 11:59:58.822 AM 11:59:58.823 AM 11:59:58.824 AM 11:59:58.825 AM
11:59:58.826 AM 11:59:58.827 AM 11:59:58.828 AM 11:59:58.829 AM 11:59:58.83 AM 11:59:58.831 AM
11:59:58.832 AM 11:59:58.833 AM 11:59:58.834 AM 11:59:58.835 AM 11:59:58.836 AM 11:59:58.837 AM
11:59:58.838 AM 11:59:58.839 AM 11:59:58.84 AM 11:59:58.841 AM 11:59:58.842 AM 11:59:58.843 AM
11:59:58.844 AM 11:59:58.845 AM 11:59:58.846 AM 11:59:58.847 AM 11:59:58.848 AM 11:59:58.849 AM
11:59:58.85 AM 11:59:58.851 AM 11:59:58.852 AM 11:59:58.853 AM 11:59:58.854 AM 11:59:58.855 AM
11:59:58.856 AM 11:59:58.857 AM 11:59:58.858 AM 11:59:58.859 AM 11:59:58.86 AM 11:59:58.861 AM
11:59:58.862 AM 11:59:58.863 AM 11:59:58.864 AM 11:59:58.865 AM 11:59:58.866 AM 11:59:58.867 AM
11:59:58.868 AM 11:59:58.869 AM 11:59:58.87 AM 11:59:58.871 AM 11:59:58.872 AM 11:59:58.873 AM
11:59:58.874 AM 11:59:58.875 AM 11:59:58.876 AM 11:59:58.877 AM 11:59:58.878 AM 11:59:58.879 AM
11:59:58.88 AM 11:59:58.881 AM 11:59:58.882 AM 11:59:58.883 AM 11:59:58.884 AM 11:59:58.885 AM
11:59:58.886 AM 11:59:58.887 AM 11:59:58.888 AM 11:59:58.889 AM 11:59:58.89 AM 11:59:58.891 AM
11:59:58.892 AM 11:59:58.893 AM 11:59:58.894 AM 11:59:58.895 AM 11:59:58.896 AM 11:59:58.897 AM
11:59:58.898 AM 11:59:58.899 AM 11:59:58.9 AM 11:59:58.901 AM 11:59:58.902 AM 11:59:58.903 AM
11:59:58.904 AM 11:59:58.905 AM 11:59:58.906 AM 11:59:58.907 AM 11:59:58.908 AM 11:59:58.909 AM
11:59:58.91 AM 11:59:58.911 AM 11:59:58.912 AM 11:59:58.913 AM 11:59:58.914 AM 11:59:58.915 AM
11:59:58.916 AM 11:59:58.917 AM 11:59:58.918 AM 11:59:58.919 AM 11:59:58.92 AM 11:59:58.921 AM
11:59:58.922 AM 11:59:58.923 AM 11:59:58.924 AM 11:59:58.925 AM 11:59:58.926 AM 11:59:58.927 AM
11:59:58.928 AM 11:59:58.929 AM 11:59:58.93 AM 11:59:58.931 AM 11:59:58.932 AM 11:59:58.933 AM
11:59:58.934 AM 11:59:58.935 AM 11:59:58.936 AM 11:59:58.937 AM 11:59:58.938 AM 11:59:58.939 AM
11:59:58.94 AM 11:59:58.941 AM 11:59:58.942 AM 11:59:58.943 AM 11:59:58.944 AM 11:59:58.945 AM
11:59:58.946 AM 11:59:58.947 AM 11:59:58.948 AM 11:59:58.949 AM 11:59:58.95 AM 11:59:58.951 AM
11:59:58.952 AM 11:59:58.953 AM 11:59:58.954 AM 11:59:58.955 AM 11:59:58.956 AM 11:59:58.957 AM
11:59:58.958 AM 11:59:58.959 AM 11:59:58.96 AM 11:59:58.961 AM 11:59:58.962 AM 11:59:58.963 AM
11:59:58.964 AM 11:59:58.965 AM 11:59:58.966 AM 11:59:58.967 AM 11:59:58.968 AM 11:59:58.969 AM
11:59:58.97 AM 11:59:58.971 AM 11:59:58.972 AM 11:59:58.973 AM 11:59:58.974 AM 11:59:58.975 AM
11:59:58.976 AM 11:59:58.977 AM 11:59:58.978 AM 11:59:58.979 AM 11:59:58.98 AM 11:59:58.981 AM
11:59:58.982 AM 11:59:58.983 AM 11:59:58.984 AM 11:59:58.985 AM 11:59:58.986 AM 11:59:58.987 AM
11:59:58.988 AM 11:59:58.989 AM 11:59:58.99 AM 11:59:58.991 AM 11:59:58.992 AM 11:59:58.993 AM
11:59:58.994 AM 11:59:58.995 AM 11:59:58.996 AM 11:59:58.997 AM 11:59:58.998 AM 11:59:58.999 AM
11:59:59 AM 11:59:59.001 AM 11:59:59.002 AM 11:59:59.003 AM 11:59:59.004 AM 11:59:59.005 AM
11:59:59.006 AM 11:59:59.007 AM 11:59:59.008 AM 11:59:59.009 AM 11:59:59.01 AM 11:59:59.011 AM
11:59:59.012 AM 11:59:59.013 AM 11:59:59.014 AM 11:59:59.015 AM 11:59:59.016 AM 11:59:59.017 AM
11:59:59.018 AM 11:59:59.019 AM 11:59:59.02 AM 11:59:59.021 AM 11:59:59.022 AM 11:59:59.023 AM
11:59:59.024 AM 11:59:59.025 AM 11:59:59.026 AM 11:59:59.027 AM 11:59:59.028 AM 11:59:59.029 AM
11:59:59.03 AM 11:59:59.031 AM 11:59:59.032 AM 11:59:59.033 AM 11:59:59.034 AM 11:59:59.035 AM
11:59:59.036 AM 11:59:59.037 AM 11:59:59.038 AM 11:59:59.039 AM 11:59:59.04 AM 11:59:59.041 AM
11:59:59.042 AM 11:59:59.043 AM 11:59:59.044 AM 11:59:59.045 AM 11:59:59.046 AM 11:59:59.047 AM
11:59:59.048 AM 11:59:59.049 AM 11:59:59.05 AM 11:59:59.051 AM 11:59:59.052 AM 11:59:59.053 AM
11:59:59.054 AM 11:59:59.055 AM 11:59:59.056 AM 11:59:59.057 AM 11:59:59.058 AM 11:59:59.059 AM
11:59:59.06 AM 11:59:59.061 AM 11:59:59.062 AM 11:59:59.063 AM 11:59:59.064 AM 11:59:59.065 AM
11:59:59.066 AM 11:59:59.067 AM 11:59:59.068 AM 11:59:59.069 AM 11:59:59.07 AM 11:59:59.071 AM
11:59:59.072 AM 11:59:59.073 AM 11:59:59.074 AM 11:59:59.075 AM 11:59:59.076 AM 11:59:59.077 AM
11:59:59.078 AM 11:59:59.079 AM 11:59:59.08 AM 11:59:59.081 AM 11:59:59.082 AM 11:59:59.083 AM
11:59:59.084 AM 11:59:59.085 AM 11:59:59.086 AM 11:59:59.087 AM 11:59:59.088 AM 11:59:59.089 AM
11:59:59.09 AM 11:59:59.091 AM 11:59:59.092 AM 11:59:59.093 AM 11:59:59.094 AM 11:59:59.095 AM
11:59:59.096 AM 11:59:59.097 AM 11:59:59.098 AM 11:59:59.099 AM 11:59:59.1 AM 11:59:59.101 AM
11:59:59.102 AM 11:59:59.103 AM 11:59:59.104 AM 11:59:59.105 AM 11:59:59.106 AM 11:59:59.107 AM
11:59:59.108 AM 11:59:59.109 AM 11:59:59.11 AM 11:59:59.111 AM 11:59:59.112 AM 11:59:59.113 AM
11:59:59.114 AM 11:59:59.115 AM 11:59:59.116 AM 11:59:59.117 AM 11:59:59.118 AM 11:59:59.119 AM
11:59:59.12 AM 11:59:59.121 AM 11:59:59.122 AM 11:59:59.123 AM 11:59:59.124 AM 11:59:59.125 AM
11:59:59.126 AM 11:59:59.127 AM 11:59:59.128 AM 11:59:59.129 AM 11:59:59.13 AM 11:59:59.131 AM
11:59:59.132 AM 11:59:59.133 AM 11:59:59.134 AM 11:59:59.135 AM 11:59:59.136 AM 11:59:59.137 AM
11:59:59.138 AM 11:59:59.139 AM 11:59:59.14 AM 11:59:59.141 AM 11:59:59.142 AM 11:59:59.143 AM
11:59:59.144 AM 11:59:59.145 AM 11:59:59.146 AM 11:59:59.147 AM 11:59:59.148 AM 11:59:59.149 AM
11:59:59.15 AM 11:59:59.151 AM 11:59:59.152 AM 11:59:59.153 AM 11:59:59.154 AM 11:59:59.155 AM
11:59:59.156 AM 11:59:59.157 AM 11:59:59.158 AM 11:59:59.159 AM 11:59:59.16 AM 11:59:59.161 AM
11:59:59.162 AM 11:59:59.163 AM 11:59:59.164 AM 11:59:59.165 AM 11:59:59.166 AM 11:59:59.167 AM
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11:59:59.168 AM 11:59:59.169 AM 11:59:59.17 AM 11:59:59.171 AM 11:59:59.172 AM 11:59:59.173 AM
11:59:59.174 AM 11:59:59.175 AM 11:59:59.176 AM 11:59:59.177 AM 11:59:59.178 AM 11:59:59.179 AM
11:59:59.18 AM 11:59:59.181 AM 11:59:59.182 AM 11:59:59.183 AM 11:59:59.184 AM 11:59:59.185 AM
11:59:59.186 AM 11:59:59.187 AM 11:59:59.188 AM 11:59:59.189 AM 11:59:59.19 AM 11:59:59.191 AM
11:59:59.192 AM 11:59:59.193 AM 11:59:59.194 AM 11:59:59.195 AM 11:59:59.196 AM 11:59:59.197 AM
11:59:59.198 AM 11:59:59.199 AM 11:59:59.2 AM 11:59:59.201 AM 11:59:59.202 AM 11:59:59.203 AM
11:59:59.204 AM 11:59:59.205 AM 11:59:59.206 AM 11:59:59.207 AM 11:59:59.208 AM 11:59:59.209 AM
11:59:59.21 AM 11:59:59.211 AM 11:59:59.212 AM 11:59:59.213 AM 11:59:59.214 AM 11:59:59.215 AM
11:59:59.216 AM 11:59:59.217 AM 11:59:59.218 AM 11:59:59.219 AM 11:59:59.22 AM 11:59:59.221 AM
11:59:59.222 AM 11:59:59.223 AM 11:59:59.224 AM 11:59:59.225 AM 11:59:59.226 AM 11:59:59.227 AM
11:59:59.228 AM 11:59:59.229 AM 11:59:59.23 AM 11:59:59.231 AM 11:59:59.232 AM 11:59:59.233 AM
11:59:59.234 AM 11:59:59.235 AM 11:59:59.236 AM 11:59:59.237 AM 11:59:59.238 AM 11:59:59.239 AM
11:59:59.24 AM 11:59:59.241 AM 11:59:59.242 AM 11:59:59.243 AM 11:59:59.244 AM 11:59:59.245 AM
11:59:59.246 AM 11:59:59.247 AM 11:59:59.248 AM 11:59:59.249 AM 11:59:59.25 AM 11:59:59.251 AM
11:59:59.252 AM 11:59:59.253 AM 11:59:59.254 AM 11:59:59.255 AM 11:59:59.256 AM 11:59:59.257 AM
11:59:59.258 AM 11:59:59.259 AM 11:59:59.26 AM 11:59:59.261 AM 11:59:59.262 AM 11:59:59.263 AM
11:59:59.264 AM 11:59:59.265 AM 11:59:59.266 AM 11:59:59.267 AM 11:59:59.268 AM 11:59:59.269 AM
11:59:59.27 AM 11:59:59.271 AM 11:59:59.272 AM 11:59:59.273 AM 11:59:59.274 AM 11:59:59.275 AM
11:59:59.276 AM 11:59:59.277 AM 11:59:59.278 AM 11:59:59.279 AM 11:59:59.28 AM 11:59:59.281 AM
11:59:59.282 AM 11:59:59.283 AM 11:59:59.284 AM 11:59:59.285 AM 11:59:59.286 AM 11:59:59.287 AM
11:59:59.288 AM 11:59:59.289 AM 11:59:59.29 AM 11:59:59.291 AM 11:59:59.292 AM 11:59:59.293 AM
11:59:59.294 AM 11:59:59.295 AM 11:59:59.296 AM 11:59:59.297 AM 11:59:59.298 AM 11:59:59.299 AM
11:59:59.3 AM 11:59:59.301 AM 11:59:59.302 AM 11:59:59.303 AM 11:59:59.304 AM 11:59:59.305 AM
11:59:59.306 AM 11:59:59.307 AM 11:59:59.308 AM 11:59:59.309 AM 11:59:59.31 AM 11:59:59.311 AM
11:59:59.312 AM 11:59:59.313 AM 11:59:59.314 AM 11:59:59.315 AM 11:59:59.316 AM 11:59:59.317 AM
11:59:59.318 AM 11:59:59.319 AM 11:59:59.32 AM 11:59:59.321 AM 11:59:59.322 AM 11:59:59.323 AM
11:59:59.324 AM 11:59:59.325 AM 11:59:59.326 AM 11:59:59.327 AM 11:59:59.328 AM 11:59:59.329 AM
11:59:59.33 AM 11:59:59.331 AM 11:59:59.332 AM 11:59:59.333 AM 11:59:59.334 AM 11:59:59.335 AM
11:59:59.336 AM 11:59:59.337 AM 11:59:59.338 AM 11:59:59.339 AM 11:59:59.34 AM 11:59:59.341 AM
11:59:59.342 AM 11:59:59.343 AM 11:59:59.344 AM 11:59:59.345 AM 11:59:59.346 AM 11:59:59.347 AM
11:59:59.348 AM 11:59:59.349 AM 11:59:59.35 AM 11:59:59.351 AM 11:59:59.352 AM 11:59:59.353 AM
11:59:59.354 AM 11:59:59.355 AM 11:59:59.356 AM 11:59:59.357 AM 11:59:59.358 AM 11:59:59.359 AM
11:59:59.36 AM 11:59:59.361 AM 11:59:59.362 AM 11:59:59.363 AM 11:59:59.364 AM 11:59:59.365 AM
11:59:59.366 AM 11:59:59.367 AM 11:59:59.368 AM 11:59:59.369 AM 11:59:59.37 AM 11:59:59.371 AM
11:59:59.372 AM 11:59:59.373 AM 11:59:59.374 AM 11:59:59.375 AM 11:59:59.376 AM 11:59:59.377 AM
11:59:59.378 AM 11:59:59.379 AM 11:59:59.38 AM 11:59:59.381 AM 11:59:59.382 AM 11:59:59.383 AM
11:59:59.384 AM 11:59:59.385 AM 11:59:59.386 AM 11:59:59.387 AM 11:59:59.388 AM 11:59:59.389 AM
11:59:59.39 AM 11:59:59.391 AM 11:59:59.392 AM 11:59:59.393 AM 11:59:59.394 AM 11:59:59.395 AM
11:59:59.396 AM 11:59:59.397 AM 11:59:59.398 AM 11:59:59.399 AM 11:59:59.4 AM 11:59:59.401 AM
11:59:59.402 AM 11:59:59.403 AM 11:59:59.404 AM 11:59:59.405 AM 11:59:59.406 AM 11:59:59.407 AM
11:59:59.408 AM 11:59:59.409 AM 11:59:59.41 AM 11:59:59.411 AM 11:59:59.412 AM 11:59:59.413 AM
11:59:59.414 AM 11:59:59.415 AM 11:59:59.416 AM 11:59:59.417 AM 11:59:59.418 AM 11:59:59.419 AM
11:59:59.42 AM 11:59:59.421 AM 11:59:59.422 AM 11:59:59.423 AM 11:59:59.424 AM 11:59:59.425 AM
11:59:59.426 AM 11:59:59.427 AM 11:59:59.428 AM 11:59:59.429 AM 11:59:59.43 AM 11:59:59.431 AM
11:59:59.432 AM 11:59:59.433 AM 11:59:59.434 AM 11:59:59.435 AM 11:59:59.436 AM 11:59:59.437 AM
11:59:59.438 AM 11:59:59.439 AM 11:59:59.44 AM 11:59:59.441 AM 11:59:59.442 AM 11:59:59.443 AM
11:59:59.444 AM 11:59:59.445 AM 11:59:59.446 AM 11:59:59.447 AM 11:59:59.448 AM 11:59:59.449 AM
11:59:59.45 AM 11:59:59.451 AM 11:59:59.452 AM 11:59:59.453 AM 11:59:59.454 AM 11:59:59.455 AM
11:59:59.456 AM 11:59:59.457 AM 11:59:59.458 AM 11:59:59.459 AM 11:59:59.46 AM 11:59:59.461 AM
11:59:59.462 AM 11:59:59.463 AM 11:59:59.464 AM 11:59:59.465 AM 11:59:59.466 AM 11:59:59.467 AM
11:59:59.468 AM 11:59:59.469 AM 11:59:59.47 AM 11:59:59.471 AM 11:59:59.472 AM 11:59:59.473 AM
11:59:59.474 AM 11:59:59.475 AM 11:59:59.476 AM 11:59:59.477 AM 11:59:59.478 AM 11:59:59.479 AM
11:59:59.48 AM 11:59:59.481 AM 11:59:59.482 AM 11:59:59.483 AM 11:59:59.484 AM 11:59:59.485 AM
11:59:59.486 AM 11:59:59.487 AM 11:59:59.488 AM 11:59:59.489 AM 11:59:59.49 AM 11:59:59.491 AM
11:59:59.492 AM 11:59:59.493 AM 11:59:59.494 AM 11:59:59.495 AM 11:59:59.496 AM 11:59:59.497 AM
11:59:59.498 AM 11:59:59.499 AM 11:59:59.5 AM 11:59:59.501 AM 11:59:59.502 AM 11:59:59.503 AM
11:59:59.504 AM 11:59:59.505 AM 11:59:59.506 AM 11:59:59.507 AM 11:59:59.508 AM 11:59:59.509 AM
11:59:59.51 AM 11:59:59.511 AM 11:59:59.512 AM 11:59:59.513 AM 11:59:59.514 AM 11:59:59.515 AM
11:59:59.516 AM 11:59:59.517 AM 11:59:59.518 AM 11:59:59.519 AM 11:59:59.52 AM 11:59:59.521 AM
11:59:59.522 AM 11:59:59.523 AM 11:59:59.524 AM 11:59:59.525 AM 11:59:59.526 AM 11:59:59.527 AM



���Clocks/High Noon

11:59:59.528 AM 11:59:59.529 AM 11:59:59.53 AM 11:59:59.531 AM 11:59:59.532 AM 11:59:59.533 AM
11:59:59.534 AM 11:59:59.535 AM 11:59:59.536 AM 11:59:59.537 AM 11:59:59.538 AM 11:59:59.539 AM
11:59:59.54 AM 11:59:59.541 AM 11:59:59.542 AM 11:59:59.543 AM 11:59:59.544 AM 11:59:59.545 AM
11:59:59.546 AM 11:59:59.547 AM 11:59:59.548 AM 11:59:59.549 AM 11:59:59.55 AM 11:59:59.551 AM
11:59:59.552 AM 11:59:59.553 AM 11:59:59.554 AM 11:59:59.555 AM 11:59:59.556 AM 11:59:59.557 AM
11:59:59.558 AM 11:59:59.559 AM 11:59:59.56 AM 11:59:59.561 AM 11:59:59.562 AM 11:59:59.563 AM
11:59:59.564 AM 11:59:59.565 AM 11:59:59.566 AM 11:59:59.567 AM 11:59:59.568 AM 11:59:59.569 AM
11:59:59.57 AM 11:59:59.571 AM 11:59:59.572 AM 11:59:59.573 AM 11:59:59.574 AM 11:59:59.575 AM
11:59:59.576 AM 11:59:59.577 AM 11:59:59.578 AM 11:59:59.579 AM 11:59:59.58 AM 11:59:59.581 AM
11:59:59.582 AM 11:59:59.583 AM 11:59:59.584 AM 11:59:59.585 AM 11:59:59.586 AM 11:59:59.587 AM
11:59:59.588 AM 11:59:59.589 AM 11:59:59.59 AM 11:59:59.591 AM 11:59:59.592 AM 11:59:59.593 AM
11:59:59.594 AM 11:59:59.595 AM 11:59:59.596 AM 11:59:59.597 AM 11:59:59.598 AM 11:59:59.599 AM
11:59:59.6 AM 11:59:59.601 AM 11:59:59.602 AM 11:59:59.603 AM 11:59:59.604 AM 11:59:59.605 AM
11:59:59.606 AM 11:59:59.607 AM 11:59:59.608 AM 11:59:59.609 AM 11:59:59.61 AM 11:59:59.611 AM
11:59:59.612 AM 11:59:59.613 AM 11:59:59.614 AM 11:59:59.615 AM 11:59:59.616 AM 11:59:59.617 AM
11:59:59.618 AM 11:59:59.619 AM 11:59:59.62 AM 11:59:59.621 AM 11:59:59.622 AM 11:59:59.623 AM
11:59:59.624 AM 11:59:59.625 AM 11:59:59.626 AM 11:59:59.627 AM 11:59:59.628 AM 11:59:59.629 AM
11:59:59.63 AM 11:59:59.631 AM 11:59:59.632 AM 11:59:59.633 AM 11:59:59.634 AM 11:59:59.635 AM
11:59:59.636 AM 11:59:59.637 AM 11:59:59.638 AM 11:59:59.639 AM 11:59:59.64 AM 11:59:59.641 AM
11:59:59.642 AM 11:59:59.643 AM 11:59:59.644 AM 11:59:59.645 AM 11:59:59.646 AM 11:59:59.647 AM
11:59:59.648 AM 11:59:59.649 AM 11:59:59.65 AM 11:59:59.651 AM 11:59:59.652 AM 11:59:59.653 AM
11:59:59.654 AM 11:59:59.655 AM 11:59:59.656 AM 11:59:59.657 AM 11:59:59.658 AM 11:59:59.659 AM
11:59:59.66 AM 11:59:59.661 AM 11:59:59.662 AM 11:59:59.663 AM 11:59:59.664 AM 11:59:59.665 AM
11:59:59.666 AM 11:59:59.667 AM 11:59:59.668 AM 11:59:59.669 AM 11:59:59.67 AM 11:59:59.671 AM
11:59:59.672 AM 11:59:59.673 AM 11:59:59.674 AM 11:59:59.675 AM 11:59:59.676 AM 11:59:59.677 AM
11:59:59.678 AM 11:59:59.679 AM 11:59:59.68 AM 11:59:59.681 AM 11:59:59.682 AM 11:59:59.683 AM
11:59:59.684 AM 11:59:59.685 AM 11:59:59.686 AM 11:59:59.687 AM 11:59:59.688 AM 11:59:59.689 AM
11:59:59.69 AM 11:59:59.691 AM 11:59:59.692 AM 11:59:59.693 AM 11:59:59.694 AM 11:59:59.695 AM
11:59:59.696 AM 11:59:59.697 AM 11:59:59.698 AM 11:59:59.699 AM 11:59:59.7 AM 11:59:59.701 AM
11:59:59.702 AM 11:59:59.703 AM 11:59:59.704 AM 11:59:59.705 AM 11:59:59.706 AM 11:59:59.707 AM
11:59:59.708 AM 11:59:59.709 AM 11:59:59.71 AM 11:59:59.711 AM 11:59:59.712 AM 11:59:59.713 AM
11:59:59.714 AM 11:59:59.715 AM 11:59:59.716 AM 11:59:59.717 AM 11:59:59.718 AM 11:59:59.719 AM
11:59:59.72 AM 11:59:59.721 AM 11:59:59.722 AM 11:59:59.723 AM 11:59:59.724 AM 11:59:59.725 AM
11:59:59.726 AM 11:59:59.727 AM 11:59:59.728 AM 11:59:59.729 AM 11:59:59.73 AM 11:59:59.731 AM
11:59:59.732 AM 11:59:59.733 AM 11:59:59.734 AM 11:59:59.735 AM 11:59:59.736 AM 11:59:59.737 AM
11:59:59.738 AM 11:59:59.739 AM 11:59:59.74 AM 11:59:59.741 AM 11:59:59.742 AM 11:59:59.743 AM
11:59:59.744 AM 11:59:59.745 AM 11:59:59.746 AM 11:59:59.747 AM 11:59:59.748 AM 11:59:59.749 AM
11:59:59.75 AM 11:59:59.751 AM 11:59:59.752 AM 11:59:59.753 AM 11:59:59.754 AM 11:59:59.755 AM
11:59:59.756 AM 11:59:59.757 AM 11:59:59.758 AM 11:59:59.759 AM 11:59:59.76 AM 11:59:59.761 AM
11:59:59.762 AM 11:59:59.763 AM 11:59:59.764 AM 11:59:59.765 AM 11:59:59.766 AM 11:59:59.767 AM
11:59:59.768 AM 11:59:59.769 AM 11:59:59.77 AM 11:59:59.771 AM 11:59:59.772 AM 11:59:59.773 AM
11:59:59.774 AM 11:59:59.775 AM 11:59:59.776 AM 11:59:59.777 AM 11:59:59.778 AM 11:59:59.779 AM
11:59:59.78 AM 11:59:59.781 AM 11:59:59.782 AM 11:59:59.783 AM 11:59:59.784 AM 11:59:59.785 AM
11:59:59.786 AM 11:59:59.787 AM 11:59:59.788 AM 11:59:59.789 AM 11:59:59.79 AM 11:59:59.791 AM
11:59:59.792 AM 11:59:59.793 AM 11:59:59.794 AM 11:59:59.795 AM 11:59:59.796 AM 11:59:59.797 AM
11:59:59.798 AM 11:59:59.799 AM 11:59:59.8 AM 11:59:59.801 AM 11:59:59.802 AM 11:59:59.803 AM
11:59:59.804 AM 11:59:59.805 AM 11:59:59.806 AM 11:59:59.807 AM 11:59:59.808 AM 11:59:59.809 AM
11:59:59.81 AM 11:59:59.811 AM 11:59:59.812 AM 11:59:59.813 AM 11:59:59.814 AM 11:59:59.815 AM
11:59:59.816 AM 11:59:59.817 AM 11:59:59.818 AM 11:59:59.819 AM 11:59:59.82 AM 11:59:59.821 AM
11:59:59.822 AM 11:59:59.823 AM 11:59:59.824 AM 11:59:59.825 AM 11:59:59.826 AM 11:59:59.827 AM
11:59:59.828 AM 11:59:59.829 AM 11:59:59.83 AM 11:59:59.831 AM 11:59:59.832 AM 11:59:59.833 AM
11:59:59.834 AM 11:59:59.835 AM 11:59:59.836 AM 11:59:59.837 AM 11:59:59.838 AM 11:59:59.839 AM
11:59:59.84 AM 11:59:59.841 AM 11:59:59.842 AM 11:59:59.843 AM 11:59:59.844 AM 11:59:59.845 AM
11:59:59.846 AM 11:59:59.847 AM 11:59:59.848 AM 11:59:59.849 AM 11:59:59.85 AM 11:59:59.851 AM
11:59:59.852 AM 11:59:59.853 AM 11:59:59.854 AM 11:59:59.855 AM 11:59:59.856 AM 11:59:59.857 AM
11:59:59.858 AM 11:59:59.859 AM 11:59:59.86 AM 11:59:59.861 AM 11:59:59.862 AM 11:59:59.863 AM
11:59:59.864 AM 11:59:59.865 AM 11:59:59.866 AM 11:59:59.867 AM 11:59:59.868 AM 11:59:59.869 AM
11:59:59.87 AM 11:59:59.871 AM 11:59:59.872 AM 11:59:59.873 AM 11:59:59.874 AM 11:59:59.875 AM
11:59:59.876 AM 11:59:59.877 AM 11:59:59.878 AM 11:59:59.879 AM 11:59:59.88 AM 11:59:59.881 AM
11:59:59.882 AM 11:59:59.883 AM 11:59:59.884 AM 11:59:59.885 AM 11:59:59.886 AM 11:59:59.887 AM



���

11:59:59.888 AM 11:59:59.889 AM 11:59:59.89 AM 11:59:59.891 AM 11:59:59.892 AM 11:59:59.893 AM
11:59:59.894 AM 11:59:59.895 AM 11:59:59.896 AM 11:59:59.897 AM 11:59:59.898 AM 11:59:59.899 AM
11:59:59.9 AM 11:59:59.901 AM 11:59:59.902 AM 11:59:59.903 AM 11:59:59.904 AM 11:59:59.905 AM
11:59:59.906 AM 11:59:59.907 AM 11:59:59.908 AM 11:59:59.909 AM 11:59:59.91 AM 11:59:59.911 AM
11:59:59.912 AM 11:59:59.913 AM 11:59:59.914 AM 11:59:59.915 AM 11:59:59.916 AM 11:59:59.917 AM
11:59:59.918 AM 11:59:59.919 AM 11:59:59.92 AM 11:59:59.921 AM 11:59:59.922 AM 11:59:59.923 AM
11:59:59.924 AM 11:59:59.925 AM 11:59:59.926 AM 11:59:59.927 AM 11:59:59.928 AM 11:59:59.929 AM
11:59:59.93 AM 11:59:59.931 AM 11:59:59.932 AM 11:59:59.933 AM 11:59:59.934 AM 11:59:59.935 AM
11:59:59.936 AM 11:59:59.937 AM 11:59:59.938 AM 11:59:59.939 AM 11:59:59.94 AM 11:59:59.941 AM
11:59:59.942 AM 11:59:59.943 AM 11:59:59.944 AM 11:59:59.945 AM 11:59:59.946 AM 11:59:59.947 AM
11:59:59.948 AM 11:59:59.949 AM 11:59:59.95 AM 11:59:59.951 AM 11:59:59.952 AM 11:59:59.953 AM
11:59:59.954 AM 11:59:59.955 AM 11:59:59.956 AM 11:59:59.957 AM 11:59:59.958 AM 11:59:59.959 AM
11:59:59.96 AM 11:59:59.961 AM 11:59:59.962 AM 11:59:59.963 AM 11:59:59.964 AM 11:59:59.965 AM
11:59:59.966 AM 11:59:59.967 AM 11:59:59.968 AM 11:59:59.969 AM 11:59:59.97 AM 11:59:59.971 AM
11:59:59.972 AM 11:59:59.973 AM 11:59:59.974 AM 11:59:59.975 AM 11:59:59.976 AM 11:59:59.977 AM
11:59:59.978 AM 11:59:59.979 AM 11:59:59.98 AM 11:59:59.981 AM 11:59:59.982 AM 11:59:59.983 AM
11:59:59.984 AM 11:59:59.985 AM 11:59:59.986 AM 11:59:59.987 AM 11:59:59.988 AM 11:59:59.989 AM
11:59:59.99 AM 11:59:59.991 AM 11:59:59.992 AM 11:59:59.993 AM 11:59:59.994 AM 11:59:59.995 AM
11:59:59.996 AM 11:59:59.997 AM 11:59:59.998 AM 11:59:59.999 AM 12:00:0.0 PM 12:00:0.001 PM
12:00:0.002 PM 12:00:0.003 PM 12:00:0.004 PM 12:00:0.005 PM 12:00:0.006 PM 12:00:0.007 PM
12:00:0.008 PM 12:00:0.009 PM 12:00:0.01 PM 12:00:0.011 PM 12:00:0.012 PM 12:00:0.013 PM
12:00:0.014 PM 12:00:0.015 PM 12:00:0.016 PM 12:00:0.017 PM 12:00:0.018 PM 12:00:0.019 PM
12:00:0.02 PM 12:00:0.021 PM 12:00:0.022 PM 12:00:0.023 PM 12:00:0.024 PM 12:00:0.025 PM
12:00:0.026 PM 12:00:0.027 PM 12:00:0.028 PM 12:00:0.029 PM 12:00:0.03 PM 12:00:0.031 PM
12:00:0.032 PM 12:00:0.033 PM 12:00:0.034 PM 12:00:0.035 PM 12:00:0.036 PM 12:00:0.037 PM
12:00:0.038 PM 12:00:0.039 PM 12:00:0.04 PM 12:00:0.041 PM 12:00:0.042 PM 12:00:0.043 PM
12:00:0.044 PM 12:00:0.045 PM 12:00:0.046 PM 12:00:0.047 PM 12:00:0.048 PM 12:00:0.049 PM
12:00:0.05 PM 12:00:0.051 PM 12:00:0.052 PM 12:00:0.053 PM 12:00:0.054 PM 12:00:0.055 PM
12:00:0.056 PM 12:00:0.057 PM 12:00:0.058 PM 12:00:0.059 PM 12:00:0.06 PM 12:00:0.061 PM
12:00:0.062 PM 12:00:0.063 PM 12:00:0.064 PM 12:00:0.065 PM 12:00:0.066 PM 12:00:0.067 PM
12:00:0.068 PM 12:00:0.069 PM 12:00:0.07 PM 12:00:0.071 PM 12:00:0.072 PM 12:00:0.073 PM
12:00:0.074 PM 12:00:0.075 PM 12:00:0.076 PM 12:00:0.077 PM 12:00:0.078 PM 12:00:0.079 PM
12:00:0.08 PM 12:00:0.081 PM 12:00:0.082 PM 12:00:0.083 PM 12:00:0.084 PM 12:00:0.085 PM
12:00:0.086 PM 12:00:0.087 PM 12:00:0.088 PM 12:00:0.089 PM 12:00:0.09 PM 12:00:0.091 PM
12:00:0.092 PM 12:00:0.093 PM 12:00:0.094 PM 12:00:0.095 PM 12:00:0.096 PM 12:00:0.097 PM
12:00:0.098 PM 12:00:0.099 PM 12:00:0.1 PM 12:00:0.101 PM 12:00:0.102 PM 12:00:0.103 PM
12:00:0.104 PM 12:00:0.105 PM 12:00:0.106 PM 12:00:0.107 PM 12:00:0.108 PM 12:00:0.109 PM
12:00:0.11 PM 12:00:0.111 PM 12:00:0.112 PM 12:00:0.113 PM 12:00:0.114 PM 12:00:0.115 PM
12:00:0.116 PM 12:00:0.117 PM 12:00:0.118 PM 12:00:0.119 PM 12:00:0.12 PM 12:00:0.121 PM
12:00:0.122 PM 12:00:0.123 PM 12:00:0.124 PM 12:00:0.125 PM 12:00:0.126 PM 12:00:0.127 PM
12:00:0.128 PM 12:00:0.129 PM 12:00:0.13 PM 12:00:0.131 PM 12:00:0.132 PM 12:00:0.133 PM
12:00:0.134 PM 12:00:0.135 PM 12:00:0.136 PM 12:00:0.137 PM 12:00:0.138 PM 12:00:0.139 PM
12:00:0.14 PM 12:00:0.141 PM 12:00:0.142 PM 12:00:0.143 PM 12:00:0.144 PM 12:00:0.145 PM
12:00:0.146 PM 12:00:0.147 PM 12:00:0.148 PM 12:00:0.149 PM 12:00:0.15 PM 12:00:0.151 PM
12:00:0.152 PM 12:00:0.153 PM 12:00:0.154 PM 12:00:0.155 PM 12:00:0.156 PM 12:00:0.157 PM
12:00:0.158 PM 12:00:0.159 PM 12:00:0.16 PM 12:00:0.161 PM 12:00:0.162 PM 12:00:0.163 PM
12:00:0.164 PM 12:00:0.165 PM 12:00:0.166 PM 12:00:0.167 PM 12:00:0.168 PM 12:00:0.169 PM
12:00:0.17 PM 12:00:0.171 PM 12:00:0.172 PM 12:00:0.173 PM 12:00:0.174 PM 12:00:0.175 PM
12:00:0.176 PM 12:00:0.177 PM 12:00:0.178 PM 12:00:0.179 PM 12:00:0.18 PM 12:00:0.181 PM
12:00:0.182 PM 12:00:0.183 PM 12:00:0.184 PM 12:00:0.185 PM 12:00:0.186 PM 12:00:0.187 PM
12:00:0.188 PM 12:00:0.189 PM 12:00:0.19 PM 12:00:0.191 PM 12:00:0.192 PM 12:00:0.193 PM
12:00:0.194 PM 12:00:0.195 PM 12:00:0.196 PM 12:00:0.197 PM 12:00:0.198 PM 12:00:0.199 PM
12:00:0.2 PM 12:00:0.201 PM 12:00:0.202 PM 12:00:0.203 PM 12:00:0.204 PM 12:00:0.205 PM
12:00:0.206 PM 12:00:0.207 PM 12:00:0.208 PM 12:00:0.209 PM 12:00:0.21 PM 12:00:0.211 PM
12:00:0.212 PM 12:00:0.213 PM 12:00:0.214 PM 12:00:0.215 PM 12:00:0.216 PM 12:00:0.217 PM
12:00:0.218 PM 12:00:0.219 PM 12:00:0.22 PM 12:00:0.221 PM 12:00:0.222 PM 12:00:0.223 PM
12:00:0.224 PM 12:00:0.225 PM 12:00:0.226 PM 12:00:0.227 PM 12:00:0.228 PM 12:00:0.229 PM
12:00:0.23 PM 12:00:0.231 PM 12:00:0.232 PM 12:00:0.233 PM 12:00:0.234 PM 12:00:0.235 PM
12:00:0.236 PM 12:00:0.237 PM 12:00:0.238 PM 12:00:0.239 PM 12:00:0.24 PM 12:00:0.241 PM
12:00:0.242 PM 12:00:0.243 PM 12:00:0.244 PM 12:00:0.245 PM 12:00:0.246 PM 12:00:0.247 PM
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12:00:0.248 PM 12:00:0.249 PM 12:00:0.25 PM 12:00:0.251 PM 12:00:0.252 PM 12:00:0.253 PM
12:00:0.254 PM 12:00:0.255 PM 12:00:0.256 PM 12:00:0.257 PM 12:00:0.258 PM 12:00:0.259 PM
12:00:0.26 PM 12:00:0.261 PM 12:00:0.262 PM 12:00:0.263 PM 12:00:0.264 PM 12:00:0.265 PM
12:00:0.266 PM 12:00:0.267 PM 12:00:0.268 PM 12:00:0.269 PM 12:00:0.27 PM 12:00:0.271 PM
12:00:0.272 PM 12:00:0.273 PM 12:00:0.274 PM 12:00:0.275 PM 12:00:0.276 PM 12:00:0.277 PM
12:00:0.278 PM 12:00:0.279 PM 12:00:0.28 PM 12:00:0.281 PM 12:00:0.282 PM 12:00:0.283 PM
12:00:0.284 PM 12:00:0.285 PM 12:00:0.286 PM 12:00:0.287 PM 12:00:0.288 PM 12:00:0.289 PM
12:00:0.29 PM 12:00:0.291 PM 12:00:0.292 PM 12:00:0.293 PM 12:00:0.294 PM 12:00:0.295 PM
12:00:0.296 PM 12:00:0.297 PM 12:00:0.298 PM 12:00:0.299 PM 12:00:0.3 PM 12:00:0.301 PM
12:00:0.302 PM 12:00:0.303 PM 12:00:0.304 PM 12:00:0.305 PM 12:00:0.306 PM 12:00:0.307 PM
12:00:0.308 PM 12:00:0.309 PM 12:00:0.31 PM 12:00:0.311 PM 12:00:0.312 PM 12:00:0.313 PM
12:00:0.314 PM 12:00:0.315 PM 12:00:0.316 PM 12:00:0.317 PM 12:00:0.318 PM 12:00:0.319 PM
12:00:0.32 PM 12:00:0.321 PM 12:00:0.322 PM 12:00:0.323 PM 12:00:0.324 PM 12:00:0.325 PM
12:00:0.326 PM 12:00:0.327 PM 12:00:0.328 PM 12:00:0.329 PM 12:00:0.33 PM 12:00:0.331 PM
12:00:0.332 PM 12:00:0.333 PM 12:00:0.334 PM 12:00:0.335 PM 12:00:0.336 PM 12:00:0.337 PM
12:00:0.338 PM 12:00:0.339 PM 12:00:0.34 PM 12:00:0.341 PM 12:00:0.342 PM 12:00:0.343 PM
12:00:0.344 PM 12:00:0.345 PM 12:00:0.346 PM 12:00:0.347 PM 12:00:0.348 PM 12:00:0.349 PM
12:00:0.35 PM 12:00:0.351 PM 12:00:0.352 PM 12:00:0.353 PM 12:00:0.354 PM 12:00:0.355 PM
12:00:0.356 PM 12:00:0.357 PM 12:00:0.358 PM 12:00:0.359 PM 12:00:0.36 PM 12:00:0.361 PM
12:00:0.362 PM 12:00:0.363 PM 12:00:0.364 PM 12:00:0.365 PM 12:00:0.366 PM 12:00:0.367 PM
12:00:0.368 PM 12:00:0.369 PM 12:00:0.37 PM 12:00:0.371 PM 12:00:0.372 PM 12:00:0.373 PM
12:00:0.374 PM 12:00:0.375 PM 12:00:0.376 PM 12:00:0.377 PM 12:00:0.378 PM 12:00:0.379 PM
12:00:0.38 PM 12:00:0.381 PM 12:00:0.382 PM 12:00:0.383 PM 12:00:0.384 PM 12:00:0.385 PM
12:00:0.386 PM 12:00:0.387 PM 12:00:0.388 PM 12:00:0.389 PM 12:00:0.39 PM 12:00:0.391 PM
12:00:0.392 PM 12:00:0.393 PM 12:00:0.394 PM 12:00:0.395 PM 12:00:0.396 PM 12:00:0.397 PM
12:00:0.398 PM 12:00:0.399 PM 12:00:0.4 PM 12:00:0.401 PM 12:00:0.402 PM 12:00:0.403 PM
12:00:0.404 PM 12:00:0.405 PM 12:00:0.406 PM 12:00:0.407 PM 12:00:0.408 PM 12:00:0.409 PM
12:00:0.41 PM 12:00:0.411 PM 12:00:0.412 PM 12:00:0.413 PM 12:00:0.414 PM 12:00:0.415 PM
12:00:0.416 PM 12:00:0.417 PM 12:00:0.418 PM 12:00:0.419 PM 12:00:0.42 PM 12:00:0.421 PM
12:00:0.422 PM 12:00:0.423 PM 12:00:0.424 PM 12:00:0.425 PM 12:00:0.426 PM 12:00:0.427 PM
12:00:0.428 PM 12:00:0.429 PM 12:00:0.43 PM 12:00:0.431 PM 12:00:0.432 PM 12:00:0.433 PM
12:00:0.434 PM 12:00:0.435 PM 12:00:0.436 PM 12:00:0.437 PM 12:00:0.438 PM 12:00:0.439 PM
12:00:0.44 PM 12:00:0.441 PM 12:00:0.442 PM 12:00:0.443 PM 12:00:0.444 PM 12:00:0.445 PM
12:00:0.446 PM 12:00:0.447 PM 12:00:0.448 PM 12:00:0.449 PM 12:00:0.45 PM 12:00:0.451 PM
12:00:0.452 PM 12:00:0.453 PM 12:00:0.454 PM 12:00:0.455 PM 12:00:0.456 PM 12:00:0.457 PM
12:00:0.458 PM 12:00:0.459 PM 12:00:0.46 PM 12:00:0.461 PM 12:00:0.462 PM 12:00:0.463 PM
12:00:0.464 PM 12:00:0.465 PM 12:00:0.466 PM 12:00:0.467 PM 12:00:0.468 PM 12:00:0.469 PM
12:00:0.47 PM 12:00:0.471 PM 12:00:0.472 PM 12:00:0.473 PM 12:00:0.474 PM 12:00:0.475 PM
12:00:0.476 PM 12:00:0.477 PM 12:00:0.478 PM 12:00:0.479 PM 12:00:0.48 PM 12:00:0.481 PM
12:00:0.482 PM 12:00:0.483 PM 12:00:0.484 PM 12:00:0.485 PM 12:00:0.486 PM 12:00:0.487 PM
12:00:0.488 PM 12:00:0.489 PM 12:00:0.49 PM 12:00:0.491 PM 12:00:0.492 PM 12:00:0.493 PM
12:00:0.494 PM 12:00:0.495 PM 12:00:0.496 PM 12:00:0.497 PM 12:00:0.498 PM 12:00:0.499 PM
12:00:0.5 PM 12:00:0.501 PM 12:00:0.502 PM 12:00:0.503 PM 12:00:0.504 PM 12:00:0.505 PM
12:00:0.506 PM 12:00:0.507 PM 12:00:0.508 PM 12:00:0.509 PM 12:00:0.51 PM 12:00:0.511 PM
12:00:0.512 PM 12:00:0.513 PM 12:00:0.514 PM 12:00:0.515 PM 12:00:0.516 PM 12:00:0.517 PM
12:00:0.518 PM 12:00:0.519 PM 12:00:0.52 PM 12:00:0.521 PM 12:00:0.522 PM 12:00:0.523 PM
12:00:0.524 PM 12:00:0.525 PM 12:00:0.526 PM 12:00:0.527 PM 12:00:0.528 PM 12:00:0.529 PM
12:00:0.53 PM 12:00:0.531 PM 12:00:0.532 PM 12:00:0.533 PM 12:00:0.534 PM 12:00:0.535 PM
12:00:0.536 PM 12:00:0.537 PM 12:00:0.538 PM 12:00:0.539 PM 12:00:0.54 PM 12:00:0.541 PM
12:00:0.542 PM 12:00:0.543 PM 12:00:0.544 PM 12:00:0.545 PM 12:00:0.546 PM 12:00:0.547 PM
12:00:0.548 PM 12:00:0.549 PM 12:00:0.55 PM 12:00:0.551 PM 12:00:0.552 PM 12:00:0.553 PM
12:00:0.554 PM 12:00:0.555 PM 12:00:0.556 PM 12:00:0.557 PM 12:00:0.558 PM 12:00:0.559 PM
12:00:0.56 PM 12:00:0.561 PM 12:00:0.562 PM 12:00:0.563 PM 12:00:0.564 PM 12:00:0.565 PM
12:00:0.566 PM 12:00:0.567 PM 12:00:0.568 PM 12:00:0.569 PM 12:00:0.57 PM 12:00:0.571 PM
12:00:0.572 PM 12:00:0.573 PM 12:00:0.574 PM 12:00:0.575 PM 12:00:0.576 PM 12:00:0.577 PM
12:00:0.578 PM 12:00:0.579 PM 12:00:0.58 PM 12:00:0.581 PM 12:00:0.582 PM 12:00:0.583 PM
12:00:0.584 PM 12:00:0.585 PM 12:00:0.586 PM 12:00:0.587 PM 12:00:0.588 PM 12:00:0.589 PM
12:00:0.59 PM 12:00:0.591 PM 12:00:0.592 PM 12:00:0.593 PM 12:00:0.594 PM 12:00:0.595 PM
12:00:0.596 PM 12:00:0.597 PM 12:00:0.598 PM 12:00:0.599 PM 12:00:0.6 PM 12:00:0.601 PM
12:00:0.602 PM 12:00:0.603 PM 12:00:0.604 PM 12:00:0.605 PM 12:00:0.606 PM 12:00:0.607 PM
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12:00:0.608 PM 12:00:0.609 PM 12:00:0.61 PM 12:00:0.611 PM 12:00:0.612 PM 12:00:0.613 PM
12:00:0.614 PM 12:00:0.615 PM 12:00:0.616 PM 12:00:0.617 PM 12:00:0.618 PM 12:00:0.619 PM
12:00:0.62 PM 12:00:0.621 PM 12:00:0.622 PM 12:00:0.623 PM 12:00:0.624 PM 12:00:0.625 PM
12:00:0.626 PM 12:00:0.627 PM 12:00:0.628 PM 12:00:0.629 PM 12:00:0.63 PM 12:00:0.631 PM
12:00:0.632 PM 12:00:0.633 PM 12:00:0.634 PM 12:00:0.635 PM 12:00:0.636 PM 12:00:0.637 PM
12:00:0.638 PM 12:00:0.639 PM 12:00:0.64 PM 12:00:0.641 PM 12:00:0.642 PM 12:00:0.643 PM
12:00:0.644 PM 12:00:0.645 PM 12:00:0.646 PM 12:00:0.647 PM 12:00:0.648 PM 12:00:0.649 PM
12:00:0.65 PM 12:00:0.651 PM 12:00:0.652 PM 12:00:0.653 PM 12:00:0.654 PM 12:00:0.655 PM
12:00:0.656 PM 12:00:0.657 PM 12:00:0.658 PM 12:00:0.659 PM 12:00:0.66 PM 12:00:0.661 PM
12:00:0.662 PM 12:00:0.663 PM 12:00:0.664 PM 12:00:0.665 PM 12:00:0.666 PM 12:00:0.667 PM
12:00:0.668 PM 12:00:0.669 PM 12:00:0.67 PM 12:00:0.671 PM 12:00:0.672 PM 12:00:0.673 PM
12:00:0.674 PM 12:00:0.675 PM 12:00:0.676 PM 12:00:0.677 PM 12:00:0.678 PM 12:00:0.679 PM
12:00:0.68 PM 12:00:0.681 PM 12:00:0.682 PM 12:00:0.683 PM 12:00:0.684 PM 12:00:0.685 PM
12:00:0.686 PM 12:00:0.687 PM 12:00:0.688 PM 12:00:0.689 PM 12:00:0.69 PM 12:00:0.691 PM
12:00:0.692 PM 12:00:0.693 PM 12:00:0.694 PM 12:00:0.695 PM 12:00:0.696 PM 12:00:0.697 PM
12:00:0.698 PM 12:00:0.699 PM 12:00:0.7 PM 12:00:0.701 PM 12:00:0.702 PM 12:00:0.703 PM
12:00:0.704 PM 12:00:0.705 PM 12:00:0.706 PM 12:00:0.707 PM 12:00:0.708 PM 12:00:0.709 PM
12:00:0.71 PM 12:00:0.711 PM 12:00:0.712 PM 12:00:0.713 PM 12:00:0.714 PM 12:00:0.715 PM
12:00:0.716 PM 12:00:0.717 PM 12:00:0.718 PM 12:00:0.719 PM 12:00:0.72 PM 12:00:0.721 PM
12:00:0.722 PM 12:00:0.723 PM 12:00:0.724 PM 12:00:0.725 PM 12:00:0.726 PM 12:00:0.727 PM
12:00:0.728 PM 12:00:0.729 PM 12:00:0.73 PM 12:00:0.731 PM 12:00:0.732 PM 12:00:0.733 PM
12:00:0.734 PM 12:00:0.735 PM 12:00:0.736 PM 12:00:0.737 PM 12:00:0.738 PM 12:00:0.739 PM
12:00:0.74 PM 12:00:0.741 PM 12:00:0.742 PM 12:00:0.743 PM 12:00:0.744 PM 12:00:0.745 PM
12:00:0.746 PM 12:00:0.747 PM 12:00:0.748 PM 12:00:0.749 PM 12:00:0.75 PM 12:00:0.751 PM
12:00:0.752 PM 12:00:0.753 PM 12:00:0.754 PM 12:00:0.755 PM 12:00:0.756 PM 12:00:0.757 PM
12:00:0.758 PM 12:00:0.759 PM 12:00:0.76 PM 12:00:0.761 PM 12:00:0.762 PM 12:00:0.763 PM
12:00:0.764 PM 12:00:0.765 PM 12:00:0.766 PM 12:00:0.767 PM 12:00:0.768 PM 12:00:0.769 PM
12:00:0.77 PM 12:00:0.771 PM 12:00:0.772 PM 12:00:0.773 PM 12:00:0.774 PM 12:00:0.775 PM
12:00:0.776 PM 12:00:0.777 PM 12:00:0.778 PM 12:00:0.779 PM 12:00:0.78 PM 12:00:0.781 PM
12:00:0.782 PM 12:00:0.783 PM 12:00:0.784 PM 12:00:0.785 PM 12:00:0.786 PM 12:00:0.787 PM
12:00:0.788 PM 12:00:0.789 PM 12:00:0.79 PM 12:00:0.791 PM 12:00:0.792 PM 12:00:0.793 PM
12:00:0.794 PM 12:00:0.795 PM 12:00:0.796 PM 12:00:0.797 PM 12:00:0.798 PM 12:00:0.799 PM
12:00:0.8 PM 12:00:0.801 PM 12:00:0.802 PM 12:00:0.803 PM 12:00:0.804 PM 12:00:0.805 PM
12:00:0.806 PM 12:00:0.807 PM 12:00:0.808 PM 12:00:0.809 PM 12:00:0.81 PM 12:00:0.811 PM
12:00:0.812 PM 12:00:0.813 PM 12:00:0.814 PM 12:00:0.815 PM 12:00:0.816 PM 12:00:0.817 PM
12:00:0.818 PM 12:00:0.819 PM 12:00:0.82 PM 12:00:0.821 PM 12:00:0.822 PM 12:00:0.823 PM
12:00:0.824 PM 12:00:0.825 PM 12:00:0.826 PM 12:00:0.827 PM 12:00:0.828 PM 12:00:0.829 PM
12:00:0.83 PM 12:00:0.831 PM 12:00:0.832 PM 12:00:0.833 PM 12:00:0.834 PM 12:00:0.835 PM
12:00:0.836 PM 12:00:0.837 PM 12:00:0.838 PM 12:00:0.839 PM 12:00:0.84 PM 12:00:0.841 PM
12:00:0.842 PM 12:00:0.843 PM 12:00:0.844 PM 12:00:0.845 PM 12:00:0.846 PM 12:00:0.847 PM
12:00:0.848 PM 12:00:0.849 PM 12:00:0.85 PM 12:00:0.851 PM 12:00:0.852 PM 12:00:0.853 PM
12:00:0.854 PM 12:00:0.855 PM 12:00:0.856 PM 12:00:0.857 PM 12:00:0.858 PM 12:00:0.859 PM
12:00:0.86 PM 12:00:0.861 PM 12:00:0.862 PM 12:00:0.863 PM 12:00:0.864 PM 12:00:0.865 PM
12:00:0.866 PM 12:00:0.867 PM 12:00:0.868 PM 12:00:0.869 PM 12:00:0.87 PM 12:00:0.871 PM
12:00:0.872 PM 12:00:0.873 PM 12:00:0.874 PM 12:00:0.875 PM 12:00:0.876 PM 12:00:0.877 PM
12:00:0.878 PM 12:00:0.879 PM 12:00:0.88 PM 12:00:0.881 PM 12:00:0.882 PM 12:00:0.883 PM
12:00:0.884 PM 12:00:0.885 PM 12:00:0.886 PM 12:00:0.887 PM 12:00:0.888 PM 12:00:0.889 PM
12:00:0.89 PM 12:00:0.891 PM 12:00:0.892 PM 12:00:0.893 PM 12:00:0.894 PM 12:00:0.895 PM
12:00:0.896 PM 12:00:0.897 PM 12:00:0.898 PM 12:00:0.899 PM 12:00:0.9 PM 12:00:0.901 PM
12:00:0.902 PM 12:00:0.903 PM 12:00:0.904 PM 12:00:0.905 PM 12:00:0.906 PM 12:00:0.907 PM
12:00:0.908 PM 12:00:0.909 PM 12:00:0.91 PM 12:00:0.911 PM 12:00:0.912 PM 12:00:0.913 PM
12:00:0.914 PM 12:00:0.915 PM 12:00:0.916 PM 12:00:0.917 PM 12:00:0.918 PM 12:00:0.919 PM
12:00:0.92 PM 12:00:0.921 PM 12:00:0.922 PM 12:00:0.923 PM 12:00:0.924 PM 12:00:0.925 PM
12:00:0.926 PM 12:00:0.927 PM 12:00:0.928 PM 12:00:0.929 PM 12:00:0.93 PM 12:00:0.931 PM
12:00:0.932 PM 12:00:0.933 PM 12:00:0.934 PM 12:00:0.935 PM 12:00:0.936 PM 12:00:0.937 PM
12:00:0.938 PM 12:00:0.939 PM 12:00:0.94 PM 12:00:0.941 PM 12:00:0.942 PM 12:00:0.943 PM
12:00:0.944 PM 12:00:0.945 PM 12:00:0.946 PM 12:00:0.947 PM 12:00:0.948 PM 12:00:0.949 PM
12:00:0.95 PM 12:00:0.951 PM 12:00:0.952 PM 12:00:0.953 PM 12:00:0.954 PM 12:00:0.955 PM
12:00:0.956 PM 12:00:0.957 PM 12:00:0.958 PM 12:00:0.959 PM 12:00:0.96 PM 12:00:0.961 PM
12:00:0.962 PM 12:00:0.963 PM 12:00:0.964 PM 12:00:0.965 PM 12:00:0.966 PM 12:00:0.967 PM
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12:00:0.968 PM 12:00:0.969 PM 12:00:0.97 PM 12:00:0.971 PM 12:00:0.972 PM 12:00:0.973 PM
12:00:0.974 PM 12:00:0.975 PM 12:00:0.976 PM 12:00:0.977 PM 12:00:0.978 PM 12:00:0.979 PM
12:00:0.98 PM 12:00:0.981 PM 12:00:0.982 PM 12:00:0.983 PM 12:00:0.984 PM 12:00:0.985 PM
12:00:0.986 PM 12:00:0.987 PM 12:00:0.988 PM 12:00:0.989 PM 12:00:0.99 PM 12:00:0.991 PM
12:00:0.992 PM 12:00:0.993 PM 12:00:0.994 PM 12:00:0.995 PM 12:00:0.996 PM 12:00:0.997 PM
12:00:0.998 PM 12:00:0.999 PM 12:00:1 PM 12:00:1.001 PM 12:00:1.002 PM 12:00:1.003 PM
12:00:1.004 PM 12:00:1.005 PM 12:00:1.006 PM 12:00:1.007 PM 12:00:1.008 PM 12:00:1.009 PM
12:00:1.01 PM 12:00:1.011 PM 12:00:1.012 PM 12:00:1.013 PM 12:00:1.014 PM 12:00:1.015 PM
12:00:1.016 PM 12:00:1.017 PM 12:00:1.018 PM 12:00:1.019 PM 12:00:1.02 PM 12:00:1.021 PM
12:00:1.022 PM 12:00:1.023 PM 12:00:1.024 PM 12:00:1.025 PM 12:00:1.026 PM 12:00:1.027 PM
12:00:1.028 PM 12:00:1.029 PM 12:00:1.03 PM 12:00:1.031 PM 12:00:1.032 PM 12:00:1.033 PM
12:00:1.034 PM 12:00:1.035 PM 12:00:1.036 PM 12:00:1.037 PM 12:00:1.038 PM 12:00:1.039 PM
12:00:1.04 PM 12:00:1.041 PM 12:00:1.042 PM 12:00:1.043 PM 12:00:1.044 PM 12:00:1.045 PM
12:00:1.046 PM 12:00:1.047 PM 12:00:1.048 PM 12:00:1.049 PM 12:00:1.05 PM 12:00:1.051 PM
12:00:1.052 PM 12:00:1.053 PM 12:00:1.054 PM 12:00:1.055 PM 12:00:1.056 PM 12:00:1.057 PM
12:00:1.058 PM 12:00:1.059 PM 12:00:1.06 PM 12:00:1.061 PM 12:00:1.062 PM 12:00:1.063 PM
12:00:1.064 PM 12:00:1.065 PM 12:00:1.066 PM 12:00:1.067 PM 12:00:1.068 PM 12:00:1.069 PM
12:00:1.07 PM 12:00:1.071 PM 12:00:1.072 PM 12:00:1.073 PM 12:00:1.074 PM 12:00:1.075 PM
12:00:1.076 PM 12:00:1.077 PM 12:00:1.078 PM 12:00:1.079 PM 12:00:1.08 PM 12:00:1.081 PM
12:00:1.082 PM 12:00:1.083 PM 12:00:1.084 PM 12:00:1.085 PM 12:00:1.086 PM 12:00:1.087 PM
12:00:1.088 PM 12:00:1.089 PM 12:00:1.09 PM 12:00:1.091 PM 12:00:1.092 PM 12:00:1.093 PM
12:00:1.094 PM 12:00:1.095 PM 12:00:1.096 PM 12:00:1.097 PM 12:00:1.098 PM 12:00:1.099 PM
12:00:1.1 PM 12:00:1.101 PM 12:00:1.102 PM 12:00:1.103 PM 12:00:1.104 PM 12:00:1.105 PM
12:00:1.106 PM 12:00:1.107 PM 12:00:1.108 PM 12:00:1.109 PM 12:00:1.11 PM 12:00:1.111 PM
12:00:1.112 PM 12:00:1.113 PM 12:00:1.114 PM 12:00:1.115 PM 12:00:1.116 PM 12:00:1.117 PM
12:00:1.118 PM 12:00:1.119 PM 12:00:1.12 PM 12:00:1.121 PM 12:00:1.122 PM 12:00:1.123 PM
12:00:1.124 PM 12:00:1.125 PM 12:00:1.126 PM 12:00:1.127 PM 12:00:1.128 PM 12:00:1.129 PM
12:00:1.13 PM 12:00:1.131 PM 12:00:1.132 PM 12:00:1.133 PM 12:00:1.134 PM 12:00:1.135 PM
12:00:1.136 PM 12:00:1.137 PM 12:00:1.138 PM 12:00:1.139 PM 12:00:1.14 PM 12:00:1.141 PM
12:00:1.142 PM 12:00:1.143 PM 12:00:1.144 PM 12:00:1.145 PM 12:00:1.146 PM 12:00:1.147 PM
12:00:1.148 PM 12:00:1.149 PM 12:00:1.15 PM 12:00:1.151 PM 12:00:1.152 PM 12:00:1.153 PM
12:00:1.154 PM 12:00:1.155 PM 12:00:1.156 PM 12:00:1.157 PM 12:00:1.158 PM 12:00:1.159 PM
12:00:1.16 PM 12:00:1.161 PM 12:00:1.162 PM 12:00:1.163 PM 12:00:1.164 PM 12:00:1.165 PM
12:00:1.166 PM 12:00:1.167 PM 12:00:1.168 PM 12:00:1.169 PM 12:00:1.17 PM 12:00:1.171 PM
12:00:1.172 PM 12:00:1.173 PM 12:00:1.174 PM 12:00:1.175 PM 12:00:1.176 PM 12:00:1.177 PM
12:00:1.178 PM 12:00:1.179 PM 12:00:1.18 PM 12:00:1.181 PM 12:00:1.182 PM 12:00:1.183 PM
12:00:1.184 PM 12:00:1.185 PM 12:00:1.186 PM 12:00:1.187 PM 12:00:1.188 PM 12:00:1.189 PM
12:00:1.19 PM 12:00:1.191 PM 12:00:1.192 PM 12:00:1.193 PM 12:00:1.194 PM 12:00:1.195 PM
12:00:1.196 PM 12:00:1.197 PM 12:00:1.198 PM 12:00:1.199 PM 12:00:1.2 PM 12:00:1.201 PM
12:00:1.202 PM 12:00:1.203 PM 12:00:1.204 PM 12:00:1.205 PM 12:00:1.206 PM 12:00:1.207 PM
12:00:1.208 PM 12:00:1.209 PM 12:00:1.21 PM 12:00:1.211 PM 12:00:1.212 PM 12:00:1.213 PM
12:00:1.214 PM 12:00:1.215 PM 12:00:1.216 PM 12:00:1.217 PM 12:00:1.218 PM 12:00:1.219 PM
12:00:1.22 PM 12:00:1.221 PM 12:00:1.222 PM 12:00:1.223 PM 12:00:1.224 PM 12:00:1.225 PM
12:00:1.226 PM 12:00:1.227 PM 12:00:1.228 PM 12:00:1.229 PM 12:00:1.23 PM 12:00:1.231 PM
12:00:1.232 PM 12:00:1.233 PM 12:00:1.234 PM 12:00:1.235 PM 12:00:1.236 PM 12:00:1.237 PM
12:00:1.238 PM 12:00:1.239 PM 12:00:1.24 PM 12:00:1.241 PM 12:00:1.242 PM 12:00:1.243 PM
12:00:1.244 PM 12:00:1.245 PM 12:00:1.246 PM 12:00:1.247 PM 12:00:1.248 PM 12:00:1.249 PM
12:00:1.25 PM 12:00:1.251 PM 12:00:1.252 PM 12:00:1.253 PM 12:00:1.254 PM 12:00:1.255 PM
12:00:1.256 PM 12:00:1.257 PM 12:00:1.258 PM 12:00:1.259 PM 12:00:1.26 PM 12:00:1.261 PM
12:00:1.262 PM 12:00:1.263 PM 12:00:1.264 PM 12:00:1.265 PM 12:00:1.266 PM 12:00:1.267 PM
12:00:1.268 PM 12:00:1.269 PM 12:00:1.27 PM 12:00:1.271 PM 12:00:1.272 PM 12:00:1.273 PM
12:00:1.274 PM 12:00:1.275 PM 12:00:1.276 PM 12:00:1.277 PM 12:00:1.278 PM 12:00:1.279 PM
12:00:1.28 PM 12:00:1.281 PM 12:00:1.282 PM 12:00:1.283 PM 12:00:1.284 PM 12:00:1.285 PM
12:00:1.286 PM 12:00:1.287 PM 12:00:1.288 PM 12:00:1.289 PM 12:00:1.29 PM 12:00:1.291 PM
12:00:1.292 PM 12:00:1.293 PM 12:00:1.294 PM 12:00:1.295 PM 12:00:1.296 PM 12:00:1.297 PM
12:00:1.298 PM 12:00:1.299 PM 12:00:1.3 PM 12:00:1.301 PM 12:00:1.302 PM 12:00:1.303 PM
12:00:1.304 PM 12:00:1.305 PM 12:00:1.306 PM 12:00:1.307 PM 12:00:1.308 PM 12:00:1.309 PM
12:00:1.31 PM 12:00:1.311 PM 12:00:1.312 PM 12:00:1.313 PM 12:00:1.314 PM 12:00:1.315 PM
12:00:1.316 PM 12:00:1.317 PM 12:00:1.318 PM 12:00:1.319 PM 12:00:1.32 PM 12:00:1.321 PM
12:00:1.322 PM 12:00:1.323 PM 12:00:1.324 PM 12:00:1.325 PM 12:00:1.326 PM 12:00:1.327 PM
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12:00:1.328 PM 12:00:1.329 PM 12:00:1.33 PM 12:00:1.331 PM 12:00:1.332 PM 12:00:1.333 PM
12:00:1.334 PM 12:00:1.335 PM 12:00:1.336 PM 12:00:1.337 PM 12:00:1.338 PM 12:00:1.339 PM
12:00:1.34 PM 12:00:1.341 PM 12:00:1.342 PM 12:00:1.343 PM 12:00:1.344 PM 12:00:1.345 PM
12:00:1.346 PM 12:00:1.347 PM 12:00:1.348 PM 12:00:1.349 PM 12:00:1.35 PM 12:00:1.351 PM
12:00:1.352 PM 12:00:1.353 PM 12:00:1.354 PM 12:00:1.355 PM 12:00:1.356 PM 12:00:1.357 PM
12:00:1.358 PM 12:00:1.359 PM 12:00:1.36 PM 12:00:1.361 PM 12:00:1.362 PM 12:00:1.363 PM
12:00:1.364 PM 12:00:1.365 PM 12:00:1.366 PM 12:00:1.367 PM 12:00:1.368 PM 12:00:1.369 PM
12:00:1.37 PM 12:00:1.371 PM 12:00:1.372 PM 12:00:1.373 PM 12:00:1.374 PM 12:00:1.375 PM
12:00:1.376 PM 12:00:1.377 PM 12:00:1.378 PM 12:00:1.379 PM 12:00:1.38 PM 12:00:1.381 PM
12:00:1.382 PM 12:00:1.383 PM 12:00:1.384 PM 12:00:1.385 PM 12:00:1.386 PM 12:00:1.387 PM
12:00:1.388 PM 12:00:1.389 PM 12:00:1.39 PM 12:00:1.391 PM 12:00:1.392 PM 12:00:1.393 PM
12:00:1.394 PM 12:00:1.395 PM 12:00:1.396 PM 12:00:1.397 PM 12:00:1.398 PM 12:00:1.399 PM
12:00:1.4 PM 12:00:1.401 PM 12:00:1.402 PM 12:00:1.403 PM 12:00:1.404 PM 12:00:1.405 PM
12:00:1.406 PM 12:00:1.407 PM 12:00:1.408 PM 12:00:1.409 PM 12:00:1.41 PM 12:00:1.411 PM
12:00:1.412 PM 12:00:1.413 PM 12:00:1.414 PM 12:00:1.415 PM 12:00:1.416 PM 12:00:1.417 PM
12:00:1.418 PM 12:00:1.419 PM 12:00:1.42 PM 12:00:1.421 PM 12:00:1.422 PM 12:00:1.423 PM
12:00:1.424 PM 12:00:1.425 PM 12:00:1.426 PM 12:00:1.427 PM 12:00:1.428 PM 12:00:1.429 PM
12:00:1.43 PM 12:00:1.431 PM 12:00:1.432 PM 12:00:1.433 PM 12:00:1.434 PM 12:00:1.435 PM
12:00:1.436 PM 12:00:1.437 PM 12:00:1.438 PM 12:00:1.439 PM 12:00:1.44 PM 12:00:1.441 PM
12:00:1.442 PM 12:00:1.443 PM 12:00:1.444 PM 12:00:1.445 PM 12:00:1.446 PM 12:00:1.447 PM
12:00:1.448 PM 12:00:1.449 PM 12:00:1.45 PM 12:00:1.451 PM 12:00:1.452 PM 12:00:1.453 PM
12:00:1.454 PM 12:00:1.455 PM 12:00:1.456 PM 12:00:1.457 PM 12:00:1.458 PM 12:00:1.459 PM
12:00:1.46 PM 12:00:1.461 PM 12:00:1.462 PM 12:00:1.463 PM 12:00:1.464 PM 12:00:1.465 PM
12:00:1.466 PM 12:00:1.467 PM 12:00:1.468 PM 12:00:1.469 PM 12:00:1.47 PM 12:00:1.471 PM
12:00:1.472 PM 12:00:1.473 PM 12:00:1.474 PM 12:00:1.475 PM 12:00:1.476 PM 12:00:1.477 PM
12:00:1.478 PM 12:00:1.479 PM 12:00:1.48 PM 12:00:1.481 PM 12:00:1.482 PM 12:00:1.483 PM
12:00:1.484 PM 12:00:1.485 PM 12:00:1.486 PM 12:00:1.487 PM 12:00:1.488 PM 12:00:1.489 PM
12:00:1.49 PM 12:00:1.491 PM 12:00:1.492 PM 12:00:1.493 PM 12:00:1.494 PM 12:00:1.495 PM
12:00:1.496 PM 12:00:1.497 PM 12:00:1.498 PM 12:00:1.499 PM 12:00:1.5 PM 12:00:1.501 PM
12:00:1.502 PM 12:00:1.503 PM 12:00:1.504 PM 12:00:1.505 PM 12:00:1.506 PM 12:00:1.507 PM
12:00:1.508 PM 12:00:1.509 PM 12:00:1.51 PM 12:00:1.511 PM 12:00:1.512 PM 12:00:1.513 PM
12:00:1.514 PM 12:00:1.515 PM 12:00:1.516 PM 12:00:1.517 PM 12:00:1.518 PM 12:00:1.519 PM
12:00:1.52 PM 12:00:1.521 PM 12:00:1.522 PM 12:00:1.523 PM 12:00:1.524 PM 12:00:1.525 PM
12:00:1.526 PM 12:00:1.527 PM 12:00:1.528 PM 12:00:1.529 PM 12:00:1.53 PM 12:00:1.531 PM
12:00:1.532 PM 12:00:1.533 PM 12:00:1.534 PM 12:00:1.535 PM 12:00:1.536 PM 12:00:1.537 PM
12:00:1.538 PM 12:00:1.539 PM 12:00:1.54 PM 12:00:1.541 PM 12:00:1.542 PM 12:00:1.543 PM
12:00:1.544 PM 12:00:1.545 PM 12:00:1.546 PM 12:00:1.547 PM 12:00:1.548 PM 12:00:1.549 PM
12:00:1.55 PM 12:00:1.551 PM 12:00:1.552 PM 12:00:1.553 PM 12:00:1.554 PM 12:00:1.555 PM
12:00:1.556 PM 12:00:1.557 PM 12:00:1.558 PM 12:00:1.559 PM 12:00:1.56 PM 12:00:1.561 PM
12:00:1.562 PM 12:00:1.563 PM 12:00:1.564 PM 12:00:1.565 PM 12:00:1.566 PM 12:00:1.567 PM
12:00:1.568 PM 12:00:1.569 PM 12:00:1.57 PM 12:00:1.571 PM 12:00:1.572 PM 12:00:1.573 PM
12:00:1.574 PM 12:00:1.575 PM 12:00:1.576 PM 12:00:1.577 PM 12:00:1.578 PM 12:00:1.579 PM
12:00:1.58 PM 12:00:1.581 PM 12:00:1.582 PM 12:00:1.583 PM 12:00:1.584 PM 12:00:1.585 PM
12:00:1.586 PM 12:00:1.587 PM 12:00:1.588 PM 12:00:1.589 PM 12:00:1.59 PM 12:00:1.591 PM
12:00:1.592 PM 12:00:1.593 PM 12:00:1.594 PM 12:00:1.595 PM 12:00:1.596 PM 12:00:1.597 PM
12:00:1.598 PM 12:00:1.599 PM 12:00:1.6 PM 12:00:1.601 PM 12:00:1.602 PM 12:00:1.603 PM
12:00:1.604 PM 12:00:1.605 PM 12:00:1.606 PM 12:00:1.607 PM 12:00:1.608 PM 12:00:1.609 PM
12:00:1.61 PM 12:00:1.611 PM 12:00:1.612 PM 12:00:1.613 PM 12:00:1.614 PM 12:00:1.615 PM
12:00:1.616 PM 12:00:1.617 PM 12:00:1.618 PM 12:00:1.619 PM 12:00:1.62 PM 12:00:1.621 PM
12:00:1.622 PM 12:00:1.623 PM 12:00:1.624 PM 12:00:1.625 PM 12:00:1.626 PM 12:00:1.627 PM
12:00:1.628 PM 12:00:1.629 PM 12:00:1.63 PM 12:00:1.631 PM 12:00:1.632 PM 12:00:1.633 PM
12:00:1.634 PM 12:00:1.635 PM 12:00:1.636 PM 12:00:1.637 PM 12:00:1.638 PM 12:00:1.639 PM
12:00:1.64 PM 12:00:1.641 PM 12:00:1.642 PM 12:00:1.643 PM 12:00:1.644 PM 12:00:1.645 PM
12:00:1.646 PM 12:00:1.647 PM 12:00:1.648 PM 12:00:1.649 PM 12:00:1.65 PM 12:00:1.651 PM
12:00:1.652 PM 12:00:1.653 PM 12:00:1.654 PM 12:00:1.655 PM 12:00:1.656 PM 12:00:1.657 PM
12:00:1.658 PM 12:00:1.659 PM 12:00:1.66 PM 12:00:1.661 PM 12:00:1.662 PM 12:00:1.663 PM
12:00:1.664 PM 12:00:1.665 PM 12:00:1.666 PM 12:00:1.667 PM 12:00:1.668 PM 12:00:1.669 PM
12:00:1.67 PM 12:00:1.671 PM 12:00:1.672 PM 12:00:1.673 PM 12:00:1.674 PM 12:00:1.675 PM
12:00:1.676 PM 12:00:1.677 PM 12:00:1.678 PM 12:00:1.679 PM 12:00:1.68 PM 12:00:1.681 PM
12:00:1.682 PM 12:00:1.683 PM 12:00:1.684 PM 12:00:1.685 PM 12:00:1.686 PM 12:00:1.687 PM
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12:00:1.688 PM 12:00:1.689 PM 12:00:1.69 PM 12:00:1.691 PM 12:00:1.692 PM 12:00:1.693 PM
12:00:1.694 PM 12:00:1.695 PM 12:00:1.696 PM 12:00:1.697 PM 12:00:1.698 PM 12:00:1.699 PM
12:00:1.7 PM 12:00:1.701 PM 12:00:1.702 PM 12:00:1.703 PM 12:00:1.704 PM 12:00:1.705 PM
12:00:1.706 PM 12:00:1.707 PM 12:00:1.708 PM 12:00:1.709 PM 12:00:1.71 PM 12:00:1.711 PM
12:00:1.712 PM 12:00:1.713 PM 12:00:1.714 PM 12:00:1.715 PM 12:00:1.716 PM 12:00:1.717 PM
12:00:1.718 PM 12:00:1.719 PM 12:00:1.72 PM 12:00:1.721 PM 12:00:1.722 PM 12:00:1.723 PM
12:00:1.724 PM 12:00:1.725 PM 12:00:1.726 PM 12:00:1.727 PM 12:00:1.728 PM 12:00:1.729 PM
12:00:1.73 PM 12:00:1.731 PM 12:00:1.732 PM 12:00:1.733 PM 12:00:1.734 PM 12:00:1.735 PM
12:00:1.736 PM 12:00:1.737 PM 12:00:1.738 PM 12:00:1.739 PM 12:00:1.74 PM 12:00:1.741 PM
12:00:1.742 PM 12:00:1.743 PM 12:00:1.744 PM 12:00:1.745 PM 12:00:1.746 PM 12:00:1.747 PM
12:00:1.748 PM 12:00:1.749 PM 12:00:1.75 PM 12:00:1.751 PM 12:00:1.752 PM 12:00:1.753 PM
12:00:1.754 PM 12:00:1.755 PM 12:00:1.756 PM 12:00:1.757 PM 12:00:1.758 PM 12:00:1.759 PM
12:00:1.76 PM 12:00:1.761 PM 12:00:1.762 PM 12:00:1.763 PM 12:00:1.764 PM 12:00:1.765 PM
12:00:1.766 PM 12:00:1.767 PM 12:00:1.768 PM 12:00:1.769 PM 12:00:1.77 PM 12:00:1.771 PM
12:00:1.772 PM 12:00:1.773 PM 12:00:1.774 PM 12:00:1.775 PM 12:00:1.776 PM 12:00:1.777 PM
12:00:1.778 PM 12:00:1.779 PM 12:00:1.78 PM 12:00:1.781 PM 12:00:1.782 PM 12:00:1.783 PM
12:00:1.784 PM 12:00:1.785 PM 12:00:1.786 PM 12:00:1.787 PM 12:00:1.788 PM 12:00:1.789 PM
12:00:1.79 PM 12:00:1.791 PM 12:00:1.792 PM 12:00:1.793 PM 12:00:1.794 PM 12:00:1.795 PM
12:00:1.796 PM 12:00:1.797 PM 12:00:1.798 PM 12:00:1.799 PM 12:00:1.8 PM 12:00:1.801 PM
12:00:1.802 PM 12:00:1.803 PM 12:00:1.804 PM 12:00:1.805 PM 12:00:1.806 PM 12:00:1.807 PM
12:00:1.808 PM 12:00:1.809 PM 12:00:1.81 PM 12:00:1.811 PM 12:00:1.812 PM 12:00:1.813 PM
12:00:1.814 PM 12:00:1.815 PM 12:00:1.816 PM 12:00:1.817 PM 12:00:1.818 PM 12:00:1.819 PM
12:00:1.82 PM 12:00:1.821 PM 12:00:1.822 PM 12:00:1.823 PM 12:00:1.824 PM 12:00:1.825 PM
12:00:1.826 PM 12:00:1.827 PM 12:00:1.828 PM 12:00:1.829 PM 12:00:1.83 PM 12:00:1.831 PM
12:00:1.832 PM 12:00:1.833 PM 12:00:1.834 PM 12:00:1.835 PM 12:00:1.836 PM 12:00:1.837 PM
12:00:1.838 PM 12:00:1.839 PM 12:00:1.84 PM 12:00:1.841 PM 12:00:1.842 PM 12:00:1.843 PM
12:00:1.844 PM 12:00:1.845 PM 12:00:1.846 PM 12:00:1.847 PM 12:00:1.848 PM 12:00:1.849 PM
12:00:1.85 PM 12:00:1.851 PM 12:00:1.852 PM 12:00:1.853 PM 12:00:1.854 PM 12:00:1.855 PM
12:00:1.856 PM 12:00:1.857 PM 12:00:1.858 PM 12:00:1.859 PM 12:00:1.86 PM 12:00:1.861 PM
12:00:1.862 PM 12:00:1.863 PM 12:00:1.864 PM 12:00:1.865 PM 12:00:1.866 PM 12:00:1.867 PM
12:00:1.868 PM 12:00:1.869 PM 12:00:1.87 PM 12:00:1.871 PM 12:00:1.872 PM 12:00:1.873 PM
12:00:1.874 PM 12:00:1.875 PM 12:00:1.876 PM 12:00:1.877 PM 12:00:1.878 PM 12:00:1.879 PM
12:00:1.88 PM 12:00:1.881 PM 12:00:1.882 PM 12:00:1.883 PM 12:00:1.884 PM 12:00:1.885 PM
12:00:1.886 PM 12:00:1.887 PM 12:00:1.888 PM 12:00:1.889 PM 12:00:1.89 PM 12:00:1.891 PM
12:00:1.892 PM 12:00:1.893 PM 12:00:1.894 PM 12:00:1.895 PM 12:00:1.896 PM 12:00:1.897 PM
12:00:1.898 PM 12:00:1.899 PM 12:00:1.9 PM 12:00:1.901 PM 12:00:1.902 PM 12:00:1.903 PM
12:00:1.904 PM 12:00:1.905 PM 12:00:1.906 PM 12:00:1.907 PM 12:00:1.908 PM 12:00:1.909 PM
12:00:1.91 PM 12:00:1.911 PM 12:00:1.912 PM 12:00:1.913 PM 12:00:1.914 PM 12:00:1.915 PM
12:00:1.916 PM 12:00:1.917 PM 12:00:1.918 PM 12:00:1.919 PM 12:00:1.92 PM 12:00:1.921 PM
12:00:1.922 PM 12:00:1.923 PM 12:00:1.924 PM 12:00:1.925 PM 12:00:1.926 PM 12:00:1.927 PM
12:00:1.928 PM 12:00:1.929 PM 12:00:1.93 PM 12:00:1.931 PM 12:00:1.932 PM 12:00:1.933 PM
12:00:1.934 PM 12:00:1.935 PM 12:00:1.936 PM 12:00:1.937 PM 12:00:1.938 PM 12:00:1.939 PM
12:00:1.94 PM 12:00:1.941 PM 12:00:1.942 PM 12:00:1.943 PM 12:00:1.944 PM 12:00:1.945 PM
12:00:1.946 PM 12:00:1.947 PM 12:00:1.948 PM 12:00:1.949 PM 12:00:1.95 PM 12:00:1.951 PM
12:00:1.952 PM 12:00:1.953 PM 12:00:1.954 PM 12:00:1.955 PM 12:00:1.956 PM 12:00:1.957 PM
12:00:1.958 PM 12:00:1.959 PM 12:00:1.96 PM 12:00:1.961 PM 12:00:1.962 PM 12:00:1.963 PM
12:00:1.964 PM 12:00:1.965 PM 12:00:1.966 PM 12:00:1.967 PM 12:00:1.968 PM 12:00:1.969 PM
12:00:1.97 PM 12:00:1.971 PM 12:00:1.972 PM 12:00:1.973 PM 12:00:1.974 PM 12:00:1.975 PM
12:00:1.976 PM 12:00:1.977 PM 12:00:1.978 PM 12:00:1.979 PM 12:00:1.98 PM 12:00:1.981 PM
12:00:1.982 PM 12:00:1.983 PM 12:00:1.984 PM 12:00:1.985 PM 12:00:1.986 PM 12:00:1.987 PM
12:00:1.988 PM 12:00:1.989 PM 12:00:1.99 PM 12:00:1.991 PM 12:00:1.992 PM 12:00:1.993 PM
12:00:1.994 PM 12:00:1.995 PM 12:00:1.996 PM 12:00:1.997 PM 12:00:1.998 PM 12:00:1.999 PM
12:00:2 PM 12:00:2.001 PM 12:00:2.002 PM 12:00:2.003 PM 12:00:2.004 PM 12:00:2.005 PM
12:00:2.006 PM 12:00:2.007 PM 12:00:2.008 PM 12:00:2.009 PM 12:00:2.01 PM 12:00:2.011 PM
12:00:2.012 PM 12:00:2.013 PM 12:00:2.014 PM 12:00:2.015 PM 12:00:2.016 PM 12:00:2.017 PM
12:00:2.018 PM 12:00:2.019 PM 12:00:2.02 PM 12:00:2.021 PM 12:00:2.022 PM 12:00:2.023 PM
12:00:2.024 PM 12:00:2.025 PM 12:00:2.026 PM 12:00:2.027 PM 12:00:2.028 PM 12:00:2.029 PM
12:00:2.03 PM 12:00:2.031 PM 12:00:2.032 PM 12:00:2.033 PM 12:00:2.034 PM 12:00:2.035 PM
12:00:2.036 PM 12:00:2.037 PM 12:00:2.038 PM 12:00:2.039 PM 12:00:2.04 PM 12:00:2.041 PM
12:00:2.042 PM 12:00:2.043 PM 12:00:2.044 PM 12:00:2.045 PM 12:00:2.046 PM 12:00:2.047 PM
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12:00:2.048 PM 12:00:2.049 PM 12:00:2.05 PM 12:00:2.051 PM 12:00:2.052 PM 12:00:2.053 PM
12:00:2.054 PM 12:00:2.055 PM 12:00:2.056 PM 12:00:2.057 PM 12:00:2.058 PM 12:00:2.059 PM
12:00:2.06 PM 12:00:2.061 PM 12:00:2.062 PM 12:00:2.063 PM 12:00:2.064 PM 12:00:2.065 PM
12:00:2.066 PM 12:00:2.067 PM 12:00:2.068 PM 12:00:2.069 PM 12:00:2.07 PM 12:00:2.071 PM
12:00:2.072 PM 12:00:2.073 PM 12:00:2.074 PM 12:00:2.075 PM 12:00:2.076 PM 12:00:2.077 PM
12:00:2.078 PM 12:00:2.079 PM 12:00:2.08 PM 12:00:2.081 PM 12:00:2.082 PM 12:00:2.083 PM
12:00:2.084 PM 12:00:2.085 PM 12:00:2.086 PM 12:00:2.087 PM 12:00:2.088 PM 12:00:2.089 PM
12:00:2.09 PM 12:00:2.091 PM 12:00:2.092 PM 12:00:2.093 PM 12:00:2.094 PM 12:00:2.095 PM
12:00:2.096 PM 12:00:2.097 PM 12:00:2.098 PM 12:00:2.099 PM 12:00:2.1 PM 12:00:2.101 PM
12:00:2.102 PM 12:00:2.103 PM 12:00:2.104 PM 12:00:2.105 PM 12:00:2.106 PM 12:00:2.107 PM
12:00:2.108 PM 12:00:2.109 PM 12:00:2.11 PM 12:00:2.111 PM 12:00:2.112 PM 12:00:2.113 PM
12:00:2.114 PM 12:00:2.115 PM 12:00:2.116 PM 12:00:2.117 PM 12:00:2.118 PM 12:00:2.119 PM
12:00:2.12 PM 12:00:2.121 PM 12:00:2.122 PM 12:00:2.123 PM 12:00:2.124 PM 12:00:2.125 PM
12:00:2.126 PM 12:00:2.127 PM 12:00:2.128 PM 12:00:2.129 PM 12:00:2.13 PM 12:00:2.131 PM
12:00:2.132 PM 12:00:2.133 PM 12:00:2.134 PM 12:00:2.135 PM 12:00:2.136 PM 12:00:2.137 PM
12:00:2.138 PM 12:00:2.139 PM 12:00:2.14 PM 12:00:2.141 PM 12:00:2.142 PM 12:00:2.143 PM
12:00:2.144 PM 12:00:2.145 PM 12:00:2.146 PM 12:00:2.147 PM 12:00:2.148 PM 12:00:2.149 PM
12:00:2.15 PM 12:00:2.151 PM 12:00:2.152 PM 12:00:2.153 PM 12:00:2.154 PM 12:00:2.155 PM
12:00:2.156 PM 12:00:2.157 PM 12:00:2.158 PM 12:00:2.159 PM 12:00:2.16 PM 12:00:2.161 PM
12:00:2.162 PM 12:00:2.163 PM 12:00:2.164 PM 12:00:2.165 PM 12:00:2.166 PM 12:00:2.167 PM
12:00:2.168 PM 12:00:2.169 PM 12:00:2.17 PM 12:00:2.171 PM 12:00:2.172 PM 12:00:2.173 PM
12:00:2.174 PM 12:00:2.175 PM 12:00:2.176 PM 12:00:2.177 PM 12:00:2.178 PM 12:00:2.179 PM
12:00:2.18 PM 12:00:2.181 PM 12:00:2.182 PM 12:00:2.183 PM 12:00:2.184 PM 12:00:2.185 PM
12:00:2.186 PM 12:00:2.187 PM 12:00:2.188 PM 12:00:2.189 PM 12:00:2.19 PM 12:00:2.191 PM
12:00:2.192 PM 12:00:2.193 PM 12:00:2.194 PM 12:00:2.195 PM 12:00:2.196 PM 12:00:2.197 PM
12:00:2.198 PM 12:00:2.199 PM 12:00:2.2 PM 12:00:2.201 PM 12:00:2.202 PM 12:00:2.203 PM
12:00:2.204 PM 12:00:2.205 PM 12:00:2.206 PM 12:00:2.207 PM 12:00:2.208 PM 12:00:2.209 PM
12:00:2.21 PM 12:00:2.211 PM 12:00:2.212 PM 12:00:2.213 PM 12:00:2.214 PM 12:00:2.215 PM
12:00:2.216 PM 12:00:2.217 PM 12:00:2.218 PM 12:00:2.219 PM 12:00:2.22 PM 12:00:2.221 PM
12:00:2.222 PM 12:00:2.223 PM 12:00:2.224 PM 12:00:2.225 PM 12:00:2.226 PM 12:00:2.227 PM
12:00:2.228 PM 12:00:2.229 PM 12:00:2.23 PM 12:00:2.231 PM 12:00:2.232 PM 12:00:2.233 PM
12:00:2.234 PM 12:00:2.235 PM 12:00:2.236 PM 12:00:2.237 PM 12:00:2.238 PM 12:00:2.239 PM
12:00:2.24 PM 12:00:2.241 PM 12:00:2.242 PM 12:00:2.243 PM 12:00:2.244 PM 12:00:2.245 PM
12:00:2.246 PM 12:00:2.247 PM 12:00:2.248 PM 12:00:2.249 PM 12:00:2.25 PM 12:00:2.251 PM
12:00:2.252 PM 12:00:2.253 PM 12:00:2.254 PM 12:00:2.255 PM 12:00:2.256 PM 12:00:2.257 PM
12:00:2.258 PM 12:00:2.259 PM 12:00:2.26 PM 12:00:2.261 PM 12:00:2.262 PM 12:00:2.263 PM
12:00:2.264 PM 12:00:2.265 PM 12:00:2.266 PM 12:00:2.267 PM 12:00:2.268 PM 12:00:2.269 PM
12:00:2.27 PM 12:00:2.271 PM 12:00:2.272 PM 12:00:2.273 PM 12:00:2.274 PM 12:00:2.275 PM
12:00:2.276 PM 12:00:2.277 PM 12:00:2.278 PM 12:00:2.279 PM 12:00:2.28 PM 12:00:2.281 PM
12:00:2.282 PM 12:00:2.283 PM 12:00:2.284 PM 12:00:2.285 PM 12:00:2.286 PM 12:00:2.287 PM
12:00:2.288 PM 12:00:2.289 PM 12:00:2.29 PM 12:00:2.291 PM 12:00:2.292 PM 12:00:2.293 PM
12:00:2.294 PM 12:00:2.295 PM 12:00:2.296 PM 12:00:2.297 PM 12:00:2.298 PM 12:00:2.299 PM
12:00:2.3 PM 12:00:2.301 PM 12:00:2.302 PM 12:00:2.303 PM 12:00:2.304 PM 12:00:2.305 PM
12:00:2.306 PM 12:00:2.307 PM 12:00:2.308 PM 12:00:2.309 PM 12:00:2.31 PM 12:00:2.311 PM
12:00:2.312 PM 12:00:2.313 PM 12:00:2.314 PM 12:00:2.315 PM 12:00:2.316 PM 12:00:2.317 PM
12:00:2.318 PM 12:00:2.319 PM 12:00:2.32 PM 12:00:2.321 PM 12:00:2.322 PM 12:00:2.323 PM
12:00:2.324 PM 12:00:2.325 PM 12:00:2.326 PM 12:00:2.327 PM 12:00:2.328 PM 12:00:2.329 PM
12:00:2.33 PM 12:00:2.331 PM 12:00:2.332 PM 12:00:2.333 PM 12:00:2.334 PM 12:00:2.335 PM
12:00:2.336 PM 12:00:2.337 PM 12:00:2.338 PM 12:00:2.339 PM 12:00:2.34 PM 12:00:2.341 PM
12:00:2.342 PM 12:00:2.343 PM 12:00:2.344 PM 12:00:2.345 PM 12:00:2.346 PM 12:00:2.347 PM
12:00:2.348 PM 12:00:2.349 PM 12:00:2.35 PM 12:00:2.351 PM 12:00:2.352 PM 12:00:2.353 PM
12:00:2.354 PM 12:00:2.355 PM 12:00:2.356 PM 12:00:2.357 PM 12:00:2.358 PM 12:00:2.359 PM
12:00:2.36 PM 12:00:2.361 PM 12:00:2.362 PM 12:00:2.363 PM 12:00:2.364 PM 12:00:2.365 PM
12:00:2.366 PM 12:00:2.367 PM 12:00:2.368 PM 12:00:2.369 PM 12:00:2.37 PM 12:00:2.371 PM
12:00:2.372 PM 12:00:2.373 PM 12:00:2.374 PM 12:00:2.375 PM 12:00:2.376 PM 12:00:2.377 PM
12:00:2.378 PM 12:00:2.379 PM 12:00:2.38 PM 12:00:2.381 PM 12:00:2.382 PM 12:00:2.383 PM
12:00:2.384 PM 12:00:2.385 PM 12:00:2.386 PM 12:00:2.387 PM 12:00:2.388 PM 12:00:2.389 PM
12:00:2.39 PM 12:00:2.391 PM 12:00:2.392 PM 12:00:2.393 PM 12:00:2.394 PM 12:00:2.395 PM
12:00:2.396 PM 12:00:2.397 PM 12:00:2.398 PM 12:00:2.399 PM 12:00:2.4 PM 12:00:2.401 PM
12:00:2.402 PM 12:00:2.403 PM 12:00:2.404 PM 12:00:2.405 PM 12:00:2.406 PM 12:00:2.407 PM
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12:00:2.408 PM 12:00:2.409 PM 12:00:2.41 PM 12:00:2.411 PM 12:00:2.412 PM 12:00:2.413 PM
12:00:2.414 PM 12:00:2.415 PM 12:00:2.416 PM 12:00:2.417 PM 12:00:2.418 PM 12:00:2.419 PM
12:00:2.42 PM 12:00:2.421 PM 12:00:2.422 PM 12:00:2.423 PM 12:00:2.424 PM 12:00:2.425 PM
12:00:2.426 PM 12:00:2.427 PM 12:00:2.428 PM 12:00:2.429 PM 12:00:2.43 PM 12:00:2.431 PM
12:00:2.432 PM 12:00:2.433 PM 12:00:2.434 PM 12:00:2.435 PM 12:00:2.436 PM 12:00:2.437 PM
12:00:2.438 PM 12:00:2.439 PM 12:00:2.44 PM 12:00:2.441 PM 12:00:2.442 PM 12:00:2.443 PM
12:00:2.444 PM 12:00:2.445 PM 12:00:2.446 PM 12:00:2.447 PM 12:00:2.448 PM 12:00:2.449 PM
12:00:2.45 PM 12:00:2.451 PM 12:00:2.452 PM 12:00:2.453 PM 12:00:2.454 PM 12:00:2.455 PM
12:00:2.456 PM 12:00:2.457 PM 12:00:2.458 PM 12:00:2.459 PM 12:00:2.46 PM 12:00:2.461 PM
12:00:2.462 PM 12:00:2.463 PM 12:00:2.464 PM 12:00:2.465 PM 12:00:2.466 PM 12:00:2.467 PM
12:00:2.468 PM 12:00:2.469 PM 12:00:2.47 PM 12:00:2.471 PM 12:00:2.472 PM 12:00:2.473 PM
12:00:2.474 PM 12:00:2.475 PM 12:00:2.476 PM 12:00:2.477 PM 12:00:2.478 PM 12:00:2.479 PM
12:00:2.48 PM 12:00:2.481 PM 12:00:2.482 PM 12:00:2.483 PM 12:00:2.484 PM 12:00:2.485 PM
12:00:2.486 PM 12:00:2.487 PM 12:00:2.488 PM 12:00:2.489 PM 12:00:2.49 PM 12:00:2.491 PM
12:00:2.492 PM 12:00:2.493 PM 12:00:2.494 PM 12:00:2.495 PM 12:00:2.496 PM 12:00:2.497 PM
12:00:2.498 PM 12:00:2.499 PM 12:00:2.5 PM 12:00:2.501 PM 12:00:2.502 PM 12:00:2.503 PM
12:00:2.504 PM 12:00:2.505 PM 12:00:2.506 PM 12:00:2.507 PM 12:00:2.508 PM 12:00:2.509 PM
12:00:2.51 PM 12:00:2.511 PM 12:00:2.512 PM 12:00:2.513 PM 12:00:2.514 PM 12:00:2.515 PM
12:00:2.516 PM 12:00:2.517 PM 12:00:2.518 PM 12:00:2.519 PM 12:00:2.52 PM 12:00:2.521 PM
12:00:2.522 PM 12:00:2.523 PM 12:00:2.524 PM 12:00:2.525 PM 12:00:2.526 PM 12:00:2.527 PM
12:00:2.528 PM 12:00:2.529 PM 12:00:2.53 PM 12:00:2.531 PM 12:00:2.532 PM 12:00:2.533 PM
12:00:2.534 PM 12:00:2.535 PM 12:00:2.536 PM 12:00:2.537 PM 12:00:2.538 PM 12:00:2.539 PM
12:00:2.54 PM 12:00:2.541 PM 12:00:2.542 PM 12:00:2.543 PM 12:00:2.544 PM 12:00:2.545 PM
12:00:2.546 PM 12:00:2.547 PM 12:00:2.548 PM 12:00:2.549 PM 12:00:2.55 PM 12:00:2.551 PM
12:00:2.552 PM 12:00:2.553 PM 12:00:2.554 PM 12:00:2.555 PM 12:00:2.556 PM 12:00:2.557 PM
12:00:2.558 PM 12:00:2.559 PM 12:00:2.56 PM 12:00:2.561 PM 12:00:2.562 PM 12:00:2.563 PM
12:00:2.564 PM 12:00:2.565 PM 12:00:2.566 PM 12:00:2.567 PM 12:00:2.568 PM 12:00:2.569 PM
12:00:2.57 PM 12:00:2.571 PM 12:00:2.572 PM 12:00:2.573 PM 12:00:2.574 PM 12:00:2.575 PM
12:00:2.576 PM 12:00:2.577 PM 12:00:2.578 PM 12:00:2.579 PM 12:00:2.58 PM 12:00:2.581 PM
12:00:2.582 PM 12:00:2.583 PM 12:00:2.584 PM 12:00:2.585 PM 12:00:2.586 PM 12:00:2.587 PM
12:00:2.588 PM 12:00:2.589 PM 12:00:2.59 PM 12:00:2.591 PM 12:00:2.592 PM 12:00:2.593 PM
12:00:2.594 PM 12:00:2.595 PM 12:00:2.596 PM 12:00:2.597 PM 12:00:2.598 PM 12:00:2.599 PM
12:00:2.6 PM 12:00:2.601 PM 12:00:2.602 PM 12:00:2.603 PM 12:00:2.604 PM 12:00:2.605 PM
12:00:2.606 PM 12:00:2.607 PM 12:00:2.608 PM 12:00:2.609 PM 12:00:2.61 PM 12:00:2.611 PM
12:00:2.612 PM 12:00:2.613 PM 12:00:2.614 PM 12:00:2.615 PM 12:00:2.616 PM 12:00:2.617 PM
12:00:2.618 PM 12:00:2.619 PM 12:00:2.62 PM 12:00:2.621 PM 12:00:2.622 PM 12:00:2.623 PM
12:00:2.624 PM 12:00:2.625 PM 12:00:2.626 PM 12:00:2.627 PM 12:00:2.628 PM 12:00:2.629 PM
12:00:2.63 PM 12:00:2.631 PM 12:00:2.632 PM 12:00:2.633 PM 12:00:2.634 PM 12:00:2.635 PM
12:00:2.636 PM 12:00:2.637 PM 12:00:2.638 PM 12:00:2.639 PM 12:00:2.64 PM 12:00:2.641 PM
12:00:2.642 PM 12:00:2.643 PM 12:00:2.644 PM 12:00:2.645 PM 12:00:2.646 PM 12:00:2.647 PM
12:00:2.648 PM 12:00:2.649 PM 12:00:2.65 PM 12:00:2.651 PM 12:00:2.652 PM 12:00:2.653 PM
12:00:2.654 PM 12:00:2.655 PM 12:00:2.656 PM 12:00:2.657 PM 12:00:2.658 PM 12:00:2.659 PM
12:00:2.66 PM 12:00:2.661 PM 12:00:2.662 PM 12:00:2.663 PM 12:00:2.664 PM 12:00:2.665 PM
12:00:2.666 PM 12:00:2.667 PM 12:00:2.668 PM 12:00:2.669 PM 12:00:2.67 PM 12:00:2.671 PM
12:00:2.672 PM 12:00:2.673 PM 12:00:2.674 PM 12:00:2.675 PM 12:00:2.676 PM 12:00:2.677 PM
12:00:2.678 PM 12:00:2.679 PM 12:00:2.68 PM 12:00:2.681 PM 12:00:2.682 PM 12:00:2.683 PM
12:00:2.684 PM 12:00:2.685 PM 12:00:2.686 PM 12:00:2.687 PM 12:00:2.688 PM 12:00:2.689 PM
12:00:2.69 PM 12:00:2.691 PM 12:00:2.692 PM 12:00:2.693 PM 12:00:2.694 PM 12:00:2.695 PM
12:00:2.696 PM 12:00:2.697 PM 12:00:2.698 PM 12:00:2.699 PM 12:00:2.7 PM 12:00:2.701 PM
12:00:2.702 PM 12:00:2.703 PM 12:00:2.704 PM 12:00:2.705 PM 12:00:2.706 PM 12:00:2.707 PM
12:00:2.708 PM 12:00:2.709 PM 12:00:2.71 PM 12:00:2.711 PM 12:00:2.712 PM 12:00:2.713 PM
12:00:2.714 PM 12:00:2.715 PM 12:00:2.716 PM 12:00:2.717 PM 12:00:2.718 PM 12:00:2.719 PM
12:00:2.72 PM 12:00:2.721 PM 12:00:2.722 PM 12:00:2.723 PM 12:00:2.724 PM 12:00:2.725 PM
12:00:2.726 PM 12:00:2.727 PM 12:00:2.728 PM 12:00:2.729 PM 12:00:2.73 PM 12:00:2.731 PM
12:00:2.732 PM 12:00:2.733 PM 12:00:2.734 PM 12:00:2.735 PM 12:00:2.736 PM 12:00:2.737 PM
12:00:2.738 PM 12:00:2.739 PM 12:00:2.74 PM 12:00:2.741 PM 12:00:2.742 PM 12:00:2.743 PM
12:00:2.744 PM 12:00:2.745 PM 12:00:2.746 PM 12:00:2.747 PM 12:00:2.748 PM 12:00:2.749 PM
12:00:2.75 PM 12:00:2.751 PM 12:00:2.752 PM 12:00:2.753 PM 12:00:2.754 PM 12:00:2.755 PM
12:00:2.756 PM 12:00:2.757 PM 12:00:2.758 PM 12:00:2.759 PM 12:00:2.76 PM 12:00:2.761 PM
12:00:2.762 PM 12:00:2.763 PM 12:00:2.764 PM 12:00:2.765 PM 12:00:2.766 PM 12:00:2.767 PM



���

12:00:2.768 PM 12:00:2.769 PM 12:00:2.77 PM 12:00:2.771 PM 12:00:2.772 PM 12:00:2.773 PM
12:00:2.774 PM 12:00:2.775 PM 12:00:2.776 PM 12:00:2.777 PM 12:00:2.778 PM 12:00:2.779 PM
12:00:2.78 PM 12:00:2.781 PM 12:00:2.782 PM 12:00:2.783 PM 12:00:2.784 PM 12:00:2.785 PM
12:00:2.786 PM 12:00:2.787 PM 12:00:2.788 PM 12:00:2.789 PM 12:00:2.79 PM 12:00:2.791 PM
12:00:2.792 PM 12:00:2.793 PM 12:00:2.794 PM 12:00:2.795 PM 12:00:2.796 PM 12:00:2.797 PM
12:00:2.798 PM 12:00:2.799 PM 12:00:2.8 PM 12:00:2.801 PM 12:00:2.802 PM 12:00:2.803 PM
12:00:2.804 PM 12:00:2.805 PM 12:00:2.806 PM 12:00:2.807 PM 12:00:2.808 PM 12:00:2.809 PM
12:00:2.81 PM 12:00:2.811 PM 12:00:2.812 PM 12:00:2.813 PM 12:00:2.814 PM 12:00:2.815 PM
12:00:2.816 PM 12:00:2.817 PM 12:00:2.818 PM 12:00:2.819 PM 12:00:2.82 PM 12:00:2.821 PM
12:00:2.822 PM 12:00:2.823 PM 12:00:2.824 PM 12:00:2.825 PM 12:00:2.826 PM 12:00:2.827 PM
12:00:2.828 PM 12:00:2.829 PM 12:00:2.83 PM 12:00:2.831 PM 12:00:2.832 PM 12:00:2.833 PM
12:00:2.834 PM 12:00:2.835 PM 12:00:2.836 PM 12:00:2.837 PM 12:00:2.838 PM 12:00:2.839 PM
12:00:2.84 PM 12:00:2.841 PM 12:00:2.842 PM 12:00:2.843 PM 12:00:2.844 PM 12:00:2.845 PM
12:00:2.846 PM 12:00:2.847 PM 12:00:2.848 PM 12:00:2.849 PM 12:00:2.85 PM 12:00:2.851 PM
12:00:2.852 PM 12:00:2.853 PM 12:00:2.854 PM 12:00:2.855 PM 12:00:2.856 PM 12:00:2.857 PM
12:00:2.858 PM 12:00:2.859 PM 12:00:2.86 PM 12:00:2.861 PM 12:00:2.862 PM 12:00:2.863 PM
12:00:2.864 PM 12:00:2.865 PM 12:00:2.866 PM 12:00:2.867 PM 12:00:2.868 PM 12:00:2.869 PM
12:00:2.87 PM 12:00:2.871 PM 12:00:2.872 PM 12:00:2.873 PM 12:00:2.874 PM 12:00:2.875 PM
12:00:2.876 PM 12:00:2.877 PM 12:00:2.878 PM 12:00:2.879 PM 12:00:2.88 PM 12:00:2.881 PM
12:00:2.882 PM 12:00:2.883 PM 12:00:2.884 PM 12:00:2.885 PM 12:00:2.886 PM 12:00:2.887 PM
12:00:2.888 PM 12:00:2.889 PM 12:00:2.89 PM 12:00:2.891 PM 12:00:2.892 PM 12:00:2.893 PM
12:00:2.894 PM 12:00:2.895 PM 12:00:2.896 PM 12:00:2.897 PM 12:00:2.898 PM 12:00:2.899 PM
12:00:2.9 PM 12:00:2.901 PM 12:00:2.902 PM 12:00:2.903 PM 12:00:2.904 PM 12:00:2.905 PM
12:00:2.906 PM 12:00:2.907 PM 12:00:2.908 PM 12:00:2.909 PM 12:00:2.91 PM 12:00:2.911 PM
12:00:2.912 PM 12:00:2.913 PM 12:00:2.914 PM 12:00:2.915 PM 12:00:2.916 PM 12:00:2.917 PM
12:00:2.918 PM 12:00:2.919 PM 12:00:2.92 PM 12:00:2.921 PM 12:00:2.922 PM 12:00:2.923 PM
12:00:2.924 PM 12:00:2.925 PM 12:00:2.926 PM 12:00:2.927 PM 12:00:2.928 PM 12:00:2.929 PM
12:00:2.93 PM 12:00:2.931 PM 12:00:2.932 PM 12:00:2.933 PM 12:00:2.934 PM 12:00:2.935 PM
12:00:2.936 PM 12:00:2.937 PM 12:00:2.938 PM 12:00:2.939 PM 12:00:2.94 PM 12:00:2.941 PM
12:00:2.942 PM 12:00:2.943 PM 12:00:2.944 PM 12:00:2.945 PM 12:00:2.946 PM 12:00:2.947 PM
12:00:2.948 PM 12:00:2.949 PM 12:00:2.95 PM 12:00:2.951 PM 12:00:2.952 PM 12:00:2.953 PM
12:00:2.954 PM 12:00:2.955 PM 12:00:2.956 PM 12:00:2.957 PM 12:00:2.958 PM 12:00:2.959 PM
12:00:2.96 PM 12:00:2.961 PM 12:00:2.962 PM 12:00:2.963 PM 12:00:2.964 PM 12:00:2.965 PM
12:00:2.966 PM 12:00:2.967 PM 12:00:2.968 PM 12:00:2.969 PM 12:00:2.97 PM 12:00:2.971 PM
12:00:2.972 PM 12:00:2.973 PM 12:00:2.974 PM 12:00:2.975 PM 12:00:2.976 PM 12:00:2.977 PM
12:00:2.978 PM 12:00:2.979 PM 12:00:2.98 PM 12:00:2.981 PM 12:00:2.982 PM 12:00:2.983 PM
12:00:2.984 PM 12:00:2.985 PM 12:00:2.986 PM 12:00:2.987 PM 12:00:2.988 PM 12:00:2.989 PM
12:00:2.99 PM 12:00:2.991 PM 12:00:2.992 PM 12:00:2.993 PM 12:00:2.994 PM 12:00:2.995 PM
12:00:2.996 PM 12:00:2.997 PM 12:00:2.998 PM 12:00:2.999 PM 12:00:3 PM 12:00:3.001 PM
12:00:3.002 PM 12:00:3.003 PM 12:00:3.004 PM 12:00:3.005 PM 12:00:3.006 PM 12:00:3.007 PM
12:00:3.008 PM 12:00:3.009 PM 12:00:3.01 PM 12:00:3.011 PM 12:00:3.012 PM 12:00:3.013 PM
12:00:3.014 PM 12:00:3.015 PM 12:00:3.016 PM 12:00:3.017 PM 12:00:3.018 PM 12:00:3.019 PM
12:00:3.02 PM 12:00:3.021 PM 12:00:3.022 PM 12:00:3.023 PM 12:00:3.024 PM 12:00:3.025 PM
12:00:3.026 PM 12:00:3.027 PM 12:00:3.028 PM 12:00:3.029 PM 12:00:3.03 PM 12:00:3.031 PM
12:00:3.032 PM 12:00:3.033 PM 12:00:3.034 PM 12:00:3.035 PM 12:00:3.036 PM 12:00:3.037 PM
12:00:3.038 PM 12:00:3.039 PM 12:00:3.04 PM 12:00:3.041 PM 12:00:3.042 PM 12:00:3.043 PM
12:00:3.044 PM 12:00:3.045 PM 12:00:3.046 PM 12:00:3.047 PM 12:00:3.048 PM 12:00:3.049 PM
12:00:3.05 PM 12:00:3.051 PM 12:00:3.052 PM 12:00:3.053 PM 12:00:3.054 PM 12:00:3.055 PM
12:00:3.056 PM 12:00:3.057 PM 12:00:3.058 PM 12:00:3.059 PM 12:00:3.06 PM 12:00:3.061 PM
12:00:3.062 PM 12:00:3.063 PM 12:00:3.064 PM 12:00:3.065 PM 12:00:3.066 PM 12:00:3.067 PM
12:00:3.068 PM 12:00:3.069 PM 12:00:3.07 PM 12:00:3.071 PM 12:00:3.072 PM 12:00:3.073 PM
12:00:3.074 PM 12:00:3.075 PM 12:00:3.076 PM 12:00:3.077 PM 12:00:3.078 PM 12:00:3.079 PM
12:00:3.08 PM 12:00:3.081 PM 12:00:3.082 PM 12:00:3.083 PM 12:00:3.084 PM 12:00:3.085 PM
12:00:3.086 PM 12:00:3.087 PM 12:00:3.088 PM 12:00:3.089 PM 12:00:3.09 PM 12:00:3.091 PM
12:00:3.092 PM 12:00:3.093 PM 12:00:3.094 PM 12:00:3.095 PM 12:00:3.096 PM 12:00:3.097 PM
12:00:3.098 PM 12:00:3.099 PM 12:00:3.1 PM 12:00:3.101 PM 12:00:3.102 PM 12:00:3.103 PM
12:00:3.104 PM 12:00:3.105 PM 12:00:3.106 PM 12:00:3.107 PM 12:00:3.108 PM 12:00:3.109 PM
12:00:3.11 PM 12:00:3.111 PM 12:00:3.112 PM 12:00:3.113 PM 12:00:3.114 PM 12:00:3.115 PM
12:00:3.116 PM 12:00:3.117 PM 12:00:3.118 PM 12:00:3.119 PM 12:00:3.12 PM 12:00:3.121 PM
12:00:3.122 PM 12:00:3.123 PM 12:00:3.124 PM 12:00:3.125 PM 12:00:3.126 PM 12:00:3.127 PM
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12:00:3.128 PM 12:00:3.129 PM 12:00:3.13 PM 12:00:3.131 PM 12:00:3.132 PM 12:00:3.133 PM
12:00:3.134 PM 12:00:3.135 PM 12:00:3.136 PM 12:00:3.137 PM 12:00:3.138 PM 12:00:3.139 PM
12:00:3.14 PM 12:00:3.141 PM 12:00:3.142 PM 12:00:3.143 PM 12:00:3.144 PM 12:00:3.145 PM
12:00:3.146 PM 12:00:3.147 PM 12:00:3.148 PM 12:00:3.149 PM 12:00:3.15 PM 12:00:3.151 PM
12:00:3.152 PM 12:00:3.153 PM 12:00:3.154 PM 12:00:3.155 PM 12:00:3.156 PM 12:00:3.157 PM
12:00:3.158 PM 12:00:3.159 PM 12:00:3.16 PM 12:00:3.161 PM 12:00:3.162 PM 12:00:3.163 PM
12:00:3.164 PM 12:00:3.165 PM 12:00:3.166 PM 12:00:3.167 PM 12:00:3.168 PM 12:00:3.169 PM
12:00:3.17 PM 12:00:3.171 PM 12:00:3.172 PM 12:00:3.173 PM 12:00:3.174 PM 12:00:3.175 PM
12:00:3.176 PM 12:00:3.177 PM 12:00:3.178 PM 12:00:3.179 PM 12:00:3.18 PM 12:00:3.181 PM
12:00:3.182 PM 12:00:3.183 PM 12:00:3.184 PM 12:00:3.185 PM 12:00:3.186 PM 12:00:3.187 PM
12:00:3.188 PM 12:00:3.189 PM 12:00:3.19 PM 12:00:3.191 PM 12:00:3.192 PM 12:00:3.193 PM
12:00:3.194 PM 12:00:3.195 PM 12:00:3.196 PM 12:00:3.197 PM 12:00:3.198 PM 12:00:3.199 PM
12:00:3.2 PM 12:00:3.201 PM 12:00:3.202 PM 12:00:3.203 PM 12:00:3.204 PM 12:00:3.205 PM
12:00:3.206 PM 12:00:3.207 PM 12:00:3.208 PM 12:00:3.209 PM 12:00:3.21 PM 12:00:3.211 PM
12:00:3.212 PM 12:00:3.213 PM 12:00:3.214 PM 12:00:3.215 PM 12:00:3.216 PM 12:00:3.217 PM
12:00:3.218 PM 12:00:3.219 PM 12:00:3.22 PM 12:00:3.221 PM 12:00:3.222 PM 12:00:3.223 PM
12:00:3.224 PM 12:00:3.225 PM 12:00:3.226 PM 12:00:3.227 PM 12:00:3.228 PM 12:00:3.229 PM
12:00:3.23 PM 12:00:3.231 PM 12:00:3.232 PM 12:00:3.233 PM 12:00:3.234 PM 12:00:3.235 PM
12:00:3.236 PM 12:00:3.237 PM 12:00:3.238 PM 12:00:3.239 PM 12:00:3.24 PM 12:00:3.241 PM
12:00:3.242 PM 12:00:3.243 PM 12:00:3.244 PM 12:00:3.245 PM 12:00:3.246 PM 12:00:3.247 PM
12:00:3.248 PM 12:00:3.249 PM 12:00:3.25 PM 12:00:3.251 PM 12:00:3.252 PM 12:00:3.253 PM
12:00:3.254 PM 12:00:3.255 PM 12:00:3.256 PM 12:00:3.257 PM 12:00:3.258 PM 12:00:3.259 PM
12:00:3.26 PM 12:00:3.261 PM 12:00:3.262 PM 12:00:3.263 PM 12:00:3.264 PM 12:00:3.265 PM
12:00:3.266 PM 12:00:3.267 PM 12:00:3.268 PM 12:00:3.269 PM 12:00:3.27 PM 12:00:3.271 PM
12:00:3.272 PM 12:00:3.273 PM 12:00:3.274 PM 12:00:3.275 PM 12:00:3.276 PM 12:00:3.277 PM
12:00:3.278 PM 12:00:3.279 PM 12:00:3.28 PM 12:00:3.281 PM 12:00:3.282 PM 12:00:3.283 PM
12:00:3.284 PM 12:00:3.285 PM 12:00:3.286 PM 12:00:3.287 PM 12:00:3.288 PM 12:00:3.289 PM
12:00:3.29 PM 12:00:3.291 PM 12:00:3.292 PM 12:00:3.293 PM 12:00:3.294 PM 12:00:3.295 PM
12:00:3.296 PM 12:00:3.297 PM 12:00:3.298 PM 12:00:3.299 PM 12:00:3.3 PM 12:00:3.301 PM
12:00:3.302 PM 12:00:3.303 PM 12:00:3.304 PM 12:00:3.305 PM 12:00:3.306 PM 12:00:3.307 PM
12:00:3.308 PM 12:00:3.309 PM 12:00:3.31 PM 12:00:3.311 PM 12:00:3.312 PM 12:00:3.313 PM
12:00:3.314 PM 12:00:3.315 PM 12:00:3.316 PM 12:00:3.317 PM 12:00:3.318 PM 12:00:3.319 PM
12:00:3.32 PM 12:00:3.321 PM 12:00:3.322 PM 12:00:3.323 PM 12:00:3.324 PM 12:00:3.325 PM
12:00:3.326 PM 12:00:3.327 PM 12:00:3.328 PM 12:00:3.329 PM 12:00:3.33 PM 12:00:3.331 PM
12:00:3.332 PM 12:00:3.333 PM 12:00:3.334 PM 12:00:3.335 PM 12:00:3.336 PM 12:00:3.337 PM
12:00:3.338 PM 12:00:3.339 PM 12:00:3.34 PM 12:00:3.341 PM 12:00:3.342 PM 12:00:3.343 PM
12:00:3.344 PM 12:00:3.345 PM 12:00:3.346 PM 12:00:3.347 PM 12:00:3.348 PM 12:00:3.349 PM
12:00:3.35 PM 12:00:3.351 PM 12:00:3.352 PM 12:00:3.353 PM 12:00:3.354 PM 12:00:3.355 PM
12:00:3.356 PM 12:00:3.357 PM 12:00:3.358 PM 12:00:3.359 PM 12:00:3.36 PM 12:00:3.361 PM
12:00:3.362 PM 12:00:3.363 PM 12:00:3.364 PM 12:00:3.365 PM 12:00:3.366 PM 12:00:3.367 PM
12:00:3.368 PM 12:00:3.369 PM 12:00:3.37 PM 12:00:3.371 PM 12:00:3.372 PM 12:00:3.373 PM
12:00:3.374 PM 12:00:3.375 PM 12:00:3.376 PM 12:00:3.377 PM 12:00:3.378 PM 12:00:3.379 PM
12:00:3.38 PM 12:00:3.381 PM 12:00:3.382 PM 12:00:3.383 PM 12:00:3.384 PM 12:00:3.385 PM
12:00:3.386 PM 12:00:3.387 PM 12:00:3.388 PM 12:00:3.389 PM 12:00:3.39 PM 12:00:3.391 PM
12:00:3.392 PM 12:00:3.393 PM 12:00:3.394 PM 12:00:3.395 PM 12:00:3.396 PM 12:00:3.397 PM
12:00:3.398 PM 12:00:3.399 PM 12:00:3.4 PM 12:00:3.401 PM 12:00:3.402 PM 12:00:3.403 PM
12:00:3.404 PM 12:00:3.405 PM 12:00:3.406 PM 12:00:3.407 PM 12:00:3.408 PM 12:00:3.409 PM
12:00:3.41 PM 12:00:3.411 PM 12:00:3.412 PM 12:00:3.413 PM 12:00:3.414 PM 12:00:3.415 PM
12:00:3.416 PM 12:00:3.417 PM 12:00:3.418 PM 12:00:3.419 PM 12:00:3.42 PM 12:00:3.421 PM
12:00:3.422 PM 12:00:3.423 PM 12:00:3.424 PM 12:00:3.425 PM 12:00:3.426 PM 12:00:3.427 PM
12:00:3.428 PM 12:00:3.429 PM 12:00:3.43 PM 12:00:3.431 PM 12:00:3.432 PM 12:00:3.433 PM
12:00:3.434 PM 12:00:3.435 PM 12:00:3.436 PM 12:00:3.437 PM 12:00:3.438 PM 12:00:3.439 PM
12:00:3.44 PM 12:00:3.441 PM 12:00:3.442 PM 12:00:3.443 PM 12:00:3.444 PM 12:00:3.445 PM
12:00:3.446 PM 12:00:3.447 PM 12:00:3.448 PM 12:00:3.449 PM 12:00:3.45 PM 12:00:3.451 PM
12:00:3.452 PM 12:00:3.453 PM 12:00:3.454 PM 12:00:3.455 PM 12:00:3.456 PM 12:00:3.457 PM
12:00:3.458 PM 12:00:3.459 PM 12:00:3.46 PM 12:00:3.461 PM 12:00:3.462 PM 12:00:3.463 PM
12:00:3.464 PM 12:00:3.465 PM 12:00:3.466 PM 12:00:3.467 PM 12:00:3.468 PM 12:00:3.469 PM
12:00:3.47 PM 12:00:3.471 PM 12:00:3.472 PM 12:00:3.473 PM 12:00:3.474 PM 12:00:3.475 PM
12:00:3.476 PM 12:00:3.477 PM 12:00:3.478 PM 12:00:3.479 PM 12:00:3.48 PM 12:00:3.481 PM
12:00:3.482 PM 12:00:3.483 PM 12:00:3.484 PM 12:00:3.485 PM 12:00:3.486 PM 12:00:3.487 PM
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12:00:3.488 PM 12:00:3.489 PM 12:00:3.49 PM 12:00:3.491 PM 12:00:3.492 PM 12:00:3.493 PM
12:00:3.494 PM 12:00:3.495 PM 12:00:3.496 PM 12:00:3.497 PM 12:00:3.498 PM 12:00:3.499 PM
12:00:3.5 PM 12:00:3.501 PM 12:00:3.502 PM 12:00:3.503 PM 12:00:3.504 PM 12:00:3.505 PM
12:00:3.506 PM 12:00:3.507 PM 12:00:3.508 PM 12:00:3.509 PM 12:00:3.51 PM 12:00:3.511 PM
12:00:3.512 PM 12:00:3.513 PM 12:00:3.514 PM 12:00:3.515 PM 12:00:3.516 PM 12:00:3.517 PM
12:00:3.518 PM 12:00:3.519 PM 12:00:3.52 PM 12:00:3.521 PM 12:00:3.522 PM 12:00:3.523 PM
12:00:3.524 PM 12:00:3.525 PM 12:00:3.526 PM 12:00:3.527 PM 12:00:3.528 PM 12:00:3.529 PM
12:00:3.53 PM 12:00:3.531 PM 12:00:3.532 PM 12:00:3.533 PM 12:00:3.534 PM 12:00:3.535 PM
12:00:3.536 PM 12:00:3.537 PM 12:00:3.538 PM 12:00:3.539 PM 12:00:3.54 PM 12:00:3.541 PM
12:00:3.542 PM 12:00:3.543 PM 12:00:3.544 PM 12:00:3.545 PM 12:00:3.546 PM 12:00:3.547 PM
12:00:3.548 PM 12:00:3.549 PM 12:00:3.55 PM 12:00:3.551 PM 12:00:3.552 PM 12:00:3.553 PM
12:00:3.554 PM 12:00:3.555 PM 12:00:3.556 PM 12:00:3.557 PM 12:00:3.558 PM 12:00:3.559 PM
12:00:3.56 PM 12:00:3.561 PM 12:00:3.562 PM 12:00:3.563 PM 12:00:3.564 PM 12:00:3.565 PM
12:00:3.566 PM 12:00:3.567 PM 12:00:3.568 PM 12:00:3.569 PM 12:00:3.57 PM 12:00:3.571 PM
12:00:3.572 PM 12:00:3.573 PM 12:00:3.574 PM 12:00:3.575 PM 12:00:3.576 PM 12:00:3.577 PM
12:00:3.578 PM 12:00:3.579 PM 12:00:3.58 PM 12:00:3.581 PM 12:00:3.582 PM 12:00:3.583 PM
12:00:3.584 PM 12:00:3.585 PM 12:00:3.586 PM 12:00:3.587 PM 12:00:3.588 PM 12:00:3.589 PM
12:00:3.59 PM 12:00:3.591 PM 12:00:3.592 PM 12:00:3.593 PM 12:00:3.594 PM 12:00:3.595 PM
12:00:3.596 PM 12:00:3.597 PM 12:00:3.598 PM 12:00:3.599 PM 12:00:3.6 PM 12:00:3.601 PM
12:00:3.602 PM 12:00:3.603 PM 12:00:3.604 PM 12:00:3.605 PM 12:00:3.606 PM 12:00:3.607 PM
12:00:3.608 PM 12:00:3.609 PM 12:00:3.61 PM 12:00:3.611 PM 12:00:3.612 PM 12:00:3.613 PM
12:00:3.614 PM 12:00:3.615 PM 12:00:3.616 PM 12:00:3.617 PM 12:00:3.618 PM 12:00:3.619 PM
12:00:3.62 PM 12:00:3.621 PM 12:00:3.622 PM 12:00:3.623 PM 12:00:3.624 PM 12:00:3.625 PM
12:00:3.626 PM 12:00:3.627 PM 12:00:3.628 PM 12:00:3.629 PM 12:00:3.63 PM 12:00:3.631 PM
12:00:3.632 PM 12:00:3.633 PM 12:00:3.634 PM 12:00:3.635 PM 12:00:3.636 PM 12:00:3.637 PM
12:00:3.638 PM 12:00:3.639 PM 12:00:3.64 PM 12:00:3.641 PM 12:00:3.642 PM 12:00:3.643 PM
12:00:3.644 PM 12:00:3.645 PM 12:00:3.646 PM 12:00:3.647 PM 12:00:3.648 PM 12:00:3.649 PM
12:00:3.65 PM 12:00:3.651 PM 12:00:3.652 PM 12:00:3.653 PM 12:00:3.654 PM 12:00:3.655 PM
12:00:3.656 PM 12:00:3.657 PM 12:00:3.658 PM 12:00:3.659 PM 12:00:3.66 PM 12:00:3.661 PM
12:00:3.662 PM 12:00:3.663 PM 12:00:3.664 PM 12:00:3.665 PM 12:00:3.666 PM 12:00:3.667 PM
12:00:3.668 PM 12:00:3.669 PM 12:00:3.67 PM 12:00:3.671 PM 12:00:3.672 PM 12:00:3.673 PM
12:00:3.674 PM 12:00:3.675 PM 12:00:3.676 PM 12:00:3.677 PM 12:00:3.678 PM 12:00:3.679 PM
12:00:3.68 PM 12:00:3.681 PM 12:00:3.682 PM 12:00:3.683 PM 12:00:3.684 PM 12:00:3.685 PM
12:00:3.686 PM 12:00:3.687 PM 12:00:3.688 PM 12:00:3.689 PM 12:00:3.69 PM 12:00:3.691 PM
12:00:3.692 PM 12:00:3.693 PM 12:00:3.694 PM 12:00:3.695 PM 12:00:3.696 PM 12:00:3.697 PM
12:00:3.698 PM 12:00:3.699 PM 12:00:3.7 PM 12:00:3.701 PM 12:00:3.702 PM 12:00:3.703 PM
12:00:3.704 PM 12:00:3.705 PM 12:00:3.706 PM 12:00:3.707 PM 12:00:3.708 PM 12:00:3.709 PM
12:00:3.71 PM 12:00:3.711 PM 12:00:3.712 PM 12:00:3.713 PM 12:00:3.714 PM 12:00:3.715 PM
12:00:3.716 PM 12:00:3.717 PM 12:00:3.718 PM 12:00:3.719 PM 12:00:3.72 PM 12:00:3.721 PM
12:00:3.722 PM 12:00:3.723 PM 12:00:3.724 PM 12:00:3.725 PM 12:00:3.726 PM 12:00:3.727 PM
12:00:3.728 PM 12:00:3.729 PM 12:00:3.73 PM 12:00:3.731 PM 12:00:3.732 PM 12:00:3.733 PM
12:00:3.734 PM 12:00:3.735 PM 12:00:3.736 PM 12:00:3.737 PM 12:00:3.738 PM 12:00:3.739 PM
12:00:3.74 PM 12:00:3.741 PM 12:00:3.742 PM 12:00:3.743 PM 12:00:3.744 PM 12:00:3.745 PM
12:00:3.746 PM 12:00:3.747 PM 12:00:3.748 PM 12:00:3.749 PM 12:00:3.75 PM 12:00:3.751 PM
12:00:3.752 PM 12:00:3.753 PM 12:00:3.754 PM 12:00:3.755 PM 12:00:3.756 PM 12:00:3.757 PM
12:00:3.758 PM 12:00:3.759 PM 12:00:3.76 PM 12:00:3.761 PM 12:00:3.762 PM 12:00:3.763 PM
12:00:3.764 PM 12:00:3.765 PM 12:00:3.766 PM 12:00:3.767 PM 12:00:3.768 PM 12:00:3.769 PM
12:00:3.77 PM 12:00:3.771 PM 12:00:3.772 PM 12:00:3.773 PM 12:00:3.774 PM 12:00:3.775 PM
12:00:3.776 PM 12:00:3.777 PM 12:00:3.778 PM 12:00:3.779 PM 12:00:3.78 PM 12:00:3.781 PM
12:00:3.782 PM 12:00:3.783 PM 12:00:3.784 PM 12:00:3.785 PM 12:00:3.786 PM 12:00:3.787 PM
12:00:3.788 PM 12:00:3.789 PM 12:00:3.79 PM 12:00:3.791 PM 12:00:3.792 PM 12:00:3.793 PM
12:00:3.794 PM 12:00:3.795 PM 12:00:3.796 PM 12:00:3.797 PM 12:00:3.798 PM 12:00:3.799 PM
12:00:3.8 PM 12:00:3.801 PM 12:00:3.802 PM 12:00:3.803 PM 12:00:3.804 PM 12:00:3.805 PM
12:00:3.806 PM 12:00:3.807 PM 12:00:3.808 PM 12:00:3.809 PM 12:00:3.81 PM 12:00:3.811 PM
12:00:3.812 PM 12:00:3.813 PM 12:00:3.814 PM 12:00:3.815 PM 12:00:3.816 PM 12:00:3.817 PM
12:00:3.818 PM 12:00:3.819 PM 12:00:3.82 PM 12:00:3.821 PM 12:00:3.822 PM 12:00:3.823 PM
12:00:3.824 PM 12:00:3.825 PM 12:00:3.826 PM 12:00:3.827 PM 12:00:3.828 PM 12:00:3.829 PM
12:00:3.83 PM 12:00:3.831 PM 12:00:3.832 PM 12:00:3.833 PM 12:00:3.834 PM 12:00:3.835 PM
12:00:3.836 PM 12:00:3.837 PM 12:00:3.838 PM 12:00:3.839 PM 12:00:3.84 PM 12:00:3.841 PM
12:00:3.842 PM 12:00:3.843 PM 12:00:3.844 PM 12:00:3.845 PM 12:00:3.846 PM 12:00:3.847 PM
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Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I headed down to the South Street diner, a
24 hour establishment. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Sigh. I feel like a Zombie on
steroids. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. Just a thought... I
can try to make the bus. I’ll be there in no time. Where is that street? I see my shadow behind
me on the sidewalk. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. That’s what I feel like these days. 
Just a thought... Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. So, it’s not too far to walk. Man, I
hate this street, it’s boring. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. Hi. Looking down I see that
my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. ummm. One option would be to go to the
left, then take another right. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right.
Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. What did I do wrong? I’ll never
get through that way. I guess I should try to find my way back. Hi. It’s 3 pm, well into the
afternoon. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at
unpredicatable moments.  I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. I’m sure I’m
leaving out something, so much happened. I have never been here. I headed down to the South
Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here.
Everywhere I imagine more of the same. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you
acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. My pavement is hot, too,
and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  The feeling that
came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps
anymore. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. ummm. It ain’t all that bad. I knew that he
had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot
pavement.  That building shadows the car dealership. Sweet Jesus, not again! I wouldn’t be here
now except for the love of idling. I can try to make the bus. I wouldn’t go into that
playground. Sweet Jesus, not again! I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I’ll need
everything on the list and more. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head,
but never the right timing to share. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I just don’t
get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. My pavement
is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  ...
I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to
share. KnowwhatImean? I can’t find the sidewalk. I don’t think you have any right to look for me
here. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times...
what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  I don’t think you have any right to look
for me here. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Keep moving. I wonder
if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. At around noon, I decided to leave.
Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. So, it’s not too far to walk. Where
is that street? I guess I should try to find my way back. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have
the car key. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. It’s a
busy intersection where no one stops. Sigh. I should have a picture of that. I’ll need another
dollor to get that video. Keep moving. Keep moving. The feeling that came over me was a sharp
desire to keep moving. So, I should turn around now and go back. I should have a picture of
that. So, I should turn around now and go back. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Someone
is coming on the other side and they see me not. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. One
option would be to go to the left, then take another right. Someone is coming on the other side
and they see me not. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. But I’m
hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. I see my shadow behind me on the
sidewalk. I was here before. I can try to make the bus. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. I can
see nothing beyond the block in front of me. At around noon, I decided to leave. The same old
street again. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. But I’m hoping that later, somone will
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see the adventure of it. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. The feeling
that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I’ll need another dollor to get that video.
I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. I can see nothing beyond the block in
front of me. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. One option would be to go to the
left, then take another right. I’ll never get through that way. I just don’t get jolted by
seeing the gaps anymore. The curb is a line that I follow. I wonder if I can go backward in time
and eradicate that wrong turn. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I should have a picture of that. ... The
feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I wonder if I can go backward in
time and eradicate that wrong turn. I should have a picture of that. I headed down to the South
Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I wouldn’t
go into that playground. I’ll be there in no time. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells
like an oily sea. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. Let’s check my pocket to see
if I have the car key. :) Just a thought... Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I feel like a
Zombie on steroids. Keep moving. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. ... Too Bright.
That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. The wind seems to be coming in all directions,
but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk.
The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant
traffic. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Sigh. Let’s check my pocket to see
if I have the car key. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. I
can’t find the sidewalk. Hi. So, it’s not too far to walk. The feeling that came over me was a
sharp desire to keep moving. I have never been here. I don’t think you have any right to look
for me here. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. I’ll never get
through that way. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. On my way home tonight
I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the
roadway. I should have a picture of that. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. It
ain’t all that bad. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. If I walk into that store it
will not let me go. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I headed down to the South Street
diner, a 24 hour establishment. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I feel like a Zombie on
steroids. I’ll never get through that way. I’ve had things to say about that running around in
my head, but never the right timing to share. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire
to keep moving. What did I do wrong? Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. I’ll be there in
no time. So, it’s not too far to walk. The sign moves in front of me. I wouldn’t go into that
playground. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? That’s what I feel like these
days.  I wouldn’t go into that playground. I walked around the corner to find another corner.
Where is that street? My shoes have no where to go but forward. I noticed that it was no longer
the same street I was traveling one. At around noon, I decided to leave. So, I should turn
around now and go back. I’ll be there in no time. The curb is a line that I follow. Death
disturbs me now that I walk alone. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by.
KnowwhatImean? My shoes have no where to go but forward. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the
gaps anymore. I see here but she does not see me. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. I’ll need
everything on the list and more. I should have a picture of that. I feel like a Zombie on
steroids. Sigh. What did I do wrong? I wouldn’t go into that playground. I’ll need another
dollor to get that video. The same old street again. I have never been here. The asphalt seems
to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I’ll never get through that way. ... The entrance
ramp is not the only way to go up. At around noon, I decided to leave. I’ll never get through
that way. Sigh. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. OK, that’s easy
enough. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I don’t think you have any right to look for
me here. I should have a picture of that. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I
don’t think you have any right to look for me here. Midas Muffler is next on my list. Looking
closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. But, when it’s all done, she’s
back in a safe place. So, I should turn around now and go back. I wouldn’t be here now except
for the love of idling. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. I can try to make
the bus. At around noon, I decided to leave. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. The entrance
ramp is not the only way to go up. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that
wrong turn. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. It ain’t all that bad. But I’m hoping
that later, somone will see the adventure of it. I wonder if I can go backward in time and
eradicate that wrong turn. ummm. At around noon, I decided to leave. I wouldn’t be here now
except for the love of idling. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. Too Bright.
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That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. :) Hey, what happened to the car passing the
other way? One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I’ll need another
dollor to get that video. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. I see my shadow
behind me on the sidewalk. I can try to make the bus. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s
trail across the sidewalk. I walked around the corner to find another corner. I just don’t get
jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes.
Sigh. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is
coming over the horizon or not. Where is that street? I knew that he had quite the adventure,
wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  My pavement is
hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  I
should have a picture of that. My shoes have no where to go but forward. Let’s check my pocket
to see if I have the car key. KnowwhatImean? KnowwhatImean? I don’t think you have any right to
look for me here. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I was here before. I should have
a picture of that. At around noon, I decided to leave. But I’m hoping that later, somone will
see the adventure of it. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more.
Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was
traveling one. I can’t find the sidewalk. What did I do wrong? The sign moves in front of me.
So, it’s not too far to walk. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. The entrance
ramp is not the only way to go up. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. If I
walk into that store it will not let me go. Sigh. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the
roadway. KnowwhatImean? I was here before. ... My shoes have no where to go but forward. My
pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  So, I should turn around now and go back. Sweet Jesus, not again! ummm. I walked
around the corner to find another corner. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. Keep moving.
Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it
explode? Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. Just a thought... So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. ... I wouldn’t be here now
except for the love of idling. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here.
KnowwhatImean? It ain’t all that bad. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. So,
it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming
over the horizon or not. I see here but she does not see me. I guess I should try to find my way
back. KnowwhatImean? I have never been here. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. On my way
home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I was here before. The former street
was the one I was look for. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. Death disturbs me
now that I walk alone. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. So, it’s
not too far to walk. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I’ve had
things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. Midas
Muffler is next on my list. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. But, when it’s
all done, she’s back in a safe place. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. Let’s
check my pocket to see if I have the car key. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other
way? I should have a picture of that. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I wouldn’t be
here now except for the love of idling. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? ...
Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are
going. I see here but she does not see me. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. :) The feeling that
came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. Where is that street? The asphalt seems to go on
forever and smells like an oily sea. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. It’s a busy
intersection where no one stops. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. I can see
nothing beyond the block in front of me. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this
way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  Someone is coming on the other
side and they see me not. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never
the right timing to share. The curb is a line that I follow. If I walk into that store it will
not let me go. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Hi. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by.
But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. That’s what I feel like these
days.  I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. I noticed that it was no longer the
same street I was traveling one. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right.
My shoes have no where to go but forward. I’ll never get through that way. Anyway, seeing the
size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. I’ll need everything on the list and
more. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I see my shadow behind me on the
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sidewalk. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I headed down to the South
Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Sigh. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other
way? The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. Death disturbs me now that
I walk alone. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I never saw that window
before. It mirrors the roadway. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. So, it’s not
too far to walk. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. So, it’s not too far to
walk. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. At around noon, I decided to leave. I just
don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. OK, that’s easy enough. Stop! Now, pay attention to
where you are going. That’s what I feel like these days.  I can’t find the sidewalk. Sigh. I
noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. It’s 3 pm, well into the
afternoon. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus
sign. Keep moving. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming
at unpredicatable moments.  Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum
shade to my face. The sign moves in front of me. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. What’s
this? A scrap of news blowing by. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege
that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. The asphalt seems to go on forever
and smells like an oily sea. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I’ve had
things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. On my
way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. The former street was the one I
was look for. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. It was quite telling...  I feel
like a Zombie on steroids. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. Man,
I hate this street, it’s boring. The same old street again. I noticed that it was no longer the
same street I was traveling one. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep
moving. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire
is coming over the horizon or not. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I am as dull and
unoriginal as that bus sign. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I just don’t
get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I
see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. That building shadows the car dealership. I knew that
he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often
hot pavement.  My shoes have no where to go but forward. Sweet Jesus, not again! Man, I hate
this street, it’s boring. KnowwhatImean? It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float
some more. The sign moves in front of me. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my
head, but never the right timing to share. That’s what I feel like these days.  I’ll be there in
no time. The former street was the one I was look for. The former street was the one I was look
for. I have never been here. Hi. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea.
The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe
place. So, I should turn around now and go back. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The
asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I headed down to the South Street
diner, a 24 hour establishment. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Too Bright. That
reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite
align edge to edge. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. I can try to make the bus.
I should have a picture of that. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea.
The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant
traffic. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. So, it’s late, or early, depending on
whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. Just a
thought... That’s what I feel like these days.  Looking closer I see that the windows don’t
quite align edge to edge. At around noon, I decided to leave. Hey, what happened to the car
passing the other way? Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I have never
been here. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. It ain’t all that
bad. :) Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. Hi. I don’t think you
have any right to look for me here. I walked around the corner to find another corner. Keep
moving. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. The former street was the one I
was look for. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I never saw
that window before. It mirrors the roadway. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. What’s
this? A scrap of news blowing by. One option would be to go to the left, then take another
right. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. One
option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I was here before. I wouldn’t go
into that playground. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Let’s check my pocket
to see if I have the car key. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. Sigh. I see my
shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I see here but she does not see me. Where is that street? I
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just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and
blinds my eyes. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I can’t find the
sidewalk. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. The feeling that came over me was
a sharp desire to keep moving. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to
edge. I should have a picture of that. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Too Bright.
That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of
me. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant
traffic. What did I do wrong? At around noon, I decided to leave. The feeling that came over me
was a sharp desire to keep moving. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of
it. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. The entrance ramp is not the only way
to go up. At around noon, I decided to leave. Sweet Jesus, not again! Hi. The former street was
the one I was look for. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. KnowwhatImean? I’ve had things to
say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. At around noon, I
decided to leave. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the
right timing to share. I can’t find the sidewalk. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. I
wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. If I walk into that store it
will not let me go. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. I see my shadow behind
me on the sidewalk. Sigh. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Someone is coming on the
other side and they see me not. ummm. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. I am as
dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Where is that street?
I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on
the often hot pavement.  Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The entrance ramp is not the only
way to go up. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. It ain’t all that bad. The former
street was the one I was look for. So, I should turn around now and go back. The feeling that
came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I’ll be there in no time. I noticed that it was
no longer the same street I was traveling one. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells
like an oily sea. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? The wind seems to be
coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. Sweet Jesus, not again! Keep
moving. That’s what I feel like these days.  What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. My
pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  I feel like a Zombie on steroids. I’ll never get through that way. I just don’t get
jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head,
but never the right timing to share. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep
moving. The same old street again. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge
to edge. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. It’s 3 pm, well into the
afternoon. What did I do wrong? Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. The
feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I’m sure I’m leaving out something,
so much happened. ummm. I see here but she does not see me. It ain’t all that bad. Hi. So, it’s
late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the
horizon or not. The sign moves in front of me. :) My shoes have no where to go but forward. Just
a thought... The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I’ll need another
dollor to get that video. I guess I should try to find my way back. I can see nothing beyond the
block in front of me. I see here but she does not see me. I guess I should try to find my way
back. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The curb is a
line that I follow. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. Looking closer I see
that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I’ll be there in no time. A constant whooshing
sound is all I hear. ummm. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade
to my face. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. My shoes have no where to go but
forward. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing
to share. I was here before. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I’ve had things to say about
that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. I can try to make the bus.
At around noon, I decided to leave. I can try to make the bus. I wouldn’t be here now except for
the love of idling. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. ummm. OK, that’s easy
enough. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing
to share. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re
going. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. Where is that street? I’ll never
get through that way. :) OK, that’s easy enough. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back
now. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway.
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KnowwhatImean? I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I don’t think you have any
right to look for me here. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an
illusion of the constant traffic. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just
an illusion of the constant traffic. The sign moves in front of me. I can’t find the sidewalk.
Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. If they dropped a bomb here,
where would it explode? Sigh. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The asphalt seems to go
on forever and smells like an oily sea. The sign moves in front of me. I wonder how they pack so
much action into one minute. That’s what I feel like these days.  I knew that he had quite the
adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I am
as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? If
they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and
blinds my eyes. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and
out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I can try to make the bus. Exposed as I wander on my
adventure of a life, leaving a trail. That building shadows the car dealership. Hi. Sweet Jesus,
not again! I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I have never been
here. Sweet Jesus, not again! I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I can try to make the
bus. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I’m sure I’m leaving out something,
so much happened. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. ... That building shadows the car
dealership. Just a thought... It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. It’s 3 pm, well into
the afternoon. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The wind seems to be coming in all
directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I can try to make the bus. Keep
moving. The former street was the one I was look for. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon.
Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. My pavement is hot,
too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  Everywhere I
imagine more of the same. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. Someone is coming on the other
side and they see me not. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. Looking down I
see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. So, it’s late, or early,
depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not.
The former street was the one I was look for. That’s what I feel like these days.  The sign
moves in front of me. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. One option would be to
go to the left, then take another right. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving
a trail. Hi. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. I wonder if I can go
backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the
roadway. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I can try to make the
bus. So, it’s not too far to walk. I have never been here. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing
by. I’ll never get through that way. I see here but she does not see me. Looking closer I see
that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. It ain’t all that bad. Just a thought... I can
see nothing beyond the block in front of me. I guess I should try to find my way back. So, I
should turn around now and go back. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a
trail. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. The sign moves in
front of me. KnowwhatImean? I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. The asphalt
seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much
happened. My shoes have no where to go but forward. Sigh. I don’t think you have any right to
look for me here. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. The
former street was the one I was look for. KnowwhatImean? I just don’t get jolted by seeing the
gaps anymore. I see here but she does not see me. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much
happened. The same old street again. That’s what I feel like these days.  That building shadows
the car dealership. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I should have a picture
of that. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire
is coming over the horizon or not. I see here but she does not see me. I wonder if I can go
backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. What did I do wrong? It ain’t all that bad. The
wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic.
I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a
life, leaving a trail. It was quite telling...  I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I
knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on
the often hot pavement.  Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there
before. ummm. At around noon, I decided to leave. I was here before. Though, I gotta admit,
there’s no turning back now. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Sigh. I feel like a Zombie on
steroids. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. Keep moving. If
they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Keep moving. Hey, what happened to the car
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passing the other way? I should have a picture of that. The same old street again. If they
dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. I wouldn’t go
into that playground. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. It’s too hard for me to cross the
street, so I’ll float some more. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Keep
moving. The former street was the one I was look for. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see
the adventure of it. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. The asphalt seems to go on forever
and smells like an oily sea. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. Death disturbs me now
that I walk alone. That building shadows the car dealership. It ain’t all that bad. It’s 3 pm,
well into the afternoon. :) It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I wouldn’t be here now
except for the love of idling. The curb is a line that I follow. The entrance ramp is not the
only way to go up. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my
face. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? I should have a picture of that.
KnowwhatImean? The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. My shoes have no
where to go but forward. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn.
Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. What’s this? A scrap of news
blowing by. ummm. I’ll be there in no time. Midas Muffler is next on my list. Anyway, seeing the
size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes
me wonder what was there before. I can’t find the sidewalk. One option would be to go to the
left, then take another right. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. I see here but she does not see me. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other
way? The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it
explode? I’ll need another dollor to get that video. At around noon, I decided to leave. Midas
Muffler is next on my list. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? It ain’t all
that bad. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the
constant traffic. I see here but she does not see me. I can try to make the bus. At around noon,
I decided to leave. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. Hi. It’s a busy
intersection where no one stops. :) So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege
that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. The asphalt seems to go on forever
and smells like an oily sea. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. Midas Muffler is next on
my list. So, it’s not too far to walk. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I’ve
had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share.
Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear.
Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. So, it’s not too far to walk. OK, that’s easy
enough. I’ll be there in no time. I should have a picture of that. At around noon, I decided to
leave. The sign moves in front of me. Where is that street? Though, I gotta admit, there’s no
turning back now. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. Hi. Sigh.
OK, that’s easy enough. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. KnowwhatImean? It
was quite telling...  The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. My
pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love
of idling. The same old street again. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. If I
walk into that store it will not let me go. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. I
can’t find the sidewalk. I can’t find the sidewalk. Someone is coming on the other side and they
see me not. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign.
It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I guess I should try to find my way back. ... ummm.
I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. Where is that street? I should have a
picture of that. I should have a picture of that. So, it’s not too far to walk. Stop! Now, pay
attention to where you are going. The curb is a line that I follow. I wouldn’t go into that
playground. I see here but she does not see me. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of
idling. I’ll be there in no time. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I guess I should
try to find my way back. The same old street again. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning
back now. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. That building shadows the car dealership. Hi. I
wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. Keep moving. Sigh. I don’t think you have
any right to look for me here. ... Sweet Jesus, not again! OK, that’s easy enough. I wonder how
they pack so much action into one minute. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the
adventure of it. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. So, I should turn around
now and go back. So, it’s not too far to walk. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite
align edge to edge. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I see here but she does not
see me. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Keep moving. Let’s check my pocket to see if I
have the car key. The sign moves in front of me. The sign moves in front of me. Hi. Looking
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closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. At around noon, I decided to
leave. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. Stop! Now, pay attention
to where you are going. What did I do wrong? The curb is a line that I follow. I can try to make
the bus. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. That’s what I feel like these days. 
ummm. That’s what I feel like these days.  It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. That
building shadows the car dealership. One option would be to go to the left, then take another
right. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I’ll be there in no time. I noticed that it
was no longer the same street I was traveling one. I’ve had things to say about that running
around in my head, but never the right timing to share. The wind seems to be coming in all
directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I should have a picture of
that. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. I walked around the corner to find another
corner. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. What’s this? A scrap
of news blowing by. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no
turning back now. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Wow, that
was close! Look where you’re going. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. Sweet Jesus, not again!
The same old street again. I guess I should try to find my way back. Wow, that was close! Look
where you’re going. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. I should have a picture
of that. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the
gaps anymore. It ain’t all that bad. I walked around the corner to find another corner. Too
Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Midas Muffler is next on my list. Wow,
that was close! Look where you’re going. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute.
I can try to make the bus. I have never been here. I guess I should try to find my way back. At
around noon, I decided to leave. That’s what I feel like these days.  I’ll never get through
that way. What did I do wrong? I guess I should try to find my way back. Man, I hate this
street, it’s boring. Sigh. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I walked around the corner to
find another corner. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Everywhere I imagine more of the
same. That building shadows the car dealership. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and
blinds my eyes. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my
face. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I just don’t get jolted by
seeing the gaps anymore. ummm. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to
edge. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant
traffic. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells
like an oily sea. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I’ll need
everything on the list and more. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. I’ll
need another dollor to get that video. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. So,
it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming
over the horizon or not. At around noon, I decided to leave. That’s what I feel like these days.
 The former street was the one I was look for. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of
me. What did I do wrong? The same old street again. I should have a picture of that. My shoes
have no where to go but forward. The curb is a line that I follow. I’m sure I’m leaving out
something, so much happened. The former street was the one I was look for. Let’s check my pocket
to see if I have the car key. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more.
Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. ... Just a thought... I can’t find the
sidewalk. KnowwhatImean? It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. My shoes have no where to
go but forward. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Anyway, seeing the size of the
lot makes me wonder what was there before. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but
that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I’ve had things to say about that running
around in my head, but never the right timing to share. I noticed that it was no longer the same
street I was traveling one. It was quite telling...  I wouldn’t go into that playground. So,
it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming
over the horizon or not. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. Sigh. I
wouldn’t go into that playground. So, I should turn around now and go back. I am as dull and
unoriginal as that bus sign. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with
traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  My shoes have no where to go but forward. The feeling
that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. ... At around noon, I decided to leave. The
former street was the one I was look for. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to
keep moving. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I can’t find the
sidewalk. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of
danger, on the often hot pavement.  I guess I should try to find my way back. So, I should turn
around now and go back. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that,
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into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I’ll never get through that way. The asphalt
seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. The asphalt seems to go on forever and
smells like an oily sea. I can try to make the bus. One option would be to go to the left, then
take another right. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. The same old street again. I walked around
the corner to find another corner. That’s what I feel like these days.  The entrance ramp is not
the only way to go up. I can try to make the bus. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. :)
I’ll need everything on the list and more. Just a thought... It ain’t all that bad. Keep moving.
I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk.
Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I walked around the corner to find another corner.
The curb is a line that I follow. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a
trail. The sign moves in front of me. I have never been here. On my way home tonight I passed a
snail’s trail across the sidewalk. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. I noticed
that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. The asphalt seems to go on forever
and smells like an oily sea. I’ll be there in no time. My shoes have no where to go but forward.
I should have a picture of that. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just
an illusion of the constant traffic. I’ll never get through that way. The entrance ramp is not
the only way to go up. Keep moving. :) Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. It ain’t
all that bad. I was here before. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. A constant
whooshing sound is all I hear. The same old street again. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so
much happened. So, I should turn around now and go back. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. I can
see nothing beyond the block in front of me. If I walk into that store it will not let me go.
What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Just a thought...
Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. It was quite telling...  It ain’t all that
bad. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I knew that he had
quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot
pavement.  On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. Death disturbs
me now that I walk alone. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. A constant whooshing
sound is all I hear. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. If they dropped a bomb here, where
would it explode? That’s what I feel like these days.  Sigh. I’ll need everything on the list
and more. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. Anyway, seeing
the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. Too Bright. That reflection never
ceases and blinds my eyes. Midas Muffler is next on my list. The same old street again. I am as
dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. That building shadows the car dealership. I am as dull and
unoriginal as that bus sign. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but
never the right timing to share. So, I should turn around now and go back. I wouldn’t go into
that playground. Keep moving. I can try to make the bus. I wouldn’t be here now except for the
love of idling. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. It’s 3 pm, well into the
afternoon. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. The same old street again. KnowwhatImean?
I’ll be there in no time. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. It was quite
telling...  Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. I’m sure I’m leaving
out something, so much happened. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I have never
been here. ... My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at
unpredicatable moments.  So, I should turn around now and go back. Looking down I see that my
hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. Looking closer I see that the windows
don’t quite align edge to edge. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. Where is that
street? It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. The asphalt seems to go on forever and
smells like an oily sea. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never
the right timing to share. :) I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling
one. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. Just a
thought... KnowwhatImean? Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade
to my face. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at
unpredicatable moments.  The sign moves in front of me. Keep moving. A constant whooshing sound
is all I hear. I’ll be there in no time. I’ll never get through that way. At around noon, I
decided to leave. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the
right timing to share. My shoes have no where to go but forward. It ain’t all that bad. The
entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I’ll
need another dollor to get that video. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Where
is that street? Just a thought... Where is that street? It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. At
around noon, I decided to leave. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. Where is that
street? So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire
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is coming over the horizon or not. I’ll never get through that way. I walked around the corner
to find another corner. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I’ll be there in no time. I
am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. Stop!
Now, pay attention to where you are going. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way?
It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. I can’t find the sidewalk.
One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I guess I should try to find my
way back. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. I knew that he
had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot
pavement.  I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. It was quite telling...  It’s
a busy intersection where no one stops. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float
some more. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I don’t think you have any right to look
for me here. Sigh. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I’ll need another dollor to get
that video. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? Where is that street? So, I
should turn around now and go back. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. So,
it’s not too far to walk. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I can see nothing beyond
the block in front of me. I’ll never get through that way. I’ll be there in no time. Let’s check
my pocket to see if I have the car key. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep
moving. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the
constant traffic. So, it’s not too far to walk. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. I wonder
how they pack so much action into one minute. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. The
entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder
what was there before. The curb is a line that I follow. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing
by. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. The sign moves in front
of me. I guess I should try to find my way back. The curb is a line that I follow. Stop! Now,
pay attention to where you are going. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not.
Everywhere I imagine more of the same. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float
some more. :) I’ll need everything on the list and more. I knew that he had quite the adventure,
wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  Exposed as I
wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I see here but she does not see me. I’ll need
another dollor to get that video. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. Where is
that street? I’ll be there in no time. I’ll never get through that way. But I’m hoping that
later, somone will see the adventure of it. I don’t think you have any right to look for me
here. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s
trail across the sidewalk. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. Let’s check my
pocket to see if I have the car key. So, I should turn around now and go back. I walked around
the corner to find another corner. Just a thought... Keep moving. It was quite telling...  I’ll
need everything on the list and more. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Hey, what happened to
the car passing the other way? Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. I should have a picture of
that. The curb is a line that I follow. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I wouldn’t
be here now except for the love of idling. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Just a
thought... The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I have never been
here. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? I have never been here. Anyway,
seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. The asphalt seems to go on
forever and smells like an oily sea. Sigh. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but
that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I walked around the corner to find another
corner. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. If they dropped a
bomb here, where would it explode? Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. The curb is
a line that I follow. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I walked around the corner
to find another corner. That building shadows the car dealership. I wouldn’t go into that
playground. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. Keep moving. One option would be
to go to the left, then take another right. If I walk into that store it will not let me go.
Where is that street? ... The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. On my way home tonight
I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. Keep moving. That building shadows the car dealership. I never saw that window
before. It mirrors the roadway. Sweet Jesus, not again! Where is that street? That building
shadows the car dealership. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I
see here but she does not see me. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. If I walk into
that store it will not let me go. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. One option would
be to go to the left, then take another right. It was quite telling...  That building shadows
the car dealership. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before.
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The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant
traffic. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Hey,
what happened to the car passing the other way? It’s a busy intersection where no one stops.
I’ll be there in no time. What did I do wrong? OK, that’s easy enough. What’s this? A scrap of
news blowing by. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I don’t think you have any
right to look for me here. I walked around the corner to find another corner. I knew that he had
quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot
pavement.  I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I can’t find the
sidewalk. :) That building shadows the car dealership. I can see nothing beyond the block in
front of me. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I’ve had things to say about that
running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. It was quite telling...  I have
never been here. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by.
I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. It’s a
busy intersection where no one stops. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. It’s too
hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. One option would be to go to the left,
then take another right. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? I was here before.
It was quite telling...  At around noon, I decided to leave. The asphalt seems to go on forever
and smells like an oily sea. It ain’t all that bad. I knew that he had quite the adventure,
wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  ... What did I
do wrong? Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. I am
as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I should
have a picture of that. The former street was the one I was look for. So, I should turn around
now and go back. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. What’s this? A scrap of
news blowing by. OK, that’s easy enough. I’ll never get through that way. I wonder how they pack
so much action into one minute. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong
turn. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. Hey,
what happened to the car passing the other way? That’s what I feel like these days.  ummm. The
sign moves in front of me. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic
coming at unpredicatable moments.  The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. So, it’s
late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the
horizon or not. KnowwhatImean? That building shadows the car dealership. Man, I hate this
street, it’s boring. Where is that street? I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore.
Keep moving. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. Anyway, seeing
the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. Wow, that was close! Look where
you’re going. I see here but she does not see me. Sigh. I wouldn’t go into that playground. The
curb is a line that I follow. Just a thought... ummm. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at
times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  The sign moves in front of me. I
wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. ... Too Bright. That reflection never ceases
and blinds my eyes. Just a thought... I feel like a Zombie on steroids. Too Bright. That
reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way?
I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. So, I should turn around now and go back.
Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. I should have a picture of that. Man, I hate
this street, it’s boring. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk.
Everywhere I imagine more of the same. That building shadows the car dealership. Looking closer
I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I can try to make the bus. Everywhere I
imagine more of the same. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic
coming at unpredicatable moments.  I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. It’s a
busy intersection where no one stops. The curb is a line that I follow. But I’m hoping that
later, somone will see the adventure of it. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. Let’s check my
pocket to see if I have the car key. The same old street again. Looking closer I see that the
windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key.
Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. Everywhere I imagine
more of the same. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. ummm. It’s too hard for me to cross
the street, so I’ll float some more. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I headed down to
the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much
happened. ... I’ll be there in no time. ummm. That’s what I feel like these days.  On my way
home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. So, I should turn around now and go
back. Hi. So, it’s not too far to walk. Hi. ... The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells
like an oily sea. It was quite telling...  Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. I can try to
make the bus. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
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across the sidewalk. Keep moving. ummm. ummm. I’ll never get through that way. That building
shadows the car dealership. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. A constant
whooshing sound is all I hear. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. Death disturbs me
now that I walk alone. The same old street again. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24
hour establishment. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I see my
shadow behind me on the sidewalk. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I
should have a picture of that. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and
that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  :) Everywhere I imagine more of the
same. The sign moves in front of me. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of
it. KnowwhatImean? So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big
ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. I should have a picture of that. I see my shadow
behind me on the sidewalk. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I’ll be there in
no time. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life,
leaving a trail. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Hey, what happened to the car passing the
other way? I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The same old street again. It was quite
telling...  I walked around the corner to find another corner. Death disturbs me now that I walk
alone. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Everywhere I imagine more of the
same. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. I am as dull and
unoriginal as that bus sign. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and
that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  Anyway, seeing the size of the lot
makes me wonder what was there before. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across
the sidewalk. ummm. So, I should turn around now and go back. OK, that’s easy enough. Looking
down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. I’ll never get through
that way. :) Everywhere I imagine more of the same. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops.
ummm. ummm. Sweet Jesus, not again! I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. What did I do
wrong? I walked around the corner to find another corner. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I’ll
never get through that way. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. So, it’s not too
far to walk. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. Just a thought... I’ll need everything on the
list and more. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. ... Man, I hate
this street, it’s boring. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I feel
like a Zombie on steroids. That building shadows the car dealership. OK, that’s easy enough. I
wouldn’t go into that playground. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just
an illusion of the constant traffic. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a
trail. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the
adventure of it. It was quite telling...  OK, that’s easy enough. Looking closer I see that the
windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. At around
noon, I decided to leave. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. So, I should turn around
now and go back. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. But, when it’s
all done, she’s back in a safe place. I have never been here. Death disturbs me now that I walk
alone. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? Keep moving. I wouldn’t be here now
except for the love of idling. The former street was the one I was look for. So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I never saw that window
before. It mirrors the roadway. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Though, I
gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. That’s what I feel like these days.  I have never been
here. What did I do wrong? I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one.
The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant
traffic. The same old street again. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The former street was
the one I was look for. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? The same old street
again. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me
not. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. Let’s check my pocket
to see if I have the car key. I can try to make the bus. If they dropped a bomb here, where
would it explode? I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I have never been here. A constant
whooshing sound is all I hear. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I wonder if I can go
backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the
roadway. The same old street again. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes.
Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. I walked around the corner to find another corner. If they dropped a bomb
here, where would it explode? I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. Where is that street? I
never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The
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former street was the one I was look for. The same old street again. I don’t think you have any
right to look for me here. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one.
Hi. :) What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much
happened. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at
times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  I am as dull and unoriginal as
that bus sign. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. It ain’t all
that bad. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. Midas Muffler is
next on my list. At around noon, I decided to leave. The former street was the one I was look
for. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. It’s a busy
intersection where no one stops. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I walked around the corner
to find another corner. So, I should turn around now and go back. It’s too hard for me to cross
the street, so I’ll float some more. I’ll be there in no time. The feeling that came over me was
a sharp desire to keep moving. It was quite telling...  I noticed that it was no longer the same
street I was traveling one. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. It’s 3 pm,
well into the afternoon. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. Death disturbs me now that
I walk alone. I was here before. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I feel like a Zombie
on steroids. The sign moves in front of me. Just a thought... I was here before. I don’t think
you have any right to look for me here. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a
trail. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I walked around the
corner to find another corner. OK, that’s easy enough. The former street was the one I was look
for. KnowwhatImean? The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. Anyway,
seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. I can try to make the bus.
It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I wouldn’t go into that playground. So, I should turn around
now and go back. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. It’s 3 pm,
well into the afternoon. The same old street again. So, I should turn around now and go back.
What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my
eyes. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much
happened. So, I should turn around now and go back. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so
I’ll float some more. I wouldn’t go into that playground. On my way home tonight I passed a
snail’s trail across the sidewalk. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. I’ve had
things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. It
ain’t all that bad. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion
of the constant traffic. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic
coming at unpredicatable moments.  It ain’t all that bad. ... Stop! Now, pay attention to where
you are going. Where is that street? I walked around the corner to find another corner. I have
never been here. The curb is a line that I follow. So, it’s not too far to walk. I headed down
to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. The wind seems to be coming in all
directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. It was quite telling...  I’ll
need everything on the list and more. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. Midas Muffler is next on my list. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at
times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  What’s this? A scrap of news
blowing by. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I wonder how they pack so much action into one
minute. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face.
Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. Wow, that was close! Look where
you’re going. The curb is a line that I follow. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells
like an oily sea. The curb is a line that I follow. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a
safe place. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. I headed down to the South Street
diner, a 24 hour establishment. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. That’s what I
feel like these days.  :) My shoes have no where to go but forward. My shoes have no where to go
but forward. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. I can’t find the sidewalk.
The former street was the one I was look for. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I
don’t think you have any right to look for me here. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t
quite align edge to edge. Sigh. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. Just a thought... ummm. I
wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. Where is that street? It’s a
busy intersection where no one stops. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. The entrance
ramp is not the only way to go up. ... That’s what I feel like these days.  I see here but she
does not see me. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I should
have a picture of that. It ain’t all that bad. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire
to keep moving. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I’ll be there in no time. ummm. I see
my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my
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head, but never the right timing to share. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I’ll never
get through that way. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. The sign moves in front of me.
Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Looking closer I see that the
windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not.
The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. The curb is a line that I
follow. The former street was the one I was look for. I wonder if I can go backward in time and
eradicate that wrong turn. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk.
Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Midas Muffler is next on
my list. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I can see nothing
beyond the block in front of me. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. I guess I should try to find my way back. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. I
can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells
like an oily sea. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. The entrance ramp is not the
only way to go up. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming
at unpredicatable moments.  Keep moving. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across
the sidewalk. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. Where is that street? Where
is that street? My shoes have no where to go but forward. That building shadows the car
dealership. I guess I should try to find my way back. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s
trail across the sidewalk. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. I’ll
need everything on the list and more. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I can see
nothing beyond the block in front of me. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my
eyes. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. That building shadows the car dealership.
Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Midas Muffler is next on
my list. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I have never been here. Though, I
gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. My pavement is
hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  Exposed
as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. Everywhere I imagine more of the same.
Sweet Jesus, not again! I walked around the corner to find another corner. ummm. KnowwhatImean?
A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I walked around the corner to find another corner. I
noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. It’s too hard for me to cross
the street, so I’ll float some more. It ain’t all that bad. I’m sure I’m leaving out something,
so much happened. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. A constant whooshing sound
is all I hear. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. Hi. I wonder how they pack so much
action into one minute. :) It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. Where is that street? I
headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. The wind seems to be coming in
all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I am as dull and unoriginal
as that bus sign. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. It’s too hard for me to cross
the street, so I’ll float some more. ummm. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an
oily sea. Just a thought... But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it.
Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. If they dropped a bomb here,
where would it explode? Everywhere I imagine more of the same. The curb is a line that I follow.
I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. It was quite telling...  I
wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. It ain’t all that bad. It’s 3
pm, well into the afternoon. ... Sweet Jesus, not again! Though, I gotta admit, there’s no
turning back now. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. The same old street again.
I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to
share. What did I do wrong? Midas Muffler is next on my list. Where is that street? Wow, that
was close! Look where you’re going. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I don’t think you
have any right to look for me here. I’ll need everything on the list and more. It’s too hard for
me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. But I’m
hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. At around noon, I decided to leave. I
knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on
the often hot pavement.  One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I
wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I don’t think you have any right to look
for me here. Sigh. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I never saw that window
before. It mirrors the roadway. I’ll never get through that way. Though, I gotta admit, there’s
no turning back now. I wouldn’t go into that playground. I can try to make the bus. I was here
before. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. KnowwhatImean? Wow, that was close! Look
where you’re going. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. Hey, what happened to
the car passing the other way? Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. ...
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That building shadows the car dealership. I can try to make the bus. Midas Muffler is next on my
list. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. Hi. Death disturbs me now that I
walk alone. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up.
I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I’ll be there in no time. The sign moves
in front of me. I can’t find the sidewalk. What did I do wrong? Everywhere I imagine more of the
same. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. My shoes have no where to go but forward.
That building shadows the car dealership. So, it’s not too far to walk. It’s 3 pm, well into the
afternoon. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. If they dropped a bomb here, where
would it explode? My shoes have no where to go but forward. I wouldn’t go into that playground.
It was quite telling...  One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. Death
disturbs me now that I walk alone. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. If they dropped
a bomb here, where would it explode? I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way
and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I knew that he had quite the
adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I
can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other
way? I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I
just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I’ll be there in no time. Too Bright. That
reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. Sweet Jesus, not again! The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I’ll need
another dollor to get that video. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. I’ll be there in no time.
Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Sigh. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot
makes me wonder what was there before. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. My
pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. I’m sure I’m leaving
out something, so much happened. I walked around the corner to find another corner. I’m sure I’m
leaving out something, so much happened. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the
maximum shade to my face. I should have a picture of that. Wow, that was close! Look where
you’re going. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. Hi. The former street was the one I was look
for. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I wonder
if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. Someone is coming on the other side
and they see me not. Hi. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. Though, I gotta admit,
there’s no turning back now. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment.
Sigh. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. I am as dull and unoriginal as that
bus sign. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Hi. What’s this? A scrap of news
blowing by. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right
timing to share. So, it’s not too far to walk. I was here before. Though, I gotta admit, there’s
no turning back now. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. The wind seems to be
coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I’ll never get
through that way. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the
right timing to share. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. It was quite telling...  I
feel like a Zombie on steroids. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but
never the right timing to share. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. The
feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. Looking down I see that my hat is
tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. I
headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. My shoes have no where to go but
forward. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. The sign moves in front
of me. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? The curb is a line that I follow. I
am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. The former street was the one I was look for. I
don’t think you have any right to look for me here. The asphalt seems to go on forever and
smells like an oily sea. What did I do wrong? But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the
adventure of it. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. The same old
street again. Keep moving. I should have a picture of that. I just don’t get jolted by seeing
the gaps anymore. It was quite telling...  :) My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times...
what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by.
What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. I
guess I should try to find my way back. The sign moves in front of me. The asphalt seems to go
on forever and smells like an oily sea. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep
moving. It was quite telling...  If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? Sigh. I
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wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see
the adventure of it. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before.
Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. Let’s check my pocket to see if
I have the car key. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. That’s what I feel
like these days.  Midas Muffler is next on my list. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love
of idling. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I can’t find the sidewalk. At
around noon, I decided to leave. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. Keep moving. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. OK, that’s easy
enough. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Someone is coming on the other side and they
see me not. So, I should turn around now and go back. At around noon, I decided to leave. My
pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. Someone is coming on
the other side and they see me not. The same old street again. I walked around the corner to
find another corner. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I walked around the
corner to find another corner. Hi. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The same old
street again. I can try to make the bus. That building shadows the car dealership. The asphalt
seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I walked around the corner to find another
corner. It was quite telling...  :) So, I should turn around now and go back. Wow, that was
close! Look where you’re going. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. Exposed as I
wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. Just a thought... Sigh. I guess I should try
to find my way back. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. Wow, that was close! Look
where you’re going. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I noticed that it was no longer
the same street I was traveling one. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Someone is
coming on the other side and they see me not. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder
what was there before. The former street was the one I was look for. I wouldn’t be here now
except for the love of idling. I can’t find the sidewalk. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you
are going. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I’ve had things to say about that running around in
my head, but never the right timing to share. I wonder if I can go backward in time and
eradicate that wrong turn. That’s what I feel like these days.  Hey, what happened to the car
passing the other way? But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. Sweet Jesus, not
again! Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. So, I should turn around now
and go back. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. :) Exposed
as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. So, it’s late, or early, depending on
whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. I guess I
should try to find my way back. ummm. I can’t find the sidewalk. I have never been here. ummm. I
should have a picture of that. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. Stop! Now, pay
attention to where you are going. Midas Muffler is next on my list. Where is that street? Where
is that street? I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. On my way home tonight I
passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. If
they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? :) ... At around noon, I decided to leave. If
I walk into that store it will not let me go. KnowwhatImean? I’m sure I’m leaving out something,
so much happened. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of
the constant traffic. Hi. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. At around noon, I decided to
leave. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. ummm. The feeling that
came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. At around noon, I decided to leave. At around noon, I decided to leave.
Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. KnowwhatImean?
Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. The entrance ramp is not the only
way to go up. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. So, it’s late, or early, depending on
whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. I should
have a picture of that. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. The sign moves
in front of me. ummm. ... On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk.
Keep moving. The sign moves in front of me. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key.
I have never been here. Where is that street? Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite
align edge to edge. I have never been here. The sign moves in front of me. It was quite
telling...  A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. The entrance ramp is not the only way to
go up. I can’t find the sidewalk. Hi. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place.
Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of
a life, leaving a trail. At around noon, I decided to leave. I’ll never get through that way.
It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. The same old street again. I
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never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s
trail across the sidewalk. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there
before. The same old street again. It ain’t all that bad. That building shadows the car
dealership. I can try to make the bus. I’ll never get through that way. The same old street
again. I’ll need everything on the list and more. It was quite telling...  But I’m hoping that
later, somone will see the adventure of it. I wouldn’t go into that playground. I wonder how
they pack so much action into one minute. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. So, it’s not too far to walk. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. One
option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I guess I should try to find my way
back. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. I see my shadow
behind me on the sidewalk. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that,
into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I should have a picture of that. I feel like
a Zombie on steroids. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I knew that he had quite the
adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I
guess I should try to find my way back. The curb is a line that I follow. Too Bright. That
reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. I guess I should try to find my way back. :) It was
quite telling...  I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. I wouldn’t
go into that playground. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk.
I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I can try to make the bus. Hey, what happened to the
car passing the other way? What did I do wrong? ... Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and
blinds my eyes. I’ll never get through that way. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops.
So, it’s not too far to walk. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I
walked around the corner to find another corner. Just a thought... If they dropped a bomb here,
where would it explode? Sigh. I see here but she does not see me. Stop! Now, pay attention to
where you are going. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. So,
it’s not too far to walk. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. What
did I do wrong? I see here but she does not see me. I can try to make the bus. I’ll need
everything on the list and more. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. Someone
is coming on the other side and they see me not. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I was here
before. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Hi. The asphalt seems to go on forever and
smells like an oily sea. Sweet Jesus, not again! OK, that’s easy enough. So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. I can’t find the sidewalk. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some
more. ummm. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. It ain’t all that bad. My pavement is hot,
too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  The entrance
ramp is not the only way to go up. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head,
but never the right timing to share. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align
edge to edge. :) I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. On my way home tonight I
passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times...
what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps
anymore. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. The entrance ramp is not the only
way to go up. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I guess I should try to find my way
back. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of
me. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened.
Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you
are going. That building shadows the car dealership. It was quite telling...  My shoes have no
where to go but forward. Just a thought... :) Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. One option
would be to go to the left, then take another right. The sign moves in front of me. I wonder if
I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. I’ll never get through that way. I
can’t find the sidewalk. I can try to make the bus. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so
I’ll float some more. It ain’t all that bad. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe
place. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. I wouldn’t be here now except for the
love of idling. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. But I’m
hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. OK, that’s easy enough. KnowwhatImean?
My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning
back now. ummm. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. Someone is coming on the
other side and they see me not. I see here but she does not see me. I’m sure I’m leaving out
something, so much happened. Sigh. It was quite telling...  If they dropped a bomb here, where
would it explode? At around noon, I decided to leave. If they dropped a bomb here, where would
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it explode? The curb is a line that I follow. OK, that’s easy enough. Keep moving. That’s what I
feel like these days.  I’ll never get through that way. Hi. I walked around the corner to find
another corner. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. The curb is a line that I
follow. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. Hey, what happened to the car
passing the other way? The sign moves in front of me. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are
going. OK, that’s easy enough. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. I’m sure
I’m leaving out something, so much happened. OK, that’s easy enough. ummm. I wonder if I can go
backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. That building shadows the car dealership. I was
here before. Where is that street? I guess I should try to find my way back. The former street
was the one I was look for. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Man, I hate this street, it’s
boring. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire
is coming over the horizon or not. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge
to edge. Midas Muffler is next on my list. That’s what I feel like these days.  Man, I hate this
street, it’s boring. What did I do wrong? I can’t find the sidewalk. Midas Muffler is next on my
list. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I see my shadow behind me on the
sidewalk. OK, that’s easy enough. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. The feeling that
came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Man, I hate
this street, it’s boring. I walked around the corner to find another corner. I wonder if I can
go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. So, it’s not too far to walk. I wouldn’t go
into that playground. KnowwhatImean? It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float
some more. ummm. It was quite telling...  My shoes have no where to go but forward. I am as dull
and unoriginal as that bus sign. I have never been here. I wouldn’t go into that playground. I
wouldn’t go into that playground. One option would be to go to the left, then take another
right. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. So, I should turn around now and go
back. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other
way? The curb is a line that I follow. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an
oily sea. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Man, I hate this street,
it’s boring. I’ll never get through that way. I wonder if I can go backward in time and
eradicate that wrong turn. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. I’ll be there in no
time. Just a thought... What did I do wrong? On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. Where is that street? ... I’ll need another dollor to get that video. Too
Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. The wind seems to be coming in all
directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. The feeling that came over me
was a sharp desire to keep moving. So, it’s not too far to walk. But, when it’s all done, she’s
back in a safe place. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. My pavement is hot,
too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  It ain’t all
that bad. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? What did I do wrong? A constant
whooshing sound is all I hear. The former street was the one I was look for. KnowwhatImean? If I
walk into that store it will not let me go. The curb is a line that I follow. I see my shadow
behind me on the sidewalk. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. It’s a busy intersection where
no one stops. I’ll never get through that way. ... I can try to make the bus. But, when it’s all
done, she’s back in a safe place. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. So, it’s not too
far to walk. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I headed down to the South Street diner,
a 24 hour establishment. ... The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving.
I’ll never get through that way. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with
traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  Where is that street? Looking closer I see that the
windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now.
Sweet Jesus, not again! That building shadows the car dealership. So, I should turn around now
and go back. So, it’s not too far to walk. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I can try to make
the bus. It was quite telling...  One option would be to go to the left, then take another
right. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I should have a picture of that. The wind
seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I
headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Though, I gotta admit, there’s
no turning back now. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before.
Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. I’ll never get
through that way. Where is that street? I don’t think you have any right to look for me here.
Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. So, it’s not too far
to walk. I guess I should try to find my way back. I can try to make the bus. Just a thought...
Where is that street? It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. If they dropped a bomb here, where
would it explode? Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. The asphalt seems
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to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I’ll be
there in no time. My shoes have no where to go but forward. Sweet Jesus, not again! The curb is
a line that I follow. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I’m sure I’m
leaving out something, so much happened. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. I
can try to make the bus. I’ll be there in no time. That building shadows the car dealership. The
entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. The same old street again. At around noon, I decided
to leave. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. ummm.
If I walk into that store it will not let me go. I should have a picture of that. A constant
whooshing sound is all I hear. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but
never the right timing to share. The same old street again. The entrance ramp is not the only
way to go up. I’ll be there in no time. I have never been here. I see here but she does not see
me. So, I should turn around now and go back. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. Man, I
hate this street, it’s boring. I can’t find the sidewalk. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring.
The same old street again. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the
big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it
explode? But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. Keep moving. My
pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable
moments.  I walked around the corner to find another corner. But, when it’s all done, she’s back
in a safe place. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball
of fire is coming over the horizon or not. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to
keep moving. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. It was quite telling... 
Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. That’s what I feel like these days.  I
feel like a Zombie on steroids. :) Sigh. Sigh. The former street was the one I was look for. The
same old street again. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. I knew that he had quite the
adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  One
option would be to go to the left, then take another right. :) I knew that he had quite the
adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  I
wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I have never been here. Everywhere I
imagine more of the same. I see here but she does not see me. I see here but she does not see
me. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I’ll be there in no time. But, when
it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. The
curb is a line that I follow. ummm. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a
trail. Midas Muffler is next on my list. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the
maximum shade to my face. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. Wow, that was close!
Look where you’re going. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I’ll need
everything on the list and more. Sigh. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Sweet
Jesus, not again! That’s what I feel like these days.  It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I
guess I should try to find my way back. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a
trail. Just a thought... Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I never saw
that window before. It mirrors the roadway. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I feel
like a Zombie on steroids. I’ll never get through that way. I’ll need everything on the list and
more. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. But I’m hoping that later, somone
will see the adventure of it. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. Hi. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Stop! Now, pay
attention to where you are going. Sigh. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. What
did I do wrong? Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I am as dull and
unoriginal as that bus sign. The sign moves in front of me. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon.
If I walk into that store it will not let me go. That’s what I feel like these days.  I’ll never
get through that way. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. On
my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. It ain’t all that bad. :)
Everywhere I imagine more of the same. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Wow,
that was close! Look where you’re going. It ain’t all that bad. I walked around the corner to
find another corner. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk.
Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. Hi. The same
old street again. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much
happened. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Midas Muffler is next on
my list. That building shadows the car dealership. Hey, what happened to the car passing the
other way? On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. Stop! Now, pay
attention to where you are going. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Though, I
gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I can try to make the bus. I’ll be there in no time.
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Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. The curb is a line that I follow. Everywhere
I imagine more of the same. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. Wow, that was close!
Look where you’re going. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. Though, I gotta admit,
there’s no turning back now. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving.
So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming
over the horizon or not. I’ll never get through that way. I walked around the corner to find
another corner. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of
the constant traffic. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. One
option would be to go to the left, then take another right. Looking down I see that my hat is
tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. I wonder if I can go backward in time and
eradicate that wrong turn. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. ... Just a
thought... Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Someone is coming on the
other side and they see me not. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. Midas Muffler is next on
my list. :) Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Stop! Now, pay attention to where
you are going. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? Too Bright. That reflection
never ceases and blinds my eyes. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege
that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. Someone is coming on the other side
and they see me not. So, I should turn around now and go back. ... Looking closer I see that the
windows don’t quite align edge to edge. ... So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you
acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. The entrance ramp is not
the only way to go up. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. What
did I do wrong? Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. Midas Muffler is next on my list.
I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to
present the maximum shade to my face. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute.
ummm. I’ll never get through that way. It ain’t all that bad. The same old street again. ummm. I
should have a picture of that. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum
shade to my face. Sigh. I can’t find the sidewalk. Midas Muffler is next on my list. The wind
seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. It’s
3 pm, well into the afternoon. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I headed down to the
South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. The same old street again. I have never been here.
Midas Muffler is next on my list. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. I never saw that window
before. It mirrors the roadway. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. Just a
thought... Midas Muffler is next on my list. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going.
ummm. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t
quite align edge to edge. I see here but she does not see me. Too Bright. That reflection never
ceases and blinds my eyes. The curb is a line that I follow. A constant whooshing sound is all I
hear. The same old street again. I wouldn’t go into that playground. The sign moves in front of
me. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. I headed down to the South Street diner, a
24 hour establishment. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an
illusion of the constant traffic. ... So, I should turn around now and go back. ... The entrance
ramp is not the only way to go up. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head,
but never the right timing to share. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. KnowwhatImean? So, it’s
late, or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the
horizon or not. I can try to make the bus. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. Hi. At
around noon, I decided to leave. I walked around the corner to find another corner. It ain’t all
that bad. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I’ll never get through that way.
But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. My pavement is hot, too, and
dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  A constant whooshing
sound is all I hear. The sign moves in front of me. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus
sign. Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a
life, leaving a trail. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. Sigh. ummm. That building
shadows the car dealership. I can’t find the sidewalk. I see my shadow behind me on the
sidewalk. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. :) I’ll be there in no
time. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. I can try to make the bus. The same
old street again. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I’m sure
I’m leaving out something, so much happened. Sweet Jesus, not again! My shoes have no where to
go but forward. :) If I walk into that store it will not let me go. So, I should turn around now
and go back. I can try to make the bus. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway.
I can’t find the sidewalk. The former street was the one I was look for. :) I just don’t get
jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. The same old street
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again. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I guess I should try to
find my way back. Midas Muffler is next on my list. The curb is a line that I follow. Where is
that street? Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Sweet Jesus, not again! Stop!
Now, pay attention to where you are going. OK, that’s easy enough. I should have a picture of
that. My shoes have no where to go but forward. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Looking down
I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. I’ve had things to say
about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. Wow, that was close!
Look where you’re going. Just a thought... I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate
that wrong turn. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I was here before. My shoes
have no where to go but forward. So, it’s not too far to walk. I guess I should try to find my
way back. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. That building shadows the car dealership.
Just a thought... I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. My pavement is hot, too,
and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. KnowwhatImean? Just a thought... I wouldn’t go into that playground. Sweet Jesus, not
again! I have never been here. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. Hi. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I can see nothing beyond the block
in front of me. Where is that street? But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. The
wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic.
Hi. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I guess I should try to find
my way back. KnowwhatImean? Hi. I guess I should try to find my way back. I just don’t get
jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge
to edge. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. My pavement
is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  I
should have a picture of that. So, I should turn around now and go back. Keep moving. But, when
it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. I walked around the corner to find another corner.
So, it’s not too far to walk. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I can try to make the
bus. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. I can’t find the sidewalk. Everywhere I
imagine more of the same. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an
illusion of the constant traffic. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I can try to make
the bus. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? I feel like a Zombie on steroids.
Where is that street? I should have a picture of that. :) I wonder if I can go backward in time
and eradicate that wrong turn. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the
sidewalk. The curb is a line that I follow. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to
keep moving. Where is that street? I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that
wrong turn. I was here before. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I
noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. The feeling that came over me
was a sharp desire to keep moving. At around noon, I decided to leave. I feel like a Zombie on
steroids. It was quite telling...  Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. Hi. Hi. Hey, what
happened to the car passing the other way? I guess I should try to find my way back. I never saw
that window before. It mirrors the roadway. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I don’t think
you have any right to look for me here. OK, that’s easy enough. Too Bright. That reflection
never ceases and blinds my eyes. So, it’s not too far to walk. My shoes have no where to go but
forward. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. That building shadows the car
dealership. The sign moves in front of me. Keep moving. The entrance ramp is not the only way to
go up. I walked around the corner to find another corner. A constant whooshing sound is all I
hear. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I wonder if I can go backward in time and
eradicate that wrong turn. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. I have never been here. If I
walk into that store it will not let me go. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the
roadway. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. Everywhere I imagine
more of the same. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. Someone is coming on the
other side and they see me not. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. If they
dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? It ain’t all that bad. What did I do wrong? It’s a
busy intersection where no one stops. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align
edge to edge. Keep moving. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I wouldn’t go into that
playground. Just a thought... Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to
edge. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I’ll need everything on
the list and more. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I feel like a Zombie on
steroids. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. The feeling that came over me was a
sharp desire to keep moving. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it.
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Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps
anymore. The same old street again. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. The former street was
the one I was look for. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I should
have a picture of that. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. If I walk into that store it will
not let me go. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. The asphalt seems to go on
forever and smells like an oily sea. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. It’s
a busy intersection where no one stops. I should have a picture of that. Everywhere I imagine
more of the same. It ain’t all that bad. The sign moves in front of me. I’ll be there in no
time. Midas Muffler is next on my list. Keep moving. I wouldn’t go into that playground. It was
quite telling...  I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. But, when
it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. That’s what I feel like these days.  Wow, that was
close! Look where you’re going. Keep moving. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. But I’m
hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. So, it’s not too far to walk. One option
would be to go to the left, then take another right. The sign moves in front of me. So, it’s not
too far to walk. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. Sweet Jesus,
not again! The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. Where is that street?
So, it’s not too far to walk. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail.
Midas Muffler is next on my list. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. Anyway, seeing the size of
the lot makes me wonder what was there before. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. I
noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. I noticed that it was no
longer the same street I was traveling one. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the
adventure of it. That’s what I feel like these days.  I was here before. Anyway, seeing the size
of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign.
I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I can try to make the bus. One option
would be to go to the left, then take another right. I can’t find the sidewalk. I was here
before. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. The wind seems to be
coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. My pavement is
hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  It’s
too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. Exposed as I wander on my
adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I’ll need everything on the list and more. So, it’s late,
or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the
horizon or not. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The former street was the one I was
look for. That building shadows the car dealership. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see
the adventure of it. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge.
Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I’ll need another dollor
to get that video. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the
right timing to share. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I’m
sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and
blinds my eyes. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. Hey, what happened to the car
passing the other way? The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I just
don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. At
around noon, I decided to leave. Keep moving. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll
float some more. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. That
building shadows the car dealership. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. The
sign moves in front of me. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I’ll need another dollor to
get that video. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. The asphalt seems to go on forever and
smells like an oily sea. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. I headed down to
the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. One option would be to go to the left, then
take another right. It ain’t all that bad. My shoes have no where to go but forward. So, it’s
not too far to walk. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion
of the constant traffic. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The asphalt seems to go on
forever and smells like an oily sea. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Keep moving. Exposed as
I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I have never been here. So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. A constant whooshing
sound is all I hear. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. The asphalt seems to go
on forever and smells like an oily sea. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here.
So, I should turn around now and go back. So, I should turn around now and go back. I see my
shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I guess I should try to find my way back. I should have a
picture of that. What did I do wrong? If they dropped a bomb here, where would it explode? One
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option would be to go to the left, then take another right. I walked around the corner to find
another corner. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. If they dropped a bomb
here, where would it explode? I have never been here. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love
of idling. I have never been here. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was
traveling one. But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. ummm. What did I
do wrong? Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I can try to make the bus. I
should have a picture of that. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an
illusion of the constant traffic. I have never been here. Looking closer I see that the windows
don’t quite align edge to edge. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. The entrance ramp
is not the only way to go up. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. I have never
been here. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. KnowwhatImean? A constant whooshing sound is
all I hear. Sigh. The former street was the one I was look for. I can try to make the bus. I can
see nothing beyond the block in front of me. Sigh. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at
times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  :) Wow, that was close! Look where
you’re going. I’ll be there in no time. OK, that’s easy enough. Anyway, seeing the size of the
lot makes me wonder what was there before. I can’t find the sidewalk. I guess I should try to
find my way back. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. I am as dull and unoriginal
as that bus sign. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my
face. What did I do wrong? Wow, that was close! Look where you’re going. I’ll never get through
that way. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Hi. Too Bright. That
reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like
an oily sea. I’ll be there in no time. The same old street again. I headed down to the South
Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I’ll
be there in no time. :) I was here before. Keep moving. Where is that street? I can’t find the
sidewalk. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Keep moving. It’s too hard for me to cross the
street, so I’ll float some more. KnowwhatImean? On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. Where is that street? What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. Looking down
I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my face. I headed down to the South
Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an
oily sea. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. It’s 3 pm, well into the
afternoon. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. It was quite
telling...  I feel like a Zombie on steroids. That building shadows the car dealership. OK,
that’s easy enough. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I have never been here. I’ve
had things to say about that running around in my head, but never the right timing to share. It
ain’t all that bad. It was quite telling...  I can try to make the bus. At around noon, I
decided to leave. ummm. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. Stop!
Now, pay attention to where you are going. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. At around
noon, I decided to leave. I should have a picture of that. Death disturbs me now that I walk
alone. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus
sign. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. Looking closer I see that the
windows don’t quite align edge to edge. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. If
I walk into that store it will not let me go. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car
key. I was here before. I guess I should try to find my way back. On my way home tonight I
passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I’ll never get through that way. It’s too hard for
me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. I’ll need everything on the list and more.
Where is that street? The former street was the one I was look for. That’s what I feel like
these days.  Midas Muffler is next on my list. So, it’s late, or early, depending on whether you
acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. Everywhere I imagine
more of the same. My shoes have no where to go but forward. That’s what I feel like these days. 
Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. I can see nothing
beyond the block in front of me. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong
turn. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. It was quite telling...  If they dropped a bomb
here, where would it explode? I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong
turn. Hi. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me. ... I see my shadow behind me on
the sidewalk. That building shadows the car dealership. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted
to present the maximum shade to my face. So, I should turn around now and go back. I was here
before. That’s what I feel like these days.  Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite
align edge to edge. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. OK, that’s easy enough. But I’m
hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of it. I see my shadow behind me on the
sidewalk. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at
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unpredicatable moments.  On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. I
knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and that, into and out of danger, on
the often hot pavement.  I can try to make the bus. OK, that’s easy enough. Exposed as I wander
on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. I can see nothing beyond the block in front of me.
Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. But, when it’s all done, she’s
back in a safe place. My shoes have no where to go but forward. OK, that’s easy enough. It’s too
hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. I walked around the corner to find
another corner. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. That
building shadows the car dealership. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. At around noon, I
decided to leave. I see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. The asphalt seems to go on forever
and smells like an oily sea. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this way and
that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  Midas Muffler is next on my list. It’s
3 pm, well into the afternoon. Midas Muffler is next on my list. I am as dull and unoriginal as
that bus sign. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. ummm. It ain’t all that
bad. I’ll need everything on the list and more. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. I
can try to make the bus. I guess I should try to find my way back. I can’t find the sidewalk. I
was here before. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. It ain’t all that bad. I
wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I headed down to the South Street diner, a
24 hour establishment. I can try to make the bus. So, it’s not too far to walk. Hi. I headed
down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. One option would be to go to the left,
then take another right. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. If they dropped a
bomb here, where would it explode? I have never been here. A constant whooshing sound is all I
hear. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back
now. I should have a picture of that. I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway.
But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. Where is that street? I wonder how they
pack so much action into one minute. So, I should turn around now and go back. I was here
before. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. The feeling that came over me was a sharp
desire to keep moving. I’ll need another dollor to get that video. The entrance ramp is not the
only way to go up. I wonder if I can go backward in time and eradicate that wrong turn. I’ll be
there in no time. It ain’t all that bad. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align
edge to edge. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. So, it’s not
too far to walk. I can try to make the bus. It’s a busy intersection where no one stops. Midas
Muffler is next on my list. It ain’t all that bad. It ain’t all that bad. So, it’s late, or
early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon
or not. I see here but she does not see me. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll
float some more. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I’ll need everything on the list and
more. What did I do wrong? The curb is a line that I follow. OK, that’s easy enough. I wouldn’t
go into that playground. The curb is a line that I follow. Too Bright. That reflection never
ceases and blinds my eyes. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I’ll need
another dollor to get that video. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. What did I do
wrong? I guess I should try to find my way back. ummm. Hi. I see my shadow behind me on the
sidewalk. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. ummm. It was quite
telling...  The sign moves in front of me. I wouldn’t go into that playground. Wow, that was
close! Look where you’re going. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right.
I never saw that window before. It mirrors the roadway. Where is that street? I have never been
here. So, it’s not too far to walk. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour
establishment. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. Hi. What’s
this? A scrap of news blowing by. Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the
maximum shade to my face. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. ... What’s this? A scrap of news
blowing by. I should have a picture of that. If they dropped a bomb here, where would it
explode? It ain’t all that bad. But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. Though, I
gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving
a trail. ... Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I can try to make the bus.
Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are
going. My shoes have no where to go but forward. I see here but she does not see me. What’s
this? A scrap of news blowing by. The former street was the one I was look for. The sign moves
in front of me. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. That building shadows the
car dealership. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. Where is that street? Hey,
what happened to the car passing the other way? One option would be to go to the left, then take
another right. I can’t find the sidewalk. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. It
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was quite telling...  My shoes have no where to go but forward. I can’t find the sidewalk. I can
see nothing beyond the block in front of me. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. Anyway,
seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. OK, that’s easy enough. I
headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. If they dropped a bomb here,
where would it explode? I guess I should try to find my way back. Just a thought... Too Bright.
That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back
now. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. On my way home tonight I
passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to
keep moving. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. Stop! Now, pay attention to
where you are going. Let’s check my pocket to see if I have the car key. I’ll need another
dollor to get that video. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never
the right timing to share. I’ll be there in no time. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases
and blinds my eyes. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. On my way home tonight I passed a
snail’s trail across the sidewalk. Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I
can’t find the sidewalk. I’ve had things to say about that running around in my head, but never
the right timing to share. The wind seems to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an
illusion of the constant traffic. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. ... I was here
before. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. The same old street again. It’s too hard for
me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. Sigh. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. My
shoes have no where to go but forward. I knew that he had quite the adventure, wandering this
way and that, into and out of danger, on the often hot pavement.  Keep moving. I headed down to
the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning back
now. I wouldn’t be here now except for the love of idling. I don’t think you have any right to
look for me here. It ain’t all that bad. Too Bright. That reflection never ceases and blinds my
eyes. What’s this? A scrap of news blowing by. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail
across the sidewalk. It was quite telling...  But, when it’s all done, she’s back in a safe
place. I can try to make the bus. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge
to edge. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. I wouldn’t go into
that playground. Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Hi.
Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. ... Someone is coming
on the other side and they see me not. Hi. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up.
Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was there before. But I’m hoping that
later, somone will see the adventure of it. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I
was traveling one. ummm. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic
coming at unpredicatable moments.  It ain’t all that bad. It ain’t all that bad. Though, I gotta
admit, there’s no turning back now. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some
more. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. But I’m hoping that
later, somone will see the adventure of it. The former street was the one I was look for. That’s
what I feel like these days.  I walked around the corner to find another corner. So, it’s late,
or early, depending on whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the
horizon or not. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. The wind seems
to be coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. Hi. Man, I
hate this street, it’s boring. I headed down to the South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment.
I’ll never get through that way. Exposed as I wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail.
Midas Muffler is next on my list. Anyway, seeing the size of the lot makes me wonder what was
there before. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. I don’t think you have any right to look for me
here. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s trail across the sidewalk. The former street was
the one I was look for. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic
coming at unpredicatable moments.  The curb is a line that I follow. I never saw that window
before. It mirrors the roadway. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. ... The wind seems to be
coming in all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I noticed that it
was no longer the same street I was traveling one. On my way home tonight I passed a snail’s
trail across the sidewalk. The same old street again. I’ve had things to say about that running
around in my head, but never the right timing to share. I walked around the corner to find
another corner. Man, I hate this street, it’s boring. That building shadows the car dealership.
Looking closer I see that the windows don’t quite align edge to edge. Too Bright. That
reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll
float some more. That building shadows the car dealership. So, it’s late, or early, depending on
whether you acknowlege that the big ball of fire is coming over the horizon or not. But, when
it’s all done, she’s back in a safe place. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here.
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So, I should turn around now and go back. It ain’t all that bad. I wouldn’t go into that
playground. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. It ain’t all that bad. OK,
that’s easy enough. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are going. Wow, that was close! Look
where you’re going. I’ll need everything on the list and more. Where is that street? Let’s check
my pocket to see if I have the car key. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. I
was here before. The feeling that came over me was a sharp desire to keep moving. It ain’t all
that bad. I don’t think you have any right to look for me here. Stop! Now, pay attention to
where you are going. ummm. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. ... The sign
moves in front of me. I should have a picture of that. Stop! Now, pay attention to where you are
going. It’s too hard for me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. Let’s check my pocket
to see if I have the car key. At around noon, I decided to leave. I can’t find the sidewalk.
Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. Looking closer I see that the windows
don’t quite align edge to edge. I can try to make the bus. My shoes have no where to go but
forward. I’m sure I’m leaving out something, so much happened. My shoes have no where to go but
forward. OK, that’s easy enough. I wouldn’t go into that playground. I was here before. I should
have a picture of that. So, I should turn around now and go back. The former street was the one
I was look for. Midas Muffler is next on my list. One option would be to go to the left, then
take another right. I just don’t get jolted by seeing the gaps anymore. What’s this? A scrap of
news blowing by. Death disturbs me now that I walk alone. At around noon, I decided to leave.
The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. At around noon, I decided to
leave. If I walk into that store it will not let me go. The same old street again. I wouldn’t go
into that playground. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic
coming at unpredicatable moments.  Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. A
constant whooshing sound is all I hear. The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an
oily sea. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. I was here before. I see my shadow
behind me on the sidewalk. One option would be to go to the left, then take another right. So, I
should turn around now and go back. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was
traveling one. At around noon, I decided to leave. Though, I gotta admit, there’s no turning
back now. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? The wind seems to be coming in
all directions, but that’s just an illusion of the constant traffic. I’ll need everything on the
list and more. ... Looking down I see that my hat is tilted to present the maximum shade to my
face. That building shadows the car dealership. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at
times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments.  ummm. It’s too hard for me to
cross the street, so I’ll float some more. A constant whooshing sound is all I hear. Though, I
gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I’ll be there in no time. I noticed that it was no
longer the same street I was traveling one. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way?
ummm. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? I am as dull and unoriginal as that
bus sign. I noticed that it was no longer the same street I was traveling one. One option would
be to go to the left, then take another right. I feel like a Zombie on steroids. Too Bright.
That reflection never ceases and blinds my eyes. I see here but she does not see me. I can see
nothing beyond the block in front of me. That’s what I feel like these days.  It’s too hard for
me to cross the street, so I’ll float some more. I can’t find the sidewalk. That building
shadows the car dealership. I can’t find the sidewalk. Hey, what happened to the car passing the
other way? The asphalt seems to go on forever and smells like an oily sea. I headed down to the
South Street diner, a 24 hour establishment. It’s 3 pm, well into the afternoon. Exposed as I
wander on my adventure of a life, leaving a trail. The feeling that came over me was a sharp
desire to keep moving. The entrance ramp is not the only way to go up. It ain’t all that bad. I
see my shadow behind me on the sidewalk. I am as dull and unoriginal as that bus sign. Though, I
gotta admit, there’s no turning back now. I’ll be there in no time. I guess I should try to find
my way back. Sigh. Just a thought... But I’m hoping that later, somone will see the adventure of
it. I can’t find the sidewalk. Hey, what happened to the car passing the other way? My pavement
is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at unpredicatable moments. 
Someone is coming on the other side and they see me not. I can try to make the bus. I’ll need
another dollor to get that video. Everywhere I imagine more of the same. I’m sure I’m leaving
out something, so much happened. I wonder how they pack so much action into one minute. I have
never been here. My pavement is hot, too, and dangerous at times... what with traffic coming at
unpredicatable moments.
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